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Foreword
WlTTorld Development Report 1996, the nineteenth economic factors and economic outcomes. Yet it makes a

in this annual series, is devoted to the transi- number of general points [hat provide valuable informa-
tion of countries with centrallv planned econ- tioIn to all reforming economies and to those who care

omies-in particular. Central and Eastern Europe, the about them. It drives home the utter necessity of both lib-
newly independent states of the former Soviet Union, eralizing economies through opening trade and market
China, and Vietnam-to a market orientation. opportunities and stabilizing them through reducing infla-

This transition, which affects about one-tlird of the tion and practicing fiscal discipline-and then of sticking
world's population, has been unavoidable. The world is to these policies consistently over time. It discusses the
changing rapidly: massive increases in global trade and pri- necessity of reforming enterpr-ises and expanding the pri-
vate investment in recent years have created enormous vate sector, wlile restructuring social safety nets to deal
potential for growth in jobs. incomes, and living standards with the social impact of the move to the market. And it
through free markets. Yet the scate-dominated economic makes the vital point that, in rhe long run. clear property
systems of these countries, weighed down by bureaucratic rights and widespread private ownership are needed for
conitrol and inefficiency, largely prevented markets from markets to perform efficiently and equitably.
fuinctionlinig and were therefore incapable of sustaining The Report also makes a major contribution in dis-
improvements in human welfare. Although these systems Cussiing the institutions that make a market-based econo-
guaranteed employment and social services, they did so at my work. It describes how public agencies, legal systems,
the cost of productivity, overall living standards, and- financial institutions, and education and health systems
importantly-the environment, whiclh has been severely can all enhance the success of Imarket economies. These are
damaged in some countries by distorted prices, inefficient the institutions that help set and enforce the rules that
use of natLiral resources, and antiquated plant. allow market transactions to proceed in a climate of

Necessary as the transition to the market has been, it confidence, that decrease the opportunities for corruption
has nor been easy. Some couLntries have been considerably and crime, that mobilize and allocate resources, and that
more successful than others in impleenlting the key ele- build human capital. And it discusses the need for transi-
menus of change. Above all, the transition has had and will nion countries to carry throug,h wich measures to integrate
continlue to have a profound impact on1 people's lives. In theinselves fuirther within the global economy. Integration
some of the countries undergoing transition there has been into the institutions of the world trading system is an
a short-term drop in living standards; in others human important way to help these cotLintries nourish and sustain
welfare has improved dramaticallv. Everywhere it has tlhe reforms thev have undertaken.
changed the basic economic rules of the game and has irre- Beyond these essential techlnical and institutional ele-
versibly altered the relationship between people and their ments of transition. this Report is about people. It is about
political and social, not to mention economic, institutions. how people can be protected from the loss of security and

This Report is devoted to exploring the experience of income that can accompany transition, how they can be
economies in transition, to identifying which approaches helped to cope with the increased mobility and know-how
work and which do not, and to pinpointing che critical required of workers in market economies, and how their
elements of success. It does not overgeneralize. It reco- children must receive the education and health care that
nizes that the countries it examines represent a diverse will allow them to contribute to the prosperity to which
array of national histories, cultures, and political systems; their couLntries aspire. This brings us back to the very rea-
in fact, it explores the linkages betweeni these non- son for transition in the first place, and the reason why this

.i. 



Report is needed. It is about how to unleaslh the enormous end, we will gauge the success of transitioni not merely by
talents and energies of these countries' popLIlations. and statistical measures of national wealth, investment, or pro-
how co help them achieve their vision for a ftuLre of ductivity, but also by the quality of life of the people who
opportunity and well-being for all their citizens. In the live in tlhese coLintries.

James D. Wolfensohn
Presidenit
The World Bank

May 31, 1996
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Definitions and Data Notes
Selected terms used in this Report Stabilization refers to macroeconomic stabilization, or the
Coiporate governanzce is the monitoring and control, typ- control and reduction of inflation and the containing

ically bv owners, of the management and performance of economy-wide imbalances, such as fiscal deficits,
of an enterprise. and of external imbalances, such as current account

Externalities are costs or benefits resulting from an eco- deficits.
nomic activity or transaction that accrue to persons or Township and village enterprises are a form of enterprise
entities other than those engaged in it. organization unique to China in which local govern-

Gi;ni coeif cients are a standard measure of inequality of ment owns all or most of the enterprise but local indi-
income distribution, calculated with reference to the viduals hold implicit property rights.
departure of an actual distribution from a state of per-
fect income equalitv. Country groups

Hard budget co7zstraints are said to exist when managers For operational and analyrical purposes the World Bank's
of state enterprises know that the budgets set for them main criterion for classifying economies is gross national
by central government are fixed and that losses will not product (GNP) per capita. Every economy is classified as
be financed out of general revenLIes or bv the central either low-income, middle-income (subdivided into
bank. lower-middle and upper-middle), or high-income. Other

Informalization is the exit of economic activity from that analytical groups, based on regions, exporrs, and levels of
part of the econonmy where it is subject to laws, regula- external debt, are also used.
tion, and taxation and covered in official econonic Because GNP per capita changes with time, the coun-
statistics. try composition of each income group may change from

Liberalization refers, except where stated otherwise, to one edition to the next. Once the classification is fixed for
economic liberalization: the loosenilng or elimination any edition, all the historical data presented are based on
of government restrictions on domestic transactions, the same countr-y grouping. The income-based country
prices, and markets; on external transactions and the groupings used in this year's Report are defined as follows.
free exchange of domestic currency for foreign) and vice
versa (conv'ertibilitv); or on free entry of firms into Low-income economies are those with a GNP per capita of
domestic markets. 5725 or less in 1994.

Market failure is any situation in which markets system- Middle-income economies are those with a GNP per capita
atically produce more or less of certain goods or ser- of more than $725 but less than $8,956 in 1994. A
vices than is optimal for the society as a wvhole. further division, at GNP per capita of $2,895 in 1994,

Moralhazardis a situation in which the presence of iisur- is made betweeni lower-middle-income and upper-
ance or the expectation of compensatinig policy weak- middle-income economies.
ens or distorts incentives to prLident behavior. IIiglh-income economies are those with a GNP per capita

Privatization is used in its strict sense, that of divestiture of $8,956 or more in 1994.
bv the state of enterprises, land, or other assets, and not Worldcomprises all economies, including economies with
in the broader sense of any action that moves an enter- sparse data and those with less than I million popula-
prise or an economv in the direction of private owner- tion; these are not showni separatelv in the main tables
ship or that tends to make the behavior of state enter- but are presented in Table la in the technical notes to
prises more like that of private entities. the Selected World Development Indicators.

Rent seeking is any manipulation of rhe law or of govern-
ment authority in order to generate or appropriate an Classification by income does not necessarily reflect
economic rent. Such rents are earnings from productive development status. (In the Selected World Development
factors in excess of the mnLimum needed to keep that Indicators, high-income economies classified as developing
factor at its present use; they can arise rhrough the by rhe lUnited Narionis or regarded as developing by their
acquisition of a claim on a resource whose ownership authorities are identified by the symbol 't.) The use of the
was ambiguotis or weakly exercised, or through a change term "countries" to refer to economies implies no judgment
in government policy that creates an artificial scarcity. by the Bank about the legal or other status of a territory.
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The table "Classification of economies" ar the end of puted with the tIsc ol the least-squares method. See the
the Selected World Development Indicators lists countries technical notes to the Selected World Development
according to income, regional, and analytical classifica- Indicators for details of this methiod.
tions, The symbol 1 in dates, as in "1990/91." means that thc

period of time may be less than two years but straddles
Other analytical groiups two calendar years and refers to a crop year. a survev
In the text of the Report, for analvtical purposes Central year. or a fiscal year.
and Eastern Europe (CEE) comprises Albania, Bulgaria, The symbol .. in tables means not available.
Croatia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, the former Yugo- The symbol -in tables means not applicable. (In the
slav Republic of (FYR) Macedonia, Poland, Romania, the Selected World Development Indicators, a blank is
Slovak Republic. and Slovenia. Bosnia and Herzegovinia tlsed to mean n<ot applicable.)
and the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia are also part of this The niumber 0 or 0.0 in tables and figures means zero or a
group btIt are not discussed in the Report. quantity less than half the unit shown and not known

The newly independent states (NIS) are Armenia, more precisely.
Azerbaijan, Belaruis, Estonia, Georgia. Kazakstani, the Kyrgyz
Republic. Larvia, Lithuania, Moldova, Russia, Thaiikistan, The cutoff date for all data in the Selected WVorld
Tuirkinenistan, Ukraine, and Uzbekistan. Development Indicators is April 30, 1996.

The set of transition economies used in the analyses Historical data in this Report may differ from those
consists of the above two groups plus Mongolia. China, in previous editions because of contilual updating as better
and Vietnam. data become available, because of a change to a new base

The text also makes reference to the following coLint-y year for constant price data, or because of changes in coun-
subaroups. The Baltic cotintries are Estonia, Latvia, and try composition in income and analvtical groups.
Lithuania. The Visegrad countries are rhe Czechi Republic. Other econiomic and demographic terms are defined in
Hungary, Poland, and the Slovak Reptublic. Countries the technical notes to the Selected World Development
whose economies have been severely affected by regional Indicators.
tensions are Armenia, Azerbaijan, Croatia, Georgia, FYR
Macedonia, and Tajikistan. Acronyms and initials

Membership in the Council for Mutual Economic CAP Commoni A,gricultural Policy (of the European
Assistance (CMEA), the now-dissolved trading system of Union)
the former communist bloc, consisted in 1989 of Bulgaria, CEE Central and Eastern Europe (see "Other analyt-
CuLba, Czechoslovakia, the German [)emocratic Reptiblic. ical groups" above)
HuLIgary, Mongolia. Poland, Romania, the Soviet Union, CMEA Council for Mutial Economic Assistance
and Vietnam. (see "Other analytical groups" above)

The country members of the Ci-ganization for EBRD Europeani Banlk for Reconstruction and
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) as of Development
publicationi are Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, the EU Europeani Union
Czech Republic, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany; FDI Foreign direct investment
Greece, Hungarv, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japani, Luxem- GATT General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
botirg, Mexico, Netherlands. New Zealand, Norway, GDP Gross domestic product
Portugal. Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, the United GNP Gross national product
Kingdom, and the United States. Data for OECD countries IFC Interinationial Finance Corpoi'ation
for a particular year apply to the organization's mcembership IMF Interinational Monetary Ftind
in that year. NGO Nongovernmental organizatioln

NIS Newly independent states (see "Other analytical
Data notes groups" dbove)
Billion is 1,000 million. OECD Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Trillion is 1,000 billion. Development (see "Other aialvticall
Tonszare metric tons, eqtual to 1,000 kilograrns, or 2,204.6 grotLps" above)

pounds. PPP Purchasing power parity
Dollars are current U.S. dollars unless otherwise specified. TVE Townsilip and village enterprises (see "Selected
Growth rates for economic data reported in the Selected terms used in this Report"above)

World Development Indicators are based on constant VAT Value added tax
price data and, unless otherwise noted, have beeni com- WTO World Trade Organization
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UnderstandnC 
Transition
BR etvween 1917 and 1950 countries containing one- many other countries, and the transition experience is

third of the world's population seceded from the therefore of interest to them as well. But most of their
market economy and launched an experiment in reform programs pale in comparison to the scale and

constructing an alternative economic system. First in the intensitv of the transition from plan to market.
former Russian Empire and Mongolia, then, after World This Report steps back from the bewildering array of
War 11, in Central and Eastern Europe and the Baltic events and policy changes in twenty-eight countries to ask
states, and subsequently in China, northern Korea, and what we have learned about the ingredients of any suc-
Vietnam (with offshoots and imitators elsewhere), a mas- cessful transition and how these should be pursued. This
sive effort was made to centralize control of production is a transitioni still very much in progress; many important
and allocate all resources through state planning. This vast questions do nor vet have definitive answers. The fact
experimeiit transformed the political and the economic that so much remains to be done, however, makes it all
map of the world and set the course of much of the twen- the more important to deduce the kev lessons of transition
tieth centurv. Now its failure has set in motioni just as rad- to date.
ical a transformation, as these same countries change The legacy of planning
course, seeking to rebuild markets anid reintegrate them-
selves into the world economy. Karl Marx had reasoned that socialism would replace cap-

The Cominunist Alanifesto's portrayal of the turbulent italism first in the most industrialized capitalist countries.
arrival of capitalism in the nineteenth centunr seems a Indeed, the first part of the twentieth century was a period
curiously apt depiction of today's transition landscape: of considerable social ferment, notably in Europe. But

revolutionary socialism took hold in more agrarian states,
Constant revolutionizing of production, uninter- where economic development and the advancement of
rupted distLrbanice of all social conditions, everlast- industry were concerns as important as equitable distri-
ing uncertainty and agitation .. . A1 fixed, fast- burion. The achievements of the planned system were
frozen relations, with their train of ancient anid considerable. They included increased output. industrial-
venerable prejudices, anId opiniolls, are swept away, izationi, the provision of basic education, health care,
all new-formed ones become antiquated before they housing, and jobs to entire populations, and a seeming
can ossify. All that is solid melts into air ... . imperviousness to the Great Depression of the 1930s.

Incomes were relatively equally distributed, and an exten-
The long-term goal of transition is the same as that of sive, if inefficient, welfare state ensured everyone access to

economic reforms elsewhere: to build a thriving market basic goods and services (Table 1). Bur the systemn was far
economy capable of delivering long-term growth in living less stable than it seemed, for the intrinsic inefficiency of
standards. What distinguishes transition from reforms in planning was overwhelming. Planners could nor get
other countries is the systemic change involved: reform enough information to substitute for that supplied by
must penetrate to the fundamental rLles of the game, to prices in a marker economv. Planning became largely a
the institutions that shape behavior and guide organiza- personalized bargaining process, wili connectionis (bl/ttor
tions. fhis makes it a profound social transition as well as guianxi) an important element. This proved bad for
an economic one. Similar changes have been needed in industry', worse for agriculture. Also. the suppression of

I
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Table I The starting numbers
(percent except where stated otherwise)

Transiton econontes

Other NIS Comparators
and Low- Middle-

Indicator CE Russia Mongofla China' Vietname incoeb India income OECD
Population and income
Population, 1989 (millions) 122 149 139 1.102 64 1,002 850 1,105 773
GNP per capita, 1990c

(1990 dollars)
From World Bank Atlas 2,268 4.110 2,141 404 188 320 380 2,220 20,170
At PPP 4,647 6,440 4,660 1,000 .. 1,086 1,090 4,289 15,615

Growth rate before transitiond 1.5 1.9 2.3 4.9 .. 3.4 5.8 2.9 3.0

Economic structure
Urban population as share of

total population, 1991 61 74 58 18 19 28 27 62 77
Investment share of GDP, 1989e 34 34 31 35 16 21 24 25 22
Industry share of GDP, 1989 51 50 40 48 23 28 29 36 31
Energy use (kilograms of oil

equivalent per dollar of GDP)f 0.81 0.91 0.71 0.38 .. 0.14 0.21 0.41 0.31

Human resources
Gini coefficient, 19899 26 24 24 30 36 46 34 45 33
Life expectancy at birth,

1989 (years)9 71 69 70 70 66 56 60 68 77
Illiteracy rate, 1991 3 2 2 31 12 41 52 17 <5

Monetary and exchange
rate indicators

M2 as percentage of GDP 53 100 75 25 19 33 46 41 78
Black market exchange rate

premium. 1989 331 1,828 1,822 .. 464 87 12 101 0
Not available.

Note: All measures for country groups are averages, weighted by population.
a. All data for China are for 1978, and those for Vietnam for 1986, except where specifically noted otherwise (i.e., for GDP growth, energy use.
Gini coefficients, and life expectancy).
b. Excluding China and India.
c. Data are for 1991 for NIS and Mongolia.
d. Average annual real GDP growth rate at market prices; data are for 1980-89 for CEE and comparators, 1980-90 for NIS and Mongolia,
1966-78 for China.
e. Gross domestic investment.
f. At PPP using 1992 dollars; data are for 1990 for CEE; 1992 for NIS, Mongolia. and comparators: 1980 for China (staff estimate).
g. Data are for 1980 for China, 1992 for Vietnam.
Source: IMF and World Bank data; international Currency Analysis, Inc., data.

individual incentives required in their place an intrusive contracted. This trend occurred despite high investment

set of controls. At the outset these may halve been based rates-returns to capital formation began a steady and

on ideological commitment and a dedicated vanguard rapid descent in the mid-1950s (Figure 1). A similar stag-

partv, but they frequently degenerated into cults of per- nation infected Eastern Europe. As a major oil exporter. the

sonalitv and abuses of position by nomenklatura elites. Soviet Unioni benefited from the price increases of 1973

The deep inefficiencies of planning became increasingly and 1979, btit severe shortages and the deteriorating qual-
evident with time. Heavy industries such as machine build- ity of its manufactured goods relative to those of market

ing and metallurgy were emphasized, while development of economies were clear signs of stagnation (Box I).
consumer goods lagged. After posting high annual growth Social indicators began ro worsen as well, confirminig

rates in the 1950s (averaging 10 percent according to offi- the troubled state of the system. After World War 11

cial estimates), the Soviet economy decelerated: growth health indicators in Russia improved rapidly and began to

averaged 7 percent per year in the 1960s, 5 percent in the approach levels in the industrial market economies. In the

1970s, and barely 2 percent in the 1980s, and in 1990 it mid-1960s, however, they began to stagnate, and later
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mass of cenitrally planied economies was far from mono-
By the 1970s, Soviet investment was yielding lithic. It was composed of countries with different histo-
little or no return. ries, cultures, and resource endowments. And whiereas

political change toward multiparty democracy was a
primile objective in the post-1989 reforms in Central and

Figure 1 Investment and rates of return in Eastern Europe (CEE) and the newlv independent states
Soviet industry (NIS) of the former Soviet Union, neither China, which

initiated economic reforms in 1978, nor Vietnam has
experienced a political transition away from governments

Percent dominated by the Communist Party. There is thus
tremenidous varietv in the departure points. strategies. and

30 outcomes of transition across countries.

25 Most of the world's economies, at one time or another,
Investment share of GDP have lifted price controls, opened trade, or privatized state

20 enterprises-wirh varying degrees of success. But as noted
15 r \ above, transition is different. It is not simplyv the adoption

or modification of a few policies or programs but a pas-
10 sage from one mode of economic organization to a thor-

5 R:eturn on investment oughly diffreent one. The underlying habits and rules of

an economic svstem are often so pervasive and ingrained
0 I . 1980.that rhey are taken for granted; indeed, the better estab-
1950 1960 1970 1980 lished they are, the less they are consciousLIv reflected

Source: Easterly and Fischer 1995b. UpOIn. SUchi institutionis as the education svstem, vouth
and labor organizationis, the organization and sLuperVision
of work in firms and on farms, and the availabilitv of
informiationl to the public were carefully cultivated to
serve the process of bureaucratic allocation and the

even to reverse: life expectancy fell by two years between broader objecrives of central planning. Paternalistic and
1966 and 1980. This was in marked contiast to the trend restrictive, these institrLIions delivered goods and services
in other indListrial coLintries, which experienced increases to meet basic needs while setting severe limits on individ-
of some three to four vears over a similar period.

Nor were living stanidards in China's less thoroughly
planied economy immune from stagnation. Overall (total Box 1 Failing further behind in world markets
factor) productivitv declined from 1955 to 1978 despite. or
perhaps because of, very high inivestimlent in heavy inidustry. Beginning in the mid-1960s there were unmistak-
The famines of the Great Leap Forward (1958-60) and the able signs that CEE and the Soviet Union were
ten disastrous years of Cultural RevoluCion left Chinese falling behind the newly' industrializing economies
society exhausted by politics and the Communiist Party in product quality. By 1985 CEE's engineering ex-
ready for change. Many' regionis had already begun to ex- ports earned less than 30 percent of the average unit
periment with local reforms. Peasants in particular felt that value received by all exporters of similar products,
collccrivist agricultural policies were harmin.g productivitn and these exports were often twenty years behind in
and living standards.Their views carried weight because the their technology. The quality gap was widest for
Party had a strong rLiral base, so that economic improve- consumer goods, including electronics, reflecting
ment became a more Lirgent goal. The impetLis to reform the scant influence that domestic buyers had on
was different again in Viernam, strugglilng to recover from product quality. One study found that by 1990
forty years of war, and in Mongolia. Unlike China, both Soviet cars commanded a mere third of the price of
had deep links with the Soviet Union and depended on similar Western cars in the Finnish market. As with
Soviet subsidies. Both needed to break out of isolation. high energy intensity (Table 1), declining quality

In response, most of these economies have rejected all reflected the incentives created by the system and its
or much of central planning and have embarked on a pas- isolation from world markets and foreign direct
sage-a transition-toward decentralized market inecha- investment. Even large imports of Western capital
nisimis underpinned by widespread private ownership. Not goods proved unable to make a major improvement.
all follow the same path. Despite common features, the
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ual choice and indoctrinating citizens with antimarket negative value; at world prices the costs of their inputs
propaganda. Thus, for transition to succeed it must tran- would have exceeded the value of their output. The com-
scend economic engineering, restructure the institutional bination of dominant heaavy industrv, low energv prices,
basis of the social system, and develop civil societv-an and wastefiul use of inputs caused energy intensitv to rise
enormous agenda that will take many years to complete. to several times its level in market economies (Table 1)

The economic challenge of transition is daunting in and had harsh environmental impacts (Box 2).
itself Planned economies were autarkic: some were bound Transition must therefore unleash a complex process
to each other through the trade links of the Council for of creation, adaptation, and destruction. Queuing gives
Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA), but nonie traded way to markets. The shortage economy gives way to an
extensively with the world at large. Decades of bureau- economy of vast choice. with repressed sectors and activi-
cratic allocation created serious distortions, with some sec- ties growinig rapidly and overbuilt sectors contracting or
tors (particularly heavn industrv) massively overbuilt and adjusting. Propertv rights are formallv established and dis-
others (light industry and services) severely repressed; per- tributed, and large amounts of wealth cease to be state
haps as much as a quarter of the Soviet economy served owned and controlled. Old institutions and organizations
the military alone. Relative prices diverged greatly from evolve, or are replaced, requiring new skills and attitudes.
market patterns, and this meant massive explicit or And the relationship between citizens and the state
implicit subsidies among sectors. Energy, housing, public changes fundamentally, with greater freedom of choice
transport, and staple foods were extraordinarily cheap, btit also much greater economic risk. True, changes of a
whereas consumer manLfactures, if available at all, were similar nature mav be needed in manv economies aroulld
often shoddy. Pervasive shortages allowed firms to operate the world. Btit in the transition economies the magni-
in sellers' markets and reduced incentives to improve tudes are exponentially greater. For example, transition
quality. With near-conmplete state ownership, enterprises economies have privatized more than 30,000 large and
lacked the defined property rights that spur work effort mediumii-size enterprises in five years. In the eleven years
and profitmaking in market economies. Firms had little between 1980 and 1991 the rest of the world privatized
reason to use inputs efficientlv and strong incentives to fewer than 7,000. Countries will have completed their
hoard both labor and rawv materials. Many firms added transition only when their problems and further reforms

Box 2 The environmental legacy of planning

For thirty years or more the planned economies lished market economies, poor maintenance and oper-
focused on raising output through quantitative pro- aring practices meant that they rarely operated at more
duction targets, with little regard for costs and with than a fraction of their design effciency. Environ-
severely underpriced natural resources and capital. mental improvement is likely to be a long process in-
Expansion of traditional heavy industries, often using volving changes in managerial culture and enforce-
coal as the main source of energy, was a high priority. ment of regulations.
Industrial development on such a scale has been disas- The environmental liabilities created by haphazard
trous for the environment wherever it has occurred. disposal of wastes are mostly unknown but could be
But in the planned economies the pollution effects large. Some environmental damage may be irreversible:
were intensified by the underpricing, and therefore the destruction of the Aral Sea is an ecological disaster
overuse, of energy and raw material inputs. The system that stemmed from the same desire to raise physical
promoted a mindset that saw new investment as the output, in this case of cotton. Pollution of the Black
solution to all industrial problems. The philosophy of Sea is another serious problem. An issue of particular
implementing many small improvements to increase concern in the NIS is contamination from nuclear
efficiencv and product quality-the heart of good waste. Unsafe nuclear reactors and the remnants of the
industrial management-was almost unknown. Visitors destroyed Chernobyl reactor are additional concerns.
to industrial plants in transition economies invariably Discussion of these issues has stalled because of differ-
see scope for good housekeeping measures to reduce ences over the severity of the risks and the costs of alter-
spills, leaks, and waste-good industrial and environ- native measures. Limited steps have been implemented
mental performance go hand in hand. Even where to improve controls and safety equipment, operating
plants had pollution controls similar to those in estab- procedures, and maintenance-but nothing more.
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come to resemble those of long-established market Chapter 3 reviews the process of creating an economy
economies at similar levels of income. dominiated by the private sector. It discusses the role of

Taking stock entry by new private btisiness and, in particular, the priva-
rization of state-owned firms, farms, housing. and com-

This WVorld Development Report tries to distill the lessons mercial real estate. It analyzes why quite different
of transition by analyzing two sets of overarchinig ques- approaches to ownierslip change and divestiture can be
tions in detail. The first set, the subject of Part One, re- associated with positive economic results, and it draws out
lates to the initial challenges of transition and how these the policy funldanmenitals that should prevail. The lessons of
have been tackled by different countries and might be transition to date are that new entry is vital, that privatiza-
tackled by others. tion is important, and that the wav it is done matters. But

different countries will launch privatization at different
* Do differences in transition policies and outcomes re- moments. Moreover, once adopted, privatization should

flect different reform strategies. or do they reflect pri- be seen as the beginning, nor the end, of a process of reor-
marily country-specific fisctors such as history, the level ganlizin g the owniership and incentive structtire of firms.
of development, or, just as important, the impact of
political changes taking place at the same rime? U Must there be a gulf between winners and losers from

transition? How can social policies ease the pain of
This question deals with the broadest theme of transi- transformation while propelling the process forvard?

tion. Given the wide range of reform strategies and out-
comes across transition couLntries, it is natural-and Transitioni produces winniers-the young. the dynamic,
important-to ask what accouLnts for this divergence. The the mobile, the connected-but it also imposes costs on
Report's core message is that firm and persistent applica- visible and vulnerable groups, and in many countries it
tion of good policy yields large benefits. But the Report has been accompanied by a surge in measured poverty.
sho,ws as well that history and geography matter: that *what Chapter 4 considers social policy reforms and, in particu-
leaders can accomplish. or even trv to accomplish, is lar, the direct measures to alleviate poverty that need to
strongly shaped by the inherited structure of the economy, accompany the shift to marker-determined wages,
by administrative or institutional capacity, and by the increased labor mobility, and the delinking of social ser-
ways in which the political system mobilizes and channels vices fiom enterprises.
public opinion. This interplay bet-ween choice and cir- The second set of questions considered in the Report
cumsranice affects not merely the outcomes of the early looks beyond these early reforms to analyze the longer-
stages of transition, described in Chapter 1, but also term agenda of their consolidation: developing the insti-
approaches to other dilemmas that have dogged reformers. ttitions and policies that will help the new system develop

and prosper over time. Each transition country is at a dif-
* Are strong liberalization and stabilization policies ferent stage in the reform process. but nearly all have

needed up front, or can other reforms progress equally made a decisive break with central planning. They have an
well witlhout them? even greater challenge ahead. that of consolidating the

basis for a thriving market economy. There is no unique
Chapter ) surveys the range of macroeconomic reforms bIleprinit for them to follow; indeed, one of the strengths

in transition-liberalized prices and trade regimes, hard of the market economy is its variety and adaptability
budgets, and freedom of entry for new businesses-and across cultures. Yet essential institutions-legal systems,
discusses the interplay of liberalization, stabilization, and financial systems, and governments-must be adapted or
growth. The chapter concludes that both extensive liberal- created. Also, the human capital base that is so essential
ization and determined stabilization are needed for for long-run growth needs to be strengthenied, and coun-
improved productivity and growth and that sustainiing tries must carve out for themselves a ftully integrated posi-
these policies requires rapid structural change as well as tion in the global economy. These issues are taken up in
institucional reform. Part Two of the Report.

* Must a market economy instantly be a private one? Or U How should countries in transition develop and
can privatization take a back seat in the early years of strengtheni the rule of law?
reform?

Chapter 5 examines why governments need to be
The proper functioning of markets requires clear strong enough to take the lead in defining the new rules

incentives, which flow from defined properr, rights. of the game and creating the tools for their enforcement.
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But the rle of law cannoc be created top-down. by 8. the inherited health and education systems need exten-
decree. It also requires demand from below. stimulated by sive reform to increase their effectiveness and flexibility.
the growth of market activities. Building trust in a new
systemil also means demonstrating that politicians and offi- * WXhy is international integration so vital for transition.
cials will themselves abide by its rtiles and constrainits. and what are the implications for tradinig partners and

capital flows? How can external assistance best support
* How can countries develop effective financial systems? cotintries in transition?

Countries started their transicion with weak, passive These topics are considered in Chapter 9. Integration
banking systems endowed withi little capacity to assess inlto world markets benefits both the rest of the world and
credit risk, and with noniexistent capital markets. As the transition couLItries themselves, in part by locking in
Chapter 6 explains, financial sector reform cannot be pur- their other reforms. The timing and compositioni of for-
sued independently of other reforms, sucIh as nmacroeco- eign assistance to transition ought to reflect differences
nomic stabilization and enterprise reform. However, han- between countries: some face more pressing long-terimi
dling the problems early and decisively can reduce their development needs than others. The challenge fir donors
impact and plant the seeds of a more effective system. is to provide assistance that encourages and facilitates the

move to the market rather than substitutes for it.
* Howv must government restructure itself to meet the Chapter 10 distills the key' messages of the Report.

needs of a market system? The Report's focus is on countries in CEE, the NIS,
Mongolia, China, and Vietnam. These countries are now

Chapter 7 considers the problem of achievilng ft'nda- dispersed across a wide reform spectrum, but only one or
im-iental chaniges in governmient, both in terms of how it two of the most advanced reformers are approaching the
manages spending and revenue collection, and in terms point at which transition issues are fading into the normal
of how it apportions responisibilities among central and problems of established market economies. The countries
local authorities. Both the range and the nature of guv- examined are far from being the only ones that have had
emimeit's activities must change, with the state more extensively nonimarket economies. A comprehensive list
often seeking to fiacilitate private sector activity than to would include Algeria, Cambodia, CLba, the Lao People's
supplanit it. Democratic Republic, Nicaragua. the People's Democra-

tic Republic of Korea, and Tanzania, among others. Many
* How can countries preserve and adapt cheir humlian other couLntries have market or mixed economies resting

capital base? on weak foundations and have at one rime or another
adopted parts of the planrinig model. The process of tran-

Countries embark on transitioni withi relatively strong sition is therefore of interest to a wide-ranginig set of coun-
endowments of humani capital. Yet as discussed in Chapter tries and peoples.



PART ONE

The Challenge of
Transition

COUNTRIES EMBARKED ON TRANSITION FROM VERY

different starting points. This part of the Report first considers

the patterns and progress of reform, broad outcomes, and the

influence of country-specific factors relative to the choice of

policies (Chapter 1). The core reforms in transition include lib-

eralizing prices, markets, and new business entry, and imple-

menting programs to regain or preserve price stability. But

countries cannot ignore their history and geography, and this

legacy, together with political developments, profoundly affects

both the relative importance of different market reforms and

how policymakers approach them.

Liberalization and stabilization are closely interrelated

(Chapter 2). The freeing of markets is the basic enabling reform

from which all the potential benefits of transition flow. But

market price signals cannot do their work in an environment of



severe macroeconomic imbalances and high inflation. Stabilization is thus a

vital complement to liberalization in fostering productivity and growth dur-

ing transition-and beyond.

Creating property rights and incentives and a mostly private economy

is a second challenge (Chapter 3). Here, too, initial conditions matter. Some

transition countries will have a much more urgent need to privatize than

others. But there can be competing objectives and difficulties in creating an

effective and popular program.

A third major challenge-vital for social and political as well as eco-

nomic reasons-is to relieve poverty and address the other ill effects of tran-

sition on particular groups (Chapter 4). Many gain from transition, and

depending again on the starting point and context for reforms, transition can

be accompanied by declining poverty from day one. But the vast adjustments

involved in a change of economic system can also have adverse implications

for many. The losses they suffer need to be addressed through effective social

policies and measures that encourage sustained growth.



Patterns of ;
Reform, Progress,
and Outcomes
H Tow can goverinments approach the array of The rationale of this approach is well captured by' the

reforms required in transition. To pose the issue assertion of President VAclav Flavel of the Czech Repub-
clearly we sinmp]ify reality and present two starkly lic that "ir is impossible to cross a chasm in rwo leaps."

contrasting, stylized approaches. The first is to launch a Reformers wanted to mliniize the duration of the in-
rapid. all-our program, undertaking as many reforms as evitable pain and qtuickly sever the links between the state
possible in the shortest possible time. The second is to and the productive system, to guard against backsliding
change bv way of partial and phased reforms. and stagnation.

Each path offers its owvn distinctive pattern of'risks and In line with this reasoning. the ethos of the all-out
rewards. Btit many countries embarked on transition in approach is that wherever rapid change is feasible, it
no position to choose between the two. A couLitrv's start- shoLild be attempted. Experience in Poland and elsewhere
ing circumstances, both economic and political, greatly shows that some changes can indeed occur overnight.
affect the range of reform policies and outcomes open to Markers can be liberalized, restrictions on small business
it. Within this range, however, the clear lesson of the past lifted, and exchange controls abolished-all with the
few years' reforms is that, regardless of the starting poinr, stroke of a pen. Stabilization measures can also be imple-
decisive and consistent reform pays off. mented rapidly, even with a simple range of policy' instru-

Tents. Yet most other reforms are inherently slow. For-
Two paths of reform mal privatization may be accomplished in one or two
The all-our approach aims to replace central plannin'g with y'ears, but changing the fundamental governance of large
the rudiments of a marker economv in a single burst of firms almost always takes longer. And developing market-
reforms. These incltide rapid price and trade liberalization, stipporting institutions such as legal and financial systems
accompanied bv a determined stabilization program to takes years, even decades, because it involves such a fun-
restore or maintain price stability: a quick move to cLirrent damelital change in skills, organizations, and attittides.
account convertibility; the immediate openirng of markets to Complexity is not always the only reason reforms may be
entry by new private businesses: and initiating, at least, a delay'ed: politics can also impede the process, as often hap-
wide range of other changes. such as the privatization of pens in reforming social programs.
state-owned companies. the demonopolization of industry, With different reforms moving at different speeds,
and the reform of accounting, standards, the tax system, the even the fastest reforniers will find that the economy is
legal system, the financial sector, and the civil service, riddled with inefficiencies at first. Many firms are operat-

Poland's rapid reform in 1990 and many of the pro- ing without effective owners; information and legal sys-
grams launched elsewhere in CEE and, after 1992, in the tems have not yet adapted to market mechanisms; private
NIS have approximated this comprehelisive model. East firms and farms have trouble getting bank credit: govern-
Germany's exceptional "instant" transirion following LInIi- menits find it difficult to tax emerging sectors to make up
fication with West Germany comes closer still (Box .1). tfor lost revenues from declining ones.

9
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priced, controlled segment of rhe econonmy to the high-
Box 1.1 East Germany: The instant transition priced, liberalized segment. The government must be able

to keep a tight grip on both the macro- and the micro-
At the time of unification eastern Germany had a economy, supervising those activities still covered by the
quarter of western Germanvys population but con- plan and imposing stiff pelalties for noncompliance.
tributed a mere tenth of its gross domestic product. The phased approach-summiiarized bv Deng Xiao-
Unification provided a market-proven institutional ping's phrase, "feeling the stones to cross the river"-is
and legal framework and a large contingent of expe- essentially the path followed by Chilna. After the death of
rienced practitioners. It also made available incred- Mao Zedong and the denunciationi of the Cultural Revo-
ibly vast resources-close to $700 billion-to fund lution, China's initial reforms in 1978 opened the door to
both investment and social transfers. However, joint venitures and began to liberalize prices, first at the
East-West wage differences needed to offset low margin and then more extensively. Most early reforms
productivity in the East soon proved socially and focused on1 the rural economy. The household responsi-
politically infeasible. Wage hikes catapulted eastern bility system, initiated locally' to decollectivize agriculture.
German unit labor costs to the highest in the world. was extended to other regions. The government raised
The result was mass unemployment, made politi- rural incomes by increasing agricultural producer prices.
callv palatable by social transfers that ensured that It then relaxed restrictions on "nonstate" industrial firms
the living standard of the unemployed was higher (those owned by local governments and collectives) and
than that of employees before unification. But for permitted new entry into a wvide range of btisinesses. New
early retirement and other programs, unemploy- rural township and village enterprises (TVEs) were per-
ment would have been over 30 percent. mitted and encouraged to operate on market principles.

The former German Democratic Republic is The share of output produced by private and nonstate
starting to emerge from the trough of adjustment, enterprises rose sharplv. Bv 1984 reforms had spread to
and the firms that have survived constitute a highly the urban economv. Local governments were granted
competitive core. But few of the unemployed are greater fiscal autonomy. Management of state enterprises
likely to find jobs. Transition has relegated an entire was reformed, as their source of finance moved from the

generation to the economic sidelines, state budget to the bankimg system. Restrictions were pro-

gressively eased on trade and foreign investment, and a
variety of institutional reforms were begun, including the

Is the solution then a go-slow approach? Not necessar- re-creation of a central bank. M-Ieanwhile the role of the
ilv. Governmenits need to push through a critical mass of plan was progressivelv reduced. Reformns accelerated in
rapid reforms to build credibility and change the behavior 1994 and 1995, particularly with regard to taxes, com-
of people and firms, locking in these reforms and stimu- panv law, and foreign trade.
lating new ones. Also, in certain circumstances, reformers
need to move quicklv to exploit a narrow window of choices aid constraints:. Different macroeconomic
opportunity for dramatic change. starting points . . .

The second model, of piecemeal and phased reformn, The fact that there are two model routes from a planned
might start with localized experiments, which are ex- economy to the market does not mean that all countries
panded as perceived successes emerge. A few repressed sec- are in a position to choose between them. As noted above,
tors such as agriculture are liberalized up front. After these to attempt a phased reform, governments need to be fairlv
first steps, markets are slowly but steadily extended to sure that its initial effects will be positive, and that they are
other parts of the economy as the institutional building able to keep control of the economy in its partly liberal-
blocks of a market system are put in place. ized state. Policvmakers in most ofCEE and the NIS were

This strategy relies on there being scope to reap large in no position to deliver either.
productivity gains from the first, partial reforms. These, in First, earlier attempts at partial reform in these coun-

turn, raise incomes, so building momenrum for further, rries, including the Sovier U)nion, had failed ro raise effi-
more difficult reforms in a self-reinforcing process. Grad- ciency, largely because they were too limited to affect
ualist reformers must also be able to sustain the reforms incentives. Perhaps partial measures that shifted authority
over an extended period and to contain the side effects of from planners to enterprise managers, such as those pro-
liberalizing the economy selectively. Because the marker posed in the 196 0s, would have succeeded had they been
and the plan must coexist for a time, individtials and com- implemented early and decisivel] enough, wheni the pro-
panies will have a strong incentive to seek economic rents ductivity crisis was just beginning to emerge. But the se'-

by shifting goods or financial resources from the low- eral CEE countries that did persistently seek a "third way"



betwveen planning and capitalism never found one that led In marked contrast, in the Baltic states and in mucih of
to sustained growth. It is hard to believe that the Soviets CEE. socialist governments were supported from without
would have succeeded where the Hungarialis could not. and maintained by the Soviet political and military

The second, more importanic reason whlv gradualism was machine in part chroughl repression. Many people deeply
not an option in CEE and the Soviet Unioni was that by the resented the Soviet presence, and the legacies of democ-
second half of the I 980s the Soviet planied economy was racy and markets remained stroig. Geography is also
disintegrating from within. In 1986 the Soviet Union important: these countries are close to Western Europe,
launched glasnost (political relaxation) and perestroikzi (eco- had been exposed ro European political norms and cul-
nomic restructuring). Glasnost permitted the resurgence of ture, and wanit to join the European Unioni. The "politi-
democraric movements and long-repressed nationalism and cal breakthrough" after 1989 was therefore particularly
an outpouring of criticism of the governmenit. P-erestroika strong in these countries. Political reform largely drove
itself involved little reform and was followed by measures to their economic reforms. creating a distinctive linkage that
boost investment in the face of shrinking resources. The might not applyv more broadly, to countries in different
result was inflation and foreign indebtedness rather thani circumstances. In 1993. widespread support for political
higher productivity. Wages rose sharply relative to official breakthrou,ghs in most CEE countries moderated percep-
prices, just as they did in lPoland and most orher CEE rions that the accompanying economic reforms were hav-
countries in the last years of the old regime. With greater ing an adverse impact (Figure 1.1). Russians surveyed a
enterprise autolnomy and conin.rini( subsidies, the Soviet year later, in contrast, were far more pessimistic about
fiscal deficit reached 11 percent of gross domestic product both political and economic progress in their country.
(GDP) by 1988. Bank deposits swelled because there were Radical economic reform has proved easier when polit-
few goods to btIy, creating a monetary overhanig. ical change has been rapid and ftundamenital, as in much of

Bv 1990 deliveries of inputs were falling well short of Cl E and the Baltic states. Citizens who supported the new
planned levels, and black market prices and exchange rates political svstems in these countries also supported market-
were manxv times higher than official ones (Table 1). The oriented economic policies. Traditionial bastions of power
situation worsened dramatically in 1991. as the deficit in the previous systemils-the state enterprises and the min-
soared to an estimated 28 percent of GDP. A monetary' istries that ran them-were weakened, and at the outset
reform (involving the fieezing and confiscation of financial few interest groups were organized to oppose reform. A
assets), launched in January 1991, was the last desperate window of opportuLnitV-a period of "extraordinary poli-
attenpt to absorb the monetary overhang without a price tics"-opened in whici faLr-reaching changes could be ini-
explosion. It failed dismally. Thle planied trade system dis- ciated with little opposition. But individuals have also
solved. And rhen the Soviet Unioni collapsed. The volume made their mark. Most decisive reforms have reflected the
of trade among CMEA members and between Soviet vision of one leader or a small and committed group. Sim-
repuiblics fell 70 percent. This chaotic environimilenit, com- ilar political breakthroughs occurred in a few countries far
bining a disintegrating economyn with a rapidly weakening from European inflLience, suich as the Kvrxgyz RepLiblic and
government, allowed no scope for gradual reform. For these Mongolia, where exceptional political leaders came to
countries the all-oLit approach wa.s the only one available. power and pushed thiough decisive reforms. Not all coun-

tries, however, had such a strong political breakthrough,
Anzd the i'ole of difirent political heritages and some new states saw other priorities. Ukraine's first

The degree of macroeconomilc diseqUilibrium is not the independent governmenits, for example, were preoccupied
only factor affecting a counltry's choice of reform path. with asserting a national identity, and reform there accel-
Noneconomic factors-politics, history, culrure, and erated only' after severe and prolonged economic decline.
geography-can also be very important. As extraordinary politics becomes ordinary, the path of

Citizens' attitudes and lovalties toward pretransition reform steepens. Political interest groups form, and pres-
regimes varied greatly, depending on how their countrries sure arises from those who bear the costs of change. As
had become socialist. Before the revolitionaries came to structural and institutional reforms unfold, they involve
power, Russia had been an empire rIled by an autocratic more decisionmakers and requiire collaboration from more
czar, Mongolia had been a theocracy, Vietnam a colonly, people; the number of players muIltiplies and the process
and China had experienced warlordism followilng the end gets more complicated. But reform also creates winners
of the Qing dynasty in 1912. In these coititries, govern- and new interest groLips with strong pro-market leanings.
ments dominated by the Communllist Party arose mainly T-he public must constantly' be reminded of the reasons
from internal political movements and, in China and for change and inforimied about progress to dare. With the
Vietnam, from nationalist efforts to rout Japanese and notable exceprion of the Czech Republic, few govern-
French colonizers. menlts have really been effective in this respect.
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Russians remain more gloomy about the future.

Figure 1.1 Public attitudes toward political and economic reform in Central and Eastern
Europe and in Russia

CEE Russia
Percent favorable Percent favorable

100 100

80 80-

60 -60-

40 -40

20 7 20

0 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0
Past Present Future Past Present Future

* Political regime J Economic regime I

Note: Data are results of opinion surveys, taken in seven CEE countries in 1993 and Russia in 1994. seeking views on past (socialist), present,
and expected future (five years hence) regimes. Source: Rose 1995a. 1995b.

Surveys have showin falling approval of the marker econ- for example, managers of state enterprises have used pri-
omy! in many countries. Bur it is not clear how muchi this vatization to transform their control righits into property
reflects views about the reforms themselves and how much rights, leaving ordinary citizens out in the cold. This has
it was a reaction to the pain of economic dislocation and deepened public cynicism about reform and undermined
adjustment. Both radically reforming governments and less the legitimacy of the postreform economic svstem. Polls
radically reforming governments have been turned out of in December 1991 suggested that just over a quarter of
office. The return to power of forner socialists has some- Russians disagreed with the proposition that ordinary
times slowed reforms, but as vet no replacement govern- people would benefit from the introduction of private
ment has tried to dismantle the market-oriented approach property. By March 1995 over two-thirds disagreed.
of its predecessors. Indeed. late-1995 surveYs in CEE Establishing a social consenisus will be crucial for the long-
showed rising popular support for the current-and ex- term success of transition-cross-country analyses suggest
panding-market system. In the more advanced reformers [hat societies that are very unequal in terms of income or
the political debate has moved toward entitlement pro- assets tend to be politically and socially less stable and to
grams, familiar political terrain in long-established marker have lower rates of investment and growth.
economiiies. At least in CEE, politics are becoming iioriiial.

This is nor to say that economics and politics always
develop together harmoniously. If economic outcomes How have the varying paths to reform-conditionied as
benefit only a few, if the return to growth is too long post- they' have been by history, politics, and economic and
poned, and if corruption comes to be seen as endemic, the institutional starting points-been reflected in progress
losers will justifiably react. In many transition economies, and outcomes to date?
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Progress of reform 1989, but many enterprises counted as state firms are in
In assessing progress we look at four broad dimensions: fact joint ventures with private (mainly foreign) partners.
liberalization, property rights and private ownership, Both across countries and across types of assets within
institutions, and social policies. First, consider liberaliza- countries, large differences are observed in the degree of
tion. The full length of each bar in Figure 1.2 estimates privatization and the effectiveness of private ownership
the degree to which the country in question was a marker (Figure 1.4). These differences reflect a variety of country-
economy in 1995. The measure is approximate and cov- specific and historical factors, as well as complex political
ers three areas: domestic prices and markets, foreign trade issues that arise as wealth is redistributed. As discussed in
and currency convertibiliry, and openness to new business Chapter 3, successful transition involves initiating a
entry. By 1995 many countries in CEE and the NIS were process of change toward an efficient pattern of ownership.
essentially market economies, with open trade, ctirrent An initial transfer of title is only the beginning of the story.
account convertibility, and liberal policies toward new Institutional reforms are also affected by initial condi-
entry and private business. A few still retained extensive tions (Box 1.2). Their relative progress across coL1ttries is
price and export controls and state trading monopolies- closely associated with the extent and duration of liberal-
in some cases after announcing reform programs that were ization (Figure 1.5), partly because macroeconomic
not carried through. With more extensive controls on for- reforms, as well as ownership reform, tend to create
eign trade and entry, the East Asian countries were less demand for instimtitional change. Yet even where policy
liberalized than the more advanced reformers in CEE and change is rapid, institutional change is slow, and transi-
the NIS. tioo will not be complete until institutions effectively

However, a snapshot of one year is far too short a underpin markets. There are severe bottlenecks:
period to capture che economic impact of a process of
liberalization. Some countries started their reforms far * All countries have taken steps to reform the legal
earlier thani others. Tlherefore the purple segment of each framework, but the extent and coherence of reform
bar shows countries' average level of liberalization in the vary. The reform of judicial institutions and enforce-
period 1989-95, recognizing that some countries had ment mechanisms lags far behind, and corruption has
freed elements of their economies even before 1989. The become an acute concern in some countries. These are
CEE countries and the NIS and Mongolia are categorized areas of high priority for the future.
into four groups by this measure, reflecting both the * More advanced reformers now have some banks capa-
extent of liberalization and its longevity. The economies of ble of delivering services at least comparable to those
some countries were severely affected by regionial tensions, available in middle-income countries, but they also
including blockades and in some cases war. These Co1tn- have a substantial share of financial assets in poorly
tries are marked by asterisks in Figure 1.2. functioning banks. Serious conflicts of interest plague

With their earlier start, the East Asian countries have many finanicial systems, and in most countries the scope
been almost as exposed to market forces as the CEE couin- of market-based finance is limited by poor debt recov-
tries, on average, during the last seven years. BLIt within erv mechanisnms. Virtually all countries have many non-
CEE and the NIS wide variations are seen. Since 1989 performing loans, which pose a major policy dilemma.
Russia's economy has had about half the exposure to mar- * Most governments have substantially reoriented their
ket forces as the leaders in Group I in Figure 1.2. and some roles to meet the needs of a market economy, but in
other NIS have barely emerged from the planning system. such critical areas as tax administration, public admin-

Another dimension of transition is ownership reform istration, and fiscal decentralization, reforms are still
(Figures 1.3 and 1.4). Here, too, there has been great at an early stage in many countries. This has hurt the
change. In nine countries in CEE and rhe NIS the private economy and in some cases has adversely affected
sector now accounts for over half of economic activity. regional equity. The power and administrative author-
Governments still maintain sizable stakes in many firms in' of central governments have diminished in some
classified as private, but with plausible allowances for countries with the considerable, and sometimes
unmeasured unofficial economies (which Figure 1.3 does chaotic, decentralization of revenues and functions to
not account for), most countries have passed the halfvay' subnational governments. There is frequent confusion
mark. The shift to a private economy' reflects both the over the roles of the executive, the legislature. and the
entry of new firms (often using old assets from the state constitutional courts.
sector) and the privatization of state firms. Ownership in
China has also diversified substantially toward a wide varn- Institutionial development is also crucial for sustaining
ety of forms (Chapter 3). Vietnam is the only country in the monmentumii of reform in the Asian planned econ-
the sample where the state sector's share has risen since omies. China's banks, for example, are less market-based
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Countries have liberalized at different speeds and at different times, but the late starters are catching up.

Figure 1.2 Economic liberalization by country
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Note: Bars indicate the extent to which policies supporting liberalized markets and entry of new firms prevailed in 1995 and on average over
1989-95. Asterisks indicate economies severely affected by regional tensions between 1989 and 1995. The index is a weighted average of
estimates of liberalization of domestic transactions (price liberalization and abolition of state trading monopolies), external transactions
(elimination of export controls and taxes, substitution of low to moderate import duties for import quotas and high tariffs, current account
convertibility), and entry of new firms (privatization and private sector, or nonstate, development). The weights on these components are O.3, 0.3,
and 0.4, respectively. Initial estimates for the three components were based on comparative information in World Bank and other reports. These
were revised following consultation with country specialists as well as experts with a comparative perspective across a number of countries. For
the twenty-five countries in CEE and the NIS the transition indicators and accompanying text in EBRD 1994 and 1995 provided a further basis for
calibration. Nevertheless, any such index is judgmental and necessarily approximate. See also the De Melo, Denizer, and Gelb background paper.
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The private sector has grown rapidly.

Figure 1.3 Private sector output as a share of GDP
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Note: Firms are considered private if less than 50 percent state owned. For Vietnam, the nonstate sector excludes public-private joint
ventures. For China. the nonstate sector includes collectives and TVEs as well as private firms; agriculture is considered private in 1995,
although land is held through long-term leases. Asterisks indicate economies severely affected by regional tensions between 1989 and 1995.
Source: EBRD, IMF. and World Bank data: official data.

than those of CElL because maniy loans arc still allocated ment benefits, has not typically been a prime focus early
througI a central credit plan. on. Indeed, where such reform has taken place it has often

Refolminig social policy is politically difficult in all beenl reactive, impelled by fiscal shortfalls. Social policy
couLitries and, except for the introdiuctioni of uLnempIcly- reform is a high priority for the future (Chapters 4 and 8).
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Privatization has been uneven.

Figure 1.4 Privatization by type of asset and country group
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Note: Data are for 1995 and are simple averages of estimates for the countries in each group (see Figure 1.2). Source: EBRD 1995: World Bank
staff estimates.

Governments in CEE and the NIS need to develop reformers, which must find wavs to respond to an increas-
policies to cope with increased labor mobility, and, fre- ingly mobile and industrial rural population that is still
quently, increased poverty within relatively tight budget outside the formal system of social benefits. China's urban
constraints. Similar considerationis apply to the East Asian enterprises still bear the burden of pensions, medical care,

Box 1.2 Initial conditions and institutional reforms

Institutional legacies differed from country to country times the absence of an institutional legacy can actually
at the outset of transition. Some countries retained a be an advantage-for example, Slovenia was free to
cadre of people with memories of market rules and in- start from a clean slate as it built new institutions such
stitutions. Their skills helped to rebuild institutions- as its central bank, and the experience of the Baltic
for example, Poland had never lost the knowledge of countries shows that designing new budget or tax laws
prewar law, and Polish professors had continued their may be easier while governments are still unencum-
interchanges with Western universities. Similarly, CEE bered by entrenched entitlements and interest groups.
government agencies dealing in international trade On the other hand, implementing new institutions-
developed a familiarity with market-based contract law whether they be customs agencies, accounting and
that proved useful when the time came to reform auditing practices, or treasury and debt management
domestic legislation. systems-requires large human, technical, and finan-

Many new states, however, have had to create mar- cial resources in all transition countries, and in this
ket and government institutions from scratch. Some- regard the new states face a massive additional burden.



Markets fuel demand for new institutions.

Figure 1.5 Institutional and social policy reform by reform type and country group
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Note: Data are for 1995 and are simple averages for the countries in each group (see Figure 1.2). The laws and legal institutions index
measures the scope and quality of new legislation and development of judicial institutions: 1, little progress on either: 2, some progress
on laws. little on institutions; 3, some progress on both; 4, extensive progress on both. The banking sector index measures the
independence, skills, and credit allocation practices of the better segment of banks, as well as the functioning of supervision and
payments systems: 1, little change; 2, some initial progress: 3, system functioning fairly well but with limitations; 4, system functioning
fairly well and with a larger segment of better banks. The role and management of government index measures the market orientation of
government and the effectiveness of public sector management (see Figure 7.1 for specific indicators): 1, little change: 2, significant
reform; 3, substantial reform; 4, advanced reform. The social policy index measures progress in pension reform, reduction of subsidies,
streamlining and targeting of income transfers, and divestiture of social assets: :1, no reform: 2, limited reform; 3, modest reform: 4,
substantial reform. Source: EBRD 1994. 1995; World Bank staff estimates.

and housing-partly because reforms have yet to resolve addressing the social outcomes of transition requires both
many difficult problems of the state sector. economic growth and social policy reform.

In CEE and the NIS, liberalization and stabilization
Economic aind social ouitcoimies policies have produced the main immediate effects. Other
Three features stand out in the range of transitional out- reforms take longer to show results, although it is increas-
comes to date. The first is the large variance in perfor- ingly clear how important they are to maintaining hard
mance among three sets of countries: the more advaniced budget constraints and backing tip these policies-success
reformers in CEE and the NIS, the less advanced reform- depends on the interplay of reforms across a number of
ers in this region, and the East Asiani reformers. Second, areas. Freeing prices rapidly eliminated shortages, and
and cutting across these differences, is the clear message phasing out subsidies to rein in overspending subjected
that sustained and consistent reform pays off. Third, firms to financial discipline and forced some initial
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restructuring. But freeing prices also caused a burst of verv cases it has falleni substantially from earlier levels. But slower
high inflation in all countries except Hungar};. where most adjustment has not meant a smaller drop in output. In fact,
prices had been liberalized before 1990. CEE and the NIS output has often fallen by more than in the advanced
have seen large declines in output, especially in countries reforimiers, and most of these economies are still contract-
exposed ro severe regional tensions (Table 1.1). Yet official ing. These countries have not yet managed to achieve the
data overstate the output decline. They largely fail to critical policy mass needed for sustained macroeconomic
include output from informal sectors, whose growth pro- stability and a resumption of growth (Chapter 2).
vides a substantial cushion in some countries against In contrast to the CEI countries and the NIS, borh
declines in formal sector output and emplovment. Fur- China and Vietnam have enjoyed spectacular growth
thermore, some of the lost otitput consisted of goods no throughout their reform periods (see Table 1.1). Vietnam
longer wanted (Box 1.3), so that measuled output changes adjusted to the demise of the CMEA and the loss of
are not necessarily good indicators of well-being. Soviet aid-which was not replaced from other sources-

Among advanced reformers, vigorous stabilization pro- without a drop in output (Box 1.4). China's growth
grams have paved the way for declining inflation and a (although slightly overscated by official measures) was
resutmption of growth as reforimis have taken hold. T hou- propelled by exceptionally high saving rates and by large
sands of new, competitive firms have entered the market. gains in productivity that were partly due to reallocations
M%,Ianv state firmis have shrunk dramatically, and others of labor fiom lowver- to higher-productivity activities. As
have closed altogether. Production has shifted from indus- in CEE and the NIS, much growth in China caine fiom
try to services, trade has been reorienited toward world preViouslY repressed sectors, including exports. senvices,
markets, and foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows have and agriculture.
risen sharply. By 1995 industrial labor productivity' was a The social impact of transition has also varied. In CEE
third higher than prereform levels in Poland and Hungary and the NIS many people have gained, and imports of
(Figure 1.6). Polanid's growth rate of 7 percent in 1995 high-quality consumer goods have boomed. But the com-
was led by the 15 percent growth rate of the private sec- bination of falling output and rising income inequality
tor; the state sector declined by 3 percent. has led to large increases in poverty and growing insec'-

The picture was different for the less advanced, or less rity in many countries. Life expectancy has fallen in many,
decisive, reformers in CEE and the NIS, even though the particularly Russia and Ukraine, but has increased in the
scale of reforms in many of these counitries has been large Group I coLintries (see Table 1.1). Infant mortality rates
by convenitional standards. Adjustmelit has been mucil appear to have declined in many countries, possibly as a
slower, and inflation has remained high. although in most consequence of the sharp fall in birthrates in the region.

Table 1.1 GDP growth, inflation, and social indicators during transition

Average GDP growth Average inflation Change in social indicators, 1989-94a
(percent per yearl (percent per yearl (percent)

Country or group 1989-95 1994-95 1989-95 1994-95 Ufe expectancy Infant mortality
CEE, NIS, and Mongolia
Group 1 -1.6 4.3 106.0 18.7 0.7 -1.8
Group 2 -4.2 4.0 149.2 59.0 -0.2 -1.8
Group 3 -9.6 -12.5 466.4 406.8 -4.4 0.9
Group 4 -6.7 -11.4 809.6 1,176.5 -1.6 -1.9
countries severely affected

by regional tensionsb -11.7 -7.5 929.7 1,328 0.5 -2.7

Other transition economies
China 9.4c 11.0 8.4c 20.6 2.1c -11.1C
Vietnam 7.1d 7.9 114.8d 13.2 1.7d -5.4d

.. Not available.
Note: All data for recent years are subject to revision. See Figure 1.2 for the countries in each group.
a. Data do not take into account a possible rise in measured infant mortality rates due to the shift to international methodology in the NIS
around 1993. Social indicators are population-weighted.
b. The countries asterisked in Figure 1.2 are taken out of Groups 1-4 and consolidated.
c. Data are for 1978-95.
d. Data are for 1986-95.
Source: IMF and World Bank data.
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Box 1.3 Dab problems in transition economies

Many statistical systems in the NIS and CEE have not New goods (including consumer durable imports,
adapted to the new economic system. They often fail which have boomed) command high quality premia
to capture the emergence of large "second" economies. relative to "comparable" old goods, many of which
Technical weaknesses, compounded by the effects of have no market value. Much previous production
high inflation, also cause output to be seriously under- was directed toward military procurement, which
reported. A recent revision of Russia's national was cur drastically in 1992. These qualitative changes.
accounts finds that they had overestimated the cumu- as well as the end of queuing, which previously ab-
lative decline in 1990-94 by 12 percentage points. sorbed up to four hours a day for many, make it
Reassessments of other countries, especially in the NIS, even more difficult to assess the real welfare effects of
are likely to result in comparable revisions. the output changes that accompany a massive shift in

In addition, the previous pattern of trade and pro- economic regime. Social data have problems, too (see
duction in CEE and the NIS was highly inefficient. Box 4.1).

Living standards have risen sharply in the growing Asian Its policymakers did not have to confront some serious
reformers: the first stages of reform in China lifted almost obstacles that proved very difficult to turn aside in CEE
200 million people out of absolute poverty, a massive and the NIS. This is not to imply that China's task was
achievement. But the rise in urban-rural differences and easy. It had to devise and implement a set of market-
increasing regional inequality have now weakened the link oriented reforms that gave growth-promoting incentives to
between economic growth and poverty reduction. This farmers and workers while maintaining macroeconomic
has led to rising concern about the distribution of gains control and redirecting the interests of the bureaucracy
from reforms (Chapter 4). toward supporting reform. These were and remain major

achievemenlts. But the transition challenge in China-and
Assessment-the interplay of choice and circumstance polcv'makers' tool for rnsetin it-were as diffeentpollcvmakers' tools for rreet=t it-wverc vastly differeni.
To what extent does the divergence of outcomes across One way to bring this point home is to compare
CEE and the NIS reflect initial conditions as opposed to Russia and China (Table 1.2). When its transition began,
policy-the given rather than the chosen? Some coun- Russia's economy was far more developed than China's,
tries, typically in CEE, started with more favorable macro- with income per capita eight times higher. Over 40 percent
economic, structural, and institutional conditions. These of the work force was in industry, and the state's social
included lower inflationary pressures, less interdepen- security system covered virtually the entire population. An
dence with the CMEA system, a more recent history of elaborate and costly system of sectoral cross-subsidies
market economy, and a more favorable location for devel- propped up huge state enterprises and agricultural collec-
oping new trade links. Countries also differed in their tives. The energy sector played a key role in subsidizing
levels of development, industrialization, and income. both: implicit subsidies from energy production to the rest
The Central Asian countries and Albania, in particular. of the economy amounted to over II percent of GDP. A
were less developed and more rural than the others. And large share of Russian industry added negative value: input
some countries achieving independenice for the first time costs, valued at world prices, exceeded the value of outptit.
needed to construct the basic elements of statehood. Sep- Then trade with the CMEA countries collapsed. prices
arating the contributions of initial conditions and policies were liberalized, and demand for military goods declined
is diffictIlt. Ongoing research on1 this group of countries as cold war tensions receded. The shock to the Russian
suggests that favorable initial conditions do indeed play a economv was enormous. Shifting large inumbers of people
significant part in determining cross-country differences into new firms and formerly repressed sectors (including
in outcomes but that, regardless of the starting point, con- services) requiired deep structural adjustment and painfuil
stancy in reforms has been vital for restoring growth and retrenchment in the state sector. Employees and managers
containing inflation. exerted enormous pressures to continue subsidies and keep

Why has China been able to reform in a partial, phased firms afloat, in part because enterprises had traditionally
manner and still grow rapidly, wlhereas even vigorous re- provided so many social services. The pain was intensified
formers in CEE and the NIS have suffered large declines in by the legacy of decades of planning that had resulted in
output (but still outperform the slower reforners)? Chinla's extreme regional specialization, with many' one-conipany
favorable initial conditions are the first piece of the puzzle. towns. And with price liberalization and the scaling back
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Labor productivity is at new highs in some reforming countries, while others are behind the curve.

Figure 1.6 Labor productivity in industry in selected transition economies
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Source: Vienna Institute for comparative Economic Studies 1995; World Bank data.

of subsidies, agricultural OutpUt shrank bv nearly one- firms. 'The economiiy was far less centrallv planned and
fourth between 1990 and 1994. administered than the Soviet economy. Local govern-

Despite the industrialization efforts of the 1950s and ments had greater power and developed considerable
1960s, China was very poor and largely rural at the start managemenit capacity, preparing them for a more decen-
of its reforms. Agriculture employed 71 percent of the tralized economy. Chinese industry also received subsi-
work force and was heavily taxed to support industry. dies, but cross-subsidization was less pervasive.
Social safety nets extended onlv to the state sector-about Becatise the agricultural sector had been so heavily
20 percent of the populationi. Poor infrastrulcture and an repressed, freeing it up had immediate pavoffs. Between
emphasis on IOCal self-sufficienIcy led to low regional spe- 981 and 1984 agriculture grew on average bv 1 0 percent
cialization and large numbers of small and medium-size a year, largely because the shift to family farming im-
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Box 1.4 Vietnam: Bold reforms in an East Asian setting

In the mid-1980s Vietnam's economy was growing slow- least-imposed financial discipline on state enterprises
ly and suffering from hyperinflation despite massive Sovi- and laid off hundreds of thousands of redundant workers
et assistance. A reform program (doi moi) was launched (see Chapter 3). These measures stabilized the econo-
in 1986, starting with limited changes in the rural sector my-inflation fell below 10 percent by 1992-and re-
and accelerating in scope and pace in 1989. In a very stored growth, which has averaged 8 percent since 1991.
short time reforms dismantled collectives and returned Exports and investment are growing at double-digit rates.
the land to family farming; liberalized most prices; Vietnam's transition is not complete. Industrial pro-
allowed and encouraged new private businesses in many duction remains concentrated in state enterprises, and
fields; opened the trade and investment regimes; unified administrative controls remain pervasive. But its liberal-
the exchange rate and sharply devalued the currency; cut ization and stabilization measures were closer to those of
fiscal deficits and the growth rate of domestic credit; Eastern Europe than they were to those of China. Not all
raised interest rates to positive real levels; and-not East Asian reforms have been phased or gradual.

proved incentives. This allowed for the reallocation of xvere often below inflation (Chapter 2). Prudent macro-
surplus agricultural labor to new rural industries, which economic policies were key, holding inflation to modest
generated 100 million new jobs between 1978 and 1994 levels and helping maintain confidence in the currency.
and encouraged further reform. China thus started transi- Russia's economy, on the other hand, was already highlv
tion largely as a peasant agrarian economy and with far monetized in 1990, with M2 equal to GDP. The huge
greater scope for reallocating labor thani Russia. monetary overlyang from forced saving represented

There were also important differences in financial resources already provided ro rhe planned economy. Lib-
development at the outset of transition. China's financial eralization of prices and the monetization of fiscal deficits
system was underdeveloped, with the money stock (M2) led to hyperiniflationi, which rendered these savings worth-
equal to only 25 percent of GDP. As markers developed less. By 1994 the Russiani money stock had dwindled to
and incomes improved, household savings and bank only 16 percenr of GDP.
deposits grew rapidly. This financed growth and buffered Differences in initial conditions and structural charac-
the state sector through bank lending at interest rates that teristics therefore explain a good deal of the divergence of

transition outcomes and policies across countries. They do
not explain all-the sustained application of market-

Table 1.2 Russia and China: Two very different oriented reform policies, witlin a broadly "right" macro-
countries economilic environment, has been a crucial ingredient in

Russia China success. However, [he right reform mix must reflect initial
coniditions and so cannot simply be transplanted between

Indicator 1990 1994 1978 1994 stich starklly different countries as China and Russia.
Sectoral structure of employment

(percent of total) The agenda
Industry 42 38 15 18
Agriculture 13 15 71 58 The CEE countries and the NIS have nOt seen the spectac-
Services 45 47 14 25 ulal growth of China and Vietnam. but manv have turned

Total 100 100 100 100 the corner and resumed growth. some vigorouslv. With
Employment in the

state sector 90 44 19 18 contilnued vigilance to sustain hard-won progress and
implemlienit flurther reforms, these countries can join the

Money and outputI
M2 as a percentage ranks of the high-growth economies. Other cotintries in

of GDPa 100 16 25 89 the region have the potential to follow in their path. China
GDP per capita (dollars) and Vietnam, too, will have to push further in many areas,

From World Bank
Atlas 4,110 2,650 404b 530 from property rights to instltutional development to social

At PPP 6,440 4,610 1,OOObC 2.510 policies, to sustaini their rapid growth. In every case what
a. Data are averages of quarterly ratios. matters is the breadtl of the policy reforms attempted
b. In 1990 dollars. and the consistenicy with which thev are maintained. The
c. World Bank staff estimate. record to date, Ltie caleiies aahead, and rhe lessons these
Source: IMF, various years (b); Worid Bank data and staff
estimates. different groups of countries have to learn from one

another are explored in detail in the following chapters.
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Liberalization,
Stabiliztion, and
Growth
A cross the transition economies. extensive liberal- more dynamic system of economic coordination that fos-

ization and determined stabilization have both ters long-run productivity and output growth. Finally,
been vital for improving economic performance. liberalization, by depoliticizing resource allocation, helps

Liberalization involves freeing prices, trade, and entry governments cut subsidies to firms and thus facilitates eco-
from state controls; stabilization means reducing inflation nomic stabilization.
and containing domestic and external imbalances. The Stabilization policy is vital for transition because
two are intricately linked and can and should be initiated macroeconomic imbalance denies countries the gains of
early. In the longer term, institutional reforms-establish- market reforms. Evidence from a wide range of market
ing clear property rights, sound legal and financial infra- economies shows that once annual inflation rises above a
structure, and effective governmenic-will be needed to threshold level around 40 percent, growth deteriorates
make markets work efficiently and supporr growth. But dramatically. High inflation obscures relative price incen-
liberalization and stabilization are essential first steps, and tives and creates uncertainty, inhibiting saving and invest-
they can achieve a great deal even when other key features ment. Therefore price stabilization always complements
of an effective marker are lacking. liberalization as a basis for growth; as shown below, some

Why is liberalization so iinportant? It decentralizes pro- transition countries have liberalized faster than others, but
duction and trading decisions to enterprises and none has registered sustained growth without containing
households and directly addresses the two fundamental inflation at moderate levels.
weaknesses of central planning: poor incentives and poor There are some important parallels betveen Asian and
information. Liberalization exposes firms to customer European transition economies in the relationships be-
demand, the profit motive, and competition, and it lets twveen liberalization, stabilization, and growth. In all
relative prices adjust in line with true scarcities. Liberalized regions growth has largely resulted from the lifting of

markets process information better than central planners, restrictions on new entry and a surge of previously re-
and when goods and services are traded freely, the price pressed activities, especially services and export industries
mechanism-Adam Smith's invisible hand-matches de- (and agriCLlture in Asia). Freeing prices and trade, reduc-
mand and supplIy. In most cases the outcomlle is efficient ing subsidies, and containinig credit can also revitalize
(market failure is discussed in Chapter 7). Combined with growth in previously dominant sectors, by increasing the
supporting institutions, competitive markets unleash pow- competitive and financial pressure on firms to restrLIcture.
erful processes to force technological and organiizational However, as outlined in Chapter 1, there are also major
change. Whereas planned economies experienced low or differences between countries-in initial conditions, in
negative overall productivity growth despite high capital approaches to macroeconomic reforms, and in outcomes.
accumulation, at least half of ouitput growth in advanced In China the initial economic strLcture combined with
market economies since World War 11 has resulted from strong macroeconomic control has so far allowed large
productivity gains. Crearing markets is an investmiienit in a growth gains from partial liberalization to translate into
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high saving and a rapid buildup of financial assets by erinienit intervention. Countries have usually been slower
households. This has helped cushioni a state sector that to adjust or liberalize housing rents and utility and public
remains a drag on the economy-even though its effi- transport prices (Box 2.1).
ciencv may be improving and its relative size is shrinking- Countries' 1989-95 averages on the liberalization index
and has underwritten the reform process itself. Gradual, introduced in Chapter I (the purple bar segments in Figure
partial reforms were nor an OptiOIn for mosr CEE countries 1.2) provide an aggregare indicator of the combined dura-
andl NIS. There only broad-based liberalization has tion and intensiry of liberalization. They assess the medium
allowed governments to cUt their links with firms enough exposure of each country during 1989-95 to free market
to bring inflationi down to levels thar would permit eco- forces, including domestic price and trade liberalization,
nonic recovery. 'These countries all suffered a large decline foreign trade liberalization and currency convertibility, and
at first. But those that liberalized early and comprehen- new entry and private sector development. is worth focus-
sively were able to stabilize the economy sooner and enjoy ing on liberalization over a period of time, rather than just
an earlier, stronger resumption of growth. in 1995, because both past and present reforms influence

the behavior of enterprises and households and economic
performance today. Of course. progress as measured by this

In market economies liberalization usually means elimi- index depends on cotintries' initial conditions as well as
nating price controls and relaxing trade protection in a their reform efforts, and countries such as Hungary and
few heavily regulated or protecred sectors. Liberalizers in Poland have followed different paths but achieved a similar
transition economies face an unprecedented and more degree of overall liberalization by 1995. Country compar-
daunting task, that of freeing not only the terms of mar- isons reveal that domestic and foreign liberalization usually
ket transactions but the transactionis themselves: abolish- advance together, with liberalization of entry lagging some-
ing state orders and procurement, state production and what. Advanced reformers, however, have proceeded faster
trading monopolies, and the centralized allocation of for- on all three fronts: the Visegrad and Baltic countries, wvilch
eign exchange. Liberalization also means freeing entry have undertakeni the most radical price reforms, have also
into production, services, and trade, including the free- opened the most to external trade and entry.
dom to open a new business, to expanid or break tlp an
existing business, and to change product mix, suppliers, East Asid: Partial libenllization secceedis under
customers, or geographical base. special circumstances

The starting point, speed, and scope of free market Apart from small, diamond-rich Botswana, China has been
reforms have varied greatly among transitioni economilies, the world's fastest-growing economy since its free marker
as initial conlditions and political developimienits have con- reforms beggan in 1978. Vietinamil. too, has grown rapidly
strained governments' economic policies and infiLuelced since abandoning pue cenitral planning in 1986, especially
their reform choices (see Chapter 1). Hungary and China after accelerating reforms in 1989. Both have liberalized
began liberalizing gradually in the 1960s anid the 1970s, substantially, but not (particularly China) on a scale or at a
respectively. Vietnam accelerated its liberalization in 1989 speed comparable to the radically reforming CEE coun-
after partial reforms had failed to raise growth rates or to tries. As described in Chapter 1, Chinia has been "feeling
stabilize the economy sufficiently. Poland liberalized with the stones to cross the river." In contrast to the single bold
one "big bang." freeing 90 percent of prices, eliminating leap othe CEE reformers, China went through several
most trade barriers, abolishing state trading monopolies, stages of "comilbininig plan with market" before adopting its
and making its cLirrenicv convertible for current trans- current goal: the "socialist market economv" annouLiced in
actions all at once in January 1990. Albania. the Baltic 1992 is the first to contain no reference to eirtier plan or
countries, the former Czechoslovakia. and the Kyrg'z regulation. A specifically Chinese dual-track approach was
Republic followed this model of rapid and comprehensive used for liberalizing prices, external trade, foreign ex-
liberalization. Bulgaria initially did the same, but strong change, anld the enterprise sector (Box 2.2). This has
interest group pressures for continued protection and state worked well, on balance, especially in agricuilture. But it
support to enterprises later brought something of a rever- has not been without significant costs, including forgone
sal. In Romania price reforms advaniced fitfully for hrece benefits from a faster integration into world trade, rampant
vears after half of all prices were freed in 1990, but liber- corruption and rent seeking, aind, more recently, growing
alization has recently accelerated. Russia substantially lib- regional disparities. Partly in recognitionl of these costs, the
eralized prices and imports in Janu.iry 1992, bur extensive governmentr is proposing to unify the couLItr's rrade and
export restrictions remained in place until 1 995 (remain- tax regimes in the near future. Liberalization in V'ietnam
ing export duties are set to be eliminated by mid-1996), was broader and faster (Box 1.4). But as in China. signifi-
and many' consumer prices are still subject ro local gov- canit restrictions remaini, especially on trade and entry, and
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Box 2.1 Pricing energy and other household essentials-a case for phased liberalization?

In most of CEE and the NIS, as well as in urban indeed possible, although Hungary's circumstances dif-
China, household energy, rents, and public transport fer from those in most other countries. A studv of energy
remain the principal products whose prices have not pricing in Poland suggests that an 80 percent price in-
been liberalized and are still far below cost. Rents are crease for heat, gas, and electricity-roughly to their eco-
often below even maintenance costs. Housing and nomic cost-would, in the short term, cost the average
household energy subsidies amounted to 5 percent of household around 8 percent of its budget.
GDP in Russia and 5 to 6 percent in Ukraine in 1995. Ideally, reforms would accelerate price increases in
Although these subsidies have played the role of social parallel with compensatory payments targeted to the
buffers, blunting households' sudden exposure to mar- poor, administered through the existing social assis-
ket forces, the potential economy-wide gains from effi- tance system. But this may not be feasible in all coun-
cient energy pricing are huge. In the NIS they could, tries. Lifeline pricing is then often the most practical
according to one estimate, rise over ten years to more approach. This involves charging a low, subsidized
than 10 percent of GDP annually. price for a fixed, modest energy quota and full price for

What combination of energy pricing and compen- consumption above that level. Lifeline pricing is not
satory social policies provides the best mix of efficiency perfect, because all consumers (not just the poor) get
and protection for poor households? Efficient energy the subsidy, and because those who use less than the
pricing would require raising household prices sharply. quota have little incentive to reduce consumption. At
Relative to other prices, for example, household electric- the margin, however, the bulk of consumers pay a
ity prices would have to rise roughly threefold in price close to economic cost. Lifeline pricing with a
Bulgaria, the Czech Republic, and Russia from levels of large increase in the above-quota price therefore tends
mid- to late 1995. In Hungary they almost cover eco- to be more efficient than a smaller, across-the-board
nomic cost already, and they will be raised further by the increase. Simulations for Poland show that it may also
end of 1996, to permit foreign investors in the privatized have better distributional effects, even though a mod-
electricity distribution companies an 8 percent return on est, fiscally affordable lifeline may still leave some of
capital. This example shows that full-cost pricing is the poor insufficiently protected.

Box 2.2 China's dual-track price reforms

China's price reforms began in late 1978, implement- Although liberalization remained incomplete, dual-
ing a dual-track system in which the share of produc- track price reforms did improve efficiency, because
tion subject to state procurement continuously de- the price of the marginal unit reflected economic cost
clined, and more and more prices were subjected to and correctlv signaled relative scarcirv, and because the
varying degrees of market guidance. The reforms share of sales at planned prices declined over time.
began in agriculture and spread slowly, first to con- Also, the eventual full liberalization of the small share
sumer goods and later to intermediate goods indus- of output remaining subject to controls proceeded
tries. In each case a free market developed in parallel smoothly. Less than 20 percent of food products were
with the controlled market, where state supply was still sold at fixed official prices when the last food price
kept unchanged at the (lower) plan price. Supply in the controls were removed in 1992, so the final conver-
free market track grew rapidly, so its share in total out- gence of the two tracks caused minimal disruption to
put rose steadily. Meanwhile the planned price was the economy as a whole. But dual-track reforms also
raised incrementally until it approached the market were costly to implement-a vast number of people
price. By the end of 1994 this dual-track system had were needed, for example, to administer the rationing
led to the decontrol of more than 90 percent of retail and distribution system associated with dual food
prices and between 80 and 90 percent of agricultural prices-and required strict enforcement to limit the
and intermediate product prices, all of which are now diversion of price-controlled products to the free
market determined. Only a few prices remain fixed or market and to rein in corruption, with severe penalties
negotiable within a band set by the state. for noncompliance.
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difficult reforms of state enterprises and the financial sector lower than in China. Vietnamese output growth has aver-
have yet to he undertaken (Chapters 3 and 6). aged more than 7 percent a year since 1989 and close to 9

How have free market reforms succeeded in promoting percent in 1994 and 1995. In the mid- 1980s domestic
rapid growth in China and Vietnam? Some argue that, in saving was negative and investment negligible, but both
China, gradualism contributed to the reforms' success, as have since increased dramatically.
remaining partial controls-based on the continued As noted in Chapter 1. state industries employ only a
authoriry of the Communist Party and enforced through a moderate share of China's labor force. Also, China's over-
dense web of local compliance mechanisms-continued to all production structure has never been as distorted as it
serve a coordinating function, limiting disruptions to pro- was in the former Soviet Union, and the defense sector
duction and trade during the phased buildup of market has never been as big. This has allowed China to delay
institutions. But the key, in both countries, was the deep state industrial reforms-employment in its state
reforms themselves, which spurred growth directly by sector grew by 20 million during 1978-94-and still
improving productivity, and indirectly by raising the record substantial productivity and output growth. Subsi-
incomes of large parts of the population and translating dizing unprofitable state enterprises with increasing
them into high saving and investment. The design and amounts of cheap credit has had significant costs in terms
sequencing of reforms fit the tvo countries economic of lost efficiency. But thanks to its high national saving.
and political structure and other initial conditions. They China has so far been able to absorb this cost without fun-
began by liberalizing agriculture (land tenure, prices, damentally destabilizing the economy (see below). With-
and procurement), which had previously been heavily out comparable levels of saving, and with Soviet aid
taxed. Because most of the work force was in agriculture, drying up in the late 1980s, Vietnam was forced to cut
better incentives-at the margin prices were flexible, subsidies to enterprises as part of its stabilization program.
output could be sold freely, and profits accrued to This triggered cuts in the industrial labor force by one-
farmers-generated large productivity, output. and in- third during 1988-92 and a brief recession in the state
come gains, lifting manv out of povertv (see Chapter 4). sector, followed by adjustment and improved perfor-
Labor-intensive technology permitted an easy shift to maance. But industrial restructuring took place without
more efficient, family-based production. This in turn economic and social upheaval. One reason was that Viet-
freed up a significant share of the labor force to transfer nam s enterprises, unlike China's, did not provide exten-
into higher-productivity sectors, especially the new non- sive social benefits, but another was that the newlv liber-
state industrial and service sectors that were next in line to alized agricultural and private manufacturing and service
be liberalized. The labor force in rural Chinese enterprises sectors, which account for 60 percent of GD)P and 85 per-
increased by 100 million between 1978 and 1994. cent of employment, grew rapidly and were able to absorb

China achieved overall (total factor) productivity laid-off public sector workers.
growth of more than 3 percent a year during 1985-94,
exceptional by international standards. An upward bias in CEE and the NIS: Liberalization boosts recoveglfrom
recorded GDP growth may exaggerate this figure some- initial output loss-es
what, but this high growth in productivitV signals that Output has fallen dramatically in European and Central
China's growth is relatively intensive-driven by more Asian transition economies. Some of the official estimates
efficient use of inputs rather than simply more of them- shown in Figure 2.1 overstate the decline because of statis-
although lower productivity in the still sizable state enter- tical weaknesses (see Box 1.3), not least, in many countries,
prise sector raises concerns for the future (see below and the exclusion of a large and growing unofficial economy
Chapter 3). Overall, up to one-third of the increase in (Box 2.3). But the data show a substantial decline even
Chinese output since 1985 can be attributed to greater after adjusring for these biases; in Russia, for example, out-
efficiency. The bulk of the remainder has been due to an put fell by about 40 percent during 1990-95. Estimates
unparalleled, growth-promoting investment boom, fueled based on electricity demand are also problematic but pro-
by income growth which has translated into high rates of vide perhaps a lower bound to the output decline; they
household and enterprise saving. Total saving and total suggest that GDP fell, on average, by around 16 percent in
investment both averaged close to 40 percent of GDP dur- five CEE countries between 1989 and 1994, and by
ing 1985-94. This would not have been possible had the around 30 percent in eleven NIS. Because of sharp falls in
government not been able to stabilize the economy by investment, consumption has declined less than output,
directly curtailing demand during boom periods. In Viet- but there is little doubt that living standards fell in the
nam, where productivity has grown at comparable rates, early stages of reform in most countries, notwithstanding
increased efficiency' accounts for an even larger share of improvements in product quality and the elimination of
output growth, because investment rates are considerably queues (see Chapter 4).
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Output has fallen dramatically across CEE and the NIS.

Figure 2.1 Decline and recovery in GDP in selected transition economies and in
comparable historical episodes

GDP as percentage of base-year GDP
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Note: The base year for the transition economies is 1989; historical base years are 1929 for the United States and 1940 for the Soviet Union.
Transition economies are listed according to their average liberalization index scores for 1989-95 (see Figure 1.2). Source: Official data.

Total registered employment has also fallen in CEE fell 20 to 25 percent in Bulgaria, Hungary, and Slovenia,
and the NIS, although there has nor been a clear relation- but only 7 to 8 percent in Russia and Ukraine.
ship between employment and output declines. Employ- WHY 11ID 0U'l. l L l FALL? Some early studies, focusing
ment has generally fallen more, and unemployment risen mainil on CEE, blamed overzealous stabilization for the
faster, in CEE than in the NIS, because in CEE the labor initial output decline. But the evidence now suggests
market adjustment has largely come through layoffs and that it was mainlv driven by three factors: demand shifts
early retirement, whereas in the NIS the rcsponise has gcn- due to liberalization, the collapse of rhe CMEA and the
erally been to cut working hours (see Chapter 4). Between Soviet Union, and supply disruptionls dtie to vanishing or
1989-90 and 1994, for example. registered emplovment absent institutionls and distorted incentives.
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Box 2.3 Notes from underground: The gowth and costs of unofficial economies

Transition has brought marked growth in countries' unofficiallv, limit its growth. Informalization also low-
unofficial economies. Many commercial and even ers government revenues and encourages capital flight.
many productive activities go underground to evade And by its very nature it breeds corruption and under-
high and volatile taxes, circumvent restrictive and mines the credibility of formal market and government
often unpredictably changing government controls, institutions. Thus, a growing informal economy is no
and employ workers flexibly and cheaply. Estimates substitute for a formal, open private sector, but in fact
based on electricity consumption suggest that, between eventually impedes its development.
1989 and 1994, the share of unofficial activity in the Latin America presents striking parallels. There,
economy grew, on average, from 18 to 22 percent in a too, unofficial activities account for between roughly
sample of CEE countries and from 12 to 37 percent in one-fifth and two-thirds of total output. They thrive
a sample of NIS. Surveys in Ukraine confirm a very where political freedoms are many and economic
large unofficial economy. freedoms few. And where informalization has been

Unofficial economies tend to be large where politi- most extensive (Bolivia, Peru), growth has been slow-
cal controls have weakened, economic liberalization is est. Measures that have helped in Latin America to
lagging, and burdensome regulations and high taxes bring the informal sector back into the economic
make the formal environment hostile for the newly mainstream are likely to work in the transition
developing private sector. Where the informal economy economies as well. These include extensive price, trade,
has grown significantly, it has cushioned the output and foreign exchange liberalization; tight macroeco-
decline and provided an outlet for entrepreneurial tal- nomic policies; a sharp reduction of regulatory con-
ent. But it is mostlv a "survival" economy that focuses straints: and more professional government adminis-
on short-term objectives, invests little, and loots state tration (see Chapters 5 and 7). A combination of carrot
assets. Firms waste time and money in their efforts to and stick-possibly including a one-time, partial tax
get around controls and taxes. These efficiency losses, amnesty-can help reduce the costs of returning to the
and the difficulty of conducting certain transactions formal economy.

Liberalization, combined with stabilization, meant the went to the rest of the Soviet Union and $18 billion to
end of the supply-constrained shortage economy, in other CMEA counltries. Ending these subsidies raised the
which even the shoddiest products could always be sold. cost of imported production inputs, reducing aggregate
Now unlwanted goods remained on the shelves. Firms and supply and output. Many non-NIS countries suffered
consumers drew down their supply stocks as hoarding overall terms-of-trade losses of more than 10 percent of
became unnecessary-falling. inventories contributed GDP, and even as high as 15 to 20 percent in the case of
abotIt one-third to the output drop in Polanid in 1990-91 some highly import-depenidenllt countries. For its part
and over half of the 11 percent drop in the Baltic coun- Russia was unable to exploit fully the improvenment in its
tries in 1993. In Russia military procurenment was cut by [erms of trade because of collapsing trade volumes and its
70 percent. Of course, the elimination of unwanited pro- own continued export restraints. The collapse in trade was
duccion and excess inventories did not reduce welfare. compounided by the stupendous inefficiency of the initial
But all initial cuts in output had second-round effects on interstate payment system, which usually took about three
spending and demand, which may have doubled the over- monrths to process transactions.
all effect on output. Finally, in CEE and the NIS, unlike in China, planning

The disintegration of the CMEA and the Soviet institutions had vanished before new market institutions
Unioln, coupled with trade liberalization, led to a collapse could develop. For example. many countries have dis-
in trade among CEE countries and the NIS. Buyers sub- carded the old systems for allocating agricultural credit and
stituted imports, including consumer durables, from out- distributing farm outtput, but new wholesale and retail net-
side the CMEA, while the shift toward world marker works and market-based credit systems are not yet in place.
prices and trade in convertible currenicies entailed huge The lack of market institutiolls caused coordinationi fail-
price rises for previously stibsidized energy and raw mate- ures throughout the production anid trading system-
rial imports, especially from Russia. According to one many of them related to limited informationl and to uncer-
rough estimate, Russia's price subsidies to other countries rainry'. Inadequate incentives, often linked to deficient
were worth $58 billion in 1990, of which $40 billion propertv rights, compounded the shortage of modern
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technology and skills and created formidable obstacles to are an acute shortage of maintenance and upgrade invest-
swiftly redeploying factors of production to emerging sec- ments and an inadequate legal, institutional, and fiscal
tors. Uncertainty encouraged capital flight by firms and framework that discourages management improvements,
households alike, and many firms became survival- foreign investors, and new technology.
oriented, waiting and hoping for better times rather than How HAS LIBERAL.IZATION SPURRED RECOVERY? Across
restrucmtring actively. To some extent, such problems are CEE and the NIS liberalization has been positively associ-
an inevitable result of these countries' dramatic break with ated with growth. In countries where liberalization has
the past. But they were exacerbated, in many countries, by been stronger (as measured by average liberalization
inconsistent reform policies-including a lack of policy scores), output losses have on average been smaller (Figure
coordination in the ruble zone (see below). Coordinationi 2.2). And the difference increases over time: relatively
failures, uncertainry, and distorted incentives constrain the stronger liberalization boosted average growth during
start-up or expansion of profitable activities-even as 1989-95, but it boosted average growth in 1994-95 even
unprofitable or overbuilt sectors collapse. For example, more. Two other factors have had a strong impact on
livestock herds shrank dramatically across the NIS In recent growth. First, output has tended to increase further
response to steep increases in fodder prices relative to since 1989, or decline less, in poorer, more agricultural
prices for animal products. But Russian oil production has countries than in richer countries with more overbuilt
also fallen-by almost half since 1988-despite a steep industrial sectors. Second, each year a country has been
increase in the relative price of energy'. The main reasons adversely affected by regional tensions has added 6.5

Stronger, more sustained liberalization spells a smaller output decline-and a stronger recovery.

Figure 2.2 Liberalization and growth of GDP
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Note: Data are for all twenty-six CEE countries and NIS; results are even stronger if China and Vietnam are included. See Figure 1.2 for
details of the liberalization index. Average GDP growth is adjusted to control for the impact of regional tensions in some countries and
differences in initial income per capita. Source: De Melo, Denizer, and Gelb, background paper: official data; World Bank staff calculations.
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percentage points of GDP, on average, to the annual

decline in output since 1989. Countries that liberalize rapidly and
Countries have rypically rettrired to growth after three extensively turn around more quickly.

years of sustained liberalization (Figure 2.3). Countries in
Groups I and 2-tihose in wvhich liberalization has been
more rapid and comprehensive (see Figure 1.2)-experi-i-or rap[. , , Figure 2.3 Time profiles of output decline
enced an earlier output deciline bit also an earlier and and tecovety by country group
stronger recovery. Ouutput In countries in the other groups
was still falling in 1994-95, but recent reforms have
brought a number of them to the threshold of recovery.
Ongoing research provides evidence that these patterns of
decline and recovery continue to hold even if one controls 5 Group 1 ,"'s

for differences in countries initial conditionis such as -
geography, sector structure, or initial macroeconomic im-
balance (see Chapter 1). -5 \/

How can countries judge whether market reforms have -10
paid off overall, given that earlier and more vigorous lib-
eralization has led to an earlier decline but fi'ster medium- -15
term growth? One way is to regard the market svstem as an 20

asset in which countries invest by liberalizing. Countries Group

have invested different amounts at different times, and these -25 ,

investments have generated initial income (GDP) losses and 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

subsequent income gains of different magiitudes. The value
of countries' investments as of the end of 1995 is their total Note: Countries in CEE and the NIS are grouped by their

GDP accumulated since 1989 (and discounted back to average liberalization index scores for 1989-95 (see Figure
1989 to allow for the fact that people value income today 1.2). Countries severely affected by regional tensions areexcluded. Annual growth rates are simnple averages for each
more than income tomorrow). Figure 2.4 shows that, on group. Source: Official data; World Bank staff calculations.
average, liberalization has indeed been a good investmenlt.
The least liberalized countries have fared slightly better than
moderate reformers. More advaniced liberalizers, however,
whose cumulative market reformis have nlow reached a crit-
ical mass, have come out far ahead, at least in terms of
national income. This does not imply that rapid, all-out lib-
eralization is always possible-or preferable. When choos-
ing how much and how fast to liberalize, governimlents are penetrate the "qualitry barrier" to expanding exports to the
constrained by initial conditions, and often the effects of West (trade relations with the European Union and inte-
different strategies will be higily uncertain. But as noted in gration into world trade institutions are discussed in Chap-
Chapter 1, initial conditions still leave policymakers a fair ter 9). Countries have rapidly diversified their exports. and
amount of choice-they influence but by no meanls prede- some have begun to reverse the trend of falling unit value
termine economic performance. The fact that, whenl these for machinery exports-a sign of rising qualiry. Exports
factors are controlled for, liberalization tends to pav off sug- from COUlntlries with more open trade regimes, mostly in
gests that, on average, policymakers will maximize people's CEE and the Baltics, declined less with the initial disinte-
incomes by liberalizing as mtich as possible within the range gration of the Soviet Union and the CMEA and recovered
left open by country-specific constraints. faster, contributing more to overall output growth (see

Table 2.1 and Box 2.4). By contrast, in most NIS, which
New gorowth comes from letting exports and stuck with state trading arrangements and still impose sig-
services expand . .. nificant export controls, OECD-oriented exports of man-

Exports and services, two previously repressed activities, utfactures have remained marginal and the contribution of
have been the major engines of growth in transition econ- exports to growth has been negligible.
omies. Overall, the European transition couLntries have Trade policies in China and Vietnam have combined
been strikingly successfil at opening their economies and substantial, although partial, liberalization with active ex-
reorienting their exports toward world markets (Table port promotion, withi Vietnam relying more on the for-
2.1). Despite early skepticism, many have been able to mer and Chilia on the latter. State trading now covers
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After seven years, aggressive liberalizers in CEE and the NIS have come out ahead.

Figure 2.4 Liberalization and cumulative GDP
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Note: Data are for all twenty-six CEE countries and NIS. See Figure 1.2 for details of the liberalization index. Cumulative GDP is the normalized
net present value of total GDP over 1989-95. discounted at 10 percent per year. It is adjusted to control for the impact of regional tensions in
some countries and differences in initial income per capita and the abundance of natural energy resources. Results are robust to changes in
the discount rate and to the inclusion of China and Vietnam. Source: Official data: World Bank staff calculations.

only a few importanit products and represents a shrinking China througI the creationi of special economic zones, the
share of trade in borh countries. Manx' exports are liberal- openiing of coastal areas, and preferential tax treatment
ized completely, and most remainting export controls are and access to foreign exchange for exporters.
not binding, but imports remaini sLibject to significant Although China and Vietnaml1 have liberalized trade
restrictions, especially in China. Both countries have less than have the Visegrad and Baltic countries, their
exempted exporters from import duties on their inputs overall trade performance has been at least as spectacular.
and created favorable conditions for export-oriented for- Chilna has sustained export growvth of more than 15 per-
eign investmenit-Vietnam mainily through deregulation. cetnt per vear on average since 1978; Vietnamese export
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Table 2.1 Trade policy and export performance in CEE and the NIS

Export perfonnance

Average annual contribution of export growth
Trade policy Change Mig. to CDP (percentage points)c

Years of in share exports to Experts to Total Total
current of CMEA OECD, OECD only, exports, last exports,

State Quantitative account or Soviet 1994 last year before year before first year of
trading, restrictions, converUbility exports percent transition to transition to transition to

Counbty group 1994 1994 by end-1995 (percent) of GDP)b 1994 1994 1994

Group 1 Very small No 4 -57.2 24.5 2.3 2.1 3.0
Group 2 Very smalld Nod 2 -43.9 18.1 1.4 -3.1 3.7
Group 3 Moderatee Yese 1 -13.6 3.3 0.2 -11.2 0.5
Group 4 Extensive Yes 0 -14.2 4.4 -0.1 -14.4 0.3
Rg. tensions Extensive Yes 0 -20.8 3.7

., Not available. Mfg., manufacturing. Rg. tensions, group of countries severely affected by regional tensions (see Figure 1.2).
Note: Data are simple averages for each country group (see Figure 1.2).
a. For CEE countries, data are for 1989-94 CMEA exports: for NIS they are for 1990-94 Soviet exports.
b. For Albania, Mongolia, and Slovenia, data are for total exports.
c. The last year before transition was 1989 for Poland, 1990 for the other CEE countries, and 1991 for the NIS.
d. Mongolia was the only Group 2 country with significant state trading and quantitative export controls in 1994.
e. The Kyrgyz Republic was the only Group 3 country that had essentially eliminated export restrictions by 1994.
Source: Kaminski, Wang, and Winters 1996; IMF 1995a; EBRD 1995; World Bank staff calculations.

Box 2.4 Trade policy and perfornance: Estonia and Ukraine illustrate how close the link

Estonia and Ukraine have pursued diametrically differ- with other NIS and ex-CMEA countries-remained
ent trade policies. Their trade performance has varied intact. Administrative controls kept domestic prices
accordingly. below world prices. Tight export controls (including

Rapid trade liberalization pays off Estonia removed licenses and quotas) sought to prevent producers from
virtually all export barriers, eliminated all quantitative selling subsidized goods abroad. Exporters had to sur-
import restrictions, kept only a few low import tariffs, render foreign exchange earnings at below-market
and made its new currency fully convertible for current exchange rates. The import regime remained liberal,
account transactions, all by the end of 1992. Import but domestic buyers lacked foreign exchange to pay
liberalization introduced world relative prices for trad- for imports. Ukraine's policies proved counterproduc-
ables. And radical export liberalization-a policy that tive. The intergovernmental agreements failed to stem
distinguished Estonia from most other NIS-allowed the trade decline with the other NIS and blocked
a rapid reorientation of trade, accelerated adjustment trade diversification: Western Europe accounted for
to Western quality standards, and boosted hard- less than 20 percent of Ukraine's total trade in 1994.
currency export revenues. More than half of Estonia's Isolation from world markets delayed enterprise
exports now go to Western Europe, and close to two- adjustment and perpetuated inefficiencies. Exports
thirds of its imports come from there. Export growth fell, contributing negatively to output growth during
contributed 11 percentage points a year to GDP 1992-94, and large trade deficits contributed to a spi-
growth during 1992-94. Even if one corrects for Esto- raling depreciation of the currency and economic
nia' s special advantages-close ties with Finland, prox- destabilization. Ukraine's reforms in late 1994 in-
imity to Western Europe, and Baltic Sea ports that cluded considerable price liberalization and the elimi-
have boosted legal and illegal trade-its export perfor- nation of most direct export controls, and exports grew
mance has been phenomenal. in 1995. A nontransparent reference price system con-

Slow trade liberalization imposes high costs. Ukraine tinues de facto to restrain exports below a minimum
maintained many price and trade controls until the price, encouraging rent seeking and corruption, but as
fall of 1994. State trade-including state procurement of earlv 1996 its coverage is limited to a small and
and an extensive netnvork of bilateral trade agreements declining share of exports.
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growth in the shorter period since 1986 has exceeded 25 need to be enforced against strong incentives for both
percent per year. Initial conditions played a significant partners in a voluntary transaction to circumvent them. In
role in these achievements. China did not suffer a trade transition economies, whose institutional capaciry is espe-
shock from dissolution of the CMEA, of which it was not cially weak, trade controls therefore tend to be relativelv
a member, and it was able to draw on its Hong Kong ineffective at protecting firms or raising tariff revenues,
connection and a large expatriate communiry to help and instead breed corruptioln (see Chapters 5 and 7).
develop its export industries. Vietnam enjoved an oil ex- Finallv, worldwide experience has shown that "tempo-
port bonanza that partly offset the loss of CMEA markets rary"' protection measures all too often become perma-
and cushioned the withdrawal of Soviet transfers and an nent, and that frequenc changes in trade policy are bad for
initial decline in nonoil industries. In addition, both firms that are expanding and developing foreign ties. Both
countries were able to exploit their strong comparative problems have particular relevance to those of the transi-
advantage in labor-intensive manufactures. Within China tion countries wher-e political conditions are volatile.
and Vietnam (just as across CEE and the NIS), exports Services have been the second major source of growth
have grown faster in those industries and regions with in transition economies. One studv estimated that revers-
more open trade and foreign investment regimes, and ing the past repression of services in the NIS could increase
higher exports have been associated with faster output national income by more than 10 percent and generate
growth. A World Bank studv of options for reforming around 6 million additional jobs, substantiallv compensat-
Chinla's trade regime has shown that the remaining export ing for declines in other sectors. Service sector output has
and import restrictions carry high efficiency and welfare indeed soared during transition, especially where liberal-
costs. These would be reduced bv the further liberaliza- ization is more advanced (Table 2..2). In the leading
tion measures proposed in support of China's bid to join reformers the initial "service gap" (the shortfall in the ser-
the World Trade Organization (WTO). vice sector share of GDP relative to that in established

Some have argued that, whatever the overall speed of market economies) has essentially been closed. Spirited
liberalization, foreign trade and exchange transactions entrepreneurs have responded vigorously to improved
should be liberalized more slowly rhan internal markets, incentives, often despite serious obstacles. including
to lessen the initial decline in domestic employmnenit and numerous and frequently changing regulations, slow and
output. Yet there is powerful evidence from cransition often corrupt bureaucracies, and crime, in addition to high
econonies that the benefits of earlv external liberaliza- taxes and lack of credit. Services have grown less in coun-
tion-in parallel with domestic liberalization and stabi- tries such as Belarus, where reforms are not as advanced.
lization-far outweigh the potential costs. Establishing The adjustment from industrv toward services has
essentially free trade (except, possibly, a modest and uni- meant huge shifts in relative prices. In Russia che price of
form import tariff) early on yields a particularly large paid services relative to that of goods in the average con-
return in these cotintries, for several reasons. First, the sumner basket rose fivefold berween 1990 and 1994. In
legacies of central planning-especially the bias toward parallel, the share of industry in GDP fell 7 percentage
autarky and large firms-magnifv the efficiency and out- points and that of agriculture 9 percentage points, while
put gains from competing in world markers, and compar- the share of services increased by 16 percentage points.
isons of countries' aggregate trade performance bear this Industrv's share has declined evien more sharply in the
otit (see above). Firm-level evidence from Bulgaria. advanced reformers. This has contribhited to an improved
Poland, and Russia also shows that trade liberalization has environmental record across CEE counltries and the NIS.
indeed spurred enterprise restructuring and helped make whereas rapid industrial growth has led to deteriorating
markets competitive. Second, in the earlv stages of liberal- environmental conditionis in the East Asian transition
ization, producers in most countries have been shielded econonmies (Box 2.5).
from foreign competition by heavilyL uldervalued curreni- Agriculture's share in GDP has fallen somewhat in
cies, whether exchange rates are fixed or floating (see most transition economies. In CEE and the NIS, agricul-
below). Undervaluation also created a strong incentive to ture was highly inefficient and, in contrast to East Asia,
seek export markets. sustained bh subsidies on inputs, credit, and retail prices.

By contrast, continued trade controls are likely to yield The sector has suffered an unnecessarily severe relative
few benefits for transition countries. Import protection is price shock-illpUt prices, especiallv fLels, rose four times
at best a blunt instrument for alleviating the pain of as much as output prices-because supply and processing
adjustment, since it cushions entire industries, not just the are not yet fully competitive, and governments still inter-

weakesr firms. Entry promotion, retraining programs, and vene to hold down food prices. Further liberalization
targeted social assistance are likely ro be much more effec- should allow agricultural producers to retrace some of
tive. Furthermore, unlike these measures, trade controls their lost ground.
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Table 2.2 Liberalization and sectoral restructuring
Percentage of

Average Change in share of GDP, 1989-94 Share of services In GDP (percentl 1989 services
liberalization ndex, (ipiemu poinh Actual, Nombal Gap In gap filed in

Country groupt 198995a Agricultwe Industry Serices 1989 shareb 1989" 1994

CEE and NIS
Group 1 6.9 -4 -12 16 42 51 9 173
Group 2 4.7 1 -11 10 35 51 15 68
Group 3 3.4 0 -4 4 33 49 16 25
Group 4 2.0 -2 3 -1 34 49 15 -7
Rg. tensions 3.9 14 -7 -7 41 50 9 -80

China and Vietnam 5.5 -10 5 6 32 41 8 66
Average of all

transition economies 4.4 2 -6 5 37 49 13 38

Rg. tensions, group of countries severely affected by regional tensions (see Figure 1.2).
a. see Figure 1.2 for details of the liberalization index and the countries in each group.
b. The normal" services shares of countries are shares predicted from a regression of sectoral shares on income per capita and population
size in a sample of 108 developing and industrial economies. The services "gap" is the difference between the actual and the normal share of
services in GDP.
Source: Syrquin and Chenery 1989; official data; World Bank staff calculations.

Anad A infrom fnriozHfinsto rstrctre dereriorated with the move toward international prices.

Price and trade liberalization and sharp cuts in fiscal and Instead, industrial restructurinig has involved large changes
credit subsidies are crucial to forcing Firms to adjust and in output and employment at the firm level. Studies show
turninig the enterprise sector aroulid. Indeed, industrial that enterprise performance varies greatly within an indus-
restructuring has ttirned out to be highliv decenrralized in try, and past profitability often provides little clue as to
transition economies. OUtpLut shifts between subsectors which firms will thrive and which sIccunihb.
have followed no obvious pattern. Heavy industry, assumed Indtistries are in flux, with new entry, breakups and
to be the most overbuilt, has not contracted relative to light mergers. a sharp rise in the number and share of small
industry. Branches have not systematically expanded or firms, and new prodticts and processes. Price and trade
contracted as their relative competitiveness has improved or controls, which affect entire industries, impede this kind

Box 2.5 Transition can help the environment-with the right policies

Transition has reduced environmental damage in most In all tranisition economies a combination of further
CEE countries and NIS, with pollution dropping as a market reforms and sound environmental policies can
consequence of the fall in economic activity, especially improve environmental performance. First, changes in
in industry. There are signs that the recovery in indus- relative prices should promote more efficient use of
trial output may not be accompanied by equivalent energy and natural resources. Second, privatization and
increases in pollution, because of more effective envi- reduced state interference in industrial decisions will
ronmental regulation and improved enforcement. encourage management to improve the operating per-
China, in contrast, has grown rapidly. This has re- formance of existing plant, while replacing old equip-
suited in higher pollution and worsening environmen- ment with new plants incorporating cleaner production
tal conditions. The environmental performance of technologies. Well-designed environmental regulation
most heavy industrial enterprises remains poor, and and investments can contribute to this process. Third, a
many new light industries generate water pollution and clear institutional separation of enterprise ownership
hazardous wastes, which pose a serious threat. In the from environmental regulatory authority should help
most polluted large cities a combination of stricter ensure realistic environmental standards. Fourth, foreign
environmental policies and economic changes seems to direct investment and international cooperation-such
have stabilized levels of air pollution-the most imme- as through the Baltic Sea cleanup programs-can bring
diate environmental threat to human health. in best environmental practices from around the world.
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of decentralized encerprise adjtistIlmclt and market-led dif-
ferentiation of enterprises by performance. Governments China has oscillated between boom and bust.
worldwide have tried to pick winners and target support
onlv to viable firms. This is riskv business at the best of
times; in the volatile environment of transition it is im- Figure 2.5 GDP growth and inflation
possible. Even firm-specific, performnance-linked credits in China
and subsidies will inevitably assist manv nonviable firms.
Such support wastes resources and discourages viable
firms from adjusting. Moreover, subsidies tend to go to Percent
state enterprises. This tilts the playing field agailnst new 25
private entrants, the main source of new jobs. Inflation

Experience across CEE and the NIS supports these 20
argYuments. Hungarv and Poland have sustainied strong 15 GO g
liberalization and reduced enterprise subsidies, from 7 to 15 GDP growth

10 percent of GDP in the late 1980s to 2 to 3 percent In \/

the earlv 1990s. Enterprises there have adjusted, and their 1 , ,/

performance has improved much more than that of their 5' 

counterparts in Bulgaria and Russia, where liberalization ,r '\

has been less consistent and budgetary and central bank 0
subsidies to enterprises still averaged 6 to 7 percenit of 1979 1983 1987 1991 1995

GDP in 1993-94. Chinese state enterprise reforms in-
cluded decentralized, although partial, liberalization from Source: World Bank 1995e, 1996a.

the beginning; not coincidentally, enterprise productivity
and output growth have been higher in the more liberal-
ized regions and sectors, where competition has been
stronger, and in the less regulated nonstate segmenits of expansion (mainly to finance investment projects) and a
the economy (see Chapter 3). sharp rise in inflation. This has been followed by a

Restructtiring of prodLiction and oLItput has involved strengthening of financial policies, especially through direct
extensive adjustment In labor markets. Although regis- administrative controls, including ceilings on bank lend-
tered unemployment has remained low in some couLntries, ing, direct prohibitions on investment, and price reregula-
especially in the NIS (see Chapter 4), analysis of econ- tion. Macroeconomic imbalances widened wheni reform
omv-wide and sectoral labor [lows reveals that total began in 1978 but were effectively controlled by govern-
turnover rates (hires plus fires) probably averaged around ment policy. The boom cvcles have been triggered bv
20 to 25 percent in the NIS dutring 1991-93. Stich high reform initiatives. In 1984 enterprise and trade reforms
turnover rates are comparable to those in middle-income gave increased freedom and expansionary incentives to
developing cotiFtries stich as Chile and Colombia and firms. After a cooling-off period in 1 986-87 a new round
exceed those in Canada and the United States. Between of trade, price, and wage reforms and the introduction of
70 and 80 percent of hired and fired workers moved the contract responsibility system for enterprises (under
within the same sector rather than to orher sectors. whlich mtIltivear contracts specify the profits and outptit to

Stabilization: A vital ingredient in transition be turned over to the state) gave another boost to demand.
And in Jantiary 1992 reforms designed to encourage invest-

Stabilization policy is ani essential complemenit to liberal- menit and enterprise autonomy throtigh locally driven
ization in transition. Policies to contain inflation and im- incentives set off another round of inflationiary pressures.
pose hard buidget constraints on firms are necessary for This pattern largely reflects the incompleteness of
market economies to grow and firms to restructure. BtIt Chinese reforms, especially in the enterprise and financial
the interaction betveen macroecoiionoic policies aiid other sectors. With soft budget constraints and with interest
reforms, including liberalization, is greatly affected by ini- rates on bank loans frequently set below inflation, enter-
tial conditions. In this respect, China is a distlinctive case. prises and powerful local governments have sotight to cap-

ture the benefits of increased credit in the form of higher
Chinl: A cyclicalppattern ofmnoleriate inflation local investment, incomes, and employment, expecting
Throughout its reform period China has experienced mod- that any inflationary costs would be dissipated through
erate inflation, with boom-and-bust cycles in prices and the entire economy'. Partial price reforms have increased
otItput (Figtire 2.5). Each boom has featured rapid credit the need for government subsidies, to cover the losses of
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enterprises wlhose prices remained fixed at artificially low Stcic as bankruptcy and liquidation. lavofis, state bank
levels. Meanwhile, fiscal decentralization and difficulties restrUcturing, social assets of enterprises, and a social safety
in developing effective tax administration have contri- ner for urban employees (Chapters 3, 4. and 6).
buted to large declines in government revenues (Chapter
7). As a result, the government shifted more and more of CE Eand thle XAIS: A tortuous path ofinjfation
its fiscal responsibilities to the bankinig system. The net Inflationi in CE,E and the NIS has broadly followed three
flow of resources from banks to enterprises has been large. stages. each corresponding to a phase of reform. The first,
amounting to 7 to 8 percent of GDP in the late 1 980s and during the early moniths of liberalizarion, involved the
early 1990s. About half of this was refinanced by the cen- release of the monetary overhang (excess money supply)
tral bank throtIgl quasi-fiscal operations. Moreover, bank that had accumulated tinder central planning. The sec-
loans to enterprises and cenrral bank loans to banks have ond, spanning years two and three of liberalization (in
both involved large implicit stibsidies (equivalent to some cases longer), has been linked mostly to the speed
around 3 to 4 percent of GDP), in the form of negative with which stibsidies to enterprises were phased out and
real lendinig rates and noncollection of bad debts (bad prices not previously freed were decontrolled. The third
enterprise debts are now estimated to accotint for at least stage, usually reached once inflation has fallen below
20 percent of banks' portfolios). 40 percent a year, concerrns mainly the more advanced

In most other counltries suchl conditionis would have reformers and involves exclhange rate policy and capital
led to high inflation. But China has not been like most flows. The essence of the inflation story in most CEE
other countries. This rapidly growing econortny has countries and NIS is that free market reforms first tirned
avoided high inflation because of a seemingly insatiable high, repressed inflationi into high. open inflation, and
demand for cash and bank deposits by enterprises and theni further liberalization and tight financial policies
households, whose bank deposits increased more than brought inflation dowvn by containing persistenit domestic
threefold in real terms betxveen 1984 and 1993. The subsidy pressures. This is in stark contrast with the story
resources raised through money creation-seigniorage- in China, and somewhat different from that in V'ietnam,
have been exceptional, peaking at almost 11 percent of which experienced high. open inflation alreadyv under cen-
GDP in 1993 (I to 2 percent is typical in market tral planninig hut since then has sustained sharp cuts in
economies). In this environment China's central authori- subsidies to enterprises (see Box 1.4).
ties have so far been able to contain inflarioni by periodi- THF FIRST STA(G,: AN INHLATION -THIIAT CAME IN FROM

cally stepping in with administrative controls: these will THE CtOL). In CEE and the NIS inflation came into the
become less effective as reforms progress. openi-suddenlx in most countries-and prices soared

Demand for money is likely to grow more slowly in when they were freed. Money in circulation and in banks
China in the future, for three reasons: moniey balances are exceeded the value of goods and services thac firms and
already high. close to GDI' in 1994; alternatives to bank hotiselolds wanted to buy, and this monietary overhang
deposits-equities, enterprise bonds, foreign currency, and flooded the market, driving tip prices. The price stability
real assets-are increasingly available: and capital move- of the planning system had become untenable, because
ments are becoming de facto more openi. Bank financing inflationl had been repressed. By late 1991 many black
of ptiblic sector deficits will then more readily rranslate market prices in Russia were five times higher than official
into inflation. This adds to the urgency of reducing these prices, the black market exchange rate reached more than
deficits-not by administrative fiat btIt bv addressing their forty times the official level, and grain hoarding had
strrtiCural roots-and expanding the scope for noninfla- become so widespread that supplies for large tirban areas
tionary deficit financing through domestic bond issues. wevre in jeopaldy.

Administrative controls still played their part in cooling This burst of inflation in the first year of liberalization
off an overheated economy in 1994-95. But ar the same was associated WiLlh htige ctirrenicy depreciarions in many
time central bank credit to the banking svstem was reduced, economies in CEE and the NIS. regardless of the
and the consolidated public sector deficit has begun falling. exchange rate regime. Equilibritim exchange rates are dif-
To consolidate these gains, China will need to accelerate ficult to determine, especially in transition economies,
reforms in the state sector. ImprovingI the effectiveniess of and, in general, when economies witlh deep inefficiencies
indirect instrtiments of monetary policy reqtiires hardeniing open tip to world trade some initial depreciation is to be
budget constraints on both enterpr-ises (to increase their expecred. But the data suggest that the initial devaluations
interest rate sensitivitv) and banks (to strengthen risk con- in Poland and the former Czechoslovakia were fotir times
siderations in loan decisions and pricing). This will entail larger than whlat would have been necessary to maintain

deepening reforms in a number of difficult areas that gov- ptirchasing power parity for Polish and Czech goods; the
ernments in CEE and che NIS have been grappling with, Brilgarian lv fell to one-seventh its purchasing power
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parity (PPP) value, and the Russian rtible to about one- Generous central bank credits were the main cause
tenth a "normal" level. Capital flight and long-repressed of inflationary money supply growth in this stage. Over
demand for foreign goods placed continued pressure on the three years 1992-94 net domestic credit in Poland
exchange rates, and this accelerated domestic inflationi roughly tripled in nominal rerms, and the money supply
through rising import prices. roughly tripled in parallel. By contrast, in Russia both

In the NIS the lack ofmonetary policy coordiniation in grew roughly 150-fold during the same period. Much
the ruble zone (the common currency area on the territory domestic credit went to support the budget, in response to
of the Soviet Union after its disintegrationi) exacerbated severe fiscal problems associated with the onset of reforms.
inflation and created severe payments problems for inter- For the NIS In particular, transition meant a precipitous
state trade. At the start of 1992 fifteen national banks, act- fall in government revenues. Receipts from the state enter-
ing as new central banks, tried to outbid each other in prise sector fell sharply, and the new tax administrations
emitting credit, because the proceeds would accrue proved tinable to tax the emerging sectors (Chapter 7). At
domestically while the costs, in higher inflation, would be the same tine pressures grew to maintain expenditure at
dispersed throughout the ruble zone. The National Bank high levels, especially for social purposes. P'rice liberaliza-
of Ukraine was especially active in this. In June 1992 the tion also exposed the extensive systems of cross-subsidies
Russian central bank stopped the automatic clearing inherent in the planned economy, shifting all or most of
between bank deposits in other NIS and those in Russia, the cost onto the budget. Fiscal deficits were fairly large
but then it began to issue large amounts of "technical" during 1990-94, averaging 6 to 7 percent of GDP in Bul-
credits to many NIS to be used to purchase Russian garia, Hungary (which had substantial interest payments),
goods. In Uzbekistan such credits amounted to 60 percent and Uzbekistan. They were even higher in Russia, averag-
of GDP in 1992. These problems set the stage for the ing 12 percent of GDP.
introductioll of new currencies throughout the NIS. To ease budget pressures, many governments man-

THiE SECOND STAGE: FHE STRUGGI E TO REGAIN (ON- dated that rhe banking system undertake quasi-fiscal
TROL. The main culprit in prolonging high inflation was activities, most often by extending highly subsidized cred-
rapid monetary expansion (Table 2.3). Slowv reformers its to state enterprises to shore up past patterns of pro-
permitted rapid growth in the money supply and thereby ducrion and employment. Manyai enterprises found that
ended up with the highest inflation rates: the more their cash balances had been severely devalued, and they
advanced reformers, by contrast, posted the smallest demanded additional credits. They received the backing
money supply growth on the way to recording the lowest of officials who believed that a shortage of real money bal-
rates of inflation. In the NIS inflationi followed growth in ances was largely responsible for the output drop. For
broadly defined money with a rather short lag of four example, in Russia in mid-1992 these officials argued that
months. In contrast to developments in China, demand the money supply had to "catch up" with the price
for real money balances in the NIS declined, fiurther rais- increases that had occurred since the beginning of the
ing inflation. Households and firms began to adjust to year. Among slower reformers in CEE and the NIS, credit
high inflation; in Belarus, for example, the real moniey subsidies from the central bank were often around three
stock fell by half in a two-wear period. times the size of the fiscal deficit.

Table 2.3 Inflation and money supply growth
(percentages per year)

Average inflation Growth in money supply, broadly defineda
Country group 1992 1993 1994 1992 1993 1994
CEE and NISb

Group 1 58 27 19 60 31 28
Group 2 554 169 78 .. 110 65
Group 3 1,273 1,163 723 473 276 170
Group 4 829 2,390 1,547 .. 1,171 1,112

China and Vietnam 11 9 15 33 25 28

. Not available.
Note: Data are simple averages for the countries in each group (see Figure 1.2).
a. The definition of the money supply used for each country is the one that most closely approximates M2; its growth is measured from end-
year to end-year.
b. Countries severely affected by regional tensions have been excluded.
Source: IMF and World Bank data.
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Financing these fiscal and quasi-fiscal deficits in a non-
inflationary manner was not easy, and most ended up Govemments running larger deficits rely more on
being funded through seigniorage-put simply, by print- the printing press.
ing money (Figure 2.6). Inflation, fieled by excessive
money supply growth, levied an implicit "inflation tax"

, , , . . . , . , -, . ~Figure 2.6 Bank and nonbank financing of
on individuals by reducing the real value of their money g
holdings. This caused huge transfers of income and wealth
among households, enterprises, and banks (Box 2.6).
Seigniorage averaged more than 16 percent of GDP in Countries with smaller deficits
Russia during 1992-93, about the same as total central
government revenues. In CEE it was more modest, aver-
aging 5 to 6 percent of GDP in Poland and Hungary in Nonbank Domestic
1990-92. Seigniorage in leading reformers has since financing a bank
stabilized at "normal" levels-about 1.5 percent of GDP. 84% - financing

Bringing inflatioll ulider control required a sustained
reduction in monev supply growth. Especially in the NIS,
the combination of tightening monetary policy and shrink- Average deficit: 1.4 percent of GDP
ing money demand meant that, in stark contrast to the Chi-
nese situation, banks could not make net resource transfers Countries with larger deficits
to the enterprise sector for any length of time. Monetary
rigor had to be supported by sharp cuts in subsidies, espe- - -

cially those provided to enterprises through cheap central
bank credits. This, in turn, required sustained liberalizationN Domestic
to eliminate the losses due to price controls and other gov- financing 1 fi bank
ernmient interventions and to break the close link betwee. financing

enterprises and governments. The experience of successful
stabilizers also suggests that positive real interest rates con-
tributed to remonetizing the economv (by raising the
demand for money) and stemming ctirrency depreciation.
These developments, together with greater central bank Average deficit: 9.3 percent of GDP

independence, bolstered confidence in stabilization pro-
grams. By 1993-94 reformers in Group 1-the Czech and
Slovak R epublics, Hungarv, Poland, aind Slovenia (see F'io-Slovak Republics, Hungary, Poland,andoenia(seeFig- Note: Data are simple averages for six transition countries
tire 1.2)-had achieved moderate rates of inflation, averag- with deficit-GDP ratios smaller than 5 percent (Croatia.

ing 23 percent a year. Anntial inflation averaged roughlv Estonia, Latvia. Lithuania, Poland, and Slovenia) and eight

120 percent in the Group 2 countries, about 930 percent with ratios greater than 5 percent (Albania. Belarus. Bulgaria.
Hungary, Kazakstan. Moldova, Russia, and Slovak Republic).

in Group 3, and almost 2,000 percent in Group 4 (Figure The ratio for each country is the annual average for 1992-94.

2.7). Even late or hesitant reformers had begIll substantial Source: (MF and World Bank data.

monetary and fiscal adjustment (for example. Bulgaria's
budget deficit was cut by 7 percentage points in 1994).
Inflationi has now started to come down in all the CEE
countries and NIS and remains extreme only in Tajikistan
and Turkmenistan, where liberalization was least advanced.

THE THIRL) STAGE: INFLA IION AS A IIRICF OF SLJCCESS? tion below 40 percent. Governments need to build confi-
Cross-country studies of market and transitioni economies dence in tlheir currencies (in many cases new ones) and
alike stIggest that bringing inflarion down from high to credibility for their policies. Relatively high levels of infla-
moderate levels (around 40 percent a vear) is uLianbigut- tnon make this more difficult, bv raising the probability
ously good for growth; the direct effects ofreducing it fur- that inflation will spiral out of control in the future.
ther are less clear. Growth resumed in the Czech Repub- Countries shotild also note that the seigniorage revenues
lic and Latvia at annual inflation rates of 10 percent and they can nlow earn at moderate rates of inflation are likely
26 percent, respectively, and in Poland, Estonia, and to evaporate as financial systems adjtist.
Lithuania at rates of 42 to 45 percent. However, transi- One major obstacle to bringing inflationi down further
tion economies have good reasons to try to reduce infla- is incomplete price reform. In many transition economies
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the prices of energy and some services are still far below
Box 2.6 Reditribution through inflation: world levels and will therefore increase substantiallv in
The Russian experience coining years. A recent World Bank srudv on Russia indi-

cates that prices for housing, transport, and telecommuni-
Inflation in the presence of low nominal interest CaLons (relarive ro rhose for manufactured goods) would
rates redistributes wealth from savers to borrowers have to increase roughly sixfold from their 1994 levels just
by eroding the real value of savings and debt. In to reach 60 to 75 percent of their relative values In induS-
1992 an enormous inflation tax of 30 percent of
GDP was levied on financial assets in Russia (see L m o
table). Households lost the equivalent of 12 percent Large iiflows of foreign capital, including some reversal
of GDP. Some enterprises also lost, but others of capital flight, also frustrate the lowerinlg of inflation,of GD. Som enteprise alsolost,but ohersbecaLuSe they add to the mioney supply anid put pressure
gained, as did the financial sector (including, the
central bank). Large enterprises and financial coIn- on prices. This has been a particular problem for more
glomerates were the main winners. advanced reformers. In a sense it is indeed a price of

The inflation tax took a quarter of household success, since investors are attracted to the large growth
income, further depressing consumption. It was potential and high returns on investmenit that stern
also probably regressive, falling on the poor more from liberalization and moving to a market economy. But
than on the rich. Moving into dollars or real assets extremely devalued currencies have also been a factor
usually involves a transaction of a certain minimum (Latvian prices were around 7 percent of Swedish levels in
size, which lower-income households can seldom July 1992). The capital account in CEE vent from net
muster-a phenomenon that is well documented in outflows of $8 billion in 1991 to net inflows of $13 billion
Latin America. Surveys of Russian households con- in 1993; inflows also rose sharply in Rtissia and Vietnam
firm that those with higher incomes hold most for- In 1995.
eign exchange, and that those with lower incomes Domestic prices will inevitably have to rise relative to
in particular express great concern about inflation. foreign prices, in response to these inflows. But opinion

Because inflation wiped out personal savings, it differs over whether advanced reformers should allow this
disproportionately affected those who had saved the to occur through inflationi or through nominal currencv
most. The elderly, increasingly seen selling flowers appreciation. How long should they allow the inflows to
or family heirlooms on the street, are one such feed through to domestic prices, without adjusting the
group. But there are others. Under the Soviet sys- exchange rate? There is no unambiguous answer. Consid-
tem, generous wage and pension benefits had been erations of the size of the current account deficit and
used to encourage people to move to remote loca- the sustainability of capital inflows aside, transition coun-
tions-the hope being that after a few years' work tries can have strong reasons to keep the exchange rate
they would have enough money to buy a house in unchanged. In particular, they may fear that an early ex-
central or southern Russia. Most Russians who now change rate adjustment will tarnish their hard-won credi-
live in Vorkuta, in the extreme north., went there to bility with financial markets and, just as important politi-
work in the coal mines for exactly that purpose. cally, deprive exporters of the partial shelter of an
Now, however, their supposed retirement savings tindelrvalued currency. The trouble is that most of the
will not even buy airfare back to central Russia, and alternarives to a nomiiinal appreciation carry other costs.
the people of the city find themselves stranded just Some councries that have put off changing the exchange
when the coal mines are about to close. rate have tried to limit the inflationiary impact of inflows

through tight fiscal policy, or by requiring commercial
Gainers and losers from inflation in Russia banks to increase reserves. Others have issued bonds in an
(percentages of GDP) attempt to mop up surplus cash. Yet such sterilization is
Category Losses Gains Net gain expensive, especially in transition economiiies with under-
Households 12 O -12 developed capital markets, becatise the central bank pays
Enterprises 18 16 -2 far more on the bonds than it receives on its foreign
Financial sector 0 8 +8 reserves. It also puts upward pressure on interest rates,
Government 0 4 +4 vhichl can hurt domestic borrowers wvile actually fueling
Other NIS 0 2 +2

Total 30 30 O the problem ic is trying to address, by attracting yet more
foreian capital. Placing conitrols on for-eign capital flows isNote: Data are for the period from February 1992 to January f c

1993. no solItion: experience in Asia and Latin America sug-
Source: Easterly and Vieira da Cunha 1994. gests that such controls increase thle cost of capital in the

short term and are ineffective in the long term.
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.S tabiliz,tion pets-aozd chronic aIrreals
Like market economieS undergoing adjusilelnt, transition

nt of Progress with liberalization brings down inflation.
econioiilies hlve ftaced a variety ot issLIes rclated tO the

design of a stabilization programIn. Flhe experienice of dif-
ferenL tiansitioni couLItries has afforded tentative answers
to at least some of these dilemmas. Figure 2.7 Time profiles of inflation by

One kev questioll is whethier a fixed or a flexible country group
exchange rate is more effective, and less costly, in bringirg
down inflation. Expelienice in transition economiiies shows

that inflationl hals beenl redLIced significanitly tlider both
Fixed exchanige rates (Croatia, the Czech and Slovak Percent per year
Republics, Estonia, Hutngary, Poland dtiririg most of Group 4

1990-91) and flexible arrangellelmts (Albania. Latvia, 1°000

Moldova, Sloveniia, Vietnani). However, studies suggest
that although reducing fi scal deficits is crucial for disinfla- u p0
Lion linder both arrangemenits. a fixed exchianige rate can roup
help to bring higi inflatioii down more rapidiv and at lower
cost to growtil. One reason is that the aUtomnatic exchange 10

of foreign for local currency by central banks at a fixed rate
lets enterprises and households rebuild their real monev
balanices more easily. Also, witi flexible rathier than fixed 0

exchange rates, domestic atuthorities have complete discre- 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995
tion over monetary policy, so they have to tighitenl credit
furtiler to make tleir commitimienit to stabilization credible. Note: Countries in CEE and the NIS are grouped by their
Early in tihe stabilization process, a fixedi rate maav thtls be a average liberalization index scores for 1989-95 (see Figure
tiseftil policv instrImenit. Over the meditim terimi the choice 1.2). Countries severely affected by regional tensions are

excluded. Annual inflation rates are simple averages for
of exchange rate regime remains ain open question). each group. Inflationi is plotted on a logarithmic scale.

Can incomlles policies also hielp restiaini inflation? In Source: IMF and World Bank data.

market economies, incomiles policies (t'or example, penalty
taxes on "excess" wages) have a decidedly mixed record at
conrrollinu wa,e increases and promoting price sralbility.
Btit malil; analysts consider temporars wage controls an
essenitial componient of macroeconomic policy in tran-
sition economies. particular-ly as a substittite for strong want to borrow more, nlot less, when interest rates rise.
Ownlers wvhere tllinins are powerfil, to limiit cost-push This distress borrowing can result in an extended period
inflationi from rising wages. A sttidv of Polanid found that of veit high real interest rates followed by finanicial crisis.
wage controls did inhibit pav increases, althoUtgh wages Experience indicates some ways to limit the problem.
beyond the ceiling were paid. Bv and large,. wvage controls First, the authorities canl enhance the pace and scope of
seem rarely to have bctn bindinig during the early stages of interest rate liberalization by taking steps to increase com-
price liberalization. and thie have not in themliselves beenl petition in financial markets as well as to deal with insol-
stifficienIt to restraini wages in countries withotit support- vent banks and eniterprises. Second, they can exclude
ing fiscal and monetary restraint. uisotind banks from credit auCtiolIs (as most countries

Wheln shotild countries move toward flexible interest alreadv do). And as in the Kvrgyz Reptiblic and Poland,
rates? As market forces gain strength in transition econ- they can prohibit banks from making new loanls to firms
omies, indirect monetary controls becomc more effective in severe difficilty before the start of bank and enterprise
than direct ones. They' do not encourage the growtli of restrtcIurilng (see Cliapters 3 and 6).
inforimial finanicial markets, which erodes the share of How' shotild pervasive arrears be handled? Particularly
credit that the atirhorities control directly, and they' help in transition economies, stabilization policy is complicated
depoliticize the allocation of credit. But the partictlar by the arrears rhat entei'prises run up withi one another,
problem facing transitioni econiomiiies is that the wide- with banks, or with government (in the forrm of tax and
spread insolvencv of banks and enter-prises, together with social secuLritv arrears). BtIt one lesson of the past few years
the legac' of passive creditors and the absence of strong is that growth in arrears to unsustainable levels is not an
owvners, means that a broad spectrimii of borrowers will inevitable by-product of stabilization. Cross-coiitrxv expe-
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rience shows that credible scabilization, including a consis- Moldova, and Ukraine, where energy debts reached be-
tent refusal to inject new credit, is the best way to combat tween 5 and 8 percent of GDP by earlv 1995.
increases in arrears. Where fiscal and monetarv policies As stabilization proceeds and enterprise budgets
have been tight-as in the Visegrad countries, the Baltics, harden, interenterprise arrears decline and tax arrears rise.
and the Kyrgyz Republic-creditors have learned quickly Many governments have been unable to enforce tax pay-

the consequences of not being paid and begin ctItting off ment even where legallv their claims have top priority,
defaulting debtors. By contrast, irresolute stabilization ahead of secured creditors (in Poland and the Czech
policies reinforce expectations that government will bail Republic). Tax arrears (including interest and rescheduled
out firms. Complex, centralized programs of netting or overdue taxes) were estimated at 8 to 10 percent of GDP
clearing arrears tend to fail for precisely this reason, espe- in Poland and Hungary by the end of 1993 and at almost
ciallv when combined with credic injection. Instead of half that in the Czech and Slovak Republics. In the NIS
reducing arrears, they weaken financial discipline and tax arrears are lower, but rising sharply. To address the
encourage more arrears among enterprises, and the result- problem, government first needs to clear any arrears for
ing high arrears eqtiilibrium further undermines the cred- which it may itself be responsible. In Russia, for example,
ibility and effectiveness of macroecononmic stabilization rnvo-thirds of the amounts due to enterprises from gov-
(Box 2.7). Similarly, the secret of Estonia's success in curb- ernment were in arrears in mid-1994. Such a stance
ing energy arrears (which have plagued many NIS) has undermines discipline in the rest of the economy and, as
been its strictly enforced policy of disconnecting nonpay- was seen in 1995, can have serious social consequences
ing enterprises, which has proved a powerful deterrent. and fuel political opposition when it prevents workers
By contrast, a reluctance to cut customers off was a key from being paid. In most transition countries more than
factor behind the buildup of energy arrears in Lithuania, 95 percent of taxes due are still being paid, so the integrity

Box 2.7 Government's best response to interenterprise arrears? Strengthen financial discipline

Interenterprise credit typically rises rapidly in the debtors and careless creditors would be bailed out.
early stages of transition. This partlv reflects an adjust- Enterprises responded with business as usual, and
ment to levels of trade credit common in established arrears rose further.
market economies. But often interenterprise credit Polanid's firm stance on stabilization convinced enter-
rises further and turns into arrears, as sellers, used to prises that they would not be bailed out, and they be-
getting paid, continue shipping goods to buyers who came cautious before shipping goods to buyers. Changed
have increasing difficulty paying. Afraid that the liqui- expectations reinforced hard budget constraints and
dation of some firms could ripple through the econ- eventually stopped the growth of arrears. Poland has also
omy in a domino effect and force the liquidation of experimented with an alternative method for clearing
others, governments often look for measures to reduce arrears. Creditors can sell their claims on a secondary
exploding interenterprise arrears. But experience shows market. Because the sale is at a discount, the creditor
that interventions can easily backfire and undermine loses value and learns to be more careful. Buyers of
financial discipline. claims can use them to pay for goods and services pur-

Kazakstan, Romania, and Russia all implemented a chased from the debtor firms. In principle, such markets
centralized netting out of arrears between firms. In the- in secondary debt can help impose financial discipline
ory such netting can reduce the stock of gross arrears and reduce arrears without direct government involve-
without changing the net position of firms. In practice, ment. Their volume and effectiveness in Poland, how-
however, netting exercises are technically complex. ever, have so far been limited by high transaction costs,
Some firms owe others more than rhey are owed them- by difficulties in resolving disputed claims, by banks'
selves. The Kazak, Romanian, and Russian programs hesitation to sell the bad debt oflongstanding customers,
did not differentiate adequately between enterprises and by the legal requirement that debtors consent to the
with net credit and those with net debt. Firms were use of claims as payment. Thus, in Poland as elsewhere,
issued new credits sufficient to pay off outstanding conventional debt collection methods-reputation,
debts over and beyond what they were owed them- informal cajoling, debt contract enforcement, foreclo-
selves. The result was an inflationary net expansion of sure on collateral, and bankruptcy (Chapter 5)-remain
credit, and the message to enterprises was that both the principal recourse for aggrieved creditors.
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of the tax system is not in jeopardy. Heroic efforts to col- after a severe economic crisis. In addition to having large
lect taxes from severely distressed firms are unlikely to agriculture sectors that could serve as a springboard for
vield mtich additional revenue. But tax forgiveness across growth, these couLntries owed their success mostly to get-
the board should be avoided since it encourages firther ting the policy basics right. Consistently good macroeco-
increascs in arrears. Governments should instead handle nomic managemilent, bankinig reforms that promoted sav-
tax arrears through case-by-case dcbt workout schemes. ing. and a strong focus on education and a suitable skill
These should be accompanied by improved accounting mix provided the framework for high and rising private
and auditing, the selective use of bankruptcy, and seiztire investment And in all the rapidli growing Asian
of commercial receivables and other liquid assets to pre- economilies favorable trade policies have allowed exports to
vent the problem from recurring. The difficult task, be a major engine of growth.
which no country has mastered, is to design a support sys-
tem that credibly targets stibsidies to the most difficuIlt . . . Anid encouragote strong saving and il'nestnwent
cases, such as distressed enterprises in one-company As was shown all too clearly under ccntral planning. highi
towns, and keeps subsidies limited, temporary, and fis- investmenit alone does not guarantee fast growth. The
cally affordable (Chapter 3). composition and quality of investmeit, as well as human

capital and technological know-how, are also critical.Into the future: What is needed to sustain growth Hoxvever, sustained rapid groxvvh as e associaewi
and stabilit? ~~~~~~~~~However, susta ined rapid growth hds been associated wvithand stability?

exceptionally high saving and investment rates worldwide.
Strong liberalization and stabilization help transition Saving geneially averages at least 25 percent of GDIP and
economies correct their inherited inefficienicies and investment at least 30 percent in fast-growth periods
macroeconomic imbalances and move to a path of secure (Figurc 2.8). In CEE and the NIS both the rate of capital
and rapid growth. But what can transition economies do accumulation and the efficiency of investmenlt arc
to stay on that path? presently inadeqtiate to sustain rapid long-rtin growth.

In CEE in 1994. saving averaged about 15 percent of
Lessons ftom abroad: Get policies right GDP and investmenit 17 to 18 percent; average saving
and stick wvith themn ... and investmeint rates in the NIS were close to 20 per-
What can transition economies learn from periods of sus- cent. Capital prodtictivitvy historically very low in both
tained rapid growth elsewhere? One key lesson is that regions, has recently begill to recover in the leading
both sound policies and consistency matter. Liberal, pro- reformers, btIt continued improvemelits wvill be critical for
competition policies create the potential for enhanced sustaining growth.
domestic growth, external trade, and access to financing. In contrast, saving and investment rates are now
But countries will only fuily' exploit this potential by being approachinu a very high plateau in China and are still ris-
consistent over time. ing from already respectable levels in Vietnami. Productiv-

Consider postwar Western Europe. Germany's fast irv gails will become an increasingly important source of
recovery and stibseqeleit growth explosion have often growtvl in vyars to com,c particularly in Chliia, where sav-
been described as an economic miracle-GDP growth ing-and thus investmenit-rates are likely to decline over
averaged 9 percent bertveen 1948 and 1960. Closer exam- the meditim term. Given the shrinkinig scope for iinprov-
ination dispels much of the miracle explanation. Part of ing efficiency through further shifts in resources, achiev-
the very strong expansion in the initial period was due to ing these gains will increasingly depenid on broadening
catch-up; Germany' also benefited froil Marshall Plan aid, enterprise and financial sector reforms that boost effi-
increased human capital through migration, improvement ciency at the firm and the industr' level. These are likely
in the terms of trade, and a strong expansion in foreign to include reforrms in ownership and allocation of invest-
markets. But the key to Germanv's sustained rapid growth meit. In China, for example. overall prodtictivitv in the
was its consistently market-friendiv growth strategy. nonistate sector has beeni increasing at 4 to 5 percent a
which included price and trade liberalization. currency year, more than dotible the rate in the state sector, which
reform, tax reductions, and the establishment of strong continues to absorb the bulk of investmenit credit. It
enabling institutions such as the Bundesbanik Transition would be preferable for the government to take the great-
economies, like established market economies, benefit est possible advantage of current rapid economic growvrh
from consistent rather than stop-go policies, to implement difficult but necessary stare sector reforms.

Growth averaged 9 percent in Japan during 1948-60, What role is there for foreign saving and investimient?
close to 7 percent in Indonesia during 1970-93. and 8 High investment can be financed externally for some
percent (with a rising trend) in the Republic of Korea dur- time, but it is funded overwvhelmingly by domestic saving
ing 1956-87. In each case growth recovered and surged in the long run. This is due to a home bias in saving and
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Sustained, rapid growth depends on high rates of saving.

Figure 2.8 Saving rates and GDP growth during high-growth periods in selected economies

GDP growth (percent per year)
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investimient decisions, limited internacional capital mobil- checking capital flight are critical, and both require most
ity, the dominanit role of retained earnings in funding of all ensuring macroeconomic scabilirv. Fiscal reform is
corporate investment (accouncing for the bulk of pri- crucial: higher public saviig, through reduced government
vate investment in industrial countries), and lending deficits and spendin'g, directly increases total saving and
constraints imposed bv world capital markets. In transi- means less crowding out of privace investmenlt. This is par-
tion economilies, with their weak domestic capital markets ticularlxy important in those transition economies where
and still generally poor credit ratings, promoting domes- governmenit is still large (as in the Visegrad countries; see
tic saving is especially important. Foreign investimiCnIt, Chapter 7) or has pursued loose fiscal policies (as in Bul-
despite its many benefits, cannot be a substitute for garia and Tajikistain). A liberal foreign exchange regime
domestic investment. and marker-determined interesr rates are also important, as

How can goverinmenits promote domestic saving and are sound and stable legal, banking, and government insti-
effective investment? Mitigating economIic uLicertainltv and titioIIs. I'rogress in these directiolIs, particularly the last,
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will be difficult for transition economies-even in eastern teen years to reach that in Thailand. For the Visegrad
Germany, where western German institutions have been countries and Slovenia thev suggest that it would take
adopted wholesale, firms single out legal uncertainty and about twenty more years at present growth rates to reach
administrative problems as thie key obstacles to investment, the average income level of the EU countries in 1994.

Prudent fiscal policies also support growth by preven1t- Actually carching up with EU average incomes would
ing rhe government from runn1ing up an unsustainably require much faster growth (around 8 percent a year) or
high debt burden. Most CEE countries and NIS, with the significantlv more time (around fortv rather than nventy
notable exceptions of Bulgaria, Hungary. Poland. and vears). Most estimates based on actual conditions in Ger-
Russia, started with little debt, but many have since rtil many place the catch-up period for eastern Germany at
large fiscal deficits, leading to a sharp rise in public indebr- between ten and twenty years; by implication, the catch-
edness. The long-term costs of government living bevond up period for the CEE countries and the NIS wvould be
its means are well illustrated by HoLniarv, which has the longer, because they lack eastern Germany's favorable
largest foreign debt per capita among transition countries. initial conditions and rich "big brother." Recent empir-
Unlike some other heavily indebted reforming coun1tries, ical work assesses the prospects for faister CEE catch-up
HuLngarv has continued to service its foreign debt without throtigh sustained high growth rates. To make this sce-
debt reduction or reschedulinig. Repayments and interest nario a reality, CEE countries WLould need to adopt more
have largely been financed by more borrowing, both market-friendly fiscal policies, including lower marginal
domestically and externall), resulting in rapid growth in tax rates and current government expenditures. an over-
the public debt stock. But financing this debt has become halul of government-ftmnded pensions (Chapter 4), and
hugely expensive. High and rising interest payments efforts to strenigthenl government investment-in addition
increasingly eat into other government spending, because to completing enterprise and financial sector reforms (see
revenues are at a plateau yet budget deficits need to be Chapters 3 and 6).
reduced to keep the debt burden sustainable. The govern-
inent has therefore decided to use part of the one-off rev- The agenda
enues from privatization in 1995 to retire some of its The clear lesson of transition in both Europe and Asia is
high-interest domestic debt. This may well turn out to be that countries that liberalize markets and preserve econonmic
a good investment for the ftirure. stability are rewarded w ith resumed or accelerated growth in

output and productivirt. China's contrasting initial condi-
Ho0u' long will it take to catchs uip? tions and strong macroeconomic control enabled it to take
Popular wisdom in early postwar Germany was that it a more gradual and phased approach to transition. But the
would take decades before the average person would own main engines of rapid growth in China have been the same
a second pair of shoes. It took five years. When Germany as in the successful CEE countries and NIS: rapid entnr of
was unified, politicians promised and people hoped that new firms, including in the service sector, and growth in
the eastern Lander would catch up with their western exports. China's major challenge for the future is to exploit
counterparts in less than five years. By all accounts it will the large potential efficiency gains fronm further enterprise
take much longer. So how long might it take for the more and bankinig reforms and, as the supplv of low-cost savings
advanced CEE and Baltic reformers to reach inconme levels falls with continuing reforms, to enable these funds to be
comparable to those in European market econiomies? And reallocated to more productive sectors. Advanced reformers
how long for most of the NIS, China, and Vietnam to in CEE and the NIS also have to consolidate their gains,
join the East Asian newly industrializing economies? throu,gh contiLued sound macroeconomic policies, and to

Arithmetic catch-up calculations, with all their liinita- encourage higher saving and investment by avoiding over-
rions, do provide a sobering perspective on the magnitude regulation and by slimnming and reorienting government.
of the casks ahead. For China they suggest that it would Less advanced reformers still face the more urgent task of
take five or six years of growth at presentr rates to reach the freeing their economies from the macroecononic instability
current income level in Indonesia and between ten and Fif- and remaining state controls that impede recovery.



Property Rights T V 
and Enterprise
Reform
A the heart of transitionl lies a chanige in incentIives, does not always arise: smaller assets are easy to privatize,

inonie more importanr thall those for managers of and the outcomlies are generally good. But larger transac-
enterprises. Managers in centrally planined rions are more problematic on both COUntS, and the trade-

economies faced distorted incenitives that sooner or later offs among the different ends and means of privatizing
led to poor enterprise performance. Transition requires these assets are intricate and intensely political. Some of
changes that introduce finanicial discipline and increase the forimis of ownerslip first produced by privatization do
entry of new firms, exit of unviable firms, and competi- not and shouild not last. The way to think of privatization.
tion. These spur needed restructuring, eveni in state enter- therefore, is not as a once-and-for-all transformation, but
prises. Ownership change, preferably to private owner- as the start of a process of reorganizing ownership, shifting
ship, in a large share of the economiyv is also important. over time ro respond to the needs of the marker economy.
Once markets have been liberalized, governmients cannot
indefinitely control large parts of a dynamic, changing The legacy of central planning
economyv LDecentralizing ownership is the best way to The priicipal objective of the "socialist firm"-developed
increase competition and improve performance. in the Soviet Unioni and later emulated throLighout the

Thiere are two ways to move ro an econolimy dominated tiansition economilies-was to meet physical production
by the private sector: through privatizarion of existing state targets set by central planiers. Jnder central planninig
assers and throtigh the entry of newv private busilleSSes. The firms did not emphasize profirs, qtialitv, variety, or cuis-
two are equally important. New private firms, spuirred by' tomer service, still less inlovatio0. Thley were protected
liberalization, give quiick retLrirs and can accomplishi a grear from competitive pressLires and operated in shortage
deal by themselves: bLit the mass of state assets in transitioni economilies, whiere everythin,g they produced was snapped
economies makes some degree of privatizationi unavoidable, tip instantly'. Managers, most of them production engi-

The question is not merely' how much to privatize, bLit neers, were judged in terms of oLitput rather than client
how and when. Transition economiiies all experienlce prob- satisfaction. Finanicial performance was irrelevanit because
lems in managinig state-owned firms. In some colintries, profits and losses were redistribLited among firms. Lacking
market-orienited reforms short of a massive shift in owiner- a bottom line, maiagers combated frequent input short-
ship can bring improvements, even thoLigh rhese may' be ages by hoardinig labor and invenitories. The plan allocated
difficult to sustain over the longer term. In others, rapid output targets, inputs, and investimieit. It typically
and widespread privatization is the only feasible coLirse. emphasized heavy indLmstrv, energ'. and investmenit goods
All, however, face a dilemma: privatization done incor- at the expense of consuniTptioni goods and services.
rectly can prodLice negative oturcOmIes. Is 'bad" privatiza- For a time the combinationi of massive investmiient and
tion then better thani none at all There is no simple ideological commitmeit forced inidLstrial growth in many
answer; it depends on the strength of the state and the centrallv planned economies. In the late 1950s, however,
capacitv of its administrative instittitiois. The dilemma evidenice of declining Soviet productivity became more
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apparent (see Figure I in the Introduction). Productivity percent. respectively, between 1989 and 1993 as their sales
also lagged in China's state enterprises; output growth fell by 40 to 60 percent on average. In addition to layoffs,
through the 1960s and 1970s depended on extensive the more advanced reformilers have also seen sales of large
investment. Maniy countries-Hungary, Poland, the amounts of excess inventory and surplus assets. Thousands
Soviet Union, and Yugoslavia in the past, China and Vier- of trucks sold from state firmis, for example, formed the
nam still today-tried to improve enterprise performance basis of Polanid's large private transport fleet. Enterprises
witiout resorting to privatization. "Reform socialism" subjected to financial discipline showv more aagressive col-
aimed to decentralize decisionmiiaking to the enierpr-ise lection of receivables, a closer link between profitability
level and to create incencives for improved technilcal and and investmenit, and a reorientation of goals from output
financial performance. SLIch reforms often yielded tempo- targets to profits. Transition forces managers. for the first
rary improvements in productivitv, but the Soviet Union time, to focus on marketing and product quality.
and all the CEE countries eventually suffered reversals. Whether enterprises actually adjust will thus depend
Nor, as discussed below, are Chinese officials today satis- o n governimlent policies and, most importait. the credi-
fied with the results of their enter-prise reform pr-ograms. bilitv of governmient s commitmenit to reform. Strong and
Deeper reforms were required to increase competitioli, credible macroeconomic stabilizationis in the Czech
enforce financial discipline, and open capital markers- Reptiblic and Poland, for example, stimulated adjustment
that is, co fundamientally reorienit enteiprises and ttheir in many firiis. Polish subsidies to enrerprises and house-
incenitive systems. Thorough reform was also needed in holds shirank rapidly, from imore than 16 percent of GDP
the agrictiltural sector, which was particularly burdened in 1986 to 5 percent in 1992. Polish managers inter-
with inefficient structures and distorted incentives. How- viewed in 1990 had little doubt that if they failed to make
ever, thle structure of agriculture and tche pr-oblemiis it faced their firms competitive, the firms would close-and
in the planned East Asian economies were quite different indeed many P olish state enterprises that had existed in
from those in CEE and the NIS, as discussed later in this 1989 had disappeared by the end of 1995. Banks still had
chapter. large and rather concentrated bad loani portfolios, but

cleanup began in 1993 througIh a combination of enter-
The first step: Imposing financial discipline prise liquidations debt sales, and a new bank-led concili-
and competition

ation process (Box 3.1). Tax arrears, however, remain a
The first step in transition is to Imlove from the cenitrally problem. In Poland, as elsesvhere, thiese have proved the
planned regime of transfers and subsidies to one chalt most difficuilt "subsidy" to eliminate, in part because tax
allovs for risk, ensures financial discipliiie. and creates administrationi is weak (see Cliapter 7).
strong, profit-oriented incentives. 'This requircs opening Russian reforms, althoughi extensive, were neither as
markets to competition and sharply cutting direct govern- coherent nor as credible. Total federal subsidies to enter-
menr subsidies. It also requires removing two orher ctIsh- prises (incidtidi, directed credits) fell from 32 percent of
ions: bank credits on easy terms and arrears on payments GDP in 199'2 to about 6 percent in 1994, but tax arrears
dLie to government for taxes, customs duties, and social and adc hoc tax exemptions increased significantly. Also,
security (see Chapter 2). Inrerenrerprise arrears are local government subsidies to enterprises have increased.
another form of soft finanice. Some governments have RussianI firms haie begun to adjust, but less than those in
implemented complex programils for nettinIg and clearilig Cenitral Europe and in a somewhat different mode. Formal
these arrears, btit the best advice is to let market forces layoffs have beeni fewer. Employees remain on the books
work otir the problem (see Box 2,7). ad continue to drawv benefits, but they hlave accepted

large cuts in hours and cash compensation and have pro-
Financial discipline spurs resnt-utu ring- gressively shilfted to informal activities (see Chapter 4).
regardless of ownership Governmienits in the East Asian planned economies
Extensive empirical evidence from CEE and elsewvhere approached the problem differently, but even there
indicates that most firms, whether state owined or pri- reforimis have sometimes been radical. Vietnam undertook
vate-or in between, as in the case of China's "nonstate" swift and far-reaching state enterprise reforms in 1989.
enterprises (see Box 3.4)-make efforts to restructure if The govcrnmenet eliminated all budget subsidies, cut the
their avenues for resctie close and com petition increases, number of firms by 5,000 (of which 3,000 were merged
Shrinking subsidies combined vithi more open markets into other scate firms, but 2,000 acri_ally closed), and
have ulliversallv resulted in labor sheddinig or falling real exposed soIIC state firms to limited competition from a
wages, or sonie conibination of the two. For example, the new private sector Almost 900,000 workers (a third of
largest 1 50 to 200 firnis in the Czech Republic, Hingary, the total) were disniissed withotit any promise of other
and Poland reduced their work foices by 32, 47, and 33 public sector jobs. In response to this drastic surgery, the
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Box 3.1 Innovative approaches to creditor-led restructuring in Hungary and Poland

Who should restructure problem firms in transition decentralized negotiations. Although the Hungarian
economies? In established market economies creditors reorganizations begin with a court filing, the courts
are important agents of restructuring. Getting creditors have relatively little involvement thereafter. The Polish
to play that role takes financial incentives, adequate process is out of court, although courts may get
information, and strong legal powers in debt collec- involved in approving final agreements or handling
tion, debt workout, and liquidation processes. appeals.

Poland and Hungary are reforming their banking The new rules have had a significant impact in both
sectors and implementing creditor-led workout pro- countries. Hungarian reorganization cases have been
grams to help spur enterprise restructuring. In 1993 concluded surprisingly quickly, with more than 90
Poland adopted a bank-led "conciliation" process that percent of filings in 1992-93 completed during that
empowers banks to negotiate workout agreements with period. The liquidation cases take much longer; most of
problem debtors. An agreement reached among credi- those filed in 1992 and 1993 are still pending. Strong
tors holding more than half the value of a firm's out- firms are more likely to enter and emerge successfully
standing debt is sufficient to bind all creditors. More from reorganization, whereas weak firms are more likely
than 400 such agreements have been successfully nego- to fail in reorganization or to file directly for liquida-
tiated, involving primarily the nine large commercial tion. The same is true in Poland: firms entering con-
banks and large state-owned firms. ciliation have higher average operating profits than

Hungary took a somewhat different route. Its 1992 firms entering bankruptcy or liquidation. Equally im-
bankruptcy law required managers of firms with portant, both processes have stimulated critical institu-
arrears of ninery days or more to file for reorganization tion building in the banks (particularly their debt
or liquidation. Managers opting for the former workout departments), and the Hungarian scheme has
retained their jobs and were given first right to present helped build the capacity of the courts and the trustee-
a reorganization plan to creditors. If creditors did not liquidator profession.
approve it unanimously, the firm was liquidated. The There is, however, considerable room for improve-
law led to 22,000 filings-17,000 liquidations and ment. Weak collateral laws (see Chapter 5), poor finan-
5,000 reorganizations-in 1992 and 1993. The law cial information, and (particularly in Hungary) succes-
was amended in late 1993 to eliminate the automatic sive bank recapitalizations have undermined incentives
ninety-day trigger and to reduce the creditor approval for creditors to use the new procedures to impose
requirement to two-thirds of outstanding claims. strong financial discipline on firms. The reorganization

The two approaches have much in common. Both plans that have emerged from the reforms have pro-
require management to put forward a reorganization vided relief from debt service but contain few if any
plan (which should contain both financial and opera- conditions on operational restructuring. Although a
tional conditions) for creditors to negotiate and vore good start, it will be some time before the new regimes
on, and the plan is binding on dissenting creditors if stimulate as much creditor-led restructuring as their
enough of the others approve. Both procedures rely on equivalents in established market economies.

output of state enterprises rose and revenues from enter- der free entry' and competition and bias state firms toward
prises climbed from 6 to I I percent of GDP in just three capital-intensive production.
years. State enterprises-a category that includes joint China has not taken equally dramatic steps to end the
ventures with private foreign or domestic partners-now flow of subsidies to state-owned firms, but officials are
provide about half of total government revenue. Managers increasingly concerned with their poor performance rela-
and workers went along with this rapid reform for rhree tive to the nonistate sector. State enterprises remain impor-
reasons: firms retain their after-tax profits, distributing cant financial and economic actors in China. Although
much of it in bonuses and higher wages; most of the dis- their share of industrial output has declined considerably
missed workers were absorbed into the rapidly growin'g since the early 1980s, they still accounted for three-
private sector; and state firms had never provided exten- quarters of investmzent and 70 percent of bank credit in
sive social benefits. In contrast to most CEE countries and 1994. Efforts to improve state enterprise performance
the NIS. however, Vietnam's state firms still benefit from have focused on improving corporate governance and
a wide array of protective and distortionary measures managemeient througli contracts for managers, new
(exchange controls and land policy, for example) that hin- accounting standards, the shifting of supervisor' control
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to che provinces. leasing, corporatization, and the selling involvemiient in infrastructure provision. Rather the con-
of minority shares on domestic and foreign stock cerm is with cases where governments extend their reach
exchanges. Hundreds of smaller, unlproficable state enter- far beyond infrastructure firms to engage in so-called
prises have been closed or merged with other firms. The industrial policy, arguing that transition justifies direct
efficiency of some state enterprises has risen, although by government interventioni to give industrial enterprises,
how much is hotly debated. What is nor disputed is chat public or private, the rime. protection. and resources to
the benefits have been largest where enterprises are most become competitive.
exposed to competition and market incentives. Advocates claim that without state direction and assis-

Overall, however, the number of uniprofitable state tance many high-porenitial firms and thousands of jobs
enterprises in China has been growing steadily, because will be swept away by the imperfect fuLictioning of half-
these firms invest too much and earn too little. They face developed markets. In some cases the explicit goal is to
onerous problems of excessive employlimelic, unfiuided improve performance withotit changinig state owinership.
pensions. and obligations to provide social services they For private (usually privatized) firms the typical goal is to
calllnot afford. Forty percent of state firms reported losses select companiies with good prospecrs and improve their
in 1995. despite paying interest on their borrowings at chances of survival. Proposed interventions include free or
rates well below inflation. To che extent tlhat they' result subsidized technical assistance in preparing businiess plans
from increased financial discipline, losses could be a mark and bankable projects, management training, loans at
of progress. But losses caninot be allowed to continue below-market interest rates, debt forgiveness, and protec-
indefinitelv; persistent money-losers must be forced to tion from imporr competition. Similar policies have been
restructure or close. 'Tlhe frequency with which the gov- associated with good results in several high-growth Asian
erinent has announced new state enterprise reform pro- economies, and it is natural for officials and observers in
grams sIggests how difficult reforimi rcally is. This is not depressed transition economies to look longingly at
surprising; a wealth of international experience, from activist measures that mighit offer hope. However, the
economies as diverse as Japan. New Zealand, Pakistan, countries that have had some success with this approach
and the Republic of Korea, indicates that state enterprise possess advantages that some CEE coulitries and most
performance can indeed be improved. btit improvement is NIS lack: disciplined and well-trained bureaucracies, sta-
hard to accomplish and even harder to sustain. ble and prudeInt macroeconomic policies, and a long-

In sum, one of the strongest messages to emerge fiom standing emphasis on export promotion and internationial
transition to date is that governments that enforce finani- competitiveness. In their absence, a proactive industrial
cial discipline and foster competition will stimulate policy runs rhe risk of continuing the costlV subsidization
restrUCturing in enterprises, regardless of ownership. But of those firms with political clout while shutting out
many firms get stuck in the early stages. Most adjustmenits others with greater potential to succeed.
have involved downsizing-of output, employment, and For some enterprises the objective of government
assets. Mlanagers have been survival-orienited: like turin- interventioni is to restructure and add valie, to raise the
around managers everywhere, they have focused on sus- price they can commanid upon sale. Few would disagrec
taining current cash flow. It will take time, and in many that the state in transition economies can play a legitimate
cases a clarification and reallocation of property rig,hts, to role in breakiing up large state enterprises prior to sale, in
move from this defensive reaction to a deeper strategic assisting enterprises and communities in dealing with
restructuring that involves new and innovative businiess "social" assets (schools, clinics, housilig. day care centers),
strategies and investment,. and in helping fund severance pay. But going beyond this

is likely to be wasteful if not counterproductive. New
Direct government mnterv'ention: Alluring buit risky physical investments under public ownership almost
In addition to-or sometimes instead of-policies to never raise the sale price by the cost of the investmelit.
introdtice competition and increase financial discipline, And a continuation of straight subsidies to cover wage
some transition governimienlts intervene directly to carry bills and working capital compounds the paini and height-
out targeted, top-down programs to restricture enter- ens the severitv of the eventtial cure.
prises. The problem here is not with the near-universal A number of transition economies have developed
practice of partial or complete public owivership of certaini whiac are termied isolation exercises for problem enter-
firmis in infrastructure industries with natural monopolv prises. A set of poor performers, often the biggest money-
characteristics. Transition economies' interventions in losers, are put into a "jail" and examined to determine
these sectors are generallv in line with those in industrial wvhich are potentiallv cornpetitive and which merit liqui-
marker economilies, and indeed in some cases ahead of dation. Early experience with jails was not promising.
them: Estonia and Huligary, for example. have soughit to Inmates tended to view their isolation uniits more as rest
exploit the new wave of opportunities for private sector homes than as prisons, since they provided both relief
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from creditors and exceptional resources to meet the wage to the key problem with direct government involvement:
bill. More-recent isolation exercises, for example in Arme- the difficultv of picking winners based on past perfor-
nia, the Kyrgvz Reptiblic, the former Yugoslav Republic mance. Variation in perfotmance among firms in transi-
of (FYR) Macedonia, and Uzbekistan, have tried to over- tion economies is much greater than that in established
come chese problems by assuring prisoners that govern- market economiiies, and as Chapter 2 noted, neither the
ments are indeed committed to their sale or closuLre, and past performance of a firm nor its inherited debt strticture
are not simply using the device to delay the day of reck- is a good guide to future viability. Even more than else-
oning. For example. of twenty-nine firms assigned to the wlhere, transition governments thalt try to pick wininers are
Kyrgyz "restructuring agency, over a twenity-four-month likely to choose poorly.
period eight have been liquidated (including a 5,000- In sum, avoiding direct government intervention is
employee agricultural machiniery plant that the govern- likely to be the best approach in most cases. Tight, sustained
mncrt had regarded as straregic), two have been sold, six macroeconomic policies can significantly reduce the scale of
more are for sale, eleven are being dowxvsized in hopes of enterprise losses without direct intervenltioni. They force
rendering themii salable, and two are srill in the diagnostic money-losers to downsize and redundant workers to seek
stage. So far the exercise has cost arouLnd $20 million, of jobs in new private firms. To the extent that governments
which half wenlt to cover arrears on energy payments and must subsidize-for political or other reasons-subsidies
much of the remainider to provide severance payments for should be targeted and transparent. The key is to avoid the
more than 40,000 dismissed workers. Proponents argue perception that persistent poor performance is somehow
that both the informationi supplied by external consul- sociallv jtistified and entails no painfLil consequences.
tants and the provision of money to pav for severance The second step: Creating and allocating
costs have been crucial in persuading the Kvrgyz authori-
ties to act. As always, however, the deciding factor is the pmpeiW rights
g,overnmlent's willinigness to accept the painifLl reality that Propertv riglhts are at the heart of the incenitive structure
downsizing and closures must occur (Box 3.2). of market economies. Thev determine who bears risk and

A 1995 sttidy of the 400 to 500 largest firms in Bul- who gains or loses from transactions. In so doing they
garia, the Czech and Slovak Reptiblics, and Poland points spur worthwhile investment, encourage careful monitor-

Box 3.2 Coal restructuring in Ukraine

Ukraine's coal industry, which employs about 800,000 agers to transfer workers from unproductive to produc-
people, is in deep crisis. Output has fallen by over 40 rive mines rather than having layoffs at one mine and
percent in the past five years. A Ukrainian miner pro- new hires at another, and thus would allow natural
duces an average of 1 12 tons of coal a year, compared attrition to take care of a substantial part of downsizing.
with 250 tons in Russia, 420 tons in Poland, 2,000 Fiscal support would be needed to fund closing costs,
tons in the United Kingdom, and 4,000 to 6,000 tons but all new investment would be financed from re-
in the United States. Up to half of Ukraine's 250 tained earnings and bank loans. A second element of
mines need to be closed in the next decade if the indus- the plan would involve divesting social assets. Some can
try is to regain competitiveness. Coal enterprises pro- be privatized, but others would have to be turned
vide a wide variety of social services, including kinder- over to municipalities, which, to smooth the transition,
gartens and housing. These are often overstaffed as would need support, as cost recovery ratios are in-
well: kindergartens, for example, often have one creased from their present levels of less than 20 percent.
employee for every three children. Mine closures can yield significant fiscal savings. A

Any plan to restructure the coal industry will need four-year program would require about $250 million to
to use market incentives, minimize social costs, and support local governments, $150 million for severance
have a well-defined role for fiscal support. One ap- pay, retraining, and temporary employment assistance,
proach would involve corporatizing existing mines, and $300 million for closures and environmental costs.
excluding those identified as uneconomic, into joint- But closing uneconomic mines would save $200 million
stock companies as a first step toward privatization or a year, and the benefits of restructuring would be even
liquidation. Profit-oriented managers rather than the greater if the remaining mines could reinvest profits to
government would decide on the reallocation of invest- increase productivity. It is cheaper to close uneconomic
ments. Resulting mergers would make it easier for man- mines than to cover their losses indefinitely.
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ing and supervision, promote work effort, and create a that private ownership is a significant determinant of eco-
constituency for entforceable contracts. In short, fully nomic performance.
specified property rights reward effort and good judg- Because most privatizations in CEE and the NIS are
ment, thereby assisting economic growtlh and wealth cre- quite recent, judgments on their impact are just beginning
ation. In addition, a wide distribution of property rights to emerge. Thle first signs are encouraging in manv cases,
can counteract any concentrationi of power in the political less so in others. A recent study of Hungarian firms found
system and contribute to social stability. that new private companies in the sample were quicker

than state firms to adjust their labor forces as demand
V/hat are propery ri,ghts? changed. Privatized firms at first resembled state firms,
Property rights include the right to use an asset, to permit but, encouraginglv, after a year or two their behavior
or exclude its use by others, to collect the income gener- looked more like that of new private firms. Enterprise sur-
ated bv the asset, and to sell or othervise dispose of the veys in Poland in 1993 and Russia in 1994 concur that
asset. In market economies these rights are defined in law, new private firms behave differently from, and better
usually in great detail (see Chapter 5). Ownership rights than, state firms, exhibiting more dynamism and generat-
to an asset may be split-for example, a widow may have ing higher profits. In the Polish survey (and a similar one
rights to the income from property left by her deceased in Slovenia) privatized firms also outperfornmed state com-
spouse to her children-but this division is also clearly panies. although this may in part reflect the fact that the
specified. In transition economies these rights are not at better state firms wvere the first to be privatized.
first clearly defined or allocated. Indeed, often such dis- Other research supports the positive effects of privati-
tinctions are not even recognized. zation but suggests that these vary by nype of private

In mature market econonies the distribution of prop- owner. In RtIssia and Ukraine owners who had bought
erty rights across the population and the legal forms their small business units at competitive auctions invested
through which they are exercised are relatively stable, hav- more and realized better performance than insiders who
ing evolved over centuries. In most transition economies had obtained their shops at near-giveaway prices (although
the initial assignment of property rights is both rapid and even the insider-owned firms did better than state-owned
partial; it could well be inefficient. Many buildings and shops). The likely impact of the mode of privatization and
plots of land, for example, have been restored to precom- of the identity of the new owner is discussed further below.
munist owners who are neither willing nor able to care for Poland has been slower to privatize than many other
them. Similarly, most former state farms in Russia were transition economies. Some argue that its 6 percent aver-
privatized as large joint-stock corporations-typically not age annual growth since 1994 shows that privatization is
the most efficient ownership form for agriculture. Thus, unlnecessary. But this assessment is incomplete; what
for property rights to become fully effective, it is especially Poland's experience illustrates is rather the importance of
important that they be tradable and free to evolve. determined macroeconomic reforms imposing financial

discipline on companies, the emergence of large numbers
Is privwatization necessary? of new private firms, and managerial expectations of even-
Does it matter whether property is public, private. or tual privatization in state firms themselves. Most of
something in between? The first obvious test is whether Poland's growth has been fueled by expansion of the new
privatization improves perfornanlce. An extensive empiri- private sector, not by well-performing state firms. Also,
cal literattire (mainly from the 1980s) comparing public the turnaround in some Polish state firms in the early
and private enterprises in industrial market economies 1990s was stimulated in part by managers' belief that pri-
concludes generally, but not uniformly, that private firms vatization was just around the corner. New Zealand's
exhibit higher productivity and better performance than experience (Box 3.3) applies in transition economies: a
public enterprises. More recent analyses of performance state with the will to impose a hard budget and expose its
before and after privatization in industrial and developing enterprises to competition can expect performance in
cotintries reach stronger conclusions in favor of private some firms to improve without changing ownership. But
ownership. For example, an analysis of sixty-one priva- the gains from hard budget constraints will be larger and
tized companies in eighteenl countries (six developing and more likely to endure if ownership change accompanies or
twelve industrial) showed, in at leasr two-thirds of the closely follows these reforms.
divestitures, postprivatization increases in profitability, Widespread formal privatization of majority stakes in
sales, operating efficiency, and capital investment-all the larger state firms is not presently on China's agenda.
this, surprisingly, with no evidence of falling employ- Still, much of the Chinlese economy has moved away from
ment. In established market economies and middle- to state ownership, some into private hands but most into
high-income developing economies there is little doubt intermediate forms of ownership. The nonstate sector has
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Box 3.3 Locking in the gains of enterprise refonn in New Zealand

In 1986 the government of New Zealand launched a Results were impressive. After four vears sales,
major reform of its poorly performing public corpora- profits, and output per employee had increased in
tions. Commercial profitability was set as the main ten of eleven companies examined. Even so, succes-
goal; any remaining social objectives had to be agreed sive governments went on to privatize a number of
by parliament and paid for from the government bud- the companies and contemplated privatizing several
get. State-owned firms were placed on the same legal others. Why, if the reformed state firms were so
footing as private companies, exposed to competition successful?
wherever possible, and required to seek any new Thev did so because they recognized the intense dif-
financing on commercial capital markets without gov- ficulty of sustaining reforms over time. In time of cri-
ernment guarantees. A new Ministry of State Enter- sis governments admit the priority of commercial
prises shared the ownership function with the Trea- objectives, impose harder budgets, and grant managers
sury, replacing the involvement of line ministries. autonomv. But as the crisis fades or a major political
Together they appointed each firm's board of direc- claim arises, commitment to managerial autonomy
tors, drawing almost exclusively from the private sec- also fades. For example, the postal service was pres-
tor. The board, in turn, appointed the top manage- sured to reopen small, rural post offices, and the elec-
ment of the firm and set and administered annual tric power company was pushed to buv locally pro-
performance targets. Managers who achieved their duced coal despite its higher cost. The conclusion of
objectives were rewarded; those who did not were sub- manv in New Zealand, both in the firms and in the
ject to sanctions, possibly including dismissal. If the government, was that privatization was required, not
government owners were dissatisfied, they could-and necessarily to improve performance in the short run
sometimes did-dismiss che board of directors. but to lock in the gains of earlier reforms.

grown much faster than Chinta's state enterprises despite approach than becatise continued state ownerslhip pre-
an imprecise property rights framework that is quite alien serves the ambiguous property rights that allow profit
to Western legal craditions. What accouLnts for the differ- shifting, tax evasion, and asset looting, Iargely for the ben-
ences in performance? Box 3.4 offers an answer. efit of incumnbent managers.

Ownership matters. But the need co privatize is not Bulgaria's experience illustrates the point. A coalition
equally urgent in all settings. Slower privatization is viable governmlenit liberalized extensivelv and earlv and imple-
(although not necessarily oprimal) if the government, or mented a determined stabilization program. Swift privati-
workers themselves, are strong enoulglh to assert control zation was anticipated. But a new administration in 1991
over enterprises and prevent managers from stealing assets, diluted the emphasis on reformii and blocked adoption of a
and if saving and growth in the nonistate sector are high. privatization program until mid-1995. Durina these four

But where governments are weak and enterprise managers years the Bulgarian state lost much of its capacity to mon-
strong. or wlhere restructuring needs dwarf available fLunids, itor enterprise performanice and management. Managers
privatization is urgent. Indeed, in these settings the likely channeled enterprise assets and cash flow to themselves,
and less desirable alternative is "spontaneous" privatiza- leaving little to the state btir liabilities. Losses of Bulgarian
tion, in which managers purchase assets cheaply or seize state enterprises, which averaged more than 1 2 percenc of
them outright, often in collusionI With tle political elite. In GDP between 1992 and 1994, were covered by loans
many countries before the privatization process is formal- from an increasingly insolvent banking system. Btilgarian
ized (such as Hungary and Russia in 1988-91), in several observers concltided that 'unclear propert' rights [are]
where privatization has been accepted in theory but stalled turninig from a legal to a major macroeconomiiic problem.'
in practice (Belarus, Bulgaria, Ukraine). and even to some P
extent in the East Asian transition economies that have
eschewed formal privatization, assets or income flows have Privatizing large and meditimi-size enterprises has proved
slipped out of state hands and into private control, if not tar more difficult than originally thought. l'olicymakers
oucright owniership, through a variery of methods. These have to weigh complex and often competing goals, satisfy
transfers are often illegal and widely resented. Indeed, in a multitude of competing stakeholders. and cope with the
some cases privatization has been delayed less becatise of administrative difficulty of privatizing thousands of firms
political philosophy or uncertainty about the optimal in a relatively short time and without mature, functioning
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Box 3.4 China's township and village enterprises

China has developed several halfway forms of indus- group: a traditionally stable local community and,
trial enterprise that are neither state owned in the clas- in particular, its government and TVE managers.
sic sense nor privately owned in the capitalist sense. Studies show the enormous importance of TVE
One important configuration is the township and vil- profits in local budgets and the close links between
lage enterprise (I'VE). owned bv local governments local economic performance and the status, income,
and citizens. These mainly produce consumer goods and career prospects of local officials.
for domestic and international markets. TVEs are * Decentralization plus financial discipline. The 1984
generally of two types. The first, owned by the local decentralization of fiscal power in China allowed
government, acts like a holding company, reinvesting subnational governments to retain locallv generated
profits in existing or new ventures as well as in local revenues, creating powerful incentives for the devel-
infrastructure. The second, more recently developed opment of local industry. Under this svstem a non-
type is much closer to private enterprise in that most performing TVE becomes an unaffordable drain on
are effectively controlled if not formally owned by an a limited local budget. In the end persistent monev-
individual. Still, they too maintain close fiscal ties to losers are closed and the work force is shifted to more
the local government. profitable lines.

The growth and performance of TVEs have been * Comnpetition. Studies also show intense competition
extraordinary. Their share in GDP rose from 13 per- for investment (including foreign investment)
cent in 1985 to 3] percent in 1994. Output has grown among communities with TVEs. Success in attract-
bv about 25 percent a year since the mid-1980s; TVEs ing investment is affected by reputation and local
now account for a third of total industrial growth in economic performance.
China. The nonstate share of industrial output in * Market opportunities and rural saving. A past bias
China climbed from 22 percent in 1978 to a startling against light industry and services has created vast
66 percent in 1995. TVEs have created 95 million jobs market opportunities, buttressed bv high rural sav-
in the past fifteen years. Capital-labor ratios in collec- ing and demand following the agricultural reforms
tive industry in China are only 25 percent of those in of 1978 and by the limited scope for emigration
the state sector. Yet labor productivity (output per from rural areas.
capita) is close to 80 percent of the level in state enter- * Links with the state enterprise sector. The large state-
prises-and rising at more than 10 percent a year. owned industrial sector provides a natural source of
Total factor productiviry in TVEs is higher than in the demand, technology, and raw materials for many
state sector and is growing at 5 percent a year, more TVEs. Foreign investment from Hong Kong and
than twice the rate in state enterprises. Taiwan (China) plays the same role for many others.

Several factors explain this remarkable growth and
superior record of efficiency: TVEs will continue to grow, but they must also

evolve. As their demands for finance increase and ex-
* Kinship and implicit property righyts. Strong kinship tend beyond their communities, and as people become

links among rural Chinese villagers encourage more mobile, the TVEs' limited and implicit property
responsibility in entrepreneurs. The sharing of im- rights will need to be better defined and made more
plicit, if fuzzy, property rights leads to a productive transferable. Aspects of the T/VE phenomenon are spe-
combination of risk and reward sharing between cific to China, but the experience holds important
entrepreneurs and local governments. Nonetheless, lessons for other transition economies: the importance
incentives facing TVEs are more like those of private of liberal entry, competition, hard budget constraints,
firms in that the residual profits accrue to a limited and appropriate fiscal incentives for local governments.

capital markets. Approaches to privarization abotlid, from smaller programs of debt-equity conversion or public
extensive efforts at sales to strategic owners, to insider offering of shares on newlv emerging stock markets.
buyouts. to innovative voucher programs involving the Each approach to privarization creates tradeoffs among
creation of large and powerful new finanicial internmedi- various ,goals (Table 3.1). Privatizing countries typically
aries. These efforts are often complementied by extensive wanit many things: to increase efficiency of asset use by
programs of restitution to pretransition owners and by improving corporate governance; to depoliticize firms by
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Table 3.1 Tradeoffs among privatization routes for large firms

Objective

Better Speed Better access More
corporate and to capital government Greater

Method governance feasibility and skills revenue fairness

Sale to outside owners

Management-employee
buyout

Equal-access voucher
privatization 

Spontaneous privatization

cutting links to the state; to move quickly ro create owvn- long run if ic promotes the developmenit of capital markets
ers who will support further reform; to increase firms' (and subsequent rearrangements of owinership) and of
access to capital and expertise; to bolster government intermediary monitoring institutions for the economy as
revenues; and to ensure a fair distribution of benefits. a whole.
Within this range countries have different priorities, and What is effective corporate governance? A primary eco-
some want to proceed more quickly than others. Hun- nomic rarionale behind privatization is to create owners
gary, with its large foreign debt, has always viewed rev- who are motivated to use resources efficiently. But
enues as critical, the Czechs and the Romanianis less so. changes in ownership will not change managerial behav-
To Russian reformers a speedy break with the past was ior if the new owners lack the power, incentives, and capa-
paramount, while the Poles have forgone speed and bility to monitor the managers and ensure that they act in
entered into long debates over fairness. The Czechs have the firm's best interest. Owners must also have the power
consistently stressed privatization's depoliticizing role, to change managers. since it often takes a shake-up at the
while Estonia's privatization program sougIlt our "real" top to spur deep restructuiring. For small firms such cor-
owners capable of bringing new money and management porate governance is straightforward: usually the owners
skills to bear. are themselves the managers. It is with large firms that the

Table 3.1 presents only a partial view of these trade- separation of ownership and management creates a need
offs. A key additional objective in all transition settings is for monitoring. Direct monitoring by shareholders is one
long-term institution building. Privatization can spur way to supervise managers. Another is to sell shares
development of such fundamental marker institutionis as when performance is weak and let falling stock prices dis-
capital markets, legal systems, and business-related profes- cipline managers. In the early stages of transition, direct
sions. By the same token, each approach to privatization monitoring is likely to be particularly important, because
sets off a complex process of institutional and ownership markets for capital and managerial labor are not suffi-
change whose long-ruLn resIilts may differ considerably cien tly developed to exert strong competitive pressures on
from the shorter-run picture. For example, mass privati- managers.
zation may not produce the best owiners in the short run, Political feasibility is a si7ne qua non of any privatization
but it might lead to becter corporate governance in the program. There is a profound tension between the need to
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reward stakeholders-managers, workers, officials in the middle class. The various routes and illustrative country
former branch ministries-and the desire for good eco- experiences are otirlined below and in Table 3.2.
nomic outcomes that contribute to economiic restrtictur-
ing and institution building and reinforce the benefits of Sales to outsiders
reform in the public eye. Competition among stakehold- In the early davs of transition most CEE countries hoped
ers has affected the design of most privatization programs. to privarize by selling state enterprises case by case as
The former Czechoslovakia and the former East Ger- going concerns. This was the best-known model, which
manv, with their cenitralized power srtIctures and well- had been very successful in established marker economies
developed administrative capacity, could desigin and like the United Kingdom and in middle-income develop-
implement top-down privatization programs. Poland, ing countries like Chile. Sales to outside "strategic" or
Slovenia, and Russia, with more decentralized power "core" investors were also favored because they would
structures, well-organized employees (in Poland and bring in revenue and turn the firm over to "real" owners
Slovenia), and strong managers (in Russia), had no such possessing the knowledge and incentives to govern the
option. Yet accommodating stakeholder interests is risky company efficiently and the capital to rescrrIcture it.
and often conflicts with longer-run economilc and politi- Sales to outside investors have largely fulfilled expecra-
cal goals. Newly privatized entities may fail to restructure ioins abotir performance improvements. But they have
because of inappropriate corporate governance. Poorly proved costly and slow, far more difficult to implement
managed privatization, even if it delivers short-term rev- than anticipated, and most important, few in number.
enIe or performance gains, may be seeni as corrupt or One reasoni is the limited amount of domestic capital,
highly inequitable, concentratinig economic and political combined with the political tensions that can accompany
power in the hands of a domestic elite or foreign investors a large dependence on foreign capital. Even where domes-
rarher than expanding an independent and decentralized ric capital is sutfficient, insiders (managers and other

Table 3.2 Methods of privatization for medium-size and large enterprises in seven transition economies
(percentages of total)

Management- Equal-access
Sale to outside employee voucher Still in

Countryr owners buyout psivatizaton Resttution Other' state hands
Czech Republic

By numberb 32 0 22' 9 28 10
By valued 5 0 50 2 3 40

Estoniae
By number [64] 30 0 0 2 4
By value 60 12 3 10 0 15

Hungary
By number 7 0 0 33 22
By value 2 0 4 12 42

Lithuania
By number <1 5 0 0 25
By value <1 5 01 O 0 35

Mongolia
By number 0 0 70 0 0 30
By value 0 0 55 0 0 45

Poland
By number 3 14 6 0 23 54

Russiac
By number 0 55 11 0 0 34

Note: Boxed numbers show the dominant method in each country. Data are as of the end of 1995.
a. Includes transfers to municipalities or social insurance organizations, debt-equity swaps, and sales through insolvency proceedings.
b. Number of privatized firms as a share of all formerly state-owned firms. Includes parts of firms restructured prior to privatization.
c. Includes assets sold for cash as part of the voucher privatization program through June 1994.
d. Value of firms privatized as a share of the value of all formerly state-owned firms. Data for Poland and Russia are unavailable.
e. Does not include some infrastructure firms. All management buyouts were part of competitive, open tenders. In thirteen cases citizens could
exchange vouchers for minority shares in firms sold to a core investor.
Source: Gray, background paper; World Bank data.
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employees) in some countries have been able to block progress: five years of effort by various administrations has
sales. More generally, the process is held back by the sheer produced about 200 sales. The conclusion is that sales,
magnitude of the job of evaluating and negotiating deals although a useful element in the privatization process.
one by one, and then of following Up to be sure that the cannot in most circumstances be the sole or even the pri-
buyers fulfill contract provisions. For example. in Ger- mary method.
mzany it is reported that 20 percent of the thousands of A second form of sale to outsiders involves floating
privatizatioll contracts signed by the Treuhanidanistalt (the shares on public stock exchanges. The infancy of stock
privarization agency) are in dispute. exchanges (see Chapter 6) limits this approach in all the

Placing a value on firmlls to be offer-ed fol sale is partic- tranisitioni economies. Furthermore, the method works
ularly problematic. The issLie is only partly one of inade- onilv for firms with good financial prospects and strong
qtiate accounting. Economic and political turbulence reptitations. Even Poland, which has had the most success
often make it impossible to estimate a firm's eventual Witlh this approach. has privatized fewer than thirty firms
value. Appraising and assigning responsibiliry for past in this mannler. Hutngary has had no greater success.. Ini-
environmental damage is also a thorniv issue (Box 3.5). tial public offerings are clearlv not the answer to the need
Governments that insist on high minimumnl prices (as has for rapid. large-scale privatization, although at the margin
occurred in Hungary and more recendtly in Ukraine) may they can help develop capital markets and share trading.
find no takers. A final disadvantage of the sales approach
is its perceived unfairness. Manxi ordinary citizens cannot Aliia7a,eomeuet-emiiplovee bit ours
participate and find the process nontranisparenit and arbi- Management-employee buyouts are a widely used alterna-
trary. if not corrUpt. tive to sales, notably in Croatia, Poland, Romania. and

These obstacles have been even more debilitating than Slovenia. Many of the firms privatized through Lithuania's
expected. The German Treuhandanstalt was able to pri- and Mongolia's voucher programs effectively became man-
vatize (or liquidate) its 8,500 state enterprises relatively agement-emplovee buyouts as emplovees and their families
quickly, but at an enormous cost in terms of both skillel used vouchers and cash to buy major stakes in their own
personnel and explicit or implicit subsidies to buyers. firms. In addition, several voucher-based programs, such as
Among other transition economies, only Hungary and those of Georgia and Russia, gave such large preferences to
Estonia have privarized a significantr share of their state insiders that most privatized firms w*ere initially owned pri-
eniterprises througlh direct sales. No other countrrv has marly by managers and employees.
even come close to these achievements. In Poland the Buyouts are relatively fast and easy to implement, both
power of workers to block privatization has slowed politically and technically. In theorv they might also be

Box 3.5 Is environmental liability a serious barier to privatization?

A prospective investor sizing tip an industrial plant in were unable to assess environmental liabilities properly
a transition economy wants clear agreement in advance because of insufficient time or information, or because
on how responsibility for environmental damage regulators have since tightened the relevant standards.
caused by the plant will be allocated. 'Without such an The result is often a prolonged period of conflict. In
agreement, the assumption is that the environmental the Czech case it is increasingly clear that the strict
authoriries will impose heftv cleanup costs on the com- transfers of environmental liabilities to companies dur-
pany down the line. The Treuhandanstalt's sales pro- ing the early rounds of voucher privarization will not
cedures included an assessment of environmental lia- stick. Discussions are under way to come up with ways
bilities, followed by an agreement on corrective for the state and the new owners to share cleanup costs.
measures, whose cost was taken into account in the An alternative approach is for the state to retain
final sale price. Other countries, however, lack the responsibility for some or all environmental liabilities,
skills, financial resources, and even the desire to imitate usually defined on the basis of an environmental audit
the German model. Environmental liabilities have usu- prior to sale. But it can be difficult to make the agree-
ally been ignored. Transferring them with the plant- ment credible: what prevents the government from
the philosophy underpinning Czech and Polish legisla- later reneging? Setting up a special cleanup find to dis-
tion-is one solution. But after a sale the new owners charge the government's commitments might be one
may claim, often with some justification, that they way to make them more believable.
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better for corporate governance if insiders have better and the inability to install procedures to protect minority
access than outsiders to the information n1eeded to moni- shareholder rights and to promote secondary trading. are
tor managers. In the early stages of privatization in Slove- now proving costly. Managers control their insider-owned
nia, for example, insiders voluntarily purchased a number firms with little if any employee-shareholder influence.
of successful firms, which have generally continued to per- Some managers have tried, often illegally, to prohibit
form quite well. workers from selling their shares to outsiders. Some have

However, the risks and disadvantages are many, partic- used even less transparent means to block participation by
ularly in large-scale buyout programs that include manv either employees or outsiders or to transfer assets or prof-
unprofitable firms in need of restructuring. One disad- its to other firms they control. Given the weakness of laws
vantage is that the benefits are unevenly distributed: and institutions, the scarcity of information, and in some
employees in good firms get valuable assets while those in cases the laxity of competitive pressures (due in part to the
monev-losers get little or nothing of value. Another is that incomplete macroeconomic stabilization before 1995),
governments typically charge low prices to insiders and few if anv outside controls existed to thwart such behavior.
thus realize little revenue. Most important, management- This is as much a problem of efficiency as of transparency:
employee buyouts may weaken corporate governance, par- behavior of privatized Russian firms is so far hard to dis-
ticularly in transition economies, where controls on man- tinguish from that of state firms.
agers are less developed than in a fully fledged market This kind of insider ownership has not been stable on
economv and product and capital markets cannot be such a large scale elsewhere in the world and almost cer-
counted on to enforce discipline. Insiders are generally tainly will not be in Russia. It is likely eventuallv to evolve
unable to bring in new skills and new capital, yet may deter at least in part into ownership by outside investors (banks,
outsiders who can from investing. Managers or employees investment funds, or other domestic or foreign investors),
may simply prevent outsiders from buying shares. Or out- although an intermediate stage is likely to see increased
siders may hesitate to invest in firms with significant insider ownership by managers as they buy up employee shares or
ownership-legally or illegally acquired-because of divert assets to other companies they own. How long this
potential conflicts of interest between inside and outside evolution will take. however, depends largely on the gov-
owners. For example, inside shareholders may vote to pay einment. If enterprises cannot rely on either open or hid-
themselves higher salaries even if doing so reduces profits den subsidies to cover their losses, and if price and trade
and share value. The bottom line is that managemnent- liberalization intensifies competition, some managers will
employee buyouts can lead to managerial and worker be forced to turn outside for financing. Some evidence
entrenchment that blocks further reform. indicates that outsiders are finding ways to acquire signif-

Russia's mass privatization progranm of 1992-94. icant stakes in some privarized firms. A recent survey
althoughl it used voLIchers, was basically a management- found that insider ownership in a sample of 142 firms fell
employee buyout program because of its preferential treat- from 65 percent in 1993 to 56 percent in 1995-a mod-
ment of managers and workers. These insiders could est move in the right direction.
choose between receiving a minoritv of shares at no cost On the other hand, lax Russian macroeconomic and
and purchasing a majority of shares at a large discount. competition policies could combine with deficiencies in
They chose the second option in about 70 percent of law enforcement to prolong insider control, further delay
cases. These transfers were handled in "closed subscrip- restructurinig, and permit unfair and fraudulent transac-
tions" in advance of open voucher auctions, at which tions. In some of the largest and richest firms-in the oil
managers and workers could use their vouchers to add to and gas sectors, for example-initial privatizations were
their ownership. In the end insiders acquired about two- particularly murky, and sales of remaining shares have
thirds of the shares in the 15,000 privatized firms. Our- been far from regular. And the "shares for loans" schemes
siders obtained 20 to 30 percent (about 10 to 15 percent carried out in 1995 generated less revenue than expected
each went to investment finds and individual investors), and were decidedly opaque. Overall, many Russianis
and the rest remained in government hands. resent the way privatization has been conducted, feeling

In many respects Russia's mass privatization was a they have received a pittance while some managers-and
major achievement, particularly in light of the political their high-placed political supporters-gained fortunes.
and economic turmoil that contfronted Russian policy- One study estimated that the 19 percent of adult Russians
makers in the early 1990s. But the program well illustrates employed in privatized firms obtained 56 percent of
the drawbacks of management-employee buyouts and, equity sold throlugh June 1994; the remaining 81 percent
more broadly, the serious tensions betwveen political feasi- who received onil vouchers ended up with 15 percent of
biliry and economic desirability. The extensive preferences the divested assets. Transactions in 1995 almost certainly
given to managers and workers to garner their support, added to the disparity.
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Ukraine presents another case of insider entrenchment, stark con[rast to the experience of Mongolia, which for-
Although generally slow to privatize, the government has bade the entry of intermediayv fuinds and ended up with
implemented some management-employee buyouts. It heavy insider ownership.
introduced a voucher privatization program in 1994-95 Are the Czech funds active owners, capable of exercis-
but has so far failed to carrm it throughi effectively. Macro- ing good corporate governance? Although it is too early to
economic reforms have been slower than in Russia, and judge definitively, some funds are developing both hands-
some firms still have ready access to state subsidies. A on sharelholder monitoring (as practiced in Germany and
recent survey of privatized companies in both countries Japan) and active share trading (more common in the
indicated that Russian insider-owivers, facing someewhat United States) as tools for monitoring nmanagerial perfor-
greater financial discipline, had taken more steps to m.ance. These funds are putting representatives on com-
improve efficiency and were less hostile to outsiders than pany boards, demanding better financial information, and
their Ukrainian cotinterparts. These results point once imposing finanicial discipline on the firms they own. They
again to the importance of financial discipline in promot- are trading large blocks of shares among themselves or
ing restructuring and owvnership change in firms priva- selling them to new strategic investors, and a moderately
tized through management-emplovee buyotits. active share market has developed, on the Prague Stock

Exchange and in the much larger over-the-counter sys-
Equial-access votuclbrpri vatizai lan tem. Clearly, however, patterns of ownership in the Czech
A third form of privatization distribtites vouchers across Republic are still in flux. Some observers hope that the
the population and attempts to allocate assets approxi- funds, together wirh banks or in place of them, will
mately evenly among voucher holders. Stich programs become the cornerstone of the finanlcial infrastructure
excel in speed and fairness. But they raise no revenue for essential for capital allocation and corporate governance
the government, and they have unclear implications for in a market economy. Others expect the funds' influence
corporate governance. Mongolia, Lithuania, and the for- to dwindle rapidly as strategic investors pick up control-
met Czechoslovakia were the first ro implenmenit this forrm ling blocks of shares. In either case the goal of institution
of privatization. Albania, Armenia, Kazakstan, Moldova, building appears to be well served by this approach.
Poland. Romania (in its 1995 program). and Ukraine The Czech experience illustrates how a well-designed
have followed, and Bulgaria is nlow preparing such a pro- voucher privatization program can overcome many prob-
gram. Some countries (such as Georgia and Russia) have lems. It can depoliticize restructUring, stimulate develop-
used votichers but given stron, preference to insiders, as ment of capital markets, and quickly create new stak-ehold-
discussed above. A few countries (Estonia and Romania in ers with an interest in reform. But plenty of obstacles lie
its 1991 program) have used vouchers to transfer only along the road from mass privatization to efficient
minority stakes in certain firms. Hungary, FYR Macedo- capitalism. Governmenits need to implement complemen-
nia. and Uzbekistan are among the few privatizing transi- tarv reforms-for example, regarding the supervision of
tion economies that have specifically rejected vouchers, financial intermediaries and the regulation of natural
arguing that shares given away are perceived by recipients monopolies (Box 3.6). The former Czechoslovakia and
to have no value, and that voticher programiis merely delay Russia allowed free enrn, of investment funds. whereas
the arrival of'"real" owners. Poland and Romania called for the top-down creation by

The Czech Republic's mass privatization program has governmzent of a predetermined number of funds. Each
been the most successful to date. In two successive wvaves approach has its risks. A particularly vexing question is:
(the first while part of Czechoslovakia), the Czechs trans- who monitors the monitors? Supervising financial agents,
ferred more than half the assets of state enterprises into difficult enough in established market economies, is even
private hands. Citizens were free to invest their vouchers more problemaric in transition economies, where norms of
directly in the firms being auctioned. However, to en- disclosure and fiduciary responsibiliry are weak, and watch-
courage more concentrated owvnership and so create dog instituitions and oversighr mechanisms are in their
incentives for more active corporate governance, the pro- infancy. Policymilakers need to think careftillv about how to
gram allowed the free entry of intermediary investment regtilate funds to protect individual investors in the funds
funds to pool vouchers and invest themil on the original and other minority shareholders in firms partly owxied by
holders' behalf. More than two-thirds of voucher holders the funds.
chose to place their vouchers with these competing funds. Privatizing small firms
The ten largest obtained more than 40 percent of all
vouchers in both waves (abotit 72 percenit of all voticlers Small firms have proved much easier ro privatize than
held by such funds), leading ro concentrated ownership of large ones. Most small firms were engaged in trade and
the Czech industrial sector in these large funds. This is in services, activities with simple technology and easy entry.
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Box 3.6 Do's and don'ts in privatizing natural monopolies

Privatizing public utilities and infrastructure industries, Russia-are joining the worldwide trend toward infra-
such as electricity, telecommunications, natural gas, oil structure privatizarion. Others are considering doing
pipelines, water supply, ports, airports, and railroads, so. In the energy sector Hungary has gone the furthest
raises complex issues that do not apply to other indus- in privatizing through sales. It has adopted a regulatory
tries. These industries are typically large and capital- framework, raised average prices to near world levels,
intensive. Thev are critical to the functioning of the and split companies into smaller entities. It has sold
economy and hence often viewed as strategic. Parts of majority stakes in its oil and gas production company
some of them are natural monopolies in which compe- and several power generation and gas and power distri-
tition is technically impossible. And for largely political burion companies to strategic investors. This desire to
reasons they often charge low, controlled prices that sell firms for cash, motivated in part by the need
result in financial losses. Privatizing them involves at to raise revenues, has spurred price and regulatory
least four steps: reforms because prospective buyers need the assurance

.Introducing competition by separating the monop- these reforms provide. Hungary has learned from its
1992 and 1993 attempts to sell electric power and gas

oly parts from the competitive parts, allowing new distribution companies, which failed because of a lack
firms to enter the competitive parts, and possibly of proper pricing and regulatory policies.
restructuring the monopoly parts

* Establishing laws and institutions to regulate price The Czech Republic and Russia provide an inter-
and quality in the monopoly parts estirg contrast to Hungary's sales approach. They

* "Commercializing" the enterprises and included partial stakes in their large, integrated energy•~~~~~~~~~~~ ~opne "Cmmrcalzhg the enerrie pecntonheCehdoe
* Attracting private sector participation through con- companies (such as 30 percent of the Czech power

,,, , ~company and 50 percent of Russian power and gascession arrangements or privatization (whether sales company an per ou ssia p ower and gas
to strategic investors, mass privatization, or a mixture companies) in their voucher privatizations. These
of both). stakes were essentially given away, and so generated no

demand for price and regulatory reform. Household
Commercialization involves creating enterprises energy prices remain low, and neither country has

that, although still public, are similar in structure and made much progress in developing effective regula-
operation to private enterprises. Enterprises should be tory systems. Any future increases in government-
removed from the control of ministries and converted controlled prices will generate huge windfalls for the
into joint-stock companies reporting to a board of new owners. Because of their low initial levels of
directors. Prices should be increased to efficient levels debt, the companies are building large cash surpluses as
and subsidies reduced and targeted (see Chapter 2). industrial energy prices approach world levels. In the
The financial structure of these enterprises should be meantime there is little corporate governance from
similar to that of private companies: assets may need to outside owners, creditors, or government. Although in
be revalued and debt (initially owed to the government) other ways these voucher privatization programs (par-
may need to be added to the balance sheet as a liability. ticularly the Czech one) were impressive, the govern-

A growing number of transition economies-most ment's lack of attention to complementary reforms in
notably the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, and the area of natural monopolies is problematic.

None of the major obstacles to privatizing larger entities minimumii prices, for example. or by forcing buyers to stay
-high capital requirements, major restructuring needs, in the same line of business.
and regulatory and governanice weaknesses-apply to Small sales are also easier politically. Organized oppo-
small firms. Local authorities can take charge of transfer- sition has been weak. Services had been neglected under
ring small Units, and because they are easier to value, central planning, resulting in shortages, queuing. drab
many parties can gain access ro enough informarion for stores. and limited variety. Privatizarion has led to quick
open auctions to succeed. Even where insiders are given improvements in quantiry and quality. Progress in this
strong preference (as in Russia), assets cats be quickly area can also provide an impetus for reforms elsewhere in
transferred to higher-valtie uses through secondarv mar- the economy. Privatized small businesses can serve as
kers. Governments, however, must resist the temptationi schools for entreprenLeuLs and investors and can absorb
to impose artificial limits on propertv transfers, by setting labor being shed from large-scale enterprises.
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The former Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland were too large to be managed effectively. Like large state-
were the first countries to achieve widespread ownership of owiled industrial firms, they were kept alive through easv
small businesses, using very different approaches. The access to bank credit and extensive subsidies to both farms
Czechs implemented a centrally conceived but locally ad- and consumers. Coexisting with these large farms was a
ministered system of open, competitive auctions. Poland's stunted private sector of small, individually owned farms
program, like its large-scale privatization program, was and household plots. This dual structure deprived the
somewhat ad hoc and gave large concessions to employees. state sector of efficient labor and the private sector of effi-
Hungarv had a reasonably sized trade and services sector cient technology. Reforms in the early 1990s cut con-
even under central plani;ing, with strong, decentralized sumer subsidies and other transfers to agriculture. The
managerial control through leasehold. This sector grew less demise of the protected markets of the CMEA was an
through widespread privatization than through the entry additional severe blow. Demand plummeted, particularly
of private competitors. Following these leaders, most other for meat and milk, and overall agricultural output fell by
transition econonies have carried out stibstantial small- a quarter to a third. Some governments then squeezed
scale privatization, and Albania, the Baltic states, Croatia, agriculture even harder by retaining partial price controls
Russia, and Slovenia have caught up with the early starters on output while easing controls on inputs. Agriculture
in terms of rhe percentage of small firms divested. suffered a sharp fall in profitability.

Russia has divested most of its small units, but as was Clear property rights, assigned to people rather than
true of large-scale privatization. insiders have ended up collectives, are as important in agriculture as in industry.
with much of the ownershilp. This is worrisome. Studies Much of China's success can be attributed to its move
of small privatization in Central Europe, Russia, and toward more individtualized land rights through explicit or
Ukraine show the need to bring in outsiders, who tend ro implicit long-term leases. Commitment to full private
invest more and supply services better. Czech-style auc- ownership of agricultural land has been strong in Central
tions result in a more competitive structure of ownership Europe bt partial in Belarus, Moldova, Russia, Ukraine,
than other privatization methods and bring in the largest and the Transcaucasus. In Central Asia Turkmenistan
nunmber of outside investors. But political realities cannot allows private land ownership-with no right of transfer.
be ignored. Where insiders are strong enough to block (The constitutions of some other Central Asian republics
outsider participation. privatization to insiders is still bet- forbid private landholdinig.) NWfhere memory and docu-
ter than keeping the assets under state owniership, espe- mentation of prior ownership are strong, as in much of
cially in the case of small firms, where competition can CEE and the Baltics, restitution of land has prevailed (Box
quite easily force subsequent restructuring and reshuffling 3.7). Elsewhere land rights have been distributed to
of ownership. employees of state farms and other rural residents through

in-kind transfers. as in Albania and Armenia, or through
Privatizing and restructuring farms paper entitlements (legal recognition that the holder owns
Chinese agriculture was collectivized in the 1950s, effec- a part of a cooperatively farnied unit), as in Belarus,
tively stifling individual incentive. Agriculture was then Moldova, Russia, and Ukraine.
heavily taxed through price and marketing controls until Privatizing farms is different from privatizing indus-
1978, when the household responsibilitv system was tries. For two reasons, reorganizing-or restructuring-
introduced. This broke tip collective farms and vested has to be an integral part of the privatization program.
households with use rights over the land thev worked. It The first relates to economies of scale: these are limited in
also relaxed discriminatory price policies and controls over farming, and supervising large numbers of workers is
marketing. The result was a dramatic increase in agricul- costly. Yet central planning left farms that are gigantic by
tural production. Higher rural incomes followed, raising world standards. Russian farms still average 6,000
local demand for food, while the government continued hectares; in 1987 only 3 percent of U.S. farms exceeded
to subsidize food in urban areas. The boom in agriculture 840 hectares. Russia has corporatized many former collec-
helped propel growth throughout the economy. Vietnam tive farms and divided ownership shares among members,
went through a similar process in the mid-I 980s, passing but this does little to improve labor incentives. On the
from importing to exporting rice in a ver, few vears. In other hand, restitution and distribution in kind have in
both countries marker forces now mainly determine agri- some cases gone too far in the other direction, creating
cultural prices and production. man1y new owners of small holdings (often less than 2

Agricultural reform has been harder in CEE and espe- hectares) that may be too fragmented to take full advan-
cially the NIS. In contrast to China, agriculture in these tage of the limited economies of scale that do exist.
countries was both highly mechanized and heavily subsi- The second reason why reorganization needs to accom-
dized under central planning. Collective and state farms pany privatization is that farnms are poorly suited to the
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Box 3.7 The pros and cons of restitution

Most communist regimes seized large amounts of pri- arbitrary, creating uncertainty that may interfere with
vate property. Restitution of this property to precom- other privatization methods and clog the judicial sys-
munist owners or their heirs is appealing-but fraught tem. In the Czech Republic. for example, tenants in
with difficulties. The Baltic countries and most of the restituted apartments have clashed with new owners
CEE countries have taken steps to reverse earlier over rights and responsibilities. Some interested private
confiscations by paying compensation or returning parties have been afraid to purchase businesses for fear
property to former owners. Among the most aggressive of restitution claims. In Romania land often could not
efforts (besides those in the former East Germany) be returned to its former owners because it had been
have been those of Bulgaria, the former Czechoslova- converted to nonagricultural uses; the allocation of
kia, and Slovenia. All three passed laws providing for alternative plots resulted in more than 300,000 court
extensive restitution of land, housing, and enterprises, actions. Restitution of agricultural land was compli-
either in kind (if possible) or through substitute prop- cated and slowed in the Czech Republic by lack of
erty, securities, or money. Estonia, Latvia, and Lithua- proper title documentation.
nia passed laws providing for restitution of urban and Hungary's program of compensation coupons has
rural land; about 1 million people have filed claims been less disruptive but also less far-reaching. Privati-
in the three countries. Romania has aggressively pur- zation transactions have not been burdened by the
sued in-kind restitution of agricultural land, through uncertainty of potential compensation claims, and
which about 2.4 million private farms have been conflicts between competing claimants have not over-
created. Hungary is one of the few holdouts: it has burdened the courts. Compensation coupons are
opted against in-kind restitution in favor of coupons traded on the Budapest Stock Exchange and provide a
that can be used to purchase privatized property useful source of domestic capital to purchase privatized
(including land). firms. From an economic perspective Hungary's

Restitution in kind can certainly contribute to pri- approach appears sensible, although some see it as less
vate sector development, particularly in retail trade and fair, and it contributes less to privatization and private
services. However, it can be complex and sometimes sector development in the short run.

corporate form. Most corporate farms in North America. nizationl through share allotment brings little or no
for example, are family farms incorporated for tax pur- change to traditional farmls. Shareholders need a mecha-
poses, not companies with many shareholders. Seconidary nism for converting their stock into real assets such as
markets in shares of farn corporations are virtually land, farm equipmenit, and buildings. One of the few spe-
unheard of. Corporatizing, collective and state armlls cific mechaitnismTs that has been implemenred (on1 a pilot
therefore creates farnm structures with no counterpart in scale in Nizhniy Novgorod, Russia) is the internal auctioni.
marker economies and no ready mechanism for their After an initial period of share distribution, public educa-
evolution and reorganization, since share trading on1 sec- tion, and asset valtation, participants bid their shares
ondary markets is unlikely to develop. in auctions againist the farm's real assets. The farm is

The reorganization of farmholdings should conceni- theni liquidated, and the new enterprises created through
trate on establishing and documenting individual owner- the auctioni are registered. By mid-1995 sixty-eight farm
ship of land and nonland assets and on creating markets enterprises had gone through chis process. Out of five
through which owners can adjtist farmii size and capital farms in the earliest stage of the program (1993-94),
intensity. Where owners choose to farnm jointlv, they twenty collective enterprises, seventeeni family farms, and
should retain individual ownership of their parcels and six individtial businesses were created. This is a promising
not be reqtiired to transfer title to the group or eniterprise beginniing.
in common. Nonetheless, over sixty years of noniprivate Whatever mechanism of initial privatization is
farming in parts of the NIS has instilled a view that land adopted. the critical need is for freely functioning land
is not a commodity like any other, and that land markers markets. Stich markets provide flexible mechanlisnms for
should be highly constrained. This has created consider- reorganization, preventing resources from being locked
able resistance to change. into the forms created in the early stages of reform. Until

Varying share systems for farmland and other farm late 1992, for examiiple. Hungarv allowed shareholders to
assets have been adopted in much of the NIS. Btit reorga- propose a package of assets to trade for their shares and
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then to withdraw to form a new Unit. If the remaining Slovak Reptblics, and Sloveniia local governments still
shareholders did not agree. the entire farm underwent an own large amounts of retail and office space and vacant
internal auction against shares. Although a natural tension land. Hungary has managed to free Up the commllilercial
exists between the stability needed for operation and the rental market even though it has neither privatized exten-
ease of exit needed for flexible evolution, the latter is crit- sively nor raised rents to market-clearing levels. Occu-
ical in the transition environment. pants (generally with long-term lease rights at below-

amarket rents) are assured the right to sublet, provided thev
Privatizing commercial real estate, pay -20 percent of the "profit" (the difference between the
Commercial real estate was considered to have no pro- rent they charge and the rent they pay) to local authori-
ductive value under central planninlg. In market econ- ties. A large part of the market for commercial space oper-
omies, however, commercial real estate is a vast store of ates in this manner. The Baltic countries and Poland,
wealth, often larger than industrial plant and equipment. despire advances in adopting commercial management
Real estate is also a critical factor in new business entry; practices, have not transferred much commercial real
start-ups need access to premises or, equally important estate to private hands. Other NIS and Romania have
(given the poor state of many existing buildings), access to made little progress on paper or in practice, although
vacant land and permits to construct new buildings. Both some cities and regions are clearly ahead of others.
are hard to come by in many cities in transition econ- A major reason for the slow pace of privatization and
omies; the result is a severe shortage of commercial space, new private construction is the conflicting incentives of
which is blocking private sector development. local governments that control most commercial real

Reformers had have meager success in privatizing com- estate. The more progressive and honest local govern-
mercial real estate: no transition economy has vet em- ments realize that allocating this real estate efficiently can
barked on a systematic program. Wlhat progress some sptir rapid private sector grovth and increase their rev-
cotuntries and cities have achieved has come as a side effect enues. But other local governments hold on to their
of other privatization initiatives. Bulgaria, the Czech and monopoly power to allocate scarce space (often at below-
Slovak Republics, and Slovenia incltided substanitial market rents) and to develop new space, to somne extent
amoLints of commercial real estate In their restitution pro- because of the irregular income that can be derived. Own-
grams (see Box 3.7). Many countries have transferred ership is not their only source of power. Local govern-
rights to commercial real estate-but often only lease ments also provide the services that make commercial
rights-to occupants or to the highest bidders through space usable, including power, water, sanitation, and fire
small privatization programs. In both restitution0s and protection. They also regulate development. Some gov-
small privatizations new owners have had to deal with the ermnients enter into direct competition with private busi-
strong tenancy rights of current occupants. For example, nesses by developing land themselves or by setting up
one externial investor gave tip efforts ro purchase a hotel joint venttures in commercial activities, using real estate as
site in Prague in 1994 when it could not reach agreement their contributioll. The conflicts of interest among these
with the site's three tenanits. In Bulgaria owners by resri- manv public roles lead to the creation and maintenance
tution must continue to rent to (he currenlt tenanits for of artificial monopolies, complex regulations, arbitrary
three vears. These conflicts beLween former occupiers and enforcement, and high costs for new private firms. Strug-
new owners are unavoidable. The key is to establish clear gles among municipal agencies to play thee lucrative role of
rules so that transactions can procecd and markets can owvner-manager are commoniplace. Somiie districts of War-
develop. Some countries have included the real estate saw have been very progressive in making land and com-
occupied bv large state firms in enterprise privacization mercial real estate available to private investors, while oth-
programs. (Poland and Russia are notable exceptions.) ers have been slow. The difference is clearly evident in the
Furthermore, state enterprises in almost all transition distribution of commercial activity in the citv today.
economies have leased or otherwise transferred unnlieeded These deficiencies of commercial real estate markets
land and buildings when squeezed by hardening budget are a major barrier to private sector development. The
constraints or when tempted by opportunities for "spon- problems will not solve themselves, and thev invite cor-
taneous" privatization. However, because state enterprises ruptioln. Local governments must act forcefully (or be
typically hold only use rights, such transfers are often not prodded into action bv reformers at other levels of gov-
legally valid. ernment) to privatize, loosen regulatory and zoning con-

The result of these partial efforts to privatize commer- straints on new development, and open up infrastructure
cial real estate in most transition economies is a patch- and service provision to private competition. For build-
work of confused property rights and continlued wide- ings that remain in state hands, local governments should
spread public owvnership. Even in Bulgaria! the Czech and promote commercial management practices, including
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leasing with transparent rules and at market rents, and cigarettes. This underpricing encouraged waste of energy
respect for contractual obligations. National governments and much else, discouraged proper maintenance, and led
may be able to spur the reform of local governments by to high demand, long waiting lists, and a flourishing
financiallv rewarding those that make the most efficient shadow economy.
and transparent use of their assets. The other high economic cost of these housing policies

was the crushing effect on interregional labor mobility.
Privatizing housing t)t Workers had little hope of finding housing if they took a
Patterns of housing ownership differed grearly among the job in another city. Developing housing markets is an
centrally planned economies (Figure 3.1). In China anid essential adjunct to enterprise restructuring in transition
Vietnam most urban housing was and is still owned by economies, both to free firms to focus on productive
enterprises, whereas rural residents were responsible for activities and to facilitate labor mobility. This is particu-
their own housing and had informal property rights-but larly true in countries such as China, where enterprises
no formal title. In CEE private ownership of housing was own much urban housing.
never entirely eliminated, and it expanded considerably Several NIS have been at the forefront of housing pri-
during the reform initiatives of the 1970s and 1980s. vatization. Lithuania, the most successful, has reduced state
More than half the housing stock in most CEE countries ownership of housing from rvo-thirds of the total to less
(even more in rural areas) was already privately owned at than one-tenth through a combination of voucher sales and
the start of transition; local governments owned most of restitution. Estonia started more slowly, but its program
the rest. In the NIS local governmenits or enterprises picked up speed as the end-1995 deadline for using vouch-
owned most urban housing. although private hoLising was ers approached. Sevent' percent of its housing is now in
not uncomnmon, particularly in rural areas. private hands. Armenia and Moldova have been privatizing

Privatizing housing is a high priority in transition econ- rapidly, too. Most CEE countries, initially in the vanguard,
omies, for social and economnic reasons. Housing accounts have moved more slowly since 1990, in part because they
for about 30 percent of wealth in market economies. had much less public housing left to privatize-only Alba-
Transferring housing to individuals and households and nia has matched the dramatic ownership changes of the
developing housing markets to realize its value can help leading NIS privatizers (Figure 3.1). Slovenia's program of
compensate citizens for the loss of savings many have suf- low-cost sales in 1992 was instrumental in drawing foreign
fered due to hyperinflation. Because housing was relatively exchange from under the mattress (or from foreign bank
equally distributed under central planning (more so in accounts) and into the central bank's coffers. These grow-
terms of space than with regard to quality or locarion). ing foreign exchange reserves helped support the introduc-
converting tenancy rights into ownership rights is a simple tion of Slovenia's new currency, the tolar. On this score
and equitable way to privatize. Nearly all housing privati- China and Vietnam are lagging; they have done little to
zation to date has taken the form of giveaways or low-cost separate housing fiom enterprises. In China enterprises
sales to current tenants, often subject to space limits. The own and manage about 75 percent of urban housing, and
Baltic states have issued vouchers to all citizens (the this share has actually increased in recent years as local gov-
amount varying with age), one use of which is to purchase ernments have transferred housing to enterprises. It may be
their apartments. Belarus gives away a set square footage. possible in the future to swap some of these assets against

Privatization can relieve governnments and enterprises pension liabilities (see Box 4.6).
of the costly burden of subsidies, but only if responsihili- Buildinig a strong housing market requires numerous
ties for utilities and maintenance are also shifted to the reforms in addition to changing ownership. T'enant
new owners. Giving away housing and the costs associated charges for rents, utilities, and maintenance in remaining
with it actually improves the fiscal position of govern- state housing must be steadily increased. Tenancy rights
ments. Rents for public housing were extremely low inherited frorn central planning are much stronger than
under central planning, and governments and enterprises lease rights in some established market economies, and are
bore most of the costs of construction, maintenance, and de facto inheritable property rights. Moving from these to
utilities. Soviet local governments typically spent up to 1 i full ownership may have no meaning whatsoever unless
percent of their budgets maintaining the municipal hous- the previous allocation of subsidies and responsibilities is
ing stock. By 1993 this had risen to 25 percent. From altered as wvell.
1927 to 1992 the basic monthly rent charged to house- Shifting the full economic costs of housinig to house-
holds in the Soviet Union was frozen at 0.132 ruble per holds may not be possible overnight, particularly in
square meter. By the end of the Soviet era, households economies that have suffered sharp drops in GDP and
devoted just 2.4 percent of their cash income to housing employment and sharp increases in poverty. T o offtset the
(rent plus utilities)-less than they spent on liquor and short-term impact of higher rents in public housing and
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Transition economies have contrasting patterns of housing ownership.

Figure 3.1 Housing ownership in urban areas in six transition economies
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Note: 'Enterprise" includes housing owned by government agencies other than local government. as well as state enterprise housing.
Source: Official data; World Bank 1995n: World Bank data.

higher maintenance and utility costs in all housing, gov- velop efficient property tax regimes and condominiumli-

ernments might consider offering housing allowances to type laws, needed to allocate responsibility for common
those hurt most by reforms, while at the same tine raising areas of buildings. New owners will not appreciate the
cash wages to replace forgone subsidies. The critical point value of their homes without active housing markets
is that the true costs of housing-once hidden in through which to measure and realize that value. And
repressed wages, budget deficits, inflation, and undersup- these markets will not develop unless owners have clear
ply-need to be made explicit. Furrhermore, new modes and readily tradable rights to both structures and uliderly-
of finance are needed to help new private owners pay for ing land. Finally, an often overlooked issue in housing pri-
housinig as governmienits withdraw from housinig con- vatizatioin is the distributioll of owinershilp rights within
srcICtion and maintenanice. houselholds. Ensurinig that husbands and wives have equal

Local governments must also clarify property' rights rights to privatized housing is an impoirant step toward

and zoninig rules, improve real esrate registries, and de- gender equality in transition.
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Properly privatized housing opens the way to a host of must, along with freedom fiom overregulationi. New pri-
new products and services, including property insuranice, vate firms must be able to set prices for outputs, search for
teal estate brokerage. housing niainrefnance, mortgage the best prices for inputs, change product lines, hire and
finanice, and property developmenit. Thesc create new jobs firc workers. and get the foreign exchange they need if they
and make private housing markets work by spreading risk, are to adjust efficiently to changing market conditions.
supplying informationi to buyers and sellers, and provid- And they need clear and stable rules of the game that can
ing needed financinig. be enforced at reasonable cost, as well as freedom from

New firms and foreign investment crime and COrrtption (see Chapter 5).
These preconditions have generally been met in Cen-

Privatizirig state eniterprises is crucial to the long-term tral Europe and to a somewhait lesser extent in Eastern
development of transition economies. But just as impor- Europe and the Baltics, where new private firms are free
rant is promotinig the entry of nev. firms. Given the delays to opelate in response to market forces (although they
in divesting larger firms, the quickest rerturis have come remain subject to high taxes, which many evade, and have
from new private entrants. The returil to growthi of somile difficulty' getting access to premises, as disctIssed
Poland and Romania in 1993 and 1994, for example. can- above). Entreprenieurial freedonm and access to inputs
not be attributed to their formal privatization programs. are more restricted in Russia and other non-Baltic NIS,
whicih have been slow, but rather to their strong record on yet many private firms manage to thrive in previously
new entry. Owners and investors in new firms bring new repressed sectors, such as trade and services, where pent-
ideas and techniques, and they are less constrainied by Up demand is high. Entrepreneurs' biggest complainit in
established routines and personnel. Throughout history Polanid in a 1992 survey was lack of financing, whereas in
more technical progress and improvemenits in productiv- St. Petersburg and througLhout Ukraine macroeconiomic
irv have come fi-om new firnis replacing old firms-fiom uncertainry, legal instability, and in many cases crime and
creative destruction"-than from reforms in old firms. corruption trouibled entreprenLeurs most, followed by high

Most new firms in CEE and the NIS are privately owned; taxes and lack of finance.
in the planned East Asian econlomies new entralits have Although domestic firms drive growth in all market
been both private and "nonistate" in nature (see Box 3.4). econiomies, foreign investmenit also makes a highly valu-

New entrv and privatization are not entirely separable. able contribution. Foreigners bring capital. technology,
Privatized small enterprises can be almost indistlinguish- maiagemiienit expertise. and access to markets-all critical
able from new entranits, particularly wheni che privatized to enterprise restructurinig in transitioni economies. The
firm's only "asset" of any value is its access to coimmercial less tangible effects of foreign investmenlt, including the
real estate. New private firms are often built oll assets or importation of new ideas and practices both through
labor released fromii downsizing state enterprises. Indeed, improved performance and support of policy change. are

asset privatization- has proceeded much faster than particularly important in transition settings. China has
enterprise privatization in most transitioni economilies. enljoyed rapid growth and has been a leader in foreign
This helps explain, for example, why Poland's private sec- investment inflows, although much of this is thought to
ror now produces some 60 percent of GDP (up from 30 be domestic money recycled through Hong Kong, to take
percent in 1990) despite the slow official privatizarion advantage of incenltives offered only to foreign investors.
program. Econoniic reformns lead to rapid growth in legal Hungarv shares the leadership title with China in foreign
private businesses. But even where reforms are slow, infor- investLm1ent as a share of GDP (Figure 3.2).
mal shadow economiiies of private firms will emerge-with Foreign investors can make an enormous difference.
help from spontaneous privatization. The shadow econ- Consider the case of a Polish lighting company purchased
omv in Ukraine may account for as much as 40 percent of by a Dutch businessilian in 1991. The new owner in-
econ1omic output, despite rhe slow pace of economic vested heavily in technical and managerial training in suchI
reforim and privatization. Certainly, formal private sector areas as cosr accounting, comptirers. marketing, total qual-
growth is preferable to the growth of shadow econonsies, itv management, and English-laiguage training. He pro-
but either is preferable to no growth at all (see Chapter 2). vided the Polish firm with technical know-how and state-

What does the new formal private sector need to suc- of-the-art equipment thar nor only increased productiCvity
ceed and grow? Macroeconomnic stabiliyv is vital. Countries but also reduced environmentally harmful emissions. Hie
witlh large budget deficits have trouble resisting the confis- then modernized the companiy's offices and facilities. The
catorv taxaition that tends to quash an emerginlg private results were startling. In three years the struggling com-
sector, and firms find it hard to ser prices, negotiate con- pany became a profitable and internationally competitive
tracts, and estimate investnienit nee(ds in an environment of enterprise. Sales per employee almost doubled from 1991
high inflation. Price and market liberalization is another to 1994 and are expected to double again by 2000. Polish
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Some transition economies have proved much more attractive to foreign investment.

Figure 3.2 Cumulative foreign direct investment inflows

Percentage of 1994 GDP
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Note: Data are the sum of inflows during 1989-95: those for Croatia, Georgia. and Turkmenistan are unavailable. Data for 1995 are
preliminary. Countries are ranked as in Figure 1.2. Asterisks indicate economies severely affected by regional tensions between 1989 and
1995. Source: World Bank 1996b: IMF and World Bank staff estimates.

consumers are paying 25 percent less for standard lighting All foreign investors have the same concerns: political
products. Employment is stable at about 3,000, and and economic stability and openiess, laws and regulations
salaries have risen by 10 percent a year. The company's that are fairly and transparently enforced, ready access to
operations have stimulated additional private employment inputs at reasonable prices. All of these are heavily influ-
within the community, engaged in transporring finished enced by policy choices. Investors also look to the size and
goods to domestic and foreign markets. growth of domestic markets, which economic policy can
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influence, arid closeness to major international markets, The patterns of ownership immediately resulting
which it caninlot. Foreigin investimenlt in nacural resources either from a shift to "nonstate" forms of enterprises or
is dictated bv location-hence the interest of foreign from privatization are unlikely to be optimal. This is
energv companies in Kazakstan and Russia. lJnique his- particularly trLie for large firms and farms, hut it may
torical and cultural factors, such as the presence of a large also applv to smaller firms, commercial real estate, and
diaspora, are also influential: Esconia has benefited from housin1g. Initial ownership mav be too dispersed. as it
close ties with Finlanid and other Scandinavian countries, was in Lithuania's mass privatization programs, or too
and most "foreign" investmenc in China has been made entrenched in the hands of insiders, as in Russia's first-
by overseas Chinese. But strong overseas ties are not phase privatizations. Winners in the asset allocation
enough. Armenia, Poland, Russia, and Vietnam have large process mav try to construct barriers to secondarv trading
emigre communities but have attracted relatively little Ownership can end up concenitrated in entities that are
investment from them, in part because of policies or pri- either too large. like Russia's corporate farmiis, or too
vatization programs that are less than fiiendlv co foreign small, like Romania's fragmented landholdings. Owner-
investors (and in Arnienia's case. because of blockade). ship mav be vested in entities. Such as investnient funds or
The design of privatizarion programs heavily influences absentee landlords. that are unable or unwvilling to exer-
the amount of foreign involvenient in privatized firms. cise efficienit monitorinig. A critical deterniinant of the
Hungary and Estonia have both attracted foreign invest- longer-rnL sticcess of any reformii program is the extent to
nient through sales of state enterprises, whereas Russia's wlich ownership rights can evolve into niore efficient
insider privatizarion approach has kept foreign participa- forms. Programs that spur the growth of capital and asset
tion to just 2 percent of privatized equity. niarkets, SuChl as the Czech Republic's privatization pro-

Special forelgn investment regimes create enclaves that grani, have a distinct advantage. In all transition environ-
benefit the rest of the econoniy little. These niay be useful ments the evolution of ownership will also depend on
at the beginniiig of transition if they senid the message that right macroeconomic policies, which force firms not onlv
the countrv is serious about reform. But special tax breaks, to restructure internally but also to turni to capital niarkeLs
exemptions froni custoims duties, and other incentives for to raise needed finanice.
foreiggners can put doniestic investors at a disadvantage But restructuring of the econonivy goes well beyond
and cost governments niuch-needed revenue. As quickly reforn of existing enterprises. Entrv and investment bv
as possible, transition economies slhould dismantle these new firfis, both d:omestic and foreign, are at least as
enclaves and put domestic and foreign investors on an important for growth. Here the reformners in East Asia,
equal footing. The Czech Republic took this step in 1992, CEE, and the NIS can learn from each other. China is
for example, when it abolished specific foreign investment increasingly concerned with the need to reforni its state
legislation in favor of a broad commliercial code covering enterprises, which lag nonstate firms in financial perfor-
all investors. maiice and productivity growth but still consunie the

The agenda lion's share of investment resources. Reforniers in CEE
and the NIS have shown the importance of. and effective

The lessons of experience from enterprise reforni are quite methods for, iniposing financial discipline on state firms,
clear and applicable across the range of transition allowing their downsizing and exit, developing debt
economies, from the Czech Republic to China. Firnis and workout meclhanismns, and divesting housing. commercial
farms survivinig froni central planninig need major restrLc- real estate, arid assets or shares of enlterprises that the state
turing of their production and reorientation of their incen- no longer needs to own. In turn, sonic governments in
tives. Entities that face strict financial discipline and com- CEE and the NIS can learn from China about the impor-
petition and have clear owners are most likely to undertake tance for growth arid productivity of nirestricted nesw
the needed restructuring or to exit, leaving room for new entrv, the unleashing of competitive forces, and farm
and better firms. In the short run financial discipline can be restructuring. In all transition economiiies the continued
fostered through the stabilization and liberalization niea- growvth of niew nonstare sectors, as well as the continued
s ores Outlined in Chapter 2. But in the longer run decen- reform of enterprises that will stay in state hands, will
tralized-preferably private-property rights and support- depenid on the developmiient of insitution0s tchat sustain
ing institutions are needed to sustain financial discipline, to and deepen the reforms achieved to date. These include,
respond to market-oriented incentives, and to provide aniong others, reforms in legal, financial. and government
alternative forms of corporate finance and governance. institutions. These are the subject of Part Two.



People and
Transition
Jn the end wlhat matters is people. In the enid a couLtr1y's vares the ulicertaintv associated with a dramatic change of

rransition will be judged by whetler its citizenis live system. As tax revenues tfall sharplv with the decline in
better than they did before. Equity-how people shiare output, governments face fiscal pressures to spend less

the benefits and the pains of transition-is important. But and, simultaneousil, political pressures to spend more. To
how people fare during transition is not just ani equity escape this dilemma, policvmakers must restore growth
issue. Labor productiviry, critical for economic growth, through effective reforms (Chapter 2). They must also
depends on workers' knowledge, skills, motivation, and ensLire that losses early in transition are indeed transitional
healti. Therefotre relieving extreme poverty, maintaining and not transiitted from one generation to the next. By
human capital, and adapting it to the needs of a market contrast-and rhis is central to the East Asian story-
system support growth as well as social Ljustice and political where growth lias been rapid and broadly based, poverty
sustainiability. This is especially tLre in transitioni COuIn- has declined sharply. As China and Vietnam show, somlle
tries, where policvimakers may be unable to sustalin vital, transitionis can reduce poverty even in the short rull.
growth-enhancing reforms if large parts of the populationi Mobility-the freedom of individuals to seek better
feel that transition has left themil behilid options elsewhere-is the third factor. As Chapter 2

How has transition affccted living standards, and what sholwed, moving to a market s'steem involves a vast reallo-
do these changes meani for employmilenit and for redesign- cation of labor across firms, sectors, and regions. Yer the
ing income transfers? (The corresponlding questionis relat- labor markers inherited from cential planinig, at least for
ing to investmenit in skills and health are rakell up in movement between different skills, effectively sacrificed
Chapter 8.) Thle answers var' by counitry and depend on labor mobility for greater individual secuLiry'. For working
the interplay of four factors: the widening distribution of peopIl, security largely took the form of a guaranteed job
income and wealth, economic growthi or the lack of it, the or, in rural Chilia, guaranreed land. In a market system
mobility of labor, and age. employces move between employers, between types of

Greater disparity of wages, incomiie, and wealth is-up w ork, and between places-and the-y may experience
to a point-a necessary part of transition, because allov- unemployment. Income transfers (for example, unem-
ing wages to be determined bv the market creares inceni- ployment benefits) in transition coun1tries therefore need
tives for efficiency that are essential for successful reform, reform, not only to redLuce poverty and contain costs but
More-efficient workers must be rewarded for their contri- also to assist mobility'. This meanis, in particular, support-
butioni to growth. But increased inequality can raise ing the unemploy'ed and getting enterprises our of the
povert' in the short ruin, bCcause some people or (espe- business of delisvering social benefits. Otherwise labor will
cially in China and Russia) some regionis inevitably bene- remain imnmobile, raising the costs of transition by creat-
fit more thani others. But the 'losers" will not necessarily ing pockets of poverty in declining regions. and by pres-
be forced into poverty: it depends on whether rhe ecoin- suring enterprises and governments to defer necessarya
omy' is growing-the second Factor-and on whertier restructuring.
governments pCStrtICrur SOCI) safery nets ro prmvide effec- Older people have also been affected by thre fall in oLit-
rive poverry relief, put in CEE and rhe NIS. Like the rest of the population,

Negarive growthi, especially wheni as severe as that in they have experienced a fall in their average living stan-
CEE and the NIS, contributes to rising poverty and aggra- dard. Unlike the youn1g, they will reap few of the long-
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term gains of reform, and nmani have also lost savings clear patcerns emerge. As the CEE countries and the NIS
because of inflation. This poses important questions for went through a simultaneous decline in output and
pensions. There is a case for being generous to today's increase in inequalitvy povertv rose sharplv. Inequality has
elderly, and in many countries rhev have been relatively risen throughout the region: because of wage liberalization;
well protected. But the cost of pensions can create major because of increasing income earned in the private sector,
problems at a time when government rcvenles are fall- where incomes varv greatly; and because of increased indi-
ing sharply. vidual wealth. Evidence from Poland shows that, as growth

How does transition affect people's well-being? resumed, povertv rates tended to stabilize; however, it is
too early to assess how rapidly they will decline. In conrrast,

People's well-being depends on their income, on their in later reformers in the NIS (such as Belarus) output con-
wealth-possession ofa house or land, for example-and tinues to fall and povertv to rise. As Figure 4.1 shows,
on less tangible factors, such as a fair degree of securitv. It income inequality is not out of line with that in compara-
also depends on access to public goods and social services. tor market economies and therefore mav not fall signifi-
This section looks at the well-being of different groups, cantly. The key to containing and reducing povertv, there-
focusing mainly on changes in income. fore, is resumed growth. However, for some people, such as

those with outdated skills, the elderly, or children in large
Poverty, g7owth, and inequality-the uin/idingT story families, growth is not a complete solution. For such
Although many of their people have experienced material groups explicit remedial programs are needed. Even for the
and nonmaterial gains (some of which are hard to quantifv; rest of the population, growth will need to be sustained to
see below), the CEE countries and the NIS have experi- have a major impact on living standards.
enced an increase in poverty. Comparisons across countries In China the interactions between growth, inequality,
and over time are verv approximate (Box 4.1), but some and poverty produced very different results. The initial

Box 4.1 Why poverty and inequality are hard to measure

Measuring poverty is difficult because of conceptual observers to exaggerate the effects of transition, if they
problems and data deficiencies and because alldefini- are comparing the latest data with highly incomplete
tions of poverty involve social judgments. Measuring figures from prereform years. For all these reasons,
inequality involves parallel difficulties. comparisons of living standards before and after tran-

How is poverty defined? Absolute poverty is defined sition will be very approximate-at best.
by comparing personal or household income (or expen- Even where a definition of poverty has been agreed,
diture) with the cost of buying a given quantity of goods measurement is problematic because poverty has sev-
and services, relative poverty by comparing that income eral dimensions. Policymakers are interested in how
with the incomes of others, and subiective povertv by many people are poor (the head count), how far below
comparing actual income against the income earner's the poverty line their incomes fall (the poverty gap),
expectations and perceptions. There is no scientific, and for how long they are poor-in other words,
unequivocal definition of who is and is not poor. whether their poverty is transient or long run.

Measuring poverty is difficult enough even in a sta- These are not just technical issues but inescapably
ble economy with regular and continuous statistics. involve social judgments. The figures in Table 4.1,
Transition economies pose additional major measure- except those for Estonia, are based on income per
ment problems. Many data on income and consump- capita. If instead children were given a lower weight,
tion are highly questionable, not least because of seri- the poverty line for a household of five, three of whom
ous deficiencies in the conduct of household surveys are children, might be (say) three times that for a single
and because of growing informal activity, which goes person. Investigation using income per capita will find
unrecorded. Interpretation is further complicated by more poor children and fewer old people than with a
huge changes in relative prices and by the increased poverty line in which children receive a lower weight.
availability of goods that accompanies a shift to the Similarly, the choice of a household definition of
market. Improving the quality of data can itself create income assumes that older people share the resources of
problems. Just as better reporting of crimes may result younger family members and thus finds fewer poor old
in a rising measured crime rate, so efforts to improve people. The findings on poverty in this chapter should
the collection of poverty and income data may lead be interpreted with these issues in mind.
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Inequality in transition economies is rising toward market economy levels.

Figure 4.1 Gini coefficients in eight transition economies
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Note: For the NIS no reliable data exist for 1987-88 that would allow consistent comparison of income distributions over transition.
Levels for middle-income and OECD countries are simple averages. Source: Milanovic, forthcoming.

phase of rural reform led to both increasedL growtih and Howi, doe. transition increase inequa/nl-and nwhy/
reduced inequality. lifting 200 million people out of The most frequently used measure of incomefinequalityis
poverty. Bur after 1985. as reforiis centered oi tihe ifidus- the Gini coefficient, which ranges from zero (meaning
trial sector. inequality rose markedly. mainly because of that everyone has the same income) to 100 (one person
increased urban-rural disparict (see below) and the numIL- receives all the incomiie). By this measure. inequality has
ber of poor stopped falling. Rural poverty is a continuing increased in Bulgaria. the Baltic countries, and the Slavic
problem. In Vietnam strong growth, due to the combinied colintries of rhe former Soviet Unioll, to levels broadly
effects of land reform, stabilization, and liberalization, similar to those in the less-equal industrial market
helped reduce the poor from 75 to 55 percent of the pop- economieics, such as the United States (Table 4.1 and Fig-
ulation between 1984 and 1993. tire 4. 1). Russia's Gini now appears similar to the average
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Table 4.1 Inequality and poverty in selected transition economies

Gini coefficient Poverty head counta

Change from Incomeb Expenditure
Country 1993 1987488 1987-88 (19931 (19933

Central and Eastem Europe
Bulgaria 34 11 2 33
Czech Republic 27 8 0 1 1
Hungary 23 2 1 2 6
Poland 30 5 6 12 12
Slovenia 28 4 0 1 1

Newly independent statesc
Estonia 390 16d.e 2 3 d.f 21dtf

Kyrgyz Republic about 50 9-339 .. 76 57
Russia 48 14-249 .. 38 35

Change in poverty head count (percentage pointsl

1978-85 1985-93

East Asia
China 38h -24 +1'
Vietnam 34 .. -2

.. Not available.

Note: All data, and especially those for the NIS, are subject to major statistical difficulties; changes in Gini coefficients and poverty head

counts should be regarded as only indicative. Any differences in Gini coefficients between this table and Table 5 in the World Development

Indicators are due to differences in samples. time periods, definitions, or other technical assumptions.

a. Percentage of population below the poverty line. Poverty estimates for CEE and the NIS are based on a common poverty line of $120 at

1990 international prices per capita per month for CEE and the NIS. This is high for the poorer NIS, such as the Kyrgyz Republic. Estimates

for the East Asian countries use much lower, country-specific poverty lines: $18 per capita per month for China, and for Vietnam a World

Bank-determined poverty line based on a daily diet of 2,100 calories plus nonfood essentials.

b. Calculated from household survey data, adjusted upward where necessary to ensure compatibility with national income data.

c. For the NIS, no data exist that allow consistent comparison of income distributions over transition, and pretransition estimates of poverty

head counts are unreliable because of data deficiencies.

d. Data are for 1995.

e. Based on Goskomstat data for the beginning and household survey data for the end of the period (Goskomstat end-of-period data are not

available).

f. Calculated from 1993 PPP data for household size adjusted for equivalent adults.

g. The lower figure is based on Goskomstat data for both beginning and end of the period; the higher figure is based on Goskomstat data for

the beginning and household survey data for the end of the period.

h. Figure is for 1992.

i. Datum is for 1985 to 1990.

j. Based on backward extrapolation from a 1993 household survey.

Source: Dollar. Gtewwe, and Litvack, forthcoming; Milanovic. forthcoming: World Bank 1992; World Bank data.

for middle-iniconme countries, although data for Russia (as increase in the relative share of the very richest but also

for many other countries) probably do n1ot take adequate because of increasinig wage dispersion. Income dispersion

accoullt of the highest incomes. Inequality has increased betwveeri sectors in Russia has also risen. The energy,

less dramatically in somne CEE countries, to levels similar banking, and related sectors all mnade Imajor gains, with

to those in many Western European countries. the biggest losers being agricultural workers, followed by

What have these overall changes in inequalirv meant workers in culture, education, and healrh.

for people of different incomes? Hungary nmade strenu- Chilla's rise in1 inequality has largely been driven by a

ous-and costly-efforts to offset rising inequalitv and different mechaniism, one that has also been importanit
has seen little chanige in inconme shares by population in Russia, namely, differences in growth betweeni regions

quin'ile, from that ofthe poorest 20 percent ro that ofthe and (criticallv in the case of Chinla) betweeni urban and

richest (Figure 4.2). The change was greater in Slovenia rttral areas. Inicome disparities within regions and cities iln

and greater still In Bulgaria and Ukraine. Ini Russia, where China remilainl relatively low. But the southeastern coastal

inequality rose sharply, the top quintile in 1993 received area, for example, has been growing at an annual rate of

fully 20 percentage points more of toral incomiie than the over 13 percent, compared with the national average of

top quintile in 1988, mainly because of an explosive 8.5 percent; meanwlhile growth in populous central
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has reinforced its central revenue capacity with the 1994
Increasing income inequality is mostly at the tax reforms, opening up the possibility of increased trans-
upperend. fers to poor areas. But given China's outward-orienited

economic strategy, the natural advantages of the south
remain, and unofficial migration has already responded.

Figure 4.2 Changes in income by income Regional inequality, significant even before the re-
quintile in four transition economies forms, increased in Russia, with poverty rates of 70 per-

cent in the Altai territory of Russiani Central Asia btIr less
than 10 percent in Moscow, St. Petersburg, and Mur-

Percentage change inansk. In June 1995 the richest 20 percent of territories
25 (predominianitly areas rich in natural resources, plus

Moscow) received 44 percent of total income, compared
with only 5 percent for the poorest 20 percent (largely

20 - ethnic republics in the North Caucastis and the Volga

region). Regional inequality is almost inevitable in a coun-
15 Russia/ tr as large as RtIssia, but it has been exacerbated by the

economically irrational siting of industries prior to reform
10 and by constraints on mobility, which are less a matter of

legal restrictions than of deficient housing markets. Lim-
5 Slovenia / ited mobility will remaini a major source of inequality for

the foreseeable future.

How} does transitioni atn t q poverty?
-5; / The poverty estimates in Table 4.1 are based on a com-

Hungary mon poverty line for CEE and the NIS. This approach

-10 I allows comparison across countries-although results are
sensitive to a ranae of faccors such as exchangre rate fluc-

Poorest Second Middle Fourth Richest tuations-but means that fewer people will be counted as
poor in better-off countries like Slovenia than in poorer

Note: Data represent the percentage change in the share of countries like the Kyrgyxz Republic. The Visegrad coun-
each income quintile in total income from 1988 to 1993.
Source: Milanovic. forthcoming. tries, apart from Poland, experienced the smallest rise in

poverty, btit this does not mean that nobody in the Czech
Republic has become poorer-merely that few Czechs fall
below the common poverty line. Nor does it mean that
there are no poor people; there are pockets of deep
poverty in HuLngary, for example. The Balkan countries,

China has been around 6 percenc. By 1992, household except Slovenia, experienced larger increases in poverty,
expenditure by urban families in the south was 75 percent and the NIS larger still. In the Kyrgyz Republic poverty is
higher than that in the north. A similar picture has less hi,gh wheni measLired in terms of expenditure; if one
emerged in Vietnam, where the area aroulid Ho Chi uses a lower, country-specific poverty line, its poverty
Minh1 City, whose market memory helps it respond to head count is in the 30 to 45 percent range. Although all
reforms, is growing about 40 percent faster thani the these results are subject to the strong cautiolns in Box 4. 1,
national average. in the earlv transitioni poverty undoubtedly increased-in

In addition to the emergence of previotisly suppressed many countries substantially; however, as melItioned ear-
comparative advantage, trade and investment policies hier, poverty levels have tended to stabilize in countries
have overvhelniniglv favored China's coastal provinces, where growth has resumed.
and the radical decentralization of the budget has reduced In China and Vietnam the storv is very different. They
transfers from wealthier to poorer areas. The smaller are much poorer countries, and their poverty line is there-
transfers, higher foreign investment, and faster TVE de- fore much lower. Both counltries embarked on reform
velopment (Box 3.4) in the coastal provinces have all con- with large numbers of poor but experienced significant
tributed to investment rates four times higher than in reductions in poverty over the course of reform. In both,
poorer regions. In response, the Chinese government has the improvements restilted from rapid growth and a shift
moved to equalize the treatment of different regions and in policy favoring agriculture. Most people in China and
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Viietnam are farmers, who were taxed under the old sys- In Chin:a and Vietinam, both predominianitlv rural, the
tem but now benefit from price liberalization. risk ifactors are very different. Most of the poor (about 9

How deep is poverty in transition, and is it transient or percenc of the rural population in China) are concentrated
enduring? Most poverty in CEE and the NIS is shallow. in remote, resource-deficient areas, primarily in upland
In 1993 the average income of those below the common regions of interior provinces, wvhere thev typically make
poverty line fell roughly 25 to 30 percent below that level; up entire commullities. Although poor people in these
relative to country-specific poverty lines the poverty gap regions-often populated bv minorities-have land use
was smaller, perhaps 1O to 1 5 percent. Even the higher rights, the land is of such low quality that even subsistence
figure is less than the average shortfall in manyv Latin production is gene rally impossible. Furthermore, since the
American countries, relative to the same poverty line. land is sonic of Chinia's most ecologically fragile, the poor
Much poverty in CEE and the NIS is also transient: peo- are often both the perpetrators and the victims of upland
ple often move repeatedly into and out of poverty. The environmenital destruction. In the face of these problems,
same is true in rural China. provisioni of social services has stagnated in China's poor-

WX'hich groups are most likely to be poor? In CEIE and est regions. For example. about half the children of house-
the NIS the risk factors include: holds at or below the absolute povcrtv line are at least

mildlv malnourished.
* Belonging to a large or single-parent finnily. In 1993

about 60 pcrcent of families with three or more chil- AVonnonetrary gains and losses
dren were poor in Russia, and a similar proportion of Transitioni's effects on well-being go Ftar beyond those mea-
single-parent families were poor in Belarus. As else- sured by income. People now have a vastly wider array of
where, single parents are predominantly women. goods to choose fromii, especially imports and high-quality'

• Being out oj' vork. In Russia in 1993, 63 percent of consumner durables, and no longer must wait hours in line
hoLiseholds headed by an ullemiiploved person were to buy them. In Poland, for exanmple, betveen 1990 and
poor. In Hungary, with higher unemilployment bene- 1993, owinershilp of videocassette recorders rose from 5 to
fits, only 17.5 percent of such houselholds are poor. 53 percent of working households. and ownership of

* Lacking education. The effect of educationi is striking. A dLirables has risen throughout the region. Liberalizationl has
person with little formal education in Poland is nine cieated individual wealth in the form of vouchers, enterprise
thimes (and one in Romania fifty times) as likely to be shares, small busilnesses, land, and housinlg-altILougI capi-
poor as someone withi a college educatioln. ral, credit, and other markets are needed to realize their
Bein, otkt Here experience has differed. Because of value. Private land has been particularlv important tO well-
polirical pressures, goveriments have tried ro minimize being dutring transition. Survey evidence suggests that home
the decline in real pensions. In sonic couLtries, such food productioni has increased in many countries, boosting
as Poland, pensioners have been relatively protected. houselhold COnlSUmIIptioin and sometimes income as well.
Nevertheless, in most their living standards have Political reforms have brought dramatic social liberal-
declined sharply. Poverty in old age disproportionately ization in many transition economies. New laws and
affects women-in 1990 four out of five Russians over revised consti[utions granit wide-ranging civil liberties. a
80 were women. Very old people living alone are par- fact that people clearly recognize. In fourreen Europeanl
ticularly at risk. transition economies an overwhelming manjority of survey

* Lackirng aZccess to assets. In particular. access to plots of responidenlts believe that tlleir couLntry's current svstem is
land has been a critical safety net for many households, better thanl the old regime at allowing people to choose

for example in Armenia and Ukrainie. their religion, and a similarly high share perceive greater
freedom ro join organizations, to say what they rhink, and

The number of poor in a country depends also on how to choose their political affiliation. Large majorities also
many people are in each high-risk group. Although only a say that their coLintry's current system is better at allow-
modest fraction of pensioners are poor, there are maniy ing people to travel and live where they want (68 percent)
pensioniers and thus many poor pensioners. For the same and in endinig fear of unlawful arrest (59 percent).
reason, in the Kvrgyz Republic and Russia about 65 per- But drastic change, whierever it occurs, also brings stress
cent of the poor are workers, and in Polanid 60 percent. and insecurity. It is well knowin that major upheavals in
Children stand out as a groip that is both at high risk ande people's lives-even happy events such as marriage or a
large, and they constitute an increasing share of the poor new job-are stressful. The stress is muci greater wxien
in transition economies. Rising child poverty is manifest, the entire structure of societv is in flux, when attitudes and
for example. in a decline in infants' nutritional status in values are changing, and when people in great numbers
Russia betweeni 1992 and 1993. lace actuaJ or potenitial poverry and great uncertainty.
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A study of displaced U.S. steelworkers in che 1980s pie's security. Finally, there has been the stress of adapting
shows that four years after the first plant closures, many to a new culture. Women in the Kvrgyz Republic report
steelworkers-still without a new job-reported continu- thar selling home-grown produce is stressful: in their cul-
ing depression and anger and a growing sense of futility; ture a household with extra food always gave-not sold-
these problems led to alcoholism, deteriorating family rela- food to neighbors in need.
tions, and domestic violence. In many transition econ- As reforms take hold, poverty, uncertainty, and stress
omies the uncerrainty of life after central planning is asso- will decline, but in many countries neither quickly nor
ciated with an even broader range of ill effects. There is easily. Progress for most people-as the rest of this
increased familial stress as incomes fall and food prices rise. chapter discusses-will come through growth or better-
Women are especially affected (Box 4.2), working long targeted transfers.
hours in paid employnment and performing the bhilk of
domestic chores. Partlv as a result, divorce rates have risen R emselveo
(in Belarus, for example, from 35 percent of marriages in
1990 to 55 percent in 1994). Birthrates fell in all the Euro- Although people were both hired and paid wages under
pean transitioni economies, including eastern Germaniy, central plannincg, labor markets did not work anything
and birthrates and marriage rates declined in every region like those in market econonmies. In CEE and the Soviet
in Russia between 1990 and 1993. Alcoholism and illegal Linion, firms faced incentives to employ as many as possi-
drug use are also on the rise. As discussed in Chapter 8, ble, so labor shortage, rather than unemploynment, was the
health deteriorated in many of the NIS, although nor in norm. Wages bore litcle relation to individual perfor-
the Visegrad countries, and poor health is itself a source of manice: 'Work was somewhere we went, not something
stress for the families affected. Crime and corruptioni have we did." Wage strtictures were rigid and varied little from
increased, as discussed in Chapter 5. further redticing peo- top to bottom; as much as half the compensation package

Box 4.2 Women and work: Has transition helped?

Transition affects women much differently in some of women before men and open discrimination in
ways than it does men. In considering whether transi- job advertisements.
tion has increased welfare for women, the real test is Many women have dropped out of the labor force.
whether it has left them freer than before, or more con- Nevertheless, in most transition economies women
strained. So far, at least, the answer in many transition account for a disproportionate share of the unem-
countries appears to be the latter. ployed. Part of the drop in labor force participation

Under the previous regime women were expected reflects women's free choice. But much of the decline
to work fill-time, but the state provided day care and represents women being forced to stay home by more
health care. Women are no longer seen as having a burdensome domestic responsibilities or becoming dis-
social duty to work, but reform has also brought a couraged workers. Survey data for several CEE coun-
dramatic decline in affordable child care facilities tries show that the vast majority of women prefer to
and a deterioration in health care systems. In addition, work outside the home. Besides the personal satisfac-
economic hardship and uncertaintv during transition tion and social interaction it provides, work gives them
make it more difficult to feed and clothe the family- connections to the informal economy, vital for coping
responsibilities that have always fallen predominantly during transition. In some countries the social pres-
to women in these countries-although women have sures restricting women's choices have merely changed
clearly gained from having to spend less time stand- direction: previously expected to work, women are
ing in shopping lines. These changes can constrain now expected to stay at home. Russia's labor minister
women's choices in rwo ways: women who would made this clear by asking, "Why should we employ
choose to work may be forced to stay at home be- women when men are out of work? It's better that men
cause they cannot afford child care, whereas women work and women take care of children and do house-
who would choose not to work may have to because work." Policy should focus on increasing choices for
their families need the income. Moreover, women's women so that they can contribute to productivity
employment choices may be constrained by increased growth. It should also increase choices for men-for
labor market discrimination, as evidenced by layoffs example, by allowing paternity leave.
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came in the form of benefits, including housing. To move in several sectors, adjusting is less a simple choice between
toward well-funcrioning labor markets requires that peo- employment and unemployment than a matter of chang-
pie be paid at least broadly in line with efficiency. And it ing the mix of household members' activities (Box 4.3).
requires that people be free to move across types of work Transition labor markets show three broad patterns of
and, at least to some extent, geographically. How far have adjustment. In the first, that typical of the CEE countries,
wages and employment adjtisted to the requirements of a employment in the state sector declined sharply. In the
market system, and what policies can assist labor mobility leading reformers labor shedding continued through the
while offering workers some protection against falling turnaround in output, leading to a recovery of labor
wages, exploitation, and job loss? productivity (see Figure 1.6). In Poland, Hungary, and

the Czech Republic the private sector expanded strongly,
Adjusting to market forces whereas in Bulgaria and the Slovak Republic the state sec-
At the start of transition many doubted the abiliry of labor tor's decline was sharp and private sector growth weaker.
in CEE and the NIS to adjust rapidly to the enormous In almost all the CEE countries registered unemplovment
structural and macroeconomic changes. But labor has rose sharply very early. It later declined, partly because of
responded, in a variety of ways. Labor market adjtistment resumed growsth and, more important, because people
has had three elements: changing wage levels and struc- took early retirement or stopped registering as unem-
tures, changing sectoral and regional employment pat- ployed once their unemployment benefits expired. By the
terns (including increased work in the informal sector), end of 1994 registered unemployment exceeded 10 per-
and adjustment through Inemplovyment. cent in all of CEE except the Czech Republic.

WAGE ADJUSTMENNT. Wages are starting to assist Female employment has been hit particularly hard in
reform by creating incentives to work hard and acquire CEE (and many of the NIS). Women were laid off in
skills. Almost everywhere in CEE and the NIS in the early mtich larger numbers than men in the early transition,
years of transition, wages fell relative to official consumer because their tasks were considered nonessential, because
prices, often substantially. Initially there was little change inherited social legislation like generous maternity leave
in relative wages. But in CEE the distribution of wages is made women more costly to employ, and sometimes
beginning to resemble that of a market economy. Evi- because of outright discrimination see (see Box 4.2).
dence from Poland and the Czech Republic suggests an Long-tern unemploymenit (that persisting for a year or
increase in the wage premium for white-collar skills and a more) increased rapidly in CEE with transition, as did
significant increase in returns to education. In Russia, too, youth tinemployment. Geographical mismatches between
differentials based on skills have increased. In urban China jobs and workers produced large and persistent regional
wages are moving toward market patterns, with a shift differences in unemployment. All three problems derive
from basic wages plus benefits (often in kind) to wages from the inherited industrial structure, the mismatch
plus bonuses related to productivity or profitabilitv. Rela- between workers' skills and those demanded in a market
rively higher wages are also making jobs in joint ventures economy, inadequate housing markets, and inadequate
more attractive than those in Chinese state enterprises. job information. AlthotIgh wages in areas with high

Transition has affected women's wages differently unemployment have fallen relative to the average, the
across countries. In Russia areater wage dispersion has decline has been instifficient to stimulate much move-
meant that women, always disproportionately employed ment of labor. For all these reasons the pool of the unem-
in low-wage jobs, now earn even less relative to men than ployed shows little turnover. The private sector draws
before transition. In contrast, the earnings gap bet-ween most new employees directly from the state sector rather
men and women has narrowed in several countries, than from the mass of unemployed. A key conclusion for
including Poland and Slovenia. policymakers is that unemployment, by itself, has not

ADjUSTMENT THROUGH CHANGES IN E\IPLOYMENT been a major contributor to restructuring.
AND UNEMPLDYMENT. As earlier chapters have shown, the The second pattern of adjustmenit-that in Russia,
inherited distortions and the steep output decline in CEE Ukraine, and many other NIS-is very different. There
and the NIS made labor shedding from the state sector employment has so far fallen much less than output;
unavoidable. Workers face four potential outcomes: stay- instead wages have borne the burden of adjustment (Fig-
ing in the state sector, moving to the new private sector, ure 4.3). Because firms were reluctant to resort to mass
becoming unemployed (and possibly undergoing train- layoffs, workers remained formally attached to their firms,
ing), or dropping out of the labor force altogether (for receiving low or zero wages but continuing to enjoy some
example, through early retirement). Btit rhe employment enterprise benefits while working increasingly in the
story is complicated, particularly in the NIS, by the ten- informal sector. At least in their formal sector activities
dency toward informal activity. Where a household works these workers are only marginally employed. Would it
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Box 4.3 Household coping mechanisms

Households have a variery of ways of coping with the and 12 percent of total income, respectively, and more
hardships of transition. Many produce food; others than 25 percent of the incomes of recipients.
sell family possessions through personal contacts or Private transfers are most likely to go to households
at bazaars (in Hungary such sales doubled between that are poor, have experienced a debilitating event
1989 and 1995). Car owners often supplement such as illness or job loss, or are headed by the young,
their incomes by giving taxi rides. And some families the very old, or women-in short, the very households
rent out their summer homes or extra rooms in their that are the main target of safety nets. Could these pri-
apartments. vate transfers reliably substitute in part for some pub-

Households also cope by relying on private in- lic transfers?. Simulations for Russia indicate that if
come transfers. In Poland and Vietnam about rwo- public pensions were eliminated, private transfers
thirds of households either give or receive transfers would replace about 19 percent of their amount. The
(see table). The amounts can be large: in the Kyrgyz converse is also true: increasing pensions would not
Republic and Vietnam private transfers were 7 percent cause a ruble-for-ruble reduction in private support.

Private transfers in selected transition economies and the United States
(percentages of total)

Kyrgz Rep. Poland Russia Vietnam United States
11993) (1992) (1993) (1993) (19793

Households giving or receiving 21.0 65.0 36.0 68.0 30
Transfers as a share of total income 7.4 3.2 4.4 11.9 2
Transfers as a share of recipient income 41.1 7.2 20.1 27.0 6
Source: cox, Eser, and Jimnenez, forthcoming; cox, Fetzer, and Jimenez. forthcomTing; cox, Jimenez, and Jordan 1994; Cox, Jimenez, and
Okrasa 1995; Cox and Raines 1985; Gale and Scholz 1994.

speed transition in che NIS if stich workers became explic- exceeded about 15 percenit of total employmnenit. The key
itly unemployed, as in the CEE countiries? Keeping peo- to creatiig additional employmenti will be continued
pie on the payroll may reduce pressures to restructure. BtIt trade liberalizationi and other policies to enicourage labor-
if labor is immobile, as in Russia, increased unlemplov- intensive industries.
ment does little to help match workers with jobs. Thtis
the argument that the NIS should follow the CEE pattern Policy directionls
is nor entirely clear-cur. An im portant lesson of reform to date, both economiiic

In the third pattern, that of China, state sector and political, is that market forces alone cannot always
employment continued to grow until 1993, declining very drive the restructurinrg process forward. Greater market
slightly thereafter. During the first phase of urban reform, determinaitlioni of wages and employment must be sup-
in 1985-90, the state sector provided about 70 percent of ported bv policies to minimize adverse incentives,
all new jobs, but by 1993 it provided only 9 percent of improve occupational and geographical mobility, and
neW urban employment. The engine of employment protect workers, both through labor market regulation
growth is the TVEs, where employment grew ten times and throIgh1 policies to combat ulieniploymenit.
faster than in tile public sector (Figtire 4.4). But growing MINIMIZING ADVERSE INCENI IVES. As discussed in the
nonstate employment will nor be enough to ptill labor out next section, incomiie transfers have an important redis-
of the state sector. Including benefits, pay in the state tributive role. But their stricture, in terms both of bene-
sector is about 60 percent higher than in the nonstate fits and of contributions, has important implications for
sector, and because of continued migration from poor the efficient operation of labor markets. In the early tran-
(particularly rural) regions into nonstate employment, the sitionl uLieniploynient benefits were a large fraction of the
gap is tinlikely to narrow. Policymakers will therefore have recipient's previots wage (often tIp to 75 percent, and in
to find ways to deal with redundant state labor, estimated Ukraine and Belartis 100 percent), and some cotintries set
at some 20 percent of state sector employment. no rime limit on benefits. Not surprisingly, this reduced

Employment adjustment in Vietnamil has followed the incenitives co find work. By 1995 benefits in all counitries
CEE pattern, although state sector employment never were low, largely for fiscal reasons, and some countries,
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Wages have fallen further in the NIS than in CEE, but more workers have kept their jobs.

Figure 4.3 Unemployment and wages in CEE and the NIS
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Note: Data are for 1994. Unemployment is measureo by the registered unemployment rate: nominal wage data are deflated by the
country's consumer price index. Because of the ending of shortages and improvements in the quality of goods, changes in deflated wages
may not be a good index of changes in real purchasing power. The regression line is that for the regression of the wage index on countries'
rank by unemployment level. Source: Official data.

including Hungary and Poland, paid benefits at the same workers must rely on poverty relief. The resukt is a high
flat rate to all recipients. Such an approach simultaneously incidence of poverty amonig the unlemployed in countries
improves work inceintives, minimizes costs, and eases where poverty relief is patchy.
administratioll. All countries now limit the period for Incenitives on the contributions side are also impor-
whilch uncmplovimenit benefits are paid, gcncrally to a year ctint. In CEE and the NIS payroll contributions that
or less. Once their entitlenient has expired, uLelimployed finance income transfers (including unemployment bene-
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to who actually ends up paying it. But it has the great
China's TVEs have produced most of the advantage that workers immediately see a larger deduction
newjobs. on their pay slip if benefits increase; this helps reduce

pressure for higher benefits. Separately, governments also
need to spread the tax net to include new private firms:
othervise the burden on larger firms increases and, withFigure 4.4 Composition of employment increased evasion the tax base shrinks further. In all these

in China areas progress has been scant.
IMPROVING l ABOR MOBIIY. IY. Many of the ingredients

of a more mobile labor market in transitioni couLItries are
Millions of people more or less universal: well-designed unlemployment ben-
700 efits, improved job information, labor exchange services.

adeqtiate transport systems, and-even more important-

600 an active housilng market. But transition countries face a
Llunlique challenge in creating a labor market that frees

500 workers to move fiom job to job and place to place,
5lnamely, how to dismantle structires of social support that
tie workers to a single enterprise while simultaneously

400 building a new system to replace them.
Decotipling deliverv of a wide range of services from

300 - enterprises-housing and day care are partictilar prob-
lems-will be vital to allow workers to move readily. But

200 _ the pitfalls are many, and progress has varied. If divesting
of services is slow, reform is impeded; if rapid, it can lead

100 to a breakdowin in service provision. In the short run,
100 therefore, municipalities have an important role in ensur-

ing continued provision of key services, perhaps through
0 underwriting part of enterprises' cost of provision. A

1978 1986 1993 longer-term approach has three steps. First, require enter-
prises to separate their general accounts from those for

f Urban state sector social services. Second, for tax purposes allow enterprises
to offset the costs of social services against the income
rthose services generate, but not against income earned

E TVEs from the enterprises' main activities. This gives enterprises
strong incenitives to charge for services and might encour-

* Other rural age the spinoff of new service firms. Third, help families
meet those charges through higher wages (in place of non-
monetary compensation) and through targeted income

Source: China Statistical Publishing House 1995. transfers such as family allowances. Over time, service-
providing entities could become freestanding providers,
could be taken over by the municipality, or could disap-
pear. With finanice decoupled from the enterprise, the last

fits) are high, hindering new employmenit, encouraging outcome would not be a problem, at least in urban areas
workers and employers to collude in fraud, and creating with multiple providers, because provision woLild no
incentives for unlofficial employment (Chapter 7). The longer be exclusively for enterprise emplovees. Indeed,
employer contributioll can be reduced in three ways: by providers would face incentives to attract new customers.
redLicing benefits, by financinig through general tarxation Migration, anothier aspect of mobility, is an important
benefits that do not relate to any insurable risk (such as issue, particularly in Chilia where enterprises provide pen-
benefits for children), and by dividing the contribution sions and health care on the asstimption that people keep
between worker and employer (under the old system the the same job for life. Legal controls on where people can
employer paid the entire contribution, a fact regarded as live have been eased, and price reform, market develop-
one of the victories of socialism). "Sharilng" contributions ment, and high urbani demand for labor have led to enor-
between worker and employer may make little difference mous migration in search of employment. This "floating
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population," mostly single men and youn1g wonmen, makes the working poor disproportionately affects families with
up 20 to 25 percent of the population in most cities. But children, a family allowance (discussed in the next sec-
this migration remains temporary, in large part becatise tion) might be a more effective way of combining employ-
migrants are not eligible for education, health care, or menit opportunlities with poverty relief.
subsidized housing. Both restricted mobility and com- ADDRESSING UNEMPLOYMENT. Two questions are of
pletely free movement have costs: the former in lost particular relevance to CEE and the NIS regarding unem-
opportunities for beneficial migration. the latter in strains ployment. Shotild governments continue to assist enter-
on urban infrastructure, the breakdown of rural commu- prises? And what should be the role of active labor market
nities, and the risk of creating an urban underclass. Btit policies (policies aimed at improving work opportunities)?
the present sitiatioln in China is unarimbiguously bad: The speed and effectiveness of transition depend on the
mobility exists in practice, but institutionis are based on pace of restructuring in state and privatized firms. Vhere
the assumption that it does not. local unemployment is high and labor mobility severely

PROTECTING. \ORKERS THROUGH RE(GULIAl ION. GoV- constrained, a case can be made for temporary employ-
ernments have a distinct role in setting the legal and reg- mentr subsidies for firms that may survive in the long run
ulatory frameworks witlin which trade unions and firms or whose closure would devastate a region. But govern-
can operate and in ensuring that those frameworks ments should ensure that such support is phased down on
encourage their positive contributions to growth. Govern- an established schedule (Chapter 3) and that financing is
ments also need to define miainimum standards and pre- concentrated on employment. Finally, where explicit
vent exploitation and discriminarion. Successfil labor employmnenit subsidies are provided, governments should
policies are those that work in harmony wvith the market also work to increase labor mobility and give workers
and avoid providing special protection and privileges to information on job opportunities elsewhere.
some labor groups at the expense of the poorest. Active labor market policies are of three broad tvpes:

CEE and the NIS have inherited heavily unionized employment services (placement. couniseling) to 'recycle"
labor markers. Under the old regime, trade unions were in existing skills more effectivelv, training to increase human
essence part of the government apparatus (as they are still capital, and direct job creation. The Lisefulness of such poli-
in Chilia and Vietnan). Their role needs to change if thev cies durinig a general collapse in output is severely circum-
are to support a marker systenm in the ways explained in scribed, however. Except on a small scale and very selec-
World Development Report 1995. Encouraginig the benefi- tively, they are likely to be beyond the means of CEE
cial side of trade unions in transirion countries will be no countries and the NIS, even though they can be an effective
easy matter, and the precise policies needed will vary con- response to industrial decline and the corrosive effects of
siderably across countries. But there are two constants long-run unemployment. The Czech government instituted
The first is free competition in product markets, so that a package of labor market reforms in 1990-92 with three
unions cannot capture economic rents. The second is elements: a computerized job information system, redticed
ensuring that parties engaged in bargaining face the costs unemploynteir benefits, and job creation programs. The
of its outcome. In Poland, for example, legislation in the reduced unemployment benefits and the country's low ini-
early 1 990s required that workers be paid even when on tial level of unemliploymew ni made the job creation programs
strike-a clear disincentive to compromise financially feasible, and the evidence suggests that they

Another thorny issue is whether to have a minimumii helped reduce the spread of long-term tinemploymeit.
wage. This is a hotly debated questioni worldwide. BtIt However, the main driving force behind continuing low
whatever the balance of general argumenits for or against, unemipiloynienit in the Czech Republic has not been specific
a minimum wage could be particularly problematic for labor policies but strong private sector growth.
transition economies. Limited government capacity,
aggravaitedbh tendncy. L om vard unde clar ploy- Reforming income transfers: What redistributiveaggravated by the tendencv toward unideclared emplov-

a ' l rr ' l r . aS ~~~~role for the state?ment, makes it very difficult to enforce. Moreover, the
difference berween subsistence and the average wage is In all middle- and high-income countries the state has an
much smaller than in rich countries, creating a tension important role in organizing income transfers. These have
between a minimum wage high enough to avert poverty several purposes: to redistribute income, to maintain polit-
btit low enough not to reduce employment. In Russia. ical stability, to promote efficient labor markets, and to in-
where the minimum wage is the basis of the entire public stire against important risks where private markets cannot.
sector wage structure, the government, to reduce infla- The specific objectives of income transfers include
rionarv pressures. has exerted downward pressure on the insurance. protecting people against risks such as unem-
minilmum wage, As a result it no longer protects the ployment; in-omne smoothiing, allowing people to protect
lowest-paid workers. To the extent that poverty among their living standards in old age bv redistributing income
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from their younger years; and poverty relief ensuring at The niuilitude of pensioners can create a vicious circle in
least a minimum standard of living. The changes in labor whiich high penision spendinig (16 percent of GDP in Poland
markets that transition brings require a fundamental in 1994) leads to high payroll contributiolIs, to incentives
reform in the old system of income transfers: a widening not to declare employment, and thus to still higher contri-
wage and income distribution meanis that transfers must butioni rates (Box 4.4). Yet pensions in most countries
be targeted in ways that take more account of differences remilaini low becatise there are so manv pensioniers. The com-
in circumstanices: the loss of job security makes develop- bined effeCts of unemployment, widespread informal activ-
ing unemplovmenit benefits Urgent and. means that trans- iry, low pensioniable age. and, in some countries, lack of rural
fers can no longer be administered bv enterprises. Both coverage have led to low ratios of contributors to pensioners
these changes call for strengthening the administration of (Table 4.2). Poland, for example. has 4.6 people of work-
income transfers. ing age for each person aged sixty or inore, but only 1.9 of

thelml contribute. Bulgaria has little more than one contribu-
Inherited tranPfrr sy(stens tor per pensioner. Medium-term projections in many coun-
Iniherited systems of income transfers in transition econ- tries show that present arrangements are llOt sustainable.
omies differ greatly but share sonie comimilonI tendencies: Breaking this viciotis circle is one of social policy's
support is poorly targeted. mucIh administration' is devolved main challenges. So far there has been much debate but
to enterprises, and some rtiral populations are neglected. little change in policy (the Czech Republic and Latvia are

CEE AND (HI NIS. Although relatively well adapted among the few exceptions). In fact, the average age at
to the old regime, the system of incomile transfers in these which a pensioni is first paid has declined in most coun-
couintries failed in important ways to accord with the tries. Making the political economy of pension reform
needs of a market economy. It discributed roughly' eqtial more difficult is the facc thar employers pay the bulk of
benefits to all in the urbani population rather thanl focus- pension contributiolIs, whereas pensioniers as a group have
ing them on the poor. In niost couiitries poverty reliefwas the power to swinig elections.
rudinieiitarv, and because officially unlemploymenit did CHINA. Social protection in Chilia differs from that inI
not exist, neithier did cinemilplovuiienit benefits. Eiiterprises GEE anid the NIS' in several important ways: the country's
had a major role in benefit adiiiiiiistratioii (for example. population is still younig (althougIh the average age will
pay'ing contribcItions en bloc for their workers, with the rise rapidly over the next thirtv years). its Lirban system of
restilt that governments have no incdividual records), and social protection is a series of enterprise-based islands
no distinction existed between risk-related benefits (sucIh rathier than a unified system. and it has a large rLiral pop-
as unemployiiienit benefits) and others (for exaniple, fam- ulation (80 percent of the total population) with very
ilv allowances). A single social insiranice contribution limited social protection.
financed the whole gamcit. Administrative capabilities. The cliban systeni of income transfers (labor iiisurance)
moreover, were liiiiited. Peiisioiis, for exaiiiple, were paid faces maiiy problems parallel to those of the CEE coun-
in cash througil the postal system. tries and the NIS. Pensionable age. for exaniple, is low

There has been some progress. All the CEE countries aiid the social insurance system excessively fragniented.
and the NIS now have workitig systems of unemployment Workers in government agenicies aiid state eiiterprises
beiiefits. and maiiy have established a broadly based, eiijoy comprehensive benefits, while a parallel. less gener-
income-tested benefit of last resort, usually at low levels. oLIs sysieni serves employees in collective enterprises. By
Beiiefits, iieveitheless, reniain badly targeted. In RcIssia in contrast wviti CEE and the NIS, Chiiiese enterprises have
1992 onlv about 19 percent of traiisfers served to reduce been respoiisible for administering an7ld financing benefits.
poverty directly. compared with an average of 35 percent This arrangenient ties workers-and pensioners-even
in the OECD countries and 50 percent in Australia. mt(re closely to the enterprise and slows enterprise reform.

High spendiiig oii benefits. particularly pensionis. has Furthermore, the geiierosiry of beiiefits depends oii the
been a central issue. The core of the probleni is that peii- enterprise's finanicial capacity and on its age (iiewer en-
sioners are numerous. Pensioiiable age in CEE aiid the terprises have fewer pensioners). Some inconie pooling
NIS is generally five years lower hall iiin the West, and betweeii enterprises has been introduced at the municipal
large groups sucIh as iiiiners aiid teachers were able ro level, bur this is only' a partial solutioll.
retire even earlier. As a result, the tvpical woman pen- China's rciral labor foice remaiis outside the system of
sioner in the Czech Republic eii joys five niore years of labor insurance, creating two sets of problems. First, niore
retirement than her Aiiiericani couLiterpart, and seveii than 100 million people workinig in rural industry have
years more than her( German coLincerpart. For meii the only patchy access to health care and no pensioi riights
difference is closer to one year. The comparison For Hunl- uLIless they buy themii privarely. The huge rural population
gary, Poland, and Russia is broadly' similar. has relied on the extended family for old age support and
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Box 4.4 Reforming income transfers in Hungary and Latvia

Hungary illustrates the potential vicious circle in be reduced by abolishing favorable treatment for
financing income transfers. In 1992 about 90 percent special groups and by paying lower benefits to people
of households received some sort of transfer, and trans- who retire earlier and higher benefits to people
fers made up over 40 percent of household income. who defer retirement and continue to contribute. It is
The problem arises in part because pensionable age is estimated that, if the reforms are successfully followed
low and because registered employment fell by 20 per- through, the savings by 2000 will equal roughly a
cent between 1990 and 1995. High social spending quarter of expected contributions. Those savings will
may have helped prevent change in the income distri- be channeled to a second, funded system in which
bution (Figure 4.2), but it led to high contribution the contributions will be held in reserve or invested
rates. These, coupled with limited enforcement capac- by private managers. In essence, Latvia's older and
ity, increase incentives for evasion and informalization, younger generations have made a deal. Pensioners
thus reducing the number of contributors. Despite have agreed not to press for larger benefits, and work-
high spending, benefits are often inadequate, and addi- ers have accepted the burden of higher contribu-
tional, undeclared earning is becoming the norm. tions in the hope of greater security for themselves in
Reform is politically contentious, but the potential old age.
payoff to reduced informalization is huge: if 100,000 If successfully followed through, the reforms will
workers (about 1.9 percent of the labor force in 1990) bring major benefits. They will reduce public pension
moved from registered unemployment to registered spending. They will do away with arguments about the
employment, the fiscal balance would improve by age of retirement, because workers can choose when to
about 0.5 percent of GDP. retire. And because pensions bear a direct relation to

Latvia has introduced major reform intended to contributions, they will encourage people to come out
break the vicious circle. State pension spending is to of the informal economy.

poverty relief, but with a trend to smaller families and
increasing labor mobility, these ties are weakening. The 30 Table 4.2 Population structure and
million to 40 million absolute rural poor are on the mar- contributors per pensioner in selected
gin of subsistence. Many would face starvation were it not transition economies
for China's highly effective grain relief system. which pro- Persons of

vides them with just enouglh grain to live on. It is essential workdng age per Contributors per
that this system survive transition. Beyond this, sustained Couwtry person over 60 pensioner
economic growth should continiue to aid poverty reduc- Central and Eastem
tion. And because the poor make up a relativelv small Europe

Albania 7.9 1.0share of the rural popLilation, the governmienit should be Bulgaria 2.9 1.2
able to target relief to the vert poorest communlities. Czech Republic 3.5 2.0

The second set of problems relates to a blurring of the Hungary 3.2 1.5
distinction between urban and rural workers and the Poland 4.6 1.9
emergence of a growing migrant rural labor force. The Romania 3.6 2.0
social insurance system, still based On the assumption of Newly independent states
low labor mobility, has vet to recognize that workers move Russia 2.9 1.9

b Kyrgyz Republic ~~~~5.0 2.6betwveen types of employment and between locations. One KyrT z Repubiic 66 36
quarter of rural workers are now wage earners, yet still lack Uzbekistan 6.3 3.0
the labor insurance coverage of their uLban counterparts. Memorandum:
Likewise the growing "floating population" of migrant OEoD average, 1990 3.6 2.6
workers remains largelv without coverage. Although most, , ' , 0 Note: Data are for 1993.
migrants do well, some do not, and thev may represent the Source: World Bank Social Challenges of Transition data base:

first of an emerging group of poor in areas that have not World Bank 1995k.

traditionally had large poor populations.
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Policy directions treatmnent? In mucIh of CEE and the NIS inflation
Broadly, social safety nets can take two forms: transfers, destroyed the financial savings of the elderly. Unlike the
whether in cash or in kind; and proglrams that give people youLng, they will not have the opportunity to recoup their
earning opportunities. There is a stroig presumption that, losses in the market economily. A case can therefore be
where transfers are paid, they should be in cash wherever made on equity grouLnds for special treatmenit. In part this
possible: cash payments leave buyinig decisions to the has already happened: many people have been allowed to
recipient. they are more transparent in budgeting, and retire early, and pensionets in many countries have held
they do not interfere with market prices. In some circum- their grouLnd relative to wage earners. Another possibility
stances, however, benefits in kind have advantages: they is to favor the elderly in distributing such assets as shares,
usually maintain their value during inflatioii, and in spe- vouchers, and housing. Wealth can empower the older
cific cases-some of xvhich ate discussed below-they generationl: an elderly pensioner who owvns her house can
may be well targeted. Transition economilies have very dif- leave it to her childreni, trade it for regular income trans-
ferent incomes, administrative capacities. family struc- fers from her childiren, or use her house as security for a
tutes, and social priorities. Some have much larger infor- loan or an annuity.
mal sectors thani others, and some remain substantially However, the inherited pension systems in CEE and
rural. Their systems of incoime transfers wvill therefore dif- the NIS need major reform. Benefit spending, like public
fer widely. spending generally, must be made compatible with a

PRIV'ATE INSURANCE. Many people are poor only for smaller public sector, to create roomii for private sector-led
particular periods in their lives-for exalimple, wvhile grxwvth. In manly colintries spending on pensions has to be
unemployed. Should the state leave coverage of such risks cur, either by reducing individual benefits or by reducing
to private insurance? The answer, as disctissed in Chapter the numiber of pensioners-for instance, by raising pen-
7, is usually' no. Private insuranice deals badly, if at all, sionable age aid scemning, abuse of disability pensions. In
with certain risks, including uncmploy'ment. It may be aii the short rull povertL relief should take precedenice over
option for sonie risks (such as health-related absence from other objectives: in some countries rhis may mean paying
work) and for some people (the urbani middle class). But flat-rate benefits. This cuts spending but mav create dis-
evenl in the West, where che instituItionial framework is conitenit. As always. policymakers have ro strike a balance
stronger, private insuranice is no more thani a supplemien- betweeni what they' caninot afford to do-and what they
tal source of income support. calillot afford not to do.

SOCiIAL INSURANCE. Social insurance benefits are paid In the medium term, as fiscal and administrative con-
on the basis of a worker's contributions (usually a fraction straints start to relax, the system can evolve toward one
of his or her wages) and on the occurrenice of a specified that mote explicitly relates contributionls to benefits. This
even, such as becoming unlemployed or reaching a given will strengthen incentives to contribute-indeed, to the
age. Becatise participation is compLIlsory, social insuranice extent that it reduces perceptions that the contributions
can protect against risks that the private market cannot are a tax, it may' also improve the incenitive to work in the
cover and can redistribtite from rich to poor. AlthougIh all formial sector. Special arrangemilents for the current elderly
the CEE countries and the NIS have well-established sys- should not be carried over to the younger generation, who
tems that would be politically difficuilt to withdraw, social have rime to build rIp pensioI enltitlemllenlts anld other
insurance may' not be the way forward for all counitries. forms of wealth. Political difficulties notwithstaniding,
Whether it is depends on the answers to several questionis. gradually raising the retirement age is inescapable, and this
Are the causes of income loss relatively clear-cut and in has started in a numliber of countries. Reform of state pen-
principle insurable? Is administrative capacity adequate? siois should be accompaniied by development of a coi-
Can income be accurately measured for purposes of cal- plementary system of private pensions (discussed below).
culatinig contributions? And is it possible to cenforce coI1- In Chinla there is broad agreement that a uLnified sys-
tributions and calculate benefits? In coLintries such as the tem, including rules for adjusting benefits for inflation,
Czech Republic, Hungary. and Polanid the answer to these should cover all urbani enterprises, state and private. For
questionis is yes. In some of the NIS, particularlY the the same reasons as in CEE and the NIS, benefit admin-
poorer Central Asian economilies, it is probably' no. istration and delivery should be shifted away from enter-
Because mticL employ'meit is inforimal, enforcing con- prises, and the retirement age should be raised. Contribu-
tributionis is virtually impossible. and loxv adminlistra- Lions by employers and the different levels of government
tive capacity makes enforcement problematic even in the should be clearly delineated and, for the same reasons as
formal sector. elsewhere, worker contributions introduced.

Pensions pose special and difficult problems. Should Countries will need additional ways to relieve poverty,
members of the current older generation receive special but that requires first identifting who is poor. There are
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three broad ways to do so: by measurinag incomiie (that is,
by usinig an income test); bv using an indicator of poverty, Box 4.5 Innovative pension delivery in
sucIh as age or illncss; or by devising programs witli incen- South Afrca
tive properries that induce only poor people to participate.

INt(O)ME-TESTED SOCIAL ASSISTANLI. Assistance to Each month on pension day in Kangwane, a former
individuals or families with incomes below a specified black homeland in South Africa, a thin line of
level is appropriate for the lifetime poor aid where con- grandparents walk across the rural wilderness
tributions cannot be calculated or enforced. But broadlv clutching banknotes dispensed by some of the most
based, incomiie-tested social assistance presents several sophisticated cash machines in the world. The cash
problems: it creates important disincenltives against work, machines arrive mounted on unmarked trucks and
the necessary tax rates are uLIsustainable for poor coun- escorted by armed guards. Under makeshift awn-
tries, determining eligibility is admicnistratively demand- ings, each pensioner swipes a plastic card through
ing and costly even in wealthier coLintries, and income the machine, then rolls a finger across a tiny scan-
testing can be stigmatizing and intruIsivc and thus politi- ner that checks the fingerprint against a digital tem-
cally contentiotIs. These problems are serious for many plate and then dispenses the monthly pension. The
transition economies, especially where poverty is transient service niow pays pensions to about 400,000 South
and often shallow, so that many people move into and out African senior citizens.
of poverty. The system works well in both social and admin-

One alternative is to organize poverty relief locally aid istrative terms. It empowers the elderly, usually
allow local officials some discretion in admitnistering it. women, and it can be a good way, through a grand-
Uzbekistan has introduced a scheme of this sort. Thle mother's discretion, of offering family support. And
smaller the locality, the better the information on appli- when a person dies and is therefore unable to collect
cants, which assists targeting. Localities can be giveni a the pension, payments cease automatically.
fixed budget, so that spending can be controlled. Discre-
tion, however, is administratively demanding at both the
central and the local level. A mechanism is needed to unemilploymenit benefits only if they perform eighty hours
ensure that the neediest localities receive greater resources of public service a month. Such "workfare" has advan-
than less needy ones. T'his requires both the technical tages: the only people who participate are those for whiom
capacity to make informed decisions and the ability to it is genuinely the least-bad option. and it may allow
avoid discrimination and corruptiol. recipients to preserve their dignity by working. Broader

TARGEFFI RF.IJIEI USING POVLRTh INt)ICATORS. It is benefits mav accrue where the work creates useful infra-
sometimes possible to identify the poor through an idi- structure such as roads. But the approach is hard to imple-
cator of poverty that is easier to measure thani incollme. ment, and it may face political opposition.
With seriices such as child care being withdrawn, famirly CONCLUSI(ON. The experience even of the advanced
allowances are likely to be particularlv well targeted in the reformers highlights the difficulties of targeting poverty
Europeall transitioni economies. AX incolime test for all relief effectively and shows the importance of devising
ftamilies with childreni is admdiistratively costly, and the simple eligibility criteria, of devolving initiatives to the
larger the informal sector, the less accurate it would be. communLity level, and of engaging a wide range of inter-
Family allowances-a fixed amouLnt per child per ested parties, including disadvanitaged grotips and com-
month-are paid without income tests throughout West- muniry leaders in partnership. In this context nongovern-
ern Europe and in several Latin Americani countries. menital organizations (NGOs) can have a valuable role, for
Other uses of indicator targetiig includc help for preg- exaimiple by providing shelter for the homeless. To encour-
nant women and infanlts through nutritioni programs and age these activities, howevel, governimlents must first make
medical checkups. and for schoolchildieni through fiee them explicitly legal whIere they are not alread'. and pos-
meals and health checks. Old age, particularly in single- sibly provide them witlh tax advantages or some explicit
person households, is another good indicator of poverty funding. NGOs can often relieve poverty and provide ser-
and is administratively relativelys lidemianidifg (Box 4.5). vices more efficiently than state institutionis, as well as

SELF-TARG(ETED POVE RTY RELIFF. Soni1e countries try encourage local participation and generally promote the
to subsidize goods consumed mainlv bv the poor. But developmienit ofcixil society.
such commodities are few, and the list of subsidized com-
modities can be 'hijacked" by the middle class. Another Pens'ion refimm-and th' roie o0/private, schemes

approach is to offer subsistenice cash paymenits in returni State pensions, as discussed earlier. require fundamental
for work. In Estonia able-bodied people are eligible for reforimi in every transition couLntry. Manv of the less
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advanced reformers sbould probably focus solely on get- tbis might in some cases be speeded by endowing pension
ting their state systems in order. But some transition finds with privatized assets (Box 4.6).
economies are developing private pensions or considering POI.IcY OPTIONS Eventually, tranSitiOn governments
their introduction. Most state pensions operate on a pay- are likely to settle on a pension svstem that combines three
as-you-go basis (current pensions are paid out of current elements: a state component, normally pay-as-you-go;
contributions). whereas most private schemiles (whethier a ftinded component, normally privace; and, where the
compulsory or voluntary) are funded by the savings peo- funded component is compulsory, a third component
ple accumulate dLiring their working lives. Some elemenits consisting of funded schemes to which individuals can
are essential to any pension reform. Beyond these, policy- make voluntary additional contributions. Within this
makers in each country face a range of options. These. framework, every country will have some strategic choices
however, will be subject to the interplay berween choice to make about the relative size of the three components
and initial circumstances highlighted in Chapter 1. and the design of each.

ESSENTIAL COMPONENTS OF RFPORM1. The first and How large and how redistributive should the state
central element of pension reform in transition economies pensioni be? Poor countries cannot afford to spend much on
is ensuring that puiblic pensioni spendinig is compatible pensions. The cheapest way to maximize poverty relief in
with economic growth. Problems with public spendin-g such cases is througil flat-rate pensions. As fiscal constraints
must be addressed directly; private pensions are no solu- relax, other policy options become possible, including a
tion to excessive state spendinig, especially when the pub- higher flat-rate pension (as in the Netherlands) or a pension
lic schemes are as overextended as they are in most transi- that is at least partly related to previous contributions (as in
i-ion coutllries. Second, any pension reform needs to be the United Kingdom and the United States).
financed in some way. Adding a funded scheme to an How should private, funded pensions be organized:
existing scheme requires building up capital to pay future througIl individual accounts (as in Argentina and Chile),
pensions while continuing to pay current pensionis. This or shoLIld ir also be possible for employers to organize
is rather like asking people to pay mortgages on two schemes, as in many European countries? The choice
houses-their own and their parents'-at the same time. depends in part on how broadly policymakers want risks
If the parents' home is small and the children's income ris- to be shared. As a separate issue, how and how far should
ing (as in Chile and China), the added payment is not a pensioners be protected against loss and high inflation-
major problem. But if the parents' home is large-and particularly salient risks in an economy undergoing major
mortgaged to the hilt-and the childreni's income low or reform? The state might underwrite at least some of the
shrinking (as in CEE and the NIS), the parents' home will inflation risk-pensioners should not face substantially
have to be financed in some other way. Alternative ways more risk than wage earners, and the collapse of private
of funding pensions include taxation, asset sales, or bor- pension schemes during the infancy of a market economy
rowing. Introducing private pensions therefore needs to could undermine the political consensus underpinning
be part of a strategy that also embraces public pension economic reform.
spending (see the discussioll of Latvia in Box 4.4). Indeed, Should membership be compulsory? Pay-as-you-go
as noted above, controlling public pension spending schemes are so by their nature. Some experts argue for
ought to be the driving priority for many less advanced small public pensions and compulsory membership in pri-
reformers for the time being, since they are still some way vare schemes. But requiring membership raises tricky
from acquiring either the economic or the institutional issues. The Czech Republic has an above-subsistence pub-
basis for more ambitious, long-term reforms. lic pension and is bringing spending tinder control, in

A third essential element is regulation and enforcement part through funded schemes, with tax advantages to
to protect contributors and pensioners; this in turn encourage contributions. But the Czechs did not consider
requires effective government. In many transition it politically feasible to take the further step of mandating
economies the necessary financial market regulation, contributiolIs to the new private schemes. Many other
including agreed and enforced accounting standards, is transition colintries will also find this difficult, given that
nor yet in place. Putting it in place is a large task, but an inflation has so recently all but wiped out private savings.
essential first step in building private pensions. Especially PFNSION PACKA(GES. How shiould transition countries
where there are large peisioni funds, government also chioose wlich mix of pension schemnes is right for then? A
must be barred from trying to politicize the allocation of typical system in Europe and North America has a state
investment. Finally, funded pensions need time to pay-as-you-go pension covering more than subsistence,
mature; it takes up to forty years for workers to accumu- complemented by a variety of regulated, privately managed,
late enough to support themiiselves in old age, although funded pensions. Where these are compulsory, individuals
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Box 4.6 Can state property be used to fund pensions?

Governments enter transition with large obligations- the housing to pay the pensions. On the death of the
but also with considerable property. In market eco- pensioners the housing would be auctioned.
nomies the total value of wealth is roughly four times Although attractive in principle, these schemes are
GDP: land, housing, and other structures (including not easy to implement. The first problem is that not all
commercial buildings) are each about equal to GDP; state wealth is controlled by central governments. Sub-
equipment, inventories, consumer durables, and live- national or municipal governments control much com-
stock make up the remainder. Can transition govern- mercial real estate. Tenants often have strong presump-
ments use some of this wealth to fund obligations such tive rights to their homes, even if they are owned by
as pensions? government or state enterprises. A second problem is

Experience elsewhere suggests that it is possible. In that funded pension schemes require regulatory over-
Bolivia government shares in majority privatized com- sight, liquid asset markets, and a pool of independent
panies will be placed in privately managed pension professional managers, and all take time to develop.
funds. In theory governments in transition economies But the alternatives are not necessarily easier. Govern-
could do the same. And enterprise shares are not the ments could instead sell the property for revenue, but
only asset they could use. Bonds placed on the books this is difficult if buyers with capital are scarce (see
of some enterprises (with the government as benefi- Chapter 3). Governments may sell property quickly
ciary) are another available asset. Bonds have a steady and cheaply, hoping to collect property or capital gains
payback. are more secure than equity shares, and may taxes from the new owners; in practice, however, tax
subject firms to creditor monitoring. Real estate could administration also takes time to develop, particularly
also be used to fund pensions. For example, some Chi- for these complex taxes. Given the difficulties of any
nese enterprises unable to pay pensions have consid- course of action, using state assets to fund pensions
ered transferring the housing they own to a property may be worth considering, but any scheme requires
management subsidiary, which could borrow against careful attention to both design and implementation.

may also make voluntary additional contributions to iilg Asian economics gave prioritv to economiiic growth and
funded schemes. The tihree components address differenit therefore adopted more individualistic systems that encour-
purposes: the stare scheme is concerned mainilv with aged high saving. Some transition economies face tighter
poverry relief and (often imperfectly) xvith redistributioln. constraints-economic, political, and social-than these
the second tier helps people redistribute their income across coLintries, which have long-established market systems, rel-
their lifetimes, and the third allows for differcnces in ndi- ativelv sophisticated banking systems and capital markets,
vidual preferences. This approach accords a significant role and relatively stable prices (and Chile introduced its reform
to social solidarity and shares risks fairly broadly, but it can ait a time of budgerary surplus). Moreover, government
come under severe finanicial pressure from the twin threat capacity in those countries is high. Social constraints also
of a slowly growing economy and a rapidly aging popula- differ. The extended family is still importanit in the high-
tion. An alternative approach. tised in Chile and Slingapore, performing Asian economies, and strong family support
has a smaller public component. In Chile the state pension strcrutires also exist in the Cenrral Asian republics; they are
is a minimum guarantce for private pensions; people whose weaker in CEE and the other NIS. In the Kyrgyz Republic.
benefits are above the minimum receive no stare pension. Lor examilple. elderly ethnic Russians are wvorse off than
For most, pensions are provided by one or more fuiided, elderly Kyrg)z, for whoni the extended family support net-
regLilated. individual schemes. Individuals can make volun- work still exists. Most of these constraints, and others else-
tan, additional contributions. Thlis approach does nor redis- whiere in the economy, can be overcome through consistent
tribute from rich to poor or between generations othel than reform-indeed, that is one of the major purposes of
through the minimilumil pension guarantee. Recent reforms reform. But they cannot be ignored in the short rtin.
il Latin America (Argenitiia, Colombia, and Peru) adopt
something of a middle ground between the European- The agenda
North American and the Chileani approaches. Somcv widening, of the gap betweenl rich and poor is an

The precise choice depends on a couLtr-y's objectives inescapable part of transitioni. Especially where rising
and its constraints. Chile and several of the high-performi- inequality has also involved rising poverty, goverinments
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have come under pressure to narrow the gap once again. nize the true extent to wlichi large numbers of people are
Over the long haul the only way to reduce poverty is to suffering from poverty, insecurity, or both. Policvmakers
foster economic growth, largely by pursuinig the pro- have to find a meeting ground between fiscal pressures
market policies--including lower public spending- and political and social imperatives. People left behind
described in Chapter 2. Tackling chronic labor immobil- even after growth rebounds and labor markets become
ity would encourage growth and reduce poverty at the more flexible should be able to count on continued gov-
same time. But freeing workers to respond to marker sig- eminent support, including well-targeted social benefits.
nals will be tougher thani freeing the markets themselves. The elderlv in transition countries stand much less chanice
It will involve not merely market-determinled wages, but of recovering their losses, and this generation presents a
governments taking on the other hinidranices that keep strong case for special treatment. But runaway spending
workers froni freely changing jobs-in particular, the cou- on pensionis in transition countries cannot be allowed to
pling of social benefits to enterprises and the lack of a continue. Governmenits can address the problem now, by
functioning housing market. Growth and greater mobility raising the age at which the next generations can retire,
would help most of the present losers from reforimi to and over the long term, by building a pensioni system that
make Up their recent losses. However, policy must recog- can sustainably support the many generations to come.



PART Two

The Challenge of
Consoli aton

LIBERALIZATION, STABILIZATION, PRIVATIZATION,

and poverty relief are intrinsic to transition. But they are not

enough to create vibrant market economies. Building on the

early gains of transition will require major consolidating

reforms, to develop strong market-supporting institutions, a

skilled and adaptable work force, and full integration into the

global economy.

The many institutions that support market exchange and

shape ownership in advanced market economies-both con-

crete organizations and abstract rules of the game-largely dis-

appeared under central planning. As Part One showed, even in

this weak institutional setting, favorable policy reforms have

been able to spur economic growth. But a growing body of evi-

dence on market economies suggests that, for the longer term,

if transition economies are to join the ranks of the advanced

market economies, they will need not just good economic poli-

cies but strong and accountable institutions to support and

implement them.



Which institutions are most critical? First are good laws and effective

means for their enforcement (Chapter 5). These establish and apply the rules of

the game, lower transaction costs, increase commercial certainty, create incen-

tives for efficiency, and control crime and corruption so that businesses can

focus on productive activities. Second are strong financial institutions (Chapter

6), to encourage saving and channel it to its most productive uses. Financial

institutions also play an important role in corporate governance, complement-

ing that of enterprise owners, by imposing financial discipline and overseeing

the activities of borrowers. A third essential institution is government (Chapter

7), but the all-powerful, all-encompassing governments of the planning era

need to be completely reoriented toward a smaller, more selective set of activi-

ties that support and complement, rather than stifle, private enterprise.

Institutions do not develop in a vacuum. Reformers' top-down efforts

to develop strong legal and financial institutions and to change government

behavior must be complemented by bottom-tip demand for such reform.

This demand will not spring up overnight, and it will often require deep

changes in incentives, attitudes, and experience. But it will emerge faster if

policymakers are vigilant in pursuing macroeconomic stability, open markets,

and private sector development.

An extensive body of research shows the importance of human capital for

the sustained growth and adaptation of market economies. Many countries

enter transition with a strong human capital base, and their rising returns to

education already show the importance of skills in the new economy. Never-

theless, thorough reform of education and health systems is needed, both to pre-

serve past achievements and to adapt to the needs of the market (Chapter 8).

Finally, openness to trade and foreign investment has proved an equally

robust predictor of strong economic performance across countries. Indeed, both

have already had a large positive impact in transition economies. Deeper inte-

gration into the institutions of the global economy carries obligations as well as

rights, and these can help integration serve a broader purpose: that of locking

in reforms against the emergence of pressure groups (Chapter 9).



Legal Institutions "-- -

and the Rule of Law
U nder central planning, law was first and foremost do not take local legal culture into account, they may be
an instrumenit of state control. Law in market inappropriate or may not take root. An intermediate

' economies is funidamen[tally different: it defines approach-borrowing, ideas from best-practice models
the rtiles of the game and gives individuals the rights and abroad, thell adapting themil through indigenous legal
tools to enforce them. Whrere the tiule of law is in force, drafting and political debate-usitally works best.
laws are applied fairly, transparently, and evenhandedly to Many countries have good laws that are ignored, but
all; individuals can assert and defend their rights: and the the centially planied economies brougtir this dichotomy
state's powers are defined anild limited hy law. IPeople in bet-ween law and its application to an extretne. Many laws
coitntries with a well-established rule of law rarely stop to were PItt Onl the books-such as constitutional provisions
wonder where it comes froni. BLit transitioll econolilies g-uaranteeing basic freedoms-that were never meanlt to
need to start over, to replace arbitratw rtile by powerful be applied in practice. ITransicion economies thus need to
individuals or instItiolIs with a rtIle ot' law that inspires develop effective SUpporting institutions to move their
the public tritsr and respect that will enable it to enditre. new laws from theorsv co practice. One obviouis example is

othe COUIt systetin. AlthoitgL. as discitssed below, most coIn-
Developing the rule of law tract enforcement is and should be inforimial, coitntries
The ritle of law requires good laws, demand for those still need formal enforcement mechanisms at the margin.
laws, and institutionIs to bring themil to life. Good laws alre For these to work, however, litigants must be confident
not easy to designi or co enact eveni in the best of circum- that coitrts have the power and the capacity to judge
stances; the task is harder still in transition economies, objectively and to get their judgments enforced.
whiere policy debates still rage over fuindamentals, political The administrative-comnmand systeLCI of cenitral plan-
pressures are intenise, and experience withi market mecha- ninig marginalized law withini the economy, and all formal
nisms remains scant. Yet failure to pass good laws imposes judicial institutions atrophied in the economic sphere. In
costs that go beyond the mistakes in individual laws to the most of CEE and the NIS, economic dispittes between
integrity of the legal system itself. Laws passed with major enterprises were removed from the courts' jurisdiction
inconisistencies and uncertainities, or with clear avenueLs for altogethier and instead decided bv special arbitration bod-
abitse, simply deepen public cviicismn and mistrust. ies. Even theni, if a trading partner reneged. managers

Where do new laws come from? Transitioni economilies wouLld generally iturn to ministerial or party officials for
can t LiOr to two sources: 'home-growi" law. drawn up redress rarher than puirstte administrative remiledies. Min-
either from scratch or from legislation e nacted before ccll- istries coitld order deliverv of key inpumts, whereas admin-
tral planninig. or law transplanted from esrablished market istrative bodies might only award money damages or
economies. The CEE and Baltic countries, with their impose fines-cold comfort to enterprise managers seek-
shorter history of centcial planning, have tended to draw ing to fumlfill the plan.
from prewar legislation where possible, but this soitrce is With transition, independent coutirts and alternative dis-
largel' unavailable to most of the NIS or to China. The pute resolution and enforcemeint mechanismiis need to play
alternative, imported laws, has the advantage of experi- the remedial role formerli' assigned to the hureatmcrac'. But
ence, bItt importing is risks. I)iffering histories and cul- to sav that the state must withdraw from administrative
tiltal traditions shape the wa' legal svstecmis work. If laws control is not to say it should give Llp entforcinig the law.
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Transition economies struggle with a constant tension As noted in Chapter 9, a strong commitment to inter-
between, on the one hand, the need for a strong scate to national integration can also stimulate demand for law
enforce laws and impose order and, on the other, the need and provide market-friendly models of legislation. The
for constraints on state power to make room for individ- desire of many European rransition economies to join the
ual rights. Sorting out where state power is legitimate European Union has motivated them to adopt economic
and where it is not is a constant task of governments laws that meet EU requirements in such areas as taxation,
ever,where. But whereas established market economies trade, and competition policy. Trade agreements with the
argue these questions at the margin, transition govern- United States and eventual membership in the VTO and
ments are completely refiguring the enforcement functions other international bodies can also encourage legal re-
of public institutions. form, as can a strong commitment to foreign direct in-

Formal legal systems place judges, prosecutors. arbitra- vestment. The point here is not that integration will push
tors, court functionaries (for example, bailiffs and bank- transition countries into precisely replicating foreign laws,
ruptcv trustees), and the private legal profession in the but that it will fuel demand for certain types of law and
role of primary interpreters and enforcers of laws. But the help policymakers design laws that foster links with the
full cast of characters underpinninig the rule of law in outside world.
anv countrv runs much longer. Equallv important are

I Creating legal frameworks for private
those who produce and distribute information and moni- sector development
tor market participants: among these "watchdog" institu-
tions are accounting firms, credit rating services, securities Economic laws in market economies have at least four
regulators, investigators, and other elements of civil soci- functions: defining and protecting property rights; setting
ety-including a free press. Like the courts themselves, rules for exchanging those rights; establishing rules for
these institutions were neglected under central planning entry into and exit out of productive activities; and pro-
and must now be rebuilt, essentially from the ground moting competition by overseeing market structure and
up. And of course none of them can work well if peo- behavior and correcting market failures. Many cransition
ple do not know what the law is, because ir is constantly economies are well along in drafting and enacting legisla-
changing and they have no definitive and accessible tion in the fundamental areas of property, contracts,
compilation to turn to. Transition governments need to company organization, bankruptcy, and competition, as
make sure that laws, decrees, and important coLirt deci- well as other, more specialized topics. Inconsistencies and
sions are quickly published in an official and widely omissions remain, however, and many laws are only nlow
circulated text. beginning to be implemented. Governments are often

Finally, the rule of law can take hold only if good laws hesitant to relinquish control, citizens are slow to assert
and competent institutionis are supplemented by demand their new rights, judicial and other enforcement institu-
for them. This will vary across countries, depending on tions are still severely underdeveloped, and a body of legal
their historv and culture, but economics also plays a role. interpretation to help guide practice in specific areas must
Individuals and companies have strong economic incen- be created, largely from scratch.
tives to claim their legal rights and abide by legal respon-
sibilities only to the extent that they depend on the Property rights
market-and their reputation in it. Banks and other cred- Property rights in successful market economies are com-
itors, for example, will not take seriously their new rights plex things. They form a rich, intricately defined array
under collateral, debt collection, and bankruptcy laws extending from full ownership through partial use rights
unless convinced that state bailouts are unavailable. They (such as leaseholds and easements) to rights contingent on
have to see that aggressive debt collection is necessary for specific events (such as inheritance rights and collateral
survival. Similarly, when managers require a law-abiding rights to debtors' property). Countless types of property
reputation to purchase supplies or raise capital, they will are defined and protected, from real estate and movable
think twice about violating the sanctity of contract or property to new ideas and inventions. Under central plan-
abusing minoricy shareholders. If managers can instead ning, concepts of property were based not on the scope of
turn to the government or the state banking system for individual rights or the nature of the propertv, but on the
subsidies, or if they enjoy a monopoly position, they will identity of the owner. Laws established a hierarchy, with
have no reason to worry about their market reputation. state property at the top, cooperative property in the mid-
Market-oriented incentives therefore complement mar- die, and individual property (generally restricted to hous-
ket-oriented laws and institutions. One cannot proceed ing and personal items) at the bottom.
far without the others, and all three are essential to devel- At the start of transition most of the NIS and the CEE
oping the rule of law. countries moved to expand the scope for private property
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and to putL it on an equal footing witlh state property. housing to commerci'a use. Both domestic and foreign
China and Vietnam still hold to the supremacy of state lessees of state-owned commercial propertv may be stib-
ownership. but they do allow private property and have jected to arbitrary changes in lease terms or rental rates; rent
provided wide scope for long-tern leases of property by controls often prevent owners from covering even mainte-
individuals and small businiesses. Chinese farmers. for nance costs. Although the letter of the law mav permit the
example, typically lease their land for twenty to seventy pledging of assets, the lack of a third-party notice system
years. Most transition economies, including those in Asia, and of simple foreclosure procedures may preclude it in
have also adopted intellectual property laws, ofteni at the practice (Box 5. 1). In sum, although property rights are now
urging of trading partners, although these laws are prov- recognized on paper and to a growing excent in practice,
ing notoriously difficLilt to enforce. they are still not free from extensive arbitrary interference.

Yet many of these new rights are limited by heavy re- All societies preserve some role for governiment regulation
strictions on use, pledge. and ownership. Land tise is often over the use of private property (for example, through envi-
subject to strict controls, with prohibitions or high fees for ronmilenital or nuisance laws), but many transition econ-
the conversion of agricultural land to industrial use or of omies still go well beyond what is normal in market settings.

Box 5.1 No loans for movable property?

Businesses in established market economies rely on Determining priority. For pledging to work, lenders
movable capital: it accounts for about half of the pri- need a cheap and easy way to determine whether a
vate nonresidential capital stock and about three- prior security interest exists against the property
quarters of corresponding gross investment. Yet private offered as collateral. Some advanced legal systems do
lenders in most transition economies are reluctant to this by maintaining a publicly accessible registry; oth-
make loans when the only collateral offered is movable ers do it less formally. Lenders in transition economies,
property held by the borrower-tractors, livestock, however, cannot easily determine whether such secu-
inventory, machinery, or, in extreme cases, cars and rity interests exist. In Bulgaria the priority of a security
trucks. Rather, lenders require that the movable prop- interest is determined by the dare it is agreed to; with-
erties be placed under their direct control-as if they out a central registrv, this can only be uncovered by
were valuables in a bank vault or goods in a bonded searching through hundreds of scattered notarial
warehouse-or that the borrower offer other types of records. The pledge registry in Poland is open only to
collateral, such as real estate. This difficulty in using banks. In China and Lithuania a security interest in
movable property as collateral results in much presum- movable property can only be registered if the under-
ably desirable investment going unfinanced. Capital lying asset requires registration-fine for cars, trucks,
formation is slowed, resulting in lower output and ships, and airplanes but useless for tractors, drill
growth. Why is real estate or merchandise in a vault presses, and grain silos. In Larvia and Poland state taxes
acceptable as collateral, bur nor livestock, machinery, take automatic priority over secured private claims, so
and inventories? The answer lies in the process of cre- private lenders without intimate knowledge of the
ating, prioritizing, and enforcing security interests in status of a borrower's tax payments cannot know if a
movable property-the underlying contracts necessary loan is safe.
for loans and credit sales to work. Enforcement. In the event of nonpayment, lenders

Creation. Legal systems should ideally permit the also need a quick and inexpensive way to recover and
inexpensive creation of security interests for any person sell pledged and mortgaged assets. In transition
over any thing. Yet many transition economies restrict economies the time required for repossession and sale
the development of such interests. Bulgaria and Esto- of a pledged asset ranges from six months to three years
nia forbid the pledging of goods not currently held by and can extend even longer. This is too long for most
the borrower, making it difficult to finance crops and collateral to retain its economic value. Inventories of
livestock. In Hungary and Poland only banks may for- food, clothing, and even machinery will depreciate so
mally lend for property that remains in the borrower's much during this period that they cannot effectively
hands; this limits development of nonbank lending. guarantee a loan. Recent Russian and Chinese laws
Vietnam forbids the sale of pledge items, making it take some promising steps to address this problem, but
difficult to finance inventory. it is too early to tell how well they are working.
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Contracts from entering the market. Long-term interfirrn contracts
Freedom of contract is one of the great virtues of marker- are almost noniexistenit, because such contracts are partic-
oriented legal systems, providing decentralized way of ularly difficull to police ind maitain. Liirs on the scope
allocating resources to their best uses. Parties are free to of contracting are only some of the costs of inadequate
nego)tiatc performancc reqwelents and prices. to allo- formal enforcement. A more menacing cost is the vacuum
cate risks of loss if conditiolis change. and to specify how opened for more violent enforcement mechanisms-such
disputes will be handled. And during the course of rhe as the mafia-that corrode trust even further, as discussed
contract, if the bargain ceases to make econiomic sense to below.
One party, contract law gene-ally allows that party to with-
draw and pay monetary compelisatioll rather than con- Comipany and jb'ign investment /lav

tinLIe to perform under the contract. Well-designed and well-enforced company law is essential
In centrally planned systerns, by contrast, parries had if private comppanies want to tap into cap)ital markets. In

no freedom either to enter into or to exit from commer- 1995 financial markets valued a typical Russiall firm at
cial contcracts. Interenterprise con tracts were mere instru- onlv abour one-twenitieth of its likely value in a mature
ments of the plan, aiid ftull performanice was generally' market economy. This low valuation all btit prevents
required. The collapse of central planning put an end firmis from raising new capital by issuinIg shares. Why are
to these notions of contract, to be replaced by new, share prices so low? A survey offoreign investors suggests
amended, or revived civil and comimlercial codes. Al- that one important reasonl is thie weakness of company law
thoLugh these codes generally follow \XWestern Europeani as an instrumlient for overseeing managers and protecting
norms, tendenicies toward control and paternalisimi some- sharelholders, particularly minority ones.
times remaini. The new Russian civil code, for example, The need for comprehensive company lawv emerges in
containis several provisions aimed at controlling the acriv- full force only' wheni large-scale private activities are ftilly
ities of firms perceived as economically strong. Many of legalized. Transition economies have typically emulated
the controls arise from a legitimate desire to protect con- the models in established market economies, partictilarly
sumilers and debtors who are unlftalililiar with markets, in the company forms and related rules found in Western
situations of unequal bargaining power and inadeqLate Europe. Most new companiv codes in transition econ-
judicial prorection. But rhev can also reflect an older tra- omies provide for joint-stock companies, limited-liabilirt
dition of trying to dictate economilc relations and out- companiies (smaller entities often limited to fifty or so
comiles. In a market setting somile of these controls could investors), and limited and general partnerships. The
elid tIp hurting the very people they are meant to protect, mosr popular foriml among smaller new firms has been the
by constrainine their freedom to allocate risk or by pre- simpler and more flexible limited-liability' company. The
venting some transactions altogethier. more formal joint-stock company predominates amnong

The impact of these new contiact laws will depend on large privatized firms and ptiblicly traded companies.
their enforcement. Most day-to-day contracts in market Like most of the important legal changes disctissed in
economies do nor reqtiire formal enforcemeiit. Both par- this chapter, the move to modern forms of company law
ties fLlfill their legal obligatmios because thev benefir trom represents a radical shift for transition countcr govern-
the transactioni or because neither party is willing to risk ments. from controlling co merely facilitating economic
its reptitation by reneging. But an economliy still needs activity. Companiy law has to walk a fine line berween
credible, low-cost formal enforcement mechianisms to two often-conflictinig goals: flexibility anid protection.
whichi aggrieved parties can turin wheni all else fails. Company owiners and managers need to be as free as pos-

The shortage of institutiolIs to enforce contracts limits sible to arrange their own activities, yetr the ptiblic, includ-
the scope of transactions, makes contracting more costly, ing investors, employees, and other stakeholders, also
and prohibits some contracts altogether. A recent study of needs protection from insider fraud and misimianagemenit.
contractling in Btlgaria, for example, foLtid that private Western Riles regarding joint-stock companies may not
firms have litcle confidenice in the courts (although they give adeqtiate protectioni to investors in transition
still use them from time to time) and instead rely heavily economies, which lack the highly developed market, legal,
on trust wheni choosling buIsilless partiners. They' find stip- and government instittitions on whiici stIch rules depend
pliers whio ship quickly and customers who pay qtiickly. (Box 5.2).
and work with tihem on a continuing basis. They are su1s- The tensioni between flexibility and protectioni is par-
picious of new ctistomers. who are caref'illy screened and ticularly problematic in transition economilies. In the name
often reqtiied ro pay Up front. Lack of confidence in for- of protecting investors, creditors, or the ptiblic. many
mal enforcement mechasnisms, and thus in dealings with countries have erected high-cost barriers to entry. Two of
strangers, limits firms' activities and hinders new firms the most conspicuotis are high minimum capital require-
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ments and complex registration requirements. Minimum aggrieved shareholders, and doctrines that look behind the
capital requirements for joint-stock companies, for exam- corporate veil to make individuals personally liable in cases
ple, typically range from $20,000 to $40,000 and some- of fraud.
times (as in Hungary) exceed $100,000. And in Moscow.
for example, it takes an average of six to eight weeks to ful- Bankruptcy law!
fill the ten steps typically required to register a new corn- A well-designed bankruptcy law-generally including pro-
pany (nor including the additional licenses required for cedures for both liquidation and reorganization of prob-
many activities). Supposedly designed to protect the ptib- lem firms-plays several important roles in market
lic, these requirements are burdensome for new entrants- economies. It provides failing firms with an orderly means
particularly small entreprenetirs who mayVtherefore choose of exit. It sptirs ailing but potentially viable firms to
to remain in the informal sector-and are obvious sources restructure. And it promotes the flow of credit by protect-
of corruption. Manv could be reduced or eliminated. ing creditors. Ideally, bankruptcy shifts control over finan-
Fraud is indeed a crucial issue in transition environments, cially distressed firms to their creditors before all the assets
but these are inefficient tools to combat it. Countries have been misused or dissipated, and it gives creditors the
should work to develop more sophisticated legal devices, inlormation and power to direct the use of the remaining
such as criminal prosecutions, class action suits for assets to recover debts. Without this safeguard. creditors

Box 5.2 Protecting investors: Corporate law from scratch

Transition economies have weak and sometimes cor- procedural rather than substantive requirements. Its
rupt courts and regulators, undeveloped capital mar- goal is to give significant minority shareholders the
kets, and a shortage of trained lawyers and accountanrs. power to protect themselves against opportunism by
It is difficult for potential investors to get information controlling insiders. At the shareholder level the model
on companies and to enforce laws against managers, focuses on voting rules. For example, it puts more
who may also be large shareholders. Hence the risk of types of decisions up for shareholder approval, and it
insider opportunism is high, which discourages much- requires supermajority approval for important business
needed outside investment. Transition economies need decisions such as mergers or major sales of assets. At
a corporate law that can work even in this setting. the governing level the model requires that a certain

Two broad Western models for protecting investors proportion of directors be independent, and it gives
through corporate law are available. So-called prohibi- "disinterested" directors (those without a direct stake)
tive corporate laws bar many kinds of behavior that are sole power to approve certain rypes of transactions,
open to abuse, such as self-dealing transactions and such as those between related parties. It mandates
cash mergers. This model was followed in nineteenth- "cumulative voting" for directors, a rule that ensures
century U.S. and British codes and is to some extent that large minority shareholders are represented on the
followed in European codes today. By contrast, the so- board. By imposing these and other procedural re-
called enabling corporate laws that prevail in the quirements, the self-enforcing model tries to create
United Kingdom and the United States today allow self-policing mechanisms and to reduce reliance on
companies greater freedom and depend more on mar- courts and administrative agencies for enforcement.
ket constraints and other civil and criminal laws (such Of course, the self-enforcing model also works bet-
as antifraud statutes) to discipline managers and pro- ter when judicial enforcement mechanisms can serve as
tect investors. The enabling model is almost certainly a backdrop. But even without official enforcement, the
unsuitable for transition economies because of the introduction of procedural safeguards may slowly
weakness of these other constraints on insider oppor- change norms of behavior as more and more compa-
tunism. But the prohibitive model also has its costs. nies adopt them to develop a good reputation for hon-
Not only can its inflexibiliry inhibit legitimate business est behavior, to emulate their peers, or simply because
behavior, but strong courts or administrative agencies they are available and reasonable. No one knows
are needed to enforce its many rules. whether this model will succeed in Russia or elsewhere,

An alternative approach, followed to a large extent but it stands out as a pragmatic attempt to tailor long-
in the new Russian companies law, is a self-enforcing term institutional reforms to the limitations of the
corporate law. This model focuses on structural and transition environment.
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will either refuse to make loans or turn to the state for sup- moniopoly power. Both are difficult areas and further
port when loans turn bad. Bankruptcy is an important examples of tIhe tension between the need for a strong state
complemenit to-not a substitute for-disciplined macro- and the need for constraints on state power. Some Lransi-
economic policies and privatization. tion economies, in their push to free up markets, have

Many transition economiiies have adopted new bank- uliderestlimated the need for active government in-
ruptcy laws. Those in Bulgaria. Estonia, Hungary, and volvemienit. Others have milaintained overzealous and anti-
Slovenia are among the best designed. They provide, for competitive controls.
example. clear criteria for determining insolvenicy and The case for regulation is nor always clear-cut; electric
delineating claims, efficiencv-enihancing priority ruiles power generation, for example, and natural gas production
(most imp>ortant, giving preference to secured creditors are potentially competitive, although the distributioni side
over government claims), broad scope for debt forgiveniess of both industries is a true natural monopoly (in which a
and workable voting rules (generally requiring one-lialf to single firm most efficiently supplies the market). In cases
two-thirds majorities co bind dissenting minorities) if of natural monopoly, governments need to develop clear
creditors want to reorganize the firm, and flexibility as to and etfective regulation that is stable over time. This is
the method of asset sale in cases of liquidation. especially important wheni countries want to exploit new

Design is only half the issue, however: bankruptcy laws opportunlities for private sector involvement in intfra-
are not vet effectively enforced in any transitioni economy. structure industries (see Box 3.6). To be credible, natural
HuLngary perhaps comes the closest (see Box 3. 1), although monopoly regulators must be indepenident, operating at
creditor involvement remalis inadequate to ensure effi- arm's length from the regulated firm, other government
cent economic outcomes and guard agaiist fraud. li sonme agencies, and other vested interests. They must guard
countries, such as the Czech and Slovak Rlepublics, the against both "capture" by the regtilated firn and popular
government has deliberately slowed the implemilentationl and political pressures to let prices fall below cost. Some
of bankruptcy law, and the number of cases (although transitioni economies, such as Ukraine and Albania, are
increasing rapidly) is still relatively small. In othiers, such as already setting up autonomnous regulatory bodies (in elec-
Albania, Bulgaria, and Romania, laws are of recent vintage, tric power and other industries) similar to models in the
and it remains uncertain whether creditors will have the United States, the United Kingdom, and Latin America.
incentive to use them effectively. Finally. China and most Central European regulators in telecommunications-
NIS (other than the Baltics) have not yet implemenited a another industrv that tends toward monopolv-are less
package of reforms, including subsidy reduictions, privati- independent, and formal tariff authorirt and other regula-
zation, and banking reforms, that will force hard budget tony powers remain largely with ministers.
constraints on creditors (whether banks or firms) and The CEE and Baltic countries, Kazakstan, IMongolia,
thereby create the widespread demanid that brings bank- and Russia have adopted antimonopoly laws that gener-
ruptcy laws to life. ally follow Western European models (in most cases to

reflect the harmonization requirements of the European
Competition law' Union). These laws typically restrict horizontal and verti-
As discussed in Chapter 3. transirion economies, particu- cal restraints on trade and the abuse of a "dominant" mar-
larly in CEE and the NIS. inherited an industrial struccure ket position (usually defined as 30 to 40 percent of the rel-
with many monopolistic or oligopolistic firms, dominiant evant market and the unilateral abilitv to restrict
state ownership, and a scrong tradition of state control. competition). Horizontal restraints are agreements among
Many governmenits continue to erect barriers to trade, competitors to fix prices or divide markets; vertical re-
whether through tariffs and quotas on imports, taxes on straints include a wide range of restrictive agreements
exports, or local government curbs on products enterinig becween producers and distributors. These laws also em-
other provinces. These anticompetitive legacies and prac- power the government to block anticompetitive mergers
tices need to be dismantled if markets are to ftiction and in some cases to break up monopolies.
effectively. Experience in CEE confirimis chat reducing The Europeani Union and several member and non-
tariffs and removing other trade barriers can go a long member countries (particularly Germanv, the United
way toward promoting competition, particularly in small Kingdom, and the United States) have played important
countries, by imposing world prices (adjusted for trans- roles in helping design these competition laws, pushing
port costs) as an effective ceiling on domestic prices. Im- for their adoption, and training staff for and otherwise
proving marker infrastructure, both physical facilities and assisting anrimtonopoly offices. Because transition econ-
services, is also critical. omies inilheited such a legacy of state dominance and are

Bitt these efforts need to be complemilenlted by regula- short on adminiistrative capacity. however, antimonopoly
tion of natural monopolies and by anrifilonopoly law to offices face somewhat different priorities than their EU
ensure efficiency and protect the public fromil the abuse of and U.S. counterparts. They must focus their scarce re-
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sotirces on big issues and big problems, becoming first and give courts more indepenidence by appointing judges for
foremost strong and vocal advocates of competition and life. China, the Kvrgyz Reptiblic. and Ukraine are among
free trade. Of the offices established so far, those in Cen- the few countries that maintain elections and shorter
tral Europe (most notably Poland and the Czech and terms for judges. Private arbitration, alwavs used in inter-
Slovak Republics) have been among the most forceful and national trade disputes, is nlow also allowed for domestic
effective, althougih even their voices are sometimes diffi- disputes in most transition economies. This is extremely
cult to hear. Offices also need to concentrate on disman- importanlt because it can save scarce judicial resources bv
tling regulatory and other barriers to the entrv of new privatizing dispute resolutioll and can provide helpful
firms, because entry is a key source of competitioni in these competition to spur court reform.
economies. For example, exclusive supply or distributioni Despice these importanit reforms, courts in transition
agreements imposed by dominant firms mav act as barrn- economilies will need time to overcome the legacies of the
ers to entry and may be challenged tinder competition past and regaini public confidence. Judges. particularlv in
laws. The Ukrainian antimonopoly office, established in the NIS, have limited experienice with markets, earn low
1994, has devoted much attention to preserving a level salaries, and as a profession enjoy little prestige or public
playing field for new firms by combating discrimination trrst. Clear notionis of professional ethics are not yet well
against them, particulariv by state actors. With regard to developed. CouLrt fees are high and waits can be long. The
horizontal restraints, offices should combat overt price fix- newiness and lack of claritv of manv laws make for unpre-
ing (and similar cartel agreements) among big producers dictable decisions. And even when judgments have been
and address structural concernis by malintaining veto reachied, the winners can find them difficult to enforce. In
power over anticompetitive mergers and by breaking up Vietnam, for example, fewer than 40 percent of court
tie most egregious state-owned monopolies before or dtir- rulings in 1993 and 19994 were actually' enforced, and up
ing privatization. The Czech and Slovak antimonopoly to half the jtidgimients of RtIssian cotirts go unenforced.
offices. foi example, have focused on dismantling monop- These factors, combined with engrainied ctiltural attitudes
olies prior to privatization. Russia cotild be more aggre5- toward the law;, help to explaini why so few private busi-
sive in confronting monopolistic strtuctures, incltding nesses want to use the courts to settle disputes. particularly
some of the emerging financial-indtustrial groups. in the NIS andi East Asia.
Judicial institutions The private legal profession is another institution that

must develop if people are to become familiar with the
As this chapter has scressed throughout. laws are only as law and use it effectivelv. As markets grow and law be-
good as the institutions that eniforce themli. And it is com- comes inore complex. societies need independenit lawyers
petent and reliable courts and specialized enforcement to counsel clients, strticture and formalize transactions,
agencies such as securities commissions and antimonopoly and help resolve disputes. In centrally planined economies
offices that provide the foundation on whichl all enforce- lawyers were emplovees of the state. Their role in the
ment activity-formal or informal-ultimatelv depends. conimercial sphere was primarilv administrative, and they
Courts not only enforce laws and resolve disputes: their had little independenice and few of the skills needed in a
interpretations also fill in the many inevitable gaps in market economy. Transition has brought a dramatic rise
legislation. CEE and the NIS have followed different in the ntimber of lawvers and the training opporttiniries
paths in re-creating jtudicial institutions for dispute reso- open to them. In China, for example, the number of
lution and enforcement. In most of the NIS the state arbi- licensed lawyers rose from only 3,000 over the entire
tration systemii that used to mediate disputes betweeni state 1957--80 period to more than 60,000 in 1995. Law
enterprises was transformed into a formal court systemn-- school enirolliments today exceed 30,000. and the govern-
the arbitrazl cotirts-to supplemiienit existing civil courts. ment has announced a target of 150.000 lawyers bv 2000.
In CEE, by contrast, the arbitration system was abolished, Btit standaids of competence and professional ethics will
and civil courts were expanded to incltide separate com- take longer to develop and enforce. Many transition
mercial sections. Although the latter might be the better economilies are beginning to reqtiire bar examinations, but
approach if it fosters tiore unified stantdards and a more the recogniltion of conflicts of interest-and other ethical
professional judiciary, either rotire can work given the dilemmas-is still in its infisnicy.
right incenitives, traininig, and experienice. The notoliotis
powers of the pretransition 'procuracy" to supervise Increasing the level of trust in the state
courts and intervene in individtial decisionis has beeni Defininig and enforcing the laws governing private sector
reduced, and in CEE the procuracy has been transforimled activity reqtire a strong and competent state. Yet well-func-
into an institutioni more akin to a \'vestern ptiblic prose- tioning markets also need a clear sense of whiere the state's
cutor's office. Most transition economies have also tried role ends. Thle government must itself be ruled by law and
to reform appointimlenit and oversight mechaniisimis and trtisted bv private entities not to intervene arbitrarily in
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their affairs, to follow its announced policy statemenlts, and Constrainiog state power
co deliver on its obligations. Recent cross-country research Formal constraints on arbitrarv state power in established
suggests that citizens' level of trust in government to carrv market economies derive partlv from constitutional and
out its declared policies and to meet its obligations is posi- administrative law. These bodies of law ensure that all
tively associated with long-term economic growth (Figure legislation is consistent with the national constitution and
5.1). Separate surveys of private Firms in 1995 suggest that that regulations, in turn, are consistent with the law. Thev
the Czech Republic has achieved a high level of government delineate the rulemaking authority of various state bodies,
credibility, whereas in Russia credibility is much lower. lav our the procedures for enacting laws and proniulgating
Coulitries with levels of credibilitv as different as in these regulations, and provide individuals recourse against
two countries nypically hlave widely differing economic ulilawful or capricious state action. Of course, these for-
growth rates. Trust in government depends partly on citi- mal constraints are not created in a vacuum but are
zens knowing that they can seek recourse against arbitrary spurred bv deep historical, cultural, and political forces.
Or illegal state acts, on limits on official corruptioll, and on Unsurprisingly, there were very few legal or social con-
the state's ability to control crime. straints on state power in centrally planned systems. Sev-

Government credibility and faster growth usually go together.

Figure 5.1 Economic growth per capita and government credibility
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Note: The sample consists of twenty-eight economies plus Czech Republic and Russia. Growth data are annual averages for 1981-90,
and data on government credibility are based on public opinion surveys taken in late 1992 (which included retrospective questions),
except that data for Czech Republic and Russia are for 1995 on both measures. Source: Borner, Brunetti, and Weder 1994; World

Bank data.
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eral planned economies did establish administrative courts nesses in Lithuania, Russia, and Ukraine (to cite just three
or empower regular courts with adminiistrative oversight, examples) acknowledge paying fees to various officials as
beginning with Yugoslavia in 1952 and followed by other well as to organized crime. These bribes are large by inter-
CEE countries in the I 960s and I 97 0s and eventually the national standards: in Ukraine. for example. they can rep-
Soviet Union (1987) and China (1989). Bur their povelr reselt up to two moniths' gross sales per year. Some offi-
was tightly circumscribed, and the reforms had little prac- cials have used their positions to give special privileges to
tical impact. private businlesses in which they' have personal stakes. In

Demnocratic reforms have led manyv tratnsition econ- manv transitioni econiomies the p ublic's perception of
omies to broaden the scope of judicial review to cover all widespread corruption-including the misappropriation
administrative acts and to give civil or commercial courts of public property-is undermininwg support for govern-
clear oversight jurisdiction. In addition, all CEE couLitries ments and for reform.
and some NIS have established constititional courts witth Why is corruption thriving? E'vidence from other
the power to overturn laws and regulationis that they find countries shows that corruption thrives wheni both public
unconstitutional. Thus, the procedural means to oversee officials and private agents have much to gain and little to
state actions is beginning to emerge. Thlele is still, how- lose, precisely the situation in most transition settings.
ever, profound confusion about the division of authority Traditional controls weaken before new legal rescraints-
among various state actors, particularly In the NIS. The not least, rules regarding conflicts of interest-become
distinction berweeni the legislative authiority of the parlia- effective. In addition, the state retains enormous wealth-
ment and the rulemaking authority of the executive is enterprises, properties, natural resources-and regulatory
vague at best, as is the allocation of authority among power, cven as private propertv, business, and wealth are
nationial, provincial, and local governments. Different being legitimized. Uncertain rules, heavy regtilationi. and
state bodies often issue laws or regulation1s on the same pervasive controls give officials exceptional power, many
topics, producinig a quagmire of conflicting rules. 'This opportunlities to seek bribes, and wide scope for appropri-
struggle for rulemaking power often reflects a deep strug- ating public wealth. The weakness of civil society-polit-
gle over the speed and direction of reform. For example, ical parties, interest groups, social organizations, and the
reform-minded executives or ministries often try to push1 like-in some transition environments means that this
through reforms against defensive or ulidecided parlia- important countervailing force is largely absent.
ments or local governments. Although this may speed The low official pay of public servanits makes corrup-
reform in the short run, in the long run it cotild under- tion particularly enticinig. Indeed, in some countries it
m*ine the rule of law. now represents the main incentcive to remain in public ser-

The emerging role of constitutional courts in transition vice. Despite periodic anticorruptioln efforts, the risks of
economies ofTers an interesting example of the struggle to engaging in corrupt behavior have fallen dramaticallv. Not
establish checks and balances in government and their onlyis overnmentoversight veak, but the legacy of per-
interaction with economic reform. Hungary's and Poland's sonalized economic relationships and more recently of
constitutionial courts have been active in overturiniig eco- financial scandals underimiine standards for official anti pri-
nomic reform initiatives. In Poland, for example, the COUlt vate conduct alike. It is hard to punish one person for mis-
invalidated most of the goverinment's efforts to cut public conduct if the public perceives that everyone else-includ-
spending on pensions. The Hungarian cotirt struck down ing high officials-is doing the same ching. This raises the
provisions of the government's NIarch 1995 stabilization danger that transitioni economies may experience an
package aimed at cutting spending on family allowances extended period of pervasive corruptioni.
and education. This tensioni between competing authori- Corruption is by no means costless. Recent cross-
ties may slow some necessary economic adjustMIelin, buit iC COltintr' anlalysis suggests a significant association with
is a healthy indicator of democracy and is likely to ease both lower private investment anti slower econiomic
throughi continued political debate and leal development. growthi. Bribes may help bIsiniesses avoid burdensome

regulations. but they also create incentives to make re,gu-
Controlling corruption lations even more complex and costly. Officials may block
The use of public office for private gaini is hardly new to further reforms to entrenich their power and maintain
transition economies. Before reform, items as important as their illicit income. State enterprise manaage rs may realize
housing and as trivial as choice cuts of meat were often that they can purchase or divert enterprise assets cheaply
allocated through the back door in exchange For favors or if they' delay privatization and make their companies
bribes. Transition-style corriptioni, however, is different: it uliderperform. Corruption can divert public resources
is more visible and more monev-based. Corruption has awav from1 vital areas, such as education, where the poten-
emerged as a major concern in Chinia. And mosr busi- tial for bribes is smaller. It also underCLets governmentsLI I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~n
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abilitv to enforce legitimate regulations and collect public dures so as to reduce the monopoly power of officials in
revenues, as activities shift into the shadow economy to granting approvals. Finallv, public education campaigns
avoid government altogether. Equall]) serious, corruption and serioLus attempts to publicize and punish high-level
weakens public confidence in government and can help corruption can send a message that the rules of the game
extremist politicians who promise order. are changing. These approaches reinforce one another, as

What can governmencs do to combat corruptioni? Hay- many cotUncries, including the Uniced States (Box 5.3),
ing made the move to the market, thev cannoc turn back have found.
the clock and resurrect the old constraints. Instead, they
must both reduce the opportunities for corruption and Stopping organized crime
raise the attendant risks. Rapid and transparent privatiza- Private organized crime antedared transition but has
tion, liberalization, and demoniopolization of the econ- grown dramatically in recent vears. It has become both
omy can do much to reduce the scope for corruption and more visible and, especially in Russia (where it ranks as a
restructLre incentives. Higher salaries for public officials main concern in both household and business surveys),
reduce the attraction of bribes and raise the cost of dis- more violent. Crime is closely intertwined with corrup-
missal. Simplifving taxes and regulations-the most tion. With a private economy opening new avenues for
importaic concern, for example, of bLsinesses surveyed in private criminality, current and former public officials
Lithuania-and clarifying property rights reduce oppor- (including police officers and former secret police agents)
tunities for bribery and help firms survive withoLIc resort- often facilitate or participate in organized crime. Private
ing to corruption. Where regulations are scill needed, security grotips-inchlding groups that are themselves
governments must strengthen oversight and appeal mech- criminal-have arisen in part to fill the void left by cor-
anismis and, wlhere possible, provide alterniative proce- rupt police or coLirts that are unable or uniwilling to pro-

Box 5.3 Controlling corruption through overlapping jurisdictions: Examples from the United States

Corruption exists in all countries, albeit to different legal regimes that lack legitimacy in the eyes of a large
extents. How governments organize their activities segment of the public.
affects the opportunities and incentives for corruption. Even after all feasible structural and regulatory
One way to reduce the monopoly power of public reforms have been implemented, strong leadership and
officials is to give them overlapping domains. Corrup- law enforcement capacity are needed to fight corrup-
tion in passport issuance is kept low in the United tion. The experience with reform in major U.S. cities
States, for example, by letting people apply at any of as diverse as Toledo, Ohio, in 1900 and New York
numerous passport offices. (A national system of City in the 1980s shows the importance of a commit-
records prevents repeat issuance.) To avoid the pay- ted leader at the top, strong independent inspecrors to
ment of bribes for expedited service, the passport pursue investigations and prosecutions, and grassroots
agency itself sells such a service. For tasks that impose citizen involvement. In New York, for example, wide-
costs instead of benefits, overlapping jurisdictions can spread corruption and racketeering in the construction
reduce the gains from bribing any one official. For industry imposed billions of dollars in costs on the
example, some observers claim that the coexistence of school system through waste and poor-qualiry coIn-
federal, state, and local narcotics enforcement authori- struction and maintenance. In 1988 the city created an
ties in the United States has reduced the level of offi- Office of Inspector General as a quasi-independent
cial corruption. body within the school district with the power to pur-

Where possible, it helps to decriminalize or deregu- sue criminal investigations, civil prosecutions, admin-
late an activity that is a major source of crime and istrative sanctions, and institLtional reform. The office
corruption. The Eighteenth Amendment to the U.S. put heavy emphasis on prequalifying bidders and
Constitution, ratified in 1919, prohibited the manu- refused to do business with any company that lacked a
facture and sale of alcohol. The amendment was reputation for honesty and integrity. In its first five
repealed in 1933 after a period of widespread illegal vears the office conducted more than 3,500 investiga-
activity and corruption of law enforcement officials. tions, debarred 180 firms, and generated more than
The U.S. experiment with prohibition is a case study $20 million in savings, paying for itself and reducing
of the risks and costs of introducing regulatory and corruption at the same time.
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tect public safety and enforce contracts. ILike corruption, an efficient and law-abiding security apparatus and dis-
economic crime thrives when property rights are poorlv pute resolution mechanisms that ensure due process. Gov-
defined, when monopolies exist that mafias can tap. and ernments at both the national and the local level must
when legal procedures are ineffective and thus the risk therefore tackle internal corruption if they hope to control
of punishment is low. It also thrives when widespread organized crime. Icaly's recent success in combating the
poverty and lack of economic opportunity leave potential Sicilian mafia shows that dedicated, honest prosecutors
young recruits susceptible to the lure of mafia wealth. and judges can make inroads against corruption and orga-
New financial sectors offer a fruitful arena for crime, and nized crime, but only if given strong political and logisti-
in many NIS and CEE countries crime has been further cal support from the top levels of government.
spurred by the lucrative rewards of druig trafficking. T1he The agenda
region is well located to be a conduit for drug transport
between poppy-growing regions in South Asia (particu- It is a hard fact of transition that the features of a market
larly Afghanistan) and markets in Western Europe. economy that many of these countries need most are the

Russia's mafia is not a single organization but a collec- verv ones that will take the longest to build. As this chap-
tion of perhaps 3,000 to 4,000 groups employing more ter has emphasized, moving from plan to market requires
than 25,000 people; several hundred of these groups now a new way of thinking about the entire legal system. Part-
span the NIS and CEE and sometimes reach into the ners to contracts, the lawyers who help draft them, and
West. Some fill market gaps created by inadequate gov- the courts that enforce them all must stop behaving as if
eriniient institutions, providing security services for new they were still the instrmlents of a single central planner,
private businesses or helping to enforce contracts (for and start working in the interests of the countless private
example by collecting debts for banks. a significant num- individuals whose activities make up a market. People
ber of which maintain close links with organized crime). have to know-and respect-the law and the institutions
But the value of these services is dwarfed by the sums charged with enforcing it. Just as important, they must
these powerful criminal groups extort from private busi- have some faith that the government will apply the law
nesses. They force "loans" out of banks, demand protec- consistently and will itself abide by certain constraints,
tion money from new firms, and use banks and other refraining from arbitrary intervention and corruption.
businesses to gain access to wealth,v clients. The,v dissem- None of these ingredients will spring up overnight. But
imate counterfeit money and launder illicit income. Like the message is not necessarily to proceed slowly toward a
their Sicilian namesakes, they adopt ruthless enforcement market economy, to allow these institutions and laws to
methods, as shown by the numerous murders of leading develop at their own pace. Many of the countries now
Russian bankers and businesspeople in recent years. And without an adequate rule of law are already market
these are only the visible costs. What cannot be seen are economies; governments cannot reassert control through
the investments forgone for fear of extortion and the legit- the old mechanisms but must instead develop new poli-
imate businesses that have failed because they could not cies and institutions to suit a new relationship benveen
compete with mafia-run enterprises. state and citizens. And as noted above, many market

Both corruption and organized crime are deep. long- reforms-such as liberalization and demonopolization of
term problems without easy solutions, particularly given industrv-can actually speed the development of the rule
the scale on which they are now emerging in some rransi- of law, both by fueling demand for new laws and, just as
tion economies. Strong and internatioially' coordinated important, by reducing the number and influence of
law enforcement efforts are needed. These in turn require groups who profit from their absence.
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Building a T\;:E;k

Financial Systemn
M sarkets spur eco io ic efficincy ly allocatin g lessons for fuurle refori. Whichever approacii-or com-

resources to their best uses, in responSe tO SUp- binaLioll of the two-counrtries follow, one clear lesson is
ply and demand. A good system of financial that overinicrints hiave a vital role in promoting tlie devel-

markets and instittitionis is integral to this process, allocat- opimient of a stable financial sector and retgulatinig it over
ing savings to high-returni investments. Worldwide experi- time. That role does not necessarily extend to the direct
ence confirms that couLntries withi well-developed finanicial allocation of finanicial resources, even though govern-
systems grow faster and more consistently thani those with ments in transition economies can f'ace strong pressure to
weaker systemiis and are better able to adjust to econ1om11ic interveie, particularly in the rural sector. Another lesson
shocks. Transitioni implies vast reallocations of resources is that developing a financial system takes time. Reform
and ownersilip. a task at which effective finanicial systemiis must seek ways to nuirtire a system of banks, nonbank
could help enormously. Yet financial systems in transition intermediaries, and capital markets thar wvill evolve not in
economies starr our in nio fit stIre to help, wvith passive response to government dictate but to the changing needs
state-owned banks, often distressed, with limited capacity of the mnarker.
to assess credit risk, and an absence of financial regilation.
key' suppoIrilg institUtions, and capital markets.

Reformers seeking to address these failings face a par- Llnder central planning, banks were mere accounting
ricularly thorny version of a comimioni transitioni problem. ag,encies, passively taking in household deposits (which
The success of other market reforimis depends on the were ofteni the onily asset houselholds could hold) and
health of ie finiancial sysrerni yet efforts to reforim it can- keeping track of the financial transactionis that corre-
n0t proceed independentlv of those other reforms. espe- sponded ro allocations uLider the plan. Indeed, in China
cially macroeconomic stabilization, enterprise reform, and the credit plan still covers a large part of investmiientr and
the development of supporting legal instiuRtions. Often remainis an imporranit lever of governmenrt policy. Normal
transitioni countries respond to this dilemma with inac- bankiig skills, including risk management, project screen-
ion, with the result that financial reforms lag behind. ing and selection, and a diversified mentu of instrum1ients to

The challenge for reformers is to find ways to help the attract savers, were uiknoko n Thle other componienits of a
financial sysrem overcomiie the legacy of cencral planning, finaIncial system-including the paymients syssrenl itself-
while at the same time sowin1g the seeds ofta new systemn were rudimentary; in most coutntries nonbank finanilce
in wvhich banks and othel financial instirutions wi1 I have simply did not exist. Initially, one bank perforimed all
to staid on1 their own two feet. T1e choice of approaches lending. Early arrempts at marker reform I in most coun-
to banking reform brings this problem inrto stark rclief. tries replaced this monobanik with a tsvo-tiered svstem,
Shotild reformers use government ftinds to rehabilitate comprising one cenitral baik and a Lnumbe of comimiliercial
heavily overin(debted state banks, and rtin the risk of their banks, often specialized by sector. But this reorganization
always coming to expect governmienit bailouts? Or should had little effect on banks' behavior.
reformers start afresh, encouraging the r-apid entry' of niyw Transition has showIn Ip the tremenidous weaknesses of
banks and possibly the liquidationi of old ones? Experience the inhlerited banks. In CEE and the NIS maniy bank oailis
in transition economies to dare provides evidence with turined bad, as their traditional clients, the sate enterprises,
which to assess both strategies and draw somile tentative were exposed to competition. [Uring the early stages of
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reforml Imany banks continued ro extenid n'ew loans to new or acqtiired parts of old banks. This carries risks, but
unprofitable enterprises. Unpaid interest and principal goverinanice of these banks has tended to improve with the
were rolled over, increasing dramatically the banks' stock privatizationi of the parent enterprises, greater diversifica-
of nonperforming loans-which sometrimies amouLnted to tioIn of ownership, and the introduction of prudential
most of their portfolios-and crowding our good borrow- controls to limit lendilgi to owners.
ers. Even in China, where econoinic growth has been rapid
and lending rates are below inflation, 20 percenr of loais Approaches to banking reform
are officially recognized as noniperforming. Eveuttiallv Tianisitioni coLintries have two main tasks in approaching
these financial flows from banks to entrerprises dried up, as banking refoirm. The first is for each country to develop its
stabilization cook hold in alimiost all CEE countries anid central bank into anl inistitutionl thar inidependenltly formu-

mainy NIS. In some countries high real lending rates lates and conducts monetary policy. Evidence from tran-
caused net transfers (net new lending minus real interest sition economies confirms the worldwide finding that
paymiients) from enterprises to banks. instead of vice vcrsa. greater central bank indepenidence, including the right not
In many NIS the flow of resources to enitcrprises simply to finance the government and to set interest rates without
stagnated: old loans continued to be rolled over hut few government interference, is associated with lower inflation
new ones were made, so that net transfers in either direc- and more effective monetary policy. All transition econ-
tion were smalil. In Chinia, by contrast, ligh houseChold sav- omies have established basic instruments and procedures of
ings deposited withi the banks have allowed stibstantial net monietary policy, although their effectiveness varies across
tranisfers to enterprises to contiuie (see Chapter 2). couLntries, in part because interbank pay'ments systems are

Many banks in CEE and the NIS curienitly limit their often still poorly developed. Building them oIp is essential
role to finanicing trade and some working capital. makling to creating a market-based financial svstem. Central banks
negative contributiois, or none, to enterprises aggregate have often also played a constructive role in formLilating
investment. The near-universal reluctance to lend for general macroeconomic and fiscal policies. In China, how-
investimienit reflects in part the strains of stabilization, but ever, more reforms will be needed to make the central bank
also the banks' increased perception of both rhe risk of an effective player in monetary and supervisory policy.
lendinlg and the absence of effective means of recoverinig A much larger and more complicated task is to address
debts. Although bank lendinig has started to reboulid and the weaknesses of the commercial banks. Responding
maturities have lengthened in some of the more advanced both to iniiial conditions and to developments early in
reformers, in most countries good firms have little access transition, countries' approaches to banking reform have
to bank financing, and that at very short maturities. The been based on either entry of new banks, rehabilitationi of
privileged access to financing that large state enterpr ises in existing banks, or (usually) some combination of the two.
maniy couLitries contintie to enjoy' is vet anotier financial Some couLnriCs, hoiwever, have yet to choose a consistent
barrier to the emergenice of nlew private firms. financial reforimi strategy. The new entry approach

As already noted, the evolItion of financial sysciims has involves the entrv of a relatively large number of new
also been heavily affected by the pace of legal and enter- banks, the breakup and privatization of state banks, and in
prise reforms. Banks relv on the legal system, including some cases the liquidation of old banks. Estonia and Rus-

procedures for collateral recovery and ban kroptcy'. to sia have botb taken rhis path, although not always as a
einforce their claims and perform their role as moniitors of strictly deliberate policy choice. In many of the NIS, the
firms. Capital markets require companlv laws to define the confiLsioni surrounding the breakup of the Soviet Union
rights of shareholders of joint-stock and limired-liabilitv created an environimenlt in which many new banks
enterprises and allow them to exert their influence on emerged spontanieously (Box 6.1). The alternative. reha-
managemilenit. More progress in these and other economic bilitation approach, adopted by Hungary and Poland
laws is needed to make finanicial systems more effective amonig others, stresses recapitalizationi of existing banks,
(Chapter 5). Enterprise reform, includiig privatization together with extensive programs to develop them institu-
and the entry of ntew private firimls, is needed to resolve the tionally and to privatize them as soon as possible.
bad loan problem and create new lending opporrtinicies. Two fictors largely determine each country's approach
Better firms also generate demand for better banking ser- to banking reform: the depth of the financial system (the
vices and so advance institutional progress. l)emand ratio of finanicial liabilities to CDP) and the institutional
forces are strong in CEE and some NIS and have led to legacy. DLuring the late 1980s, financial depth was similar
considerable improvements in the quality of banks, across the transition econlomilies. Btit their differetit expe-
China's limited state enterprise reforim, on the other riences with inflation-and the collapse in confidence
hanid, has delayed commiiercializationi of its state banks. In in friancial assets in the high-inflation countries-have
the Baltics and the NIS, state enterprises have establishied since caused an equally wide divergence. Money holdings
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Box 6.1 Russia's radical banking refonn

Following the creation of a two-tier banking system in financial products, and quite a few are at the center of
1987, Russia's approach to banking reform rapidly- emerging financial-industrial conglomerates.
and partly unintentionally-diverged from that of other The banking industry's main problems are the large
transition economies. In 1988 a new law permitted the number of poorly capitalized and badly managed banks
creation of cooperative banks to serve the nascent private and an associated severe lack of transparenc'. As stabi-
sector. Establishment of joint-stock banks became possi- lization has taken hold in Russia, the environment for
ble with the 1990 banking law, with licensing subject to banking has become more difficult. A third of Russia's
only minimal requirements. Competition between a re- banks reported losses in 1995, almost immediately after
formist Russian government and a more conservative real interest rates turned positive. Although Russia has
Soviet government led to a separation of Russian banks started to address its bad banks problem by withdrawing
from Soviet banks and, in Russia, to the breakup of sev- licenses and restricting operations, many troubled banks
eral state banks into independent regional banks. remain. The authorities will need to deal with these banks
Together these events fueled an explosion in the num- quickly, in many cases through liquidation, to restore
ber of Russian banks: from 5 in 1989 to 1,500 in 1992 confidence and prevent a major crisis, and to allow re-
and 2,500 in 1995. sources to be intermediated by the better banks instead.

Macroeconomic developments during this period Increased transparency is another must. Accounting
created a competitive advantage for these new banks and disclosure standards are still rudimentary, a well-
over the old state banks. Lack of fiscal and monetary developed auditing profession does nor yet exist, and
control led to rampant inflation, and loan balances banking supervision remains embryonic. These limira-
soon shrank to only a few weeks of production. This tions open the door to fraud and imprudent investment
provided the new banks with an opportunity to gain and undermine confidence in the financial system. To
market share quickly by providing higher-quality address this problem the Russian government, with assis-
banking services to the newly emerging private sector. tance from the World Bank and the European Bank for
The voucher privatization program provided another Reconstruction and Development (EBRD), has intro-
new business opportunity, as many banks invested in duced an international banking standards project. Some
enterprises directly or lent to other investors buying of the best banks have been selected to on-lend World
shares. As a result the share of the new banks in total Bank and EBRD funds to the private sector. In return,
banking system assets has risen sharply, to more than the banks must submit to annual audits by international
two-thirds as of early 1996, with the three remaining accounting firms and adhere to prudential norms with
state banks holding the rest. Some of the larger new respect to capital adequacy, portfolio diversification,
banks have rapidly become the country's leading com- asset and liability management, and so on. It is estimated
mercial banks, with balance sheets of $1 billion to $3 that some twenty to forty banks will eventually partici-
billion. They move quickly into new business lines and pate in this bortom-up approach to banking reform.

presently equal 89 percent of GDP in China but average countries. Comparison of countries according to the insti-
only 42 percent in CEE countries and a mere 20 percent tutional capacity of the better segment of their banks shows
in the NIS (Figure 6.1). With inflation having wiped otit that, while the reformers with more entry generally had
bad loans and savings, leaving depositors with little confi- much worse starting conditions, some have now caught up
dence in the financial system, most NIS countries have lit- with the other countries. Progress has been particularlv
tle to lose by starting afresh. Countries in CEE starced out rapid in Estonia and Russia, despite an ufllavorable starting
with stronger institutional bases than did che NIS or the point. A period of relatively free entrv can thus stimulate
East Asian transition economies. This advantage, together decentralized institution building. But confidence can be
with their deeper financial systems and generallv better undermined while the sector undergoes convulsive restruc-
fiscal positions, led most CEE countries to opt for a more turing and as poor-quality banks spring up. Complemen-
phased approach. China's very deep financial system has tary policies are therefore needed to better screen new bank
prompted its government to choose a phased approach for applicants, to weed out weak banks, and to improve the
ics banking reforms, even though banking skills are rela- infrastructure for bankinig, including through enterprise
tively undeveloped. and legal reform.

Financial reform with a stress on entry, including entry The rehabilitation approach has the advantage that it
by foreign banks, can be a good approach for less advanced maintains a higher degree of confidence in the financial
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tries may adopt a mixed strategy, limiting the activities of

Banking systems in transition economies vary state banks while a new, private sector banking svstem
greatly in size. develops in parallel. Whichever approach is followed, the

crucial factor is the incentives it creates, and these depend
significanitly on government policies and how they are

Figure 6.1 Money in circulation perceived. Experience to date yields several policy lessons.

Deal titbi problenm banks quickly

Percentage of GDP Transition creates a difficult banikinig environment in

100 wlich sizable loan losses are unavoidable, especially when

80 - Curr Box 6.2 Poland's rehabilitation approach to
6 ~~~banking reform

60-
Deposits Poland's commercial banking reforms accelerated

40 - after 1990. In 1991 the government advised its banks
not to make new loans to enterprises that were in
arrears on past loans; that restriction became law with

20 Lthe passage of the Enterprise and Bank Restructuring

Program in February 1993. The Ministry of Finance
0 required regular audits of all banks according to inter-

CEE NIS China Latin OECD national standards, thus encouraging transparency

and exposing the magnitude of the bad loan problem.
The restructuring program further required banks to

Note: Regional and group data are simple averages of quarterly set up debt workout units and take actions to resolve
ratios tor 1994 for ten CEE countries, thirteen NIS, twelve Latin
American countries, and eighteen OECD countries. Source: IMF loans that had been classified as nonperformu1g at the
and World Bank staff estimates. end of 1991. The program also provided for a nev

bank-led workout process (see Box 3.1).
Indirect incentives were also used. In 1992 bank

employees were given the opportunity to purchase
up to 20 percent of their bank's shares at half-price

system and thtis limits financial disintermediation (the upon privatization. This strengthened incentives to
tendency for financial transactions to bypass the banking adopt prudent policies with respect to both the
system altogether). The downside is that it maintains a workout of existing loans and new lending. Seven
large role for existing state banks. Rehabilitationi can also banks entered into intensive technical assistance
severely undermine banks' incentives to adopt prudenit programs with foreign banks to accelerate their
investment criteria, by fostering the expectation that, hav- institutional development. Experience in Poland
ing bailed out troubled banks once, governments will do and other countries shows that such technical assis-
so again. In Hungary, for example. some banks have been tance can be a valuable complement to a bank's
recapitalized as many as five times. Thus, lik-e the entrl desire for institutional change but is no substitute
approach, a consistent rehabilitation policy requires a for a clear, commercially viable strategy on the part
good many complementary reforms. These should focus of owners and managers.
on1 improving the interim governance of state banks, Bank recapitalization was implemented in Sep-
ensuring a strong commitment to privatization, and, per- tember 1993. The aim was to determine the amount
haps, imposing certain restrictions on the state banks' of the recapitalization on the basis of loans that were
activities. Poland started out with just such an approach nonperforming at the end of 1991. This was
(Box 6.2), although the privatization side of the program intended to avoid penalizing banks that had already
has slowed recently. taken action to deal with their problems, and to

maintain incentives for mawagers to try to keep
Where government should lead . . .,, other loans in their portfolios performing. The pro-
As we have seen, initial conditions are an important con- gram was accompanied by a plan for privatization of
siderarion in striking the balance between an entry and a the nine treasury-owned commercial banks.
rehabilitation approach to banking reform. Some COUn1-
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real interest rates rise and firms have trouble seivicing CouLItries that allow relatively free entry of domestic
their loans. Unless governmienits act decisively, maniy tran- banks have benefited from increased competition and fast
sition economies can expect major financial crises to orig- institutionial progress; for many, a period of market-driven
inate from troubled banks and from spillovers of problems consolidation of banks and closure of weak banks should
at other financial interimiediaries. Resolving financially dis- reiniforce this progress. But these countries also need to
tressed institutions requires three steps. First, financial introduce high minimum capital requiremenits, checks on
flows to insolvent banks, whether fiom the government or the suitability and integrity of owners and managers, and
from deposits attracted by high interest rates, mitis be other formal guidelines to keep out applicants with poor
stopped. Too often, troubled banks continue to receive prospects or fraudulenit ventures. Even then, supervision
normal or even preferential treatment. In Poland, for will prevent only a few cases of fraud-a cause of many
example, two state-owvned banks specializing in housiig finalIcial crises-and supervisors may lack the political sup-
and rural finance have poor performance records yet are port to inteivene. Many warninig signals were ignored, for
covered by higher explicit deposit insuranice than other example. prior to the fraud-induced failures of some large
banks, allowing them to artract ftLmnds at relatively low banks in the Baltics. Banks also need incentives to act pru-
cost. Second, management. often a primary source of the dently in the absence of adequate supervision. Greater
problem. must almost always be changed. Third, to transparency, through better disclosure of bank balance
reduce incentives for excessive risk taking, private share- sheets and profitability, will help by allowing depositors,

holders should completely lose their stakes in liquidated other invescors, and bank supervisors to better assess banks'
or restructured banks. Depositors may also have to bear qtialiLy. In most transition economies accounting and
part of the losses. Countries that have moved decisively in information disclosure standards for banks-and other
this way have incurred lower costs and restored housellold enterprises-are far below those in market economies.
confidence faster, even wlhen households have suffered Supervisors and international agencies need to set manda-
some losses, and have had fewer sobseqLenit problem tory standards, especially on improved classification of
banks. Estonia approached these problems forcefully in nonperforming loans and more realistic provisioning for
late 199-1, and Croatia, Kazakstan, the Kyrgyz Republic, losses, and require annual atidits.
and FYR Macedonia are taking steps to liquidate or dras-
ticallv restructure weak banks. Many other transitioni Beiware of'rcrappitalizisng banks
economies, however, still have to come to grips with their Large nolUbers of nonperforming loans and undercapital-
problem banks, often because the authority to intervenie is ized banks can underiniile macroeconomic stability, lead
missing, or becatise ad hoc and often damaging formis of to high interest rares, and forestall a decentralized, case-
intervention are attempted. by-case restrocturing of enterprises. Some observers have

argued for early, comprehensive loan forgiveness to make
Develop effictive superv'siion, screen new entry, anld a clean break with the past. Canceling the nonperforming
improve disclosure debt of state enterprises to state banks has no impact on
All transition countries need improved prodential regula- either nationial or government wealth, or on bank profits
tion and supervisioni of commercial banks and other or fiscal revenues, bhtLit raises a serious danger that
financial intermiediaries, including financial-industrial money-losing firms will fail to restructLre once freed from
groups and investmenit fLunids. Establishing such mecha- the burdeni of servicing their old loans, and it sends a per-
nisms demands a filly independent and marker-oriented verse signal co other borrowers. No country has simply
supervisory agency. Every transitioni economivy noyw has a forgiven debts across the board, and in those that forgave
supervisory structure in place, either as a part of the cen- debt on a large scale (such as Bulgaria and Romania)
tral bank or as a self-standing body, and has issued laws uliprofitable enterprises continiued to borrow rather than
and regulations aimed at improvin.g the fLunctioninig of the adjust. Forgiveness also creates no incentives for banks to
financial system. Mtich less progress, however, has been develop skills in debt workout and recovery.
made in translating these reforms into effective regulation A decentralized, case-by-case approach, such as that
and Supervision. It takes rime to tiaii bank examiners and adopted in Hnligarv and Poland (see Box 3.1), can be
for them to acquire adeqtiate experience; therefore super- more useful. Banks are held accountable for their problem
vision is likely co remain weak in maniy tranisitioni COL11- loans and moLst ta;ke the lead in resolving them. As part of
tries for an extended period and will nlor be able to prevent the operational restructuring of individual enterprises and
every banking ftailure. Supervisors shoold focus their lim- farms, banks can limit new loans and restructure old ones.
ited resources on addressing problem banks and non- The strategy works, however, only if baiks and the enter-
banks, screening entranits, and improving inceltives for prises concerined are properlh governed and maniaged and
banks to adopt prudenit practices. if banks have enough capital ro recognize and make pro-
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visions against problem loans. This may imean increasinig which deplete their capital. In China, for example. the prof-
their capital. As noted above, recapitalizing banlks-by itabilitv of state banks is depressed in part because interest
injecting cash or bonds, taking over bad loans, and pro- rates on loans to enterprises are kept below household
viding other forms of fiscal support-has been an impor- deposit rates, and the credit plan dictates a large part of
tant component of a rehabilitation strategy. But recapital- their lending. To allow banks to grow out of their bad debt
ization is a wise use of taxpayers' money only if it quickly problems. governments need to pay higher interest rates on
restores the health of the financial system and improves required reserves, eliminate quasi-fiscal demands on banks,
the prospects for bank privatization. Experience elsewhere raise or liberalize lending interest rates, and encourage
with recapitalization is mixed. Banks often continue their banks to make more realistic provisions for loan losses.
bad lendinig policies, resources are frequently squan-
dered or used fraudulently, and recapitalizations often Esta6blisb atle,ast,afi'w reliaible bnks early on
are repeated again and again. Argentina, Chile, and the A combination of low confidence in the financial sector
United States have all undertaken repeated recapitaliza- and sizable unofficial economies has meant that cash rep-
[ions of their banking systems. Recapitalization poses resents a large share of the money stock in CEE and the
partictilarly large risks in transition countries. The adverse NIS, even compared with other countries with poor pay-
incentives it gives to already poorly governed state banks rnents systems (see Figure 6. 1). (In China, the limited pay-
tend to be exacerbated by the fact that their privati- menits system rather than lack of confidence explains the
zation-a necessary complement to the rehabilitation high level of cash.) To restore confidence, governments
approach-has proved difficult, making the endpoint nll- should aim to certify a few reliable institutions and try to
clear (Box 6.3). protect the payments system from bank failures. Entry by

Instead of relying on recapitalizations and otler forms of foreign banks is one quick way to increase the qualitv of
governmient support, policies should promote self-help for banking. In Armenia, for example, the entry of the Mid-
banks to encourage them to build up their capital base. Rel- land Armenia Bank promises to enhanice the financial svs-
ative to their large volumes of bad loans, banks in most tem greatly. But in almost all transition countries regula-
transition economies make smaller provisions for loan tion or other barriers have impeded foreign entry. Another
losses than is usual in high- and middle-income countries. approach, adopted in a number of CEE countries and
Almost all the transition economies tax banks heavily, both NIS, is to single our a few select banks for finanicial and
through profit taxes and indirectly through high reserve techlical assistance. This approach signals to enterprises
requirements, whichi yield little interest. In some countries, and households which banks may be most deserving of
banks are still saddled with quasi-fiscal responsibilities, their trust (see Box 6.1). Still another route, most relevant

Box 6.3 Privatizing banks is essential, but difficult

Enterprises in many NIS have acquired parts of the Even when state banks are strengthened through capital
state banks and established new banks in the early tran- injections, foreign commercial banks have shown little
sition. These enterprise-owned banks were then priva- interest in acquiring them because of difficulties in
tized when their owners were privatized. As their own- evaluating their loan portfolios and inregrating them
ership diversifies, and provided that strict limits on with their own systems. Most foreign banks prefer to
lending to owners are applied, such banks are generally establish new banks. The potential for cash sales to
no worse managed than others. The privately owned domestic investors is limited in transition economies
banks in these countries typically are the most dynamic because of lack of capital markets and expertise. Politi-
and dominate new lending to private firms. cal concerns have often complicated the pricing and

In many CEE countries state banks still dominate; as methods of sales, particularly to foreign buyers. Trans-
elsewhere, privatizing these banks has been difficult for ferring ownership through vouchers has been somewhat
both economic and political reasons. Privatization of more successful. Large stakes in five banks in the Czech
large state banks through cash sales has been rare. and Slovak Republics were transferred in this way. It
Hungary and Poland have had some success, privatizing has also proved difficult for the state to withdraw
a total of six large banks (two in Hungary, four in credibly from ownership. Like their privatized counter-
Poland), but such divestitures have become progres- parts in Chile and Mexico, several banks in transition
sively more difficult, in part because local stock markets economies returned to state ownership when they ran
lack depth and are already dominated by bank shares. into problems.
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for the NIS, is to establish "safe" banks in the meantime, individual investmenLts to a certain fraction of assets or
possibly built on che national savings banks. These banks capital, and disclosure standards will need to be strictlv
would primarily collect household deposits and be allowed enforced for banks as well as financial-inidustrial grouips,
to invest only in safe assets suclh as government obligations especially for lending to managers and affiliated enter-
or engage in limited interbank lending. Their presence can prises. In addition, some activities will need to be capital-
help restore households' confidence in the baniking system ized separately to protect depositors.
and allow authorities to remove, or at least reduce, the
(implicit) deposit insurance now provided to state banks And where government should fear to tread
and sometimes to other finanicial institutiolls. Some govertnments in transition countries still intervene in

The measLires just described would be nlore useful and the financial sector to allocate resoLirces, typically to
far less costly than large-scale formal deposit insuranice. uLnprofitable enterprises or sectors. In Belarus, for example.
Deposit insurance is often proposed for rwo reasonis: to the six largest commercial banks have been brought under
contain the risk of an individual bank's failLre spreading state control by presidential decree, and the fLmnctioniing of
through the payments system to other banks, and to the cenrral bank is now monitored by a council chaired by
increase houselholds' confidence. Experience suggests, how- the prtime minister. In other countries enterprises and min-
ever, that deposit insurance is not essential to contain the istries are directed to hold deposits in distressed banks.
contagioni effects of bank failure. Especially where banking Schemes wlvere the governmenlt directs credit to certain
supervision is weak, banks and other investors will discrimn- sectors have been proposed in many transition economies.
inate on their owIn-often better than regulators--between These types of administrative meastires and pressures to
insolvent banks and banks with temporarv liquidity prob- direct resources inhibit the development of a strong, mar-
lenms. Insuring deposits, by contrast, can create significant keL-based financial system. They weaken the better banks,
moral hazard problems because insured banks are able to underminle the efficient functioninig of the financial svs-
attract low-cost funds regardless of how risky their loans tem, and reduce the credibility of financial regulation.
are. The U.S. savings and loan debacle, which led to losses China's credit plan, tor example, is increasingly circum-
of more than $100 billion, was largely due to generous vented and has led to new avenues of rent seeking through
deposit insurance combined with weak supervision. Policv- an informal market as well as nonbank financial interme-
makers might decide to introduce a modest form of deposit diaries that profit from low, controlled interest rates. Any
insurance, for banks meeting tough eligibiliny criteria, to government financial support to private and privatized
foster depositor confidenice. But any such scheme would firms should be on commercial priinciples and encourage,
have to be accompanied by' much-improved banking super- not impede, institution building in the financial sector
vision, with strong powers to intervenie in weak banks, to through technical assistance and training programs.
counter the moral hazard problem.

Provided households have access to reliable banks, con- Limit sta te, ownersh4i
ditiolns in many transition economies make the more lib- Keepingg state-owned banks that specialize in financing
eral, Liniversal banking model, common in continental certain sectors or activities risks carrying on the legacy of
Westerni Europe, more attractive thain the U.S. practice of poor resource allocation under central planning. Special-
separating commercial and investment banks. Allowing ized banks have disappeared in many countries. State-
banks to own shares in enterprises (subject to reasonable owned development banks have generally performed
limits) and to engage in a varierv of finanicial activities poorly and cannot be expected ro do betrer in the weak
(including, for example, securities trading and instirance) institutional environmlent of most transition economies.
exploits banks' advantages at collecting and analyzinig Where government-owned banks have been effective,
financial information, which are at a premium in the high- lending has been tightly circumscribed. The government
risk, limited-information environmlllenlt of manx' transitionl financial instittitions in Japan, for example. employ well-

economies. The bank-centered financial systems of Ger- designed, focused credit programs of relatively limited
many and Japan, for example, are generally considered to duration. It remails to be seen whether the new policy
have led to better monitoring of firms. banks in China, whicb attempt to combine directed lend-

Most transitioni economies have, in fact, opted foi ing for infrastructure witlh commercial lending, will have
some type of ulliversal banking model. This model has its the same success (Box 6.4).
risks, however, especially given the generally weak super-
vision in transition economies. In the Czech Republic and Rural ald housing finance: Shozuld gozv'rnomnt fill
Russia, for example, conflicts of interest ma' arise from thle institutional voil?
substantial cross-holdings between banks, investmenit M.lost governments face strong pressure to provide credit
funds, and enterprises. Exposure guidelines, which limit for rural finance, which is in crisis in many transition
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Box 6.4 China's new policy banks

Most bank lending in China has been directed by the lending more explicit. If professional banking stan-
government, rather than by commercial need, and dards are applied, it could also generate efficiency gains
undertaken by four banks, specialized by sector. As in the management of public investment. The signals
part of its financial sector reform China decided to free are mixed, however: most of the new banks' staff come
the banks of this policy-based lending, leaving them to from the Planning Commission or its subsidiaries; on
transform themselves into true commercial banks. To the other hand, the State Development Bank did
facilitate this, three new policy banks were created in refuse co finance some 10 percent of proposed projects
1994. The State Development Bank makes loans for in 1994.
infrastructure and key industrial developments. The The policy banks represent only one aspect of pol-
Agricultural Development Bank finances crop pur- icy lending, however. The Chinese government sets
chases and food reserves and lends for poverty allevia- many interest rates according to industrial or broader
tion and rural infrastructure. The Export and Import policy objectives rather than commercial ones, and the
Bank focuses its support on machinery and electronics commercial banks are still obliged to carry the loans.
exports, mainly through suppliers' credits. The banks Moreover, the conimercial banks' biggest burden is
are funded by a combination of bonds (administra- working capital loans to cover public enterprise losses.
tively placed with commercial banks), capital contri- The policy banks have no role in financing these, and
butions from the government budger, anid central bank there is no sign yet whether these loans will be trans-
lending. The three banks' operations are already signif- ferred to the already strained government budger. The
icant: all bank-financed government investment is creation of the policy banks is therefore just one step
expected to flow through them, and their lending is toward a comprehensive reform of China's financial
expected to be about 9 percent of all investment, or 3 sector. If applied with rigor, it could prove a significant
percent of GDP in 1995. step. On the other hand, the policy banks may just as

The new banks have removed the burden of one easily turn out to be merely another layer of govern-
type of policy lending from the specialized banks. This ment, and one that perpetuates market segmentation
move also makes the cost of subsidizing such policy and the role of planning.

economies, especially among the NIS. Agricultural banks, of budgetary funds can help capitalize the new institutions,
like most specialized banks, are illiquid and often bank- but, as witlh other finanicial intermediaries, the key objec-
rupt and are likely to emerge from reform much smaller- rives must be to foster self-help and the long-term devel-
if they survive at all. New banks are tisually reluctant to opment of' healthv institutions. One temporary solution
serve agriculture, because the risks are highi, profitability is might be the approach used in Latvia, where a specially
low, credic histories are short or absent, and land is poorly created institution operates on commercial banking princi-
registered and difficult to collateralize. Soine countries, ples bht has a limited life span, after which it will be closed
includin'g Croatia aind Poland, have made progress toward or merged with a commercial bank. Alternatively, working
a legal framework that allows other farm assets, sucI as capital finance could be used to capitalize a cooperative
agricultUral stockpiles and farm equipment, to be used as lendinig structLre: in the Kyrgyz Republic, for example,
security for loans, but these are still the exceptions (see temporarv financial support for working capital will be
Box 5. 1). In addition, farmers are usually heavy savers, so made available to farmer cooperatives. in other parts of the
rural areas need access to reliable and competitive savings world, commercial suppliers of inputs and providers of
instrunmenits as well as commercial credit. marketing services often offer credit to farmers. These cinti-

Creating cooperative financial institutions, in some ties can generally evaluate the credit risks of individual
cases out of the remiiainis of the agricultural bank, can be a tarmers as well as banks can, if not better. But in the ini-
constructive approach to self-sustaining rural finance. tial stages suppliers may need some coaxing to enter these
Credit cooperatives-which already exist in Hungary, markers: the Moldovan government, for example. is pro-
China, and Vietnam-have many strenigths: active peer viding insuranice against certain policy changes that would
monitoring of borrowers, close links with clients, and an adversely affect repayment, to encourage foreign suppliers
emphasis on mobilization of savings. These benefits can be to provide inputs on credit.
undermined, however, if the cooperatives depend on gov- HotisimI construction has dropped sharply in many
ernment as the source of finance. Mlodest initial injections transition countries, partly for lack of finance. In most
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countries housing finance is constrainied by low saving traditional bank loans, not least that it can work well even
and a weak institutional framework. Sometimes, unfair where collateral laws are still extremely weak. In Romania
competition from state-ownied banks has also inhibited the existing civil law, although a century old, was used to
the development of market-based housing finance. Vari- draft watertighit leasing arrangements, enabling leasing
ous specialized financial institutions and government- companies to operate effectively without a special leasing
funded schemes have been proposed to revitalize the law. Furthermore. it is usually easier to assess the value of a
housing market. But these schemes do not address the leased asset than the credit of a firm, particularly one with
fundamental constraints on housing finance in many a short credit history. Unsurprisingly, perhaps, leasing has
countries: the poor legal environment for mortgages, coII- come to finance a large share of new investment in transi-
trolled rents that discourage home ownership, the lack of cion economies: nearly a third in the case of Slovenia. and
institutional investors, and macroeconomic instability and about one-sixth in some other countries. With most leases
high inflation. Indeed, such schemes may distract atten- awarded to smaller enterprises, the average lease has like-
cion from what is really reqtiired to develop a good hous- wise tended to be small. In Slovenia, for example, the leases
ing finance system, and they can have heavy fiscal costs. extended by an operating company in which the IFC par-

ticipates average $13,000. Leasing has also complemented
The role of nonbank financial intermediaries ithe development of other forms of finance, including bond
Many nonbank financial institutions, stich as portfolio and commercial paper markets, as well as supported a more
capital funds (mutual finds), venture capital funds, and general improvement in the regulatory and legal frame-
leasing and factoring companies, are well suited to the works in place for lending. The development of other non-
needs of transition economies. They can fill the disin- bank financial institutions, such as insurance companies,
termediation gap now prevalent in many transition will be slower, but over time they too can become impor-
economies. They also tend to finance small and medium- tant institutions for intermediating savings. Nurturinig
size enterprises, which are important to overall growth, them, however, will require further improvements in coun-
and they can require less in the way of legal infrastructure tries' legal frameworks, particularly in the areas of property
than other types of intermediary. Portfolio and venture rights and contract law (see Chapter 5).
capital funds have indeed grown rapidlv in transition

Developing capital markets
economies. By early 1995, just six years after the first ven-
ture capital fund was set up in CEE, there were more than Capital markets are, at their most basic, easy to define and
eighty such funds, managing assers valued at $4.4 billion. almost as easy to create. In a sense, a capital market exists
These funds have proved an attractive way for one or a few wherever financial securities-vouchers, stocks, or bonds
large foreign investors to meet the equity needs of small -change hands, whether on a formal securities exchange,
firms. The venture capital funds in which the Interina- within a less structured but established medium such as an
tional Finance Corporation (IFC) participates, for exam- over-the-counter market, or informally between any buyer
ple, have an average investment per firm of only and any seller. Yet as with so many of the institutions out-
$500,000. Such funds can be particularly usefil in transi- lined in this part of the Report, the trick to capital mar-
tion economies, not simply because equity investments kets is not bringinig them into being but nurturing them
offer some hedge against inflation, but also by providing so that they play their proper supporting role in the
for considerable control over management, with fund broader process of transition. For capital markets, espe-
managers able to help inexperienced managers develop cially the more formal kind, that role is largely one of
business plans and upgrade standards. They can also make facilitating the reallocation of property rights. Capital
for better audits and build Up contacts with foreign firms. markets are especially needed after the initial distribution
The IFC's venture capital manager, for example. helped a of vouchers and shareholdings in a mass privatization pro-
Ukrainian manufacturer of surgical needles by providing gram, but also for the sale of state assets through direct
the company with U.S. equipment and training, enabling share offerings. Some of the standard benefits of capital
it to meet U.S. medical regulations. Demanding venture markets in a market economy can often be even more
capital fund managers can also help spur the development valuable for transition coulitries: capital markets improve
of local capital and financial markets. corporate governance by monitoring managers and trad-

As noted elsewhere in this Report, entry of new firms ing shares actively; they allow cash-strapped governments
has been the driving force behind private sector develop- to issue bonds, and firms to make share and bond offer-
ment in transition economies. But new small and medium- ings; and they stipport long-term housing finance and
size enterprises have often found it particularly difficult to pension reform. But even healthy capital markets are not
attract external finance. In this context, leasing of self-sufficient; they rely heavily on well-functioninig banks,
machinery, say, or vehicles-offers many advantages over to process payments and act as custodians, and money
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markets, to provide benchmarks for pricing securities. requliremenlts could hclp capital markets develop, just as
Both are sorely lacking in maniy transitioni econonies. In the disclosure provisions of the Companies Act of 1900
addition, property rights are often poorly defined, there is promoted markets in the United Klingdom. Althouglh
a lack of necessary marker skills and experience, and many' transirion econonmies have niade significant progress
minority shareholder protection is extremely limited (see in enacting moderin securities laws, few have succeeded in
Chapters 3 and 5). enforcing them, since supervisory instIrtiriols are often

The more formal, centralized type of secLiities ex- still lacking. There have beeni many cases of outright
change is nor particularly difficult to set up. At least ninie- frlaud, such as the Cariras scheme in Romania. And many
teen transition economies have done so. And almost all tranIsition econonies still lack effective trading frame-
countries in CEE, several NIS, and China and Vietnam x works and supporting financial services.
have adopted (or are adopting) supporting, comprehen- In developing and improving rtiles and institutions,
sive securities laws. Yet both market capitalization and couL1tries need to strike a balance berween a top-down ap-
share turnover in these formial markets have tended to be proaclh. where the government takes the initiative, and one
low by both developing and industrial country standards that is more bottom-up, in that supply and demand create
(Figure 6.2). Accordingly, the new markets have raised pressures for the types of markets countries need and the
only limited funding. In CEE and the NIS only the best rules and institutionIs to govern them. Top-down strategies
firms have been able to raise any financing, altogether less cani deliver higher standards but risk overregulation and
than $1 billion from 1991 to 1995. In China new equity mav fail to meet markers' true needs. Standards in several
offerings have been comparatively large, amotliting co CEE cotintries. for example, are relatively high, but only
more than $1 billion in 1993 alone. They still, however, governmienit bonds and several dozen stocks are actively
account for only a small portion of total enterprise invest- traded. This is especially likely when infrastructure is devel-
ment. In RtIssia and the Czech Reptiblic. capital mar- oped well in advance of demand or stIpply. Albania, for
kets-including informal markets-are mostly tised to example, enacted a well-designed capital markets law, but
build tip controlling stakes, whichi investors then tend to irs capital markets are not yet functionin1tg for lack of strong
hold; turnover on formal markets is consequenitly low. In banks, institutional investors, functioning courts, qualified
very feW couLntries has equity trading been active and had lawyers, and a well-staffed regulatory commission. Top-
a disciplinary effect on managers. dowix approaches are especially problematic since most

Bringinig capital markets to life in transition counrries countries need rapid change in the way firms are man-
will mean raising both the supply of securirties and, natu- aged-throughl mass privarizarion and other programs-
rally, the demand for them, as well as improving the insti- and this can be slowed by overregulation.
turional backgroulid for transactionis. On the supply side, A bottom-up approach can have advantages. Experi-
bond markers, which often precede stock markers, have ence in transitioni econiomies and elsewhere shows that
tended to develop because governments need to raise non1- more-effective rules and institutions tend to develop wheni
inflationary finanice. Similarly. rapid privatizers among they advaiice in step withl demand and supply. rarher than
developing countries have experienced much faster behind or well in fiont of them. There is also evidence
growth in stock marker capitalization than have slow pri- that marker participants, seeking to protect their own
vatizers. This is also true amonig transitioni economies: interests, tend to self-regtilare through cross-monitoring,
stock market capitalization is greater in relation to GDP especially when trading in large volumes. In Russia, a sys-
in mass privatizers such as Russia and the Czech and Slo- tem for over-rhe-cotinter trading in stocks and rules gov-
vak Republics (see Figure 6.2). Yet trading activity and erniing trades were introduced because brokers realized
individual share prices are generally muclh lower among that it was in their own interest to share information with
mass privatizers than in other countries, largely because others and agree oni common standards. The bottom-up
demand is low and institutions are weak. China, with its approach still requires a supportive role for the govern-
limited privatization, is a notable exception, with high ment, especially in promoting the necessary institutions
turnover due in parr to speculation. and in vetting the rtiles of the game, but it does not risk

Booscing domestic demand for secLirities, and boosting stifling a nascent market. China is an example of bottom-
securities trading, will require stable macroeconiomic poli- up regulatory developnment: the emergence of regional
cies to raise saving, as well as the emergeence of institu- exchaniges prompted regional regulators to formulate their
tional investors such as private pensioni funds (see Chap- owvn rules first, which were later absorbed into an over-
ter 4) and insurance companies. Policymakers will also arching national regulatory framework.
need to improve the protection of creditors and investors, Foreign demand can be particularly helpftil in lifting
especially minority shareholders, and vigorousIV punish standards and increasing confidence. Foreign portfolio
fraud and other wlvire-collar crinics. Enhlaniced disclosure investors stimulate infrastructure improvements because
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Stock markets in most transition economies remain small and illiquid.

Figure 6.2 Stock market capitalization and turnover in selected countries
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Note: Capitalization is the market value of shares outstanding at the end of 1995. Turnover is the market value of shares traded during 1995.
Some economies with short histories of operating stock exchanges are not shown, as complete data are unavailable. Data do not cover all
stock exchanges or over-the-counter trading, and only the most liquid stocks are included. Source: International Finance Corporation and World
Bank staff estimates.

they demand good custody, trustee, audit, and bank pay- company's management. The resultilng international out-
ments systems-fiduciary functionis missing in manv tran- cry spotlighted the deficiencies of Russia's regulatory
sition economies. In Russia, for example, a British com- process, leading to pressures for third-party registrv facili-
pany acquired 20 percent of the shares of an aluminum ties and a national registry company. A joint venture
company, but its share ownership was later annulled bv the between Russian and several foreign institutions (the Inter-
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national Finance Corporation, the European Bank for Re- The agenda
construction and Development, and the Bank of New
York) now handles custodian arrangements for shares, All transitioni economies face similar obstacles in building
making purchases much easier and more attractive. Capi- strong, active financial systems. but they have approached
tal market developmenit can also be accelerated through them in very different ways. One lesson of the past few
"demonstration" projects, such as porctfolio and venture years is thar reforming existing banks can be less efficient
capital funds. than decentralized institution building that stresses new

Capital markets in their various forms have played an entry. The best approach to banking reform for many
important role in the transfer and initial reallocation of countries, particularly the less advanced ones, might be to
company ownership (vouchers and shares), particularly restrict the activities of state banks while a new or parallel
in mass-privatizing countries. Individual shareholders private banking system develops. But the inherited weak-
(including insiders) have sold their shares, often through nesses of the financial system and the way these tend to
informal markets, and straregic investors have sought to play out during transition demand a series of determined
establish controlling ownership stakes. There are historical complementary reforms, no matter which approach gov-
precedents for chis process. In post-World War 1I Japan ernments rake. Likewise, all transition governments
corporate ownership structure changed rapidly from one should aim to minimize their direct and indirect role in
of wide distribution among individuals to one of institu- the allocation of resources. Premature bailouts in particu-
tion-centered owniership with extensive cross-holdings. lar have often unldermined the credibility of reforms. Gov-
But increasing ownership concentrationi leads to illiquid- ernments should instead encourage banks to be more self-
ity, especially in formal markets. In many transition econ- reliant in building capital-for example, through more
omies with mass privatization programs, investors have generous loan-loss provision rules-and improve the gen-
held on to their stakes after the initial roLtnd of trading. eral framework for debt collection.
Trading often occurs in blocks off the formal exchanges- Accelerating the development of nonbank financial
such is the case with 80 to 90 percent of shares exchanged institutions-an essential part of any financial system-is
in the Czech Republic-as investors try to build up con- important in all transition economies, because such insti-
trolling stakes. Other countries show a similar tradeoff notiolns often finance the small, dynamic new firms that are
betveen concentration of ownership and market liquiditv. proving central to economic growth. Capital markets are
Given the lack of sound corporate governance and scarcity essential for raising financing and improving the gover-
of financial skills, concentrated outside ownership (com- nance of firms, and here transition economies may prefer
bined with monitoring by banks) has its advantages in to rely on demand and supply pressures when developing
most transirion economies. At least in the short run it is the supporting framework. In the long run, as evidence
probably preferable to highly liquid and speculative capi- from other countries shows, the roles of banks, capital
tal markets that may impose little or no discipline on markets, and other intermediaries are complementary, and
managers (see Chapter 3). all have a positive influence on development and growthl.



Toward Better 71- -,

and Slimmer -f-
Government
T I he transit oi froil plah tO iarket calls for a wiole- the exception rather thall the rule. State intervention is

sale reinveitionl of government. The state has to justified only where markets f:ail-in such areas as defense.
nmove from doing many things badly to doing its primilary educaltioni, rural roads, and some social insur-

fewer core tasks well. This means government must at once ance-and then only to the extenit rhat it improves upon
shrink and change its natLire. No longer the prime eco- the market. Second, govermiient must stop restricting and
nomic agent in most areas, it must instead facilitate private directly controlling private commercial activity arid extri-
activity. This chapter steps back fiom rhe many demands cate itself fiom intimate involvement in the financial sec-
on governmeits undergoing transitioni-the array of eco- tor. focusing instead on promoting macroeconomic sta-
nomic and institutional reforms outlined in other chap- bilin; and providing a legal and institutional environmenit
ters-to analyze the more fundamenital issue of the role of that supports private sector development and competition
the state itself in the economy and how it should evolve (Chapters 2, 5, and 6). Finally, instead of providing gen-
during transition. It goes on to analvze how the reiriven- erous guarantees co secule adequate living standards for
rion of government should proceed in practice, focusing on all, governments riced to foster greater personial responsi-
the rieed to overhaul all aspects of the public finances. In bility for income and welfare. Providing social protection
most transitioni economies reformis have sapped power and is a key functioni of government in all ecoinomies, but il a
revenue away from goverinments. Continuing to finan)ce imarket econom); it should-in principle, at least-be
even a shrunken governmenit without inflationary money mainily targeted at those vulnerable groups who need it
creation or overborrowing, while at the same time reorder- most (Chapter 4).
ing spending priorities, is proving a major challenge for These shifts are guided by the Iix between private and
almost all countries. Getting the government's own house public activitV in a stylized market econioimy. They provide
in order-achieving tighter control on expenditure, better a general framework, not a rigid bliepriit, for changes ill
budget management, and tax adriiinistration, while re- the role of government during transitioll. Deciding. for
forming fiscal relations betveen levels of govermilenAt-is a example, exactly where market failures justify government
high priority for advanced and lagging reforimlers alike. interventioni is a contenitious bLisiness. But four groups of

goods anrd seivices have features that tend to make private
Achieving fundamental change in government 1 ..cmarkets fall, or function inefficiently, creating a potential
Voters and policy'makers arouLid the world increarsinigly rationale fur governiment intervention (although riot nec-
ask what government is for, and whether some of its tasks essarily government provision):
mighit be better done by private agents. in transitionl
countries the job of redefining government is at once * Pure public goods such as defense, law and order, arid
more urgent and more dauntinig. First, the role of govern- environmiental protection cannot be provided by pri-
merit in producing and distributinrg goods and services vate markers alone. Because evervbody shares their beni-
must shrink dramatically. Public provision must become efits automatically, no one is willling to pay for them
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individually. But governments can pr-ovide themil and national objectives. In the early stages of transition the
impose rheir cost on taxpayers. state clearly needs to shrink and move toward less eco-

* (Goods with positive externalities, or spillover benefits, Iomic involvemiienit, allowilng more room for markets and
are worth more to society than to any one consuliler. the private sector. But as transitioni proceeds, policynmak-
Public health and edtication, for examilple. reduce infec- ers increasingly confront tradeoff.s between a somewhiat
tion rates, add to sociery's knowledge base, and raise more laissez-faire market economiiy (as in the United
productivity'. Markets tenid to uLidersupply' these goods. States) arid a somewhlat more "social" market economy (as
and complemenitary public funding or provision can in Germaniy or Sweden). However governments resolve
therefore improve efficienicy. Similarly, markets ignore these tradeoffs, they urgenitly need to improve the effi-
netgative externalities, such as industrial pollution; reg- cienicy and quality of the services they provide, by focusing
ulation to curb or clean up the activity causing rhe pol- on the outcomIles of governmiienit programiis and their costs
lotioll can improve social welfare. rather than only their inputs (see Chapter 8S). An especially

* Natural moniopolies such as gas pipelines, local trans- important task of governments durilng, transition is that of
port networks, and other infrastructLire seivices are educatiLIg the pLublic about the necessity and process of
most efficiently provided by a single firm. Llncon- reforimis, includin,g reform of government itself, and thor-
strained, monopoly producers tend to overprice and oughly' explaining policy options and goverinimlenit deci-
ulidersupply' these services. But pLublic provision or reg- sioins. This is crucial to buildin,g consenisus and mobilizing
ulation can in principle be efficielit. support for reform.

* Imperfect information, on the part of eiCher consumers Governmietits everywhere have found it extremelv dif-
or providers, may' make markets fail. Private comiimer- ficult to reorient and reduce their owIn involvement in the
cial insuranice, for example, cannot efficiently instire economiy. not least for political reasons. Only a few COun-
against risks like unemilploymilent, longevity, and deteri- tries have succeeded with large-scale government reforms,
orating health in old a,ge, because these risks are inifu- Australia and New Zealand being leading examples. Tvp-
enced bv characteristics anid behavior of the insured ically. as in New Zealand. such reforms have followed eco-
that the insuler cannot observe, along, with governmienit nomilc crises, which helped brinsg about the broad consenl-
policy, and they' affect large parts of the pOpulationI SUS needed foi far-reaching change. Transition couintries
equally and simulranieotslV. Goovernments can regulate have a unique opportunity to achieve fuLidamental gov-
private pensions and insurance and compicleient themil emriiinent reforinil HI thle COIrSC of their economic transfor-
wvith basic pLublic pensions and insuranIce to improve ma.tioll; the political as well as economilc breakthrough in
efficiency and fill gaps in coverage. Governments also manly CEE counitries and NIS gives themil doubly good
inspect food, set stancdards fir airline safety, approve reasons for pushing ahead witli government reformils. By
new druags, and regulate banks and securities mlarkets to acting, decisively, transitioni counitries can avoid some of
protect consumliers who have insufficient information the major fiscal and structural problems thar have long
about the quality of these goods. plagued developing countries and have recently emerged

in maniy industrial couLItries.
\Where markets fail, a case-by-case judgmilenc is needed Making goverinimlenit more market-friendly and effi-

on whethier government provision-or the regulation or cient entails improving public sector managemnent. Coun-
funding of private provision--can do better. Govern- try' comllparisons show that the two usually advance
ments. too, mayd fail: interventions may be gtiided by polit- together (Figure 7.1). In both areas, progress with reforms
ical objectives, be poorly implemilenited, create vested inter- has beeni greatcr where liberalization is more advanced.
ests. or give rise to renits and corIuptionI. Well-intenitionied The reason is that some government reforms-the retreat
goverin nent intervenltioni to correct market filtiUres may' from production and the removal of restrictive regula-
prove eveni worse thani suboptinial private provision. In a tions-are essentially the institutionial couLterpart of lib-
market economy the burdeni of proof regarding public eralization. Others, such as targeting social assistance and
interventioni lies with the governmiienlt. improvinIg tax administration, require long-term institu-

Not surprisingly', market econiomilies in the real world clon building and tend to lag behinid market liberalization.
differ in bowx mucIh educationl, healthi, and infrastructtIre Changes in the role and managemenit of government
the state provides for free; in the degree to which higher also eitail the developmenit of a professional civil service.
taxes on the rich are used to redisrilbtite inicome; and in Civil servanlts in transition economies tend to be concen-
the scope and design of social welfare systems, amnong trated in the wrong parts of government, given its chang-
other things. CouLntries make these fuLidameintal choices ing finctions. Thevy frequenirly have the wrong skills for
depending on their circumlistanices a mou1taillous CoUIln- their jobs and face insufficient pay differentials and other
try spenids more on roads thaln a flat one-and on their poor incentives. Contrarv to g,eneral belief, however,
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As governments liberalize the economy, they usually reform themselves.

Figure 7.1 Government reform and liberalization by country group
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Note: The market orientation index is a composite measure of how much governments have imposed hard budgets on banks and enterprises,
shifted public spending away from the productive sector and toward social services and infrastructure, withdrawn from commercial
decisionmaking, divested enterprise social assets, and moved toward a targeted social security system. The index of management
effectiveness combines measures of the consistency of fiscal policy and overall economic strategy: the quality of public investment planning,
budget management, and tax administration; and the transparency of intergovernmental relations. Both indexes are constructed from relative
country rankings, estimated based on comparative information and consultations with country specialists. See Figure 1.2 for details of the
liberalization index and the grouping of countries. Source: De Melo, Denizer, and Gelb, background paper: World Bank staff estimates.

government as a whiole is not vastly overstaffed or under- in real wages. a rising gap between public and private
paid in most of these countries, and where total spending wages. and often woefully inadequate staffing and pay in
remains high, this has little ro do with excessive wage bills. a few key areas such as customs, tax administration, and
Data from selected CEE countries and NIS show that the police. The problem lies rather in the distriburion of
overall government employment and wages are broadly in labor: the core central and local administrations in transi-
line with those in industrial andl middle-income develop- tion economies tend to be too small, whereas education,
ing countries-notwithsranding economy-wide declines health, and other public services are overstaffed. Yet on
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balance there are too few professional and too manv cler- higher. By contrast, government spending in the Baltics
ical staff. Even where average education and skill levels are and Romania was around one-third of GDP in 1994,
high, government workers lack the accounting, tax. regu- almost 20 percentage points down ftrom 1989 levels.
latory, and other public administration skills a market Turkmenistan, where market reforms are the least
economy needs. Moreover, public sector pay is severely advanced, now has the smallest government of all transi-
compressed, in both European and East Asian transition tion economies, with total spending below 10 percent of
couLntries, and extensive and opaque svstemiis of fringe GDI) in 1994. But governnment spending in Azerbaijan
benefits distort incentives further. Performance has little and Ukraine, where reforms are also lagging. still ac-
bearing on pay and promotions. Instead, personal loyal- countecl for half or more of GDP in 1994.
ties and political considerationis are still overemplhasized What explains this diversitvi Levels of inconme and
in routine professional and career decisions. Not surpris- development, sectoral structure, demographics, and poli-
ingly, public administrations in many transition econ- tics are known to influence the level and trend of govern-
omies have been plagued by poor morale, absenteeism and ment spending in all cotintries. In transition economies
moonlighting, low productivity, petty corruption, and three additional economic factors also seem to explain
loss of good staff to the private sector. much of the chanlge and variation in government size:

These problem1s have no quick fix, but the direction of pressures for social spendinig. financial constraints, and
needed reforms is clear. Pay, recruitlmient, promorions, the degree of commitment to stabilization. In CEE and
and layoffs must become more flexible and merit-based. the NIS social spendinig pressures have risen because of
Most fringe benefits and in-kind pavytments need to be output declines. In the Visegrad countries these new pres-
replaced with cash. Salan, diffeirentials must rise substan- sures, along with the prospects for integration with the
tially. And, of special imporrance in transition ecoiiomies, EUropean Union, have reinforced strong traditions of
governments need to depoliticize the civil service, intro- high spending for education, health, and social services. A
duce systematic career development and link it to training few countries have been able to accommodate spending
in market economy skills, and integrate civil service pressures and sustain large or growing governments with
staffing with wage bill and budget planning. stable or rising tax revenues (the Visegrad countries, Viet-

R .ghtsizir.g government ilnami), income from naitural resources (Uzbekistan), or
external financinig (Albania, Hungary). But most govern-

Governments in transition counltries vary greatly in size. melnts have lacked access to stich noninflationarv funding.
Most have shrunk during transitioni, by' necessiry or Some of them, such as Azerbaijan and Ukraine, delayed
design, but many remaimi large in comparison with gov- fiscal adjustmenIt unltil 1994-95, after keeping tip spend-
ernm1ents in market economies at similar levels of income ing and suffering high inflation in the interim. Others
(Figure 7.2). In CEE and the NIS. total government reduced spending earlier in liie with decliniig revenues--
spending through central and local budgets and so-called either in connection with stabilization (the Baltics, China,
extrabudgetarv funds accounted for arounld half of GDP Romania) or because weak stabilization combined with
on average in 1989, about the same as in much richer slow market reforms led to growing informalization, spi-
countries. By 1994 average spencding had fallen to 45 per- raling inflationi, and ever steeper declines in revenues and
cent of GDP among CEE countries and 35 percenit in the expenditures (Kazakstan, Turkmenistani). Walking a fine
NIS. In the Baltics and some other NIS, nominal govern- line between these outcomes are countries stIch as Belarus,
ment spending adjusted for inflation now stands at half or Bulgaril, and RLIssia, which have kept expenditures high
less of prereform levels. Government has also shrunk dra- despite slowly declining revenues, but have usually-
matically in Chinla; total spending now accounts for less although not always-cut them by just enouglh at the
thani 20 percent of GDP. But in Vietnam its share in right time to avoid a dangerous surge in inflation.
GDP has grown and now exceeds that in countries of Are governments in the Visegrad and other high-
similar income. spending countries too large? The size of government in

There is no systematic relationship between changes in all economies depends directly on the role and functions
government size and economic reforms. Both large and assigned to it. This, once againi, is ultinmately a matter of
small goveriiments are found among couL1tries where lib- social choice. General empirical studies relating levels of
eralizarion and government reforms are advanced. In the government spending to economic growth yield few
Visegrad couiitries. for example, government spending robust conclusions. In transition economies, however,
exceeded half of GDP in 1994. compared with just above there are stronger grounds for thinkinig that large govern-
20 percent of GDP (on average) in Chile, Colombia, ments will hurt economic performance: government
the Republic of Korea, Thailand, and Turkey-countries spending, especially at high levels, rends to be quite inef-
whose incomes per capita were comparable or slightly ficient and, as a result, to contribute less to growth than
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Governments in most transition economies ate shrinking, but many in Europe are still too big.

Figure 7.2 GDP per capita and ratios of government expenditure to GDP in
selected transition economies

Share of government expenditure in GDP (percent)
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separate sample of forty-seven developing and industrial market economies. Data for country groups are simple averages. Source: IMF.
various years (c): official data; IMF and World Bank staff calculations and estimates.

in market economliles; also, financinig governmientr pro- there are strong pressures for them to expaid. Second.
gramils is costlier and poses a greater risk of inIlation, government saving-revenues net of currenit spending-

Public spending is inefficient for several reasois. First, and public investitietir tend to be unusuallv low in CEE
most large governments in transitioni economies spend a and the NIS. If governmenit accouLnts for close to half of
disproportionate share of public finds onl programs with GDP but its saving is negligible (as currently' in the Vise-
little if anv impact on productivity and economic growth, grad couLitries), even an impressive private saving rate of
suchl as subsidies and social transfers (see below) Since 30 to 35 percent of GDP can generate investmentr of onlv
these programs creare entitlemellts or vested interests, 15 to 20 percent of GDP, well below levels associated witil
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rapid growth (Chapter 2). Third, the efficiency of govern- position and effectiveness of expenditure, rather than sim-
ment services such as health and education in maniy tran- ply cheir level, can help introduce economic considera-
sition economies is undermined by entrenched spending tions into the politics of budgeting, force a prioritization
allocations within sectors, wveak implementation capaci- of expenditures, and facilitate reform.
ties, and high staffing ratios (see Chapter 8). Increased pri- The restructuring of government expenditures toward
vate participation and cost recovery are urgent priorities. market economy patterns is well under way in most tran-

Finanicinig government spendinig in transition econ- sition economies. The biggest changes-which are fur-
omies tends to be costly. Only a few, such as the Visegrad thest advanced in the leading reformers-relate to spend-
countries, have been able to finance high spending out of ing on1 subsidies, social transfers, and capital investment
taxes, in part because of significant tax reform. But tax svs- (Figure 7.3).
tems even there remain relatively inefficient, so that the Subsidies to enterprises and consumers have generally
collection of a given level of revenues imposes a large eco- declined during transition, as has support to industrv,
nomic burden on taxpayers, especiallv rhe emerging pri- agriculture, construction, and other "private commercial"
vate sector. Indeed, tax revenues of nearlv half of GDP in sectors. As usual, the extent and pace of the decline mir-
the Visegrad counltries may well be utnsustainable in the ror progress with liberalization. Total budgetary subsidies
long run. In most transition economies revenues have in CEE and the Baltic countries averaged 3 to 4 percent
been declining, so high government spending has tended of GDP in 1994. In Russia thev still accounted for an esti-
to translate into large budget deficits. Around the world, mated 9 percent and in Ukraine for 17 percent. Ukraine
large deficits often lead to high inflation and slow growth. cut subsidies sharply in 1995, but total government
This is an even greater danger in the many transition spending on activities that marker economies tend to leave
economies where the scope for domestic and external bor- to the private sector still accounted for around 15 percent
rowing is limited and a large share of deficits can onlv be of GDP.
financed by printing money (Chapter 2). WXhere subsidies remain high, they are usLially used to

Sefting new spending priorities ireduce consumer prices or cushion enterprises from the
competitive and financial pressures of transition. Such

Changes in the role of governmrent during transition trig- subsidies are inefficient and should be replaced with direct
ger shifts in spending priorities. The aim is to make the income transfers, which can provide targeted, more effec-
composition of expenditures consistent with the tasks of tive transitional relief to vulnerable workers and house-
government in a market economy and conducive to long- holds and do not delay necessary enterprise restructuring.
run growth. Indeed, robust empirical evidence sLIpports Several CEE and Baltic countries have demonstrated that
the view that government spending tends to be productive many subsidies can indeed be phased out abruptly. Where
and to promote economic growth wvhere it corrects proven subsidies have already come down, the main challenges
market failures and truly complements private activity- are to reduce any remaining subsidies-often concen-
as do some infrastrLcture investments, preventive health trated in agriculture, energy, and housing-and recover a
care, and basic education-but rarelv otherwise. greater share of the costs of some education, health, and

The specific effects of public expenditures onl growth local transport services. Phasing out remaining subsidies
in transition economies will vary according to initial con- becomes easier if governments commit to a credible
ditions and the past composition of spending. In many schedtile for reducing them, carefullv monitor their costs,
CEE countries and the NIS. for example, the marginal and regularlv reassess the need for them. Governments
return on general public education spending is likely to be should explicitly include all subsidies in the budget to
relatively low because of historically high spending and enable both policymakers and the public to evaluate their
edticational attainment. But spending specifically on edu- true costs, and to facilitate the management of expendi-
cation in newly relevant market economv skills will have tures and macroeconomic stabilization. At one time or
higher returns. The quality of spending also matters a another most transition countries have bypassed the for-
great deal; the colossal capital investmenits under central mal budget to channel large volumes of credit subsidies
planning were often ineffective. Finally, government througLh the banking system. Althoughl there is nlow a
spending serves multiple objectives, of which economic trend toward bringing them back into the budget, this
growvh is onlv one. The resulting tradeoffs greatly coIll- practice remains a serious concern in countries such as
plicate assessments of the benefits and costs of alternative China and Ukraine (see Chapter 2).
compositions of spending. That said, the composition of Social expenditures have risen across the board during
public expenditure is at least open to economic analysis transitioni. Part of the increase is desirable: new energy
and, much more than the overall size of government, to and housiing allowances replace subsidies being phased
public debate. Focusing spending decisions on the coni- out: rising social assistance and unemployment benefits
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Govemments' changing spending patterns reflect their increase in market orientation.

Figure 7.3 Government expenditure by category in selected transition economies
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protect vulnerable households hit by income declines and in the Visegrad countries. In Poland, for example. pay-
layoffs resulring from enterprise resurircturinig; educarion ments rose from 7 percent of GDP in the late 1980s to 16
and healtl expenditures iicrease as governments take over percent in 1993-94. Permitting this cost explosion to
day care, schools, and hospitals from state enterprises. Yet continue not only would further crowd out other expen-
the increase in social expenditures has varied enormously ditures but could jeopardize stabilization. ThLLs, pension
across countries, mostly because of diverging trends in reformn is a top fiscal as well as social priority for the Vise-
pensioni costs. Sharply rising pensioni paymncits are the grad cotintries (see Chapter 4). Indeed, Leszek Balcero-
main reason social and total spendinig have remained high wicz, the main architect of Poland's economic reform pro-
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gram, has cited the failure to cake on pensioni reform as stability, implementing new spending priorities, and
the biggest mistake of Poland's first reform governmeit, promotinig efficient u.se of public resources hinges on

Finally, public investment has fallcn sharply in many improved budget management and expenditure control.
CEE countries and the NIS, often to less thani 3 percent This requires maniy complex institutional and organiza-
of GDP by 1994, because wages and othel currenit expeni- tional changes over and beyond the civil service reforms
ditures were protected when total spending had to be cut. outliled above.
Capital repairs and upgrades have tvpically stIffered, too, To begin, the budget needs to he put on a sound legal
and many infrastructure facilities are deteriorating fast. in fooling. The executive will tisually remaini the primary
addition, the move to a market economiy has rendered arbiter between competing expenditures but becomes
parts of the existing capital stock obsolete. So, is it possi- accountable to parliament. During butdget preparation
ble that, after a period of correction of past investillelnt line agencies will need to submit more detailed spending
excesses, public investment is now too low? Recent re- proposals to the miniistry of finance, using a common
views hv the World Bank of investmenit and expenditure methodology open to careful analysis. The finanice min-
in selected CEE countries and NIS propose target levels istry then needs to assess these proposals against the gov-
for public investment of aroLind 5 percent of GDP. emiinenit's agreed policv priorities and available finanicing
Another studv, relating the composition of public expen- Its capiacity to carry out econiomic analysis and forecast
ditures in low- and middle-incomile coulitries to long-rin revenue shoild also be improved to reduce the likelihood
growth. sug1gests that growth is highest when around one- of reven ue shortfalls.
fifth of total government spending is allocated to public Finallv, many governments have initiallv relied on
investment. A small increase in those transition economilies seqtiestrationi to control cashi flows, imposing ad hoc spend-
where public investment now is extremilely loW-suchi as ing cuts on line agencies by releasing funds in accordance
the Baltics and several Central Asian states-would be with incominig revenuies rathier than spending commit-
consistenit with both these findings. meits. This crude and inefficient practice has often led to

Yet after decades of public overinvestciienit and misin- arrears on stippliers' paymilents. wages of civil servants or
vestment, an,y increase in ptiblic investmiienit in the CEE state enterprise employees, pensions. and so on. Govern-
countries and NIS must be contin,gent on fuLidatmenital menit arrears bring a raft of prohlems: not only' do they typ-
improvementrs in the way suci investnIenits are made. icalilv worsen an economny-wide arrears problenm (see Chap-
First, public investment decisions miLst be integrated with ter 2-), btit they impede private sector development, impose
the budget process, to ensure conisistenicy with macroeco- high social costs, and breed cynicism abotit governmenIt
ioiilic spending targes. Secoid. public investment needs and market reforms overall. Instead, governments need to
to be depoliticized, and it should not substitute for private move quickly to develop working cash-management and
investment or for maintenianice of existing facilities, but treasurv svstems-a process now under way in the Baltics,
rather complemenit themi. For example, investmenits in Croatia, and lKazakstan.
public roads should focus on highways rather than road- Poland shows the progress that can be achieved in
side services, and to the extent that maintaining roads is budget management. First, constititionial amendments
more cost-effective than upgrading or rebuilding them defined the budgetary powers of government agencies,
later, it should get priority. New constructioll would also and an "organic" budget law set out the principles for
be wasteful in sectors with excess capa;city, SuCi as hospi- bLidget formllulationi, execution, and control. Starting in
tals or power generation in many CEE coulitries and NIS. 1992, instructiolIs ro budgetary units were modified to
Third, to make public investmenit more effective and effi- inclide uniforli assumliptions on key economic variables
cient. projects should be systematically screenied usinIg such as GDP groxvrh and inflation. Ctrrent and capital
economic and financial criteria. incliding, cost-beniefit expendititres were more clearly separated, and the over-
analysis where feasible. Public investmllenLt policy, in the all resources available to individual btidget units were
Baltics now broadly follows these principles, better specified. The Ministry of Finance has refined its

Toward better expenditure control and economic models and strengtilhened its collaboration
Towardgbetter managexpenditunt roland wvith the central bank. These steps have dramatically

increased government accouLntability and helped focus
Under central planning the budget was driven by two fac- budget discussions on the substance of proposals rather
tors politics and accouLIting. Preparing the bidget was thani the politics.
essentially automilatic and incremental, a m;atter of topping
off the previous year's budget. This practice is still ol- Improving tax policy and administration: The key to
lowed in China and some other countries. During transi- closing the revenue gap
tion the budget becomes an instrumiient of economic In the midst of tranlsition some reforming countries hiave
policy. Its effectiveness in maintaining macroeconomic ro conf11rot an dladrinlg, revenLuC gap. The sharp drop in
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output, together with the serious limitations of current external financing of the budget deficit may be war-
tax administrations, has constrainied the capacity of coun- ranted-in che context of policy measures to reform the
tries in CEE and the NIS to raise revenues. This has tax system and reduce spending (Chapter 9).
created pressure to increase tax rates and introduce new Revenues have fallen in most transition economies
taxes or, as in the Kvrgyz Republic. co seize bank deposits (Figure 7.4). In the V"isegrad countries and Slovenia, the
for tax payments. These methods of raising revenues ratio of revenues to GDP fell on average by 4 percentage
are particularly costly. Yet it is politically difficult to cut points during 1989-94, although at one-half of GDP it
expenditures in countries where spending has been high was still high for middle-income countries. By contrast,
and the population hias come to expect a broad range the share of revenues in GDP dropped by an average of 16
of services from government. Until the economy recovers percentage points in most of the other CEE countries and
and tax administrationi becomes effective, some temporary NIS (Ukraine, Uzbekistan, and the colintries affected by

Tax revenues have fallen sharply in many transition economies.

Figure 7.4 Government revenue by source in selected transition economies
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regionil tensions are excluded from this comparison), tood andconsumeritems. are exempt from value added t.X
before stabilizing at about 29 percenir of GDP in 1994. (VAT). And excise raers on alcohol and cigarettes in tlhe
Russia's niodest revenues partly reflect the political diffi- NIS are about 2() percentage pointrs lower than in OECD
culties involved in taxing large and powerful state enter- Countries. MeSlanWhile in neatly all transition countries
prises, such as the enormous natural gas monopoly agriculture is exempt from profit taxes, anid foreign
Gazprorm (Box 7.1). Despite rapid econonic growth in investors contilnLue o enjoy preferenrial tLax rates. Finally,
China, its decline in revenues over the reform period was tax admninistrationis have genierally failed to collect ta.xes
equally dramiatic: from 34 percent of gross national prod- dLie from the traditionallv dominanit state sectors or to

tIer (GNP) in 1978 to 17 percent in 1994. B' contrast, bring the rapidly growing private sector into the tax net,
the share of revenues in GDP in Vietnam increased by 10 and tax arrears are genierally on the rise (see Chapter 2).
percentage points between 1989 and 1994, thanks to the ChinLa's sharp decline in goverment revenues, despite
greater profitability of state enterprises and the introduic- rapid economlic growth highlights the need for a coherenit
tion of import taxes. tax strategy in the pursuit of market reforms Most of the

No one expected tax revenues to tall quite so dramiiati- revenLue decline was due to smaller contributionis bv state
cally durinig transition. Cotintries started oLIr With higll enterprises. 'This partly reflected goveriinmenit intentions. In
levels of raxation by international standards, and the fall in tlhe interest of promoting enterprise autonomy', che author-
revenues was partlv a consequence of maliket-orietited ities allowed stare enterprises to retain a portion of their
retorms and reducing the role of government. BuC the profirs. and in 1 984 introduced a corporate iicomiic tax
severe contraction in tihe state enterpr-ise sector in 'CEE and that lowered their tax burden. Revenue collection wJs fur-
the NIS added insult to injury, cutting revellues furtlher by ther uLideriniiled in 1988 by the new tax conrract system.
shrinking the main tax bases in these couLnries, namely which officially sanctioned "tax paymenit by negotiation"
profits. wages, and consumption. lardest hit have been for state enterprises, and again in the early 1990s, when
slower reformers whose incomiiplete structulal ddjustniCilt this systemn was extended to urinover (sales) taxes. But not
hurt profits and reduced tax payments by en[erprises. Yet all of che revenue impact of the reforms was anticipated.
a fair part of the decline in revelnues was self-inflicted. Greater competitionl from collectives eroded tlhe monopoly
Most imaportalt, the use of taxation for economic and profits ofstate enterprises. Moreover, as local governments
social "engineering" has generated pressuLes for exemp- gained economic and political strengtl, they' began reduc-
tions and reduced rates. In Ukrraine many' goods, including ing their efforts to collect those taxes that were to be shared

Box 7.1 Into the lion's den: Taxing Gazprom

Gazprom, the successor to the Soviet MinistrY of the Gazprom's tremendous wealth is a source of great
Gas Industry, is the largest company in Russia and one power. The company, which is extremely secretive, has
of the largest in the world. It is a highly profitable become a "state within a state." Its tax compliance is
monopoly, with estimated revalued assets of some low, and it is allowed to retain billions in a tax-free
$150 billion ($400 billion or more if gas reserves are "stabilization find" for investment. Gazprom paid
included). Its annual gas production is 600 billion cubic taxes in 1995 of abotit $4 billion. Had Gazprom nor
meters-twice the consumption of Western Europe. benefited from tax privileges, and had it complied with
After-tax profits in 1995 were about $6 billion, which all tax obligations. its tax pay'ments would have been
would put it second (after Royal Dutch/Shell) in net more than twice as large. Equivalent to 2 to 3 percent
profits on the Fortune Global 500 list. Debt obligations of GDP, these payments would have gone quite some
are probably the lowest of any company of its size in the way in shrinking Russia's budget deficit. Gazprom has
world: its debt-equity ratio is below 5 percent. strong links with government, and in return for its

In 1994 half the company's shares were exchanged special tax status is thought to allocate some of its
for vouchers in closed privatization auctions, going in spending to government priorities (such as support to
large part to managers, employees, and residents in gas- industry or the militarv). Some critics argue that the
producing regions. The company itself purchased an company should pay higher taxes and be pushed to
additional 10 percent of shares at par value from the seek capital on world markets, which would force it to
government, which owns the remaining 40 percent. be more open. Others argue that it should be broken
Shares cannot be registered in new owners' names up, as was Standard Oil in the United States early in
without management approval. this century.
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with the central government and granting tax relief to vices (notably exports, which should be zero-rated, and
"their" enterprises. At the same time they managed to banking and insurance services, where it may be difficult
appropriate considerable resources for local purposes, by to determine the amotInt of value added to be taxed).
channeling local stircharges on taxes into rheir own extra- Major commodities such as gas and oil should be subject
budgetary funds and letting local enterprises "donate" to the full tax regime, including not insignificant excise
funds to local schools and build local bridges. Until 1994 rates. Deductions from profit and personal income taxes
China lacked an effective tax administration. Reversing the need to be limited. The tax status of agriculture, especially
resulting decline in revenues will be crucial as China pro- in the NIS, will also have to be overhauled, first by lifting
ceeds with reform, and as governmenit takes on its full set exemptions on major taxes and, over time, through intro-
of social obligations from enterprises. duction of a land tax. Small private businesses can be

Transition economies have made considerable progress taxed through presumptive methods (based on selected
in adjusting the mix of their taxes toward patterns conmmon indicators rather thani actual profits), as is done in Viet-
in market economies. VAT's have generally replaced corn- naimi and several other transition economies. Finally, when
plex turnover taxes. Corporate income taxes are beginning broadening tax bases, counatries need to contain marginal
to substitute for profit taxes and transfers. And systems of tax rates and the overall tax burden of the private sector.
personal income taxation are being developed. Neverthe- In the Visegrad councries and Russia, for example, im-
less, the tax systems that have emerged-often in an ad hoc proving tax efficiency and reducing tax evasion will almost
manner-still fall well short of what might be considered certainly reqtiire lowerinig combinied corporate, personal
best practice. The efficiency costs of taxation (the reduction income, payroll, and value added tax rates.
in the real income of sociery due to the imposition of taxes) Improved tax administration is the second pillar of an
in a number of transition economiiies are probably as high effective revenue strategy. Effective tax administration in
as in some developing counltries. A study for India, for a market economy is based on voluntary compliance by a
example, suggests that every rupee of extra sales or import large numnber of decentralized taxpayers. Most transition
tax revenue raised by increasing tax rates has an efficiency economies have only recently started to address compli-
cost of 0.85 and 0.77 rupee, respectively. ance issties and build up a modern tax administration with

Heavy tax distortions in transitioni economies come better overall revenue performance. China's new National
from various sources. First, base rates are often high. In Tax Service, established in 1994 with authoritv to collect
rransition economies with maniy fledgling small enterprises the bulk of taxes, has helped increase the central govern-
and weak tax administration, high rates are likely to ment's share in total revenues.
encourage already widespread tax evasion and informaliza- A first step is to restruCture how the work is organized.
tion. Second, many countries still rely heavily on payroll Tax administrations should develop around activities
taxes to finance social expenditures. In HuL1gary more than (such as recordinig or auditing), as in HuLngary, rather than
half of every forint in additional wage income is taxed away according to type of tax and taxpayer. More generally, tax
by the payroll tax and the individual incomie tax comibined, payments need to be assessed, collected, and recorded
As many market economies are discovering, payroll taxes, more efficiently. Current procedures are rarely up to the
levied mainly on employers, cani stifle entrepreneurial job of dealing with a growing numnber of taxpayers, many
effort, discourage formal hiring, and push economic activ- of which-particularly privare businesses and service
ity underground. The payroll tax base has indeed shrtink a enterprises-are tricky to tax at the best of times. Govern-
great deal in some transition countries. Third, and perhaps ment might start by assigning identification numbers to all
most important, the many tax exemptions and special tax taxpayers, focusing its efforts on the large taxpayers who
rates described above often coexist with higher tax rates on generate the bulk of revenue, and withholding wage taxes
other activities, such as banking and insurance, and on the at the source. Next in line should be improved monitoring
private sector generall'. Such variations in tax treatment and follow-up action against those wvho fail to file returns
undermine revenue performance, complicate tax adminis- or make payments. Latvia, for example, has issued regula-
tration, and distort resource allocation. tions for an improved taxpayers' register: evern taxpayer

Improving tax revenues in transition countries entails must register with the State Revenue Service; financial in-
reforming the strUcture and composition of taxes as well stimttions will nor be allowed to open accoUnrs for any
as the collection of revenues. The first pillar, better tax business or individual without a taxpayer code.
design, will be essential for delivering higher, fairly pre- The nature of audits and enforcement must also
dictable revenues, minimizing distortions, and avoiding change with the move to a compliance-based tax system.
large increases in tax rates and frequent chanlges in legisla- Audits need to be conducted selectively. HunLgary is
tion. The key task is to strictly limit tax exemptionls and adopting this approach, but many NIS still conduct a full
eliminate sectoral differences in tax treatmiienit. This will audit of every taxpayer every two years. Tax administra-
mean extending the VAT to all but a few goods and ser- tors in most transition countries will need to be given
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greater powers to enforce pavment (in some NIS thev are tralizing revenue authority has fueled the trend toward
limited to calling banks for information on late taxpayers). greater regional inequality mentioned in Chapter 4. Rus-
Efforts are under way in Bulgaria and Poland to change sia's richest oblast, for example, now spends sixteen times
the law so that the authorities can seize the assets of delin- more per capita than the poorest.
quent taxpayers. The new tax law in Larvia imposes vari- Yet decentralization has sometimes yielded benefits. In
ous penalties on defaulting taxpayers, extending to closing Poland, for example, the qualit, of local services appears to
their businesses. have improved: the fact that beneficiaries play a more active

Fiscal decentralization: Blessing or curse? part in local decisionmaking and that local officials have
greater accountability mav have increased the user-friendli-

Facing political pressure to maintain or increase spending at ness of service provision. Local governments have not gen-
a time of declining revenues, central governments in transi- erated deficits and have thus supported macroeconomic
tion countries have shifted several spending responsibilities stabilization. In China decentralization has been important
down to the local level. Consequently, local governments in promoting an experimental approach to reforms, with
handle a large and increasing share of total public spending, the more successful regions setting an example to the rest.
including spending on some services-such as education, There is no single "right" system of incergovernmental
health. and social welfare-that have national as well as relations and no "best" country experience to serve as a
local benefits. In China and Russia, for example, subna- model for transition economies in assigning revenues and
tional spendinig was just under 40 percent of total spending expenditures between levels of government. Revenue as-
before 1989; now it is closer to 50 percent. As state enter- signments and basic tax systems need to be relatively sta-
prises are privatized, their spending on social services and ble so as not to disrupt incentives for investment and
infrasrrticture is also being shifted to subrational budgets. grotvth. and to ensure that the countr) remains a unified

The same trend toward decentralization has not taken economic space. This can be particularly important in
place with regard to revenues, which remain centralized in transition economies where liberalization implies a trend
almost all transition economies, largelv for stabilization toward decentralization and regional differentiation. Thus,
reasons. In countries as diverse as Hungary and Ukraine national uniformity is generally deemed preferable for
the center still keeps all revenues from corporate, value profit and personal income taxes, the VAT, and taxes on
added, excise, and customs taxes. In Russia, revenues from natural resources and international trade. Revenues that can
all four main taxes-profit, personal income, value added, be assigned to subnational governments include excises,
and excise taxes-are shared with local governments, but supplementary rates on the national personal income tax
the underlying arrangements are opaque and the regional ("piggybacking," as has been recommended for fIungary,
equalization mechanisms complemeneting them are inef- Poland, Russia, and Ukraine), and various property taxes
fective. Meanwhile local governments' indepenidently col- and fees. The assignment of expenditures is even more
lected revenues are inadequate in most transition coun- complex and varies across countries. Whereas the central
tries. Property taxes raise little revenue, and minor taxes government retains such responsibilities as national public
such as those levied in Russia on dogs, used computers, services and defense, subnational governments can be
logos, and horse racing are little more than a nuisance. A responsible for outlays ranging from education and inter-
number of NIS inherited a tax on beards dating back to municipal infrastructure to purely local services. Subna-
the Russian Empire. tional governments account for 15 percent of total spend-

Decentralizing expenditLres while holdinlg onto rev- ing in Argentina but more than 50 percent in Canada.
enues has allowed central governments to meet deficit tar- Imbalances between own revenues and expenditures at
gets. This shift of spending responsibilities, without corre- loNver levels of government create a need for intergov-
sponding revenues, to subnational levels in the hope that ernmenital transfers-both to close the fiscal gap at local
they would do the cost cutting has severely squeezed local levels and to ensure minimum levels of public services
budgets. Localities have accumulated expenditure arrears across local governments (equalization). Worldwide experi-
and, in the case of Russia's oblasts, delayed their contribu- ence in tackling this issue yields four broad lessons for tran-
tion to the federal budget. They' have also borrowed from sition economies. First, a cooperative approach (whereby
the financial sector, both directly and indirectly through transfers are made available to all subnational governments
"their" enterprises, and have established extrabudgetary at a given level rather than to a selected few) can help
funds. In effect, focusing stabilization policy on the federal engage subnational governments in the equalization process

deficit alone is leading to actions that can destabilize the and ensure that central government revenues are nor sim-
economy and reduce the transparency of the budget. It ply appropriated by powerful subnational governments.
can also impede privatization when local governments Second, the evolving role of the state and continuing refine-
obtain significant resources from enterprises they own. ments of price and enterprise reforms require some flexibil-
Decentralizing spending responsibilities without decen- ity in the size and design of local transfers. Third, where
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possible, transfers should provide incentives for subnational been passed, new taxes have replaced old ones, and subsi-
governments to raise their own revenues and manaage their dies have generally been cut sharply. But progress at fiscal
expenditures efficiently ILumIp-sLiI general pLirpose trans- stabilization has been mixed, spending reallocations that
fers, for example. achieve this, but automilatic "gap-filling" hinige on deep sectoral reforms are difficult and slow, and
transfers fromn he central governmnent to mileet local deficits tax collection and budget management remain weak in
do not. Fourth, any equalization system should be tailored most counitries. In thc short term, some top priorities in fis-
to suit the needs and conistiainits ofthle ountry in qLuestion. cal reforml will be to continue improving the design
Economies with data problems-SLCh as China-could of the tax system (above all by eliminating widespread
start, for example, with a schemile that takes into accoulit exemilptionis and ctittilng, highl marginal rates), put in place
only a limited numbler of fictors anid redistributes onily part mandcarory taxpayer registration, revamp btidget prepara-
of the central governmentI's reventue suIplus. tion procedures, eliminate sequestrationi initiate pensioni

Without effective control over subinationial borrowing, reform, and redtIce the often large, hiddcna financial bur-
even the most elaborate tranisfer mechanlismiis could fail to dens on governmient in the form of tax arrears, governmenit
establish the desired incentives for efficient management guarantees, state bank losses, ot) rolling directed credits.
of local government finances. In transitioni economies Other fiscal reforms-such as overhatiling the civil service
local borrowing independent of the central authIor-ities and clarifying and rebalancing centiral-local fiscal rela-
should be allowed only in the presence of strong institti- tions-may be eqtially important. But because thev are
tional safeguards. anmbitious in their demanld on scarce instirutional capaci-

In short, a well-designed systemil of intergovernmental ties, they caninot be accomplished by today's government
fiscal relations, based on these gtiidelines, can restilt in alone. These are priorities for the long term. Finally,
more responsive, better-quality local services, which can governiments in transition also have a more outtward-look-
promote private sector development and poverty reduc- ing-and probably' ImoIC important-challenge. Political
tion. Failtire to design the system carefully. hovwever, has reforms, ecoInoImic liberalization and stabilization. and new
led to macroeconomilic instability in several colintries and private sector opportuniities all help creatc a demiianid for the
impeded the reform agenda in some. many' legal, financial, and social institutions discussed in

The agenda this part of the Report. They will not arise otIt of thill air.
Establishilig these institutions and nuLrtiriig themtl over

Most transition economies are in the midst of a compre- time may be the single greatest contribuItion to the long-
hensive reform of rheir governments. Crucial laws have term sticcess of transition that governments can make.



Invesiing in People
and Growth

A vell-edticired, healthy work force is essential for primary and lower secondary enrolilmeit, high levels of
econiomic growth. Here the transitioni economies literacy compared with countries at similar incomes (and
have a strong foUn(dation on which to build. As sometimiles with those wvith much highier income), and

the I n troduction noted, high quality of and g,ood access to i m pressive levels of basic numeracy and engineering skills.
hasic educationi and health care were two of the prroudest Access was relatively equitable, for girls as well as for
achievemilenits of central planning. Yet the health care and boy s-a major achievement given the powerful effect of
education) systems that transition governimlents inhierited equal education on overall health and productivity. In
were btiilt to fit the rigid envirornment of a coiimand China, toO, levels of educational attainment were-and
econollV, not the more flexible and ever-changinig de- are-impressive by developing country stanidards.
mand(is of freely competitive markets. Refor m of education Given these successes, and given the manv other
is therefore needed, both to give workers more transfer- demands on policymakers during transitiol, one might
able, m.irketable skills and to develop informed citizeis, think that educationi reforimi is one policv that govern-
capable of participating actively in civil societv. Refoim of ments could afford to ptit on hold. But reform of educa-
the health care system is needed to raise life expectanicy tion is needed, dud uigently. Flirst, the inilerited education
and to redLice the burden of disease and injury, contribut- system was highly inefficienIt even In the context of central
ing both to productivity and the qualitV o' lifC. The trick plinning. The scate financed education on the basis of
for governmeits will be to reshalpe health care and educa- rigid formulaLs, allocdting resources without regard to
tion to meet the demands of a new econiomilc system witih- studnilt or employer demand. And although the provision
out chiowinig away the achievetictics oft the old, of education was for the most part a public moniopoly,

it was pooriv coordiniated. Programs for professional
Reshaping skills

development were fragmented, and scarce resources were
The primary purpose of the educatioi ssstem is to impart often wasted on duplicationi of facilities. as each enterprise
kno,wledge and skills and, juist as important, to tranismit and miniistrv developed its own. Nor did administrators
certanll values. The restiltinig education package will vary or treachers have any incentive to use resotirces efficiently.
enormously across counitries and cultures. Achieving thie The result was gross overstaffing and high ullit costs. In
primary objectixe invoICes d numIber of stibsidiary ones: many v.iys the education system--like the health system,
equitable access to educationi anid training: prodLiciUg the as wve shall see below-had problems similar to those of
types of educariona)l aciviiies thar equip individukls- stare enterprises. The solt.tion, although not the same,
economiically, socially, and politically-for the societies In will involve some of the same elements-for example,
which they live (exterinal efficiency): runing schools and incentives to efficiency and greater responsiveness to con-
other institutioLIs dS efficiently as possible (internal effi- sumer demand. As explained below, the second reason
cieincy); adti fiancing educationi n wavs that are botli fair wh-, reforiml is needed is that the inherited system has
and efficient ma jor deficieicies in termls of supporting a market svstem.

Education reform is urgent because the erosion of a
Iniitial conditioiS coLuItLrV's humani capital imposes high downstream costs.
Under central planniiig the CEE LoLintries and tihe Soviet III-educated people make up a large proportion of the
Unioni were well-educated societies, with almost universal unlleliployed and the poor. Fortunately, there is good
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evidence that higher enrollments and a rapid response of choose which technique to use to solve a new problem.
the education system to changing labor markets pay divi- Although this hierarchy of skills was recognized through-
dends: such factors explain a significant part of the higher out the centrally planined economies, in many the upper
growth rates of the high-performing East Asian econo- end-that involving independent, critical thought-was
mies in recent decades. In transition economies a shortage regarded as seditiotis. Figure 8.1 illustrates, in terms of
of necessary skills hampers enterprise restrucCUrinig and these three dimensions, both the strengths of the old sys-
privatization. tem and the need for change. Mathematics and science

In China a serious problem is provision of social ser- scores of children in the NIS, Hungary, and Slovenia are
vices, which has stagnated in China's poorest regions. considerably above the international average. Clearly these
Edticarional achievement in these areas is deplorable, and, countries have successful educationi systems. However,
as discussed below, so is health stamts. In the poorest children in these countries, in comparison with their
towns and villages half the boys, and in some minoriry counterparts in Canada. France, Israel, and the United
areas nearly all the girls, do not attend school and will not Kingdom, do better on tests of how much they know than
attain literacy. Only thirty of the seventy' school-age chil- on tests that ask them to apply that knowledge in new cir-
dren in a poor village in Tongxin County attendl eleinen- cumstanices. These results suggest that the edticacion svs-
tary school; in another village in the same county nonoe of tems of centrallv planned and market economies were
the fifty children have attended school in the four years both effective in achieving their different objectives. They
since the local elementary school collapsed. also indicate the direction in which change is needed in

the systems of CEE and the NIS, both to help them con-
AdaptinSg education and trai'ning to the mnarket economy vert human capital to meet the demands of a market sys-
Education systems tinder central planning focused, on the tem and to fill in gaps in knowledge. Higher education
one hand, on teaching all students a ulliform interpreta- policy in China is increasingly facing similar problems.
nion of history and national purpose, and on the other, on Adapting the education package will not be easy (Table
mastery of fixed, specialized bodies of knowledge to be 8. 1). The gaps in the curriculum have led to missing con-
applied in narrowly defined jobs. Educationi therefore cepts and hence to missing words. "Efficiency," for exam-
emphasized conformity' for all and specialist expertise for ple. means something very different to a manager seeking
each. This philosophy rendered socialist education sys- only to comply with a central plan thani to one seeking to
tenis inadeqtlate to rhe needs of a market economy' in at boost profit and market share in a competitive system.
least three ways. First, although basic edIcatioln was in Although language adapts rapidly, missing concepts and,
many ways superior to that in many Western countries, as a restilt, missing words can still impede speedy and
subsequent training was too specialized from too early an effective transfer of knowledge and skills.
age. Poland's secondary technical schools taught about
300 occupational skills to meet the specific and fairly sta- Policy directions
tic demands of the central plan. In Germany. by contrast. 1'riorities for reform lie in three principal areas: finance,
about sixteen broad apprenticeship programs are available contenit, and delivery. The financing of education should
to sixteen- to eighteen-year-olds. Second, adLult education provide incentives for efficiency. One way is to allocate
and training, essential for job mobility in a market econ- public funds for training and higher education on1 the
onmy, was neglected because workers were expected to basis of enrollment, to make the system more responsive
remain in their first occupation throughout their working to demand-although such a policy needs ro be accom-
lives. Third. subjects such as economics, management sci- panied bv improved accountability, as discussed below.
ences, law, and psychologv-all of which feature promi- Training vouchers would allow workers to choose what
nently in market economies-were deemed irrelevant and kind of training to seek and where; this would improve
ignored or tinderemphasized. both occupational and geographical mobility. Reform of

Liberal market economies also use education to trains- education financing is important not simply becaLise it
mit cultural, political, and nationlal values as well as supports more efficient management of schools (internal
knowledge and skills. In sharp contrast with education efficiency) but also because it can improve the content of
Linder central planninig, however, their systems emphasize education (external efficiency) by empowering consumers
personal responsibility, intellectual freedom, and problem- to demand the education and training they need. A sepa-
solving skills. rate issue is to ensure that funding improves access-a

The skills tllat studenits acquire through their educa- major problenm in rural China. Governmiient muist accept
don can be assessed alonlg three dimensions: the ability to responsibility for guaranteeing access to quality education;
solve a known class of problem; the ability to apply a this may reqtmire interregional transfers to help offset
given technique to a new problem; and the ability to widening regional disparities (see Chapters 4 and 7).
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Socialist education emphasized accumulating knowledge rather than applying it.

Figure 8.1 Science and mathematics test performance of children in selected transition
and established market economies

Score

10

8

Israel
Canada

6 France

Hungary
United Kingdom

4
Former Soviet Union

2

Slovenia

Mean for _
19 countries

-2

Awareness of facts Application of facts Use of knowledge
in an unanticipated

circumstance

Note: Data are deviations from the overall mean, tor a sample of nineteen countries, of test results of nine- and thirteen-year-olds on the
second International Assessment of Educational Progress, conducted in 1991. The countries shown are those whose performance was
above the sample mean. Source: Kovalyova 1994; for technical details see Education and Testing Service 1992a, 1992b.

New curricula are central to the reform of content, existing ones. Performanice incenitives for teachers and
especiallv in such subjects as economics and historv, both local adminlistrators should be strengthened, as shol11d the
to produce a more critical type of learninig and to adjust assessment of teachers. Finally, examinations need to be
schooling to changing needs and values. New textbooks reformed so that they test the capacitv to use knowledge
will be needed, and reformi should encoura,ge the develop- as well as to acctltllate it.

ment of a competitive commercial publishinig industrL'. Improvinig the deliver,v of educationi is a complex
This would allow replacinig the selection of textbooks process. It generally implies decentralizationl, to make
from a centrally determined list with a pluralist model education) more responsive to local needs; diversificatioll
that allows schiools, teachers, and pupils to choose for of suppl, inicluding private suppliers, to promote compe-
themselves. But perhaps Imlost imiiportanlt tO improving tition and thus efficiencv; and diversification of educa-
qualitv will be raisiig the accountability of educarors. tional practice. to enihanice individual choice. These ini-
This must start with training new teachers and retraining tiatives, however, requlire a major change in the role of the
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Table 8.1 Examples of needed changes in the education package

Component of the
education package Objecfive
Knowledge Preserve the achievements of the old system but rectify the earlier underemphasis on social sciences

and law.

Skills Assist the movement from specific skills to broader and more flexible skills better able to meet the
continually changing demands of a market economy.

Strengthen the ability to apply knowledge in new and unforeseen circumstances.

Attitudes Strengthen the idea that the initiatives of workers and of others are rewarded.
Assist the understanding that employing workers (subject to suitable regulation) is not exploiting them

but giving them an opportunity to earn a living.
Assist the understanding that business has its place in society and hence that profits are needed to

provide an engine of growth.

Values In line with the changed relationship between the citizen and the state, encourage the understanding
that citizens need to take responsibility for their actions, including their choices about education.
work, and lifestyle.

Foster the understanding that freedom of expression is an essential and a constructive component of
a pluralist society governed by consent.

state. which has to establish a framilework that includes percent to about 80 percent. And schools can now choose
methods of fundillg accreditatioll of providers, and mon- their textbooks, althlough shortages make it ditficult for
itoring of quality, particularly in poor areas. teachers to follow the new curricula.

Yet alth_ough the contenit of lessons iimav have changed.
Pirogress to d'ate the mannler ini which they are taughlt has not. Old meth-
Transitioni countries have made some progress toward ods persist througWhout the region and will doubtless take

these goals. but muchi remainis to be done. During the time to change. The challenge is daunting. But no educa-
early stages of transition education reform in CEE and the tion syscemii can hope to foster choice. autonomy, and
NIS, understandably perhaps, was not a high priority. As accouliltabilitv in society as a whole without first acquiring
Chapter 7 noted, fiscal and political pressures prompted these characteristics itself.

central (governments to decentralize muIch of the financingh
of education. But local governments generaliy had even
fewer resources than central governmtent. Real spending Health care consumes a significanlt share of resources in all
on education fell, vet little effort was made to reduce over- cotiirries, and the debate over access to and the cost of
staffing, with the result that a growing share of education quality care inspires strong emotions everywhere. I'lTe
spending now goes toward teachers' salaries. There has primairv objective of healcit policy is to improve citizens'
beenl both a tremendous declinie re ,ionwide in the provi- healthi, withiln a budget constraint. Several subsidiary
ston of preschool educaRion, with potentially devastarinig objectives follow from this twofold obligation: equitable
consequenices for the learning ability of large numbers of access to health care; producing the quantity, quality, and
childreni, atid a decline in access to compulsoIr education mix of health interventions (including preventive care and
in the less affluenlt countries, particularly For minlorities. health education) that brin, about the greatest improve-

The state sector, and its secondary vocational and tech- menit in healthi (external efficiency); running medical
nical training programs in particular, responded slowly to institutions as efficiently as possible (internal efficiency);
the arrival of a market economy. As a consequence mainy' and financinig health interventions in wa's that are effi-
graduates now feed the lines of Utnetisployed. On rhe pos- cient and eqllitable.
itive side, new instirtirions have sprung Lip (maniy of them
private), especially in the reachin-g of social sciences and Iittial codidtiots andprogress to diate
business administration, partly becatise of risin;, rertrns to M,anV of the CEE coultrries and the NIS face a healti
these disciplines. Most of the CEE coultlties and NIS problem associated with transition itself, superimposed on
have revised their curricula, especiallyI in history and the a longer-term problem. Bv the mid- 1960s life expectancy
social sciences. Decentralization has also occurred: in Rus- in the CEE countries was only one to two vears shorter
sia, for example, the centially determined part of the pri- than that in the industrial marker economies, and the gap
marxv and seconidarv ctrritCtltiL was reduced from 1)0 seemed to he closing. Thereafter, however, the gap started
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to increase, strikingly so for middle-aged adults, as health health policies, were largely due to rising inconme and what
outcomes increasingly lagged behind progress elsewhere. that means for diet, education, access to clean water and
By the late 1980s Hungarian men aged fifteen to fifty- sanitation, and the like. Recent analysis, however, suggests
nine stood a greater risk of dying than their counterparts that these gains, at least as indicated by mortality rates for
in Zimbabwe, and the risk of death in Czechoslovakia was children under age five, tailed off sometime in the early
higher than in Vietnam. By the mid-1980s niortality rates 1980s. By tle late 1980s China had actually fallen behind
from heart disease among forty-five- to fifty-four-year-old countries at similar income levels. In addition, the inci-
men in Czechoslovakia were double those in Austria; dence of noncommunicable diseases is rising rapidly. The
thirty years earlier the rates had been mtIch the same. death rate from lung cancer (70 percent of Chinese males

What has happened to health during transition? Two smoke) is rising by 4.5 percent a year and that of deaths
conclusions emerge: rapid reform is not necessarily detri- related to hypertension by 8.7 percent a year.
mental to health indicators, but slow reform or the In rural China a share of communal production used to
absence of reform does little to impede a long-run deteri- be set aside to finanice collective needs, including primary
oration. In many of the NIS the long-run trend toward health care, vaccination, birth control, and maternal health
xvorsening mortality has accelerated since transition care. The downturi in China's health performance relarive
began, particularly for men. The sharp decline in men's to its income level coincided with agricLIltural reforms that
life expectancy in Russia between 1990 and 1994 was the reduced the ability of the village to tax peasants. A svstem
most dramatic shift of all (Box 8.1). Bv contrast, infant of cost recover' rapidly replaced tax funding, creating gen-
mortality and life expectancy irnproved in the advanced eral problems of access. Infant and maternal mortality rates
reformers (Table 1.1). In Poland between 1989 and 1995, in rural areas are 50 to 100 percent greater than the
infant mortality fell from 19.1 to 13.4 per 1,000 live nationial average. Problems are particularly severe for the
births, and life expectancy increased by one year for men rural poor (more than one in four referred to hospitals by
and six months for women. The picture is mixed in the village doctors never go because of high cost), and greater
other reform groups. The number of low-birthweighr still in the poorest townships and villages-among the
babies has risen sharply in Bulgaria, Romania, and the poorest quarter of the population, for example, the infant
Slovak Republic from a combinationi of poor diet, stress, mortalitv rate is 3.5 times greater than among city dwellers.
smoking, and excess alcohol consumptioni during preg-
nancy-all risk factors that have increased dtiring transi- Io1itY options
tion. In FYR Macedonia declining levels of basic imu- How CAN HEAL] H BE IMPROVED? Fotir groups of fac-
nizationi in 1991 led to a striking increase in the incidenice tors influence a person's health: income, lifest,yle. environ-
of measles during 1992 and 1 993. mental pollution and occupational risks, and the quality of

Maternal mortality improved dramatically in CEE available health care. Experts agree that income and
between 1990 and 1995 but worsened slightly in the NIS, lifestyle are by far the most important: thus the causes of
where mortality rates are now about four times above the health outconmes go well beyond the health sector.
European average. The Central Asian republics experi- Lifestvle choices are clearly the key to improving
enced a dramatic deterioration betweeni 1988 and 1991. hiealth. The single largest contributor to the health gap
Some of the apparent worsening may simply be rhe result between Eastern and Western Europe is cardiovascular
of improved data collection (see Box 4.1). The major and cerebrovascular disease-heart attacks and strokes-
caLises. however, include the lack of contraceptioni. high for which the main risk factors include excessive alcohol
rates of abortion, deteriorating socioeconomic conditions, conIsumllption, smoking, obesity, unhealthy diet, and lack
inadequate health services, and the indiscriminiate use of of exercise. All these factors are more prevalent in CEE
pesticides and chemical fertilizers in agrictilture. Of these, and the NIS than in industrial mairket economies. And
abortions are a particularly severe problem, and illegal the single most importanit factor, smoking. is far more
abortions an even greater one. The most obvious remedies prevalenit: in the third quarter of 1'995 Lithuanians spent
include improved education, especially for girls and young 4 percent of GDP on alcohol and tobacco, compared with
womeni, a greater emplhasis on preventive measures-such 2.1 percent on healrh care. As clsewhere, policies to
as contraception, screening for cervical and breast cancer, redtice these risk factors in transition countries include
and updated obstetrical practices-healthier lifestyles, and taxation to discourage consumption of alcohol, tobacco,
the promotion of breastfeeding. and unhealthy foods: removal of food stibsidies that dis-

The story in China has generally been very different, tort food prices in favor of unhealthy diets: and legislation
although parallels are now beginning to emerge. The on alcohol, tobacco advertising, and food labeling. Also
health status of the Chinese people by the end of the 1 970s important are pLiblic education programs to inform the
was remarkably good for a counttry at China's inconme population about diet (specifically, the benefits of reduced
level. These gains, althoughl partly the result of soulid consunmption of alcohol and fat, and of increased
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Box 8.1 Is transition a killer?

More Russians are dying during transition. Male life going through the greatest socioeconomic shock are
expectancy fell by six years benveen 1990 and 1994 starting to see mortality, rates rise. These results are
(from sixty-four to fifty-eight; see figure) and that of consistent with those from studies of equity and health
women by three years (from seventy-four to seventy- in the United Kingdom over the past thirty vears.
one). Early evidence suggests that the decline may now Two factors can be suggested as at least partial con-
have stabilized: in 1995 men's life expectancy was tributors. The first is substance abuse-alcohol and
unchanged, whiile women's actually rose by a year. The illicit drugs. Alcohol consumptioni was significantly
largest increase in mortality (about 50 percent) was reduced during President Mikhail Gorbachev's cam-
among men aged twenty-five to fifty-four; the rise for paign to curb abuse during 1985-88, but the relaxation
the older men in that group was mainly due to an of that campaign in the late 1980s coincided with rising
increase in cardiovascular disease, and that for younger mortality, including through accidents, alcohol poison-
men mainly to accidents, suicide, substance abuse, and ing, and increased fatalities among those already suffer-
murder. Russian adult mortality is now 10 percent ing fromi cardiovascular disease. The second factor, less
higher than that in India. Similar if less dramatic well documented but supported by extensive observa-
increases in mortality have occurred in the other Euro- tion, is a decline in the quality of and access to nmedical
pean NIS. In contrast, life expectancy has increased in care over the past five years, which has increased mor-
the advanced reformers in CEE (Table 1.1). tality among those with serious injuries and cardiovas-

Defective data are unlikely to be a major explana- cular emergencies. Transition may have aggravated
tion. A second explanation-that transitioni itself is a both sets of influences. It is not difficult to imagine a
direct cause-is the subject of continuing investiga- causal link between declining living conditions, stress,
tion. But increasing indirect evidence links economic and alcohol consumption. Deterioration in law enforce-
hardship with declining health. EIarly results from a ment, particularly with respect to alcohol production
Hungarian study suggest that poor regions and those and road safety, further increases the risk of injury.

Male life expectancy and death rates from injury and cardiovascular disease in Russia

Life expectancy Death rates

Years Deaths per 100,000 population
66 1,200

64 -1,000

62 800 Crivsua

60 - 600 disease

58 400-

56 200 Injury

1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995

Note: "Injury' includes deaths caused by accident, assault, poisoning, and suicide. Source: World Bank data.
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consumption of fruit and vegetables), exercise, and the mainagers tlherefore have an incentive to keep a large num-
risks of smoking and other dangerous behavior. ber of beds, preferably empty ones. Public health programs

Pollution and occupational risks are also widesprcad in are poorly structriued. and modern methods of quality con-
CEE and the NIS. Severe environmental pollution, in trol are absent. There is little consumer choice and little
particular air pollution, is largely' the result of these coun- accoulitability. Citizens are still considered the passive
tries' heavy tise of hydrocarbon energy sources. In the recipients of state-run health services rather than active
"Black Triangle," where Germany, the Czech Republic, participants in efforts to improve their lifestyle.
and Poland meet, about 6.5 million people are exposed to Addressing these problems means reforming the quan-
extremely polluted air. Air pollution may' explain[ around tin', miiix, and quality of health services. When national
9 percent of the Czech Republic's health gap with Austria. income is declining-as it did in every' CEE country and
Cleanup will be neither easy nor cheap. On the other the NIS in the early stages of reform-the health sector
hand, health is damaged more by cigarette smoke thani bv will almost inevitably shrink. This makes it all the more
smokestacks; individual beliavior is crucial. Unihealtihy important to adjust the Ilix of health spending away from
living environmienits and behavioral risk factors both highly specialized care toward more basic and outpatient
afflict the poor and the undereducated disproportionately. care and toward public. ocCLipational, and environmental
It is the poorest-because they have the fewest choices- health services; this will require closure of unnecessary
who live in the shadow of belching chimineys and in cold, facilities or rheir conversion to other Lises. Hun.gar', for
damp homes. As with other social policies, closing the gap example, is planninig to elhnimiate 20,000 hospital beds
in health will mean focusing on the most disadvantaged during 1995 and 1996. Countries also need to make major
groups, disseminating information ro them and maintain- efforts to boost the quality of care, including by upgrading
ing their access to health care. and modernilzinig skills. Self-regulation of the medical pro-

Health services under the old regime in CEE and tlhe fession-an important component of civil society-can
NIS were strong on preventive health care, especially in increase quality. So too can greater competition betveen
providn Maintainino p roviders, and in particular private, nonprofit providers,
this impressive record have received too little attentioni. often organized bv NCOs.
Preventive health efforts need to focus on control of com- As the economy starts growing again, policvmakers
municable diseases but are threatencd in some couLItries have to devise a strategy to allow the health sector to grow
by' problems in vaccine production, ptirchase. and deliv- in a conrrolled wav, both to prevent an explosion in health
ery. Improving edtIcation and prevcntive services for spendilng and to case efforts to adjust the overall mix of
womeni and their babies is an effective way to improve medical activities toward prevcintive and basic health care.
overall health and avoid ulllnecessary medical expeniditure. Scveral coulitries are already experiencing pressures to
This is not to say that curative health services-primarv increase medical spendinig sharply. particularly that on
health care and hospitals-should be neglected. Althoughi high-technology care. This is a comimiionI problem for
they have a smaller direct impact on life expectancy than health policy worldwide. Even though the best w*ay to
public health measures, well-being should be assessed not improve health is through improved lifestyles, preventive
only in terms of length of life, but also in terms of its qual- measures, and basic health care, the medical profession
ity: a hip replacemilenit or the removal of a cataract does tends to be more interested in the hospital sector and state-
little to increase life expectancy but can make a huge dif- of-the-art techniques. The medical lobby is well placed to
ference to one's enjoyment of life. steer policy in the CEE countries and the NIS because, in

How I( IMIPROVF HEAI-I1H CARE D)JEIVRY. Curative contrast with most market economies, the health minister
health services in CEE and the NIS retain most of the inef- is often a physician. as are many parliamentarians. As a
ficiencies ihilerited from central planning. In the NIS peo- result, the ministry of health can easily become the min-
pie can admit themselves to hospitals, and many enter for istry of the healthi profession. Here, as elsewhere, policy-
long stays for noniclilical reasons (in) RLIssia 21 percent of makers ignore at their peril the politics of reform.
the population spent time in the hospital in 1993, com- FINANCING HEALIH CARE. How slhould transition
pared with 16 percent in the industlial market economies coulitries pay for their healtlh care? Market economies
and around 10 percent in middle-incomie couLntries). Hos- choose among fotir approaclies. Out-of-pocket payment,
pitals have too many doctors, who are poorly paid and the main form of health finanice until this centLry', re-
often poorly trained. Rigid budgeting systems give man- mains so today in the very poorest coulitries, which have
agers neither the incentive nor the freedom to use resotirces neither the tax revenues for pLiblic funding nor the insti-
efficiently. For example, funding of hospitals is related to tutional capaciry for insurance. Private, for-profit isur-
inputs, such as the number of beds, rather than to treat- ance is important in many developing couLIntries but
ment given or-best of all--to health outcomiies: hospital amon,g the industrial counitries only in the United States.
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Social insurance is the main source of health finance in adopted annual spending caps. An alternative approach.
many countries, including Argentina, Chile, Germany, capitation. pays providers a fixed amount per patient per
the Republic of Korea, and Uruguay, whereas tax Funding year. This iiethod is excellent at containing, costs but less
is the principal source in many others, including Den- good at maintaining service quality: doctors have an in-
mark, Nonvay, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and many centive to accept as many healthy patients as possible and
countries in Latin America, the Middle East, and North then to see each as little as possible. The primary care
Africa. Reliance on public funding is not accidental. Tech- systems of some counltries (Romania is an example) pay
nical advances have made much medical care too costly for doctors through a mix of capitation and fee-for-service,
most people to pay for out of pocket; this implies the need encouraging cost containment across most services but
for some form of insurance. A purely private insurance rewarding particIlar activities.
system, however, can lead to gaps in coverage (because of Paying medical providers has triggered a series of prob-
uninsurable risks) and to exploding costs. The United leins in CEE and the NIS, not the least of which is run-
States exemplifies both problems: despite high public med- away expenditures. In 1992 the Czech Republic intro-
ical spending about 17 percent of U.S. citizens below re- duced fee-for-service payment without the necessarv
tirement age were uninsured in 1994, vet total medical regulatorv structLire to cap medical spending, resulting in
spending that year absorbed over 14 percent of GDP, a an enrirely predictable-and entirely predicted-spend-
much higher fraction than in any comiiparable countnr (the ing overrun. Most countries have yet to sort out the
figure for the United Kingdom is 7 percent). To contain proper relationship between the public and the private
costs and promote access, the industrial market economies sector. The private sector will supply health services oniv
have increasingly financed health care through taxation, for a profit, and this raises questions about the extent to
social insurance, or a mixture of the two. which public funding should be a source of private profit.

Many of the transition economies, including Croatia, Furtire reforms of provider payment ought to have
the Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungcary, the Kyrgyz three central components. First, it is necessary to develop
Republic, Latvia. FYR Macedonia, Russia, the Slovak new payment systems that create incentives for efficient
Republic, and Slovenia, have already switched from taxes service delivery, for example by basing reimbursemenit as
to social insurance to pay for health care, and many oth- far as possible on health outcomes rather than the amount
ers are considering doing so. This shift has caused prob- of diagnostic activity or treatment administered. Second,
lems, not least because the same prerequisites for sustain- a framework is needed for monitoring quality and access
able social insurance outlined in Chapter 4 apply when it and for tight control of spending. Third, policymakers
is being used to fund health care. First, structural deficits must seek financing mechanisms that stimnilare competi-
arise because workers' contributionis subsidize the nonac- tion among providers, both public and private.
tive population, including penisioners (who consume large China faces difficult problems of health finance in
amounts of health care). Second, substantial reliance on both urban and rural areas. Like income transfers, urban
payroll taxes has increased labor costs and aggravated health finance is based on the enterprise; the Anshan Iron
incentives to work in the informal sector (in Hungary, for and Steel Works, with 400,000 employees, has not oniv
example. as described in Box 4.4). Third, some govern- its own hospital but its own medical school. This ties
ments have lost control of spending, because contribu- workers to enterprises. In rural areas, as discussed earlier,
tions and expenditure are determined separately by a more the major problem is to finance health care in a way that
or less autonomous health insurance ftind. assists access to medical care.

Alongside the question of how to raise resources is a Health finance in Vietnam also faces severe problems.
second and separate issue: how to pay doctors, hospitals, Houselhold spending on health care is high, but there is
and other providers. A number of approaches are used, no systemil to assist the poorest. Without a clearly defined
none of them perfect. Payment on a fee-for-service basis government role, the private sector has remained largely
creates an incentive to oversupply: the doctor has an unregulated. Ill effects include health care of variable
incentive to prescribe more treatment and if the insur- qLialitv and pharmaceuticals available without prescrip-
ance company pays most of the costs, the patient has no tion. For both reasons, spending on private pharmaceuti-
incentive to refuse. The resulting cost explosion has been cals has exploded.
a problem in almost all countries where fee-for-service is a
significant part of health finance. However, carefullv The big picture: How to make fitnlding and
designed and regulated fee-for-service, rogether with a deliveiy compatible
global budget cap for medical spending, can help raise Experience from a cross-section of countries yields some
efficiency and contain costs at che same time. For precisely clear lessons for cransition countries on how to ensure that
this reason, many countries (Canada is an example) have the means used to finance health care do not clash with
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rhe means of delivery. First, access and cost containment EnsLirinig hiat all citizens are able to enjoy and conitribute
are both assisted bv a substanitial relianice on public rather to long-tcrimi economic growtNh will require coming to
than private ftinding. Second, health services can be dcliv- grips wich the.se failings. In the health sector. policyniak-
ered effectively bhv private providers for profit. by private ers must focus first on better allocation of resources:
noniprofit providers (often NGOs), bh the public sector. expendittires should be shifted from specialized services
or by a combiniation of these. Third, differenit approaches toward preveritive care and encotiraging heialthiler life-
to ftinding and the different types of delivery caninot he styles. Anothier priority, particularly in rtiral China and
mixed indiscriminately. One compatible package is tax Vietnam, must be to ensure universal access to basic
ftindiig of health care produceti, often on a decenitralized health services. Better allocation of existing inptits will
basis, by the state. Another is mainly ptiblic ftindinig plts also be critical to upgrading education, althouighi hiere the
privare, fee-for-service prodtiCtion plis regtilation to Con- nceed to develop a demand-led svstem of provision is even
taim expendittire. The last element is critical. stronger than in healthi. The ingredients for d healthy pop-

The agenda ulation are mtuch the same tlider any economic system,
btit what counts as good edtIcation changes radically with

Like the economy-widle productionl appiarattis they were the move fiom plain to market. Reforimers must locus on
btiilt to support. health and educationi systemIls linder ceCI- deveiopiig an edtIcationi systemil that is more responsive to
tral planningx were strong on accLiillationi but highly demanid, and that teaches people to think for themselves
inefficient and unresponsive to changes in people's needs. and to adapt to changinLg market circumstaLnces.
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Transition and the
World Economy ;

he global market that transit oii economies are tion Co LHtries brna s benefits for the world economy-
reentering is an increasingly integrated one. World above all, by opening up almost a third of the world's
trade has grown far faster than global output in the population and a quarter of its land mass. A recurring

past fifteen years, while total inflows of foreign direct concern, however, is that the transition countries' gains
investment (FDI) to developing countries have increased fiom this integration will come directly at other countries'
sixfold in just ten. Meanwhile a commoni set of over- expense. Such fears are Linderstandable. Certainly, inte-
arching rules and institutions, including most promi- gration holds risks, as well as opportunities, for both
nently the new, 110-member World Trade Organization sides. So far, however, the most commonly predicted
(V'TC)), has evolved to support even faster integration global side eftects of transition have n(ot, by and large.
and to resolve disputes. Developing countries, many of been observed. As transition proceeds. many coLintries
which have recently made their own highly successful, if may indeed face adjustment costs. But the evidence sug-
less comprehensive transitions toward more outward- gests that these will be far outweighed by the benefits, for
looking economic policies, play an increasingly active part all countries, of being part of a larger and more competi-
in this globalized economy. Exports and imports now tive global marketplace.
account for 43 percent of developing countries' GDP, The realignment of trade flows
comipared with 33 percenlt ten years ago. After years of
isolation, transition economies may stand to gain even Transition countriesI'potential trade gowth..
more from international integration than these other Between 1978 and 1994 China went from being the
reformers. As Chapter 2 described, the economic benefits wvorld's thirty-second-largest exporter to its tenth-largest.
of moving into the world market are the benefits of inter- Today the CEE couLntries and the NIS are similarly seeking
nal market liberalization-writ enorimious. Capital, goods, to buy and sell in international markets. But how much will
and ideas cross borders in response to demand and sup- they trade-and with whom? Several estimates and projec-
ply-rather than at the behest of a central planner-fuel- rions based on economic models-and admittedly highly
ing faster growth in productivity, trade volumes, and imperfect official statistics-broadly indicate the likely
national inconme. At the same time integration helps lock changes in trade patterns when the trade of the transition
countries onto the path toward more-open trade, while economies start has adjusted to market economy patterns.
membership in international institutions spLirs domestic These calculations suggest that the CEE countries have
institution building. a large untapped potential for trade with established mar-

Chapters 2 and 3, respectively, discussed the domestic ket economies, not simply those in nearby Western
importance of opening trade and of foreign investment. Europe but industrial countries fuircher afield as well. In
This chapter looks at transition economies' interactions the mid-1980s the CEE counltries were on average fulfill-
with the rest of the world: trade flows to and from these ing just one-quarter of this potential. Since then, trade
countries and the consequences thereof for world trade; shifts away from former CMEA markets and toward
rapid and full-fledged membership in the WYTO and rele- OECD markers have closed the gap and produced a pat-
vant regional trade arrangenents; andi external capital tern of trade that is better attuned to marker forces. For
flows to transition economies and che impact on other example. based on its 1985 inconme level, Hungary would
developing countries. The successfiul integration of transi- have been expected to send 43 percent of its exports to the
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Europeani Union, the actual share was 14 percent. Byv. Ad the inplications for other cozuntries
1994, however, che share going to the EU countries was Transition economies offer the world great opportunicies.
49 percent. As Chapter 2 described, those countries that Producers can look to new markets, and consumers can
have liberalized and stabilized furthest have made the benefit from new products. Increased efficiency and
greatest strides in reorienting their trade toward patterns resource mobilization in transition economies will expand
that would be predicted for market economies. the global supply of goods and services. The expected

Although the Soviet Union itself was a very closed growth in inter- and intraindustry trade from integra-
economy, Soviet planners fostered specialization rather tion-already evident in the CEE countries-will also
than diversification within eachi republic. The result was increase world welfare by expanding the variety of prod-
very little trade with the rest of the world and very large ucts and encoLuraging gains from rationalization in indus-
amounts of trade between republics. In 1989, for exam- tries subject to economies of scale. China's imports and
pie, more than 90 percent of Belarus' trade was with other exports have doubled in the past five years. while CEE's
Soviet republics; that share Would have been about 32 per- imports from OECD countries increased 216 percent
cent had all the Soviet republics been niarket economies. and its exports to them 159 percent in the same period.
Nearly 70 percent of Russia's exports went to other Soviet Market economies, particularly the established industrial
republics, compared with a predicted level of only 16 per- ones, have a strong interest in encouraging growth in
cent. Overall, trade among the former Soviet republics these new markets by keeping their doors open. But rein-
accounted for more than four-fifths of their tocal trade in regration will inevitably imply some adjustment costs.
1989. This pattern seems likely to be reversed when trade Some developing countries will face fiercer competirion,
is determined bv market forces. The same estimates sug- particularly in labor-intensive products, while industrial
gest that, as market economies, the NIS would send f'ully countries' comparative advantage will also shift further
three-quarters of their exports to noni-NIS partners, away from these industries. However, where it has been
mostly in Western Europe. By 1994 the Baltics had made possible to estimate the costs, they appear to be modest.
substantial progress in reorienting their trade toward mar- Transition economies will not exhaust the world's ap-
ket economies, but most of rhe other NIS had done very petite for varietv, but only sptir producers to invent and
little. As Chapter 2 pointed out, the slow pace of price lib- supply maniy more goods and services, for the beniefit of
eralization and maintenance of extensive export controls many more people.
to keep goods at home resulted in slow progress in reori- Should any countries fear the effects of transition
enting trade in man' of the NIS. Lacking the institutional economies' trade integration witlh the European Union?
and physical infrastructure and expertise to support new As noted above, the EU countries are already the CEE
patterns of trade, some transition economies face a daunit- countries' main trading partners, trade between these
ing task in exploiting their trade potential as market econ- regions having more than doubled since 1989. The CEE
omies; this is especially true for the Central Asian countries have proved exceptionally good export markets
republics, most of whose transport and communications for the European Union. and the Europe Agreements
routes run through RRussia. (discussed below) between the Union and CEE countries

Since the collapse of the Soviet Union, several largely provide free access to EU markets for most CEE manu-
unsuccessful attempts have been made to restore trade factures. But there are still some restrictions on imports of
among the NIS and reduce adjustment costs through sensitive products, agriculture remains protected, and the
regional trade arrangemenits. Scveral "free trade" agree- threat of contingent protection (antidumnping and safe-
ments have been concluded, but these were free in name guard measures) limits the practical effect of liberalization
only, becatise most of the countries preserved export con- measures on steel and chemical exports. Nevertheless, the
trols on key products. Establishilig a sound interstate pay- Europe Agreements help to lock the CEE countries into
ments system and convertibility of currencies is vital to open trade policies, thereby enhancing the credibility of
market-based crade among the NIS. Removing trade bar- their trade reforms. The evolving pattern of trade betwveen
riers among the NIS alone is not the answer, especially the trvo regions is one of increasing intraindustry trade
because, as wve saw above, under market-determined trade and of'increasing processing and assembly' activity by CEE
patterns mnich of their trade would be with countries out- firms. The Europe Agreements create incentives for ElU
side the NIS. If agreements create barriers to reorienting companies to engage in outsourcing, where they provide
trade and reintroduce the substantial diversion of trade designs and materials, monitor quality, and take care of
that occLirred under the Soviet Union, they will be coun- marketing,. Encouraging this form of trade helps EU firms
terproductive. Trade barriers should instead be removed exploit relatively skilled and cheap labor, while reducing
on a nondiscriminatory basis, to deepen the integration of the costs and risks that CEE partners face in developing
the NIS into the world trading system. new export markets.
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There has been some concern in the European Union thani in simple, labor-intenisive products. This structural
that a fiurther opening of trade in sensitive products would transformation would further reduce CEE couLntries'
impose heavy adjustment costs on EU producers. The evi- direct competition witlh low-iniconie developing counltries.
dence suggests, however, that complete liberalization of China's triulIlphiant return to international markets
trade in these products would have oniv a marginal effect has so far had the greatest impact onl global trade of any
on EU imports, production, and employmen1t because the tranisitioni counltry. As one would expect, given China's
CEE countries are only minlor suppliers. Admittedly, vast supply of uliskilled labor, its export mix has been
long-term trade integration with the NIS could involve increasingly labor-intensive. With growth in China's
vastly greater trade flows. But even here the new flows exports in these types of products averaging 23 percent a
would largely consist of the NIS sending increased sup- year in the 1980s, labor-intenisive exports rose from one-
plies of energy-most notably. oil and natLral gas-to third of Chinia's total exports in 1975 to three-quarters in
Western Europe in retulil for a large volulime of capital- 1990. Clothiig, tovs. sporting goods, and footwear to-
and technology-initensive goods (machilnerv and eqtiip- gether accounted for 30 percent of China's exports in
ment) and high-quality consumer durables. 1994. Has China's rapid growth in labor-intenisive prod-

Manv Mediterranieani and African countries, currenltly tuirs crowded out labor-intensive exporters from other
enjoying preferential trade wvith EU coLintries, also wvorry developing coLinrlies in world markers? The answver
that they wvill lose from trade liberalization between the appears to be no. For two reasons. First, and more impor-
EU and CEE couLntries. Several Mediterraneani COulntries tant. Chilia's export growtlh turnis out to have replaced che
have enjoyed duty-free access to ELI markets for industrial exports of soon-to-be-highl-iniconme economies rarher than
goods and preferential access for agricultural comimiodities other developing ones. And second, there is almost cer-
since the 1970s. None of these preferenices will be seri- tainly more than enough demand for labor-intensive ex-
ously eroded by the emergence of the CEE countries as ports to go arould.
EU trade partners. It is fair to sax that their arrival on China's dramatic growth in labor-intenisive exports has
the scene may have deprived Mediterraneani exporters of heen more than matchied by a sharp decline in the export
whatever geographical advantage in EUJ markets they pre- shares of East Asia's 'four tigers"-Hong Kong, the
viously enjoy'ed. But in fact the malket share of nonloil Republic of Korea. Singapore. and Taiwan (China)-
exports of Mediterraneani counltries in the EU marker has from 55 percent in 1984 to 24 percent in 1994. Chinia's
been stable. Mediterraneanl nations and CEE colintries exports have simply replaced those of the tigers, so that
naturally have very different relative strengths-revealed their comilhiled world marker share has fallen for clothing.
comparative advantages-in world trade. Indeed, the toys, and sporting goods (wyvile remailnilng unchianged for

export structures of the two regions hardly overlap at all, footwear). Tle Clhinlese eclipse of the tigers has been
Longstanding restrictions on exports to EU agricultural fieled by FDI by the tigers themselves, whose firms in
markers are a much more important isstIe for a nu.mhber of many' cases simply nioved their productioni lines to Chilia.
Mediterranean countries that cannot fully exploit their For example. about 2 5,000 tactories in the Pearl River
agricLIltural export potential. The couLItries of Africa that Delta region of Guangldong, directly or indirectly employ-
are signatories to the Lome Coiiventcioni also continue to ing 3 million to 4 millionv workers, are engaged in sub-
enjoy preferential access to EU markets. For most, head- contracting for Hong Kong companies. The tigers, mean-
to-head competition with the CEE countries is relatively while, have moved up the development ladder to produce
rare, again because the comparative advantage of the two more capital- and skill-intncisive products.
groups of countries does not generally lie in the same WithoLit the emergence of China, would other devel-
goods or industries. In agriculture, too, these coulitries oping couLntiles have captuled larger markets as the tigers
compete directly with CEE in only a few products. 'Fo be developed away from simple manufactures? Perhaps to
balanced against any adverse effect on the export side is some extent, but argLuably the tigers vacated these markets
the fact that rapidly growving CEE couLntries are them- precisely because of China's emergence. Chiia's opening
selves another porential market for the exports of the changed their comparative advantage in world trade, and
Mediterranean and African coultlies, instead of resisting, the tigers seized the opportunity,

The CEE countries enter the international arena with moving resources out of simple manufactures into more
relatively highly skilled labor, although sonie reorientiation sophisticiated lines of prodLiction and using their expertise
in educational priorities is needed, as discussed in Chapter to expand productionI in China.
8. Because FDI brings not only' capital and equipmenit but There is a second reason wliy China's emeigenice as a
also managerial skills and ties to a trade nerwork, in the force in labor-intensive exports has probablv not affected
longer rui the CEE countries wxould he expected to com- other developing couLitries as much as maniy feared. That
pete in mediumn- or high-skill-intenisive products rathel is the fact that world demaind for these comimiilodities fromii
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developing counitries has growvn thteefold over the past Transition economies should therefore view \XTO
decade. mmibership as an opportunity to further the reform of

In addition, developing cooLntries are sizable markets their trade regimes. not only to meet WTO requirements
for each other. Substantial trade among developing coull- but also to increase economic efficiency througil reducing
tries, including considerable intrainidustrY trade, makes it distorrionsitradepolicy. Relatively stricr terms ofacces-
possible for them tO be simultanieoisly importers and sion--ilncluding comprehensive tariff biidiigs-can help
exporters of a wide range of manufactured goods. Devel- reduce the payoff to domestic rent seeking. At the same
opinlg countries sent more than one-quarrer of their rime, without underimiininig the pressure on applicalints to
exports of labor-intensive goods to eachi othier in 1994. adopt liberal trade riegimiles, TO members should do
Thev can therefore benefit directly from each other's all theiy can to accelerate the process of admission. For
export expansion, even when the' are exporting similar some transition economnies, technical assistanice in meet-
goods. ing the extensive inforimiationi requiremenits of accession

Integration into world trading institutions sWould be helpful.
linteration into the European Union has profound

The OECO cotintries have taken significant steps to nor- implications for the transitioni economies conceined. The
malize trade relations withi transitionl econiomilies. They process began wih the Etirope Ageeenieits aid las entered
have granted transition economies most-favored-nation z a new phase with the preaccession strateg'. The Europe
status and eliminated quantitative restrictions that applied Agreemeilts signed bertveen the European Union and six
only to "state trading countries," anid somile have granted CEE countries (Bulgaria, the Czech Republic. Hungary.
trade preferences that put the tra.nsitioni economilies on a Polaid, Romailia, and the Slovak Republic; the agreement
par with developing countrics already enjoying such pref- with Slovenia is not vet signed) and the Baltic states are the
erences. But normalization is not Yet complete. Transition deepest and broadest of the EU Association Agreements.
economilies still face certain quantitative restrictions and Like the association agreements signed with orher coun-
differential treatment in antidninilpinig actions in OECD tries, these agreements not only cover trade relationis
countries, and only a few are formally protected by WTO berveen the El) and CEE and Baltic coulitries bLut go on
rules and procedures. Six transition counitries-the Czech to deal with financial cooperation, commercial practices
Republic, Hungarvy Poland, Romania. the Slovak Repub- and law, and political dialogue at various levels. They also
lic, antd Slovenia-are memilbers of the \XTO. encourage these counitries to liberalize trade amonig them-

"W`T) memibershilp is an important step for transition selves, for example. through the newvly created Cenitral
coulitries, and virtually all have applied to join. The WTO Europeani Free Trade Association.
provides a firm institutional basis for the applicationi antd It has been more thdan four vears since the first Europe
einforcement of multilaterally agreed trade rules on goods Agreements were signed in earlv 1992. At the Copenhagen
and services and on the prortection of intellectual property Sumrmit in 1993 the European UJnioni made its first clear
rights. Each 'WITOG member undertakes commitmenits to commilitmenit to CEE countries accession. The so-called
cap (bind) taritfs on imports and enjoys corresponding White Paper, published in June 1995, forms part of the
rights for its exports to meimiber counatries. NoŽ' i member preaccession strategy. It identifies the key meastires
ma)' normally increase tariffs above bounid levels wvithout required in each sector of the internal marker, suggests an
at least providing compenisation. The W-O conistrainis approximate sequience for legislation, and details the
varioLIs trade procedures to acceptable standards. For a measures necessary for effective implementation and en-
country assuming obligations negotiated tlider WTO aus- forcemilent. Partlv with this in mind, the Eiropeanl Union
pices. the requirement to maintain access to its market or has been providing various types of assistance. Accession
pay comnpenisatioii provides an effective constralint on negotiationis with some of the CEE and Baltic countries
internal pressures for increased trade protection. are expccted to start sooni after the conclusioll of the EU

'Tranisition economies will benefit greatly' rom the Inter-Goveriinmenital Conferenice. Prompt accession should
rights attached to \VWTO membership. Participation will not be taken for granted, however: negotiations for the
conlsolidate their access to interinatiotnal markets, provid- Union's most recent enlargemient (with Austria, Finland,
ing SOII)C insurance agaiiist the arbitrary imposition of ancd SWedeln) took less than two years, but negotiations
barriers by others. But transition econiomies will also ben- with Spaini took almost nine years. The benefits of acces-
efir from accepting rie corresponding obligations. Prompt sionI are clear: political stability, free trade and capital

and firm commitment to abide by WXTO riles will greatly flows, access to comimion fuinds, ancd locking into reason-
enhanice the political feasibility of achieving and main- ablty market-friendlyv policies
taminilg liberal trade regimes at honic, in the face of the Rapid EUl accession would do muchI to sustaii and
strong sectoral interests that are inevitabl' emerging. deepen reforms in these transition economies. So what
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former Easc Germany (see Box 1.1), CEE and the NIS
Transition economies have absorbed only a have not absorbed a great deal of foreign capital-either
modest share of global capital flows. private investment flows or official excernal assistance.

Has transition caused a ma/or diversion ofprivate

Figure 9.1 Capital flows to developing and CapitalMlois ...
transition countries by region Between them the countries of CEE and the NIS absorbed

15 percenc of total capital flows to developing and transi-
tion couLInries in the period 1990-95 (Figtire 9.1). Net

Total flows, 1990-95: $1,640 billion resource inflows are much lower and even negative to
some countries, once debt service and capital flight are

Middle East and taken into acCOunt. Capital flight fro Russia alone h1as
North Africa CEE and NIS ro

9% 15% been estimated at some $50 billion for 1992-95, alchough
Sub-Saharan part of this represented capital exported through Russia

Africa _ . from other NIS.

13% Private capital flows to developing countries increased
South dramatically during the 1990s. withi a surge in FDI and
Asia portfolio equity investment. CEE and the NIS, however,
7% ___ w betveen them attracted just 13 percent of total private

capital flows to developing and transition countries in
1990-95. In 1994, FDI to CEE and the NIS was only

Latin America Other East Asia $6.5 billion, equivalent to the total received by Malaysia
and the Caribbean 21% and Thailand. The distribution of these limited FDI flows

among them has also been highly uneven. The Visegrad
countries received fully three-quarters of the total, whiereas

Note: Data for 1995 are preliminary. Source: World Bank
1g96b. Inanly other counitries in the region are still all but

untouchied by foreign investment (see Chapter 3). Capital
flows to China more closely followed the trend for devel-
oping countries, with private sotirces accounting f'or the

stands in the way? One obstacle is the need to develop lion's share. FDI to China was $33.8 billion in 1994, sec-
administrative and organizational structLires in the CEE ond only to flows to the United States. However, a sub-
and Baltic cointries to implement and enforce the rules of stantial portion consisted of domestic funds recycled as
the Union. The biggest barrier, however, is the EU budget, foreign investment to take advantage of fiscal concessions.
some 80 percent of which goes to finance the structural
funds, which offer aid to poorer EU regions, and the Com- ... Or of fjreign assistncee?
mon Agricultural Policy (CAP), which subsidizes farmers Given the relative failure of many CEE cointries and NIS
in member countries. Extending these policies. unre- to capitalize on the growth of investment in emerging
formed, to CEE cotintries would be expensive. Elemenits of markets, a key goal of foreign official assistance must be to
the CAP were reforned in 1992, but ftirther reforms are help them create a more attractive environmiienit for private
needed. Integration is therefore likely to involve a phased inflows and thus help them restructure toward interna-
process that advances certain elements of EU member- tional competitiveness. Annual net flows of official devel-
ship-free trade in particular-faster thani others, while at opment finance-incltiding official development assis-
the same time possibly stimulating some helpful reforms in tance (grants and official concessional loans) and official
the Union itself. As far as the transition economies are con- nonconcessionial loans-to CEE and the NIS averaged
cerned, the faster accession proceeds, the better. $8.8 billion in 1990-95. This has not, however, diverted

official assistance from the world's poorest regions (Figure
Capital flows and transition ? .9.2). For example, grants to the transitioni economies rose
One might have expected huge imports of capital, both dramatically, from $641 million in 1990 to $4.7 billion in
private and official, to participate in financing the costly 1995, but grants to Sub-Saharan Africa increased in this
economic and political transformation required in coun- period as well. Former Soviet clients have, however, lost
tries undergoing transition. At the beginning of the transi- aid-these countries received an estimated $4.5 billion
tion in Europe there were concerns that large capital flows from the Soviet Union in 1987, for example. and $554
to CEE and the NIS would raise world interest rates at the million from Eastern Europe in 1985. btIt these flows have
expense of developing countries. However, except for the now virtually ceased.
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Official assistance for transition economies has not been at Africa's expense.

Figure 9.2 Official development finance to developing and transition economies
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Note: Official development finance consists of official development assistance (grants and concessional lending) plus nonconcessional
lending. Data for 1995 are preliminary, Source: World Bank 1996b.

All in all, theni, tranisition has not absorbed a large slice est rates of rising demanid for foreign capital from transi-
of global capita] flows. As transition econiomiies recover, [ion economies would be smnall compared with that already
demianid for investment in infrastrulCture, econiomic reconi- exerted by the comibined buidget deficits of the OECD
StrUCuIon, and private sector developmient will r-ise. As their counitries, niow running at somec $700 billion a year.
cred'irworthiness imiproves, they could absorb a larger share
of world capital flows and could inicrease total global Howt can external assistance help transition!
demand for capital], raising, world initerest rates. BuIt as Thirough the eairly years of reformi in CEE and the NIS, a
noted in Chapter 2, in the long rtin all COLintries tend to miajor share of official assistance has takeni the form of bhal-
finiance the bulk of their investmenit from domestic rather ance of payments and buidgetary support and of debt relief.
thani foreign savings. Moreover, any impact onl world initer- Official support from the international finiancial instiru-
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percent of their comibined GDP in 199 1-93. Under-

Reforming governments receive the most recordinig of GDP in these economilies maiya bias this ratio
external assistance. tipward, btit on this measure Marshall Plani disbursemelnts

were not materially larger thani official floWs to CEE. The
Marshall Plan did, however, embody a larger granr cle-

.. .. m~~~~~~ieiit, anid it was muLch imore (reneroLlS relative ro the
Figure 9.3 Net official capital inflows per I w mea
capita by country group donor ecoioniliv s income. ar 1 .5 percent of U.S. GDP.

Has the timing of external finanicial assistance been
appropriate? This is another hotly debated issue. External
finanice has supported a numliber of stabilization programs,

Dollars creating confidenice (as was rtrie of the Polish stabilization

40 fLinldl) or reducing;, the need for monetaryv finanicing to
35 - _ 0 cover budget deficirs (Chapter 2). However, one of the

main findings of this Report is that liberalizationi. stabi-
30 lization, and structural and institutional reforms have

25 been highly compleientary. Macroeconomic pressure
often uliderplins the incentives for microecononic change,

20 so that external assistance programs in transitioni
15 economies must be developed carefillv-walking the nar-

i row path between facilitatiig reform and diminishing its

10 Lirgenc'-and ImLuSt lock in reforms through conditionlal-
ity. Indeed, ill-conceived or prematLire lendinig can create
large external debts that complicate sLibsequenit reforms

o as slhown by the experience of certain lines of credit
Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 awarded by export credit agencies.

Fven after inflationl has been brought down to mzoder-
Note: Data are annual averages for 1990-95 (CEE) or ate levels, external assistance may be needed-wvithin lim-
1992-95 (NIS): 1995 data are preliminary. See Figure 1.2 for its-to hielp some couLtiiles bridue a tranisitionial fiscal gap.
the countries in each group. Countries severely affected by

regional tensions are excluded. Source: World Bank 1996b. 1 met spending as a share of CDP still
exceeds reasonable limits in some countries, other transi-
tion governmenits are small relarive to their core fuLictions.
Somie goveriinments have been forced to cut social protec-
tion and public investment, probably to levels below those
needed to sLIsrai n reforilis. Some, with limited capacity for

tinus and individual couL1try donors has tVpically been administering taxes, end up imposling distortionary taxes
mtich larger, relative ro populationl or GDP, for those to meet their spending needs, at huge cost to economic
cotintries that have advanced further with refornis (Figure efficiency (Chapter 7). Meaniwhiile a number of govern-
9.3). For example, by the end of 1993 the Visegrad coon- menlts are thelimselves in arrears, underinining hard budget
tries, in the first of the reform groups in FigLire I.2, had re- constrainits elsewhere in the econlomily (Chapter 2). These
ceived imiore than lhalf of disbuLIInts by the interinarional problemils mcrit close attenltioni bv astance agencies.
financial institutions to the region. In 1994 official lending However, budget SUppOrt shotuld always be conditionial
shifted to the NIS, which had previously obtained little on policy reforimis, norably in the areas of tax policy and
funldinig. as reforms advanced there. Among the NIS the administration, btidget management, targeted poverty pro-
Baltic states, which have ulidertakeni substanitial reforimis, grams, and humanlia resource development.
received more official assistance in relatioi to their poptIla- As this Report has described, adjisting to a market
tion as well as to GDP than, for example. did BelarLis. economiiy involves sharp economic declines in some

Has external finanicial assistance been adequate' This regions and social costs that may have political implica-
controversial qLiestioln can be answered in a uLImber of tions. In these areas assistance can speed recovery, for
ditferent wavs. Aid tlider the Marshall Plan after World example througL1 fundinig severance pay and extraordinary
War It averaged 2.5 percent of the incomiies of the recipi- demanids on local governmenits in distressed regions, as
ent countries at the time. Total official disbLirsemIIeits to well as possible environmiienital costs associated with plant
the CEE economies, which have generally progressed fur- shutdowins. It may be necessary-and desirable-to cLish-
thest in their reforms, accounlted on average for about 2.7 ioLn the impact of transitioni on certain regionially concele-
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trated anid overbuilc industries, such as Ukraine's coal sec- central banks and property arrangemenits that make re-
tor (see Box 3.2). Here again, support needs to carefully forms more effective and harder to reverse. Bilateral assis-
target temporary losses and to address them without tance, including that provided bv the Efuropean Union,
undermining the longer-run credibility of reforms and has had a large component of technical assistance. The
labor market incenitives. international financial institutions have also engaged heav-

Yet, as ever, the developnment of market-supporting, ily in this kind of institution building, across a wide range
institutions is fundamental to transition. Postwar Western of areas, in addition to transferring financial resources.
Europe already had long experience with markers, and the Building institutions takes time and sometimes in-
associated institutions-property rights, information, and volves restoring entire professions in areas essential to a
legal systems and courts, as well as skills in Usii1g them, well-functioning market economy. For example, although
honed over generationis of experience-were all well in considerable support has been given to privatization and
place, so foreign aid could readily promote reconstruction the drafting of new legislation, more needs to be allocated
and recovery. Even now, many developing countries have for the training of judges and other legal professionals and
a stronger tnstitutional base for a market economiy than do for the upgrading of judicial facilities (Chapter 5). Tech-
most transition econonmies at similar levels of income. For- nical assistance should encourage local capacity building
eign stipport therefore needs to embodiy a large compo- through, among other things, more involvement of local
nent of technical assistance and institution building in participants. Far greater stress is needed on1 economic edu-
areas that constitute critical reform bottlenecks. This cation in the broad sense as well as hands-on training in
involves helping create institutiolns such as independent key marketable skills (Chapter 8).

Box 9.1 Business skills training is good for business-for trainers and trainees

Efforts to teach market-related skills and business is now exported to the British market. A conference on
know-how in transition countries have had a somewhat business planning for Russian textile enterprises, which
mixed record. But two programs show how to over- Mrs. Smirnova organized, led to the creation of various
come the pitfalls and create valuable follow-on effects. business associations, and working together with other

In early 1992 the World Bank's Economic Devel- graduates she has advised companies throughout
opment Institute launched a training program to sup- Russia, in Kazakstan, and in Uzbekistan. All this has
port enterprise restructuring and privatizarion in created momentum for similar restructuring activities
transition economies, based on learning by doing and by many other companies.
helping local talent and stakeholders to help them- The East/West Enterprise Exchange Program at
selves. The 180 trainees recruited since the program York University in Toronto puts a great emphasis on
began-including enterprise and bank managers, con- building personal business links in the program it has
sultants, government officials, and parliamentarians- been running since 1989. It has brought over 450
have worked with over forty local partner institutions business delegates from CEE and the NIS to Canada.
and trained over 4,000 other participants. Evaluations Selection of delegates is based on the criteria of spon-
by independent consultants concluded that the pro- soring Canadian firms, which fund the program in
gram has been highly cost-effective and has had a great partnership with government, other donors, and the
impact on enterprise reform and private sector devel- delegates themselves, who pay fees to participate. Dele-
opment. Dozens of enterprises have successfully gates first take classes in business practices, accounting,
restructured and privatized as a direct result. marketing, and a range of associated topics. They then

The career of Mrs. Smirnova, a deputy director of work with their sponsors to develop business plans to
the textile conglomerate Mayak in Nizhniy Novgorod, serve as the basis for future deals. An independent eval-
Russia, illustrates the potential benefits. Fresh out of uation of the program concluded that it was having a
the program, she had Mayak introduce international significant impact on delegates' knowledge and atti-
accounting standards before they were required by law, tudes and contributing positively to their careers. It
and retrained its accountants. She then initiated the was also contributing to business cooperation: prelim-
firm's breakup into thirteen independent companies. inary estimates put the volume of technology transfers,
Her business plan for Mayak won an international trade deals, and joint ventures resulting from the pro-
award, and around 70 percent of Mayak's production gram at many times the program's cost.
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Becatise of the importance of new busilness entry for Central Asian countries and a number of others whose
growth, assistance should also be strongly conditioned on economies have been severely disrupted by regional ten-
reforms to reduce regulatory and other barriers, including sions. Yet even in these cases donors need to ensure that
access to premises. Carefully designed programs can com- assistance strengthiens rather thall uliderminies reform. It
bine commercial and educational objectives, and some might be tempting to think that the ability to replace offi-
may return more than their cost (Box 9.1). Business cial capital flows with private capital flows is a function of
advice and financial support to the private sector should the level of income. In fact, it owes much to government
come mainly from the private sector itself, that is, from policies. China, one of the poorest transition economies,
private btIsiness support services, equity investors, and relies mostly on private capital.
private lenders of workinig and investment capital. These
services and suppliers exist in embryo in sonme transitioni The agenda
economies, not at all in many others. Does this justify a The iapid integration of the global economy in recent
role for assistance agencies? Yes, if that role is assisting decades springs from the widespread recognition that econ-
financial system reforms to speed the emergenice of pru- omies invariably achieve more working with each other-
dent and capable lenders and investors; and yes, if it exchanging goods, capital, and ideas-than acting alone.
means providing training and technical assistance to man- The failure of the Soviet ideal of "socialism in one country"
agers and entrepreneLurs to overcome years of isolation is further confir-mation, if any were needed, of this simple
from market forces. But no, if it means simply financing truth. But ensurinig that the transition economies realize
investment through government restRicturing agencies. tiheir potential as members of the global trading system will

As already noted, some countries face more of a tran- not be easy-for them or their supporters. For the new
sition problem, while others face more of a development entrants, the first step is to adopt che economic, social, and
problem. For the first group. heavy dependenice on exter- institutional policy reformis outlined in this Report, in
nal assistance should be considered a temporary phase order to attract foreign investors and foster growth. For
until reforms create an environment that can attract those outside, particularly international bodies such as the
private capital. A key ptirpose of official financial assis- Etiropean Union and the international financial institu-
tance mtist be to bring down, decisivelv and sustainiably, tions, it will mean carefil consideration of how to help
the barriers to committing external and domestic private transition countries in ways that support rather than delay
capital, especially private equity investments. Some coun- long-term reform. Speeding the removal of existing trade
tries have passed throughl this phase very quickly. Thle barriers, along with ftirrher direct efforts toward incegra-
Czech Republic, for example, drew on International tion, will bring perhaps the largest and most immediate
Monetary Ftind (IMF) credits and other official loans benefits for transition couLitries. But more-direct forms of
relatively heavily in 1991 and 1992 btit started to repay stipport, such as short-term financial assistance and, criti-
the IMF earlier than planned (as did Poland in 1995). cally, helping coulitries acquire much-nieeded skills and
Eqtially encouraging. private capital flows picked tip, institutions, are also important. Finally, the integration
rising to $2.85 billion in 1994 fiom $585 million two process must be buttressed, on both sides, by determnied
years earlier. efforts to allay fears about the costs of greater global com-

Some transition economies, however, may require petition and to persuade those diffident of integration that,
longer-term development assistance. These include the in the long term, all they stand to lose is their isolation.
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Conclusions-and tie
Unfinished Agenda
TI~ransition economies halve miade great strides in growth in previouslS repressed sectors (services in partic-

liberalizing their domestic markers and foreign ular) and the penetrationi of new export markets.
trade regimes and in freeing tip entry into privatc The turnarouliid in the more sucCessfUl reformers has

business. Man\: are trvinig to define property rights more included substantial adjustmentr even by state eniterprises.
clearly and to privatize, to create or reniew essential insti- Governments have succeeded in imposing tight budget
tution1s to stIpport efficient markets, and to reshape social constraints on eniterpr-ises, spurring a highly decenltralized
services and the social safety net to) conform to the needs process of deep cost Cutting and restrUcturing by firms
of a market system. Taken together. these menasures con- themiselves, the breakup of some, the introdtiction of niew
stiture the economiics of transition, but transitioni has products. and the acquisition of tnew capabilities. includ-
had profound social, political, and strategic implicatlionis ing mlarketling and financial management. not reqllircd
as well, ulder the old system. Just saving no co enterprises

This chapter draws out tile keYv messages fronm the reqLuests for m)ore resources produces positive resutlts-at
analysis of the preceding chapters. \"hat can these Cntin- lcast for a rime. The next stage of Chinia's reforms will
tries learn from each other? What does the experience of also involve redirecting savings away from tliproricable
transition to dare stiggest for the m anly other couLItries state firnis and exposing them to greater competition.
grappling with similar issues of econom1nic reform?' Wilam A striking lesson from the experienice of all tranisitioni
are the implications for externail assistance-and for the economies is the importance of new entrv in response to
reform priorities in tIle cotntr1iCs themIselves? the lifting of restrictionis on bUtsiness. In China the new

entrants were at first primarily the nnew township and vil-
Lessons of experience lage enterprises (TV'Es); more recently' new private firms

and joint venttures constittIe China's most dynamic

Consistent policies, combining liberalization of souIces of growth, employment, and exports. In Vietnam
markets, trade, and new, business enitry with ren- tie protected state sector contiilies to gencrate growth
sonable price stability, can achieve a greait deal- but it is the private sector that is producing inew jobs. In
even in counztries lacking clear property rights and CEE and the N IS new private firms, oftell using old assets
strong market institutions. carved otIr from the state sector-a process greatl' encotLr-

aged byv hardel budgets--have clearly led the recovery. If it
Policies of liberalization and stalbilization have beeni is to be widespreadl and effective, entry must be cheap and

the major factor shaping the adjustIlment process in CEE administratively easy. And new firms canlilot flotirish with-
and the NIS and have been vital to China's and Vietnamll's otit access to broad mar kets fir their prodtIcts a[nd inputs.
rapid growth. In the first two regions there has been a Market economiiies perfor m very poorly wheni inflation
strong link berweeni consistent and credible reforimi and rises above a imloderate level. The same appears to hold for
econonmic recovery: growth has typically resumned about transitillon econoillies. Liberalization at first causes prices
tlhree years after the determined application of sucIh to rise. This is painful, ItiL in CEE and the NIS the free-
reforms, incltdiing stabilization programs. Less coinsisreint ing of' prices was needed to sever the link berweeil gov-
refoirmers liave recovered morc slowly aind, oni average, erilillenlts amid eniterprises aind allow subsidies to be cu.t
have perfornied less well. Recoverl hals inlvolved rapid therebyl nlakilig stabilizationi possible.
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Differences between counotries are veiy important, also quite different from those in CEE and the NIS. as
both in setting the feasible ranige of policy choice China's transition has involved progressively greater
an2d in determininzg the response to reformns. weight on economic performance as a legitimating factor

for an ongoinig goverinimlenit.
Which works best, rapid or gradual reform? This ques- Hlitngary and Vietnamii offer another contrast illistrat-

[ion, rhe one most often asked in the sttidy of transition, ing the importance of iirial conditionis for the outcome of
has no single or simple answer. Economic reform in CEE reforimi. Despite embarking on transitioni with a relatively
and the NIS was begtin in the context of a fundamental liberalized economv, and despite postponini,g sharp macro-
dismantling of repressive political systems thalt had been, econoImic adjustment until 1995, Hungary has not been
in many cases, propped up from without. These counitries able to avoid a deep transformational recessioni. Vietnam,
set otit vith severe macroeconiomic imbalanices and struc- on the other hanid, had a large rtiral sector and a smaller
tilal distortionis created by central planning. as well as sctre sector, and it stisiained strong growth through a

huge declines in trade as the previous system was dismailn- period of relatively rapid reform. Its restrictive macroeco-
tled. They have not been able to generate the savings nec- nomilc policies incltided layoffs of a ftill third of state
essarv to stistain gradual adjustmenlt of the greatly over- enterprise employees, but they were absorbed bv the restir-
built state sectors. They therefore face a choice betweein gent rtiral secror and the newly unleashed private sector.
rapid systemic reformis, entaililg deep and often painful
struCttiral adjustment, and efforts aimed at prololging thie An efficienit response to mnarket processes requires

status quo. Althotigi the latter COUtSC may appear less clearly definedproperty rights-and this will even-
painftil at the outset, its result is persistilig inflation and tually require widespreadprivate owniership.

economic disarray.
T'he differenices between leading and lagging reforimiers Thle political economv of priv atizatioll plays out differ-

have largely reflected how they approached this very diffi- ently in differenc coulitries, and differenitly for each of the
cult choice. Dedicated and atidacious leaders have mat- maijor types of asset (industrial firms, farms, real estate).
tered a grear deal. bht transition is not jtist a ma[tter of Experience evervwhere reveals a severe and politically
intelligent leaders choosing the right policy package or charged tensioni between promoting efficiency and re-
seizing the moment. Countries' characrtristics-rheir warding existling stakeholders. None of the methods used
tinique advantages and disadvantages-influence what to privatize large irmis-sales, managemenit-emnplovee
policies can be chosen and what leaders cani accomplish. butyoits, or equal-access voucher privatizarion-is without
Important advantages include stronig goverinimlenit admin- drawbacks In a transition setting, in terimis of either the
istrative capacity, proximity to mlarker econiomics, greater effectiveness of corporate governance, speed, fiscal inipact,
societal memory of market processes, and a strong desire access to investimienit capital. or fairness.
to integrate into Western Etirope. All of these have helped Nevertheless. privatization is importanit. Initial privati-
sustain the pace and scope of reform in the advanced zation helps depoliticize economic restructuring, and cre-
reformers. Differences in the ab r uptiness and timing of ates incenitives to stipport change required at the firm lcvel.
political change have also been reflected in the thrtist of Governmienits caninot manage and finance Sutch restructur-

economic reform. Nevertheless, for the btilk of these ing on a wide scale. Privatization also frees goverinimlent to
econlomies, the answer to the question is now clear: faster focus on those few key areas of the economy-such as
and more consistent reform is better. infrastriLcttire and. perhaps, key naLtiral reSoUirces-where

China, on the other hand, is both a successftil reformier its regtlatorv and owinershilp roles are most essentrial.
and a gradual one, although its first major reform, the Is there an alternative to formal privatizationi? In the-
shift fromii collective to household farming, involved a orv, yes. Btit the experience of many CEE cotLntries and
sharp chanige from the previous regime of agricultural col- the NIS suggests that in practice the alternative is often an
lectivism. China embarked on its transition with a large, ownership vaciumn with fuzzv property rights, leading ro
repressed rural econom,v. This allowed rapid productivity informal and nontransparent privatization, either of the
gains and growtvh of a nonistate sector tSiilg rtiral labor. assets themselves or of the income streams thewy generate.
Effective macroeconomic managemilenit encouraged a high China and Vietnam have so far been able to prevenit
rate of saving. With a reform program that skillfiily' took wholesale and egregious asset stripping, btIt there are signs
advantage of China's initial conditions, including strong of similar processes at work there also. Informal privatiza-
governmenti capacity and the ability to impose direct con- tion ofteni precedes the legitimization of a private econ-
trols. the Chinese government was able to liberalize along omy, but it accelerates thereafter. An ownership vacuum
a dtual-track process without seriouslv undermining dielays the restrUctUring of dritfing firms, for which no-
macroeconomiic balance. The political fundamentals were body is ftilly responsible and which caninot tap external
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resources. It can create or prolong macroeconomilc prob- How to target benefits to the poor-whiethier through
lems, because it ptoduces strong incentives for enterprise incomiie-tested assistance, locally organized relief, targeting
managers to show poor financial performance and then based on indicators of poverty (one rationale behind, for
snap up their firms (or additional shares) at an artificially example. child allowances), or self-targeting (such as in
low price. It can also be inequitable and induce corrup- public works employment)-is a complex matter that
tion, which can undermine the autiloritv of government. depends on the administrative capacity of government

An initial assignment of property rights is only the first agencies. The large inforimial sectors and limited capacity
scep. The broader goal is to develop an efficient secondary of many transition economies suggest that targeting by
trading process in which ownership claims can be reorga- povercy indicators is perhaps the most realistic option in
nized smoothly. All transition economies need suchi a the short run. In urban Chinia and much of the NIS,
process, particularly because many of the governance delinking of social services from enterprises will eliminate
scructures emerging during transition are themselves likely a serious impediment to restructuring.
to be transitional. For example, in CEE and the NIS con- In many countries the largest problem, both politically
trol of many firms will need to shift from insiders to out- and in terms of demand on public resources, is state pen-
siders if they are to attracc the investimienits and skills sions. Generous access to pensions is one way of cushion-
needed to survive in a market economy. Agricultural reor- ing the impact of transitioni on a generation that was pre-
ganization will require moving from corporate to individ- vented from accumulating wealth in the previotis system
ual property righcs to enable new, viable farms to emerge. and has no opporttinity to save in the new market system.
Further clarification of property rights in China's TVEs is But it is important to distinguish sucIh transitional issues

essential for their further development, including the abil- from longer-run policies. Retirement ages need to be
jrv to raise finance from outside the communLity. CoiLn- raised and equalized for men and women. Private pen-
tries need to beware of dead ends in the evolutioll of own- sions are desirable for a variety of reasons but are no sub-
ership: some transitional arrangements. such as the closed stitute for directly addressing the problem of excessive
joint-stock corporations in Ukraine or the highly dis- spendinig in the state sector. In Chinia pensionis need to be
persed individual ownership seen in Mongolia. promise to deliniked from enterprise finanices, and the continued
become obstacles to reorganization. essentially because expansion of the nonstate sector and rising labor mobility
they entrencih incumbent workers and managers. In con- argue for extension of a formal social safety net beyond
trast, besides sales (where feasible), che Czech approach. the state sector.
which creates strong external insticutiolnal investors and
stimulates crading among them, appears to have many Institutions that suipport markets arise both by
advantages. design andfrom demand.

Major changes in socialpolicies must complement the Instittcional development-of legal and financial sys-
move to the market-to focuis on relieving poverty, to cems and of a retooled government-normally cakes years,
cope with increased mobility, and to counter the if not decades. It therefore trails earlv macroeconomic
adverse intergenerational effects of reforin. reforms and formal ownership changes. Institutional

reform is now high on the reform agenda in all transitioni
Transition sets in motion vast social change. Much of economies. Reform is particularly badly needed because

this change is positive: it increases individual liberties and existing institutions were adapted to the needs of a very
choice and gives broad access to information formerly different economic system and because inadequate insti-
available only to a privileged few. The negatives include tutions impose high economic costs.
greater economic uncertainty and, in some couLitries, a
dramatic growth in crime. * To be effective, legislation must be wvell designed and

Transition requires a major reoriencation in the social well implemenlted. In addition, the stare must itself be
role of the state, away from paternalistic, poorly targeted ruled by law and trusted by the private sector to do
benefits conveyed largely through extensive cross-subsidies, what it says it will do. Yet governments are particularly
and toward addressing poverty. Market-determined wages sLIsceptible to corruptioni during the phase when the
and employment are vital to achieving deep restructuring, state retains both vast assets and extensive powers to
but initial conditionis in transitioni economies make intervene in a growiig private economy. Liberalization,
increased income inequality an inevitable consequence of demoniopolizatioin, and-if transparenit-rapid privati-
reform. Until this impact is offset by renewed growth-the zation are key steps to reducilng these two sources of
indispensable element in any antipoverty policy-an in- hutge economic rents and to strengthen demand for
crease in poverty is unavoidable. the rule of law. So are seriotis efforts to publicize and
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pLinisl high-level corruption. Like corruption, orga- changing needs. The decline in health status in this region
nized crime thrives when property rights are unclear, relative to Western Europe, observable even before transi-
legal procedLires ineffective, and risks low. Effective tion, emphasizes that the objective ought to be improved
action against organized crime also requires that the health, not simply more health care. This argues for a shift
state be reasonably free of internal corruption. to include health promotion programs-including encour-

* Financial sector reforms cannlot proceed in isolation agement of healthy lifestyles-that maintain previous
from macroeconomic and enterprise reform. For manv achievements while improving incentives for efficiency.
counltries the best approach involves d mixed strategy, T ransition requires major reforms of education and
restricting the scope of state banks while a new finan- training, particularly in the NIS and parts of CEE, to
cial system develops. Both the entry of new institutions enable it to provide the skills needed in a changing mar-
and the rehabilitation of old ones pose risks, requiring ket economy. Incorporating private provision of educa-
strong complementary policies. tion services, particularly in higher and adult education,

* Transition means less government involvement in the and providing education vouchers as part of retraining
economy, but whiere it remains involved-in setting the assistance could help introduce demand-led restructuring.
rles of the game. assisting the developmenit of institu-
tions, and providing social protection-it must become Initernlational integration cani help lock in successful
more effective. Far-reaching reforms are needed, espe- reformns.
ciallv to strengthen tax systems (reduce exemptions,
lower rates, and tighten administration), improve International integration is vital for successful reform
expenditure control (eliminate government arrears), in transition countries, especially considering their history
and build transparent intergovernmental relations. of autarky. Imports help make their markets competitive.

Exports provide a source of growth and learning. In some
In all these areas and many orhers, governments need areas foreign direct investment is rhe only way of acquir-

to take an active, central role. However, the degree of ing viral skills, markers, and finance. Institutional integra-
institutional change is also closely related to the compre- tion is also vital. Joining the World Trade Organization
hensiveness and duration of macroeconomic and owner- (WTO) would enhance market access and provide some
ship reforms. Market-oriented reforms create demand for protection against the arbitrarv imposition of trade barri-
market-supporting institutions and for their associated ers. Equally important, quick access to the WTO will
skills. Experience shows that institu[ional development strengthen the political feasibility of maintaining a liberal
cannot proceed far in a vacuum or when the economic trade regime in transition economies themselves.
system makes it irrelevant or unwanted. Parties will have The integration of transition economies into the global
a strong incentive to abide by legal responsibilities onlv to trading, system will benefit the world economy. The coun-
the extent that they depend on the market-and their tries of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
reputationis in it-for survival. For example, manager- Development, especially, have a strong interest in encour-
owners in private firms will be tempted to ignore minor- aging transition bv keeping their doors open. The costs of
iny shareholders' rights uLnless their access to capital absorbing the rransition economies inro world trade are
depends on their reputation, and banks will not develop manageable. Enlargement of the European Union to
the capabilities necessary to function in a market system if include some of the transition economies may involve
they expect to be bailed out by government whenever more concentrated adjustment costs, but even there the
crises occur. adjustmenr to trade flows is a less important issue than the

budgetary effects.
Sustaining the human capital base or economic
growth requires considerable reengineering of edu-
cation and health, delivery systems. W'hat should be the timing and composition of foreign

assistance to transition economies? A first observation is
Relative to other countries at comparable income levels, that although only the poorer transition economies re-

people in centrally planned economies were often healthy quire long-term financial assistance, all but a verv few
and well educated. Today, broad access to health and edu- could benefit from extended technical assistance to sup-
cation services needs to be protected in China. Such sys- port the building of institutions. This process can take
tems in CEE and the NIS require extensive restructuring to decades, as some aspects of institutional reform involve
improve their effectiveness. In many respects these systems rebuilding entire professions and require massive training
share the weaknesses of industrial enterprises under central programs. Many countries will also require long-term
planning, bein, input-intensive rather than responsive to support, from official sources, nongovernmental organiza-
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rions, and the private sector, to help build the institutions payroll taxes to he cut. More broadly, improvinig ptiblic
of civil society. accountability and strengthening the influenice of civil,

Second, macroeconiomic stress often strengthenis inceni- democratic sociery as a couLnterweight to governmirenr are
tives for reform. Aid programs in tranlsitioni econoiies also imiportanit. Aother priotity is continLuig retm in
therefore require particular care in their design-to walk the legal anid regulatory systems, especially in areas relating
the narrow path between facilitating reform and diminlishi- to the financial sector, properts rights and competition,
ing its urgenicy-and should lock in reforms througIl set- better enforcemilenlt of contracts and regulationis, and har-
tilig strict conditionis on aid provided. This involves creat- monizationx with ELU standards in anticipatioll of accession.
ing the critical institutiolIs, such as indepeildenit central Addressing the problemiis associated witih residual state
banks and property rights, that make reforimis more effec- owilershilp is a third importanLt task. For these counltries
tive and harder to reverse. Because of the great importanice external financial assistance is progressively less importanLt
of new entry for growth, assistance should also be conidi- thani technilcal assistance and institutioni building, which
tioned on reforms to reduce barriers to new busilnesses. are important roles for bilateral and multilateral agencies

Third, in additioni to short-terimi support for stabiliza- Fiscal refornis are vital in the less advanced reformers as
tion programs, a case can sometimes be made for tem- well. Inmproved tax administration is essential. So is the
porarily pluiggin a public fi[alice gap while Lax systemils need to reduce subsidies through improved COSt recovery,

and budget managemilenit are overhlauled. Mlarginal tax to gain fiscal elbow room foi maintenianice of and modest
rates are high in many countries, encoUraging infolrmilal- additions to public investments, and for clearing govcrn-
ization of the economy. Some goverinimienlts nlow exceed menlt's owvn arrears. Btir these coulltries also need to con-
reasonable size limits, but others lack revenLues for essen- solidate financial discipline both in banks and in large
tial fuLictions. 'ublic investment has virtually disappeared enterprises and to restore confidence in finanicial institL-

in maniy countries, and the mainitenianice backlog is large rions. Tighter discipline, together wirti privatization, is also
arid growing. Transition involves costs, with economlilc necessar-y to sustaiii pressule for Ionre effective ownerslip.
decline in sonie regions and large losses for the bankiinig Somie of these coulitries also face serious problems of
sector, and it may be necessary-and desirable-to cush- crinie, both econiomilc and genieral. Addressing this aiid the
ion the impact on certain groups. However, suppoIr needs associated issue of corrupLioll is another very high priority.
to targer these transitionial issties and losses carefully. and indeed is esseiirial for rapidc growth. In most of these

Finally, busiliiess advice aiid finanicial suppoIrt to the coLltnries, includinig Russia, little progress has been imade
private (and privarized) sector should mainily come fi-om iri he overhiaul of social progranis. Reforms are ulgellt if
the private sector itself, that is, fromii private busineCss ser- deep, intrgemnerational poverty is riot to become iristitu-
vices, investors in equit,v and private lenders of working tiorialized. Foreign assistance to these countries can tise-
and investillelnL capital. These services and stippliers exist ftilly include transitionial budgetary support, especially for
in enibrvo in sonie transitioni couLntries, but not at all in Maintenance arid to buffer the human cost of transitioll.
many others. Donor agenlcies can assist reformii in the Extensive technilcal assistance, massive specialized training,
finanicial sysrem to speed the creation of prudenit and capa- and broad economiic educationi are all desperately needed.
ble lenders and investors and can usefully provide hanids- The next stage of reforiis in the East Asian coulltries
on training arid technical assistanice to Managers arid will be niore coniplex and difficult than tlheir past efforts,
entrepreneurs to overcolilie the effects of years of isolation as they tackle reform of the core of their state sectors and
from market forces. Siniply financinig investmelIt hrllouLgh the institutionial underpinnings of their ccononilies. Main-
government restructuring agencies should be avoided, taminiig growth and improving the distribution of its
. . .And for the reformers rewards are central goals, because these are still poor coun-

tries, and also to stistaiil StIppOrt for reforni. This requires
What refornis are most urgentlv needed no sustaini traiisi- iriiprovinig the efficienicy with which savings are allocated
rion? The answer differs for each couLntrv according to the and, in parallel. developing better indirect tools of niacro-
stage it has reached. economic management. Conrriinuing fiscal reform, includ-

With macroeconlomic stabilization and liberalizarion ing recen[ralization of the budget in Chiia, is one prior-
largely accomplished, institutiorial reform and managilng ity. So are raising capacity in the banking and legal svsteiiis
the realignment of the state are now prioritv areas for the and anticipating the need to deal with the nianv problem
leading refoirmers in CEE. Public finanice has emerged as a clients that will emeige as banks becoriie more conimercial
crirical foctis. On the spending side thils involves, in par tic- and policies shiftt away fronm subsidizing credir. A clear def-
ular, reforming costly social prograriis especially pensions iniition of rhie role arid scope of the state scctor is called for,
aiid health. Action here will assist reform of currently very and this will almnost certainly involve reducilIg its size. Also
distortionary tax sysrems; in particular it should allow highi iniportarit are mechaiiisnis to encourage effective corpo-
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rate governance a3nd aCCOUntability' in state, nonstate and combine abundant labor, a tradirioni of high rates of sav-
priva1te birnis and to avoid an ownership valcutmi. S;ocial in,, an d large opportttinties to increase the efficiency with
policy reforms should focus on sustailling broad access ro which these resources atc allocated. A successful transition
key social services and improving theit quality, both for thetrefotc promiises long-term growth rates considerablv
increasiligly mobile popLulationis anld in poor arcas. Disenl- above world averages.
tangling of social benefits fromil state enterprises is needed And what of the r isk of fuilureI T'he chances of a return
to unlock the door to further refor-mis. to the planied economy maya be small, but long-term

With sustained reforms, transitioni countries have the stagnation and rising povertv-likely outcomes of incon-

potential to achieve stroni uroxxthl. GEE can exploit the sistenit and unstable policies-cannot be ruled out for
catch-up effect from its faivorable location close to large, some cotUtries. In the last analvsis, transition's reforms
high-incomne markers. The NIS can look to major gdains will not bear fruit uLless the' are uLiderpininied bv a broad
from far more efficienlt rise of its natural resource and political and social conselIsus. Developing this is perhaps
humran capital endowimienits, and the East Asian reformers the highest priority of all.
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was drafted bv Gordon Htighes. mediLmni- and long-term growth potential of transition
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Harrold, Hwa, and liwei 1993, Hofmiian 1995a and and high-income market economies. Erdoas 1994 and
1995b, Lin 1995, Montes-Negrer 1995, and World Bank Kornai 1994a and 1995 examine the same issue from a
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cussed in Aslund 1994a and 1994b, Brunlo 1992, Calvo Chapter3 3
and Coricelli 1992, Dabrowski 1995c, Hardy and Lahiri The socialist legacy draws on Gelb and Gray 1991. Fur-
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between stabilization and growth for the tranisitioni Broadman 1995, Cao, Gang, and Woo 1995, Gelb, lef-
economies include Bruno and Easterly 1995. Easterly ferson, and Singh 1993, and Reidel and Comer 1995.
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Regarding the specific design of stabilization policies draw in part o01 Selowskv and Vogel 1995 and World
in rransition economies, Bredenkamiip 1993 and Hilbers Bank 199 3a and 1995b. The 1995 study of 400 to 500
1993 deal with the mix of direct and indirect instru- fitrms is described in Pohl, D jankov, and Anderson forth-
ments of monetary policv. Banerjee and others 1995, coming. Box 3.2 draws from a World Bank project being
Calvo and others 1993. Calvo, Sahav, and Vegh 1995, developed in Ukraine.
Gomulka 1995, and Sahav and Vegh 1995a discuss The discussion of private versus public enterprise per-
exchange rate polic', capital inflows, and their impact on formance in market economiiies draws on Galal and others
inflation, competitiveness, and growth in transition econ- 1994, Kikeri, Nellis, and Shirlev 1992, Megginsoin, Nash,
omies. Russian and East Euzropeanii Finiance and Trade and van Randenborgn 1994, Millwood 1982, Vickers and
1994 is devoted entirelv to this subject. Coricelli and Yarrow 1988, and Yarroxv 1986. SurveL s in transition
Lane 1993. Coricelli and Revenga 1992, Morsink 1995, econonies are described in Barberis and others 1995,
and Tait and Erbas 1995 examine the role of inconmes Belka and others 1994. Claessens, Hunt, and Peters 1995,
policies for srabilizarion in transition. Enterprise arrears Commander, Fan, and Schaffer forthcoming, Earle,
and their causes, inflation implications, and remedies are Estrin, and Leshtelienko forthcoming, K6116 1995, and
discussed in Afanasief, Kuznetsov, and Isaev 1995, Alfani- Dubey and Vodopivec 1995. The discussion of Poland
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follows Pinto, Belka, and Krajewski 1993 and Pinto and 1996. On broader dimensions of well-being, see Moser
van Wijnbergen 1994. Box 3.4 draws on Byrd and Lin 1996 and Zippay 1991.
1990, Findlay. Watson, and WLI 1994, Nolan and Dong The impact of [he transition on women is discussed by
1990, Ody 1992, and Zweig 1991. The discussion on Einhorn 1993, Fong 1996, Funk and Mueller 1993, and
Bulgaria summarizes Bogetic and HlilIman 1995. Human Rights Watch 1995a and 1995b. Box 4.2 draws

There is a vast literature on privatizationi of meditim- on those sources and also on Chase 1995 and Rouse-Foley
size and large enterprises in transition economies, summa- 1995.
rized in the G:;ray background paper. For more on The discussion of labor markets draws on Commander
this, see Donaldsoni and Wagle 1995, Earle, Frydman, and Coricelli 1995, jackman 1994, Jackman and Rutkow-
and Rapaczynski 1993, Estrin 1994b. Frydman, Gray, ski 1994, Orazem, Vodopivec, and Wu 1995, M. Rut-
and Rapaczynski 1996, Lieberman and Nellis 1995, and kowski 1995, J. Rutkowski forthcoming, and World Bank
Radygin 1995a. Gordon Hughes prepared Box 3.5. Data 1995r. Active labor market policies are discussed by Burda
on Russian privatization are from Blasi 1996, Blasi and and Lubyova 1995 and in OECD 1995a and 1995b, and
Shleifer 1996, and Earle, Estrin, and Leshchieniko forth- regional unemployienit by Scarpetta anid Wrgatrer 1995.
coming. For more on Russian privatizarion, see Boycko, The Western backdrop is surveyed by Atkinson and Mick-
Shleifer, and Vishny 1995, Grigoriev 1995, and Shatalov lewright 1991 and Layard, Nickell, and Jackman 1991.
1991. The Ukraine-Russia comparisoni is from Buck and Evidence of widening wage dispersion in Russia is pre-
others 1995. The discussion of small-firm privatization sented in Brainerd 1995.
drawvs on Barberis and others 1 995 and Earle and others The issues surrotinding the rationale for and construc-
1994. The section on farm privatization and restructuring tion of social safety tiets are discussed in Atkinsoni 1996,
was prepared with the help of Karen Brooks and draws on Barr 1992. amd Barr I 993a (in Polish 1993b). Reform in
Csaki and Lerman forthcoming. The discussion of com- the CEE countries is discussed in the chapters by Barr and
mercial real estate draws on the Harding background by Sipos in Barr 1994 (in Hungarianl and Romanian,
paper. The housing discussion tracks Ctirrenit World Bank 1 995a and 1 995b, respectively, and forthcoming in Rus-
assistance in CEE and the NIS. sian), Toth 1994 (Hungary) and World Bank 19 9 5p

Surveys on private sector developmenit in transition (Poland). Reform in the NIS is discussed by Kilugman
economies incltude De Melo and Ofer 1994. Stone and forthcoming, Kosmarskii and Maleva 1995, and Mozhina
Novitzky 1993 and 1995. and Webster 1994. The case of 1994 (Russia), Mabbett forthcoming (M\oldova), World
foreigil investment in Poland was supplied bv the Inter- Bank 1993c (Kyrgyz Reptiblic), and Falkingham and oth-
national Finanice Corporation. The discussion on condi- ers forthcoming (Central Asian republics). For reform in
tions and incenitives for foreign investors draws on Gray Asia see World Bank 1992 (China) and Dollar, Glewwe,
and Jarosz 1995. and .itvack forthicominig (Vietnam).

Enterprise restructuring and the provision of social
Chapter 4 benefits is discussed in the Commander and Schankerman
Box 4.4 draxvs on Fox 1995, Kornai 1996. and Urban backgroulid paper. RLiral issties are discussed by O'Brien
1996. Emmanluel Jlimenez, Timothv King, Jeni Kligmani and others 1993 and Patriorkovskv and others 1991. On
and Alan Piazza helped with various of the other methods of targeting, see Foley and Kltigman forthcom-
boxes. The World Bank Social Challenges of Transition ing and Grosh 1994.
data base provided additional background data on the There is a huge literatire on pensioni reform, includinig
CEE countries, as did various chapters in Barr 1994. Barr 1992 and 1994, Qtieisser 1995, U.K. Department of

The inheritance, especially as it affects human re- Social SecuLity 1993, Vittas 1993, Vittas and Michelitsch
sotirces, is discussed by Estrin 1994a. The general prob- 1996, and World Bank 1994a. On the political economy
lems of meastiring poverty are discussed bv Atkinson of reform see Sacis 19 95a, and oi pensions and savings in
1989, data issues In the CEE countries by Atkinson and Eastern Europe see Sachs and Warner 1996.
Micklewright 1992, and methiodology and OECD out- The role of politics and administration in reform is
comes by Atkinson, Rainwater, and Smeedinig 1995. discussed by Crawford and Thompsoni 1994.

The first part of the chapter drew heavily on advice
from Branko Milanovic and from Milanovic forthcominig Introduiction to Iairt Two and Chapter 5

and on variotis other World Bank stuLdies. incltiding Klug- Evidence on the relationship berxveen institutions and
man forthcoming, Patil and Krumm 1 995, van de Walle, growth is in Keefer and Knack 1995 anid Knack and Keefer
Ravallion, and Gauram 1994, and World Bank 1990b. 1995. The discussion on developing the rule of law draws
Poverty in China is discussed by Jalan and Ravallion on Gray and Hendley forthcoming. The discussions of
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legal frameeworks for privare sector development and judi- nlomilic lcvel and at the individual firm level-is discussed
cial institutions are based primarily on Gray and Associates and evidence provided in Demrirgfi-Ktnr and Levine
1993 anid on the Pistor background paper. Box 5.1 was forthcoming, Demirgfi,-Kfflit and Maksli movic forthcom-
prepared by Heywood Fleisig. For fiurther discussion, see ing, and Singh 1995.
the Fleisig. Simpson. and Rover background paper. The The typology of approaches to banking reform in tran-
study on contracting in Bulgaria is in Koford and Miller sition ecnnomies draws on the general references men-
1995. Box 5.2) is drawn from Black, Kraakman. and Hlay tioned above. Box 6.1 draws on Pohl 1995a and 1995b
1996. CEE and NIS experiences in developing bankruptcy and Pohl and Claessens 1994. Box 6.2 draws on Baer and
legislation are described in Balccrowicz, Gray, and Hashi Gray 1996, Bakker 1993, and the Gray backgrouLid paper.
forthcoming, Coates and Mirsky 1995. and Gray. The Claessens background paper compares the progress in
Schlorke, and Szan,i forthcoming. For ftirther discussioll institutional capacitv building in transition economies and
of market infrasrructure see the background paper bv Ickes rhe relarioniship between bank quality and the structural
and Ryteriman. The discusssion of the Chinese legal profes- characteristics of these econiomics. The paper was based on
sion is from Alford 1995; for Vietnam, see Pham Van a survey of experts in the World Bank on the qIality of
Thytiet 1995. banks in twenty-five transition economies and five com-

The cross-countny research on economic growth and parator countries, dividing bankinig systems into "better"
government credibilitv is described in Borner, Brunetti, and "worse" segments. The background paper also pro-
and Weder 1994. The sections on crime anid corrLIptioll in vides evidence about the effects on bank quality in transi-
transition economies draw on stUdies of private firnms cited tion economilies of more liberal entrv, the role of banking
in De Melo and Ofer 1995, Stone and Novitzkv 1993 and regtilatinll. and intervention in troubled banks.
1995, and Webster 1994, as well as Keh 1994 and infor- The discussion of problem banks and the occurrence
mation provided ba the United Nations Drug Control and resolution of banking crises is based on Baer and
Programme. Mauro 1995 explores the relationship be- Klliigebiel 1994, Caprio and KJingebie] forthcoining.
tween corruption and growth. For more on tihe Russianl Caprio and Vittas forthcomilng. Delyagin 1995. Hanssoni
mafia, see Handlemnan 1995. The workings of tie Siciliani 1995. and Hausmanin and Gavin 1995. Principles for
mafia are described in Stille 1995. Susan Rose-Ackermani restructuring problem banks are fiurther discussed in
helped prepare Box 5.3. which draws on Rose-Ackerman Sheng 1996 and World Bank 1995a. The role of banking
1978 and Thacher 1995. supervision is fiurther discussed in World Bank 1989.

The discussioni on the different models of debt restruc-
Chapter 6 turing draws on Begg and Portes 1993, Caprio and Levine
The disctission on the legacies in the financial system in 1994, Levine and Scott 199i3, and van Wijnbergen 1992
centrally planned economies is based oniimany sources but and 1994. The evidence on bank recapitalization is re-
draws in particular on Bonini and Mizsei 1995, Gorron viewed in Baer and Grav 1996, Caprio and Klingebiel
and Wilton 1996, Kornai 1992, and McKinnon 1991. forthcoming, and WX,orld Bank 1995a. The section on
Genieral references on financial reform in transition econ- deposit insurance draws on Caprio and Vittas forthcom-
onlies, tised in various places througIlout the chapter, are ing and Glaessner and Mas 1995. The discussioni of the
Bonin and Szekely 1994, Borish, Long. and Noel 1995, issues of universal banks and hanks ownilig shares in
Calari and Pinto 1995. Caprio 1995, Caprio, Folkerts- enterprises is based on Coffee 1995, Caprio, Folkerts-
Landau, and Lane 1994. Dittus 1994a and 1994b, Pohl Landau, and Lane 1994, Dittus and Prowse 1996, and
and Claessens 1994, Saunders and Walter 1991, and Walter 1993.
Varheg'i 1995. General macroeconomiic developments Lessons on the benefits and costs of development
affecting the financial system are discussed in the De banks and directed credit were derived from Vittas and
Melo. Denizer, ancl Gelb background paper. Cho 1999, World Bank 1989, and World Bank 1995f.

General backgrClUnd on the importance and role of the The discussionI of creating rural finance is based on the
financial system is provided in World Bank 1989. Evi- Brooks. Burcroff, and Lerman background paper and
dence on the relationships between financial svstem devel- Laura Tuck's research on best practices. The example and
opment and economic growth and adjustment comes discussionis of housing finance draw on Lea and Renaud
from King and Levine 1993a and 1993b. Evidence on the 1995 and Renaud 1996.
importance of central bank independence is provided in The discussion of nonbank finance is in part based on
Alesina and Summers 1993 and Fischer 1995. The com- Calari and Pinito 1995. The section on leasing and venture
plementatv relationships between banks, nonibank finan- fuinds draws on Kuczynski, Barger. and Carter forthcoming
cial intermediaries, and capital markets-at the macroeco- (a) and forthcoming (b). The capital markets section draws
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oni Aoki and Kiim 1995, Calari and P[into 1995. Morgen- Revenue [rends in transition economies and their
stern and Hay 1995, and Pohl, Jedrzejczak. and Anderson causes are discussed in EBRD 1994, IMF 1994 a, McLure
1995. Data come from IFC 1996 and IMF various years. and others 1995. and Shome and Escolano 1993. These

works also discuss tax policv reforms in transition econ-
Clapter omies, as do the papers in Bogeric and Hillman 1995,
Recent overviews of piblic finanlce issues across transition Newburx 1995, some of those in Tanzi 1992 and 1993,
economies, especiallv the widening deficits in many coun- and a nuLmhber of World Bank countrv studies. Karnite
tries and their causes, include Barbone and Marchetti and Dovladbekova 1995, World Bank 1990a and 1996a,
1995, Barbone and Polackova forthcoming, Dabrowski and World Bank 19 9 5q disctIss tax administration
1995b, Fakin and de Crombrugghe 1996, and IMF varn- issues in Latvia, China, and Vietnlam, respectively. Tanzi
OtIs years (c). and Pellechio 1995 is a recent overview of general tax

The role of the state in market economies is an ex- administration issues. The section on fiscal decentraliza-
tensivelv discussed issue. Works that synthesize some of tion has benefited from inputs and comments by Chris-
the literature include Barr 1994 (Chapter 2), Krrueger tine Wallich and draws from various works on intergov-
1990, Stiglitz 1986, World Bank 1988, World Bank 1991 ernmnental relations in transition economies, including
(Chapter 7). and World Bank 1995b. The treatment of Ahinad 1995, Bird, Ebel, and Wallich 1995, Ma 1995,
marker failures also draws from Annex B of World Bank and Wallich 1994a and 1994b. Shah 1994 provides a
1994c. The indices of governrment market orientation and recent overview of fiscal decentralization issues in devel-
of the effectiveness of puiblic sector management are based oping countries.
on a survey of World Bank and IMF countrv staff to assess
reform progress and economic performance in the twentv- Chapter 8
eight transition economies covered bv this Report. Civil Additional background data on the health and education
service issues in transition countries are discussed in Rid- sectors in the CEE countries were provided bv the World
lev 1995, Schiavo-Campo 1994, World Bank 1994c, and Bank Social Challenges of Transition data hase. Figure
various internal World Bank documencs. Their treatmenit 8.1 is based on1 Kovalyova 1994.
in this section has benefited from consultations with Bar- The section on eduIcation draws on Heyneman 1994
bara Nunberg. Hewitt and van Rijckeghem 1995 contains and Laporte and Schweitzer 1994. Marer and Mabert
comparator data on civil service pay and employment in 1996 discuss the extent to which narrow, inflexible skills
market economiiies, impede restructuring. For discussion of education in

Since Wagner 1883, which first examined the relation- China, see Leung 1991 and Lewin and Wang 1994 on
ship of nationial income and government expenditures. the school educationi, Chunling 1995, Lee and Li 1994, and
size of government and its determinanits have been exten- West 1995 on disparities in education, and Hertling 1996
sively discussed in the literature, including bv Heller and on higher education.
Diamond 1990 and for transition economies by Barbone Jos&Luis Bobadilla and Alexander Preker helped to
and Polackova forthcoming. Manv works examine the draft Box 8.1. The section on health draws on Bobak and
empirical relationship between the size of government and Feachem 1992, Preker 1994, Preker and Feachem 1994,
economic growth, including Barro 1989 and 1991, Easterly and WVorld Bank 1993e. On health developments in the
and Rebelo 1993, Fischer 1993, Levine and Renelt 1992, CEE countries see Bobak and Feachem 1995 and
and Slemrod 1995. Dervis and others 1995 and Sachs and Feachem 1994, and for Russia, see Shapiro 1993, Tul-
Warner 1996, among others, examine this relationship for chinskv and Varavikova 1996, and Vella forthcoming.
transition economies. The composition and effectiveness of Rising health spending in the Czech Republic is discussed
government expenditures in general are analyzed and impli- bv Vepfrek. Papes, and Veprek 1994. Woinen's health is
cations for expenditure prioritization drawn in Aschauer discussed in WHO 1994, and women's reproductive
1989, Bandvopadhyay and Devarajan 1994. Devarajan, health by Jepsen and Brandrup-Lukanow 1995, Johnson
Swaroop, and Zou 1995, Devarajan, Xie, and Zou 1994, and Andronache 1993, Popov 1991. and Weinstein, Oliv-
Munnell 1992, Pradhan forthcoming, and Chu and others eras, and McIntosh 1993.
1995; the latter two sources also provide an overview of the
literature. For transitioni economies, the same issues are ana- Chapter 9
lyzed in many of the papers collected in Mizsei 1994 and The discussion of trade and its realigment in CEE and the
Tanzi 1992 and 1993. Budget management issues in traii- NIS is based on Collins and Rodrik 1991, Havrylvshyn
sition economies are discussed in, among others, Allan and Pritchett 1991, Kaminski, Wang, and Winters 1996,
1994, Le EHlouerou, Gold, and Katash 1994, World Bank Michalopoulos and Tarr 1994, Rosati 1992. and Winters
1995h. and various internal World Bank documenits. and Wang 1994. The section on adjusting trade integra-
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tion with the Etiropean Union draws on Faini and Portes Siehert. Horst. Martin Raiser, and Rolf J. Langhammer. "The
1995, Hoekman and Djankov 1995, and Winters andi Transirioii in Central arid Eastein Europe.'

Wang 1994. The discussion on integration into the Euro- Wing Thxv Woo. "Enterprise Reformi in Europe arid Asia).'

pean Unioni draws on Baldwin 1994, Bofinger 1995, and Selected bibliography
CEPR 1992. The discussion on capital flows draws from
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Selected Indicators t 
for Economies in
Transition
. his appenidix containLs selecred statistical indicators indicated. The sources and methods used in the calcu-

for twentr-eight transition economliles in Central lation of these indicators may be found in the Techni-
1 and Eastern Europe, the newIly independenit states, cal Notes to the Selected Woorld Developimienit Indica-

and Asia. These data, particularly for later years. are pro- tols inI this Report. Updates to these data will be made
visional and sub ject to revision. Data are taken from the aivailable in the annually publishied Wo-rld Development
World Bank statistical data base except where othelrw-ise Ihdicrltor•.
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Table A.1 Basic socioeconomic indicators
Secondary school

GNP per Infant mortality rate enrollment (percent
Population capita (per 1,000 live birthsl Life expectancy at birth (years) of age group)
Imifllons), (dollars),

Country mid-1994 1994 1971-80 1981-90 1991-93 1994 1971-80 1981-90 1991-93 1994 1980 1990 1993

Albania 3.2 380 52.0 35.0 32.1 31.0 68.7 71.2 72.5 72.8 67 78

Bulgaria 8.4 1.250 23.7 15.8 16.1 1 5.3 71.3 71.4 71.0 71.2 84 73 68

Croatia 4.8 2.560 .. 14.9 11.6 10.9 . . 7 1.0 72.9 73.5 .. 77 83

Czech Republic 10.3 3,200 18.2 12.8 9.6 7.9 70.3 7 1.1 72.4 73.0 . .. 86

Hungary 10.3 3,840 29.6 18.2 14.2 11.6 69.7 69.6 69.3 69.6 70 79 81

Macedonia, FYR 2.1 820 54.2 42.9 27.7 23.8 .. 71.3 72.1 72.7 61 53 54

Poland 38.5 2,410 24.5 18.1 14.3 15.1 70.7 70.9 70.9 71.7 77 81 84

Romania 22.7 1.270 34.3 26.0 23.1 23.9 69.5 69.6 69.8 69.5 71 92

Slovak Republic 5.3 2.250 22.8 15.6 12.1 11.2 70.3 70.9 71.2 72.3 . .. 89

Slovenia 2.0 7.040 18.3 12.2 7.9 6.5 70.1 71.5 73.2 73.6 . .. 89

Armenia 3.7 680 26.2 23.4 17.8 15.1 71.8 70.5 70.5 71.1 . .. 85

Azerbaijan 7.5 500 30.4 28.2 26.3 25.2 68.4 69.6 69.8 69.4 . .. 88

Belarus 10.4 2.160 16.3 13.9 12.3 13.2 70.3 71.1 69.8 69.3 98 93 92

Estonia 1.5 2,820 18.2 14.4 15.0 14.5 69.5 70.0 69.6 70.1 . .. 92

Georgia 5.4 .. 29.1 22.3 14.8 18.3 70.7 71.4 72.6 73.0 .

Kazakstan 16.8 1.160 32.7 29.2 27.3 27.4 66.6 68.2 69.0 68.3 . .. 90

Kyrgyz Republic 4.5 630 46.1 38.6 31.0 29.1 65.5 65.8 67.9 67.8 .

Latvia 2.5 2,320 21.7 15.7 16.5 15.5 69.2 69.8 68.8 68.1 . .. 87

Lithuaniia 3.7 1.350 21.5 15.8 15.6 14.1 70.7 71.4 70.0 68.7 . .. 78

Moldova 4.4 870 36.1 27.9 19.9 22.6 66.5 66.8 67.7 68.3 . .. 69

Russia 148.4 2,650 24.6 19.9 18.6 18.7 67.1 68.8 67.2 64.0 96 94 88

Tajikistan 5.8 360 58.1 47.5 44.5 40.6 64.8 69.0 68.1 66.6 .

Turkmienistan 4.4 .. 53.6 52.5 45.5 46.4 61.9 64.9 65.8 66.3 .

Ukraine 51.9 1.910 21.2 14.9 14.3 14.3 69.1 70.0 69.8 67.9 94 93 80

Uzbekistan 22.4 960 47.0 42.7 35.0 28.2 67.3 68.1 69.3 69.8 . .. 94

China 1,190.9 530 48.8 37.6 31.0 29.9 65.2 68.3 69.0 69.3 46 48 55

Mlongolia 2.4 300 90.0 71.2 58.9 53.0 55.7 60.5 63.6 64.5 91 86 78

Vietnam 72.0 200 70.1 49.2 43.9 42.0 61.0 65.2 67.0 67.5 42 33 35

..Not available.
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Table A.2 Indicators of economic growth

GOP growth rate (pemcentj8

1971480 1981489 Gross domestic investment
(average (average (percent of GDP)

Country annual) annual) 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1980 1990 1994

Albania .. 1.7 -10.0 - 27.7 - 9.7 11.0 7.4 6.0 34.5 28.9 13.5

Bulgaria .. 4.9 - 9.1 - 11.7 - 6.0 - 4.2 0.0 3.0 34.0 25.6 20.8

Croatia ... . - 15.1 - 12.8 - 3.2 1.8 2.0 .. 13.4 13.8

Czech Republic .. 1.8 - 1.2 - 14.2 - 6.4 - 0.5 2.6 5.0 .. 28.6 20.4

Hungary 4.6 1.8 - 2.5 - 7.7 -4.3 - 2.3 2.5 2.0 30.7 25.4 21.5

Macedonia. FYR . .. -9.8 - 12.4 -12.0 - 5.7 - 4.0 .. 32.0 18.0

Poland .. 2.6 -11.6 - 7.0 2.6 3.8 5.5 7.0 26.4 25.6 15.9

Ror-nania 7.6 1.0 - 5.6 - 12.9 - 13.8 1.3 2.4 7.0 39.8 30.2 26.9

Slovak Republic .. 2.7 - 2.5 - 14.6 - 6.2 - 4.1 4.8 7.0 37.3 33.5 17.1

Slovenia .... - 9.3 - 5.7 1.0 4.0 5.0 .. 16.9 20.8

Armenia 14.5 3.5 - 7.2 - 8.8 - 52.3 -14.8 3.0 7.0 28.5 47.1 10.2

Azerbaijan 21.5 2.9 -11.7 - 0.7 - 35.2 -23.1 - 21.9 - 17.0 23.3 27.8 22.5

Belarus 6.6 5.0 - 2.8 - 1.5 - 10.1 - 9.0 - 21.5 - 12.0 19.5 27.4

Estonia 5.1 0.2 - 7.1 - 22.1 - 21.6 - 6.6 6.0 4.0 28.5 30.2

Georgia 6.8 1.2 -14.8 - 20.1 - 40.3 -31.6 - 28.2 - 5.0

Kazakstan 4.4 2.0 - 4.6 - 6.8 - 13.0 - 15.6 - 25.0 - 9.0 37.6 42.6 24.0

Kyrgyz Republic 4.4 4.0 6.9 - 9.1 - 15.8 - 16.3 - 26.5 - 6.0 28.7 23.8

Latvia 4.7 3.7 - 1.2 - 8.1 - 35.0 - 14.9 0.0 1.0 25.7 40.1

Lithuania 4.6 1.8 - 3.3 - 13.1 - 39.3 - 16.2 2.0 3.0 31.2 34.3

Moldova ... - 1.5 - 18.6 - 25.0 -- 8.8 - 22.1 2.0 . .. 7.7

Russia 6.5 3.0 - 3.6 - 5.0 - 14.5 - 8.7 - 12.6 - 4.0 22.4 30.1 27.0

Tajikistan 4.9 3.3 - 2.4 - 8.7 - 30.0 - 27.6 - 15.0 - 12.0 30.0 23.4

Turkmnenistan 4.0 4.0 0.8 - 5.0 - 5.4 . .. - 5.0 28.5 40.0

Ukraine ... - 3.8 - 12.0 - 12.5 - 7.2 - 24.3 - 12.0 .. 27.5

Uzbekistan 6.2 3.4 2.0 - 0.5 - 11.1 - 2.4 - 4.5 - 2.0 31.6 32.2 23.3

China 5.5 11.1 3.9 8.0 13.6 13.4 11.8 10.2 35.2 34.8 42.1

Mongolia .. 5.7 - 2.0 - 9.9 - 7.6 -- 1.3 3.3 6.3 46.2 42.3 20.9

Vietnam .. 4.4 4.5 6.0 8.6 8.1 8.6 9.5 .. 13.0 24.2

..Not available.
a. GDP growtrh rates for 1990-94 are from the IMF, and those for 1995 from EBRD 1995. Data may differ fromi those available at
the time of writing of the main text of this Report.
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Table A.3 Inflation

Average annual inflation rates (percent)a

Country 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995

Albania 0.0 35.5 225.9 85.0 28.0 8.0

Bulgaria 22.0 333.5 82.0 72.8 89.0 62.0

Croatia 135.6 249.5 938.2 1.516.0 98.0 4.1

Czech Republic 10.8 56.7 11.1 20.8 10.2 9.1

Hungary 29.0 34.2 22.9 22.5 19.0 28.2

Macedonia, FYR 120.5 229.7 1,925.2 248.0 65.0 50.0

Poland 586.0 70.3 43.0 35.3 32.2 27.8

Romnania 5.1 174.5 210.9 256.0 131.0 32.3

Slovak Republic 10.8 61.2 10.1 23.0 14.0 9.9

Slovenia 549.7 117.7 201.0 32.0 19.8 12.6

Armenia 10.3 100.0 825.0 3,732.0 5.458.0 175.0

Azerbaijan 7.8 105.6 616.0 833.0 1.500.0 412.0

Belarus 4.5 83.5 969.0 1,188.0 2.200.0 800.0

Estonia 23.1 210.6 1,069.0 89.0 48.0 29.0

Georgia 3.3 78.5 913.0 3.126.0 18,000.0 160.0

Kazakstan 4.2 91.0 1.610.0 1.760.0 1,980.0 180.0

Kyrgyz Republic 3.0 85.0 854.6 1,208.7 280.0 45.0

Latvia 10.5 124.4 951.2 109.0 36.0 25.0

Lithuania 8.4 224.7 1,020.3 390.2 72.0 35.0

Moldova 4.2 98.0 1,276.0 789.0 327.0 30.0

Russia 5.6 92.7 1,353.0 896.0 303.0 190.0

Tajikistan 4.0 111.6 1.157.0 2,195.0 452.0 635.0

Turkmenistan 4.6 102.5 492.9 3,102.0 2,400.0 1,800.0

Ukraine 4.0 91.2 1.210.0 4,735.0 842.0 375.0

Uzbekistan 3.1 82.2 645.0 534.0 746.0 315.0

China 1.6 3.0 5.4 13.0 21.7 17.0

Mongolia 0.0 208.6 321.0 183.0 145.0 75.0

Vietnam 67.5 67.6 17.5 5.2 8.0 17.0

a. Data are percentage increases in the consumer price index. Data for 1990-94 are from the IMF. and
data for 1995 from EBRD 1995. except for Croatia and Tajikistan, which are from the World Bank. Data
may differ from those available at the time of writing of the main text of this Report.
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Table A.4 Selected demographic indicators

Annual average population Urban population (percent of
growth (percent) total population)

Country 1971-80 1981-90 1991-94 1980 1990 1994

Albania 2.2 2.1 - 0.6 33.8 36.6 37.0

Bulgaria 0.4 - 0.2 - 0.8 61.2 67.7 70.4

Croatia 0.4 0.4 0.0 50.1 59.8 63.5

Czech Republic 0.5 0.1 0.1 63.6 64.9 65.0

Hungary 0.4 - 0.3 - 0.3 57.0 62.1 64.0

Macedonia. FYR 1.5 0.7 0.9 53.5 57.8 59.0

Poland 0.9 0.7 0.3 58.2 62.5 64.2

Romania 0.9 0.4 - 0.5 49.0 53.3 55.1

Slovak Republic 0.9 0.6 0.3 51.6 56.6 58.0

Slovenia 1.0 0.5 - 0.1 48.1 59.0 63.0

Armenia 2.0 1.3 1.4 65.7 67.5 68.5

Azerbaijan 1.7 1.5 1.0 52.8 54.4 55.5

Belarus 0.6 0.6 0.2 56.5 66.9 70.3

Estonia 0.8 0.6 - 1.2 69.7 71.8 72.8

Georgia .. 0.7 - 0.2 51.7 56.0 58.0

Kazakstan .. 1.2 0.1 54.0 57.6 59.3

Kyrgyz Republic .. 1.9 0.4 38.3 38.2 38.8

Latvia .. 0.5 - 1.5 68.3 71.2 72.6

Lithuania 0.8 0.9 0.0 61.2 68.8 71.4

Moldova .. 0.9 - 0.1 39.9 47.8 50.9

Russia .. 0.6 0.0 69.8 73.8 73.2

Tajikistan .. 2.9 2.0 34.3 32.2 32.2

Turkmenistan .. 2.5 4.6 47.1 44.9 44.9

Ukraine .. 0.4 0.0 61.7 67.5 69.7

Uzbekistan .. 2.5 2.2 40.8 40.6 41.2

China 1.7 1.5 1.2 19.4 26.4 27.5

Mongolia 2.8 2.8 1.9 52.1 58.0 60.3

Vietnam 2.3 2.1 2.1 19.2 19.9 20.7

.. Not available.
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Introduction to Selected
World Development
Indicators
T he nearly tvo decades since the World Develop- Changes from previous editions of World Development

ment Indicators (WDI) were first issued have seen Report
dramatic changes not onk, in the global econom+ Tdramatic changes not onlyinheglobleconom' The indicators tables in this Reporc have been redesigned

bDUt in tne way mn whicli we assess anad imeasure develop- . -. b-t in the wa.' in which we assess and measuredeelop- to provide a core set of standaid Indicators covering the
ment. These .chaiiges are reflected mn tne mjcreasina opoi 

er same three development themes: people, [he environ-
emphasis on povertv reduction through broad-basedI iD'. ment, and ther economy. The lavout of the seventeen
growth and human resource development and on envi- t r I
romna utiaiiv h nraib motneo tables retains the traditioni of presenting comparativeronmental sustainiabiltv. The increasing importance of

socioeconomiiic data for more than 130 economies for the
the private sector in developmenit stratepFes Is mnirrored by nmost recent year for which data are avallable and for an
pFrolound chan-es in che role of the state ,Over che years ..p c earlier year. An additional table presents basic indicators
the WDI has tried to keep up with these changes, but it is f

now time lot a major redesign. ~~or seventcv-six ecotiomies wiLh sparse data or WILII pOplI-now time for a major redesign. laionis less thani I million.

New data publication Becaise the World Bank's primary business is provid-
ing lending and policy advice to its low- and middle-

A new, freestanding, and more comprehensive Wo rd i b
DeveJlopmTlent lndicaro,xiwill appear in the autumn of 1996. icooe ne er coumtriesl the ssues covered h t els pub-
The traditional aniex to the World Development Report is licatlon focrs mationa on these econonmies. Where

a a . S .. . r a r r . . available, informationl on the higlil-income economies is
being replaced in this edition by' a set of Selected World also provided or comparison. Readers may wish to refer
Development Indicators drawnfmd s.ational statistical publications or publications from thae

Tnhaie desig ofuthelnews ol Developmenthe wold'togress wOrganisation for Economic Co-operation and Develop-
enhance irs usefulness in examining the worcld's progress metadteErpa no o oeifraino

r m~~~~~~~ient anad the ELuropeaii Union for imore minorniation oni
in three broad areas: people. the environmeit, and the the hio,-income economies.
economy. In addition it will provide indicators that
describe progress in selected areas of national economic More about the Selected World Development
management, such as macroeconomilc stability, structural Indicators
reforms (Including financial sector development, trade
policy reforms, state enterprise reforms, etc.), and the Tables I to 3, Summanr oj'socioeconomic devclopment in-
evolving role of the state. Its companion CD-ROM prod- dicators, offers an overview of key development issues:
uct will reflect these changes and inNlCide time-series data How rich or poor are the people? Wlhat is the life
and a more extensive guide to data sources and statis[ical expectancy of newborns? What percentage of adults are
issues. illi[erate? Howx has the economnv performed in terms of

180
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growth and inflation? Whar kind of exterinal economic available data are deemed to be too weak to provide reli-
environment do countries face? able measures of levels and trends or do not adequately

Tables 4 to 7, Human resources, shows the rate of adhere to interilational standards, the dLata are not
progress in social development during the past decade. shown.
A standard measure of income inequality, the (Gini in- Differenices betweeni data presented in each edition
dex, has been added. Measures of well-being, such as mal- reflect not only updates by the countries. but also revi-
nutritioni and access to health care, school enrollmenit sions to historical series and changes in methodology.
ratios, and gender differences of adult illiteracy, are also Thus data of different vintages may be publlished in dif-
presented. ferent editions of Bank publicationis. Readers are advised

Tables 8 to 10, Eni'ronment/l sustsinaibiitv, brings nor to compare data series between publications. Consis-
together the key country-level indicators in lhis area. This tent time-series data are available in the I`orld Data 1995
section provides information on air, water, cities, and CD-RO,l.
energy consumption. All dollar figures are current U.S. dollars unless other-

Tables I Ito 17, Enominipepbrmance, presents infor- wise stated. The various methods used for convertilng
mation on the economic strticture and growth of the from national currency figures are described in the T'ech-
world's economies, as well as information on foreign in- nical Notes.
vestment, external debt, and integration into the global
economy that is providing new challenges and opportulli- Summary measures
ties for both developed and developing economies. The summary measures in the colored bands on each table

are totals (indicated bv t), weighted averages (w), or
Classification of economies median values (in) calculated for groups of economies.
As in the Report itself, the main criterion used to classify Coulitries for which data in the summary measures are
economilies and broadly distinguish differeIt stages of' eco- not shown in the maine tables have been implicitly
nomic dcvelopment is GNP per capita. Countries are tra- included on the assumilption that they have followed the
ditionally classified into three categories: low, middle, and rrend of reporting economies during sticI periods. The
high income. Thte GNP per capita cutotf levels are: low- coulitries excluded from the main tables (those presented
income: $725 or less in 1994 (51 economies); middle- in Table la. Basic indicators for other economies) have
income: $726 to $8,955 (57 econiomies): and high- been incltided in the summary measures whleni data are
income: $8,956 or more (25 economies). Economies are available or, if no data are available, by assuming that they
further classified by region, exports, and indebtedness. For follow the trend of reporting countries. This gives a more
a list of economies in each group, see the tables on classi- consistent aggregated measure by standardizing countrv
fication of economies at the back of the book. covera,e for each period shown. Where missing inforia-

tion accounts for a third or more of the overall estimate,
Data sources and methodology however, the group measure is reported as not available.

Socioeconomic (data presented here are drawil from Thle weightilngs tised ftor computing the summary mea-
several sources: primary collection by the World Bank, sures are stated in each techical nore.
member country statistical publications, research insti-
tutes stich as the World Resources Institute, and interna-
tional agencies stich as the United Nations and its spe- In these notes and tables the term "coLlitrv" does not
cialized agencies, the International Monetary Fund, and imply political indepenidence but may ref'er to any terri-
the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Devel- tory for which authorities report separate social or eco-
opment (see Dara Sources ar the end of the Technical nomic sratistics.
Notes for a complete listing of sotirces). Although inter- Economic data reported for Germany before 1991
national standards of coverage, definition, and classifica- refer to the former Federal Republic, bLit demographic
tion apply to most statistics reported by' couLtries and and social data generally refer to the unified Germany.
international agencies, there are inevitably di'fferences in 'Throughoit the tables, exceptions are footnoted to ex-
coverage, currentiness, and the capabilities and resources plain coverage. The data for China do not include Tai-
devoted to basic data collection and compilation. In some wan, Chinia. bIt footnotes to Tables 15 and 16 provide
cases, competing sources of data require review by World estimates of international transactions for Taiwan, China.
Bank staff to ensure that the most reliable data available Data reported for Ethiopia after 1991 exclude Eritrea
on a given topic are presented. In some instances, where tinless otherwise stated.
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Table layout Technical notes

The table format of this edition generally follows the Thle Techiical Notes. Kev, country classification tables.
format used in previous editionis. In each group, econ- and footLnotes to the tables should be conIsulted for inter-
omies are listed in ascendinig order of GNP per capita, preting data. Thev oudtlne the methiods, concepts, defini-
except that those for which no sucIh figuLe can be calcu- tions, and data sources tlsed in compiling the tables. The
lated are italicized and listed in alphabetical order at the Data Sources section at the end of the notes lists sources
end of the group deemed appropriate. This order is used that contain more comprelhenisive definitions and descrip-
in all tables. Economies in the high-inicomiie group tions of the conceCpts used.
marked b thce symbol t are those classified by the United Comimlenits and questionls relating to the Selected WVorld
Nations, or otherwise regarded by their a-uth1orities, as Development Indicators should be addressed to: Develop-
developing. Economies wvith a population of fewver than I ment Data Group, International Economics Department,
million and those with sparse clara are not shown sepa- The World Bank, 1818 H St. N.VV., Washingtoni, D.C.
rarely in the main tables but are included In the aggre- 20433, bv fax 20)-522-1498, by e-mail to infoCworld-
gates. Basic indicator-s for these economies may be found bank.org. or by calling 800-590-1 906 or 202-473--824.
in Table la. The alphabetical list in the Key shows the lo order World Baik publications, e-mail Vour request
reference number for each economiy'; here, too, italics in- to books(Gworldbank.o)rg, or write to World Bank Ptibli-
dicare economies with no current estimates of GNP per cations at the address above, or call 202-473-1 155.
capita. For more information, click on "ptiblicationis" on the

World Wide Web at wwuw.worldban k.org.



Groups of economies
Low-income economies

For this map, economies are classified by Income group, as they are for the tables that follow. Middle-income economies
Low-income economies are those with a GNP per capita of $725 or less in 1994; middle-income, High-income economies
$726-$8,955; high-income, $8,956 or more. Six middle-income economies-American Samoa (US),
Fiji, French Polynesia (Fr), Kiribati, Tonga, and Western Samoa-and Tuvalu, for which income data are
not available, are not shown on the map because of space constraints. , Data not available
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Key
he Key table, below, provides an index to the Except wvhere noted in the Technical Notes, gtowth
countries included in the Selected World Devel- rates for economic data are in real terms.
opment Indicators and additional information on Data cutoff date is April 30. 1996.

the sources of demographic data for the 133 countries The symbol . . means not available.
included in the main statistical tables. In each statistical A blank space means not applicable.
table of the Selected World Development Indicators, The figures 0 and 0.0 mean zero or less than half the
economies are listed in ascending order of GNP per unit shown.
capita, except those for which no GNP per capita can be Figures in italics indicate data that are for years or peri-
calculated; the latter are italicized, in alphabetical order, ods other than those specified.
at the end of the income group to which they belong. The The symbol t indicates high-income economies classi-
ranking below by GNP per capita therefore indicates a tied by the United Nations, or regarded by their own
country's place in the statistical tables. authorities, as developing.

Figures in colored bands in the tables are summary
measures for groups of economies. The letter U! means
weighted average; m, median value; and t, total.

Sources of 1994 demographic data

GA[P per capita Populationz Total nzcftnt
Econo?y ranking in tables census Population ftrtility rate mortality rate

Albania 32 1989 Official ' Official Official
Algeria 71 1987 World Bank - Stirvey 1992 Survey 1992
Argenitina 107 1991 Official 2 U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Armenia 46 1989 World Bank Official Official
Australia 114 1991 Official 2 Official Official

Austria 126 1991 Official 2 Official Official
Azerbaijan 36 1989 Official 2 Official Official
Bangladesh 13 1991 World Bank2 Survey 1994 Survey 1994
Belarus 77 1 989 Official 2 Official Official
Belgium 123 1991 Official 2 Official Official
Benin 30 1992 World Bank 2 World Bank World Bank
Bolivia 52 1992 Of'ficial - U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Botswania 88 1991 World Bank 2 Survey 1988 Survey 1988
Brazil 92 1991 World Bank U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Bulgaria 62 1992 Official 2 Official Official
Burkina Faso 21 1985 World Bank 3 Survey 1992 World Bank
Burundi 5 1990 World Bank U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Cameroon 47 1987 World Bank' Survev 1991 Survey 1991
Canada 119 1991 Official 2 Official Official
Central African Republic 31 1988 World Bank' U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.

184
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Soutrces of 1994 demographic data

GVTP per capi-la Pop ulition Total hifjmt
Econonim raznkinSg in tables censais PopaLitioln fertility rate Mortaliq' rate

Chad 8 1993 World Bank 2 U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Chile 97 1 992 Official Official Official
China 39 1990 World Bank 3 Official Survey 1991
Colombia 72 1993 World Bank 2 Survey 1990 Survey 1990
Congo 43 1984 World Bank ' World Bank World Bank

Costa Rica 80 1984 World Bank L U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
C6te d'Ivoire 42 1988 World Bank 3 Survey 1994 Survey 1994
Croatia 84 1991 Official 2 World Bank World Bank
Czech Republic 95 1991 Official 2 Official Official
Denmark 130 1991 Official 2 Official Official
Dominican Republic 65 1993 World Bank U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Ecuador 64 1990 World Bank 3 Survey 1994 Survey 1994
Egypt, Arab Rep. 48 1986 World Bank 2 Survey 1992 Survev 1992
El Salvador 67 1992 World Bank U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Estonia 89 1989 Official 2 Official Official

EtLiopia' 3 1994 World Bank i Survey 1990 U.N. Pop. Div.
Finland 116 1 990 Official 2 Official Official
France 124 1990 Official 2 Official Official
Gabon 100 1993 World Bank U lJ.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Gambia, The 26 1993 World Bank2 World Bank World Bank

Georgia 50 1989 World Bank 3 Official Official
Germanvb 1 27 - Official 2 Official Official
Ghana 33 1984 World Bank - Survey 1993 Survey 1993
Greece 106 1991 Official 2 Official Official
Guatemiiala 60 1994 Official- U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.

Guinea 38 1983 World Bank World Bank World Bank
Guinea-Bissau 16 1991 World Bank 2 World Bank World Bank
Haiti 14 1982 World Bank U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Honduras 40 1988 World Bank 3 Survey 1991-92 Survey 1991-92

t Hong Kong 120 1991 Official Official Official

Hungary 99 1990 Official ' Official Official
India 2.3 1991 World Bank 2 Survey 1993 Survey 1993
Indonesia 55 1990 World Bank 2 Survey 1994 Survey 1994
Iran, Islazmic Rep. 90 1991 World Bank 2 U.N. Pop. Div. Official
Ireland 112 1991 Official ' Official Official

t Israel 113 1983 Official - Official Official
Italy 117 1991 Official 2 Official Official
Jamaica 69 1991 World Bank 3 World Bank U.N. Pop. Div.
Japan 131 1990 Official - Official Official
Jordan 68 1994 World Bank 2 Official Survey 1990
Kazakstan 59 1989 World Bank- Official Official
Kenya 17 1989 World Bank 2 Survey 1993 Survey 1993
Korea. Rep. of 108 1990 Official Official Official

t Kuwait 118 1985 Official 2 U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Kvrgyz Republic 44 1989 World Bank 3 Official Official
Lao PDR 24 1985 World Bank U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Larvia 79 1989 Official 2 Official Official
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&Soureds / /I 994 demograiphic data

(GATP per Cap ita Pop idirtion Total In/aint
Economy rainking in iables Censots PoP lLItion f(rtility rate m1?ortality rate

Lesotiho 49 1986 World Bank ' Survev 1991 SuLrxev 1991
Lithuanaia 66 1989 Official Official Official
Macedoniia, FYR 53 1991 World Baik' Orficial Official
Madagascar 10 1993 World Bank SuIvey 1992 Survev 1992
Malawi 1987 World Bank Survev 1992 Survey 1992

MalaYsia 96 1991 World Bank Ll.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
M%Iali 18 1987 World Ba nk SuLVeV 1987 Survey 1987
Mauritania 35 1988 World Bank' U.N. Pop. Div. Li.N. Pop. Div.
Maurituris 94 199( World Bank U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.

Mexico 101 199( World Bank U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.

Moldova 54 1989 Official 2 Official Official
Mongolia 22 1989 World Bank U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Morocco 58 1994 World B1ank Survev 1995 Survev 1995
Mozambique 1 980 NW/orld B1ank lJ.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
AMlyaanmar 51 1983 World Bank U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.

Narnibia 57 19991 WX"orld Bank SuLACvy 1992 Survey 1992

Nepal I1 1991 World Banik k U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Nerherlands 1 21 1971 Official Official Official
New Zealand 110 1991 Ot'icial 2 Official Official
Nicaragua 27 1971 World Bank SuLVey 1992-93 Survev 1992-')3

Niger 1S 1988 World Bank- Survey 1992 Survey 199'2
Nigeria 19 1991 World Bank Survev 1990 Survey 1990
Norxava 1i29 199( O'fficial Official Official
Oman 103 1993 World Bank Surve 1989 SuLreV 1989
Pakistan .34 1981 WVorld Bank W World Bank WVorld 13ank

Paniama 85 199( World Bank U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Papuia New Guinea 61 1989 World Bank U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Paraguav 70 1992 World Bank Survey 1990 Surixvex 1990
Peru i- 1993 World Bank - Survey 1991-92 Survey 1991--92
Philippinies 56 1990 Official 2 SuLtey 1993 U.N. Pop. Div.

Polanld 81 1988 Official2 Official Official
Portugal 119 1991 Official- Official Official
Romania 63 1992 Official Official Official
Russian Federationi 86 1989 WXorld Bank- Official Official
Rwanda 1 1991 World Bank- SuLrVeV 1992 U.N. Pop. Div.

Saudi Arabia 1(5 1992 World Bank ' Survey 1990 Survev 1990
Senegal 41 1988 World Bank 2 Survev 1992-93 Survev 1992-93
Sierra Leone 6 1985 World Bank Ul.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.

1 Singapore 122 199( Official Official Official
Slovak Republic :8 1991 Official Official Official

Slovenia 104 1991 Official Official Official
South Africa 93 1991 World Bank U.N. Pop. Div. Li.N. Pop. Div.
Spain 111 1991 Official- Official Otfficial
Sri Lanka 45 1981 Official 2 Survey SurVeV 1987
Sweden 1 25 19910 Official ' Official Official

Switzerland 132 1990 Official' Official Official
l'ajikisral 29 1989 Official- Official Official
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Sources of 1994 demographi'c data

GNP per -apita Population Totl IJIfznt
Economy ranking in tables census Poplkitioni firtility rate miortality rate

Tanzania 4 1988 World Bank' U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Thailand 82 1990 World Bank' U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Togo 25 1981 World Bank 1 U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Trinidad and Tobago 98 1990 World 13ank 2 Survey 1987 Survey 1987
Tunisia 73 1994 World Bank ' U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.

Turkey 83 1990 World Bank U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Turkmenistan 91 1989 World Bank-' Official Official
Uganda 9 1991 World Bank ' Survey 1991 Survey 1991
Ukraine 74 1991 Official Official Official

t UnitedArab Emirates 133 1980 World Bank U.N. Pop. Div. Survey 1987

United Kingdom 115 1991 Official Official Official
United States of America 128 1990 Official ' Official Official
Uruguay 102 1985 World Bank U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.
Uzbekistan 57 1989 World Bank 3 Official Official
Venezuela 87 1990 Official 2 U.N. Pop. Div. U.N. Pop. Div.

Vietnam 12 1989 WVorld Bank Survey 1995 Survey 1995
Yemen, Rep. of 20 1994 World Bank 2 Survey 1991-92 Survey 1991-92
Z/ambia 28 199( World Bank' U.N. Pop. Div. SurVey 1987
Zimbabwve 37 1992 World Bank 2 Survey 1994 Survev 1994

Note: Economiiies With sparse data or with popul.taionFs of more than .30,000 and fewcFr than I million are shown separately only in Table Ia:
however, ties .are included in the country group totals and weighted averages in the main tables. For data comparabilitv and coverage, see the
Technical Notes.
a. In all tables, data for Ethiopia after 1991 exclude Eritrea unless orherwise noted.
b. In all tables, data refer to the unified GermanyV unlless otherwise nored.

Population

Official
1. P'ublished by a National Statistical Office, or ano0helr official country source, such as Central Bank, Ministry of Planninig. etc.
2 Reported as dll official estimate hs' Eurostat, Council of Europe UJ.N. Statistical Office, Soutli lacific Commission, or similar inter-

nationial organization.

World Banki
1. Based on the U.N. Population Division's latest estimates and projections for 1990 anid 1995.
2 Based on a projection from the latest Cen1SUS.
3. Based on a projection from rhe latest available official estiilate

Fertility and Mortality Rates

Official
Estimate based on viral registration Or otrhel official daia collection instr ument.

U.N. Pop. Div.
W orld Batik escimate based on the U.N. PoptilaionI Division's esrimnares and projections for I 990-94 and 1995-99.

Survey
World Batik estimate from the latest available Demographic anid Health Survev. Conitraceptive Prevalence Survey, or other survey or census

module showing vital rates estimiiates.
World Bank

Estimartcd from other sotirces. includcint Bank econonmic and scCtor reports. otier countrv studies, and level and trends in orher indicators.
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Table 1. Basic indicators

GNP per capitaa PPP estimates of GNP
per capital, Life

Population Area Avg. ann. - expectancy at Adutt
(millions) (thousands Dollars growth (%) - US=100 CurTent int'i S birth (year-s) illiteracy
mw-1994 of sq. km) 1994 1985-94 1987 1994 1994 1994 1"5

Low-income econoniies 3,182.2 t 40,391 t 380 w 3.4 w 63 w 34w

Excluding China and India 1,077.7 t 27,543 t 360 w -1.1 w 56w 46w

I Rwanda 8 26 so -6.6 3.8 1.3 330, 40

2 MozanibiqLle 15.5 802 90 8 I 3.�l 860d OS 60

3 Ethiopia 54.9 J,Oo-, 100 2.0 I.- 4301 41) 65

4 Tanzania, 1-8.8 94, 140 (.8 2.(, 2.4 620, 51 31

5 Burundi 6.1 28 160 3.4 17 700d 5( 65

6 Sierro Leone 4.4 _�2 �160 _(A 3. 1 2 7 70(l 41 69
- Malawi 1). _[.7

118 170 3.1 1 6501 44 44

8 Chad 6. L-284 18( U 2.7 -1.8 72011 48 r,2

1) Uggandd 18.6 216 19( �.O SA 1,4 I 0" 42 38

10 Madag scar 13.1 S87 1(( -1.7 3.1 2.5 640c 52

11 Nepal 20.9 141 _10( 2. i 4. 4 4.8 1"30d 54 73

12 Vietndiii 72.0 331 _1(( 68 6
O' 9713 Baiigiadesh 144 22( 4.9 1 1,33 62

14 Haiti 7.( 28 1-30 -5.( 6.2 3.6 930 97 55

15 Niger 8.7 l" 23( -2.1 3.8 i.( 46 86

i6 Guinea-BUISIU 1.0 36 240 1 1 2.9 3.2 38 45

17 Ken ,ya 26.0 58( 25( r, 7 1 13 1 O' 99 22

18 Ma I I (.S 1,240 25( L( I i 2.0 520, 49 69

19 Nigeriii 1 (8.( 924 280 1.2 4.3 AI. 6 1,19(l 52 43

'O Yemen. Rep. 14.8 528 280 53

21 BLirkina Faso 1 0.1 274 10o 3-� moF- 49 81

'2 Mongolia 2.4 1,566 30( i.2 64

23 India oI3.6 3,288 320 2.9 4.4 4.9 1,280, 6' 48

24 Lao PDR 4.7 237 320 52 43

25 Togo 4.0 j7 320 -2.7 6.0 4.4 1, I 31)d 55 Z18

16 Gaiiibia, The 1.1 11 i3( 1. r, 4.8 4.3 1,100" 45 61

27 Nicaragua 4.2 1 iO 32JO -6. I L; 7 1,80od 67 34

28 7ambia 9.2 7 53 350 -1.1 4.1 3.1 860c 4 7 2

2 9 Taiikistan' 5.8 1143 36( -1 1. 4 12.1 .3.- 9-(Iq 67

io Beiiin 5.3 1 1 i 37( -0.8 7.0 6.3 1 k3l)' 50 63

'31 Central African RepLiblic 1. , 623 37( -2.7 SA 4.5, 1, 1601i q9 40

32 Albania 3.2 11) 380 73

33 Ghana 16.6 23') 41( 1 4 7.1) 7. C) LOW-' 8 36

34 Pakistan 126., -9(, 43( 1.1 8.5 8.1 2,130, 60 6'

35 Mauritania 2.2 1,026 480 0.2 6.11 6.1 1,57(d 91 6 2

36 Awrbaijan' 7.9 8-1 11(( 1 .7 5.8 1,5109 69

37 Zirnbabwe 1(.8 391 5W _(.5 8.7 7.,) 1,040, 98 15

i8 Guinea 6.1 246 i2( L3 4q 64

39 China 9,561 53(h 7.8 5.8 9.7 ,5 1 oh 69 19

40 Honduras S.8 112 60f) 8.1 7.5 1,940i 60 27

41 Senegal 8.3 19- ('00 � _o �7 �7.. 3 6.1 1,5801 50 67
42 Cote d'lvoi re 13.8 12' 610 -A. 6 8.3 5.3 1,37(, 56 60
43 Congo 2.6 342 620 9 11.2 7 ].')001 51

.. 3 25
44 Kyrgy7 RepulbliJ 4.5 198 630 -5.0 13.5 6.7 1,73W 68

45 Sri Lmka I 71. 1) 66 64f) 9 I (. 7 1, 3,1601 71 10
46 Arnienial I

3 7 .30 68( -13.11 8.3 2, 1 60

47 Carnemon 13A 7z; 680 -6.9 1 S.o 7 5.5 1,950, 37
48 Egypr, Arab Rep. 56.8 I'(01 720 i.i 14.4 14.4 J,7 loc 62 49

49 Lesotho 1.9 30 71(l O.o 6.6 6 7 1,73(d 6 1 29

5( Georgia 5.4 7O 73

51 Alyanniar 45.6 677 58 17
Midcik-income economies 1,569.9 t 61,263 t 2,520 w -0.1 w 67 w

Lower-middle-income 1,096.9 t 40,594 t 1,590 w -1.2 w 67 w

52 Boli,ia 7.2 1,099 77( 1.7 S.9 9.3 2,qOW 611 17

53 ktacedonia, FYR 2.1 26 820 73

54 Moldo,al 4.1 34 87( 68
55 [ndoiiesia I 9O.q 1,909 880 6.0 10.0 13.9 3,60(l 63 16

56 Philip mcs 67.0 300 95( L7 10.4 10.6 2, 71 4 ol 65 5

57 Ubeki 447 960 2.i I 2.i 9.1 2,37W- -70

58 klo,occo -'6.q 44, 1,14( 1.2 13.1 13. 3.4 01 W; 56

59 Kazaks=f 16.8 2,717 1,160 __6. 9 14.1 10.- - 9 2,8 1 Or- (,8

60 Gtiareiiiala 10.1 I(9 1,-,(( O.o 13.5 13.1 3,q4O' 65 44

61 Papua New Guiiiea 1.2 463 1,240 2.2 1). I I O.L4 2,680d 97 '8

62 Bulgaria 8.4 ill 1,25( 23.5 16.1 4,380) 7

6.3 Romania 227 238 1,270 -4.5 227 15.8 �'(901 7(

('14 Ecuador II., 284 1,280 O. 1) 15.1) 16.2 4�190i 69 10

65 Dominic�m Republic 7.6 4') 1,330 2.2 13.9 14.5 3,760, 7( 18
66 Lithuania' 57 65 1,35( -8.( 18 3,290J 6912.7

67 El Sal,ado, 'i.6 21 1,361 2 8.4 9.3 2,410 67 21)

68 Jorddn 4.0 ,�o 1,440 -'i.6 '5 4 1 S.8 4, 1 00d 13

69 Jamaica 2. 5 11 1,540 3.9 1 1.1 13.1 3,1iO0k 15

10 Paraguay 4.8 407 18' 0 1.1 13.7 13.7' 3,550' 68 8

'i Algeria 27.4 2,382 1,650 -2.5 69 38
7012 Colombia W3 1,139 1,61 19.0 20.6 5,330' 70 9

Note: For orlier ecoiioiiiies see Table la. For clara comparability and co,erage, see rlie technical notes.
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GNP per capitaa PPP estimates of GNP
per capftab Life

Population Area Avg. ann. expectancy at Adult
(millions) (thousands Dollars growth 1%) us--100 CurTent int'i $ birth (years) ilitteracy N
mid-1994 of sq. km) 1994 1985-94 1987 1994 1994 1994 1995

73 Tunisia 8.8 164 1,71)( 2.1 18.5 19 Li 5A201 (Is 33
Llkrainel 51 1) (,114 I"llo -8.0 20A 10.1 2,(,201 68

79 Namibia I." 81� 3.3 17.1 1(,7 320"Peru 2.�.2 1,28i76 �'] 111 -2m I A.1 I 13. 3,6101 (,5 11
77 Belarus' I 0A 2(8 2,160 -1.1) 2,. 1 16.7 �i,i2i)' ('9
7,� Slovak Republic 2,2911 -1.1) 7?
�9 Lataf 'q (A 1,320 -6.0 24.1 12 4 3,2201 68
80 Costa Rxa 3.3 51 2,401) 2 8 -7 5
81 Poland 38.5 3 13 2,z! I 0 ( 8 'I ii., ',,481 1 71
82 Thailand 58.0 13 1�10 8.6 16.4 26.9 6,C)7(l 69 6
83 Turkev 60.8 2,900 L�j 2(.9 1 S. -I 4,71(l 67 18
84 Croat:1a 4.8 2,960
85 Panama 2.6 7(, 2,580 -11 _26.6 22.1 5,-,301 71 9
86 Russian Federation� 148J 17,0 7, 5 2,650 -4.1 30.(, 17 8 4,(,10I 6
87 Venezuela 21.2 912 2,760 i3l iO.0 7,7701 71 1)
88 Botswana 1.4 ',82 2,800 6.0 15.4 211.1 5,210, 68 3(
89 Esronial 1.5 45 2,820 _0 I 17.4 4,511)] 7(
% Inin. hkimic Rep. 6 2. I'(A8 68 28
91 Turkmenistanf 4.4 488 66

Upper-middle-income 47/2.8 t 20,669 t 4,640 w 1.4 w 69 w 13 w
92 BIJ711 159.1 8,512 2,97( -0. 1 24.2 -10.9 5,40(l 67 17
93 South Africa 5 1,121 3,01M -1 I 9 19.8 5,13(d Sz4 18
94 N'lqLiririiis 1.1 2 3,150 9 8 ;9.4 1 12,71(l 17
95 Czech Republic 3,200 -2.1 �A. I 3��A 8,90(l `3
96 Malavsia 19.1- i3l 3,481) 5 6 2 i S 12.6 8'��Ok 71 1

Chile I zi.11 7L;7 1,521) 6.5 24.8 3A.4 8,891) 72
')S Frunclad and Tobago 1,7zin -2.3 40.9 �3.5 8.o7(d 72 2
1) 1) Hungary I 0. 93 3,8q( -1.2 2S.9 2.3.5 ("(80 70

101) ( aboii 1.3 208 -1.7 94 37
101 �'Iexico 88.9 1 ")S8 I 80 (.9' 27.8. 27 7,I) 1
102 Uruguay 3.2 I77 4,(,To 2.9 28 1 29.8 7 71(. 73
103 Oiiian 2.1 212 5,14( 5 347 33.2 S,5,)Od

7,041 7,,1014 Slovenia 2.1) 20 31.3 21.1 6,230,
105 Saiidi Arabia 1 7.,, 2,1 iO 7'(�,( -1 7 1 9 7 36.6 9,4801i 7( 37
106 Greece 10.4 1.32 7,70LI 1.3 42.1 42.2 10,9301 78
I 071 ArgentinA 34.2 2,7 6 7 8,110 2.0 �2.1 33.7 9,72(il 72
108 Korea, Rep 4.5 99 8,200 7.8 27'.1 39.9 10,330' 71 In
Low- and middle-income 4,752.2 t 101,655 t 1,090 w 0.7 w 64 w 29 w
Sub-Sabamn Afrira 571.9 t 24,274 t 460 w -1.2 w 52w 43 w
East Asia an(i Pacific 1,734.7 t 16,367 t 860 w 6.9 w 68 w 17 w
South Asia 1,220.3 t 5,133 t 320 w 2.7 w 61 w 50w
Europe and Central Asia 487.4 E 24,354 t 2,090 w -3.2 w 68 w
Mddle East and N. Africa 266.7 t 11,021 t 1,580 w -0.4 w 66 w 39 w
Latin America and Caribbean 470.9 t 20,505 t 3,340 w 0.6 w 68 w 13 w

High-income economics 849.9 t 31,824 t 23,420 w 1.9 w w
101) Poriiigal 1) 'I 91 9�320 4.( 41 463 II'9_M 7�,

0 7110 New Zealand 3.5 271 13,391) (,3. 2 (,1.3 15,8, 01 76 ni09 1.3,440 - 8 I 13,7401III Spain �19. 1 5 1 50 , 77
112 Ireland 1.6 i( 5.( Z10 6 'i 1A 13,5501 m
113 t Israel 5.4 21 14,�,3( 2.3 96.� 9').l 15,30W 77
1114 Australia 17.8 7,7 I.J I S'001 1.2 69.1) 7(.( 18,1201 7-, ni
119 United Kiiigdotii 58.4 245 M 140 1.3 7 6Q.4 17,971)] �6 n)
116 Finland 5.1 318 18,850 -0.3 72.1 62.4 1 (1, I �10) 76 m

57 1 7(.1) 71.3 in
II7 ltal, 3M 19,300 1.8 M4601 78
118 t Kuwait 1.6 18 19,42(i 1.1 84.� 95.6 _24,730d 7t, 21
119 Canada 29.2 9,976 19,51( 0.3 83.2 77 1 19,9601 78 m
120 t Hong Kong 6.1 1 21.65011 9.3" 78 8
121 Netherlands I 5 4 17 22,010 1 70.( '72.1 18,7501 In
122 t Singapore 1 22,sO( 6.1 60.2 M.6 21',)n(d 5 9
123 Belgiuni M 1 31 22,870 2.3 7zi.6 78.3 20,27(l -6 ni
124 France 57.9 i52 23,420 1.6 7S 9 76.0 19,671)1 7's ni
125 Sweden 8.8 4Z;O 23,530 1 76.1 60.2 17,131)J 7�S ni
126 Austria 8." 8Z4 -1 4 .o ', 0 2.( 8 75.6 19,9601 77
127, Germaro, 8 1. 357 25,580 75.3 19,48(il 76
128 United States 260.(, 9,364 -15,88( I.", 100.0 100.0 '.7 7 m
129 Norv,a� 4.i 3_1�i 26.390 1A 77.7 78.1 IMIM 78 m
130 Denmark 2 43 17,97( Li 76.6 7(,.8 19,88(i 79 In
131 Japan 129.( 3,8 34,(,30 i. 2 7�.7 81 7 -11,14(i

0 5 1 4. 971 78
132 S,,itzedand 41 37,930 0 9 25,1501 ni
13� t UnitedAwb Enitrates 2.'I 8zi 0.4 75

World 5,601.3 t 133,478 t 4,470 w 0.9 w 67 w
tEconomies classified bv rhe Lliiired Nations orother-w regarded bv their 3ULhorities a, developing. a. Atla� niethod; see the Lechnical notes. h. Purchasing po,er parirv;
see the technical notes. c. Fxtrapola(ed froni 11185 ICP esrjinates. d. Based on regression estiniaLeS , In all cablei, GDP and GNP cover mainland Tan7ania. f. Esriniares
for econorniesof rhe former Soviet Union are III-eliminary; their classificanon will be kept iiiider review. g. Excripolated frotii 1990 ICP estiinites. h. World Bailk esti-
mate. i. Extrapolated froin 1980 ICP estimates. j. EKtrdpolited from 19)3 ICP esurnaLes. k. I-mripdated from 1975 ICP c,timate, ni According t(i UNESCO, dlirer-
acy is less than 5 percent. n. Data refer to GDP
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Table 2. Macroeconomic indicators
Central Money, broadly defined Nominal interest rates uf banks Average Cunud accourrt Gross Net pmseFFt

gov't. cum Avg. ann. Average- (werage annual %] annual balance before intemational value of
deficit/surplusa noin. gir. outstanding Deposh Lending iuHation (%) official transfers reserves (months extenial debt

M of GNP) rate 1%) as a % of GDP rem rate IGDP detlator) 1% of GNP) of import cov.) 1% oi GNP)

1980 1994 1985-94 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994 1984-94 1980 1994 1980 1994 1994

L�-i�me ewnomi� 32 �
E.cluding Chirm -d I.dia 60 ,

R- da 3.5, 5 (,.7 7,3
5 4 13.6 6.3 S.( 13.5 1 c,.O 4.5 -13.3 -69.1 1.1

53.2 - 'O.7 -71.�� 331
3 Echi.pia 44.4 I I.S 14.3 4.0b 5.9 6h

T--ia -1.3 35 1) 30.7 I Li 39-0 .3.1.3 -9.- 1 67,
5 Buoa.di 1.9 S. 13.5 2.5 12.0 s.4 -16.6 8.5 - SO
6 Si-a Le.n� -1.9, 56A 20.6 11.0 ').' I 1.6 11.0 2-.3 67.3 -19.9 138
7 1,-Ialai 1.2, I 1A 18.( 1-0.5 -. 9 25.0 16.7 J1.0 18.8 --17.q -q4.0 1 4 0.6 7.�
8 Chad 21.( 10.9 5.5 S. I I 1.( 17.5 1.7 -2.1 2.9 43
9 Ug..d. -2.2 11.7 9.� 6.8 1 O.o 10.8 -6.7 48

I ( Mad.ga,ca, -2.5 23-7 18.2 20.5 15.8 -15.5 -18.5 161N�p.,I 7 6 1-1.2 21.1) 33.7 8.9 6.8 174.( 1 IM 12.1 -5.1 -6.1
1 viur- 101.6 135
1 3 Bangla&,h 11.2- 14.2 18.4 35.0 8 2 6.4 1 Ij I�i.A 6.6 -11.1 -i.4 1.5 7.1) 32

HaiLi -3 24.0 4i.0 10.0 13.2 -9A -6.8 1.6 25
I,, Nig�, s.i 1.0 13. i 1�1.6 6.2 -.8 N.S 16.8 0.2 -17.3 -7.1 1.6 3.9 58
1 6 G�airea-Bi-. 62.9 14.1 28.7 36.3 65.7 -qq.9 - 1 �.6 222
1 7 Ke.va 2.6, -0.4 18.9 29. 8 3 1 2 5.8 10.6 11.7 -11.7 -0.5 2.1 2.� 80

Mal 1.4 i . -14.5 - 1 0.6 0.6 3.4
20.0 6.2 8 14.5 16 8 84

t 9 Nig�,ia 1-3.3 23.8 5.3 t3�1 8.4 2(.i 29.6 9.7 -6.4 5.7 1.6
20 Y--, Rq. 1.0
21 B.,ki- Fas. 2.0 0.5 8.2 13.8 20.0 6 14.9 16.8 1.6 -1 S.5 -17.5 1.5 5.0 31
2-1 M-gji. .. .3.1- .. 2 i.9 2. i .. 1-33.6 46.0 -24.9 -8.2 2.4 3H
23 1"'im OM -1.8 i 6.9 3zi.7' ��.2 16.5 16.,3 -1.7 -0.9 8.0 6.7 24

14 La,, I'DR 38A 13. 1 7.2 1 -I.( 4.8 24.0 1 1 0

25 Tg. 1.9 -1.2 29.0 2�.i 6. _2 8 14.S 175 3.3 -1 6. 4 -3.1 1.4 �.5 98
1 -1 1M Ca.bm The i 15. -2 2 1. 1 2 i.8 5.0 II-.6 1 �.O 25.0 10.1 -ij.q -5.1 51

17 Ni,-g- -1.6 -0.9 24.'� ],;I 1.2 -26.0 -67 7 O.') I 707
28 Z..bia -8.7 -1 9 7i.3 28.4 10.8 7.( qN. � 9.5 113-3 92.1 -14.5 1.3 1�7

T�pkISL- 104.3
30 Bm,, 9. 5 17.1 25.0 6.1 7,� 1 zi.5 16.8 2.1 -7.9 0.4 6.1

31 C-t,al Affi�a. R�p6h� -2.0 4 18.9 18.6 5.5 8.1 1 0.5 17.5 2.6 -1 8.0 2.2 9.1

32 Alba.ia 19.8 '37 -11.9 6.- 45

33 Gha.a -1.9, -0.9, 38.q 16.2 15.8 11.5 23.1 19.0 18.6 -1.4 -9.0 i. 1 3.9 63

34 Pakk,an 1.8 -2.1 15.3 38.7 �2.3 8.8 -4.9 -�.9 3.1 3.5 42

35 Ma-il-ia 8.7 205 21.7 5.5 5.0 12.0 10.0 7.2 -37.6 -14.4 (.9 161-

36 A-b,ip, 11-2.8 3
37 Zi.,bab- -9.1 2(.7 35.2 2.7

25.8 3.5 26. 8 17.5 34.9 19.1- -4.8 -5, -3.2 61)

38 G.m., 9.4 18.0 -2.0 18.6 60

39 Chm. 237; 33.2 8i.5 5.4 11.1 5.0 11.0 8.4 -1.6 1.9 zi. 9 5.9 16

4q kop Hn . n do u r a., 18.2 21.1 25.3 10.6 1 L6 16.5 14.7 13.0 -13.4 -97 1.5 1.2 1)7

41 se-gal 1.8 3.1 26.6 18.6 6.2 14.5 16.8 2.9 -18.1 -9A 0.2 1.1 65

42 C6,e dUor� 4.0 0.2 26.7 24.6 6.-I 8 1 16.h 0.2 - I S.7, -1 3.3 1 0.7 282

43 C..g. 1.1 14.8 16.1- 6.5, 8.1 1 Lo 1-.5 -0.3 -1 5.2 (.9 0.5 382

44 Ky,p� Rep.Hic i W3.11 13

45 Sri La.ka -4.6 -3.0 16.9 28.5 10.5 14.5, 15j 19.0 13.0 11.0 - I S. 1-1 -8.1 L� 4.q qII

q6 A-m, 138.6 8
-3.3 1 8,5 19.1 8.1 1 3.0 17.5 1 .8

47 C--..n 0 2 .3 -3 1.1 0.1 86

49 Fgyp,� Arab R�p. 9. 6 6.5 19.11 52.2 117.2 9.3 11.9 I 16.5 16.4 -2.( -1.3 �.I 1(.7 �12

49 Le-th. 0. - 14.1 31A 9.6 SA I 1.0 14.3 14.0 1 -26.6 16

50 C'o'gi" 8.3 96

51 Afya'-Ir i.9 0.8 16.3 23-9 1.5 9.0 8.0 26.5 -5.3 -0.5 5.6 3.5

Middie-in�nae eco.oraics 29 w

Lowe,-rniddle-in�rtte 36 w

52 B.IMa -1.7 6.7 16. 2 45.1 1 8.0 1 8.4 28.0 �5.6 20.0 -1.8 -7.3 6.0 5.8 66

i3 M-doma, FYR I 93

5q M.16- 7 -4.9 2.6 12

55 10.0 8.9 23.5 1 3 2 6.0 20.4 20.2 8.9 i.3 -1.6 4.1 3.2 50

56 Philippire, 4.1, 1.9, 20.3 20.7 41.2 12.3 10.5 14.0 1�.I 10.0 -6.2 -4.5 4.6 3.1 53

57 U,b&,aa. 109.1 0.( 5

58 ?,,I ...... 0.5 N. - 13.8 18.5 58.4 4.9 7.(l 10.0 5.0 -8.6 -1.5 1.7 5.6 6zi

59 K-.k,,an 150.2 14

60 G.aWralla (.8 23.3 20.5 21.4 9.0 9 ILO 22.9 19.5 -2.5 -6.1) 4.1 3.0 19

61 Pap- N� G,m�a -6.4- -4.6, 8.5 32.9 30.2 6.9 5.1 11.1 -1.9 -22.6 8.5 3.6 0.6 46

62 B.lgana .. -4.7 54.1 61.1 42.2 5.1 1 ') 100

63 Ro.a.i, 1 s.9 -1.2 44.7 13A 15.2 6-2.0 .. -1.0 2. 4. 9 I-

64 Ec-d- I.W 3.6, 41.0 20.2 33.6 1). 0 4ai.O 47.� -5.6 -6.2 4.1 4.4 85

65 D..i.i,.. R�publi, 3.0 8.4 33.8 I7.8 2-3.� 28.9 -11.0 -12.5 1.5 0.9 3-

66 Li,h.a,,ia 1.2 27.4 62.3 102. 2.9 -

6'7 El Sal-d., -0.4- 0.8, 21.2 28.0 i6A 13.6 19.0 1 i.� 0.1 -3.7 3.6 3.4 'O

68 J-d- 3.51 10.9 1 04.5 3.2 9.0 9.2 -12.5 6.3 S.( 87
69 ja-ica i 2.3 32-8 40.0 9.5 36.4 15.6 49.5 27 1.5 9�

- Pa,ag.ay 3.2 3.0 37.8 19.8 23.1 32.5 26.2 6.7 3.1 12

I Alg'6' 14.6 5 3.3 46.4 0 0.8 -4.5 s.8 4.11 61

C.I..bia 1.6 2.9 �i 1.9 17.1 19.8 29.4 40.5 25.0 - 5.8 28

Note: For daia comparabilicy and co�erage, see the Lechiiical noces. Figures in icalics are for years ocher rhan those speciCied.
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Central Money, broadly defined Nominal interest rates of banks Average Cuffefit accoufft Gross Net present
gov't. cum Avg. ann. Average (average annual %) annual balance before iiTteniational value of

defich/surplusa nom. gr. outstanding Deposit Lending inflation (%) official transfers reserves (moffths extemal debt
M af GNP) rate N as a % of GDP rate rate (GDP deflatorl 1% ul GNP) of import cov.) 1% of GNP)

1980 1994 1985-94 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994 1984-94 1980 1994 1980 1994 1994

i Tunisia 1). A 5 11) 1- 31.6 qzi.3 2.5 - 2 6.3 -5.0 -?.7 2.1 2.i

,q Ukra.., 218.6 -";o.3

.,5 N,a,b,a Q A i.0 q 2 I -. I 10 6 -1.6 1.3

2.1, 2 4611.4 16.5 15 22 i 5 V, z02.2 -1.2 -41 1) -

77 1 36.7

78 Si ... k Rqubh, (,').3 9 3 ]�.6 9 8 S.8 3.1 30

71) 1 "wi., 10.4 �1 7 S� 1) (19.8 S-3 6

8( C'-, Ric, - -2.i 2zi.8 38.8 i(O 18-3 17.7 2�O i U 1 8.2 -14.8 -6. 1.2 2.7

81 p6l'u'd -1 ( 111.8 57 0 �3 I.-, 30.6 8.0 32.8 1?.7. 8 41.9 - i. I O 3 1 8 31-

8' [ h,tda.d -01 0.6 20.1 345 74 2 1 -. 0 8 i 18 0 1 �4.q (I -7.0 -5 3.3 -'.3 '42
H3 T-ke, i. -2.1 -0.2 17.1 21 9 8.0 87.8 1

69 8 -6.2 q 3 �.q 4zi

84 Crn-, q.6 i8 3 11.5 22.')

8 a 1) 6 0 11) Q.1i (,q.8 6 1 10.2 1 6 -(.7 6 1 04
86 -S.7

Ru,6- F�d-m,n 13.7 I 1q.3 1.5 23

87 Ven"'.0a 2.1 35.1 28.7 2zi.0 -- 39.0 i(,.6 36A 6.7 4. i ig

88 Bo""", 11 6, ��33, 20.6 -,;i. 2 2(,.4 5.0 1 0.4 8.i I �.,) I I.- -- '2.S �.Zl 13

89 E,t.,,,, 2 i.r'-,' I 1.� 2 ;.I 77.3 3.8 4

RP. -6. 1 8.6 2 'I.C, 5-iA 37.2 "i , -2 8 2 33

li,,-k . ...... i8k O I

Upper- iiddle-income -
B-ii 2.3 8 s

91 6 8 1).(, I I S.0 i, I 7 S.( -5.6 -0.2 26

93 South Af,,,, 4.(, -7.7 2I.- W8 90.4 �.9 1 1.1 S 1 I 43 4.1) -( 2 1 -

9I M,ur,riu, -1.9 A. 1 21.0 W.( 1 9 2 11.0 12 2 1 S.9 8 8 - 11.1 -1).8 1.9 3 1) i5

R,publi, 7 1 3 1 1 1.8 .. -(.( i., 28

(6 NU�V- 7,� S. 1) I �4. 8 46.1 S 30 6- 78 7 I I 1.0 4,.6 4.7 4.5 3 i

Q7 6 1) 4.9 26.' 11.( 1�.') �7.7 111.1 4-.1 2M 1 S.S -7 8 - 2.4 5.9 1 0.3 41

.)8 1 J,d ,,d -'5.q .3 8 17 1 i9 i 6.6 6 1) I 0.1) I 6.( 6.� 5 9 5.6 113 2 .3 47

y) Hungary 8 2 43.1 3.0 NA 2-1A 19.4 -2 2 4 9 1 66

10( ( "'b- 191 1 3.0 7 5 S. 1 12 17 5 S.8 (.7 t IM

IM W-', i.9 Z19.3 25.2 iO.21 20.6 1 1.3 281 �O 0 -�.q I 1 5 1 0 i2

2 -0. i il.2 " O so3 37.0 66 C, 9SI i.8 -7 7I - 2.8 i I

M; 0 8 -6.0 S I, 1 t.8 �O.� zi. 3 8O 1) 1 15.4 -10.4 3.2 2.2 ',S

I (zi slo"rua 29 2 2-, 3.9 2 is

I(i S-d, A,,th, 9i I 1.9 5 2 q 2.8 30. 2 -10 1) �.J) 2 1

I 06 -0.1 -1,J 151 �( S 5 ; -1 11,5 1 1,1) 11.2 2-1.1 1�.s -5.5 - 0.3 3.7 _ 8 2

117 31 ;.I I Q.( It' . j 71) 31 7.2 7.0.6 8. f 10.1 -6.3 - i.6 6 1 25

108 Ko,,,, R,p. 2.9 4 1 8.9 29.0 40.6 19.5 8.5 1 SM 8.9 6.8 -9.5 -1 1 1.3 2 6 14

L-- -d iddl,inwme 30 �

Sub-Saharan Afri" 50 �

East Aia -d Pad& 28 �

South Asia 26 �

Eu,ope and Cmtrl AA. 25 w

MidcUe F�t and N. Afiica 32 -

Latin Ameriu md Caribbean 39 �

High-i.C.M� -on,nni�s

IN -1 8 -i I 1 6. 69.1) 77.1 19.0 8 � 1 8.R I0 12 O -3.8 -1. 9 8.8

II O N- Z,.hud -1 7 1.5 2 D, 79.7 11 0 0.4 12.6 7 1.6 I (.0 2A

I11 �.4 71).2 13.1 6. - 16.9 6 S -2.4 - I . 6.0 4

112 Ird-d -5.9 -2 1 Mi 4 i.5 49.6 1 2.0 (j I 6.0 6.1 2.( -14.1 2.3 2.8 1.9

113 t -I 7A -Ij, 21M 11, 9 38.'I 12.2 17, (,. 1) 1 7 4 1 8.1 -11.3 -8 ai i.6 2 4

I1 4 0( -2 1 2.(, i6.� S8.2 8.6 I 0.6 fit? 4.1 -2 J.7 2.5 2 5

115 Uni,ed Ki.gd,-., -1.2 -1. i6. i 21) 8 I 4. 1 3.4 1 �.5 5.4 1.5 I). 4 2.( 1.5

116 I-iol,ad 26 I I o -. 2 w. 8 58.�, 9 0 j. I 8 7.9 4 2 -�. I IM 1.6 3.9

II-I I"13 -(,. i -8.� -. 9 7w) .. 1 2.-. 8 PU 11.2 6.2 -2.2 2 � 6. � 2.7

IIS t K-u r 60.i i3.1 W.-I 9 I 2 � 9 48 0 1 �A C, 2

T, -9 G, I I " d- I I �8 i 12.9 5. 1q.i 6 9 1.1 - �.3 2 i

1 20 t H-g Kong (,O.- 9.0 -1.4

1-11 N�th,rl.,ud, H o7.1 M.2 6.O 3 1 3., 8.3 1.0 -0.5 3. 8 4.6 1 1

122 t Si.g�p,- 10.1 1 57 _j 7 1A 1) 83.6 Q.4 A. I I .� z�.q 1.9 i 0.2 �i 5

123 Bdgiu. -1.0 -3 9 5.� q.,) 18 0 9.4 1.2 -2.9 0 i.6 1 2

1 211 F-c, 2.2 q 2 1 71 7 61.4 7 7.1) 1 -0.2 1.8 5.i 1.7

125 S-d- -2 6 -1 I - �A 0 47.� 11.2 q I 0.6 5�8 - .,S 1.2 -1 3.8

1 '6 At ia 0.6 -. 2 '2.b 81). i i.. 2 i.2 -i.� -0.8 6.4

-0. 3 8 62.5 7 1) q.5 12 0 1 0.3 S 2.9

128 Urnt'd S'..u" A q LIA 58.7 60.5 13 Id 4.c,,' 15.3 7 1 3 i 0 3 -2.1 6.2 2.0

I'( N.r,,, 4.9 -1 6 3 1.(, O c, �.O 5.2 12.6 8.1 2.2 4.2 �.o

130 Fkn-rk -1 zi 1 2.6 61.5 1 (.8 8 1 7.2 8.i 2.9 -4.5 4 1 1.9 2 0

131 I,P,., -3.2 6 -4 X�A 1 1 2.1 5.S -, 8.� 4.1 1.3 -0.4 O 2.9 3.S

1,12 S'i-l-d 0.7 4 7 .. 1 1-0.7 H. 8 3.6 5 6 �.5 i.7 O.' 6 9 7 7

Ii3 10.5, -S 9, 4.3 1 9.0 5 12 1

Wodd

a. Refers to current budget balance e,duding grants. b. Includes EI'Llea. . Data are fo, budgeLily accounrs onIv. d. CertiCicare of deposit rate.
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Table 3. External economic indicators
Expoit Aggregate net Net private Official development

Terms of trade conceiftation resoume flows capkal flows assistance
11987=100) index 1% of GNP) (millions $1 (% of GNP)

1985 1994 1984 1992 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994
Low-income emnarnies 90 m 2.1 w 2.7 w

Exdtk"g China and India 89 m 4.3 w 7.0 w
I Rwanda 136 75 0.811 0.90�, 9-3 1 (6. I 1 4 1 1 i.3 1 23.4

Mozanibique 113 124 0.27 3.8 73-8 32 8.4 100.1
3 Ethiopia 119� -4 0.6-12, O.Sr,7 8.2 18.2 26 -12 4.7 22.9
4 I'anzania i 26 8-3 (.359 0.2`18 16.4 100 12 t 2.4 30-3
5 Burundi- _ _ 133 52 (.776 S. 1 28.1 -3 -1 12.8 32.2
6 Sierra Leone 1(9 89 0 391 0.586 5.$ 21.9 -7 38 8.5 21.4
7 Malawi 99 8- 0.530 0.�(4 15.7, 24.3 30 -1 12.6 3-7.0
8 Chad 10 0.617 3.4 19.11 0 7 4.9 14.1
9 Uganda 149 iH 0.932 0.561 1-1.9 54 -11 0 18.3

1 0 kladagascar 124 _ 82 0.466 0.285 87 1 2.2 131 2 5.8 16.0
1 1 Nepal 98 85 0.237 0.519 6.5 8.0 0 -3 8.3 1 0.8
1 2 Vietriam 0.308 6.5 27172 5.2
1 3 Bangladesh 1 -16 94 0.326 O.246 1 �.5 �. 1) I 1 4 7 9.9 6.9
1 4 Haiti 89 52 0.201 0.266 5.2 37,.2 20 2 7.31 5 Ni 101 0.738 1-1.9 1 9., -22 6.8ger 9] 199 2S.5
1 6 Guinea-Bissau 91 92 0.557 98.4 29.3 1 8 1 56.6 74.1
1 7 Keiiva 124 80 0.340 0.309 8.8 1.6 301 -272 5.6 ]O.2
1 8 Malt too 1 03 0.578 12.1 16.5 I 0 44 i 6.6 2 2. 0

7 5.711) Nigeria 16. 86 0.9zO 0.934 0.9 694 1,885 0.0 0.6
20 Yemen, Rep. 131 814 0.663 1)7 1 2

10-3 q - 8.4 4 1 1 2 5 2 3
13urkiiia Faso 103 0.5 1 0.623 15.9

22 'Niongolia 0.0 14.4 0 -11 0.0 2'.�,
'3 100 0.183 0.140 1.4 2.4 868 i,497 1.3 (.8
24 L-ao POR 0.1,45 13.0 60 13.4
25 Togo 139 9( 0.461 o.q9l 1'.7 11.3 83 0 8.3 12.1
26 Gambia, The 137 IH 0.1120 35.0 i 3.9 1 6 24.4 1- 0. 1)
27 Nicaragua II] 95 0.454 0.289 13.8 27.4 -26 36 10.9 41.6
28 Zambia 89 8 5 (.844a4 0.787 14.6 14.8 175 -4 8.9 22.3
29 Tajikistan 11.5 0 1 0 3.2
3( Benin IH 110 -0.418 7.2 12.9 4 9 6.4 15.7
3 1 Central African Republic 109 91 0.452 10.7 16.0 4 q1 13.9 19.9
3 2 Albania 4 r,
3 1 Elhana 93 64 0344 0.465 4.1 24. 1 2 6 838 4.3 11.1
3 4 Pak-istan 11 -1 101 0.207 0. 2 28 5.q 6.4 -30 1,657 5.1 2.5

Mauritania IW 106 0.622 0.605 29. 20.5 7
q 2 26.2 2S.9

36 Aze,biijan 3.7 0 0 4.0
3 - Zinibabwe i(O 84 0.295 0.329 4.2 6.7 22 _7( 3.1 1 0. t
3 8 GLlinea 110 9 1 0.952 9.6 8 0 I 10.8
39 China 109 105 . . 0 .0 7, 6 1.0 9.6 1,731 46,555 0.6
4 0 Honduras 118 73 0.40 1 0.457 11.7 14.7 136 66 4.2 9.8
4 1 Senegal W" 107 0.511 0.258 1). 8 18 -9 ).o
42 C6te d'lvoire 1 09 81 0.318 0.368 11.7 28.0 936 30 2. _2 26.2
43 Congo 150 9-3 0.796 0.636 35.5 9.1 440 -130 6.0 3t.2
4I-1 Kyrggy� Republic 9.9 0 10 9.8
qi SriLanka 10( 88 0.456 0.232 10.6 5.7 i 29 213 9.8 4.6
46 Armenia 7.0 0 0 6.9
47 Camcroon 113 -9 0.14�9 9.6 9.11 409 59 3.9 lo.748 Ep !)5 0.361 4 - 6. _2 1,131 1,006 6.5 6.4, pt, Arab Rep. lq7 0.475 1 .,
49 Lesotho 10.5 7.1 114 14.9 8.3
50 Gergia 9.0 10 8.4
51 Ahannia, 1 28 107 0.282 4.7 29 34 5.4 0.2

Middle-income economies 90 m 0.6 w 0.5 -w
Lower-middle-income 88 m 1.3 w 1.1 w
52 Bo6ia 130 69 0.540 0.318 14.1 9.0 203 -5 5.9 10.3
53 Macedonia, FYR -2.44 0 -15
54 Nloldo,a 5.1 0 23 1.4
55 Indonesia I 41 5 - 0.499 OA9 2.5 5. 987 '7,4(8 1.3 1.0

, 9 4 4
56 Philippines Q9 1114 0.298 0.293 3.9 (.9 840 4J07 0.9 1.6
5',7 Uzbekis[an 0.2 0 91 1.1
58 Morocco Qq fol- (.284 0.160 7.4 3.9 55k) S7-? 4. 9 2.1
59 Ka�akstan 4.4 394 0.3
60 Guateniala 1 k 9,3 0.310 0.219 '.,S 1.9 91 84 0.9 1.7
61 Papuj New GUinea 9q 90 0.495 O.q65 16.8 -0. 9 105 -231 13.1 6.5
62 Bulgaria J.- 0.1 0 -376 0.0 I.(
63 Romania 66 I// 4.3 1,360 -87 0.5
04 Ecuador 1,13 82 0.616 0.467 7.4 5.3 594 0 0.4 1.4
65 Dominicaii Republic 115 144 O.q3O 0.383 7.1 1.0 132 113 1.9 0.7
66 Lithuania 1.8 0 13 1.4
6� El Sal,ador 122 89 0. 5 5 7, 0.238 3. _2 1.9 -17 2.8 3.9
68 Jordan 117 118 0.335 0.331 28 -1 z;Q 6.4
69 janiaica 89 105 0.46' 0.`106 12.3 1.9 9 123 5.1
7( Paraguay iio 101 0.468 0.36' 3.6 2.3 120 13� 0 - 1.3
71 Algeria I 73 8-3 0.534 0.546 3.1 3.q 896 424 0.4 1.0

Colombia 4 71 0.505 0.238 2.9 '.3 688 1,860 0.3 0.2

Note: For data cornparabilitv and cmeiage, see the iechnical notes. Figures in italics are foryearsocher than Lhosc speciFted.
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Export Aggregate met Net private Official development
Terms of trade concentration resomme flows capital flows assistance

11987=100) index 1% of GNP) (millions 1% of GNP)

1985 1994 1984 1992 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994
-7 0.7Tunisia 123 93 o.4i4 0.209 2.8 336 80

74 Ukraine 0.9 0 zi24 (A
7z; Naniibia 0.0 5.9
'6 Peru 86 0.24- 0_160 1.8 7 7 -67 3,214 1.0 0.9
7' Belarus 1.6 105 0.6

0.0 0.6Slovak Republic 6.6 0 577

71) Latvia 5.2 0 222 0.9
80 Costa Rica III 9-1 0.352 0.303 9.2 0.3 248 29 1.4 0.9
81 Poland 99 1(9 5.� 3.8 10 1,244 0.0 '.O
8 2 Thadand 103 105 0.182 0.090 6.9 3.3 1,465 4,138 1.3 0.4
83 Tiirkey 82 101) 0. 1 59 0.119 37, 1.0 661) 1,530 1.7 0.1
84 Croatia 0.108 0.3 0 96
8 �, Pailaina I(4 86 0 343 0.422 4.1 8.4 65 633 1.3 0.6
80 Russian Federition 0.8 0 658 0. -,
87 Venezuela 166 82 0.02 0.595 2.6 (.9 1,825 70 0.0 0.1
88 Botswana 97 1 i2 'O 3 _1)i 114 -50 11.8 2.2
89 Estonia 5.5 0 211 0.9
90 Iran, Islamic Rep 17(, 90 0.965 0.880 -2.1 _178 -1,579 0.0 0.2
9 1 Turkmenutan I.( 0 1 3 0.1
Upper-middle-income 93 rn 0.1 w 0.2 w

Brazil 101 101 0.126 0.(89 8 1.8 5,655 11,871 0.0 0.1
93 South Africa 101 102 0.457 (.378
94 Mauritius 77 1 ?I 0.656 0.33' 8.3 1.9 41) 124 2.9 0.4
9 i Czech Republic 0.0 7 8 2,642 0.0 0A
96 Nialavsia 114 92 0.276 0.156 8.7 10.2 1,913 6,661 0.6 0.1
97 Chile 91 9.4 0.324 0.308 8.7 8.2 1,447 1300 0.0 0.3
98 Frinidad and Tobigo 138 86 0.546 0.422 6.3 8.9 258 343 0.1 0 5
99 Hungary 103 91) 3.3 7 S96 2,717 (.0 0.5

loo Gabon 194 90 0 -)o 0 743 -1.9 2.5 -91 -128 1.4 5.6
I(I Nlexico 14S 92 0.534 0.153 4.8 i. 6 83 92 17,394 0.0 0.1
I(_1 UrLiguay 378 0.1 0. 6

9I 11-1 0.239 0 176 5.3 3 479

103 Oman 182 7 7 0.1135 0.82al 3 3 4.5 31 39� 1 0.9
104 Slovenia 0.083 2.4 0 368
105 SaLidi Arabia 175 92 0.887 (.776 0.0 0.0

106 Greece 96 99 0.127 0.118 0.1 0.1

107 Argenrina 123 120 0.194 0.153 4.6 3.2 3,476 &214 0.0 (.1

109 Korea, Rep. 94 102 0.193 0.109 4.( 2.1 1,782 8,132 0.1 0.0

Low- and middle-mcome " m 1.1w 1.1 w

Sub-Saharan Africa 92 m 3.4 w 12.4 w

East Asia and Pacific 87m 0.7 w 0.8 w

South Asia 91 m 2.4 w 1,4 w

Europe and Central Asia 97 m 1.0 w 0.3 w

Middle East and N. Africa 83m 1.1w 1.6 w

Latin America and Caribbean 94 m 0.3 w 0.3 w

High-income economies 100m

109 Portugal 87 1 0-i u44 0.106

110 Nei, Zealand 9( 108 0.212 0.174

III Spain 82 112 0.120 0.142

11-1 Ireland 96 ')2 1). I 6 I 0. 1 25

113 t Israel 99 113 0.1-08 0.256 4.1 1.9

114 Australia 110 98 0.180 0.196

115 United Kirigdoni IM 105 0.152 0.063

116 Finland 88 94 0.210 0.230

117 Italy 84 10-i 0.10( 0.056

118 t Ku�all 165 88 0.570 0.742 0.0 0.0

119 Canada 99 97 0. 22 5 0.125

120 'Hong Kong ils 87 0.310 0.152 0.0 0.0

121 Netherlands 101 101 0.137 0.061

122 t Singapore 1(8 91 O.2238 0.183 0.1 0.0

123 Belgiumh 93 101 (.1 Is 0.106

1 24 France 89 lo(, 0.085 0.064

125 Si,eden g, 105 0.151 0.110

126 Auscria 92 93 (.0-78 0.061

121, German�l M 97 0.13(l 0.084

128 United States MI 101 0.110 0.080

129 Norway 141 91, 0.345 0.366

130 Denmark ')I 11-1 (.0 81-1 0.07-

131 Japan 73 128 0.209 0.140

t32 Swiczerland 85 64 0.111) 0.102

133 t UnitedArab Emiates 181 93 0.801 0.691 0.0 0.0

World 93 m

a. Includes Eritrea. b. Incitides Luxenibourg. .Data prior co 1990 refer co the Federal Reptiblic ofGermany before unificacion.
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Table 4. Population and labor force
Population Labor fome

Total Avg. annml Age 15-U Totala Avg. annual
tmilliolis) growth rate (%) (millions) (millionsl growth rate N Femle 1%) Agricufture N lndusbry 1%)

1960 1994 19W90 1990-94 1980 1 14 1980 1994 1980-N 1990-94 1980 1994 1980 1990 1980 1990
L�-iommc �.omim 2,412 t 3,182 t 2.1 w 1.8 � 1,357 t 1,925 t 1, 165 t 1,575 t 2.3 � 1.9 w 41 w 42 � 73 w 69 w 13w 15wExdu(hng Chin. -d India 743 t 1,078 t 2.7 . 2.5 w 374 t 575 t 32� t 474 t 2.7 w 2.6 w 42w 43 w 72 w 66 w lOw 12�I R�an6 5 8 U1 2.6 3 4 3 A 41) 41) 93 1), 3 ilvlo-hiq- I [S 1.6 6 1) 7 S 2.- j9 50 84 8,i - 8i Ethmpia .18 Ss 3.1 1.7 11) 27 16 1� I.S 1 8 41 A 8�, 86 2

T--io I q 29 i.2 3.0 1) I s I I 9 i. 3 1 8 SO 49 86 84 4 55 Bu,-di 4 6 i.( 2 i 3 -'. - 2.9 1, (I 49 93 1) -1 2 36 si,- I.-I i 4 1, I ? I LN 2.i 36 36 -0 68 1 4 1 s
7 NU-i 6 I ( 3.3 2.8 3 s i S V) 2A 5 1 87 87 5 sCh.d 4 6 2A 2.S 2 i 1.9 2 7 43 44 39 Uga.d� 1 3 1 9 2.4 1.2 9 7 1 2.1) 41) 92 87 8S 4 s

10 1) 1 3 2.') 3.2 41- 41) 82 7,11 6
I I N,p.1 I 5 I 1 2.6 2.5 8 1 1 7 1 2.q 40 94 '),i I 0vwo-, 5 72 2.1 1 1 28 26 k7 - I2.8 2. i 1�1 50 -3 13 iq
1 3 87 1 18 2.4 1.7 62 42 2.4 2.7 3 12 73 65 1) I 61 4 H,,im s - 1.9 I.( 3 4 3 1.3 1.9 4s q i - I ('s 8 91 5 NiL�, O 9 3.1 3.2 3 4 I 3.0 �5 45 91 )O 316 G,,,ir,,Bi-. I I 1.8 2.1) (I I O 1 1.5 1 ') 11) 4 1 8-. 85 226 3. 2.7, 8 1 3 8 13 i.- �A q 48 82 8( -6 61 8 MA - I O S 3.0 3 4 S 2.8 il) 9 1 89 86 2 21 9 Nig�,m 7 1 108 3. ( 2.9 3o So 30 4.1 5 2.8 3 7 � 6 5,1 i 8 -
20 Yer'm Rep. 9 1 5 3. 5.� 2 3.6 4.8 3 1 26 7 6 1 1 3 iI Bu&- F�- - M 2.9 4 1 2.0 2A 48 16
2' M..plm 8 I 1 2.9 8 46 �i 6 4 0 .12 2 1 2
2 3 I.di� 68 9 I I 1 1.8 31)(, 5S( jj�o V)4 34 32 (A 1 1 1 624 L- PDR 3 S 2.7 i.] 2 q 7�92 2 2.3 2.6 45 8(
25 Tg. 3 1, 3.0 3.2 1 2 1 2 1 i.( 31) 09 0 M26 (,mbi�, Th, I I 3.6 3.9 1) I 1) 1 3.� 3. 4 s ;�4 8i S, - 827 Ni-p. 3 4 2 - 3.1 1 2 1 2 2 7 0 8 36 39 "s 24 2628 Z-bi� 6 9 3.5 3.0 3 5 3. S !.0 4S 4,i -6 5
19 Tjil,m- 4 6 2.9 2.0 2 2 2.0 �.3 47 4 4 zt S 4 1 23 230 B,�,m 2 2 2 2.5 1.7 47 -3 5 3. I 4- 6- 633 1 C-c.mlAfi,- R�p,Iblic I 3 2.4 1 S 2 I.- 1 48 q7 8s 80 3 3
32 Alh-m 3 3 2.1 -0.6 2 1 2 2.6 1.4 31) Ai 97 SS i 1131 G,1m., I I 3.3 6 s 8 3.1 3.0 9 I s 1 62 91) I I 1334 Nkig- 83 116 3. I 4S 6- 3t) 41) .1.4 3.3 23 8 61) 92 1 11)35 2 2.6 2.5 1 1 1 1 2.0 2.7 1 5 44 7 5i 7 1i6 A,,rb�ij- 6 I .9 1.0 S i 1.0 1.8 7 19J� Zi.b,b- - I 1 .3. i 2.5 4 6 s 3 6 2A 9 4 S 7' 68 1 2 83 8 G�,i- (I 2.9 2.8

q 
4 1 239 Chm., 981 1.191 Ls J.' 58- 80) 548 7 1 j 2 1.1 4 4 6 74 2 1 1 i

H..cl.,�, 4 6 3.3 - S7
* 1 S�.Cpl 6 8 2.9 2.7 .3 4 3 1S 2.6 42 �2 8 1 77 6 81 Uke 8 1 4 3. 8 3.64Z �i. 1 2.9 32 13 69 60 8 11)43 Co.go .2 i 1. I 3.1 1 1 1 1 , " 2.,7 4-i 4' �8 49 13 IS44 Kv,gy, Rq.bli, 4 1.9 1.4 3 -1 2 1i IM 47 48 3� 32 _,745 SI' L-k. 1 5 18 IA 1.3 9 1 1 9 7 1 4 2.( i- 3S 52 48 is 21
46 A- - 3 q 1.4 1.� 1.1 1A 48 4S 'I 18 43 3
q7 C�.,,-. 1.3 3.0 5 7 4 5 S 2A 37 37 8

,ypE. A,A R�p. 4 1 2.5 2.0 2 i 33 1 � -- 2.9 -9 3( 5- 40 16 2'49 L,,.,h. 1 2 2.8 2.1 1 1 1 1 11) 38 i8 41 40 14 2850 Ce-p, S -(.2 3 3 OA (.2 41) �7 32 -16 3 1
34 4 6 2.1 2.2 1 9 17 17 23 2.2 2.1 4 4 3 -

Middlc-in�mc cco.omis 1,240 t 1,570 t 1.8 w 1.5 w 545 t 966 t 517 t 685 t 2.1 w 1.9 � 39 w- 41 w 38 w 31 w 27 w 27wLawcr-middlc-inc� 874 t 1,097 t 1.7 w 1.4 w 340 t 674 t 377 t 486 t 1.8 w 1.8 w 42w 43 w 41 w 36 w 26 . 27 wB.lm� s - 0 2.4 3 4 2 1 -1.6 2.6 33 1- S 1 8 1 8
S3 M-clom, FYR 0.9 I I I 1.8 1.4 .34 1i I W� -11 33 4(SI M.ld.,, 4 4 (.9 -o. I 3 2 1 0.5 4,) 43 3 3 2 6 055, 148 190 1.8 1.6 84 IF (,i 1 89 i.( 2.S i6 ql) 5 8 S S I I I56 philippiv- 48 67 2 2 6 3 8 1 9 - I 1.o 3 5 36 5 2 6 I s 1 55 7 Uzb,kilcti� 1 6 2 2 2 I., 6 9 2.2 2.9 4 8 46 3 8 3 4 1 i 2 55 8 M.-- 11) 26 2. 3 2.( 1 0 1 6 - I t 2.6 .3 311 So 4 s 2559 K�,,k,,jo I 5 1 7 1.2 I 8 1.1 (A 48 7 i4 22 32 31-60 GU�t-lal� 7 10 2. S 4 5 1 i.s - 25 52 19 1761 Np- N- G,,me� i 4 2.2 1 4' -, q2 2 2 1 2 3 4 6 762 13.ig,,i.� 1) 8 -0.2 -(.8 6 0 5 4 (1.0 -(.S qS SO 20 1 3 45 4861 Ro,-i, 2' 23 0.4 A. S 1 4 1 s I I I 1 -0.2 0.1 46 4 5 .3S 24 1 4764 Ec-d 8 1 1 2.5 1 2 4 3.5 i. 1 20 26 40 33 M 11)65 Do.h,ic- R�p.bli, 6 8 2.2 1.7 S 7 24; "I3.1 - 3 2 2 5 2466 Lah-ia A (.9 0.0 2 2 0. 6 -0. 1 50 A 8 Is 1 8 18 A 1671, El SA-d- S 6 1.3 2.1 3 2.1 3.3 27, 33 q i 36 I) I 168 1.�d- 2 4 i7x 6.0 1 2 1 1 4.9 S.2 20 IS 1 8 1 5 2q 2.169 J-,.ic� 2 2 1 0.9 1 -1 I 1 1.9 1.6 q6 4s 31 S 1 6 2371 Nmg-) 3 s ". , 8 2 3 1 2 1.1 3.0 26 28 4S 31) 20 12
71 Al 2.9 LI 1) 1 6 8 .3.7 - 22 23 .36 26 27 1 1I 9Col.,rbi� 9 36 1.9 1.9 1 5 23 1 5 A. O 2.6 2 5 0

Note: For daLa comparabiliry aiid co,eiage, ee rhe kev and tecliiiical notes.
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Population Labor fome

Tcrtai Avg. mnual Age 15-CA Total- Avg. amual
[millions) growth rate N (milrions) (millionsl gmwth rate m Female 1%) Agrkulture N lodudq 1%)

1980 1994 19W90 1990-44 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980-90 19W94 1990 1994 1980 1990 1980 1990

7 j i 5 1 3.0 29 i( i9 28 30 33

74 Ukr-,, W 2 O q I iq 26 26 -o 39 4(

75 N-il,,, 7 2.8 1 1 1 2 i 2.6 41) 4t, 56 19 1
76 Nr,� 12 ki 8 - 28 40 36 is 18

I 9 1) �.2 i.0 'q

B,kr- if) 10 O 6 0 2 5 4 1 5( 48 2(, 2( 38 40

78 Rei,,,bhc s 0 o 0.3 2 1.9 0.9 49 zis 14 1 2 ;6 32

9 L., 5 -).2 2 1 1 0.2 -0.8 5 1 5 1 1 6 16 4 2 10

8 ( (-,),E, W�a 2 i '-1.8 2.1 1 2 1 1 i.8 2.8 , 1 2,) 35 -I (, I 1 27

8 1 1',,I.,.d 1 6 30 7 o.3 2 9 I') 19 I). I (.S 45 �6 2- 38 i6

82 Thwknd 47 - 8 1 8 1.1 26 il) 2q �4 2.6 A7 7 1 61 1 0 14

81 T.,k- 41 (1 -1.3 �.o 2s j7 I') 28 2.9 2,� 35 3s 60 93 U, I 8
1114 (.0 2 2 0 2 -(.1 38 41 - 16 3� 3zi

C-d' 5 i (14 1 '5

85 P�n... 2 i 2.1 1 1 2 1 1 i 1 2.6 30 i3 21) 20 19 16

sc, R-,- Fed,� ...... 1311 1 48 O O.o -7 0.2 (.0 41) 48 16 H 414 42
g- i.q W-ud, I s 2 1 1-6 3 8 5 8 27 33 1 2 28 27

88 Bor,- , I I i. i. I V I 1) i -1 4 3 1 50 O 4b 1 O 20

81) F,-i, I I 0 -1.2 I I 1 0.4 -o.zl si s I 1 5 1 A 4 1 A I

,)o N-i, Rp. 39 6 i i.9 2.,) io �2 1 -1 2( 3.8 3.2 21) 2� 46 11) 24 2 1

9I T.,k,�-,t- 3 4 2.5 �.6 2 1 2 2.3 2 8 q7 4 1 39 37 1, 23

Upp.r-middle-incum. 366 t 473 t 1.9 1.7 206 t 293 t 140 t 199 t 2.7 w 2.2 32 36 31 w 21 w 29w 27 w
q2 B,,,,l 121 1 �,) 2 ( 1.7 71 99 zis 71 3 2 1 .,) 2 8 3 4 37 2 3 24 23

93 Somh Mm, 2') 4 1 i. zi 1 - 2 4 1 1 I 6 2.7 2.� 1 5 J7 I-, 1 4 3 5 j

')4 Ma-u- I I 0. 1) i.1 I I 2.3 1.6 6 3 1 2 1 7 2 8 41,

9 5 C-1, R,p,,bli, 10 I( I -0 I 9 6 II. I 47 4 I 1 1 5c, 45

06 Nfil"", 1 4 20 2.6 2.4 8 1 8 8 2.7 A 36 I 11) 23
1)7 Chil, I I I I 1.7 I.S 7 9 4 s 2 2.2 26 3 1 1 1 9 2�

98 T-id,d -d Tob�go 1 1 1..� I 2 1 1 1) 1 1.2 2.1 .32 1 1 1 1 il) 3 1

9�) H-P,v I I I O -0 3 7 5 -(.8 -(. I 4 1 it 1 1 8 1 s 4 19

IN G�boo I I i s 3.2 0 1 O 1 1.6 I.') 5 -m 69 s I I 1 6

I(I Ki-i'. (,7 R9 2.0 2.0 �5 9 22 35 28 21) 24
102 1-j"'g-Y 3 1 tl.(, 0 6 1 1 1 1.6 Lo i 1 4( 1 7 1 4 18 27

103 O-n I I �4.6 4.5 1 1 1) 1 4.1 A.0 1 3 44 .1 -1 21

104 SI.,-'a 2 2 ( s -0. I I I 1 1.3 0. I i 4 s, I 6 43 z16

1(s S-d, A,,b.a IS 5.2 3.2 W i e, 6.5 -'. s 8 1 2 U 1 9 1 b 20

106 G .... e I 10 O.S (.6 6 7 1 1.2 0.7 8 36 1 1 23 19 2 7

W- A,g-t-a 28 li 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 1 A 1.3 2.( 28 il I i I 1 3� 12

IN Ko-, Rep 38 41 1.2 0.�) '4 11 16 21 2.3 1 31) 40 3 7 1 8 27 3 5

Low- md middlv-i�vne 3,652 t 4,752 t 2.0 w 1.7 w 1,902 t2,892 t 1,682 t 2,259 t 2.2 w 1.9 w 41 w 42 - 62 � 58 w 17 w lgw
Sub-Saharan Afirim 380 t 572 t 3.0 � 2.7 w 197 t 296 t 171 t 251 t Z.8 w 2.7 w 43 w 44� 72 w 68w 9 w 9 w
East Asia md Pacific 1,398 t 1,735 t 1.6 � 1.4 w 822 t1.134 t 719 t 967 t 2.3 w 1.5 w 43w 45 � 72 w 69 w 14 w 16 �
South Asia 903 t 1,220 t 2.2 w 1.9 w 511 t 715 t 389 t 525 t 2.1 w 2.3 w 35w 33w 70w 64 w 13 w 16w
Europe and Ce.tral Asia 437 t 487 t 0.9 w 0.4 w 83 t 315 t 219 t 238 t 0.6 w 0.6 w 47w 46 w 27 w 23 w 37w 37 w
Middle Ea�t amil N. Afrim 17 t 267 t 3.1 w 2.8 w 87 r 146 t 53 t 85 t 3.2 w 3.6 w 26 w 28 w 49w 37 w 21 � 24 w
Latin America -d Caribbean 359 t 471 t 2.0 w 1.8 w 202 t 286 t 130 t 194 t 3.0 w 2.5 w 28w 33w 34 w 26w 25 w 24 �

High-inmme economies 776 t 850 t 0.6 � 0.7 w 497 t 569 t 352 t 408 t 1.1 w 0.9 w 39 w 43 w 7 w 5 � 35 w 31 w

109 P.,-gal W 10 I O.( el 7 5 s 0.4 OA 11) 4�1 26 1 8 3b 34

II( N- Z-1-d 3 1 0.8 ( 2 2 1 1 2.0 1.:� 3q 4,4 1 1 W 33 25
III SP- I-, 0 2 24 27 1 A I I i 1.( 28 36 18 1 2 37 33

112 1,el,,,d 3 4 (.i 0.5 2 2 1 1 1 zi 1.5 33 I) i4 .34 11)

113 t kmei 4 5 1.8 3.-, 2 I 1 2-3 3.6 34 38 6 4 32 29
114 A.,r,,I,� I � I 8 1.5 1.1 9 1 1) 2.3 1.6 36 41 6 O 12 26

115 U,,iwd Ki,�gd- S6 58 0 2 0 -4 36 18 29 0.6 0 3 I') 43 3 2 38 2(

1 16 F,�Lmd (A 0.,, 3 2 i 0.6 1). I 6 q 1 2 8 3 s 3 I
56 S7 I 1 0.2 36 3') 2s 0.8 0. 3 37 1 3 9 I 9 3 1

118 t K"I"t 1 2 4.4 -(,.s I 1 I 5.9 -2 3 1 ; 33 2 1 32 -15

119 C-d, 25 21) 1 2 I.i 17 20 1 2 1 9 1.9 I I CIO �4 - i 33 25

1 20 t H..g K-,g 6 1 1 1.9 4 2 1 1.6 o.R 34 36 1 1 9(

11-1 Neth�,iari, 1 4 ill 0 6 (.7 I 1 6 2 j'j 6 5 11 26

1 2 2 t �wgap- 2 3 1 2 I I I . I n j-, �i2 36

12i Bdp-, 10 W O 1 (A 6 7 4 4 (.2 (.s 34 i 1 .55 28
124 F,n- 54 8 0. i O.i 3 4 i 8 24 '(, o " ( 8 40 44 8 3s 2')

1 25 S."i- 8 1) Cl 3 0.6 6 -4 s I 1-0 44 4-

I R, A-t- x 8 0.2 1 0 s i 'i 0. 5 0.5 zi O 0 1 t 9 4 1 3 8

127 Go,m"o, 7 8 8 2 0. I 0 6 52 56 �7 41 0.6 I). 0 1 7 4 4S A8

128 U.i,ed Sta... 218 26i I.( isi 171 1 1 cj I'll 1.3 1.1 42 45 3 3 31 18

121) N- , 4 (A 0. 6 1 3 2 1). 1) 1).7 4 0 45 8 21) 11�

130 D-m�,k s 9 0.0 0.3 3 zi I 0.7 -(. I 0i 4 6 3 1 28

131 117 11- 5 0.6 I). 1 71) 87 �7 6i) 1.1 0j, 38 40 1 1 7 34

13 6 7 0.6 1.( 5 4 1.7 1.( 37 41 6 6 39 35

1 33 t U-tdAw6 I I -i.7 2.9 1 1 1 I 1.4 1.8 13 s A 38 2-

4,428 t 5,601 t 1.1- w 1.5 2,400 t 3,461 t 2,034 t 2,667 L 2.0 w 1.7 41 42 53� 49� 20 20 w

a. Participation rates from ILO are applied Lo population estimates [o deri,e labor force esriiiiates,
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Table S. Distribution of income or consumption
Percentage share of income or consumption

Survey Gini Lowest Lowest Second Third Fourth Highest Highest
year index IM. 20% quintile quiFrtile quintile 200% 10%

Low-income ewnoffdes
Excluding China and India
I Rwanda 1983/85�-� 28.9 4.2 9. 7 13.2 16.5 21.6 39-1 24.2

Mozambique
3 Fthiopia

Tanzania l')93a.b is. I I Q 6. 9 10.1) 15.3 21.5 5.4 30.2
5 BLirundi
6 Sierra Leone

Malawi
8 Chad
9 Uganda 1992� 0 q10.8 3.0 6.8 10.3 14.4 20.4 48.1 33.4

I ( Niaclagascar 1993� � `13.�l 2. 3 5.8 9.9 14.0 20.3 50.0 34.9
1984/851,d 30.1 4.0 -1 1 6.7 2 1.8

Nepai �39 25.0
12 Viernain 1993-,b 35.7 3.5 7 1 1

11.4 19.4 - 4 44.0 -19.(
13 Bangladesh I 99--b 29.3 1 9.4 13. 5 17.2 22.0 3 7. 9 23.7
1 4 Haiti

Niger 1992, b 36.1 3.0 7 1 5 1 4 '9
11.8 .1 4.1 - .3

16 Guinea-Bissau I 99 1,,b 56.2 0.5 2.1 6.5 I2.O -10.6 58.9 4-2.4
1 7 Kenva i992,11 57'.5 1.2 3.4 6.7 17.( 62.1 7

1 8 N-1-ati
Nigeria 1 992/93� b 37 1 8 14 23 49.3 31.3

.. 5 .3 q 0 .9
20 N"emen. Rep.
21 Burkina Faso
22 Nlongolia
23 India 19921,b .33.8 3.7 8.5 12.1 15.8 -11.1 42.6 18.
24 Lao PDR 30.4 4.2 11.6 12.9 16. i -1 1.0 40.2 26.
25 Togo
26 Gambia, I he
27 Nicaragua log 1,,b 50.3 1.6 4.1 1 39- 8.0 6 55.2 .8
'A Zambia log-1, b 46.2 1.5 3.9 8.0 13.8 13.8 50.4 31.3
29 Tajikisran
30 Beiiin
31 Ceritral ACricaii Republic
32 Albania

19921,b 33.9 3.4 )733 Ghana 4'10 16.1 .8 4.2
311 Pakistan I �)q I "h 31.2 3.4 8.4 12.9 16.9 22.2 39.7 25.1
35 Mauritania 1988-b 42.4 (1.7 3.6 10.6 16.2 23.0 46.5 30.4
36 Azerbaijan
37 ZjMh-ab%Ve 1, 9(,b 56.8 1.8 4.( 6.3 1 (.0 1 7 62.3
38 Guinea 1991.,b 46.8 0.9 3.0 8.3 t 4.6 23.9 50.2 3 1. 7
39 China I 9921.d 3 7. 6 2.6 6.2 10.5 1 5.8 23.6 43.9 26.8
qO HondLiras 1992,.d 51.7 1.5 3.8 7 5-.

-'.4 11.0 19.4 1 q 41.9
41 Senegal 1991,.b 54.1 1.4 3.5 �.O 11.6 I 9.3 58.6 q 2.8
4 2 C6re d'],oire 1988.,.b 36.9 2.8 6.8 11.2 15.8 22.2 44.1 28.5
43 Congo
44 Kyrg,,". Repubiic
q5 SriLanka 1,)90..,b 30.1 3.8 8.9 13.1 16.9 21.7 39.3 2 5.2
46 Armenia
47 Canieroon
LiS Egypt, Arab Rep. 1991,b 32.0 3.9 "'.7 12.5 16.3 -11.4 41.1 26.7'
49 Lesorho 1986187,b '6.0 0.9 '.8 6.5 11.2 19.4 60.1 43.4
50 Geo rgia
5 1 Afyanmar

Middle-incorne economies
Lower-rniddle-income

5 2 Boli,ia I 99(1,,d 42.0 2.3 5.6 9.7 14.5 0 48.1 3 1.71'
53 Macedonia. FYR
54 Moldo,a 1 9�)2,3 1 1 '7 6 11.9 I 6.7

- .1) 23.1 41.5 25.8
55 Indonesia 1993� 6 3I.-1 3.9 8. 12.3 16.3 22.1 40.7 25.6
56 Philippines 1988� b 40.7 1.8 6.5 10.1 I 4.4 21.2 47.8 32.1
57 Uzbekistan
58 Morocco I 990/9 I.,b 39.2 '.8 6.6 10.9 15.0 11.7 30.5
:;9 Kazaksian 1993-.d 32.7 3.1 7.5 12.3 16.9 22.9 40.4 2 .9
60 Guaremala 1989, d S 9.6 0.6 2.1 5.8 10.5 18.6 63.0 46.6
6 I Papua New Guine-a
62 Bulgaria 199 30.8 3.3 8. 3 13.0 17.0 222.3 39.3 24.7
63 Rornania 19921-d 2-5.5 3.8 9. 2 1q.4 18.4 23.2 34.8 20.1
6 4 Ecuador 1994,b 46.6 2.3 9.4 8.9 13.2 19.9 52.6 37
65 Dominican Republic 1989'd 90.5 1.6 q1.2 -. 9 12.5 19.7 5 5 7 39.6
66 Lichuania 199311 33.6 3.4 8.1 1 2.3 16.2 21.3 42. 1 28.0
67 Fi Sal,ador
68 Jordan I 99 I h 43.4 2. 4 5.9 9.8 13.9 220.3 50.1 34 7
69 Jamaica 1991-b 41.1 2.4 9.8 10.1- 11.9 21.6 47.5 31.9
'O ParagLiay

I Algeria 1988�b 38.7 -1. 8 6.9 11.0 15.1 20.9 46.1 31.5
Colonibia I 99 I .d 51.3 1.3 3.6 7..6 I-2.6 220.4 55.8 39.5

Note: For data comparability and coverage, see the technical notes.
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Percentage share of income or consumption

Survey GCni Lowest Lowest Second Thir Fourth Highest Highst
year index 10% 20% quintile quintile quintile 20% 10%

73 Tunisia I9q90' 1 40.2 2 3 5.9 10.4 153 22146.3 3.
74 Ukraine 25.7 *4 25 9 9 14.I 18.1 22.9 35.4 2.
75 Nam ibia............

76 Peru 1 994a.h 44.9 1.9 499.2 14.1 21.4 50.4 3.3

77 Belaruis 1993- 21 'I6 4i.9 II I 1 5.33 18.5 22.2 32.9 19.4
78 Sloxalk Repuiblic I99'L i 19)5 5.1 11.9 15.8 18.8 22. 31.4 1.

79 Larvia 1993,, 2 0 4.3 9).6 13.6 17.5 2 2.6 36.7 22.1
80 Costa Rica 198911 46O1 1.2 4i.0 9. 14.3 21.9 50.7 34.1
8 1 Poland I199T- '271 4.0 "1.3 13.8 17.7 22.6 36.6 22.1

82 Trhailaind l992.', 56.2 2.5 5.6 8.7 13.1 20.0 52 7 37.1
83 Tuirkey .... 

84 Croauia... ........

85 Panamia 1989 'S6.6 052.0 6.3 11.6 20.3 59.8 4 2.2
86 Russiani Federation 1996 123.7 8.5 13.5 20.4 5318 38.7
87 VenezLuela I90 53.8 1. . . 1719.3 58.4 42.7
88 Boiswana....... ...

89 Estonia 19931 di 39.5 2. 4 6.6 10.7 15.1 214 4i6.3 31.3
90 Iran, IsLamic Rep. 
9 1 Turkmenistan I 1993;.d 39.8 2.71 6.7 11.4 16.3 2-2.8 42.8 26.9

Upper-miiddle-inom
92 Bendi 1989-1 63.4 0.7 2.1 4.9 8.9) 16.8 67.5 51.3
9)3 Southi Africa 1993 ~ 1 58.'s 1.4 3.3 9.8 981763.3 473
94 Mlaurisius .

95 Czech Republic 1 99311 2 6.6 4.6 10.4' 13.9 16.9 21.3 37.3 23.59
96 Malaysia 1989' a 48.4 1 .9 4.6 8.3 13.0 20.4 53.7 37.9
97 Chile 19941. 5 6.5 1.4 3.9 6.6 10.9) 18 I 611 4.

98 Teinidad and Tobago...........
99) Hungary 19)93.,' 27 0 4.0 9.5 14.01 1-7.6 22.3 36.6 22.6

100 Gabon..........

101 Mexico 1992.'. 90.3 1.6 .4 I 7'.8 12. 20255.3 39.2

102 Uruguay ....... .. 

103 O nian.............

104 Slovenia 1993~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~2 2~~8.2 41 9.5 13.95712. 792.
109 Sauidi Arabia
106 Greece
107 Argentina

108 Korea, Rep.

Low- and middle-incomne
Sub-Sahnaran Africa
East Asia and Pacific

South Asia
Europe and Central Asia

Middle East and N. Africa
Latin America and Caribbean

High-inconme econorries
109 Portugal
110 New Zealand 1981/82'' t 9.1 10.8 1 6.21 23.2 44.7 28.7
Ill Spain 1988',' 8.3 13718.1 23.4 36.6 21.8
112 Ireland

113 1 Israel 19790. 6.0 12.1 117.8 24.5 39.6 23.5
114 Ausiralia l')89"... 'f 11.1 17-.5 484222.

115 Cnited Kingdom 1 9s88''... 4.6 10.0 16.8 24.3 44.3 27.8
116 Finlanid 1981 'r . . l. 12.I 18.4 25.5 37.6 2-1.7

117 h alo 1986,' .. 6.8 12.0 16.7 23.5 41.0 25.3
IlS I K usw ait - - - - - - - - - - - -__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-_ _-_ _-_ _-_ _-_ _-_ _ -_ _ -_ _ -

119 Canada l95 7 1 1.8 17.7 24.6 40.2- 24.1
120 t Hong Kong 1980'.' 9.4 10.8 15.2- 21.6 47.0 31.3
121 Neiherlands S98. .2- 13.1 18. 1 23.7 36.9 2.
122 t Singapore 19821/83e' . 5.1 9.9 14.6 21.4 48.9 33.5
123 Belgiumn 1978/7912 7. 13 7 18 6 23.8 36.0 21.9
12-4 France 1 9891. . 56 11.8 17223.5 41.9) 26.1
125 Sweden 1981'1.. 8.0 13.2 17.4 24.5 36.9 2-0.8
126 Austria

127 Germany 19881.) 7.0 11.8 17.1 23.5 40.3 24.4
128 United Satais 19850. 4.; 11.0 17.4 25.0 41.9 25.0
129 Norwav I99') . . 6.2 12.8 1 8.9 25.3 36.71 21.2
130 Denmark 1 981. I 5.4 12.0 18.4 2zs.6 38.6 22.3
131 Japan 19)79e.) 8.7 13.2 l7. 23.1 37.5 22.4

132 Sswitzerland I 8el. S211.7 16.4 221.1 44.6 29.8

133 3 Unirecd Arab Enmirares.... ......

World

a Refers its expendirure shares by fractiies ol persons. 6. Ranked by expeniditure pee capita. c. Refers io inicome shares bhr fracriles of persons. d. Ranked byl Income per
capitia. e. Refers to income ~hares ho fractiles of households. F. Ranked by hiousehold income,
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Table 6. Health
Matemal

lFifarrt mortaliLy Prevalence of CoFFtraceirtive niortality ratio
PerceffLage of total population with access to rate (per 1,000 malnutrition prevalence lper 100,000
Health care Safe water Sanitation live births) Total fertility rate- N under 51 Fate N live births)

1980 1993 1980 1"3 1980 1993 1980 1994 1989-95 1989-95 1980 1994 1989-M
Low-inconie econoFnies 87 w 58 w 4.4 w 3.3 w
Excluding China and India 118 w 86 w 6.2 w 5.1 w
I Rwanda 60 64 51 I 28 28 11 8.3
2 Niozanibique 2' 2 1 157 146 6.5 6.6 1 2,�
3 EtIflopia 55 /8 10 155 120 47 4 6.15 7.5 I.i2g�
4 Tanzania 72 Y3 49 66 N6 I(4 84 28 20 6.7 s. 8 748i,Burundi �11 2 5 37 (.8 6.7-- 59 4�< 121 IN 1.31

21) 4.,' . . I(i) 163 23 6.5 6. 8((
7 Malawi 4( io 70 161) 134 27 13 7.6 6.7 61(h
9 Cliad 2(, 2( 27 147 119 5.9 5.9 I.i94�
9 Llgaiida 67 116 1 2 1- 1- 3 7.1- 7.1 550

W Madagascar 21 3 1 3,g Q( 3 2 1 7 6.5 6.(I 66(i
1 1 Nepal I 0 45 6 142 Q5 70 1- 3 6 5. 3
1 2 Vietnaiii .7-5 6� s 7 4 -1 45 49 5.0 3.1 1 Os
13 Bangladesh 8( 74 41 7(y 3 35 132 8 1 84 40 6.1 3. 6 887�
1 4 Haiti 4 1 1 9 24 III M 2_ 7 1 8 5.2 4 N Wob
1 5 Niger �0 4 0 5 9 7 3 7 15(i 12( 4 7.4 7.4 �931,
1 6 Guinea-Bissau 30 25 1 5 1 9 168 13X 6.0 6.0
1 7 Kenya I( 49 7 2 5 9 1 2 3 3 7.8 4.9 646-1
1 8 Niali I s 4 9 . . 184 1 '5 6.6 7.1 1.249�
19 Nigeria 40 67 16 40 63 (C 8 1 41 6 6.9 5.6 1,027
20 Yeinen, Rep. I 5 1 141 102 3i) 10 7.'4 7.4 1,47 1,
2 1 Burkinii Faso (?7 _F94 _12 8 -g -6 _5 6-9- _01 9 -I
2 2 Mongolia 9( 8 2 s I 5.3 3.4 24023 Iiidiii 50 7(

7 1 6 116 63 4.3 5.( 1.3 437
1 Lao PDR 5 4 1 27 92 40 6.7 6.6 600
25 Togo M -1 13 IM I'll 6.6 6.5 626a16 Gambia,'T'he 9( 41) is I ,73 15o 128 - 6.5 5,. 4 05(
27 Nicaragua 90 5 1 I 44 6. 2_ 4.(
28 Zaiiibia 4( 5 s 5 Y(I I(x 27 1 5 7.0 h.0 1- 29
'9 Ta ikista[i 62 sx 41 5.6 4.4 39
30 Beiiin 42 49 16 2_3 122 Q6 -3 6 - 6. 5 6.1 2.500
3 1 Ceiiiral mt�ricin Rep. H-, I (X) 1 5 5.8 5.7 64(�
32 Albaiiia I (r) 47 I, I 3.0 2. 7
33 Gliaiia . . 25 49 q( 26 27 1 (10 74 27 6.5 5.3 74'a
34 P -a k i slat I 6s S5 39 . . 1 3 29 124 'j, 4il I 1 7.0 5.4
3 5 Mauritania (4 120 98 4 6.3 5.2 80(
36 Azerbaijan 30 - 2.5 29
3 7 Zimbabwe i5 5 8 8 2 54 1 t. 48 6.8 4.0 80
39 Guinea 45 6t) 1 4 161 III 1 8 6.1 6.5 89(
39 China . . �j 42 30 t 7 83 2.5 t .9 1 t5'
40 Honduras 35 64 70 47 19 47 6.5 4.7 21- 1
41 Senegal 40 41 49 36 34 -FO'-,---64-- 20 7 6.7 5 _85 -10
4' C6te d'lvoire 1 7 S3 I . . H( Q( 1 1 7.4 6.5 812�
43 Congo 21) 9 124 1 I 2 (1.0 6.7 887�
44 Kyrgyz Republic 4 I 29 4.1 1.3 43
45 Sri Lanka 9( 3.7 60 67 61 34 16 38 3.5 2.4 30
46 Amienia 26 15 2.3 35
47 Canicroon 20 1-6 94 �7 14 16 6.5 5.7 5 11
48 Egypt, Arab Rep. W -5 So 7). ( . . I 20 s 2 1) 47 5.1 3 .

49 Lesotho I 40 12 S4 44 'I 21 i.6 4.7 599.,
50 G"ol �ia 25 I'll 2. 2 2.1- 55
5 1 Mlvwwwr 30 25 20 40 109 81) 31d 5.1 4.0 518�

Middle-income ecoriomies 63 w 40 w 3.8 w 2.8 w
Lower-niiddle-income 66 w 36 w 3.8 w 2.7 w

Bolivia 1 8 44 -1 1-8- 7 1 45 s.5 4.7 373b
')3 Macedonia, FYR 54 24 2.5 2. 2
54 Moidova 50 3 5 2 3 2. 4 1.1 34
5 5 Iiidonesia 4 2 55 9( 5 3 10 55 4.3 2. 7
56 Philippines 54 8 75 7 2 5 _' 40 30 40 4.8 3.8 log b
5 7 Uzbekistan 1 8 47 28 4.8 1.8
5 8 Morocco 6-A 99 56 9 50 9.4 3.5
59 Kazakstan . . I.; 2 7 59 , 9 '. 1 53
60 Guateiiiala 5o 60 30 7 1 7 s 44 3 1 6.5 5,.2 464�

_it I Papua iNew Guifiea it, -33 15 25 67 05 5.7 4.9 700
62 Bulgaria -To- 2.0 1. 4;
6 3 Roniania 50 49 I 24 5 7 2. 4 1.4
64 Ecuador 58 43 54 67 37 45 i7 5.0 3.3
65 Doniiiiicail Rep. W 02 15 60 76 I's ]0 56 4.2 , 9
06 Lithuania 20 i4 1.( i.5 19
67 El Salvador 41 35 72 81 42 2 2 53 5. 3 3.9
09 Jordan 90 N6 99 .70 70 41 11 17 3 5 6.8 4.8 132�
69 Jamaica 7 74 21 11 10 67 3.7 2.5
70 Paraguay 15 33 30 50 34 4 48 4.8 4.5 190
71 Algeria 98 15 9 51 0.7 3.7 140
72 Colonibia 88 61 56 45 1( 1( 72 3.8 2.6 1 07,,

Nole: Foi data comparabilitv iind coveFage, see the kev and technical iiotes. Figitre., in iialies are for yeai-s other thaii those speciried.
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Notemal
infant mortality Prevalence of ContraceptWo mortardy ratio

Perceritage of total population wtth access to rate (per 1,000 malnutrition prevalence lper 100,000
Health care Sale water Sanitation live bifthsi Tatal fertilky rate1% under 5) rate 1%) live births)

1980 1993 1980 1993 1980 1993 1980 1994 1989�95 1989-95 1980 1994 1989-95
7 A Tunisia 95 0 64 46 72 7 1 40 5.1- 3.( 139,
74 Ukraine 50 49 1 7 1 4 2.0 1.5
75 Namibia 36 90 57 C) 5.9 5.1
76 Peru 54 58 A6 4-S K 1 49 1 6 5( 4. c, 3.1
77 Beiarus �O . . 1 6 1 3 2.0 1.6 2_5
78 Slovak Republic 2.3 1.7
79 Latvia 20 16 2.0 1.4
80 Costa Rica 90 94 91 20 13 2 7.5 3.7 2,9
81 Poland I 0( 10( 5 2 1 I 2. 2_ LK
9" Thailand 30 59 (6 87 49 3( 1 3 3.5 2.0 15��
83 Turkev 92 lo 95 109 62 63 4.1 3.1 193,
84 Croalia 6-3 . . 69 1 9 1 1 /.9 I.:,
95 Panama 83 7 1 28 20 7 3.7 2.7
86 Russiati Federation 22 1 9 1.9 1.4 52
87 Venezuela 89 52 55 4 1 32 6 4.1 3.2 2(0
88 Botswana 5h 63 34 6.7 4.5 220�
99 Estonia 1 7 14 2.0 1.5 4 1
90 h citt, Isluma Rel, 50 .52 89 60 92 47 I6 6.1 4.7
9 1 Turkmenistan 60 54 46 4.9 3.9 55
Upper-middle-income 54 w 36 w 3.9 w 2.8 w
92 Brazil 75 9( 73 74 56 1 8 1.( 2.8 200
93 South Africa 67 50 4.9 3.9 404-
94 Niauritius f 00 9( gg 100 94 100 12 1 7 75 I--- 7 '.( 112
95 Czech Republic 16 9 69 2.0 1.4
96 Malavsia M SO _70 94 30 12 23 4.2 3.4 34t
97 Chile 85 IS15 83 93 31 12 1 2.9 2.5
98 Tiiiiidad an(i Tobago 98 9o 56 35 14 3.3 2.5
99 Hungary 1019 23 12 1.9 1.6
100 Gabon -io 58 76 110 99 4.5 5.5 439a
101 Nlexico 51 74 7.� 55 66 53 35 4.5 3.2
102 Urugua� 80 51 81 17 19 2.7 2.2 36
103 Onian 75 89 15 57 79 41 19 9.9 7. I 184
104 Stoveilia 9( 1 5 6 2.1 1.3
105 Saudi Arabia S 5 M S4 95 70 78 65 20 7.3 6.3 108�
106 Greece loo . . I 8 8 1.2 1.4
107 Argentiiia 64 89 35 2_3 3.3 2.0 140
108 Korea. Rep. oo 78 1 (C) /00 32 1 2 79 2.6 1.8 30
Low- and middle-income 87 w 58 w 4.2 w 3.1 w
Sub-Saharan Africa 115 w 92 w 6.6 w 5.9 w
East Asia and Paciric 51 w 35 w 3.1 w 2.2 w
South Asia 119 w 73 w 5.3 w 3.6 w
Europe and Central Asia 34 w 23 w 2.5 w 1.9 w
Middle East and N. Africa 95 w 49 w 6.1 w 4.5 w
Latin Amerir-a atLd Caribbean 60 w 41 w 4.1 w 2.9 w

High-income economies 12 w 7 w 1.9 w 1.7 w
109 Portugal /(O 41 24 8 2.1- 1.4
110 New Zealiind I (0 97 1-11 7 2.1 2.1
III Spairi i(O 95 97 1 1 7 2.2 1.2
H2 frelaxid 100 . . I I 6 60 3.1- 1.9
113 tI,rael 100 70 1 .5 S 3.2 2.4
114 AListralia 99 . . 99 . . I 1 6 1.9 1.9
115 United Kingdom 10( 96 11 6 1.9 1.8
116 Fiiiiaiid 1010 i(O 9 5 1.6 I.(
117 Italy 1(0 99 I 15) 7 1.6 1.3
118 ' Kuwait 14) loo 10( I 0e) 27 1 1 5.3 3.0 i 8
119 Canada 60 85 I 0 6 1.7 1.9
120 t Hong Kong I 1 5 2.0 ).2
121 Netherlands I 00 ioo I(D C) 6 1.6 1.6
122 t Singapore 100 /0( 80 i(O 1 2 5 14 1.7 1.8
123 Beigl'um 100 99 I , 9 1.7 1.6
124 France loo 85 10 6 1.9 1.6
1 25 Sweden loo -S.5 7 4 1.7 1.9
126 Austria i(O 85 14 6 1.6 1.5
1 27 Gennariv 12 6 1.6 1.2
119 United Stales 9N 85 13 8 1.8 2.0
129 Norwav 8 5 1.7 I'(
130 Denmark loo loo ioo 8 6 1.5 1.8
131 Japan /(O 85 8 4 3 1.8 1.5
132 Switzei-lwid loo 85 100 9 6 1.5 j.i
133 i L'nited Arab Etnitates 96 90 loo 75 95 55 16 - 5.4 4.1 20�
World 81 w 53 w 3.8 w 2.9 w

a. UN[CFF/\A,orld Health Orgaiiizatiori estiniate. b. Based oti indirect estiniation using survey data. c. Based on a stiidv covering ihirty provinces. d. Refers to chil-
dren three years of age and younger. e. Based on sample surveys. C. Based on cMI registratioii.
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Table 7. Education
Percentage

Percentage of age giroup enrolled in education Of cohort reahing

Primary Secondary grade 4 Adult illiteracy 1%)

Female Male Femnale Male Tertiary Female Male Female Male

1980 1993 1980 193 1980 1993 1980 1993 1980 1993 1980 1988 1980 1988 1995 1995

Low-income economnics 80w 98w lO3 w 11
2

w 26 w 42 w 
4

2 w 55w 3 w 
4

5w 24 w
Extcluding China andlnncia 64w 67 w 85 w 82 w 15 w 21 w 27 w 30 w 4 w 55w 37w
1 Rwanda 60 SI) 66 c;0 3 9 4 I1 0 '4 75 731 73 48 30

- Mozambique 84 SI1 114 69 3 6 8 9 0 0667 -77 4
3 Ethiopian 23 1 9 i44 2 6 1 1 II 12 0 48 .. 42 75 55

4 Tanzania 86 6') 99 71 2 5 4 6 .. 89 87 90 87 43 21 
S Burundi 21 6.3 32 76 2 5 1 / 83 76 83 78 78 5 1
6 Sierra Leone 43 . 61 8 ' 0 . I .. 82 59

7 Malawi 48 77 72 84 2 3 (i I / 55 68 62 73 58 28
8 Chad 80 ... . 166 74 65 38
9 Uganda 43 83 56 99 3 10 17 1 I 74 .. 83 50 26
10 NMadagascar 133 72 139 75 .14 3 41 64 . 63 
II Nepal 49 85 117 129 9 '3 33 46 6 3 . . .86 599
12 Vietnans 106 . II] 40) . . 2 2 67 . I . 9 4

13 Bangladesh 46 105 76 128 9 12 '-6 2-6 3 . 30 46 2 44 74 51
14 Haiti 70 . 82 . 13 . 14 .. I . 64 60 63 60 48 2
15 Niger 18 21 33 35 3 4 7 9 0 1 79 82 93 7
16 Guinea-Bissau 43 . 94 . 2 2 10 10 .4. . . 63 . 58 32
17 Kenya 110 91 120 92 16 23 2.3 28 1 . 85 . 84 . 30 14
18 Mali 19 24 34 38 5 6 12 12 1 . 77 73 77 61
19 Nigeria 104 82 135 103 14 2' 27 32 2I. 73 . 88 53 33
20 Yemnen. Rep.. . .. .. . ..

21 Burkina Paso 14 .10 23 47 2 6 4 11 0 79 8 9 8 1 70
22 Mongolia 107 I(17 . 97 . 89 .. .. ..

23 Inidia 67 91 98 113 20 38 39) 59) 5 52 97 62 35
24 LaonPDR 104 92 123 1231 16 19 '5 31 0 2 31 . 31 56 31
25 Togo 91 81 146 12-2 16 12 51 34 2 3 84 82 90 87 63 33
26 Gambia, The 35 61 67 84 7 13 16 25 .7. 47
27 Nicaragua 102 lOS 96 101 49 44 39 39 13 9 45 * 51 . 33 35
28 Zambia 83 9 97 109 II 22 .. 2 .'9 14
29 'rajikistan .. 88 .. 91 . 101 .. 98 24 24
30 Benin 41 44 87 88 9 7 24 1 . 7 77 7

31 Central Africati Repuiblic 51 "l I 92 92 7 . 21 . 2 . 81 . 85 48 32_
3 2 Albaniia III 97 116 94 63 70 . 8 10 96 9
33 Ghana 71 70 89 8 1 2 I 4 82 8 

34 Pakistani 27 4 51 80 8 20 . . 41 45 53 55 76 50
35 Maaritania 26 62 47 76 4 II 1 19 .. 4 86 83 96 8 2 74 o5
36 Azerbaijan .. 87 .. 91 8 89 5 6.

37 Zinmbabwe 57 114 65 123 7 40 8 41 1 6 64 80 67 81 20 10
38 Guinea 25 30 48 61 /0 6 214 17 5 57- 73 85 80 78 50
39 China 103 116 1211 120) 37 51 54 60) 1 4 . 81 . 97 27 10

40 Honduras 99 112 98 III 31 37- 29 29 8 9 40.3527 27
41 Senegal 37 50 96 67- 7 11 1I 21 3 3 90 90 93 94 77 57
42 Core d'Ivoire 63 ~ 8 95 80 12 /7 27 3-3 3 . 91 83 94 85 70 50
43 Congo . . .... .. .. . 91 87, 91 88 33 17
44 Kvrgy,z Republic .. . .. ... . 28 2/
45 SriLanka 100 105 105 106 57 78 52 71 3 6 98 97 13 7

46 Armenia 3 .. 8 .. 90 .. 80 30 49
47 Cameroon 89 . 107 .. 13 .. 24 2 . 81 .. 81 . 8 25
48 Egypt, Arab Rep. 61 89 84 lOS 39 69 61 81 16 /7 83 97 5 92 61 36
419 Lesotho 120 105 85; 90 21 31 14 21 2 2 77 84 61 74 38 19
50 Georgia 30.. .

51 Mlyanrnae 89 . 93 . ... . .. .22 II
Middle-income econsomies 101 w 102 w 107 w 105 w 48 w 63 w 53 w 65 w 20 w 23 w

Lowce-middle-bicomne 99 w 101 w 107 w 105 w 
4
9 w 62 w 55w 6

4
w 2

4
w 2

4
w

52 BoliVa 81 92 32 . 16 23 50 52 24 10
53 Macedonia, FYR 87 .. 88 . 55 .. 53 28 16 .. .
54 Moldova .. 78 . 72 .. 67 29 35
55 Indonesia 100 1/21 115 116 23 39 35 48 .. 10 65 8 2 88 97 22 10
56 Philippines 112 .. 113 .. 69 .. 61 . 24 26 .. 85 . 84 6 5

Ijebekosan .. 79 .. ~~~ ~~~~~~ ~~~~~~80 .. 9 . 96 30 33
58 Morocco 63 60 102 85 20 29 32 410 6 10 89 85 90 85 69 43
59 Kazakstan .. 86 .. 86 .. )1I 89 34 42
60 Guatemala 65 78 -77 89 17 23 20 24 8 56 66 SI 38
61 Papua New Guinea SI 67 66 80 8 10 15 15 2I 85 67 `7 68 37 19
62 Bulgaria 98 84 98 87 84 70 84 66 16 32 95 90 98 93
63 Romania 101 86 102- 87 69 82 73 83 12 12 . 94 . 93 .

64 Ecuador 116 122 119 124 53 56 53 54 3S5 76 . 78 . 12 8
65 Donminican Republic .. 99 .. 95 .. 43 30 . . ... 18 18
66 Lithuania .. 90 .. 95 79. 76 49 39.. .
67 El Salvador 75 80 75 79 23 30 '6 27 4 I 5 23 7

68 Jordan 102 9)5 105 94 7 Sq 9 52 27 / 95 97 95 99 21 7
69 Jamaica 104 108 103 109 71 70 63 62 7 6 . 10 98 11 19
70 Paraguay 101 110 1017 114 24 58 5 36 8 10 74 81 74 79 9 7

71 Algeria 81 96 108 11l 26 55 40 66 6 11 91 96 92 97 51 26
72 Colombia 126 120 123 118 41 68 40 97 9 /6 46 74 42 72 9 9)

Note: For data comparability and coverage, see the techinical notes. Figutes in italics ate for years other than those specified.
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Percentage
Perceritage of age gmap enroNed in education of cohort feacWng

Ptimary Secondary gyade 4 Aduk ilifteracy 1%)

Fefnale Male Female Male Tertiary Female Male Female Male
19a IWO 1"3 igm ign ism 1988 1995 1995

isso 1993 1993 T980 C993 TWO 1993

73 Tunisia 88 113 1is 123 -10 49 34 55 'i 11 90 93 94 93 4 5 "I
74 Ukraine 87 8-1 1

95 65 44 - 46
7 -, Nain,bia 138 1-34 61 9 -3 64 65
76 Perti 117 54 63 1 7 40 83 85 1 7 6
77 Belarus 95 96 96 8') 31) 44
78 Slo,ak Republic IW 101 90 87 17
79 Latvia 82 83 84 45 39
80 Costa Rica 104 105 106 106 5 1 41) 44 4, 2 1 �10 84 IS) 80 C), 5
81 lolaiid 99 �)7 1 0( 98 80 8, 75 81 18 26 97 98
82 Thailand 97 9- 101) 98 28 -3 30 i8 13 1 8 4
83 Turkey 90 98 102 107 24 48 4zi 74 5 16 93 99 28 8
84 Croatia 87 8- 17
85 Panama 105 I 08 65 59 2 1 23 88 86 87 84 1 0 9
86 Russian Federacion 102 107 102 lo7 97 9 1 95 84 46 45 -
87 Venezuela 104 97 104 95 25 4 1 1 8 29 2 1 29 83 84 0 8
88 Botswana I WO 120 83 113 'O 55 1 7 49 1 3 98 95 9 1 9 1 40 'O
89 Estonia 8 -i 84 96 87 43 38
9( 1,an, IsLmuc Rep. lot 101) 3 1- 58 52 74 . . I � . . 93 94 34 1 1
9 1 Tuk?nenistan 23
Upper-middle-income 103 w 106 w 47 w 48 w 13 w 20 w i4w I,2�
92 Brazil 1)7 1 7 1
q3 South Africa 84 . . 13 is is
94 Mauritius 91 106 94 107 49 60 91 58 1 4 9- 99 97 99 'I 13
9� Czech Republic 100 91) 88 8� 18 I6
1) 6 XIalj),ia 92 93 93 93 46 6 1 5 0 5 6 4 9 9 98 -12 I I
9 7 Chile 108 98 II( 99 5 6 7( 4 9 6 5 1 2 7 8 1 9 5 7 5
98 Triniclad and Tobago I (O 94 98 94 78 60 1 4 4 8 89 917 8 3 96 3 1
99 liungary g-, 94 96 9-i 67 8 2 7�) 1 4 1 7 96 98 96 ')8

100 Gabot) 1,36 132 3 -79 4-?
lot Me.ico 121 Ito 122 IM 6 s 8 5 1 5 1 1 4 1 4 (,3 7 4 8 5 95 1 3 8
101 Uruguay 10 168 99 99 99
103 0man 36 82 61) 87 6 57 I') 64 5 77 96 99 1)7
104 Slo'erlia 'y- q-7 90 88 28ioi �audi Arabia 4') __3 74 - 7

'8 43 36 il? 1-i 9( 93 90 93 50 29
106 Greece 103 103 77 8" 17 98 99 98 ')8
10 Argentind I 06 io- 106 1 0,9 1310 .75 5-1 70 22 41 76 4 4
108 Korea, Re2. III 102 109 100 74 91 82 93 15 48 96 100 96 100 b-
Low- and middle-income 89 w 99 w 104 w 110 w 32w 50w 45w 59w 8 w
Sub-Sdaran Afiica 69w 64w 91w 77w 10 w 23 w 20 w .. I w 54w 35 w
East Asia and Pacific 103 w 115 w 117 w 119 w 38 w 53 w 51 w 61 w 3 w 6 w 24w 9 w
South Asia 60 w 87 w 91 w 110 w 18 w 35 w 36 w 55 w 5 w 64 w 37 w
Europe and Ccntral Asia 97 w .. 97 w .. 90 w .. 91 w 31 w
NEddle East and N. Afiica 74 w 91 w 99w 104 w 32 w 51 w 52 w 11 w 50 w 28 w
Latin America and Caribbean 105 w .. 108 w .-. 41 w .. 40 w 14 w 15 w 14 w 12 w

High-inmme economies 102 w 104 w 103 w 104 w .. 98 w .. 97 w 37 w 53w
109 Portugal 123 118 124 122 40 311 11 ��i
II( New Zealand 131 lot III 102 84 104 82 1 03 2-7 58 97 ')7 b b
III Spiln 109 1 0 HO 104 89 )2O 85 I(.7 23 41 94 93 92 91
112 Ireland loo 10-i 100 "af 95 110 85 101 18 34 zoo 10( 97 99 b b
113 i Israel 97 96 95 95 76 91 66 84 29 35 98 97 97 98
114 Australia iio 107 112 WS 72 86 -1 ( 8� 25 42 97 100 94 99 b b
115 United Kingdoin 103 1 13 103 1)2 85 94 82 9/ 19 3- b b
116 Finland 96 i(O 97 100 105 130 94 110 3 2 63 99 98 99 98 b b
11- ftal, loo 99 loo 98 0 81 73 81 �7 37 b b
118 t Kuwait 100 65 101, 69 76 60 8zi 60 11 16 81 89 29 18
119 Caiiada 99 104 gq 106 89 10-3 8� 104 51 fai 97 98 94 95 b T__
120 t Hong Kong 106 107 65 63 10 21 99 100 12 4
11-1 Nerherian(is 101 99 96 120 91, 126 19 45 1 OL) 117 b b
122 t Singapore 106 109 59 56 8 100 91) 4
123 Belgium 103 100 toli 99 92 104 90 103 26 81 7S b b
124 France I 10 105 112 107 92 107 77 104 25 50 95 95 93 100 b
125 Swedeii 97 100 96 100 93 loo 83 99 31 -38 loo 99 b b
)26 Austria 98 1 03 ')q 103 8 7 104 98 109 11 43 97 100 92 98 b b
117 Cerryjar,V, 99 98 99 97 9-1 100 96 fol 26 36 98 99 96 9- b b
128 UniLed State, i(O 106 101 107 1) 98 5o 81 b b
11-9 Norwav 100 99 ico 99 96 114 92 118 26 54 100 99 b b
130 Derunark 9� 98 96 91- 104 115 105 112 28 q I 98 98 b b
131 Japan 101 102 10 1 102 94 9- ')2 95 31 30 100 100 100 100 b b
i32 Switzerland .. 102 .. 100 89 91 18 31 94 .. 92 b b
133 t (1nitedAab Emirates 88 108 90 112 49 94 55 84 3 11 93 94 20 21
'%brid 89 w 100 w 104 w 109 w 38w 57w 49 w 65w 13 w 18w

a. Dita for I 9SO include Eritred. b. According to LINESCO, illiteracy, is less than 5 percent. c. Data befbrc 199t) refe, ro the Federal Republic of'GernianY before
Unification.
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Table S. Commercial energy use

Energy use (oil equivalent) eneW imports C02 emissionO

Tobi Per capita Avg. annual GDP per kg. as % of energy Total Per capita
(thous. mebic tons) (kg) vowth rate M (S) consumptlon [mill. tnetiic tons) fmetric tons)

1980 1994 1980 1994 19k:90 1990-94 �19WI994 C980 1994 1980 1992 1980 1992
Low-income economics 652,586i JX2,928t 271 w 394 w 5.5 w 3.7 w 1.0 w 2,195.1 t 4,012.9 t 0.91 w 1.30 w
Emduding China and India 230,666 t 174 w 1.9 w 355.8 t 575.5 t 0.40 w 0.45 w
I R�and. 1-09 27 2.8 78 0.3 0.11 0.05 0.06
1 M.zambiqu� 1,113 614 93 40 -S.8 �.S I.S �A -15 -'4 3.2 1.0 0.26 0.(7

3 Ethiopia 624 1, 1 5(� 7 2 1 6.4 0.9 1 9 1 86 1.8 2.9 C.05 OM5Tariz.m. 1,013 97c, 55 3z, -(17 '.I3.5 81 1.9 - 0.10 0.08
S Burundi 143 23 -. 0 97 0.1 0.2 0.03 0.03

Sierra Leone 323 7�j -1.6 0.4 0.18 0.10
Nila,i 37( 31) 3.5 59 (.12

8 Chad i(O I 6 1). I i(O 0.1 US O.OLI
9 Uga,,da 41-5 -13 9.4 59 0.6 1.0 0.05 0.05

1 0 Madaga 479
Scar 37 4.0 83 1.6 0.9 1.18 0.08

11 Nepal 1714 12 1 0.07
486 -3 7.2 )6.4 H.2 8.3 9] 84i 0.5 1 3 0.04

11 Vietnarn 4,024 7�549 -7 5 105 4.0 8.3 2.1 32 -55 17.0 21.5 032 MI
13 Bangladesh -,So,) 7,7(0 31 65 9.0 5.8 46 34 60 31 -7.6 17.2 0.09 0.15
izi HaiLi i26 47 0.8 0.8 0.14 0.12

Nige, 327 17 0.6 1.1 1.10
83 OA316 Guin�a-Bissa,, 39 3� 0.176.2 100 D. 1 0.2 0.21

1 7 Ke.va 1,1191 2.792 120 07 4.1 3.3 3.6 2.5 95 g, 6.2 5.3 (.37 0.22
1 8 Mali 1-0 5 22 9.1 80 0.4 0.4 0.06 0.05
19 Nigeria 9,879 17,503 139 1 6 2.9 4.6 9.4 2.0 -968 -484 68.1 96 5 0.96 0.95
20 Yemen, Rep. 1,364 3,165 160 214 7.8 1.9 100 -406 3.3 10.1 0.31) 0.73'I Burkina Fas. 160 100 0.4 0.6 0.06

16 I t.6 0.06
22 Nl.ng.lia 1,079 0.3 is 6.7 9.3 4.03 4.08

'907 0.87
23 India 93 221-162 137 243 6.9 1.8 1.3 - 350.1 769.4 0.51
24 La. PDR I 8 2 38 8.4 -19 0.2 (3 0.06 0.06
25 Tog. 183 46 100 0.6 0.7 (.1-3 (.19
26 Gambia, The 60 56 6.0 100 (.1 0.25 0.20
17 Nicaragua I MO I 241 1.8 84 2. ti 2.5 (72 0.64
18 zambia 1,685 1-192 294 140 -3.0 2.3 2.3 2-7 3 2 3.5 i 0.62 0.29
2 9 Tajikiscan 3,695 642 0.6 5 5 4.0 0.71
30 Bemn 149 43 3 8 -IA -2.3 9 1 15.7 93 -239 0.5 0.6 0.114 0.12
31 C,nt,al Afrian Repninlic . . 93 . . 29 . . . . . . 9.4 . 76 0.1 (.' 0.05 0.07
3 2 Idb.nia 3.058 1,350 1,10 42, - I.( -12.0 0.5 1 3 0 28 -. 4 4.0 1 -7 1.14
33 Ghana 1,30 1,911 121 9 1 1.6 0.5 3.4 3.6 5 7 64 -1. I 3.8 0.23 0.2
34 Pakist�n 1 ),698 32,2,j- H2 255 SM 6.4 2.0 ).6 38 38 3 1.7 1.9 0.38 0.60
.15 Ma.nrama 221) 10 4.5 l(O 0.6 2.9 0.39 1.36
36 Azerbaiian 15,001 10,54 5 2,433 1,414 5.2 -1 8.9 (.3 1 -41 63.9 8.71

2,71)7 0.7 9.7
37 Zin,babwe 4,654 399 4 3 2 5.5 1.9 1. 28 26 1 8. 7 1.31) 1.82
38 Guinea 118 65 8.1 V 0.9 1.0 0.21 0.17
39 Chin� 413,130 -770,000 4 2I 647 5-6 4.0 0.5 O.- -4 -1 1,489.2 2,668.0 1.52 2.29
40 Honduras 969 169 3 71 2.1 3.1 0.56 (.56
41 SeneKal 875 - T140 158 M2 0.8 -1.9 3 14.6 100- 1-00 2-8 - - - I TO 5( 0.36
4' C6te d'lvoire 1,435 1350 175 1-( 1.6 I7.9 7.1 2.9 8 8' 4.7 6.3 0.57 (.49
43 Congo 262 379 157 1 Z, 0.6 7 3 6.5 4.2 -1,193 -1-492 0.4 4.0 0 23 1.64
44 Kvrgy� R�pabli, 1,938 3,19-7 5i4 15 0.9 1 q

- 1.9 -113 76 15.4 3.41-
45 Sn Lank� 1,411 1 �979 7.5

96 III (.5 1) i.9 9 1 83 3.4 5.0 0.23 0. 2c)
46 Armenia 1,500 667 87

1.0 4.247 Cameroon ],(-,7 89 8-3 3. i -1.2 9.7 C, 9 I I
-269 -529 1.9 - - 0.45 0. IS

48 Egypt, Arab Rep. 15,P6 31,518 31 6fiS - 3 0 1.5 1 --2 -IN -6 4�.-' 84.0 1.11 1.5zi
49 Lesotho
5( Gogia 4,4714 3,098 882 0.7

-1.7 - 12.2 81 13.8 2.54
51 Wyan-r 4.8 4.4 0.14 O.W

Nddle-inmine econontim 2,501,145 t 1,593 w 1.7 w 4,009.3 t 5,370.8 t 3.23 w 3.52 w
Lower-middlewincome 1,689,117 t 1,540 w 1.1 w
52 Bolma -0.6 4.4 LA I S -107 -90 4.5 6.6 0.84 0.96
5 3 Macedonia, FYR 4.1 1.99
54 Moldo,a 4,185 96-1 0.9 99 14.2 0.00 3. 26
55 Indonesia 25,01-8 74� 169 .393 7.4 3 3.1 2.3 -2-5 -101 94.6 184.6 0.64 1.00
56 Phiiippine, 13A06 A28 277 364 -2. 6 83 71) 71) 9.7 0.7-7

4 2. I 6 36.5 0.76
57 Wbkistan 42-209 U86 O.S 3 . . I , �.�4i

4,917 8-
58 Mormco 8,107 254 307 3.6 4.3 3.8 3.8 99 16.0 2.7.3 0.82 1.08
�'q Ka-kstan 76,799 6-1, i('8 5A 5 3 3,7 17

10 3.6 -10.8 0.3 -16 1-98.0 .55
60 Goaternala I �91- 1 1-09 186 0. 9., 5.5 6.7' 8�1 70 4.5 5.7 0.6S 0.58
61 Papua Ne� Guinea 990 236 5 5 -1 W 1.8 2.3 0.60 0.5618,476 1,786 0.7 0.4 74
62 B,,Ig.,ia 23,500 3,21 3 - I 0.3 -2.6 63 4.9 5-4.4 8.45 6-37

1,876 150 0 3 -8.8 0.8 1 9 _17
63 Romania 63,846 39, 82 191.4 122.1 8.62 506
64 Ecuador 4-109 5-29 j]7 2.6 0. 0 I 8 2.9 1 56 -223 13.4 18.9 1.69 1.76
65 Dmrimica. R�pablic 1-591 340 4.0 S9 6.4 10.1- 1.12 1.40
66 Lithuania 11,353 MM 3,326 2,19q 3.0 -19.6 0.6 -2 80 . . 22.1 . . i.88
67 Ei Sal-do, 1-2 i6 . . 1-19 . . . . 6.6 . . S8 2.1 3.6 (.47 0.66
68 Jordan 1,710 4,024 784 99� 5.8 5.0 1.5 10( 97 4.7 1 1.3 2. 1 3.03
69 Jamaica 2,169 2'-76 1,017 IJ 1-1 -0.3 I 3 ).2 1. 99 loo 8.14 8.0 3.96 3 '9Paraguay 5 51 US 1 2-61 6.8 9.6 8 3 6 3 88 -W 1.9 2.6 O.,j7I -, S 58
71 Algeria i 2,078 28,2ziq 647 1,(30 6.2 4.7 3.5 1.5 452- _273 66.2 1 3-�5 3.O,

I C.I.mbia 1 3'971 ",'-I 501 61 3 3 7 1.� 2 4 3 7 -103 39.3 6 1.5 1A 1 1.76
Note: For data compa,abilirv and coverage, see the technicai notes.
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Net
Energy use (oil equivalefft) energy imports C02 emissionO

Total Per capita Avg. annual CDP per kg. as % of energy Total Per capita
(thous. metric tDns) (kg) growth rate (%) W consumption (mill. metric tons) (metric tons)

1980 1994 1980 1994 1980-90 1990-94 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1992 1980 1992
7 Tu,,is,, 3,083 i.2ol zi8i ig( I. 0 1.8 I ( -')')
,3 3.4 -- 09 13.6 1.48 1.60

17(,910Ukraine 1(8,29( 2,1 6q i.291 6.9 -9.8 (.9 -1 1i 611 3
75 Na ib,a
76 Per,i 8,131) S. 1 S9 �171 3il -O.' 31 2 S 01 -�6 I 23 5 223 1.36 1.00
7 -, Belarus 2.6112 81) 102.( 9.W)
78 SI-al, R,publi, I71 6.97
71) LaL, ia 4,461) 88 14.8 i.62
8( Costa R,,a 1,84 3 115 8 41 2.s I.8 I.(8 1 2(
81 P.laud 124,500 98,80( 3,491) 2,563 -(. 4 0.2 0.5 (I. 5 491) 6 3zi I .9 12 92 8.91
82 Thailand 12,093 4i�(,5S 251) 7-0 1). 9 ](.0 27 1, 96 59 4(.( 1 1 0.86 1.98
83 Turkey 3 1 314 S8,10o 71s 9s5 5.8 2.7 1.8 2. i 4s 56 6.0 mi.5 I -,I 2.41)
84 Cr.atla S'Osl '(s-, 28 28 16.2 .. 3.39
85 Panama 1,376 1.47,) -oi 966 -I.- (,.6 1.6 A.- )7 83 3.6 4.2 1.86 1.68
86 Ru,,ia,, F,deratm. 750,2,�O 599,117 S, 4,(�is 4.2 -8.9 0. 1, -52 2,103.1 14.14
87 %,en-eia 35,011 49,39S 3 S 4 233I 1.5 4.6 2.0 1.2 -28( -249 89.6 116.4 6.03 r,.75
8 8 B.i-ana 541) 380 7.i 5 9 1.0 2 , LIO 1.60
89 F,ionia 5,32 9 3�5S-' (.9 4' 0.4 20.9 0.28 13.9 I
9( ha., 1cl-ni. Rep. 38,347 9-,891 98( l,%s S 8.9 0.7 -118 -12-1 116.1 235.5 1.1)7 3.97
91 T-k--t- 7,948 I4,(9O 2,-,'8 3,198 29.0 -29.9 -I(I -116 42.3 10.48
LJpper-middle-incorne 475,209 t 810,681t 1,291- 1,715 4.9 3.5 2.8 1,358.3 t 1,907.7 t 3.71 w 4.17 w
g, B,a,,[ 7 1, I Zi I I I ('(00 i9s 691 1.3 1.2 i-3 S-0 6i i8 183.6 1 7.1 1.51 1.41
93 Africa 60,ii 1 QI,3z!') 2.2s3 3.6 13 1 I I �1 -33 213.zi 21)(.1 7..j 1
94 mau"li., -01 1) 92 1). 6 1.4 0.61 1.26
9i ('7,ch Republic 4(, I2ZI 2,87 I 1,902 7 I.- -4.5 1.1 1) -29 11 1 35.6 11.15
96 Maldv- 9,S22 33,662 ('92 I,-]] 9A 11.2 2.6 2.1 -58 -66 28.0 70.5 2.03 3.76
1)7 Chile 7,7,43 1.3,20(i 69" OzO 3 1) I I 3

.6 St 66 2�.O 34.- 2.42 2.S5
98 Trinidad and Tbag. 3,863 5,891 3,S7o 4,',4,1 3 -0.4 1.6 0.8 -240 1 (,7 20.6 15.x4l 16.28
91) H ga,y 28,3 -12 1 1) I lj,l�, 2,459 (.8 - ;.4 0. 8 1.6 41) 44 82.0 7 66 i so

10( (-,,b.,, �5�) 6`6 942 i2i) -3 6 s.(, i. 5. 1; -1,106 -2,R,8 4.8 5.6 9 93 4.50
101 Ni"ic. 97,434 139,600 1,4S3 I � i 7 7 -1.3 2.0 2 2 9 _is 260.1 3 Q.9 3.88 3.91-
102 Uruguay 2,208 1,971 758 62 3 -(.9 2.7 - 9 89 68 9 8 Z;.O 1.98 1.61
103 O.,,,, 1,146 �1,( 1.22 I 2. JzI7 11.1 2.1 -1,0214 -8(1 9.1) 1 0.( 5.33 5.21
104 Sloen,, 2,995 . 1,906 A I 1,1 S.s 2.-,6
1(5 Saudi Arabia 39,496 85,326 3,78- 4,1�!4 ".8 1 4.4 1.4 -1�361 -�3s 111.8 220.6 1i.95 13-11
106 (, reec, 1 s.973 23,300 1,656 2,235 3.6 1.2 9 3 I - 63 S 1.4 73.9 s.33
[(7 A,ge,,t,.,r 39.669 1,411 1, I9,) 1.1 i.5 1.9 5. 1) 8 -21 1(7 117.0
108 K.ra, Rep. 41,426 133,3-7zi 1,087 3,0(0 8.7, 10.2 1 2.8 8s 1 25.7 289.8 3.30 6.64
Low- and middle-incorne 3,716,470t 782 � 1.5 w 6,378.8 t 9,849.7 t 1.75 w 2.14 w
Sub-Saharati Africa 104,833 t 155,832 t 276 � 272 w 3.2 w 1.0 w 1.9 � 356.8 t 478.6 t 0.94 w 0.88 w
East Asia and Pacific 566,538 t 1,162,092 t 405 w 670 w 5.9 w 5.4 w 1.3 w 1,979.2 t 3,682.4 t 1.42 w 2.18 w
South Asia 112.057 t 269,625 t 124 w 221 w 7.0 w 5.1 w 1.5 w 395.2 t 866.5 t 0.44 w 0.74 w
Eufope and Central Asia 1,329,092t 2,727 w 0.8 w
Middle F�t and N. Africa 143,540 t 333,267 t 821 w 1,250 w 6.4 w 6.2 w 1.5 w 500.5 t 860.2 t 2.86 w 3.40 w
Latin Amcrica md Caribbean, 322,214 t 453,021t 898 w 962 w 2.5 w 2.7 w 3.7 w 857.6 t 1,047.D t 2.39 w 2.31 w

Hig-income economies 3,743,415 t 4,392,058 t 4,822 w 5,168 w 1.5 w 1.4 w 4.7 W 9,835.0 t 10,087.4 t 12.67 w 12.03 w
109 1 8 4 8 86 9( 2.7-, 4.7.R

W,21)1 18,1W I.W14 1,828 4 - 2 6 2-,.l 47
110 N- Yeaia.d ),2(2 15,20(i 2,')s6 c392' zi.� 2.2 2.4 3.3 39 9 I -,.6 26.1 i.6 S 7..60
Ill SP.... 68,69-2 94,500 1,837 1,411 2.6 I.I I S. I 6,) 2((.( 223-2 i Is S 72
112 lr�land 8,48S 11,2(( 2J')�, 3, 1 I6 1 1 1.s 2.�i q.6 78 7( 25.1 30.9 7.3- 8.69
113 t Israel 8,616 15, 1 S 1 2,222 2,815 -4. i 6.7 2. 6 i. 1 98 96 11.1 4i.6 S45 8.13
114 Atiscralia 70,.Jgl) 92�310 4,-,92 5,1-13 1 1 1.5 2. I I 6 -12 -I I 2(1.8 267.1) 13.80 19.33
119 United Kingd,mi 2VQ00 3,5' 1 i,75i L( 0. 6 2 - 4 6 88 566.2 W.4z4 9.76
116 Finland 2Z1,1198 30.30( 11,2 W i,"A 2A 1.3 2.1 1 , (,2 S i. 1 41.2 1 1.5 I 8.1-
117 lt"IN, 139.190 1 sq,8(lo 2,466 2,7 10 1 4 1 3 I 6 6 86 81 37,2.1 407 7.17

HS t Ku,aic 9,500 12.33-, 6,909 7,615 4.1 11.7 3.( 2. O -719 2zi.7 loO 1 -,.91) 11.4 1

111) C-ad, 103.170 228,00o 7.8S4 7�711S 1.6 2 - L-i 2.4 - -4(, 430.2 409.9 1 14.36

120 t H.ug Kong S,628 13,822 1 � I I -1 2-180 - '.7 5 1 1) 5 100 100 16.4 19.1 3.26 11.01

ill N,cherland, 69,106 7(,I((l �4,60 1 4,5i8 1.0 I , 2. L, q - -1( I i 1. 8 139.( 10.80 9.16

122 t Si,,gal,.,, 6,0,49 19.21o L6�, 1 6,556 7.2 Ms 1 .9 3 6 W 10( 30.1 49.8 13.19 17.67,

t23 Belgumu 46.122 I,sOO �4,684 5,091 1.3 1.2 2.6 4.4 83 71 127 101.8 12. 1013

124 Franc� 190,660 222,400 3,S 11) 3,8 39 1 1.2 3. i 6.1 -5 q7 184.1 362.1 8.99 6.31
I,i S,,eden 40,992 49,2(( 4,933 11 7 J,j

2.1 0.2 I. 1 4.0 61 16 56.8 8.60 6.9

126 A.,t,i, 23,449 26,100 3,1(5 3,2_6 1.6 -0.4 U 7. i 6- ('5 92.2 56.6 6 9I 7.15

1-17 Ge,n,,,,, 3i9,17( 334�010 1,587 (.9 -1.s 61 49 1,068.3 87& 1 13.61 1(.89

128 United Si.t�, 1,801,000 -1,060,400 `,908 7,905 1.3 1.8 I.s I ILI 19 4,623.2 4,88 1. I 20.3( 19-11

129 No-,v 18,869 23, I (( 4,611 i,326 1 1.5 3.1 �4 -19i -6i(I 40.0 60.2 9. 14.(6

De,,,,,a,k 111,488 -10,800 3,8N 3,996 S 2 A j.q 7 )7 2- 63.2 93.9 12 3�i 10 42

131 lap'n 317,12( 4-8,Ooo 2,9-2 3.8 25 2.4 2. I 3.1 9.6 88 82 933.9 i,093.7, SAM 8

132 S�ii-la,,d 2(,8zIO 29,201) 1,2198 i,603 2.1 (.2 A. 1) W 3 6r, 59 40.9 43.7 6.48 6.36

133 t U-ted A,,,b 8,Sili 24,01-, 8�20 12,7,)5 8.8 4.4 3. S -996 -470 36.3 7(.6 34 7' 3�).74

World 6,711,356 c 8,035,058 t 1,516� 1,434w 2.7 0.3 w 3.3 w 15,659.9 t 18,821.8 t 3. 54 w 3.46 w

a From iiidustrial pmcesse�.
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Table 9. Land use and urbanization
Land use (% of total land ama) Urban population Population in urban agglomerations

Pennanent As % of total Avg. annual - Of 1 million or more in 1990, as % of
Cropland posture Other population growth rate 1%) Urban Tcrtal

1980 1993 1980 1993 1980 1993 1980 1994 1980--90 1990-94 1980 1994 1980 1994

Low-income economies 11 w 13 w 28 w 31 w 62 w 56w 22 w 28 w 4.2 w 3.8 w 32W 34 w 7 w lOw
Excluding China and India 6 w 8 w 27 w 30 w 68 w 61 w 23 w 29 w 4.4 w 4.4 w 29 w 31 w 7 w 9w
I Rwanda 54 Z17 29 18 17 14 5 6 4.9 4.4 0 0 0 0
2 Mozambique 4 6-1 56 33 40 13 33 9.1 48 41 6 13
3 ELbiopia 13 11 Z11 41 46 47 10 13 4.7 3.2 30 29 3
4 Tanzania I Zi 10 40 89 56 19 2_4 6.8 6. 44 30 24 5 6
5 Burundi 8 53 6 36 86 12 4 7 6.9 6.7 1) 0 0
6 Sierra Leone i 8 13 31 84 62 24 35 5.0 4.9 0 0 0
7 Malawi -15 18 35 20 40 62 13 6.1 57 0 0 0 0

8 Chad 3 3 37, 36 60 62 19 11 3.4 3.11 0 0 0
9 Upanda 41 34 13 9 46 57 q 12 4.9 5.6 0 0 0 0

10 Madagascar 7 5 79 41 14 53 18 26 5.71' 5.7 0 0 0 0

11 Nepal 17 1- 14 15 61) 68 6 13 8.0 7 0 0 012 Viernam 11 77 79 '7
20 1 1 19 21 2.4; 3.0 32

13 Bangladesh 9 7i 5 s 15 1 1 11 18 S.9 4.9 46 46 5 8
14 Haiti 5 33 3 18 g, 49 2 31 3.9 4.0 55 56 13 17
15 Niger 3 3 8 7 9( 9( 13 22 7.5 6.9 0 0 0 0
16 Guinea-BissaLi 10 1, 38 38 1 17

50 21- 3.5 4.3
1 Kenva 3 8 48 3- 49 5$ 16 2- 7.5 6.1 32 _28 5 8
18 Mall 1 2 21 25 76 7 is 26 5.1 0 0 0
19 Nigeria 33 36 44 144 23 1 1 27 38 5.8 5.3 2_3 27, 6 10
10 Yeinen, Rep. 3 3 28 30 70 67 10 33 7.( 8.4 0 0 0
'I BurLina Faso 13 li 48 11 9 - 10.0 Il.i
22 1 65 80 34 19 S' 60 3.9 -1.9 0 0
23 lildia 73 571, 5 4 22 39 -3 27 3.2 1.9 25 35 6 9
24 Lao PDR 6 3 5 3 89 93 13 21 6.2 6.4 0 0 0 0
25 Togo 1- 4i 48 4 36 52 23 30 5.3 4.8 0 0 0
26 Gambia, The I Is t) 9 99 is '5 6.0 6.5 0 0 0
27 Nicaragua 10 11 41 46 48 43 53 6' 3.9 4.2 4 1- 44 23 28
28 Zainbia 7 7 0 40 53 53 40 43 4.1 3.6 23 32 9 14
29 Tajikistan 6 25 70 34 32 2.3 2.0 0 0
30 Benin 16 17 /I 4 80 79 32 41 5.2 9 0 0 0 0-- --------
31 Central .1drican RepubliC 7 3 11 5 81 92 35 39 3.0 3.5 0 0 0
32 Albania 26 26 15 15 59 59 34 37 2.9 -0.4 0 0 0 0
33 Ghana 13 IC) 23 22 63 59 31 36 4.2 30 27 9 10
31 Pakistan 26 3( 6 6 67 64 18 34 4.7 39 52 II 18
35 Mauricania 0 0 qI0 38 60 62 29 5 2 7 0 0 0 0

36 Azerbaijan 23 26 51 53 56 1.9 1.6 48 414 26 25
37 Zimbabwe 7 7 li 13 78 8( 22 31 6.0 9.0 0 0 038 Guinea 19 - 65 12 226S _2 2 27 75 19 S.7 9.7 7-,
39 China 12 W 39 43 49 47 19 11)

- q.8 4.1 4i 35 8 10
40 Honduras 7 17 10 14 82 69 36 47 5.4 4.9 0 0 0 0
41 Senegal 23 1, 30 16 47 72 36 4 1- 4.0 4.0 49 55 18 _23
42 C6te d'l,oire 14 12 59 41 27 47 35 43 9.4 5.3 44 45 15 19
43 Congo 0 5 29 95 70 41 58 5.9 5.1 0 0 0 044 Kyr 7 47 46 39 1.9 0.8 0 0 0gyz Republic 18
45 SriLanka 10 19 1 7 87 6�1 22 2' 1.4 2.2 0 0 0 0

24 59 51 34 3446 Armenia 66 69 1.6 t.8 io
47 Cameroon 2 15 2 4 96 81 ii 44 S.4 5.3 t9 36 6 16
48 Egypt, Arab Rep. 2 3 9 98 92 44 4s 2.6 2.4 5 _2 51 2_3 23
49 Lesotho I I I 1, 66 86 24 t3 21 6.8 6.1 0 0 0

Georgia 14 29 52 5 O.-
8 1.6 '42 43 2 1- 25

�I Alyaninar 30 1 5 1 1 69 8,4 24 26 2.5 27 3' 8
Middle-income economies 8 w lOw 25 w 23 w 74 w 67 w 52 w 61 w 3.0 w 2.4 w 32w 33w 16 w 20 w

Lzwer-middle-iricome 8 w llw 17 w 18 w 83 w 71 w 47 w 56 w 3.0 w 2.3 w 28w 30w 12 w 16 w
S2 Bolivia 3 1 43 24 54 73 46 58 4.2 3.' 30 29 14 1 7
53 Macedonia, FYR 26 25 49 54 59 1.5 1.6 1) 0 0
54 P,,Ioldo,a 67 2.7

I I 22 40 I 1.9
r, 5 Indonesia 3 1 1 7 iq 7 50 76 22 14 5.3 3.8 33 38 7 1 3�6 Philippines 16 3 65 38 s .4 33 25 1 2 1 3- 1 4 7( I i 5.2 Zi
5.7 LTzbekisran 37 4 1 4 1 2.5 2.6 18 24 1 1 1 0
58 Morocco 1 5 1 1 41) 47 4zi 3 1 I I 8 3.5 3.0 26 37 1 1 1 8
59 Kazakstan 1 3 70 t 54 59 1.9 0.9 1 1 2 6 7

60 Guateiiiala 28 I-, 21 2_3 52 60 37 Zi 1 3.4 �.o 0 0 0
6 1 Papua New Guinea I I 0 1 99 99 13 1 6 3.6 3.7 0 0 0
62 Bulgiria I 1 39 5 17 84 4q 6 1 '71) 1.0 0.o I-0 23 1 2 1 6
63 Romaiiia 62 3 26 2 1 11 36 4 9 5 1.3 0.2 Is 1- 9 9

64 Ecuador 1) 11 15 8 7 81- 47 58 4.2 3.6 29 44 14 26

65 Dominican Republic 29 3( 43 70 50 64 1 3.1 49 1 25 33

66 LiEhuanis 46 7 47 61 -1 1 0.9 0 0 0 0

61- El Salvador -3 5 35 2') 9 36 35 42 45 1.9 2.7 0 0 0
68 Jordan 4 9 9 88 87 60 �I S. 1 7. 4 4 1 1

0 1) 0 -9 -8

69 Jamaica 4 20 3 24 94 56 471, S5 2.3 2.1 0 0 0

Paraguay 4 6 40 54 56 '40 42 4.8 4.4 0 0 0 0

71 Algeria 3 3 15 13 8' 8q 43 55 4.8 3.9 '5 24 11 13

Colombia 10 5 75 39 14 96 6q; -7 2 1 34 38 22 28

Noce: For data comparability and coverage, see the techiiical notes.
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Land use 1% of total land area) Urban population Population in urban agglomerations
Permnanent As V. of total Avg. annual of I millin or miore in 1990, as V. of

Cropland pasture Other population girowth rate 1% Urban Total

1980 1993 1980 1993 1980 1993 1980 1994 1980-90 1990--94 1980 1994 1980 1994
73 lunisia 13 32 10 23 7- 46 4i1 57 3. 2 -.8 34 39 V 22

74 Ukraine .. 59 . 13 .. 28 621 7l 1.2 09 22 22 4 I S1 

75 Namibia I 46 4i6 53 53 23 36 6.2- 6.2 0 0 0 0

76 PerLu 3 3 21 1 6 76 695 7 3.0 2.6 40 43 26 3 1
77 Belarus .. 30 . 3 .. 5 5 56, 70 2.2- 1.5 24 24 1 4 V 

78 Slovak Republic .. 34 . 7 .. 49 32 58 1.5 1.1 0 0 0 0

79 l,atvua .. 8 .. 13 .. 59 68 73 1.0 -0.8 0 0 0 0

80 Costa Rica 15 10 61 46 23 44 43 49 3.8 3.3 0 0 0 0

81 P'oland 49 48 13 13 38 38 "8 64 1.4 1.0 31 '8 18 18

82 Thailand 50 41 2 2 48 58 17 20 .8 2.4 59 56 10 11

83 Turkey 45 36 15 16 39 48 44 67 5.8 4.6 39 34 1-7 23
84 Croatia .. 25 .. 22 52 50 6q4 2.2 1.5 0 0 0 0
85 ['anaina 7 9 is 20 75 71 50 54 2.8 2.7 0 0 0 0

86 Russian Federation i 8 . .. 8 70 73 1.2 --0.2 23 25 l6 19

87 Venezuela 7 4 31 20 62 75 83 92 35 . 20 29 16 27

88 Botsw,aia 0 1 6 45 94 54 IS 30 8.9 7..6 0 0 0 0
89) Estonia i 27 7 66 70 73 1.0 -0.9 0 0 0 0
90 Iian, IsL7mic Rep. 6 11 21 27 73 62 50 58 5.0 3. 26 35 13 2

91 Turkmnenistan .. 3 . 74 .. 23 47 45 2.0 5.1 0 0 0 0
Upper-raiddle-income 9 w 7 w 37w 3

2
w 55w 61W 64 w 74 w 3.0 w 2.6 w 

4
0Ow 

4
0 w 2

6
w 30 w

92- Brazil IS 6 52 22 33 -72 66 7-7 3.3 2.7 42 42 27 32

93 South Africa 10 II 59 67 31 23 48 50 2' 2.5 23 37 II 19

94 Mlauritius 2 92 0 3 98 44 42 41 0.4 1.4 0 0 0 0

95 Czech Republic .. 43 it 1 46 64i 69 0.3 0.1 18 18 12 12

96 Malavsia 17 15 0 0 83 85 42 53 4.4 4.0 16 12 '7 6

97 Chile 2 6 6 18 91 76 81 86 2.1 1.8 41 41 33 35

98 Trittidad anid Tobago) 41 24 4 2 36i 74 63 66 1.6 1.7 0 0 0 0

99 HIAogary 46 55 11 13 43 33 3,7 64 0.5 0.6 34 31 19 20
100 Gabon 8 2 82 18 10 80 36 49 6.0 .I 0 0 0 0

101 Mlenico 17 13 52 39 31 48 66 75 2.9 2.8 41 38 27 28
102 Uruguay 3 7 27 7 70 15 89 9 1.0 0.9 49 46 42 42

103 Otnan 0 0 3 5 97 95 8 13 8.' 8.6 0 0 0 0

104 Slovenia .. 15 . 28 97. 48 63 2.6 1.3 0 0 0 0

105s Saudi Arabia 1 2 40 56 39 42 67 80 6.9 4.1 28 2-7 19 21

106 Greece 38 27 51 41 I I 32 S8 65 1.3 1.5 54 54 3 1 35
107 Argentina 10 10 52 52 3i8 38 83 88 1.9 1.6 42 44 35 39
108 Korea, Rep. 38 21 I 1 62 78 57 80 3.8 2.9 65 64 37 51
LDw- and middle-income low 11 w 27 w 26 w 68 w 63 w 32 w 39 w 3.6 w 3.1 w 32w 34 w lOw 13 w

Sub-Saharan Africa 4 w 7 w 24 w 33 w 72 w 60 w 24 w 31 w 4.9 w 4.8 w 21lw 24 w 5 w 8 w
EastrAsia and Pacific 13 w 12 w 35w 34 w 52w 54 w 22 w 32 w 4 .6 w 3.9 w 40 w 36w 9 w 11 w
South Asia SO w 453w 12 w lOw 39 w 45 w 22 w 26 w 3.5 w 3.3 w 27 w 36 w 6 w lOw
Europe and Cenrn]Asia 39 w 13 w 16 w 16w 92 w 71 w 58 w 65 w 2.0 w 1.0 w 24 w 24 w 14 w 16w
Middle East and N.Afirica 4 w 6 w 19 w 24 w 78 w 70 w 48Sw 56w 4.4 w 3.7 w 32 w 35 w 15 w 18 w
Latin America andCaribbean 9 w 7 w 38 w 29 w 53 w 6

4
w 65 w 74 w 3.0 w 2.6 w 36w 37 w 2

4
w 28 w

High-income economiies 15 w 12 w 32w 25w 54 w 63 w 76 w 77 w 0.8 w 0.3 w 4 0 w 4 3w 3O w 34 w
109 Portugal 34 34/ 9 9 3,7 56 29 .35 1.4 1.3 46 92 13 18

110 New, Zealanid 2 15 53 S1 45 33 83 86 0.9 1.2 0 0 0 0

III Spain 23 40 13 21 62 40 73 76 07 0.5 2-7 23 20 i8
1121 IrelAnd 5 13 19) 68 -77 18 55 57 0.6 07 0 0 0 0

113 Ilsrael II 21 3 7 86 72 89 90 .... 41 39 37 35

114 Australia 6 6 57 54 37 39 86 85 1.4 1.0 559 _68s- -47 5-8

115 United Kingdomn 1 27 1.3 46 7! 27 89 89 0. 3 0.4 28 26 25 23

116 Finland 8 8 1 0 91 91 60) 63 0.' 1. 0 0 0 0

17 Italy 5,3 41 22- 15 2 5 45 6' 6' 0).1 0.2 39 31 26 20

118 t Kuwait 0 0 1 8 99 92 0 7 31 -5.4 67 '0 60 67

119 Canlada 8 5 9 3 87 92 7 77 1.4 1.3 38 43 23 33

120 
t

Hong Kong S 5 I .. 94 .. 92 93 1.6 17 100 100 91 95

121 Netherlands 2 27 33 31 41 41 88 89 0.6 0.8 8 16 7 14
122 t Singapr 14 2 0 0 86 98 100 100 1. 2.0 100 100 100 100

123 Belgiuns 31 . 1 .. 48 95 97 0.2 0.5 13 II 12 II

14 France 34 35 23 20 42 45 3 73 0.4 0.6 29 28 21 1
125 Sweden 21 7 5 I 74 92 83 83 0.3 0.6 20 21 17 17

126 Auistria 20 18 25 24 56 58 99 359 0.3 1.0 49 46 27 26

127 Germany . 34~ . 5 . 51 831 86 0).4 1.0 46 4-7 38 40

128 Uniited States 30 20 38 25 32 55 74 76 1.2 1.3 49 56 36 43

129 Norw,a, 3 3 0 0 97 97 71 '3 0.6 0.8 0 0 0 0

130 Denmark 63 60 6 5 31 35 84 85 0.2 0.4 32 30 27 26

131 Japan 22 12 3 2 76, 86 76 78 0. 014 44 48 34 37

132 Switzrleand 12 11 37 3 2 40 36 57 61 1.0 1.3 0 0 0
133 tUniredArabrEmirate, 0 0 2 2 97 97 72 83 6.1 3.7 0 0 0 0

World 11 w li w 
2

8w 26 w 
6

5 w 63 w 39 w 
4

5 w 2.7 w 2.3 w 34w 35w 14w 1
6

w
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Table 10. Forests and water resources
- - - Forest aFea Annual freshwater withdrawal, 1970--94b

Total area Ann. deforestation, 1981-90 Rdionally prdected areas, 1994a As % of

[thousand sq. km) Thousand As % of Thousand As % of tatal Tdtal tdtal wvter Per capiU lcu. ml
1990 sq. km total ama sq. km Number surface area [cu. km) resources Doinesric Other

Low-income economies 2,006.6 r 1,666 t 5.0 w

Excluding China and India 1,282.4 t 829 t 4.7 w

I Rwajida 2 0.0 0.2 3.3 1 1 1A (.2 2.4 6 1 8

1 Mozarribique I 711 1.4 0.8 (.1 I O.( (.8 0. 13 '41

3 Ethiopia 142 0.4 0.3 60.2 23 S.5 2.1 2.0 6 15

4 Tan�ania 336 _4A 1.3 1.118.1) A(j t�17 O. O.S- 7 2 8

5 Burundi 0.6 0.0 3 - I 0.1 2.8 7 13

6 Sierra Leone 19 0.1 0.6 (.8 1.1 (A O. 1 7 92

7 Mala�i O. I . 10.6 8.9 0.2 (.1), 13

8 Chad I izi O.,1 o.8 I k.9 9 O. 1 0.4, 6 1(

9 Uganda 63 0.6 I.( I 1). t 31 8.1 0.1 0.3- 7 14

-IO ____�W g � sca, I 1.1 0.9 11.1 3 7 1.9 16.3 -4.8 F6 1,568

11 Nepal so O. 'i 1.1 I 1A 12 2._1 1.6 6 144

12 Vietnarr, 83 1.4 1.6 1.3.3 59 4.0 28.1) 7 54 361

13 Bangladesh 8 0.4 4.9 1.( 8 (.7 2-I.; L(I - 'II

14 Haiti O 6.5 O. I 3 (A (.0 0.4 2 5

15 Niger 24 0.1 (A 8A.2 5 6.6 -_ O. I 0.9, 9 33
-0 - - - - T2_-OT - - - - - - - - .1

16 Guinea-Bissau I O.( 0.0, 8

17 Kenva 12 0.1 0.6 ;5.( 3(, 6 0 1.1 i.6, 14 37

18 Mall 121 1.1 O. 1) 40. I 11 3. 1.4 1.4, 5 i59
19 Nigeria 156 1.2 0.8 11) 1( '8

3. _2 3. 6 1.3, 13

Yenen, Rep. 41 O.( O.( 3 . 136.0 1- 318

qq 0.2 (.S 13

22 Mongolia 131) 1.3 0 15 3.9 0.6 -1. 2 30 2�3

23 India 51- 3A 0.7 143.5 5-, 'A 380.( 18.2, 18 594
Lao PDR 132 1. 17

I.( 21A I 0.3 L( (A 21 239

25 Togo 1� 0. i.6 C.9 If I 1A O. I 0. S, 17 11

26 Ganibia. I'lic o.5 (.8 I., 5 2.0 O.( 0.3, 1 2-

27 Nicaragua 6( 1.2 2.1 0 So 6.9 0 0.5 92 275

28 Zarubia 3-1., .1.6 1.1 (,3.(, 21 8. 0. 0.3, 54 32

29 Taiikis(aii 0.9 3 0.6 1-1.6 1 3.2, I'_3 1, i3 1

30 Beiiiii 4�) (7 1.4 7.8 1 6.9 O. 1 0.4, 19

31 Cenrral A_f_ricmnf�e-Ipu6Lc_ 306 1. I 0.4 9. 8 O. I 0.0 20

3' Albania iq 0.( O.( (.i 11 1.2 0.2 o.9, 6 88

33 C, ha na 'I 6 IA 1.4 1 I.o 1) 4.6 0.3 0. 6, 12 23

34 Pakistan j.) 0.8 q.1 I7., 5� 4 153.4 3-1.8c 21 2,032

35 Mauritania (I 0.0 O.( I 1.7 O 6.41 59 36

36 Azerbaiiaii 1.9 i2 2., 1 5. s 56.14, 91) 1,158

37 Zirnbab�c 81) 0.6 O.7 �J(. 7 2z; 1.2 6.1, 19 W

39 6uinea 67 (o 1.3 1.6 3 (.7 O.7 O. 3 14 12(

39 China 1.24(l 8.8 (17 W .7 46i I 460.0 16.4 28 433

AO Honduras 4( i.1 4 8.6 44 I.S 2.1, 12 282

41 seneg;al 0. (.7 11.8 W 11.1 IA 3-S� io 191

42 Core dA,oi re I (1) 1.2 1.1 19.9 12 6.2 0 O. 9 15 52

43 Congo 199 0.3 (.2 11.8 W 3.4 0.0 0. 0, 12 7

44 Kvr,,�, Republic 2.8 1.14 11.7 24.0 82 2,647
1745 Sri Lanka 0.3 1.5 8.0 56 12.1 6.3 14.6 10 �493

46 Annenia 7.2 3.8 5.8c 149 996

47 Carneroon 0.6 20. I _1 3 (A 0.1 20

48 Egypt, Arab Rel). O O.( 7.1) 11 O. 8 56.4 97'A' 6- 889

q19 Lesotho 0 (.1 1 (.2 0.1 1.0 7 1

50 6eorgia 1.9 15 1 7 4.0 6.5, 156 586

51 Afyanina, A19 4.0 1.4 1.7 2 0.3 0.4 94

Middle-income ecorkomics 2,984.5 t 2,675 i 4.9 w

Lower-middle-inconie 2,161.0 t 1,670 t 5.4 w

52 Boli,ia 493 6. I 1.3 92.3 25 8A 1.2 0.4 20 181

55 iMacedonia, FYR 0.0 O. 1 2.2 16 9.A

'4 lvioldova 0.1 2 0.2 3.7 21). t, 60 93

11 Indonesia I'(95 12.1 IA 185.6 17�, 16.6 O.- 12 83

56 Ilhilippincs �8 32 4.0 6.1 27 2.0 29.5 9.1 123 i62

5 7 U,bekisLan -1.4 10 (1.5 2 76.41 165 3,956

S8 Morocco '10 -I.2 -1.3 3.6 W o.8 10.9 36.2 23 404

50 Kazakstan h q 0. I 37.9 30.2- - 2,20291

60 Guareniala 42 (.8 1. 9 8.3 1- 7.6 O.- 0.6 13 127

61 Papua Ne, Guinea 360 1.1 0.3 0.8 5 0.2 (.1 0.0 8 20

62 Bulgaria r -1). 1 -0.2 3.7 -4 .3.3 13.9 6.8, 43 1,501

63 Rornania (,3 0. C) 0.0 10.9 .19 4.6 26.0 12.5c ') 1 1,044

64 Ecuador 120 2A 2.0 111.1 15 39.2 5.6 1.8 '41 i4l

65 Doininican RepLiblic II (1.4 3.3 W.5 17 21.S 1.0 14.9 22 42 3

6(, Lithuania 6.1 -6 4.1 19.0, 83 LIO-

6' fl 'al,ador I (.0 2.6 2 0.2 1.0 5.3 1 -'7 228

(9 Jordan I 0.0 _L0 2.9 10 3 3 0.4 32. 1 c 50 123

61) Jainaica 2 0.3 1 1.2 (.0 I O. 2 0.3 3-9 11 148

71 ParJ,-Liay 1-19 4.0 3.1 1 4. 8 11) 3. 6 0.4 (.11 16 9-i

71 Mgeria O . 0.8 119.1 19 S.( 3.0 -10.3c 39

12 Colonibia 541 3.1- O. 93.6 8.2 5.3 0.5 71 I(3

Note: For data conipirabilit, and co,e,agc, See Llle technial notes.
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Forest ama Annual freshwater Withdrawal, 1970-94b

Total area Ann. deforestadon, 1981-90 Nationafly protected areas, 1994a - As % of

lthousand sq. km) Thoaund As % of Thousand As % of total Total total water Per capita fcu. mi
1990 sq. krn total area sq. km Number surface area (cu. km) resources Doinestic Other

73 Tunisia '7 -0. I -1.8 0.14 7 0.3 2.i 60.5, 41 276

-"4 Ukraine 92 _(.2 -0.3 9.2 M (.9 34.-, 40.0, IM 1165

7i Narnibia 126 0.4 0.3 102.21 12 1 2.14 0.1 1).3,

76 1'eru 2.7 0.4 4 1.8 22 1.2 6. I I i.3 24 1

Belarus 6.3 _(.3 -0.4 W 1.2 3.0 5.* 94 20(

Slovak Republic 18 (.0 I I 1). 41( 20.7 1�8 5.8

79 Lir,ij 7.,S 45 12.0 2.21 110 1112

80 (,ostj Rica 14 (.i 3. 6.,4 29 1'.4; 1 4 1.4 31 749

91 Polaml S7 I -0. 1 30.6 III 8 1 2.3 2 1. 9, 4' 271)

82 Thailand 127 1�2 4.0 70.2 III 13.7 3 1.9 1 7. 8, 24 578

S3 Turkey 8.2 44 1.1 33., 1-7 445

SZ, Croatia 'O 0. 0 t). 1 3.8 19 6.8

85 Panania .31 0.6 1 13.3 I 17 Ij (.9 91 664

86 Rtissian rederarion 655.4 199 3.8 117.0 2.7, 134 656

87 \,une7neld 1.3 263i2 I (it) 28.9 4.1 (31 1 GI 218

88 Botswana 143 (.8 (.S I 064' 18.3 II, I 0 6, 5 94

89 -4A 39 ') 'q 3.i 2 J.N W5 1,992

9( Imn, hbmw Rep. 18( 0.0 83.0 68 5.( 4SA 38.6 5LI 1,307,

"I .. .. 11-1 8 2.3 22.8 32.(,, 64 6,326

Upper-middle-income 823.5t 1,005 t 4.o

1)2 Brazil �,61 1 36.7 II.-'7 321.9 1-7 J 3.8 16.5 (.5, S4 191

93 South Attica 45 _(.8 6') 3 9 14.7 29.3, 47 3-�8

Maliritiii, I 0.2 (.0 3 20 0.4 I 6.4 66 344

95 Czech Republic 2(' (.0 0.( W_ 34 13.5 2.7 4 7 101) 15-

96 MajaVs1a 17( 4.( -1.3 1�1.9 5A 4.'i 9. 4 2.1 177 592
Chile -0. 1 137.2 66 1 8.1 16.8 3.6

88 -1). 1 98 1,528

q8 Trinidad aiid Tobago I 0. 0 - 1.9 0.2 6 .1. I O.' 2.') W M8

')9 Hungary 17 q.-, 111)_(. I -0. 5 5.7 S3 6 2 6.8 601

100 Gibon 18-1 1.2 0 6 10.4 6 3 9 (.1 0.0 �l 16

WI Mexico 486 6.8 1.4 97.3 65 5.0 77.6 21.7 54 8 zi 9

102 Llrijgiiay F)O -0.6 6_3 8 0.2 0.6 1`1 227

101 Oniali 41 0.0 OM 3-174 2( 17.(, 0.5 24.0 1 $17

)04 Slovenia 10 (.0 0.1 1.1 M 5.3

I(i Saudi Arabia 11 0.0 (.0 6-1.O M 2.9 3.6 163.6 224 273
1 -,11)6 C'neece 60 0.0 2.2 24 5.0 8.6, 42 zl� I

MT--ft-encina 992 (.9 0.1 43 -1 86 I.6 27.6 2.8, 94 949

10 Korea. Rep.- 65 0.1 1 6.9 28 7.0 27.6 41.8 1 17 515

Low- and middle-income 4,991.1t 4,341t 5.0 w

Sub-Saham Africa 1,361.7 t 677 t 5.7 w

East Asia and Pacific 997.4 t 993 t 6.i w

South Asia 212.6 t 520 t 4.1 w

FAirope and Ccntral Asia 807.0 t 940 t 3.3 w

Middle East and N. Africa 318.2 t 172 t 3.2 w

Latin America and Caribbean 1,294.2 t 1,039 t 6.3 w

High-income econoinies 4,324.5c 5,508i 13.6 w

I (1) Portugal '; I -(. 1 _(.4 5.11, 25 (,.3 -7.3 10.5, III 628

110 Nu, Zealand '7 z� 61.5 206 22.7 2.0 0.6 27) 318

III Spain 256 (.0 (.0 42.i 215 8.4 30.8 27.6, q 687

112 Ireland 4 0.( -1. I 0 5 12 1).7 (.8 1.61 17 I96

113 t Israel -0.3 3.1 15 14.6 1.9 8�1. 1, 65 343-TI.T) _� Oo - s), 12.1 14.6 -- 4.-3 60- 327
114 Australia 1,456 3'i.S

115 United Kingdom 24 -0.2 - 1.1 S1.1 191 20.9 1 i.8 16.6 41 164

Hca Finlaiid 23A -0. I 0.0 _27.3 82 S. I 2 1.9, 387

II-, iLdIv 86 22.8 171 1.6 56.2 33.-,, 138 8 4 S

Ii8 t Kuwait 0 0.( 0.0 _(.3 2 I.� (.'i 330 1 81)

119 Canada 4,533 92S.� 64t) 8.3 4�. 1 1.6 288 1,314

120 t Hang Kong (.0 (.9

121 Nethertaiids 3 (.0 (.3 3.') 71) I(A 7.8 B.-, 2_6 4,)2
122 t Singiporc 5 7

(.11 1 4.8 0 2 3I.. i8 46

123 Bet? 6 1.0 -(.3 0.8 3 2.5 10 7 2 � 2 101 81 6

124 Fraiice 135 H( 10 2 37.- 19.1, 106 i5l)

12S S'eclen -180 -0.1 1.0 2') 1-14 6.6 2.9 1.6, 123 1-18

126 Austria 39 -0 I -0 I 20.0 1 -1 ( 23.) 2. 4 2.6- IM 203

127 6eruldn�' 107 -1). -0.4 )-,.O 90-1 25.8 46.3 27.1, 64 518

118 United State, 1,960 3.2 II. 1 1,042.4 1,4911 11.1 467.3 18.9, 1-4/i 1,626

121) Nor,ay % 55.4 1 1 1 1-1.1 2.0 0.5, 98 3 90

130 Denmark 'i 0.0 0 13.9 113 Q 2 1.2 9 Ic 70 163
131 japaii 238 (.0 0.0 21 6 80 7

7 .3 9(.8 I G.(' i25 610

132 Switzerland 12 1 4.6 73 101) 117.7 1.2 1 " 4( 133

133 tUnuedqrab Eminue., 0 0.0 0.0 O.') 300.0 97 787

World 9,315.5 t 9,849 t 7.1 w

.1. Data may reler ro earlier ,ar, asid are the nost re,ent reported bil the World Con,er,,anon Nloriitoriiig Centre in 1994. b. Refers co anv vcir frocii lQ70 co 1994.

c. Total water ruourccs inciLidQ river flows train other counnie,
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Table 11. Growth of the economy
AverAp annual growth rate 1%)

Exports al goods and Gross donwsk
GDP GDP deflator Agricultum lndusft Services. nwdacbor services invedmorit

1980-M 1990-M 1980-90 1990-N ISSO-W 1990-94 1980--90 1990-94 19" 1990--94 1980-W 1990-94 190-90 1990-94

Law-income economies 5.8 w 6.2 w 13.0 w 59.0 w 3.5 w 2.8 w 7.4 w 11.0 w 6.8 w 5.2 w 5.7 w 10.4 w 6.1 w 7.9 w
Exduding China and India 2.9 w 1.4 w 24.9 w 150.2 w 2.0 w 1.5 w 2.7 w -0.7 w 3.7 w 2.1 w 2.5 w 3.0 w -0.4 w -1.8 w
I Rwanda 2.3 - 1 5.5 3.3 9.7 0.7 -13.8 1.7 -23.4 4 3 -14.2 4.4 1.2 3.7 -12.3

Mozambique 38.4 49.3 1.6 2.4 -9.8 -2.4 2.8 12.7 -i.0 .2 -2.5 8.6
3 Ethiopia 2.3 b 3.4 k . . ]-lb . . 0. I b . . 4.4 b
4 Tanzania 3.8 3.1 35.7 20.4 4.9 5.8 3.4 9.7 2.8 -3.1
5 13urundi 4.4 -1.4 4.4 7.1 3.1 -3.1 4.5 -3.4 6.3 1.5 4.5 -2.5 4.5 -4.0
6 Sierra Leone (.9 0.6 56.0 55 9 2.9 0.6 7.4 0.7 -2.7 �7.6 5.4 -4.0 1.1
7 Nialawi 2.71, -0.7 t 4.6 22.8 2.0 -0.6 2.9 -o.4 3.0 -1.0 2.� 0.4 -3.9 -14.5
8 Chad, 6.3 1.3 1.1 6.6 b 6.9 8.( -9.9 9.9 1.2 -15.8 19.0 - 2.9
9 Uganda 3.1 5.6 11-5.6 1-8.8 2.3 3.3 6.0 9.3 3.5 7.7 2.3 5.3 9.3 2.6

1 0 Madagascar 1A -0.2 17,1 16.8 2.5 1.5 0.9 -0.7 0.5 -1.1 -2.0 4.4 4.9 -7.4
1 1 Nepal 4.6 4.9 11.1 12.6 4.0 1.3 0- 1 Go -5 4.8 6.8 0.9 26.8 2.2 6.3
1 2 VieLnam, 8.0 29.8
13 Bangladesh, 4.3 4. 9.5 4.1 2.7 1.9 4.9 7.1 5.7 5.0 6.6 11.7 1.4 4.7-0.2 .5 20.9 J.'Haiti -8.1 7 - -19.0 -0.6 -45.7
1 5 Niger, -1.1 -0.3 2.9 4.7 1.8 -3.5 -3.3 -1.3 -5.2 -2.2 -4.6 -6.7 -5.9 -6.9
1 6 Guinea-Bissau 4.5 3.6 56.1 53.4 6.7 4.7 0.4 2.3 3.3 2.3 -1.6 -6.2 5.8 (.7
1 7 Kenva 4.2 0.9 9.0 1-7.- 3.3 -1.5 3.9 0.9 4.8 2.0 4.3 0.4 0.8 -1 I
1 8 Mail, 1.5 2.0 5.6 8.0 4.3 ].7 2.7 5.3 -1.4 1.1 5. 2_ 3.0 5.4 5.0
1 9 Nigeria 1.6 2. 4 16.6 37.4 3.3 2.1 -1.0 0.3 2.8 4.5 -0.3 1.7 -10.9 -4.6
20 Yemen, Rep.
2 1 Burkina Faso 3.7 2.5 3.1 4.0 3.1 4.6 3.7 1.4 4.2 1.6 -0.6 -2.4 8.6 -15.1
22 Mongolia, 5.5 -4.4 -1.2 157.7 2.9 -4.0 4.6 -7.0 18.5 -4.0 5.2 -13.0 1.7 -20.3
23 India 5.8 3.8 8.0 10.1 3.1 2.9 7.1 3.2 6.9 4.6 5.9 13.6 6.5 1.2
24 Lao PDRc . . 6. _2 . . 8.8 8.3
25 Togo, 1.8 -3.4 4.7 S.- 5.6 3.3 1.1 -6.0 -0.3 -8.6 0.6 - I 3.6 I -34

� I 2. 1 .3
26 Gambia, The 3.4 i.4 18.7 i.6 0.4 -0.5 6.0 -0.8 4.8 2.4 0.6 --5.6 0.8 3.0
27 Nicaragua, -2.0 0.5 422.6 148.6 -2.2 0.3 -1.7 -i. 4 -2.0 2. 2_ -3.8 3.8 -4.7 2.8
28 Zambia, 0.8 -0. 1 42.4 124.2 3.6 2.1 1.0 -1.3 0.1 0.4 -3.3 13.7 -2.7 -16.9
29 Tajikistan '.') -22.5 0.5 522.3 -1.4 . . 3.6 - . 5 -') . . 4.2
30 Benin- 2.6 4.1 t.6 7.9 5.1 4.9 2.1 3.5 1.2 3.5 -2.2 1.9 -6. 2 12.1
3 1 Cencral African Republic 1.7 -0. 1 5.6 6.2 2.7 1.5 3.1 -4.6 0.5 -2.9 -3.7 4.4 4.8 -8.7
32 Albania I .-, -4 - -0.4 101.6 2.4 6.4 3.2 -21.8 -2.4 4.3 -2.6 -6.6 -0.3 -11.3
33 Ghana, 3.0 4.3 42.4 20.7 1.0 1.8 3.3 4.3 6.4 7.3 2.5 71.5 4.5 -3.9
34 Pakistan 6.3 4.6 6.7 10.8 4.3 2.7 6.3 6.9 4.7 8.1 11.3 5.9 4.7
35 Mauritania I 3.6 8.6 7.6 1.7 5.3 2.0 0.3 3.3 3.4 -3.8 -4.1 3.2
36 Azerbaijaii, 2.1 -22.9 696.6 -i.4 2.8 4.2 0.4
37 Zimbabwe 3.5 1.1 11.5 27. 0 2.4 1.6 3.6 -3.6 3. 9 1-3 5.4 4.5 1.3 0.2
3 8 Guinea 3.5 11.7 4.3 1.9 4.3 0.5 -1.1
3 9 China, 10.2 12.9 5.8 10.8 5.9 4.1 11.1 18.8 13.6 9.9 11.5 16.0 11.0 15.4
4 0 Honduras 2.7 3.8 5.7 16.9 2.7 3.4 3.3 6.0 2.5 1.5 1.1 1.4 2.9 12.6
4 1 Senegal, 3.2 0.0 6.4 7.1 2.9 -4.9 3.8 1.1 3.1 1.2 2.8 i.4 3.6 -0. 1
42 C6te d'I,oire -0. 1 -0.2 3.1 6.8 -0.5 -0.9 4.4 0.2 -1.4 0.1 - 1.0 -1.2 -10.8 1.4
43 Congo, 3.6 -0. 1 0.3 2.1 3.4 -2.8 5.2 3.14 2.6 -2.6 4.8 5.7 -11.9 -6.7
44 Kvrgyz Republic 4.2 -16.9 0.1 454.9 2.2 2.5 16.0
45 Sfi Lanka 4.2 5.4 10.9 9.5 2.2 0 4.6 7.5 5.0 5.8 3.7 10.7 1.7 10.8
46 Armenia 3.3 -27.8 0.3 967.0 -3.9 -1.9 5.1 -36.7 4.4 -28.7 6.2 -25.0
47 Cameroon� 1.9 -4.1 5.7 2.7 1.2 -1.1 3.7 -6.9 1.0 -3.9 9.1 -0.6 -0.8 -10.0
49 Egypt, Avab Rep. 5.0 1.1 11.7 14.9 1.5 1.9 2.6 0.1 7.5 1.2 6.i -1.5 2.7 -2.7
49 Lesotho 4.3 6.1 13.6 11.9 2.6 -2.3 7. .2 11.4 3.6 4.7 4.1 10.6 6.9 10.4
50 Ceorgia 0.5 -31.2 1.9 2,707.1 0.7 -31.5 1.8 -38.8 -1.3 -26.6
5 1 A�vanmar 0.6 5.7 12.2 24.4 0.5 5.1 0.5 9.4 0.7 5.5 1.9 13.6 __41 9.4
Middle-income economies 2.2 w 0.2 w 57.3 w 334.6 w 0.9 w 1.3 w 3.7 w 2.1 w
Lower-middle -income 2.2 w -2.3 w 15.5 w 326.4 w

52 Bolivia, 3.8 317.4 10.9 2.0 -2.9 _4).I 3.5 6.1 -9.9 5.8
53 Niacedonia, FYR
54 Moldova
55 Indonesiac 6.1 7.6 8.5 7.4 3.4 3.0 6.9 9.8 7.0 1 7

_6 2.9 10.8 7.0 .5
56 Philippines� 1.0 1.6 14.9 9.6 1.0 1.6 -0.9 0.9 2.8 2.1 3.5 8.0 -2.1 2.3
57 Uzbekistan 3.4 -5.0 -0. - 61-8.7 -0. 1 -0.7 4.3 -6.7 5.4 -6.3 0.4 -9.1
5 8 Nioroccol 4.2 1.7 7.2 4.4 6.7 -1.5 3.0 0.3 4. 2 3.4 5.6 2.1 2.5 -2.7
59 Kazakstan 1-5 -14.3 2.8 976.5 1.9 -26.0
60 Guatemala, 0.8 4.1 i 4.6 15.5 2.3 2.5 4 2 4 -1 10.7

.2 . I 9 2.1 5.2 -1.8
6 1 Papua New Guinea, 1.9 11.5 5.3 3.8 1.8 5.3 1.9 24.3 0.7 . 3.3 18.3 -0.9 -4.1
62 Bulgaria 4.0 -5.9 1 , 90.0 -2.1 -2.9 5.2 -9.3 4.8 -0.6 -3.5 -5.3 2.4 -10.1
63 Roniania 0.6 -3.7 2. 5 191.9 . . -2.3 . . -5.1 . . -3.1 -13.1
64 Ecuador� 2.0 3.5 36.4 41.0 4.4 2.0 1.2 5.2 1.8 2.9 5.4 7.5 -3.8 5.9
65 Dominican Republic, 2.7 4.2 21.5 13.6 0.4 3.0 2.2 3.7 3.7 4.6 2.8 5.2 3.7 7.0
66 Lithuania, 2.3 -20.3 3.5 390.6
67 El Salvador, 0.1 6.2 16.4 11.4 -1.1 1.0 0.1 4.2 0.7 8.8 -3.4 12.1 2.2 16.0
68 Jordaii -1.5 8.2 7.0 4.7 13.2 10.2 -1.3 7.9 -7.3 7.9 14.0 3.3 7.3 6.5
69 Jamaica, 2.0 3.5 18.6 42.8 0.6 8.3 2. 4 -0.5 1.9 6.o 5.4 -1.0 -0. 1 5.8
70 Paraguay, 2.5 2.9 24.4 19.3 3.6 LA -0.3 1.9 3.4 4. I 11.5 13.5 -0.8 1.2
11 Algeria 2.9 -0.6 7.8 27.1 4.5 -0.2 1.7 -0.8 3.3 -0.6 4.1 -0.4 -2.3 -6.8
72 Colombia 3.7 4.3 24.6 23.8 2.9 1.4 5.0 3.0 3.1 6.4 7.5 5.9 0.5 21.2

Nore: For data comparabiliry and co,erage, see the technical notes.
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ki-V amual gmwth rate 1%)

Exports of goods and Gmss dornestic
GOP GDP dedator Agriculture lndntry Servicesa sonfactor services invesbnent

1980--90 1990-S4 1980-90 1990-94 1980-N 1990-94 1980--90 1990-94 190-90 1990-94 1960-90 1990-94 1980-90 1990-94

73 Ttinisia 3.3 4.5 7.5 5.5 2.8 0.5 .3.1 4,o 3.5 5.9 5.6 5.9 -1.8 2.3

74 Ukraine, . . -14.4 . . 1,169.1 . . -8.5 . . -19.4 . . -11.3

75 Naniibia 1.1 4.1 13.6 9.5 1.8 6.8 -1.1 2.9 2.2 4j 0.2 6.1 11.9 -2.8

76 Peru� -0.2 4.2 229.6 83.0 -1.7 7,j -4.2 10.7

77 Belarus 4.8 -10.5 0.6 905.5 1.8 -6.8 6.2 -5.3 4.9 -11.1 4.4 -5.3

78 Slovak Republic, 1.9 -'i.4 1.8 17.0 0.6 -2.6 2.2 -11.8 1.7 3.4 4.4 -20.5

Lama 3.5 -17.7 0.( 205.1 2.3 -19.1 4.3 -35.7 3.1 -8.0

90 Costa Rica, 3.0 5.6 23.5 18.8 3.1 3.8 2.9 6.1 3 I 6.0 6.1 10.7 5.3 10.6

8 1 Poland 1.7 i.6 5 3.9 36.9 0.7 -3.0 0.1 1.2 2.2 2.6 4.5 6.3 0.9 -3.3

8 2 Fhailandc 7.6 8.2 3.9 4.4 4.0 3.1 9.9 10.9 7.3 7.4 14.0 14.6 9.4 9.3

8 3 Furkey 5.6 3.2 48.4 71.7 4.4 0.8 6.4 4.3 5.5 3.3 i 6.6 7.7 5.3 2.2

84 Croatia
Panamac 0.3 2.4 1.6 5.1 18.6 5.5 4.9 19.6

86 Russian Federation 1.9 -10.6 3.2 616.7
87 Venezuela, 1.1 3.2 19.3 34.2 3.0 2.3 0.5 4.1 1.1 2.6 2.8 5.0 -5.3 6.9

88 Botswana, 10.3 4.4 13.1 8.4 2.2 0.6 11.4 1.7 11.0 7.9

81) Esionial 0.2 -11.6 4.4 209.4 -1.9 -9.3 1.6 -19.4 -0.5 -27.1 0.5 -33.9

90 Iran, 1,14mic Rep 1.5 5.2 14.6 30.3 4.5 5.8 3.3 4.5 -0.3 5.4 6.9 9.0 -2.5 -7.8

91 Tukmenistan 3.6 -5.2 0.7 545.8 1.2 . . 2.7 . . 7.2 3.6

Upper-mickBe-income 2.2 w 3.4 w 121.5 w 347.1 w 2.5 w 0.9 w 2.1 w 2.6 w 2.7 w 4.4 w 7.1 w 7.8 w 0.7 w 5.7 w

92 Brazil 2.7 2.2 284.5 1,231.5 2. 8 3.2 2.0 0.8 3.5 3.2 7.5 9.0 0.2 1.8

9 1 SouEh Africa 1.3 -0. 1 14.8 11.9 3.0 -2.3 -1.1 --1.2 2.9 0.6 1.9 2.3 -4.8 2.4

94 Niaurizius 6.5 5.3 8.7 7.2 2.6 -2.1 9.2 6.0 5.3 6.4 io.4 4.6 11.8 5.5

95 Czech Republic, 1.7 -4.7 L'i 21.3 2.3 -6.6
96 Malavsiac 5.2 8.4 1.7 2.8 7.2 2.6 14.9

3.7 3.8 9.8 4.3 9.1 10.9 12.9
97 Chit� 4.1 7 4.0 3.7 7.5 4 .2 9.0

.5 20.9 15.3 5.6 9.7 7.0 9.6 I2.9

98 Trinidad and Tobago -2.5 0.3 4.1 6.4 -5.8 0.9 -9.5 -0.5 1.3 0.9 8.9 12.1 -10.1 -0.6

99 Huiigary, 1.6 -2.0 8.6 22.4 0.6 -9.4 -2.6 -1.1 4.8 -0.5 4.0 -5.9 -0.4 3.2

too Gabon, 0.� _'. I J.') 10.5 1.7 -0.3 1.0 2.8 -0.3 -9.2 2.8 4.5 -4.6 -2.8

101 Mexico, 1.0 2.5 70.4 13.1 0.6 1.1 1.0 2.5 1.1 2.7 6.6 4.0 -3.1 6.5

10 -1 Uruguayc 0.4 4.4 61.3 60.0 0.1 3.3 -0. 1 -2.6 0.9 8.5 4.3 8.4 -7.8 11.6

103 omdri, 8.3 6.7 -3.6 -3.4 7.9 2.1 10.3 6.2 6.0 11.4
104 Slovenia
105 Saudi Arabia, -1.2 1.9 -3.7 0.4 13.4 -2.3 -1.2

106 Greece 1.7 1.4 17.9 13.7 -0. 1 3.3 1.3 -1.1 2.3 2.3 7.1 10.4 -0.9 1.2
107 -0.3 7.6 389.1 27

Argentina .. 6 0.9 1.2 -0.9 8.0 0.0 8.4 3.7 2.7 -4.7 22.0

10il Korea, Rep., 9.4 6.6 5.9 6.3 2.8 1.8 13.1 6.1 8.2 7.5 12.0 10.6 11.9 4.3

Low- and middle-income 3.1 w 1.9 w 45.7 w 262.4 w 3.1 w 1.9 w 3.9 w 4.6 w 3.8 w 4.0 w 7.3 w . . 2.3 w . .

Sub-Saharan Afiica 1.7 w 0.9 w 18.8 w 39.2 w 1.8 w 0.7 w 0.5 w -0.2 w 2.4 w 0.9 w 1.8 w 2.1 w -4.1 w -0.4 w

East Asia and Pacific 7.9 w 9.4 w 9.3 w 9.9 w 4.4 w 3.6 w 9.7 w 13.4 w 8.6 w 8.0 w 9.7 w 12.7 w 9.1 w 10.6 w

SGuth Asia 5.7 w 3.9 w 8.0 w 9.9 w 3.2 w 2.7 w 6.9 w 3.8 w 6.8 w 4.6 w 6.1 w 13.1 w 6.1 w 1.8 w

Europe and Central Asia 2.3 w -7.5 w 9.8 w 528.9 w
Middk East and N. Afrira 0.2 w 2.3 w 8.2 w 15.9 w 4.5 w 1.0 w 1.3 w

Latin America and Caribbean 1.7 w 3.6 w 179.4 w 482.8 w 2.0 w 2.3 w 1.3 w 2.9 w 2.1 w 4.4 w 5.4 w 6.3w -1.5 w 7.9 w
High-income ecotiomics 3.2 w 1.7 w 4.7 w 2.5 w 2.3 w 3.2 w 3.2 w 5.1 w 4.1 w
109 PortugaV 2.9 0.6 18.1 10.1 8.7 1.0 2.6 2. 7

110 New Zealand, 1.9 3.0 10.8 1.2 Zi. I 1.3 1.8 4.1 5.4 4.4 24

III Spain, 3.2 0. 9.3 5.6 -1.0 5.7 8 5.7 -5.4

112 Ireland 3.3 4.5 6.3 2.0 8.9 9. '7, -0.4 -10.8

113 t Israel 3.5 6.2 101.4 12.9 5.5 9.2 2.1 12.2

114 Australia, 3.5 3.4 7.3 1.2 3.3 -0. 1 2.6 -0.2 4.o 2 8 7.0 7 6 2.6 0.9

115 United Mngdoni 3.2 0.8 5.7 4.0 3.9 1.9 6. Zi -2.0

116 Finland 3.3 -2.2 6.8 1.9 -0.2 -26 3.3 -4.0 3.7 -4.2 2.2 6. 6 3.0 -19.5

117 lEaly, 2.4 (.7 9.9 4.9 0.6 2.1 2.2 -0.5 2.7 0.9 4.1 5.2 2.1 -5.9

118 t Kuwji(� 0.9 -2.4 14.7 1.0 0.9 -2.3 -4.5

119 Canada 3.4 1.4 4 4 1.4 1.5 -1.2 2.9 -0.9 T6� 1 0 6.0 65 5. 2 -1.3
120 t Hong Kong 6.9 5.7 7 8.9 i 4.4 14.3 4.0 9.1

121 Netherlands, 2.1 1.5 1.7 2.2 2.6 -0.4 1.9 4.6 3.0 3.3 -2.8

122 t Singapore, 6.4 8.3 2.0 3.7 -6.2 -1.3 5.4 8.7 7.2 8.1 10.0 12.3 3.7 6.1

123 Belgiuni, 1.9 0.9 4.4 3.3 1.8 7 2.2 1.8 4.6 2.8 3.2 -1.

124 France� 2.4 0.8 6.0 2.3 2.0 0.4 1.1 -1.0 3.0 1.1 3.7 3.8 2.8 -63

1 25 S,,eden 2.3 -1.0 7.4 3.2 1.5 -1.9 2.8 -2. 2.1 -1.2 4.3 2 4 4.3 -13-3

126 Austria, 2.1 1.6 3.7 3.8 1.1 -28 1.9 0.9 2.3 2.2 4.6 2.6 2. 5 0.9

127 Germanyll 2.2 1.1 2.6 3.8 1.7 1.2 2.9 4.4 -3.0 2.0 -1.8

I 1- 8 United States� 3.0 2.5 4.1 2.4 4.0 1.8 3.1 5.2 6 7 3.4 4.1

121) Nomav 2.9 3.3 5.5 (.5 (.1) 3.5 2-6 5.0 7.2 0.6 -0.4

130 Denmark 2.4 1.8 5.5 1.7 3.1 1.3 _9 0.4 2.1 1.5 4.4 2 - 4.0 -6.9

131 Japan, 4.1 1.2 1.5 1.1 1.1 -2.8 4.9 0.7 3.7 2.6 4.8 4. o 5.7 -0.4

132 Switzerland, 2.2 1). 1 3.7 2.8 3.4 1.5 4.8 -73

133 tl-'nitedArabEmirates -2.0 0.7 9.6 9.3 -4.2 -1.8 2.0 -8.7

World 3.1 w 1.8 w 14.8 w 66.2 w 2.8 w 3.4 w 3.3 w 5.3 w 3.7 w

a. Services include unallocated items. b. Includes Eritrea. c. GDP componenLs are at purchaser values. d. Data prior to 1990 refer to the Federal Republic ofGermany
before unification.
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Table 12. Structure of the economy: production
DEstibtrtion of gross domestic product (58

GDP (million $I Agniculture Industry (Manufacturingal_ ServiceSb
1980 1994 1930 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994

Low-income economfies 751,872 t 1,208,422et 3
4

w 28w 32 w 34 w 21 w 25 w 32 w 36 w
Excluding China and India 377,855 t 392,644 . . 38w .. 21 w .. 13w .. 39w

I Rwanda 1,163 585 50 5 1 23 17 3 4

2 Mozainbiqtie 2,028 1,467 37 33 31 12.. 32 95
3 Ethiopia, 5,/79 4.688 56 57 12 10 6 3 31 32
4 Tanzania 5.702 3.378 46 97 /8 17 11 8 -326
5 Burunadi 920 1,001 62 53 1 3 1 8 7 1 2 25 29
6 Sierra Leone 1 100 843 33 47 "1 18 6 2 45 35
7 Malawi I 238 1,302 37 3 1 1) I' 14 44 47
8 Chad

1
010 54 44 12 22.1 6 34 -35

9) Uganda I_'67 41)01 72 49 4 1 4 4 7 23 37
10 Mdgascar 4,04' 1.918 30 3 61 45

I I Nepal 1,146 42148 62 44 1 2 2 1 4 9 26 35
12' Vietnam

1
15,570 ( 28 .. 30 .. 22 .. 43

1 3 Bangladesh
1

12,950 26,164 50 30 1 6 1 8 I1 1 0 34 52
1 4 Haiti 1962 1,623 .. 44. 12 .. 9 .. 44
IS5 Niger'1 2)538 1,540 43 39 23 /8 4 7 35 4
1 6 Guinea-Bissau 105 243 44 45 20 1 8 .. 7 36 37
I17 Kenya 7,265 6,860 33 29 2 1 1-7 13 II 9' 5
1 8 Malid 1,629 1,871 58 42 9 1 5 4 9 32 42
1 9 Nigeria 93.082 35,200 27 43 40 321 8 7 32 25
20 Yenien. Rep. ... .. .. .. .

21 Burkina Faso 1.70)9 1,896 33 34 22 2-7 16 21 45 39
22 Mongoliad 2,329 741 14 21 28 45 5- 34
23 India 172,321 293,606 38 30 26 '818 18 36 42
24 Lao P'DRd 1.534 .. 51 .. 18 1 3 3 11
25 logod 1,136 981 27' 38 25 21 8 9 48 41
26 Gambia, The 233 363 30 28 1 6 IS 7 753 58
27 Nicaraguad 2,144 1.833 23 33 31 20 26 16 45 46
28 Zamibiad 3,884 3,481 14 31 41 35 18 23 44 34
29 Tajikcistan . 2009 .. ..... .....

30 Benin
1
d 1,405 1,5221 35 34 12 12 8 7 52 53

31 Central African Republic 797 872 40 44 20 13 7 .. 40 43
32 Albania 1.636 1,808 28 55 37 22 .... 35 23
33 Ghania

1
4.4`15 5,421 58 46 12 16 8 8 30 39

34 Pakistan 23.690 52,011 30 25 29 25 16 18 46 50
35 Mauritania 709 1,027 30 27- 26 30.. 12 44 4
36 Azerbaijand 3,541 22 27 4 32 39 44 31 41
37 Zimbabwe 5.355 5.432 14 15 34 36 25 30 52 48
38 Guiniea .. 3.395 . . 4 .. 31 .. 5 . 49
39 China

1
20 1.696 522.172 30 2I 49 4-7 41 37 21 32

40 Honduras 2.566 3,333 24i 20 24 32 15 18 -52 4i8
41 Senegal

1
i 3.016 3.881 19 17 25 20 15 14 57 63

42 C6te dIlvoire 10.175 6.716 31 41 24 26 IS 26 45 32
43 Congo

1
1,706 1.5178 12 10 47 44 7 7 42 46

44 Ksyrgvz Republic . .. 666 .. 37 .. 30 . ... 33
415 Sri Lanka 4,024 11,712 28 24zl 30 25 18 16 4 3 5I
z46 Armenia .. 2.607 44 49 .. 30 ...... 26
q, Caineroond 7,499 7,470O 28 32 26 28 8 12 46 41
48 Egypt, Arab Rep. 22,912- 4 2,9 23 18 20 37 21 12 IS 415 59
49 Lesotho 368 886 24 14 29 46 7 17 9'- 4))
50 Georgia . 2,063 .. 61 .. 23 .. 17 .. 16
51 Mryanmar .47. ' 63 13 9 10 7 41 28
Mfiddle-income economies 2,477.885 t 4,069,532 t . low . 36 w .20 w .52 w
Lower-middle-income .. 1,783,221 ct 13 w .. 36w ....

4
9 w

52 Boliviad 3,074 5,506 18 .. 39 15 .. 47
53 Macedonia, FYR .. 1.678 .. .. .........

54 Moldoca .. 3.672 .. 48 .. 28 .. 2 5 .. 25
55 Indonesia

1
i 78,013 174,640 241 17 42 41 13 24 34 412

56 Philippines
1

32,500 64,162 25 22 39 33 26 23 36 45
57 Uzbekisran .. 21.508 28 33 37 34 27 18 35 34
58 Nloroccod 18.821 30.803 18 21 31 30 17 17 51 49
59 Kaeakstan .. 18.167 .. 44 .. 35 'I .. 2
60 Gutatemalad 7,879 12.919 .. 25 .. 19 ...... 56
61 Papua New Guinea

1
2,548 5.403 33 28 27 38 10 8 40 33

62 Bulgaria 210.040 10.199 14 13 54 35 . .32 53
63 Romania .. 30.086 'I 1 33 . i. 6
64 Ecuadord 11.733 16,556 12 12 38 38 18 21 50 50
65 Dontinican Republic

1
6.631 10,416 20 IS 28 2-2 IS 15 52 63

66 Lithuania
1
d 5.224 19 21 53 41 ... 29 38

67 El Salvadord 3.574 8.116 38 14 22 24 16 .. 40 62
68 Jordan .. 6,105 .. 8 .. 27 .. 14 .. 65
69 jamaicac 2,679 4i.241 8 8 38 37 17 17 54 54
70 Paraguav

1
4,579 7.826 29 24 27 22 16 16 44 54

71 Algeria 42,347 41,941 ID 12 54 44 9 II 36 44
72 Colombia 33,399 67,266 19 14 32 32 23 /8 49 54

Note: For data comparability and coverage, see the technical notes. Figures in italics are for Years other than those specified.
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Distrik" of gross domesdc product 1%)

GDP (million Agriculture Industry (Manufacturingal Servicesb

1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 19% 1980 1994 1980 1994
8,743 15,770 16 15 36 32

/3 Tunisia 14 20 48 53
74 Ukraine 91,307 19 5( 38 31
75 Narnibia 2,190 2,884 12 14 53 '9 5 9 35 56
76 Perud 1-0,661 50,077 10 7 41 37 20 23 48 56
77 Belarusd 20,287 18 17 53 54 45 44 29 29
78 Slovak Republicd 12,021- 12,370 7 7 63 36 10
79 Latvia 5�817 9 34 57
80 Cost.) Ricad 4,831 8,281 18 19 27 19 19 99 61
81 Poland 57,068 92,580 6 4o 54

_82 Thailaiidd 32.351 143,209 23 10 29 39 22 29 48 50
83 Turkev 56,919 131,014 23 16 30 31 21 20 47 52
84 Croatia 14,017 13 25 20 62
85 Panamad 3,592 6,975 I I 16 73
86 Russian Federation 376,555 9 7 54 38 31 37 5'i
87 Veiiezuelad 69,377 58,257 5 5 46 42 16 14 49 53
88 Bot-anad 9-1 Z1,01 1 13 5 44 49 4 4 43 46
89 Estonia 4,S78 14 /O 49 36 42 23 37 55
90 fran, ls�lnli, Rep. 92,664 63,716 18 21 32 37 9 14 50 42
91 Tukmenistan 5.156
Upper-niiddle-income 1,054,324 t 2,264,369 t 8 w 8 w 47 w 37 w 22 w 20 w 43 w 53w
92 Brazil 236,995 554,587 1 1 13 44 39 33 25 45 49
93 Soiith Africi 78,743 121,888 5 50 31 23 23 43 65
94 Maurititis 1,132 3,385 12 9 26 33 15 22 62 58
95 Czech Republicd 29,123 36,024 -7 6 63 39 30 55
% Maljysiad -14,488 70,626 22 14 38 43 'I 3' 40 42
97 Ctiiied 3-7,572 91,9577 7 37 21 59
98 Trinidad and Tobago 6,236 4,792 2 3 60 46 9 10 38 51
99 Hiiiigaryd 22,163 41,374 7 33 23 60

I(( Gabond 4,279 3,945 7 8 60 52 5 1 1 33 40
101 Mexicod 194,905 377,115 8 8 33 28 22 20 59 64
102 Uruguayd 10,133 1 S,539 14 8 34 23 26 17 53 69
103 (m.1nd �,982 11,628 3 3 69 53 1 4 28 44
](4 Slo,enia 14,037 5 38 21) 57
l(S Saudi Arabiad 156,48-1, II7,236 1 81 5 is
106 Greece 40,147 77 721 20 16 35 31 22 18 44 53
11)7 Argentina 76,962 281,922 6 5 41 30 29 20 52 65
108 Korea, Rep.d 63,661 376,505 15 - 40 43 29 29 45 50
Low- and niiddle-income 3,222,247 t 5,276,483 t 14 w 36 w 21 w 48 w

Sub-Saharan Africa 297,077 t 277,021 t 24w 20 w 36w 30 w 13 w 15 w 38w 48w
East Asia and Pacific 524,972 t 1,520,558 t 27 w 18 w 39 w 42 w 28 w 30 w 32 w 41 w
South Asia 219,283 t 394,958 t 39w 29 w 24 w 26w 16 w 15 w 35w 43 w
Europe and Central Asia 1,029,958 t
Middle East and N. Affica 463,036 t 425,707 t 9 w 57w 7 w low 32w
Latin America and Caribbean 762,475 t 1,624,083 t low low 38 w 33 w 25w 21 w 50 w 55w

High-income ewnarnies 7,685,574 t 20,120,240 t 3 w 36 w 23 w 59 w
101) Ilorcugaid 7-8,526 87,257
IM New Zealailad 22,461) 5(,77-, 31 22 58
III Spailld _211,542 482,841 3
112 Ireland 20,231 51060 8 9 83
113 t Israel 22,690 77,777
114 Atistriliad 15%728 331,990 5 3 36 -30 19 15 58 67
115 United Kingdom 537,383 1,017,306 1 2 43 32 27 22 55 66
I 16 Finland 51,306 97,961 10 5 40 32 28 24 51 63
117 Italyd 452,648 1,024,634 6 3 39 31 28 20 55 66
118 t Kuwaird 28, 39 24,289 0 0 75 53 6 11 25 47
111) Cinada 263,192 541954 4 3(' 60
120 t Hong Kong 28,496 131,881 1 0 31 18 23 11 68 82
121 Netheriandsd 172,280 329,71,68 3 27 18 70
122 t Singapored 11,718 68,949 1 0 38 36 29 -17 61 64
1 2.3 Belgiumi 118,021 227,550 2 2 34 24 64
11-4 F,anced 664,595 1,330,381 4 2 34 28 24 20 62 70
11-5 Swedeil 1 25.5 57 196,,i4l 4 2 34 30 23 20 62 68
126 Austriad 76,882 196,546 4 2 40 34 '8 Z3 56 64
127 Germany 2,045�991 I 29
128 Unired Stitesd 2,708,147 6,648,013 3 34 22 M
11-9 Norwav 57,71 1 109,568 4 40 16 57
130 Denmark 66,321- 146,076 6 4 30 2.7 20 19 65 69
131 japind 1,059,257 4,590,971 4 2 42 40 21) 2- r,4 58
132 S,i rzeriandd 101,646 260,352
133 tUniredArabEmirares 29,625 35,405 1 2 77 51- 8 22 40
World 10,759,322 t 25,223,462 t 8 w 37 w 22w 53w

a. Because roanufa,turing is generally rhe niost dvnamic part of the industrial sector, its sha,e is shown separdtely. b. Services, etc., include unallocated icems. c. Data prior
to 1992 i[icltide Eriurei. d. GDP components are at purcliaser values.
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Table 13. Structure of the economy: demand
Disbibution of gross domestic product

General govt. Privirte Gross donwstic Gross doinestic Exports of goods Resource
consumption constunption, etc. investnmd savft and nonfacter servkes balance

1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994
Low-income economics 12 w 12 w 66 w 62 w 24 w 30 w 22w 28 w 13 w 19 w -3 w -2 w

Fxcluding China and India 11 w low 71 w 79 w 20 w 17 w Isw 11 w 20 w 17 w -4 w -6 w
I Rwanda 12 11 83 158 16 6 4 -69 14 8 -12 -75

11 78 75 112 Mozambique 20 6( 1 5 20 23 -22 -55

3 Ethiopia 14� 12 8-3 85 9 15 3� 3 11� 12 -0 -12

4 Tanzania 12 8 69 88 29 31 19 3 14 1-4 -10 -28

5 Burundi 9 11 92 99 14 9 -1 -10 9 14 -15 -19

6 Sierra Leone 8 12 92 83 16 9 -1 4 24 17 -17 -5

Malawi 19 22 70 79 25 16 11 -1 25 29 -14 -16

8 Chad 8 I- 99 93 4 9 -6 _/O 9 13 -10 -19

9 Uganda II 10 89 85 6 14 0 4 1( 8 -6 -10

10 Niadagascar 12 7 89 91 Ii 12 -1 2 13 22 -16 -10

11 Nepal 7 9 82 78 18 21 11 12 12 24 -7 -8

1 2' Vietnam 9 24 13 23 -11

13 Bafigladesh 6 92 85 15 14 2 8 6 12 -13 -6

14 Hairi 10 6 82 101 17 2 8 -7 22 4 -9 -9

15 Niger 10 17 67 82 37 6 23 1 24 13 -14 -4

16 Guinea-Bissau 29 8 77 90 30 20 -6 2 8 19 -36 -18

17 Keziya 20 15 62 62 29 21 18 24 28 39 -11 3

18 Mali 10 12 91 82 17 26 -2 6 16 21 -19 -21

19 Nigeria 12 10 56 79 22 10 32 11 29 22 10 1

20 Yemen, Rep.

21 Burkina Faso 10 16 95 78 17 22 _6 6 10 14 -23 -16

22 Mongolia b 14 73 71 21 27 15 19 56 -20 -6

23 India 10 11 73 68 21 23 17 21 7 1, -4 2.

24 Lao PDR

25 Togo 22 15 53 78 30 it 25 51 30 -5 -A

26 Gambia, The 20 18 79 76 26 21 1 44 -26 -i6

27 Nicaragua 20 14 83 95 17 18 -2 -9 24 24 -19 -2-

28 Zambia 26 13 55 84 23 7 I 1) 4 41 34 -4 -3

29 Taiikistan 19 57 30 24 -6

30 Benin 9 9 96 82 15 20 -5 9 23 27 -20 -10

31 Central African Republic 15 15 94 78 7 14 -10 '7 16 21 -1- 6
32 Albania 9 15 56 100 35 13 35 -15 23 12 0 -29

33 Ghana 11 12 84 84 6 16 5 4 8 25 -1 -12

34 Pakistan 10 12 83 71 18 20 7 17 12 16 -12 -3

35 Mauritania 25 10 68 80 36 17 7 10 37 43 -29 -8

36 Azerbaijan 19 b 40 96 23 23 4i 4 55 18 -18

37 Ziiiibabwe 'O 19 64 64 19 22 16 30 39 -3 -6

38 Guinea 9 82 14 9 20 -5

39 China 15 13 51 43 35 �2 35 44 6 24 -0 2

40 Hond 70 73 ', 5 26 17 14 36 36 -8 -12

41 Senega 22 12 78 79 15 16 0 10 28 36 -16 6

42 C6re cl'Noire 17 17 63 58 27 13 20 25 35 47 -6 13

43 Congo 18 �3 47 54 36 16 36 23 60 44 0 8

44 Kyrgyz Republic 20 11 61 74 29 30 18 14 -10 -15

45 Sri Lanka 9 9 80 76 34 27 11 15 32 34 -23 12
16 47 101 - 1-0 _3 - -19

46 Arnienia I 32 9 -29

47 Cameroon 9 8 69 73 25 M 22 20 24 29 -3 5

48 Egypt, Arab Rep. 16 14 69 81 28 18 15 6 31 22 -12 -12

49 Lesoiho 36 28 124 86 42 86 -60 -14 20 15 -102 -99

50 Georgia

51 Aftanmar b b 82 89 21 -12 __ 18 11 9 2 -4 -1

Middle-income econoinies 14 w 59w 26 w 25 w 23 w -1w

lower-middk-income 14 w 62 w 26w 25 w -1w

52 Bolivia 14 13 67 15 15 19 8 21 20 4 -7

53 Macedonia, Fl-R 7 89 18 4 41 -14

54 Moldova 'I 79 8 3' -8

55 Indonesia 11 8 52 61 24 29 37 30 33 25 13 1

56 Philippines 9 11 67 71 29 24 24 18 24 34 -5 -6

5� U7.bekistan 19 25 54 51 3_2 23 27 24 63 -5 1

58 Morocco 18 17 68 68 24 21 14 16 17 22 -10 -5

59 Kazakstan 20 -0 55 60 38 24 25 'O 28 -12 -4

60 Guatemala 8 6 79 86 16 17 13 8 22 19 -3 -9

61 Papua New Guinea 24 15 61 53 '5 15 15 32 43 53 -10 17

62 Bulgaria 6 1 5 55 64 34 1 1 39 21 36 53 5 0

63 Romania 5 13 60 6' 40 2-7 35 25 35 25 -5 -2
764 Ecuador 15 60 70 26 21 26 23 25 29 0 2

65 Dominicati Republic 8 4 77 80 25 20 15 16 19 24 -10 -4

66 Lithuania 20 13 64 7C, 31 18 I6 11 71 -15

67 El Sal�ador 14 8 72 88 13 19 14 4 34 20 1 -15

68 Jordan 22 -75 26 3 49 -23

69 janiaica 20 11 64 61) 16 22 I6 19 51 60 0 -3

70 Paraguay 6 7 76 79 32 23 18 14 15 36 -13 -9

71 Algeria 14 17 43 57 39 32 43 27 34 24 -5

72 Colombia 10 9 70 75 19 20 20 15 16 15 1 -4

Note: For data coniparabilirv and coverage, see the ICLhnical notes. Figures in italics are fi�r v ars other rhan those speciCied.
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Distribirtion of gross domestic product (%)

General govt. Private Gross domestic Gross domestic Exports of goods Resource
consumption consumption, etc. investmefft saving and nonfactor services balance

1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994

73 Tunisia 14 16 62 62 29 14 24 22 40 45 -9 -2
74 Ukraine

Naniibia 17 31 44 52 '9 20 39 17 76 53 10 -3
76 Peru it 10 57 70 29 14 32 'O 22 11 3 -4
- Belarus 23 2-7 46 51 19 35 32 2- 46 12 -8
78 Slovak Republic b 24 70 53 37 1- 6

3 1 23 72 -6
79 Latvia 10 22 58 5-3 26 9 32 25 72 7 16
80 Costa Rica 18 17 66 60 27 28 16 23 26 40 -10 -5
81 l'oland 9 19 (j7 64 26 I6 23 17 28 24 -3 1
82 Thaiiand 12 9 65 55 29 40 23 35 24 39 -6 -5
83 Turkey 13 11 73 67 1- 2 22 14 23 6 21 -8 1
84 Croatia 60 14 4-17 _1
85 Panama 16 61 25 23 38 -2
86 Russiaii Federatioii 15 21 6_2 50 22 27 _2 2 29 27 0 2
87 Venezuela 12 7 55 72 26 13 33 22 29 30 7 8
88 Botswana 19 32 53 44 38 25 28 25 53 5 1- -10 0
89 Esionia 12 211 63 q8 28 �32 25 28 70 -4 -4
90 Iran, Islamic Rep 'I 15 53 54 30 23 26 31 13 30 -3 8
91 Turkmenistan 18 50 _28 3_2 3
Upper-uiiddle-income 12 w 56W 25 w 32W 28w 6 w
92 Brazil 9 17 70 61 23 'I 21 2' 9 8 -2 1
93 Souch Africa 13 21 50 59 28 18 36 20 36 211 8 1
94 Matiritius 14 13 75 64 21 32 10 23 51 59 -10 -9
9s Czech Republic 22 58 20 20 5 _2
96 Nialaysia 17 10 51 53 30 19 33 37 58 90 3 -2
97 Chile 12 9 6 63 25 27 20 28 23 28 -4 1
98 Trinidad and Tobago 12 12 46 63 31 14 4_2 24 50 40 11 10
99 Hungary W 13 (11 72 31 'I 29 15 39 29 -2 -6

100 Gabori 13 13 26 40 28 25 61 47 65 62 33 22
11 0101 kimco 10 65 27 23 25 18 11 13 -1 -5

102 Uruguay 12 10 76 79 17 13 12 11 15 1( -6 -2
103 Oman 25 .39 '8 33 2 1- 1- 47 2- 63 25 10
104 Slovenia 21 55 21 25 98 4
105 Saudi Arabia 16 29 2_ 2 44 22 24 6' .18 71 '4.0 41 3
106 Greece 16 19 60 73 19 18 23 8 21 22 -5 -10
107 Argentina b b 76 82 _2 5 20 1-4 18 5 7 -1 -2
108 Korea, Rep. 11 10 64 53 32 38 2 5 39 34 36 -7 -1
Low- and niiddle-income 14 w 14 w 57w 60 w 26w 27 w 28 w 26 w 23 w 22 w 2 w -1 w

Sub-Saharan Afiica 14 w 17 w 60 w 68 w 23 w 17 w 27 w 16 w 30 w 27 w 2 w -2 w
East Asia and Pacific 12 w 11 w 58 w 54w 29 w 36w 28 w 37 w 28 w 0 w 0 w
South Asia 9 w 11 w 75w 70 w 20 w 22 w 15 w 20 w 8 w 13 w -6 w -3 w
Europe and Central Asia 18 w 60 w 24 w 23 w -4 w
Middle East and N. Africa
Latin Anierica and Caribbean 11 w 12 w 67 w 67 w 25w 21 w 23 w 20 w 16 w 15 w -3 w -2 w

High-income econoniies 17 w 60 w 23 w .. 23 w 22w Iw
109 Portugal 14 65 66 34 26 22 1- 24 26 -13 -9
110 New Zealand 18 15 62 60 21 21 20 24 30 31 -1 .3
Ht Spaiii 13 18 66 63 23 20 21 11) 16 19 -2 -1
112 Ireiand 19 16 67 56 27 14 14 28 47 68 -t3 14
113 f Israel 38 26 51 61 22 23 11 13 40 31 -11 -10
114 Australia 18 18 59 63 25 20 24 19 16 19 -2 0
115 United Kingdoni 22 22 59 64 17 15 19 14 27 25 2 -1
116 Fiiiland 18 23 54 5- 29 14 18 20 33 3-3 -1 5
117 Italy 15 18 61 6-1 �7 17 24 20 22 zi -3 4
118 t Kuwait 11 371, 31 41 14 11 98 22 78 55 44 12
119 Canada 19 L? 55 61 24 18 25 18 28 30 2 -1
120 t Hong Kong 6 8 6( 59 35 31 34 33 90 139 -1 2
121 Netherlands 17 15 61 61 22 19 21 24 50 51 0 5
122 t Singapore 10 8 53 Z10 46 32 38 51 207 17- -9 19
123 Belgiuni 18 15 63 62 22 18 11) zi 63 69 -3 5
124 France 18 19 59 61 24 18 23 20 22 23 -1 2
125 Sweden 29 28 51 55 21 13 19 1- 29 33 -2 4
126 Austria Is 19 56 55 28 25 26 26 37 38 -2 1
127 Germanv 20 58 22 22 22 0
1-18 United States 18 1� 63 68 20 16 19 15 10 10 -1 -1
129 Norwav 19 22 47 52 28 20 34 26 zi7 43 6 7
130 Denmark 27 26 56 52 19 14 17 21 33 34 -1
131 -lapan 10 10 59 58 32 30 31 32 14 9 -1 2
132 Swirzerland 13 14 64 59 27 22 24 27 37 36 -4 5
133 t bnitedArab Emiatcs I 1 18 17 49 28 25 7' -33 78 68 43 9
World 15 w 59 w 24 w .. 24 w 22 w I w

a. Includes Eritrea. b. General government consumptioii figures are not available separately; they are included in privare consump[ion, etc.
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Table 14. Central government budget
Peircentage of GNP

Total revenues Total expenditure Percentap of total expeadttureb Overalldefiewslirpluse
Tax Nontax Current Capftal Social servicesd (% of GNP)

1980 1994 980 1994 F980-1994 i-980 1994 1980 1994 1980 IM 1980 1994
Low-income economies
Excluding China and India
I Rwanda I 1.( 11.6 1.8 1.6 1). i is. 5.0 6. 5 -I.7 -6.9
2 Mo,anibiclLIC
3 Eiiiiopia 1. 3.2 12.4 3.5, 2.4
4 Tanzania I _:1 0. - 19.2 10. 9., 11.9 -7

5 BLirtindi I 3. 3 0.8 I J.( 11.0 -1.9
6 Sierra Leonet 15.2 1 �.2 1.7 0.6 �L?. 6 17.6 5.8 7.8 1 3. 6.1
7 Maiawil I S. I 7 i').O 8.( A i.3 14.2 -17.3
8 Chid
9 Uganda 3.0 0.8 2q.14 23.5 -3.1

I 0 Niadagascar 13.1 8.5 0.3 1.6 1-1.6 --5.0
1 1 Nepai 6.5 L3 0.2 15.6 -3.0
1 2 Vietiiani

Banglaclesht 3.6 19.8 2.5
1 4 Haiti 9.4 1.3 14.0 3.5 -4. 7,
1 5 Niger 1 2.4 2.2 9.6 9.1 3.6 2A.8 -4.8
16 Guinei-Bissau
1 7 Kenva� 19.8 2'. 2.9 20.0 2 6.1 6.1 15.3 6 1 30.3 25.7 -4.6 -3.6
1 8 Mali 9. 6 0.9 1 2.4 1.9 W.5 10.7 - 7

1 9 Nigerial
20 Yernen. Rep. 29.4 2- 0

10.5 j 7.7
21 BLirkina Faso 8. 1.2 2.9 9.8 11J 2.3 4.5 3i). 1 0.2
22 Mongolia 17.1 1. ,

. . 4.0 1 7.4 9.8 -1.8
23 India ').7 9.6 1.9 i.2 11.1 I 4.(, 1.6 2.0 14.1 1 -1.8 9.5 3 -6.5 --6.0
24 Lao I1DR
25 Tog 1). 9 -2

go 28.0 4.5 2-t. 8 9_ 3 0 .0
26 Gambia. The 21.0 22.1 3.6 1.4 1�.r, 16.0 16.2 2 3. 7, .3.6
271, Nicaragua 21.6 28.8 1.9 1.7 26.3 3 I.3 , 6.0 11.1 W.9 j.7 33.2 45.5 -5.7

28 Zarnbia 25.0 10.6 2 0.4 35.7 1 3.1) 4.3 I J7,4 3 -20-0 - - 3
2 9 Tajikisran
3 0 Beriin
3 1 Ceiitral A ican Republic 1W 9 -1 5 18. -j 1.3 9.6 28.6 5
32 Albania
33 Ghanal 6. 13.1 0.5 .3.8 9.8 17.9 1.1 3.7 -1.8 3S. 1 -38.5 -4.2 -2.5
34 PakisLan 13. i 13.2 3.0 9.3 11.6 20.7 3.1 3.6 -S.8 -6.9
3 5 Mauritania
36 Azerbaijan
37 Zinibabwe 19.5 4.9 33.s 1.8 24.9 18. S -11.1
38 Guinea 12.6 1.4 10.9 I1,0 -3.3
3 9 Chiiiat 2. 6 (.5 19. 0 3_3 -2.1
4 0 Honduras 14.4 1.0

1 23.1 2. 0 16.7
Senegal 1.6 36.8 (.9

42 C6ce d'Noi re 22.2 1.8 2(.0 9.5 -11.4
43 Congo 1-9.9 9.) 13. 6 19.1 70
a,lIA Kyrgyz Republic
,15 Sr i Lanka 1 9.3 17.4 1.1 1.9 24.9 22.3 16.7 5.3 1.6 11.6 23.6 _18A -8.7
46 Arriienia
1� Cameroon 14.8 10.9 1.3 4.9 1 0A 16.1 5.1 1. 9.1 1). 3 2SA 25.5 (.5 -2.0
48 Ekypt, AFab Rep. .31.1 26.4 1179 15.0 39.4 34.9 9. - 8. 1 11.6 8.2 2_� 2 I
4 9 Leorho 1-1.- 2 4 16. 5
5 ( Geogia
5 1 Afyawnar 9.7 4.9 6.4 2. 6 12.1 6.1- 3.8 3, 5 21.9 39.1 26., 24. 6 I .

Middle-income ecorionties
Lower-middle-income

52 Boli,i 5 'O. 5 8.5 42.o
5.6 -3

5 3 Macedonia, PYR
54 Moldo,a
55 Indonesia 21.1 16.3 1.1 2.8 1 8 q 8.1 6 2 1 1.8 14.4 -2.3 0.6
5 6 Philippinesi - 1 -1.5 15.1 1.5 1.8 9.9 15.0 3.5 �9 13.5 10.2 2(.8 �3.1 -1.4 -1.4
S 7 UzbekiSLAII
5 8 Niorocco 2 1. 0 16, 3.0 .3.3 23.5 24.2 1 O.- - 1 17.8 13. 9 27.0 ?-2 -10.0 -1.4
59 Kazaksran
60 GuaLeniala 8.8 6.8 7 0.8 6.9 5.1 2-3 I0.( V5.2 29.8 19.5 -3.5 -1.1
61 Papua New Guineat 21.1 20.8 2. 5 3.4 29.9 -18.8 5.4 3.6 3.3 27 -2.0 -4.

- 30
6 _2 Bulgaria 29.3 8.9 42.8 1.1 6.1 30.3 -4.5

1-1 803 Romania 73.5 30. 'i 15- q.3 3. 8 3 18.8 O.S -2.5
6A Ecuidort 12.9 14.9 0.6 2.0 12.9 13.3 2.4 3.5 12.5 . 43.9 -1.5 0.(
65 Doniinican RepubliJ I I.a4 16 1 3.3 1.4 1 I.7 ��o 5_3 8.1- 47 39.5 -1 7 0.0
66 Litliuaiiia 18.3 0.8 18.9 1.6
(7 El Salvador� 11.3 1 0.7 (.5 1.3 1-2.0 I 1.2 2.9 3 - 8.8 8.7 34. i 3
68 Jordan I 222 8.4 6.1- 22. 213 ��3. 0 40. 7 1.9
69 Jamaica WA -16.9

9._1 1. 9 1 1.7
1( Paraguay 9. 0 (.9 5.0 7. 4 11.0 2. 4 1 0.7 33.6 q(53 (J. 3 1 .

I Algeria
Columbia 10A 14.4 1.� 2.8 10.5 12.2 4.1 2.6 6. 8.1 44 I -1 -0

Note: For clata comparability and coverage. we rhe technical notes. 1:igures in italics are for vea,s ocher [haii Lhose speciCied.
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Percentage of GNP
Overall

Tatal revenuea Total expenditure Percentage of total expenditureb deficit/surplusc

Tax Nontax Curreut Capital Defense Social servicesd (% of GNP)

1980 1994 _H98O 1994 19�801994 igSO 1994 _19-8-01994 1980 1994
73 Tunisia 24.6 1 1).7

-3 5.4 22.8 26.2 6.9 11.1 5.4 34.2 q3. 0 -2.9 -2.6

Ukraine
75 Jo. Namibia -3.8 _35.8 6.0 4.1
76 Peru' 16.5 13.7 IA 1.3 15.8 12.9 4.6 -1.9 21.( 21.2 -2.5 3 1
77 Belarus _V 8 0 6 31 9 5.9 4 1 -5.2
�8 Slo,alk Republic
11) Lar,ja 25.3 1.6 i2.8 -4.1
80 Costa Rica 17 -7.8

22.8 1.1 3.0 22.4 28.1 5.4 3.5 2.6 0.0 62.4 61.3 -5.9
81 Polaiid 37.9 4.2 43.1 1 6 -2.4
82 Thailand I 3.3 1 -. 0 1.2 1.8 -3 9 10.9 1- 0 28.0 35.-i -4.9 1.9

17.7 15.4 4.6 4.1 19.1 21.6 7 2.0 1 S.2 9.5 23.8 21.7 -3.8 -4.0
83 Turkey .2
M CrOATIa 41.7 1.7 38.8 3.0 20.2 53.6 1.7
85 I'aila[lia 19.5 21.8 7.1 10. 7( 9 -5.4 4

0 26.2 25.8 5.8 3. I 0.0 5.6 39.6
86 Russian Federation 19.1 1.4 . . 26.2 . . 1. i . . 14.5 . . i4.1 -10.7
87 Venezuela 18.9 1,.4 3.1 4.2 14.9 1 6.9 z4. 0 2.6 4.9 . . 32.0 . . 0.0 -4.3
88 Bocs�anar 1-6.8 30.5 9.8 25.6 24.9 -32 8 11.6 4 8.9 10.3 30.6 36.0 -0.2 11.2
81) Estonia . . 29.1 . . 1.9 . . . . . . . 1.( . . 56.4 . . 1.2
9( Inin, Iskiniic Rep. 6.8 8.3 14.6 16.9 27.5 16.6 -'.9 8.9 16.1 6.5 36.7 37.4 -13.7 -0. I
')I ')'wkmewstan
Upper-middle-income

BraA 18.4 1- 5 0 - 5 19.2 33.8 1.7 1.0 i.2 2 5 32.3 36.7 -2.5 -q. 0
')3 South Africa 21.4 lzi.7 3.1 2.0 20.0 34A 3. _2 1.6 -2.5 -9.2
(4 MauritiLIS 18.5 20.0 2.4 3.0 22.8 18.9 4.6 4.5 I./4 40._7 48.6 -10.z4 -0. I
95 Occh Republic 38.0 1.0 3 7 7 4.9 6.6 60.6 0.9
96 kialav,ia 24.4 22.5 2.9 7.7 19.9 21.4 10.3 S.0 13.1 12.0 26.8 39.5 -6.1- 4.1

Chile 26-6 19.1 6.6 2.6 -16.3 17.8 2.8 3.1 12.1 8.8 5 7 6 64.9 5.6
Triniclad and Tobago 37 7.2

,.5 1 9.3 1 2.6
')9 Hungary -46.5 8.9 iO. 6 - - -4 -3 26. -2.9

loo (;abont 26.1 13.3 6.8
I(I Mexico 14.8 0.8 11.7 5.7 2.1 36.1 -3-1

(2 Uruguay 21.8 31.7 1.3 2.3 20.9 31.3 1.8 2.8 13.1 7 61.1 73.1 0 3
103 Omati 12.1 1 30.8 26.5 34.0 41.7 9.1 7.8 49.6 36.7 9.4 30.0 0.5 -1 2.6
104 Slownia
105 Siudi Arabia
106 Greece 26.5 2S. 8 3.1 2.1 30.1 38.6 5.4 43 11.5 8.9 51.2 30.6 -4.8 -15.6
107 Argentina 10.5 5.3 18.1 11i.3 28.6 -2.6
108 Korea, Rep. 15.8 18.1 2.2 2.8 15.1 16.0 2. 2.9 29.3 18.7 22.0 32.0 -2.3 0.3
Low- and rniddle-income

Sub-Saharan Africa
East Asia and Pacific
South Asia
Europe and Central Asia
Middle East and N. Africa
Latin America and Caribbean

High-income econorniCS

101) Portugal 24.9 29.3 1.9 -/.4 29.6 37.4 4.6 5 -i 7.0 46.0 -8.7 -2.2
110 Ne,, Zealand 31.3 13. i 3.6 1 36.6 35.1 '.5 1.0 ai. 8 3. 5 -,7.0 69.1 -6.8 0.8
III Spain 22A -30. 1 1.9 2.5 24.0 �34 0 3.0 2.5 4.1 3.4 ('4.8 48.6 -4.2 -4.8
112 Ireland 31.8 392 4.0 2 8 zi 1.7 0 4.8 -3.0 3 2 5.2 49.3 57.3 -12 9 -2 3
113 t Isrdel 44.o 33.5 7.3 69.3 31).8 2.9 4.4 36.8 19.1- 2 5.7 49.1 -16.1 -3 0
1 1 L4 Australia 19.9 21.2 2.2 3.2 1-1.5 27.0 1.6 1.2 9.1 7.8 4 5.5 57., -1.5 -2.9
I I 5 Lliiited Kingdoni 30 6 .31.9 4.6 3.1 36.4 39.9 1.8 2 8 13.1 10.14 43.7 52.2 -4.(, -6.6
116 Finland -15.5 29.6 2.1 5.3 25.6 46 0 3.0 1.8 5.1 -3. 50.3 59.3 -2.2 -1-i. 1
117 Italv 29.1 38.8 '.5 1.1 37 1.1 I �)

48.5 - 3.3 48.8 -10.7 -10.6
118 t KUN'dir 2.3 1.3 7q.1 . . 16.1 43.6 7.6 6.3 11.0 24.0 50.2
119 Canadd 16.6 19. I; 2. 6 2 5 21.6 0.1 7 r. 9 4 1.8 51.4 -1.6 -4.5
1 20 t Hong Koiig
121 Nedherlands 44.0 4�.7 5.2 3.8 48.1 50 7 4.6 2.2 5.5 4.3 62.9 69.3 -4.5 -0.5
1 2 2 -V Singapore 18-2 1 _. I S. I 10.0 16.1 1-3.4 4.6 4 2 20.8 21.-i 24.1 35 9 2.2 15.7
1 23 Belgium 42. 1 -128 1.9 1.8 47.0 q8.4 4.3 i 1) 5.5 . . 60.2 . . -8.2 -6. 1
124 France 36.' , .38.0 2.9 2.7 37.3 44.9 1.1 2. 5 7.3 5.6 (,9.4 68 7 -6.1 -S.5
12S S,eclen 30.2 31.7 J.') 6.9 37.7 50.3 1.8 0. 7.( 5.3 i8 56.8 -8.1 -13.4
126 Aus(rid 32.2 .33 - 2 - 3. 1 34.3 38.-I 3.4 -3.2 3.0 2 2 70.0 70.1 -1.4 -5.1
117 Gernianv 29.6 2.0 .31.9 . . 1. - ').O 68.8 -2.5
128 United Scares 18.3 18.5 1.6 1.5 210.3 22.2 1A 0.8 20.3 18.1 48.8 52.1 -2.8 -3.0

38.6 37.0 3.8 9.5 37.9 9 1.3 1.9 (,.8 6. 5 47.4 55.6 -2.0 -_5
IM Deniiiark 32.2 33. i zi 1 6.2 37.6 � 4.3 2.8 1.7 4.7 56.3 5.3.5 -2.7 -5.7
131 japaii 11.0 I 17 8 0.6 J, 14.8 3.6 4.2 59.2 -7.0 -1.6

132 Switzerlaiid I7.5 20.0 1.4 . 18.2 1.3 I I . . 0.6 -0. I
133 f UnitedAab Emirates 0.( 05 0.2 1.7- 10.7 11.0 0.9 0.4 41.4 37.1 20.5 29.9 20 -0 2
World

a. Refers to current re,emie. b. Includes lending m,no% repaynienis. c. Incltides grants. d. Refer, c. education, liealth, social sectirirvl elfare, hoLisiiig, and community
aroerune,. c Includes Eriirei. f. Dam are fo, budgetary accounts only.
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Table 15. Exports and imports of merchandise
Evods Imports

anufactures Total Average annual growth rate 1%)
Total M Food Fbe-Islmillion $) 1% of total) (million-$] 1% of total) 1% of total) Exports Imports

1980 1994 1980 1993 1990 1994 1900 1993 1980 1993 1980-90 1990--94 1980--90 1990--94

Low-income econonties 85,945 t 202,239 t 102,726 t 218,960 t 5.7 w 9.1 w 1.6 w 13.0 w
Emdudirtg China and India 60,700 t 56,192 t 69,547 t 16,433 t 1.0 w 2.6 w -4.0 w 3.9 w
I Rwanda 112 0 -43 1 2 1 3 5.6 -19.6 1.3 -1.9
2 Niozambique 181 1 20 800 1,(O( -10.5 -0.3 -1.0 2 9
3 Ethiopia- A125 3-2 0 12 -'I 7 1,033 8 16 25 2-3 1.2 -9.q 3.3 -3-3

Tanzania 511 511) 1 4 I'250 1.509 1.3 2 1 -1.8 10.0 -3.3
5 BurLindi 65 106 3 10 168 2 2 4 1 3 1 9 7.1 8 1.4 - lq� 6
6 Sierra Leone -4 115 40 29 427 150 24 2 1 -4.3 -9.9 -1. I

Malawi 4 4 39 491 8 8 1 5 11 0.1 -1.8 1.3 -1.6
8 Chad 7 1 8 12 , 14 23 5.4 -10.0 10.5 -12.1

Ug-anda 345 421 3 1 293 91 I I 23 -1.4 3.9 -0.6 28.1-
10 Niadagascar 401 27-7 6 20 600 434 9 14 1 5 t9 -0. t -6.8 -4.6 -5.6
I I Nepal 80 363 3 1 88 342 1, 176 A 9 1 8 1 2 7..8 22.1 4.9 6.8
1 2 Viernani 339 3,770 1,310 4,440
1 3 Bangladesh 79.J 2,661 69 83 2�600 4,701 24 1 6 1 0 1 0 7.S la- 1.8 5.3
1 4 iiaiLi 226 73 375 29' 24 1 3 -2.9 -11.2 -4.4 -6.8
1 5 Niger 566 2 594 i4 26 -6.4 --2.0 -4.5 2.5
16 Guinea-Bissau I 1 32 55 63 20 6 -5.1 -18.3 1.3 -5.4
1 7 Kenya L2 50 1 �609 1 21) 2,11-0 2, 1 56 8 1 4 3 1 5 2.6 16.6 1.1 -5.6
I 8 "�b I i 'OS 9 439 1 9 3 5 2.6 -J. - 1.2 -3. 4
1 9 Nigeria 26,000 9,378 0 2 16,700 6,511 1 6 1 1 -2. 4 _-I.Y _17.5 7 6
0 Yernen, Rep. 802 51 4 2,510 28 7 1.5 7.2 -5.9 11.1
I Burkina F-aso 90 I 1 14 359 5.4 - 2.1 8.3

22 Moiigolia 324 2 2 3
23 Iiidia 8,590 25,000 59 75 14,900 26,846 9 3 5 2- 6.3 -. 0 4.5
24 Lao PDR 31 300 8 29 561
25 'Fogo 338 I 1 9 551 17 22 23 10 4.9 9.0 1.1 -11.2
26 Gambia, The 31 35 9 36 165 1-09 23 t I 2. 3 26 9 1.0 9.0
27 Nicaragua 451 352 1 4 1 1 887 821 1 5 2i 20 1 4 -4.4 -8. -4.1
28 Zanibia 1 300 6 9 1,340 5 22 -3.5 26.9 -5.0 -62
29 Taiikistan 53 1 619
30 Benin 63 8 1 331 26 8 7.7 -03 -6.3 29.4
3 1 Central African Republic 116 29 47 8 1 2 1 2 2.5 3.5 6.0 _33
32 Albama II6 596
33 Ghana 1.260 I 24 1,130 I 0 1 1 27 1 3.9 9.1 1.6 118
34 Pakistan 2,620 7,370 49 85 5,350 8,890 1 3 1 4 27 1 7 9.5 8.8 2.1 10.3
35 Niauritania 194 . . 2 1 286 . . 30 1 4 7.8 3.5 1.1 4.4
36 Azerbaijan 682 791
37 Zimb-abwe 1,410 39 39 1,450 3 1 1 39 1 5 2.2 -6.6 -2.2 -5.1
38 Guinea 401 270 -3.6 -8.6 _'.9 -2.8
39 Chiria' 18,100 121,047 48 8 1 1 9,900 115,681 3 6 1 Lq 14-3 10.0 24.8
40 Honduras __ _ 830 843 1 3 13 1,010 1,056 10 13 16 14 1.3 10 7 -1.0 7041 Senegal 477 '515 22 1,050 . . - 29 29 11 2.6 3.6 1.0 6.1
42 Ure d'lvoire 3J30 16 2.9-0 2,000 1 3 16 3-3 -75 -4.0 5.4
43 Congo 911 7 1-i 580 . . 1 9 I I 5.5 9.7 -2.0 25
44 Kyrgyz Republic 340 4 59
45 Sri Lanka 1,070 3,210 16 74 2,040 4.780 20 14 24 8 6.3 117.0 2.0 15.0
46 Armenid 209 401
47 Cityieroon 1,380 4 14 1,600 1,100 9 16 12 3 .5 -1- -1.4 -11.2
49 Egypt, Arab Rep. 3,050 3,463 1 1 33 4,1360 WJ85 32 24 1 2 -0.2 -0. 1 -0.7 -2.9
49 Lesotho 5 8 464
50 Cevgia 381 744

Afyanma, 472 - 71 6 1 0 353 886 7 -7.0
3 -7.0 27.2 38.7

Middle-income econoniies 606399 t 826,822 t 453,101 t 890,818 t 3.5 w 7.0 w 1.0 w 9.8 w
Lower-micidle-income

52 Bolivia 942 1�032 3 19 665 1,209 19 9 1 5 t.7 -5.4 -2.8 18.9
53 tviacedonia, FYR 1,120 1,260
54 i'violdo,a 618 67'
55 Indoncsia 21,900 40,054 2 53 10,800 11,985 13 16 8 5.3 21.3 1.2 9.1
56 Philippines 5,740 13,304 37 76 8,300 22,5 6 8 8 28 12 2.9 10.2 2.4 15.2
57 Uzbeki5tan 3.543 3,243 -
58 Morocco 2,490 4,0i 3 24 57 4, I 60 1-0 1 7 24 1 4 4.2 0.8 2.9 1. 7

59 Ka7akstan 3,285 410i
60 Guaceinali 1,520 1,522 2,i 30 1,600 2,604 8 11 24 1 1. 8.2 -0.6 19.3
61 Papua New Guinea 1,030 2,6-40 3 12 1,180 1,521 2 1 . 1 5 4.5 19.3 -0.2 2.1
62 Bulgatia IOI40i) 4,165 . . 9,650 4� 1 60 8 _L?
63 Romatiia 11,200 6,1 s I 76 12,800 71, I (1) 14 26 -6.8 -0.9 -5. 1�
6 4 Ectiador 2,480 3,820 3 7 2,250 3,690 8 5 1 2 3.0 8.9 -3.9 10.0
6 5 Doniiiiican Republic 962 633 24 52 1,640 2,630 17 25 -1.0 -10.2 2.6 8.9
66 LirhLLania 1.802 C4 2,210 I I 44
6''7 El Salvador 967 W14 35 46 _�)66 -1,250 18 13 18 11 -2.8 13.0 1.3 16.2
68 Jordan 57 'O 1 7 7.4

. 4 1,424 34 51 2,400 3,382 18 - 1 3 7. -3.1 13.0
69 janiaica 963 i,192 63 65 1,100 2, 164 20 1 4 38 1 9 1 1.3 3.1 _0
�O Paraguay 310 817 1 2 1 7 615 2,37O I I I 9.9 -1.9 3.2 7 3

I Algeria 13,900 8,594 0 4 10,600 8,000 2 1 2- 3 1 1.5- -0.8 -5.1 -5.7
�2 Colonibia 3,920 8,399 20 40 4,740 11,883 1 2 8 1 4 9 - 4.8 -1.9 223

Data for Taiw�. China 19,800 92,847 88 93 19,7 00 85'�07, 8 6 _2 8 11.6 5.9 12.8 14.2
Note: For data comparability and coverage, see the tectinical iiotes. Figures in italics are for vear, �Lhci thaii those pecified.
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Exports Imports
Total Mantifactures Tobi FoDd Fuels Average annual growth rate (%I -

(million $1 M of total) (million $1 1% of total) (% of tortal) Exports Imports
1980 1994 1980 1993 1980 1994 1980 1993 1980 1"3 1980-90 1990-94 1980-90 1990-94

73 Tunisia 2�200 4,660 36 5 3,540 6,580 14 8 21 8 6.2 1.3 6ii
74 Ukraine 11,818 Iiij

75 Namibid 1,321 1.196
76 Peru 3,900 4,555 is 17 2,500 6,794 20 20 1 8 -1.9 11.0 -1.0 121

Belarus 3,134 3,857
78 Sloak Republic 6,587 6,823
71) Ljtvia 967 1.367
80 Co,ca Rica 1,000 1215 34 33 i,540 3,0225 9 8 15 9 4,9 10.1 2.8 151
81 Polarid 14.200 I''7,000 71 68 16,700 21,40(i PI I 1 18 12 4,8 3.9 1.5 26.382 Thailand 6,510 45,262 -18 73 9,210 51,499 5 5 30 8 143 21.6 12.1 12.783 Turkey 2,910 18,106 2- 72 7,91( 23,270 �j 6 48 14 12,0 8.8 11.3 11.28z, Croatia 4,259 71 7. . 5,231 .. . . 10
85 Panama 358 584 9 16 1,450 2,404 10 10 31 13 2,6 23 3 -4.1 14.3
86 Russidii Federationb . . 53,000 . . . . 41,000
87 Venezuela 19,900 15,480 2 14 10,700 7 15 1 1 I i,6 -0. 1 -6.1 19.3

_T8 � Bo i s � .�d 502 1,845 692 1,6�8 11.4 -0.8 7.7 -5.6
89 Estonia 1,329 1,690

1 5.790 lr(in, Islamic Rep- 14,700 13,90( 5 9 12,200 20,000 1 3 0 ,.4 10.2 -4.0 1 1
9 1 Turkmenistan 2,176 1,690

Upper-middle-income 280,750 t 404,146 t 174,465 t 428,837 t 3.5 w 7.8 w 2.2 w 10.4 w92 Bruil 20,100 43,600 39 60 25,000 36,000 1 0 10 43 16 6.1 6.6 -1.5 8.593 South Africa 25,500 25,000 39 94 19,600 1-3,400 1 6 0 1 0�9 2.8 -0.8 5.394 Mauritius 431 1,347 27 90 609 1,926 26 14 14 7 8.6 2.0 11.0 25
9i Czech Republic 14,25 2 15,6 36
96 Malaysia 13,000 58,756 11) 70 10,800 59�981 12 6 is 4 11.5 I7.8 6.o 15.1-
97 Clide 4,710 11,539 10 is 5,800 11,801) 15 6 18 to 5.7 10.5 1.4 14.5
98 Trinidad and Tobago 3,960 1,867 4 34 3,160 1,131 1 1 i5 38 t6 -4.3 4.9 -12.1 8.199 Hungary 8.6-0 10,73 i 66 68 9,220 14,438 8 6 16 13 3.0 -1.8 07 7.9

100 Gabon 2,170 0 3 674 19 0.6 5. - -2.0 2.0101 Mexico 15,600 61,961 12 79 19,500 80,100 16 8 2 2 12.2 14.7 5.7 18.7
_�O 2 Unagtia, 1,060 1,913 38 43 1,680 2,770 8 8 29 9 2.9 -3.1 -2.0 21.110 3 Onian 2-390 5,418 3 1 1,730 3,9 15 15 19 11 3 13.1 9.8 -1.6 18.5
104 Siolenia 6,82_8 86 7'.301
105 Saudi Arabia 109,0(0 38,600 1 - 30,200 22,796 14 I -8.2 4.0 _8A 5.9
106 GFeece 5,1 50 9,38,1 47 53 10,500 5.1 11.9 5.8 12.8
107 Argentina 8,020 15,839 23 32 10,500 21,527 6 5 10 2 3.1 -1.0 -8.6]Os Korea, Rep. 17,500 96,000 90 93 22,300 102,348 M 6 30 18 13.7 11.2 7.1
LDw- and middle-income 683,360 t 1,033,987 t 550,291 t1,098,170 t 3.9 w 7.5 w 1.1 w 10.5 wSub-Sahamn Afirica 77,330 t 59,065 t 67,448 t 63,330 t 1.1 w 0.9 w -3.7 w 1.8 wEast Asia and Pacific 87,323 t 388,383 t 88,303 t 404,292 t 10.7 w 14.4 w 8.3 w 14.5 w
South Asia 13,855 t 38,922 t 25,884 t 47,592 t 6.5 w 8.5 w 3.4 w 5.3 wEurope gLnd Central Asia
Middle East and N. Afirica 203,874 t 96,741 t 104,130 t 107,306 t -2.3 w 1.1 w -5.9 w 6.1 wLatin America and Caribbean 99,344 t 212,790 t 0.6 w 13.7 wHigh-income economies 1,375,665 t 3,291,137 t 1,478,865 t 3,307,266 t 5.0 w 5.1 w 6.1 w 4.6 w109 Portugal 4,640 17,50 84 9,310 26�680 1 4 F4� 2 4 1 2.2 0.5 9.8 1 4110 New Zealand 5,420 12,200 20 2- 5,470 11,900 6 8 23 7 3.6 5.4 4.6 5.5

III Spain 20,700 73,300 78 3�, 1 00 92,500 1 3 i 4 39 1 1 6.9 IL2 10.1 5.3
112 Ireland 8,40( 34,370 5 8 75 11,200 25,508 1 2 1 0 1 5 5 9.3 11.4 4.7 5.6
113 f Israel 5,540 16,881 82 9 1 9,7180 25�237 1 1 7 27 7 5.9 10.0 4.6 12.3114 Australia 21,900 47 10 42 22,400 93,400 5 5 1 4 6 5.8 8.1 409 5.1
115 LJnited Mngdom 110,000 205,000 714 82 116,000 227,000 13 1 1 14 i 4.4 1.8 6.3 0.9116 Finland 14,200 29,700 7 83 15,600 23, loo 7 7 29 1 3 2.3 8.7 4.4 -1.9
11- Itily �8' 1 00 189,805 85 89 101,000 167 1 3 1 3 28 9 4.4 6.0 5.3 -1. -118 f Kiiwait 19,700 11,6114 1 0 814 6�530 1,716 1 5 1 5 1 1 -2.0 42.3 -6.3 Z3. 0119 Canada 6 7, -0 0 166,000 49 66 61500 155,072 8 6 I 2 4 5.7 8.4 6.2 6.2120 t Hong Kong 19,800 151,39, 92 95 22,400 162,000 1 2 6 6 2 1 �,A 15.3 11.0 15.8121 Netherlands -4,000 1 55,5 54 1 63 76,600 139,795 1 5 1 5 24 9 4.5 5.8 4.6 4.3
122 tSingapore 19,400 96,800 so 80 24,000 103,000 9 6 29 1 1 12.1 16.1 8.6 12.1123 137 74Beigiuni, 64,500 8 1 71,900 125,762 1 1 1 1 8 4.4 2 4.( 0.3124 France 116,000 235,905 74 78 135,000 230.203 1 0 1 1 2 9 4.1 2.3 5.0 0.8125 Sweden 30,900 61 �292 7') 85 33,400 51,800 7 7 24 9 4.6 7.4 4.9 5.0126 Austria 17,900 45�200 83 89 24,400 55,300 6 5 16 5 6.4 3 9 5.8 1.9
127 Germarwi 193,000 427,219 86 90 188,000 381,890 1 2 10 2 1 8 4.6 2.2 4.9 2.8128 United States 226,00t) 513,000 68 82 257,000 690�000 8 5 33 10 3.6 5.6 7.2 7.4129 Norway 18,600 34,700 32 16,900 27,300 8 7 3 6.8 6.5 4.2 0. -3 1 1 7
130 Dennidrk 16,700 4 IA I 56 66 19,30( 3ii,800 I I 1 4 22 5 4.4 11.4 3.6 3.4131 Japan 130,000 397,00 96 9- 141,000 -1 711,000 12 18 50 21 5.0 0.4 6.5 4.0132 Switzerland 29,600 66,200 91 94 36,300 6/4,100 8 7 1 1 4 6.0 3.3 4.9 -6 .7
1.33 f UnitedArab Emirates 20,700 19,700 3 13 8,790 21,100 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 6.1 6.3 -1.3 21.0
World 2,003,736 t 4,326,096 t 2,007,961 r 4,391,660 t 4.8 w 5.7 w 5.0 w 5.7 w

a. Data prior to 1992 include Eritrea. b. E�clude, trade with othe, niembers of the Commonwealth of Independent Stares. c. Includes Luxembourg. d. Dita prior to
1990 refer to rhe Federal Republic of Germany beFore unification.
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Table 16. Balance of payments
Current transfers __ Current account

Exports of goods Imports of goods Net workers' Other net private balance before Gross international
and seeicesa and servicesa remittances transfers official transfers reserves
(million SI (million SI (million SI (million $3 (Million $3 (million SI

18 11980 98 94 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994
Low-income economies 105,529 t 237,848 t 136,812 t 285.936 t 42,943ut 119,140 t

Ecludin&China and India 74,386 t 76,664rt 98,041te 121,425 t 4 20,8
4

2et 37,138rt
I Rwanda 182 SI1 335 496 -- 4 0 II 45 -j 59 401) 187 -39
2 Mozanmbique 452 3141 8-75 1.403 Ii 5$; I 138 -~23 -870 .

3 [Ethiopia' 5.10 563 77 1,189S 22 24- 58 6]1 -126 -317 262 588
4 Tanaania '62 85$ 1,4121 2,067, 0 1 22 450 -628 -762
S IlutondilOs 307 0 . 2') - 1(1WS 211
6 Sierra Leone ' 7 6 ------ -494 .. 1-0 )209

N Malai 1 3Q11 6,38 69 0 0 13 18 _310 '30 764
8 Chad 71 181 83 33 6 -40 -8 -1( 163 1 2 8 0

9 Uganda .331 333 450 101 ' 0I. 3114 '11 72C
I10 Madcaga.scar 518 630 1.121 988 --30 10 3 3 -6'3 -3r __7__

II Nepal '23) I 001 368 I '301 0 0 29q -4 10 " 7 752

12, Vietiina 4.918 . 6 (,218 .. 171) 113(1
13 Bangzladesh '1 3 ''0 262 4831 1 9 1 3 154 -1,436 1366 331 317

1 4 Haiiti 139 614 498 2116 52 0 0 43 -137 101 27
15 Nger zi 2 5 1,016 351 -47 i0t - -1 0 - -49 16 3)1

1 6 GaLirca-Bissau I 55 8-3 10 -14 0 0 9 ' .-3
1I Key 2,061 ',666 3.095 '8414 -3 27 15;1 -1,006 130 539 588
1 8 MalII '63 399' 93'1 40 8 5 II 146 '234 -194 26 229
19) Nigeria 27 ,9 89 122.044 12 50t -ID0 546 0 0 5,'95 '107 9 10.,640 1.649
2(1 Yeenii, Rep. -01-1-.- 1-8-.-. t,059 . 1 . . 27

21 BLtrkina Faso,t5 '3- 596 9P11 1 00 -I 1 2 26 -259 9YS 7 5 241
22 Mongolia -t-t 421 ' 934i 481 11 0 0 I -491 99 - 9 4

'5 India 1 2 3 48 3990'0 18,10(5 49,69' ' 786 4Q976 74 1.224 -2,9' '(9 ' 3 12, 010 24.221
24 Cmo PDR '5')9 400 . I . l 319 -131 -. 68

29 Vogo 5 0 309 752 341 I 5 0 -0 -181 31 85 99
26 Gn'ba,a The 66 2(10 181 254 0 0 4 1 3 II '112 
27 Nic tragtua 514 49i9 1,049 1.429 0 30) 2 0 53, 'I-O ,75 146
28 Zamhbia 1,625~ 1.185 1,987 1,59 3 -61 .. -122 -19 -'5 -7 206. 

30 Benin 241 403 428 518 7$ 6"I 0 0 I11 48s 1 5 262
31 I Eentr,l Africtn RepulbliC 10 1 86 .329 280 -19 . -141 395 62 214
32 Allani 3,.86 276 375 775 0) 265 6 _q 1 6 '438 209. 
.33 Gha na 1,21.3 1.386 1,264 2,123 -4 12 1 299 -54 -466 330 689
34 Patkirn 3,O I t 8.40 1 6.042 12,812 1.74 8 1.446 1 4 7 94 5 _ 1,13 '2020 1,568 3.71 6
15 Matiritania 27 q7 59 568 -27 2423' SI1 -140 146 44
56 Aaetbeaijan 637 852 -. .36 

37 Zimbabwe I I',) 2'016 I (00 2,338 8 0 I' 6 30' '92 419 58

18 uitr'a 593 678 952 -8 9 9 -0 26 93195
19 Cltina 20 ~~~~~M91)1 I '4,665 24t75' 118.344 640 395 0) 441 93 '11 I7S15 10,09! 7,8

4( Hotnduras 967 I 370 I 306 1,859 0 90 8 s 5931 9394 159) 179
1 Senegal 81( I 349 I 337 1,740 -15 40 -t I -5'6 -3i0 25 191
42 C6re dIv,oi re 1(640 1,1 77 4,7 6l 3,590 -716 -3 1 2 0 0 -1.836 -726 46 221
4 ~Congo I 029 L(78 1,195 1.400 -38 . 26 '9 '230 9346 93 59

EI Kvrgyz Repttblic 340 490 -- 0 '5 -0'2
q5 Sri Lanka 1,3tl 4t08- ' '69 5,646 152 698 -16 '7 '793 933 283 12.686

46 Arntenia 529 52 . 0 36 '232 
(:- at,ieron I 8'8 ' '10 2'2''6 2.485 II 9 2 -8 934 399 25 206 141

48 Egypt, Arab Rep. 6.9 16 10.511 9,749 16, 121 2,696 5.1)73 95 0 -438 -536 2,480 14.413
49) leSotho 36.3 955! 482 914 0 0 2 3 -1 17 -.360

51 AAsanrn,ar 556 1,125 869 1,776 0 0 7 312 -30 -339 409 918
Middle-income economies 662,723t 1,047.195 t 670,749 t 1.214,187 r 173,363 t 316,491 t

Lower-middle-income ... ... 78,989 t 136,901
92 Bolivia 1,0z46 1.26 1,112 1,67(1 0 -I 13 2 5 -93 -419 553 793
93 Malcedonia. IFYR 1,226 1 . 1.733 -. . .. 137 .. -370 .. 166
94 Moldova .. 618 .- 823 0 .- 22 .- -183 .. 180
55, Indonesia 22,24 1 46,295 19.432 49),7t14 449 0 II 2,8 10t -2.960i 6,803 13,321
56 Phtilippittes 99 ' 9 10 348 ' 09 '0 367 97 93 -05 336 398 7,2
57 Debekistatn 3 561 3,569 . I I 

58 Morocco 3 "II 1)~~~~~~7(3 5 5>807 9901 989 2,061 IS 955 -550 81 62

59 Ka,aksian 5,114 39916 _710 . 8 
60 GtaI.ternala I 834 ',586 ' 30 534 0 0 109 378 -16q4 0 73 943
61 Papua New Guinea 1 08'3 ' 90') 1,561 ' 956 0 0 -106 -1 50 -58 40' 458 120
62 Bnlgaria 9,449 90,7 8 947 5,52S (I 0 98 164 954 146 .

63 Rotnania 12,160 71I~S8 IA 980 (14( 0 II 0 194 -2' 420 935' 2,511 3.092
64 Ecuador ',97 51 36 48 0 0 0 -67' '962 25 2.0013

65 l)ontinican Republic 1 913 6011 ' ',3' 9 -'9 183 420 17 1) -7'5 '23' 279 259
66 LirtLtuaria ', I53 2,4693 0 .. 31 -29 -. 597
67 El Salvadlor 1'27 1(65 I '89 '8 I 967 6 37 I1 309 382 829
68 Jordatt 1.781 3,08 3138 4.83 -715 1.093 -120 -'II1 -942 -723 1,74 5 1.99 7

('9) Jamaica 1,4 22 2,6811 1.67'8 31A12 51 32> 31 12(1 -(-75; 15 Ill
70 IParaguay '78 1 2,t,7 1,39 3,98 1 0 I II 4 -618 -1,282 73 1.113
7] Algeria 14.500) 9.698 14.552 1 2,9 19 241 0 36 1,400 225 -1.821 7,064 4,8 13
72 Colombia 5,860l 1 2,428 6.231 16,283 68 211i 96 651 '20' '995 6.474 7,862

Data [ortI'iwan, China 22,627 1 12,899) 23.445 1 05,524 .. -92 -1.31 6 -- 910- 6, 0591 4,095 97,653

Nor,t: Foe data coniparabi lit'y and coverage. see tlte techntical noecs. 1Figttres in italic., are for years cother than lthose specifiedl.
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Current transfers Current account
Exports of goods imports of goods Net workers' Other net pdivate balance before Gmoss international
and servicesa and servicesa remittances transfers official transfers reserves

(million $3 (million $3 (million $3 (million S) (million $3 (million $3
1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994

73~r Tisa- 3.5~56 6.983 4.119 8,086 30~ 67i -2 8 -462 -49 70 1.5--4

74 kraine 14,426 15,837 . 1 -566 -1,9)77 
75 Namibia .. 176(806 0 . 30 .. -9203
76 Peru ~4.832 5.996 5,080) 9(.197 0 2810 (I 4 '248 -2.935 2.804 7.2

77 Relarus 2,7Th 3,345 --. - 7o -. -95
78 SIOndk Repuiblic 9, 38 .. 849 3 - 7~06 - 2, 186

79? Larvia . l26 1,446 . . .- . . -158 641
80 Costa RiCa 1.219 3,399 I ,89-1 4.004 0 0 20 89) -659 -516 197 906
81 Poland 16,200 22.1 89 211.338 215,898 0 0(I 593 991 -3,545 -2.718 574 6,02-3
82 ihadland 8.575 59.1I61 10,861 68.429 (I 11 7 986 -2.212 -8,282 3.026 30,280

83 Trurkey 35 67' 30,084 9,251 301,S89 2.071 2.62w 82 12'6 -3_426 2.248 3,298 8,633
84 Croatia . 6,6i4 - 6,872 - 4 16 -. 7 . 141

85 Parrnam -7,736 7.6-i" 8,1162 ""-56 0 0 -52 -25 -378 - 136 

86 Russian Feder-attotn'. 59.00)6., 59,208 . ) .- -202 - 7.206
87 Venezuela 22,232 19),170 1706 15993 -418 -746 0 436, 4,749 2,450 13,360 12,459

88 Botswana "48 ii(6 954 2,096 -17 IS -85 -20 17 

89 Estonia I .7 . - 1,20 - 0 - 1 .- -68 .- 46
90 huan. /rbaimir Rep. 1/4.073 19),765 16.9109 16,384 ( 0 1,200 -2,436 4.581 12,783 

91 Twtkmnezi,ran .

Upper-middle-income 305,516 t 488,002 t 286,289 t 569,204 t 94,374 t 179,589t
92 Brazil 23_275 50,674 36,250 54,474 126 2.597 -12,848 -1.203 6.,875 3.9

93 Sooith Africa 211,298 29,580 2,,989 30.215 II 0 94 -19 3.363 -654 7.888 3,295
94 NMaurirtius 574 2.087 712 21,385 0 0 M1 68 -12 -20 1 71l
95 Ceech Repuiblic - I 19,6012 .. 1 9,744 1 1 -- I216 - -1I6 -. 6,949)
96 M-alaysia 14,836 65.79, 15,1(1( 70,10 1 ( 4 8 -0 -4.262 5,755 26,339

97 Chile 6.2 76 Z14,881 8,3i60 15.978 0 0 64 52 -2.020 -1,1)45 4.128 13.802
'38 Trinidad and Tobago 3,371 2,161 2,972 1.9)43 I 26 -4i4 -3(1 357 213 2,813 373

99 HunIgary 92780 11.441 10,374 16.404 0 I 61 896 -531 -4,0 67 - 6,853,

100 Gaboln 2.4~34 2,4 18 1.926 2,275 -14W -14 -72 350) 71 115 1811
101 Mvexico 22.240 53.6,07 33,496 86,406 6,87 3.705 10(6 216, -10,463 -28.878 4,175 6.441
102 UrUgulay 1 .594 3.4i42 2 51'2 3892 0 0 2 33 -716 -416 2.401 1.622

103 Oiman 3.852 5.800 2.650 5.558 -36,2 -1.329 0 19 841) -1,087 704 1,090
104 Slovenia.. 8,628 .. 8,185 56 - 35 . 532 . 1,49'),
105 Satudi Arabia 114,208 54,598 62.710 52,159 -4,1)94 -15,717 0 0 47,404 -/,3.278 26,129 9),139i

106 Gec 8,374 15,650[ 11,670 22,732 1,066, 2,576, 21 53 -2,209) -4.453 3.607 15,809
107 Atgentia 11.20(2 21.,029 15,999 31.421 0 0 23 318 -4.774 -10,0_14 9.2917 16.003

108 Korea, Rep. 22,577 116.228 28,347 121.364 0 0 399 832 -5,371 -4.304 3,101 25,764

Low- and middle-income 763,625 tl,290,939r1 797,322 t 1,484,372 t 216.306 r 435,631t
Sub-Sahaman Africa 91,798 t 79,026 t 96,504 t 100,724 r 22,249 t 20,107th
East Asia and Pacific 101,752 c 451,795 t 117,669 t 482,575 t 33,794 t161,686t

South Asia 18.792 t 52,585 n 30,493 t 69,750 t 15,403 t 31,901t

Europe and Central Asia .,, .. ,11,445 t 63,580t
Middle East and N. Africa 218,507 t . 165,659 at 76,217 t 46,538 t
Latin America and Caribbean 132,434 t 233,334 t178,545 t 319,456 t 57,197 t l1l ,820tr

High-income economnies 1,908,362 t4,923,317 t 1,916,810 t 4,792,515St 7-30,811E1,031,132t
10 orual 6,846 2q.i.86 10,916 f 30.354 2.9128 .3,84-i 71 -3 -1.072 -,2 383 2,7

Ill) New Zaland 6,56 16.1)11 7630 18,116 143 177 -35 806 -961 -1.1 23 365 371
III Spain 33,863 1171 41,1)89 1 21.337 1,~647 I8117 411 99 -5,168 -767 20,474 47,531

112 I reland 1(1418 40.446, 13,754i 39,483 1 (1 123 -37' -3,213 9I1 5.071 6,255

113 t Israel 9(.858 24i,527 13.418 33.898 o1 0 1.06(1 3.26o0 -2.540 -6.111 4,1155 6.796
114 Australia 26,668 58.(062 3(0,683 68.755 0 0 295 738 -3,720 -2,955 6.366 k14313

115 United Kingdomi 2(111137 386,474 189.683 380.663 0 0 -47,3 -398 10.980 5,414 31.755 48,1)79
116 Finland 17" 32 36,49(1 18.621 .34,992 0 0 -20 -96 -1,308 1,402 2.41l 1 1,45~0
117 Italy 105,1111 278,7 1674 256,921 1.60) 242- -155 -247 -039 2.5 248 5,1

1(8 t Kuwait 27.~~~~~~~~344 ,17. 27 1 0,4i6 3 12.261 -692 -),443 0 0 W16190 4) 4S 47
119 Canada _ 77,995j 190.101 79.859 209.087 0 0 53 832 -1.811 -18.153 1 5.462 l 3,77 5

12-0 t Hong Konig 24,190 .- 25.44i8 .. .. .. .. .-- 1,258
121 Netherlanids 97,922 197,115 9760 18,6 36 -9 8-.47 -0 14.707 3"59 475

122 t Singapore 25.239 101,929 26.695 99,1%q 0 0 -104e -a82 -1.560 2.2253
123 Belginn

4 ~~~~~~~88.925; 224.36-i 92.625 209,188 -266 -360 -104 -240 -4.7 1.4.5,76 27.974 3.7
1 24 France 171.817 424.737 171.856( 408.318 -2,591l -1.290 137 -87 -2.494 15.043 75.592 57,627
125 Swedeni 39.388 83.406 4243 80,711 0 91 -3(01 -2"3 -3.40" '7518 6,996 25,579
1216 Austria 29,lI 2 8 2,23 7 32,951 83.834 -67 33 9) -294 -3,857 18,85 (7,725 23,852
127 G-ernmany' 233,971 565.507 235.078 554,1 18 -4.437 _4.634 -1.464 -4,228 -. 0 2'3"7 104,70 113,841

128 United States 344,440 836.415i 333.830 957.209 -81(1 -7,60 -2 800 950 164- .1 6.9

129 Norway 285,25 50.837 26,658 'a.7 23 -236 -32 -215 1.539 'i8I3 6.7146 19.479)

130 Denniark 214.152 -2.-81 26.642 6~7.263 0 0 -89) -1.13 -2.578 5,086 4.347 9.680

131 Japan 158,230 600.I110 167.450 463,390 I 0 -240 -2.820 -9,460 155,900 38.919 1 35.145
132 Sswitzerland 59,462 1/2,920 58,52-4 100.364 - 603 -2.007 -98 -2210 238 tI.39 64,748 66,645
133 t United Arab Emratraes 11.800 2.355 6.964

World 2,639,869 t 6,275,740 t 2,666,779 t 6,276,817t 947,117 t 1,466,763t
a. Corresponds to the fourth edition if the IMP's F Battsc' olf/aSeint,r AI,tiu/l def[inition. b. Data ptior to 199)2 ticluade Eritrea. c. Excludes, ttade with othrer memnbers i)f

tbe Consntoowealth of Inidependenti States d. IncIludes! l.usembourg. e. Data priitr to 1990 tefer to the Federal Republic of Germnan.y before unification.
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Table 17. External debt
Extemal debt as percentage of DeM service Ratio of present Murdiateral debt as

Total exterml delyt Exports of gDods as % af exports orf value to nominal % of total extemal
(million S, GNP and sefvices goods and servkes value of debt 1%) debrt

1980 1994 1980 1994 1980 1994 _C980 1994 1994 1980 1994
Low-income economics
Exduding China and India
I Rwanda 190 954 16.3 164.8 113.7 2,163.9 4.6 I 4.7 47.3 47.8 78.5
2 Mozambique 5,491 A150.4 1,388.7 23.0 73.5 0.0 19.2
3 Ethiopia� 824 5,058 109.8 139.4 630.0 7.6 11.5 62.3 41.2 42.0
4 Tanzania 2,616 7,44 1 229.5 349.7 877 1 2O. 5 72.9 21.6 3 5.5
5 Burundi 166 1,125 18.2 113.8 1,144.9 41.7 43.7 35.7 78.3
6 Sierra Leone 435 1,392 40.7 187.3 198.3 23.3 73.7 14.2 23.9
7 Malawi 821 2,015 72.1 160.3 262.4 523.0 27.8 17.4 45.6 26.7 78.8
8 Chad 228 816 31.6 91.0 320.2 450.9 8.3 8.1 47.2 32.6 72.3
9 Uganda 702 3,473 5i.7 88.1 213.2 1,042.7 I 45.6 54.9 11.6 58.4

10 Madagascar 1,241 4,134 31.1 225.3 _Izi(.7 652.1 20.5 9.5 71.6 14.7 38.6
1 1 Nepal 1-05 2,320 10.4 56.2 91.5 223.4 3.14 -7.9 48.5 62.0 77.8
12 Vietnain 6 25,115 . . 161.3 . . 51q.3 . . 6.1 83.7 100.0 0.9
13 Bangladesh 4,317 16,569 33.4 63.4 399.8 400.7 25.6 15.8 50.7 29.0 5 5.9
14 Haiti 303 712 20.9 44.2 73.4 1 108.9 6.3 1.2 56.5 43.8 73.3
1 5 Niger 863 1,569 34.5 104.2 138.6 617.4 22.7 26. I 55.4 16.5 52.7
1 6 Guinea-Bissau 1 35 816 128.4 340.7 1,801.8 15.2 65.3 21.6 44.6
1 7 Kenya 3,383 7,273 48.1 112.4 168.6 '79.0 21.6 33.6 70.9 18.6 37.9
1 8 Mali 7 3 2_ 2.781 45.4 151.8 227.2 589.1- 5.1 27.5 59.3 23.7 44.3
1 9 Nigeria 8,921 33,48 5 1 I). 1 102.5 33.0 32-2.6 �.3 18.5 89.4 6.4 14.4
20 Yemen, Rep. 1,684 5,959 196.3 . . 4.8 80.1 111.9 1-0.3
21 Biirkj'na Faso 330 EL-IS 19.5 (,].I 91.8 6.2 50.0 42-9 -8.1
22 Mongolia 443 . . 61.3 . . 106.5 . . 9.6 6'. 1 25.5
23 India 20,582 98,990 11.9 34.2 146.5 253.7 10.0 1-6.9 71 L4 _2 1). 5 31.8
24 Lao PDR 350 -1,08( 135.6 803.1 7.7 29.3 5.9 25.4
25 Togo 1,052 IA 9 5 95.9 156.6 187.9 470.5 9.3 62.3 11.3 46.9
26 Gambia, The 137 419 61.5 117.3 206.5 194.6 6.3 I 4.4 50.6 1-9.9 71.5
27 Nicaragua 2.192 11,019 108.5 800.6 4 4 3.4 2,286.1 23.2 38.0 88.3 19.2 11.9
2 8 Zambia 3,261 6,573 90.7 204.3 202.3 560.1 2_ 5. 5 31.5 77.0 12.2 30.3
29 Tajikistan 594 18.7 88.5 11.4
30 Benin 424 1,619 30.2 I o9.4 139.7 399.9 6.7 10.1 51.5 24.5 48.5
3 1 Central African Republic 195 891 1-4.3 104.0 96.9 490.6 5.0 12.9 50.2 1-7.4 66.3
32 Albania 925 50.8 19(.7 2.5 88.4 7.1
33 Ghana 1,398 5,389 31.6 101.5 115.8 389.2 13.2 24.8 62. 1 19.9 `4 9.6
34 Pakisran 9,930 _29.579 42.4 56.6 1-11.0 303.3 18.1 35.1 74.5 I 5.4 38.9
3 5 Niauritania 843 2,326 125.5 240.1 326.7 518.1 18.4 23.3 67.6 I 4.8 3 5.7
3 6 Azerbaijan 113 . . 3.1 17.7 . . 0.0 96.6 . . 7.4
37 Zimbabwe 78(� 4,368 14.9 85.9 48.3 4.0 80.0 0.4 34.1
3 8 Guinea I'll- 3,104 94.7 202.0 4 5 5.7 19.8 14.2 63.2 1 L6 42.0
39 China 4,504 100,536 2.2 19.3 21.4 84.3 4.4 9.3 85.2 0.0 13.5
40 HondLiras 1,472 4,418 60.6 . . 156.3 345.3 22.0 33.9 76.4 31.2 46.7
4 1 Senegal 1,473 3,678 50.5 99.1 167.0 277.6 29.4 14.9 65.7 17.8 48.3
4 2 C6te d'loire 7,445 18,452 76.9 338.9 208.3 581.0 39.4 40.1 83.1 7.0 18.1
43 Congo 1,526 5.275 99.0 454.2 149.2 489.2 10.6 51.5 84.7 7.7 13.2
44 Kyrgyz Republic 441 16.2 129.8 4.8 79.3 21.9
45 Sri Lanka 1,841 71 .811 46.1 67.6 127.6 168.3 12.4 8.7 61.2 11.7 34.0
46 Armenia 214 . . 8.3 83.4 . . 1.7 91.9 . . 48.6
47 Cameroon 2,51 3 7.275 36.8 107.0 138.2 325.1 15.4 16.7 80.7 16.8 22.3
48 Egypt, Arab Rep. 19,131 33,358 89.2 7, 8.9 213.9 231.8 13.8 15.8 65.7 13.7 12.5
49 Lesotho 72 600 11.4 44.4 791 .5 331.9 6.1 16.9 58.3 56.1 68.6
50 Georgia 1,22- 58.6 . . 254.2 . . 1.2 95.3 . . 12.1

Afyanmar 1,499 6,502 26.0 8.8 278.0 580.8 26.2 I 5.4 74.8 18.6 22.4
��M.-incomc economies

Lower-middle-income
52 Bolivia -

2,702 4,749 93A 89.4 262.4 390.1 35.5 28.2 74.0 I 6.5 47
53 Macedonia, FYR 924 56.9 75.q 12.7 93.5 23.6
11.4 Moldova 492 13.2 79.7 2.1 88.7 33.1
55 Indonesia 20,944 96,500 28.0 57.4 94.7 211.3 13.9 32.4 V.2 8.8 19.8
56 Philippines 17,417 39,302 53.7 59.7 '33. 29.3 -11.9 89.1 7.5 21.2
57 Uzbekistan 1,156 5-4 33.0 3.2 91.2 0.4
58 Morocco 9,71( 22,512 53.3 76.3 1-27.0 257.1 33.0 33.3 84.0 7 27.4
59 Kazakstan 14.9 88.1 1.9 91.0 8.0
60 Guatemala 1,166 3,017 14.9 23.4 67.4 121.4 8.4 11.4 80.6 30.0 28.3
61 I'apua Nm Guinea 719 2,878 28.9 57.5 69.9 99.4 14.6 30.0 80.3 21.2 31.3
62 Bulgaria 392 10,468 2.0 104.8 .2 193.1 0.5 14.0 95.6 0.0 13.3
63 Romania 9,762 5,492 18.3 80.9 78.0 12.7 8.4 92.0 8.3 25.2
64 Ecuador 5,997 14,955 53.8 96.6 107.7 335.3 34.9 22.1 87.6 5.4 16.1
65 Dominican Republic 2,002 4,293 31.2 41.8 137.7 144.8 26.1 17.0 87.9 10.2 -11.8
66 Lithuania 438 8.4 20.3 2.8 82.9 27.2
67 El Salvador 9i] 2, 188 26.1 26.9 74.0 84.0 7.8 13.1 74.6 28.3 57.2
68 Jordan 1,971 121.8 86.2 172.9 9.2 12.4 71.3 8.0 14.3
69 Jamaica 1,913 4,318 78.0 110.1 135.7 149.8 19.9 20.6 85.4 14.9 27.4
'O Paraguay 955 1,979 20.7 25. 1 136 78.3 - 10.2 88.6 20.2 36.0
71 Algeria 19,365 29,898 47.1 74.3 132.8 312.1 28.0 56.0 81.9 1.5 11.1
72 Colombia 6�940 19,416 20.9 29.6 128.8 159.4 17..7 30.3 93.7 19.5 27.7

Note: For data comparabilin, and coverage, see rhe technical nores.
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External debt as percentage ofI Debt service Ratio of present Multilateral debt as
Total external debt Exports of goods as % of exports of value to nomninal % of total external

linlBon $)GNP and services goods and services value of debt 1%/) debt

1980 1994 1980 194 io 1994 190 1994 1994 1980 1994
73 Trunisia 3.52-6 9,254 4 1.6 60.8 98.5 122.1 I15.2 1 8.8 85.9 12.3 37.9

74 Ukraine .. 5,430 .. 6.6 .. 37.7 .. 2.0 92.4 .. 4.1

75 Narmibia.... . ...... ....

76 Peru 9.8 2623 47.6 46.2 202.5 379.6 46.4 17.78.5.5 18

77 Belarus .. 1.272 . . 6.3 .. 45.9 .. 4.3 74.4 .. 13.6

78 Slovak Republic 670 4.067 5.6 33.2 .. 4 5.3 .. 9.3 91.9 0.0 12.5

719 Lawia .. 364 .. 6.3 .. 28.8 .. 2.1 89.6 .. 31I.,

80 Costa Rica 2,744 3.843 59.7 47.8 229.3 116.4 29.6 15.0 88.1 1 6.4 33.6

8 1 Poland 8,894 42.160 16.3 46.2 5 5.5 195.0 18. 1 14.3 79.3 0.0 4.6

82 TFhailand 8.297 60.991 25.9 43.1 104.5 107.9 20.4 16.3 98.4 12.0 5.1

83 Turkey 19.131 66.332 34.3 51.4 336.2 217.1 28.2 33.4 85.8 11.2 14.0

84 Croatia . . 2.304 . 16.4 .. 33.4 .. 42 93.8 .. 22.9

8 5 Panama 2,975 ,7,107 81.8 107.2 88.0 .. 14.4 .. 96.6 11.0 8.2

86 Russian Federation 4,477 94.232- . . 25.4 .. 161.1 .. 6.3 92.2 0.0 1.7
87 Venezuela 29,345 36.850 42.1 65.6 146.6 209.7 30.2 21.0 90.2 0.7 8.5

88 Botswmana 14 9 63 17.4 22.7 32.3 2.4 4.3 75.9 57.5 7.

89 Esronia .. 186 .. 4.1 .. .. .. .. 90.3 .. 35.2
90 lan, hslamic Rep. 4.500 _22,71_2 4.8 36.6 34.5 118.6 74 2. 091. .

91 Turkmenistan .. 418 . .. .. 17.2 .. 4.2 90.6 .. 13.2

Upper-middle-income.. . .. . ... . -

92 Brazil 72,920 151,104 31.8 27.9 334.0 336.0 67.7 35.8 92.6 4.2 6.1

93 South Africa .. . . . ..

94 Mianrittus 467 1.355 41.6 40.3 82.1 68.1 '1.2 7.3 86.5 16.6 19.2

95 Czech Repuiblic 3,789 10,694 13.0 29.7 .. 56.8 .. 13.1 94.3 0.0 8.8

96 Malaysia 6,611 24,707 2.8.0 36.9 46.8 39.0 6.6 7.9 89.3 11.3 6.9

97 Chile 12,081 22.939 45.5 45.5 202.4 160.0 45.3 20.3 90.2 2.9 19.0

98 Trinidad and Tobago 829 2, 2_18 14.0 50.3 2-6.4 104.1 7.3 31.6 93.9 8.6 18.4

99 Hungary 9,764 28,016 44.8 70.1 .. 260.9 .. 53.0 94.2 0.0 12.4

100 Gabon 1,514I 3,Qt,7 393 12-2.5 63.0 165.1 18.11 10.5 89.8 2.7 11.4

101 Mexico 57, 378 I128,31)2 30.5 35.2 266.4 238.4 50.9 35.4 91.4 5.6 13.3

102 Uruguay 1.660 9,009 17.0 33.2 108.6 161.4 19.6 16.1 93.3 11.0 23.9

103 Oman 599) 3.084 11.2 30.7 15.8 .. 6.6 .. 90.6 5.8 5.2

104 Slo,enia .. 2,290 . 16.4 .. 26.8 .. 5.4 93.1 .. 21.6

105 Saudi Arabia... .. . .. ... .....

106 G reece.... .. ........ .....

107 Argenrina 27,157, 77,388 35.6 27.8 274.6 405.4 42.3 35.1 88.5 4.0 9.9

108 Korea. Rep. 29,480 154,542 47.9 15.3 134.5 48.1 20.3 7.0 91.2 8.0 5.7

Low- and middle-income 647,308 t 1,921,450 t 26 .5 w 37.6 w 88.3w 162.8 w 13.2 w 16.6 w 7.6 w 14 .6 w
Sub-Sahaman Africa 84.049 t 212,416rt 30.6 w 78.7 w 90.9 w 265.7 w 9.7 w 14.0 w 9.0 w 23.9 w
EastrAsia and Pacific 94,307rt 421,329nt 2 1.5 w 30.9 w 93.6 w 93.3 w 13.4 w 12.0 w 8.3w l2.5 w
South Asia 38,112rt 161,128rt 17.4 w 42.0 w 161.1 w 271.6 w 11.6 w 25.6 w 24.5 w 35.4 w
Europe and Centra] Asia 87,919 t 356,090 t 25.7 w 32.8 w 54.6 w 153.7 w 8.6 w 14.6 w 5.4 w 8.6 w
MiddlecEast and N. Africa 84,257th 207,669nt 18.6 w 41.7 w 36.8 w 148.5 w 5.0 w 15A w 6.7 w 10.1 w
Latin America and Caribbean 258,665 t 562,818 t 36.2 w 37.2 w 206 .0 w 258.6 w 36.9 w 27.5 w 5.5 w 12.2 w

High-income economies
109 Portugal

IlI) New Zealand

III Spain
1121 Ireland
113 tlIsrael

114i Australia
115 United Kingdom

116 Finland
117 Italy

118 t Kuwair
119 Canada

120 t Hong Kong

I121 Netherlands
122 t Singapore
123 Belgium
124 Fr-ance

125 Sweden
I126 ALustria
127 German,
128 United States

129 Norway
130 Denmark

131 Japan
132 Switzerland
133 4 Uniied Arab Eminate

World
a. Includes Erirrea.
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Table la. Basic indicators for other economies
GNP per capital PPP esUmates of GNP

per capbb Life
Population Area Avg. ann. expectancy grt AduR

(thousandsl (thousands Dollars growth N US=100 Current int'i S birth lyears) illiteracy N
mid-1994 al sq. kmi 1994 1985-94 1987 1994 1994 1994 1995

Afghanistan 217,91) 652.09 44 61)
2 America[i Sanioa O.-,O d
3 Andorra 65 0.119 e 79

47Angola IOM-1 1,246.70 f -6.8
7-,O 7-5 Aiitigua and Barbuda 6 0.44 6,11 2.5

6 ArLiba 77 O. I 1) c 79272 73.1 59.8Bahanias. The 13.88 11,800 -(.8 I 5,4 70�1� 3 2
8 Bahrain 557 0.68 7,1160 -(.7 97.7 51.1 13,2)09 L$
9 Barbados 2 6 0 0.43 6,560 -0.0 48.0 43.3 11,2109 3

10 Beli�e 111 22.96 2,530 5.( 1 8.0 21.6 9,6009 69
11 BernILida 63 0.(5 e -1.2
I 2 BhLIrall 675 47.0( 400 4 4.8 z, 1 2 7 O," 58
13 Bosnia and Herzegovina 4,383 51.1.3 c
14 Briiiiei 281) 5.77 14,241) 1,
15 Canibodii 9,9111 181.(4 c 51
16 Cape Vercle 372 �.03 930 2.0 7.1 7.4 1,9209 65 28
17 Cayman Islands 33 0.26 e 7-,

18 Channel Islands 141 (.19 e 7's

19 Cornoros 489 2.23 510 -IA 6.8 5.5 1,4309 5i 43
2( Cuba 10,978 110.86 t 76 4
21 Cvprus 726 9.25 10,260 1.6 q.7. 2 57.2 14,800-'- 77

'2 Diibotiti 603 23.20 c 49 54
23 Dominica 72 0.7z; 2,800 4.1 -'3
24 Equatorial Guinea 186 18.0 430 2. -2 48
2s Entrea 3,482 125.00 c zis
26 Faeroe Islaiids 4s 1.4( e
17 Fiji 18.17 "15( 'A 72
'8 71

i'rench Guiana 141 90.00
29 Freilcii Polynesia 219 4.01) c! 61)
30 Greenland 55 341.70 o 66
31 (-,,e.ada 92 0.34 2,630
;2 Guadeloupe 121 1.71 d -5
33 Guain 146 O. 5 d 7311 Isor 6634 Guyana 8-26 Q7 530 0.4 8.8 10.6
3i Icefand 206 103.00 24,630 0.3 86.4 74.2 19,2101, 79
36 I raq 20,356 438.32 1 67 4 -2
3' ISle Of ]VIan (.5-11 d
38 Kiribati 7 0.73 74( 61
39 Korea, Dem. Rep. t
41 Lebaiion 3,930 1 n.40 c (19 8
ql Liberia 1719 97.7- 53
42 Libp i,-' 1 8 1,759.54 d 64
4.3 LiechLenstein 31 0.16 e 72
41 LuxenibOLirg 404 3.00 39,600 l.i 143.1 138.6 35,860h 6 i
45 Macao 444 O.01- I
16 Maldwes 246 0.30 950 7 62
4-7 Malta 368 0.32 d 5.1
49 Marsliall Islaiids 5 4 0.20 63
49 Mircinique 383 1.10 d 76
so Nlayorte 89 0.37 d 6O
il Micronesia, Fed. Scs. i(q (1.70 65
52 Monaco 33 c 7,1�

53 Netherlaiids Anrilles 198 so c -7

911 Ne. Ciledonia 187 18.58 d 72

55 Nortlierri Mariana Islands 47 0.48 f
56 Puerto Rico 3,651 8.90 d 1.6 75
5- Qatar 611 1 1.00 12,820 -2.4 90.1 -3.8 19, 1 OW -1 21
58 Reuiiioii 640 2.51 d
59 S5o Tome and Principe 125 0.96 250 -2.1 68
60 Seychelles 72 0.45 6,680 4.8 72 21
61 Solonion Islands 365 1-8.90 81( 2.2 8.2 8.1 1,1009 62
62 Soinalia 8�7-75 637 c -2.3 49
63 St. Kitis and Ne,is Al 0.36 4,760 q1.7 30.14 9,3109 69
64 Si. LLicia 160 0.62 3,13( 4.0 71
65 St. VincenL and che Grenadines 110 0.39 2,140 4.5 71
66 SLidaii 27,364 2,505.81 c 4.2 8.8 94 5471' SLiriiiame O� 163.27 860 1.8 13.8 9.$ 7

4 69
68 S,,aMand 906 ..36 1,100 -1.2 I4.( 11.6 3,W(I 58 23
69 Syrian Arib Republic 13�8q4 185.18 f -2.1 6870 -�om 1 0.75 1,590ga (I 0.3 61)
71 Vanllatu 165 1-1.19 IJ50 -0.3 9.3 9.2 2,37 60
- Virgin Islands (U.S.) 100 0-34 e

73 Wesi Bank & Gaza 1,951 0.38
74 Western Samoa 164 2.84 1,00( -0.3 9.5 8.0 69

Yugosla,ia, Fed. Rep. 10,5-10 101.17 f 71
Zaire 42,540 2,344.86 c -1.0 33

a. AiLis method; see the technical notes. b. Purchasing power parity; see the technical iiotes. c. Estiniated to belo, iiiconie (5725 or lcss). d. Estimated to be upper inid-
dle iiicoiiie ($2,896 ro $8,955). e. Estimated to be high income ($8,956 or more). f. Esciniated to he lower middle income (S726 ro $1,895). g. Based oii regression esti-
mates. h. E.1rap0I3Led froni 1993 [CP erimates. i. According to LINESCO, illiteracY is less rfizijl 5 perceiit. i. Fxtripolated Croni 1985 ICII estiniates.



Technical Notes
Th liese technical notes discuss thc souices and meth- problems that cannot be unequivocally resolved. For these

ods used to compile the 120 indicators included in reasons, although the data are drawn from the sources
the 1996 Selected World Developmenit Indica- thought to be most authoritative, they should be con-

tors. Notes on specific indicators are arranged bv table strued only as indicating trends and characterizing major
heading and, wNithin each table, by order of appearance of di'fferences among econonies rather than offering precise
the indicator. quantitative measures of those differences. Also, national

The 133 economies included in the mailn tables are statistical agencies tend to revise their historical data, par-
listed in ascending order of G(NP per capita. A separate ticularly for recent years. Thus, data of different vintages
table (Table la) shows basic indicators for seventy-six may be published in different editions of World Bank
economies that have sparse data or have populations of publications. Readers are advised not to compare such
fewer than I million. data from different editions. Consistent time series are

available from the World Data 1995 CD-ROM. In addi-
SOl/i'lces tioon, data issues have yet to be resolved for the fifteen
Indicators published here are based on dalta compiled bv economiiies of the former Soviet Union: coverage is sparse,
the World Bank from a variety of sources. Data on exter- and the data are subject to more than the normal range of
nal debt are reported directly to the World Bank. by uncertainLty.
developing member countries, throughll the Debtor
Reporting System. Other data are drawn mainlv fiom the Ratios angrog7vwthl nrte
United Nations (U.N.) and its specialized d,gencies. the For ease of reference, onlv ratios and rates of growth are
Interinationial Monetary Fulid (IMF), and country reports usually shown. Absolute values are generallv available from
to the World Bank. Bank staff estimates are also used to other World Bank publicationls, notably the 1995 edition
improve currentniess or conisistencv. For most countries, of the W'orld Ta1bes and IYlorld*Data 1995 CD-ROAM.
national accounts estinates are obtained fiom member Nlost growth rates are calculated for tvo periods, 1980-90
governments through World Bank economic missions. In and 1990-94, and are computed, unless othenvise noted.
some instances these are adjusted by staff to ensure con- by using the least-squares regression method. (See notes
formity with international definitionis and concepts. coni- on statistical methods below.) Because this method takes
sistency, and currenitniess. Most social data fromil national into account all available observations In a period, the
sources are drawn from regular administrative files, special resulting growth rates reflect genieral trends that are not
surveys, or periodic census inquiries. Citations of specitic unduly influenced by exceptional values. To exclude the
sources are included in che Key table and with the indica- effects of inflation, constant-price economliic indicators are
tor notes below. used in calculating growth rates. Data in italics are for

years or periods other than those specified-up to two
Data consistenc y, and reliabilit, ,vears on either side of the date shown for economic indi-
Considerable effort has been made to standardize the dara, cators and uIp to three years for social indicators, because
but fLull comparability cannot be ensured, and care must the latter tend to be collected less regularly and change less
be taken in interpreting the indicators. Many factors affect dramatically over short periods of time.
availability, comparabilitv, and reliability: statistical sys-
tems in many developing economies are still weak; statis- Constant price series
tical methods, coverage, practices, and definitions differ To facilitate international comparisons and include the
widely among coulitries; and cross-couLntry and cross-time effects of chaniges in intersectoral relative prices for the
comparisonis involve complex technical and conceptual naltionial accouLIts aggregates, constant price data for Imiost
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economies are first partially rebased to Lhree sequential GNP per capita: Gross national product (GNP) in U.S.
base years and then "chain-linked" together and expressed dollars is calculated using the WVorld Bank Atlas method,
in the prices of a common base year, 1987. The year 1970 which is described in the section on statistical methods at
is the base year for the period from 1960 to 1975, 1980 the end of these notes.
for 1976 to 1982, and 1987 for 1983 and beyond. GNP measures the total domestic and foreign value

During the chain-linking procedure, components of added claimed by residents. It comprises GDP (see Table
gross domestic product (GDP) by industrial origin are 12) plus net factor inconme from abroad, which is the
individually rescaled and summed to provide the rescaled income residents receive from abroad for factor services
GDP. In this process a rescaling deviation may occur (labor and capital) less similar payments made to nonres-
between the constant price GDP bv industrial origin and idents who contribute to the domestic economy. GNI' per
the constant price GDP by expenditure. Such rescaling capita is calculated using the resident population in the
deviations are absorbed tinder the heading private COi- corresponding year.
sum71ption, etc. on the assumption that GDP by industrial GNP per capita is a Liseful measure of average eco-
origin is a more reliable estimate thani GDP by expendi- nomic productivity but does not, by itself, measure wel-
ture. Independently of the rescaling, value added in the fare or success in development. It does not distinguish
services sector also incIlides a statistical discrepancy as between the aims and ultimate uses of a given product,
reported by the original source. nor does it say whether a product merely offsets some nat-

ural or other obstacle, or harms or contributes to general
Summary measures welfare. More generally, GNP does not deal adequately
The summary measures across countries for regions and with environmental costs and benefits, particularly those
income groups, presented in the bLue bands in the tables, associated with natural resource use. The World Bank has
are calculated by simple addition when thev are expressed joined with others to see how national accounts might
in levels. Growth rates and ratios are usually combined by provide insights into these issues. "Satellite" accounts that
a base-year, value-weighting scheme. The summary mea- delve into practical and conceptual difficulties (such as
sures for social indicators are weighted by population or assigning a meaninigful economic value to resources that
subgroups of population, except for infant mortality, markets do not yet perceive as scarce" and allocating
which is weighted by the number of births. See notes on costs that are essentially global within a framework that is
specific indicators for more information. national) have been included in the 1993 revision of the

For summaty measures thac cover many years, the cal- System of A'ational Accounts (SNA). This will provide a
culation is based on the same country composirion over framework within wvhich national accountants can con-
time. The methodology permits group measures to be sider environ-mental factors in estimating alternative mea-
compiled only if the country data available for a given year sures of income.
account for at least two-thirds of the full group. as defined In estimating GNP per capita, the World Bank recog-
by the 1987 benchmarks. As long as that criterion is met, nizes that perfect cross-country comparability of GNI' per
missing reporters are assumed to behave like those that capita estimares cannor be achieved. Bey'ond the classic,
provide estimates. Readers should keep in mind that the strictly intractable, index number problein, two obstacles
goal of the summary measures is to provide representative stand in the way. One concerns the GNP and population
aggregates for each topic, despite myriad problems with estimates themselves. There are differences in national
country data, and that nothing meaningflit can be deduced accounting and demographic reporting systems and in the
about behavior at the country level by working back from coverage and reliability of underlying statistical informa-
group indicators. In addition, the weighting process may tion among various countries. The other obstacle is the
result in discrepancies between subgroup and overall totals. use of official exchange rates for converting GNP data
Table 1. Basic indicators expressed in different national currencies to a comniion

denonmination-conventronallv the U.S. dollar-to com-
Basic indicators for economies with sparse data or with pare them across countries.
populations of fewer than 1 million are shown in Table la. Recognizing that these shortcomings affect the compa-

Total population estimates are for mid-1994. See the rability of the (GNP per capita estimates, the World Bank
Key table and notes to Table 4 for additional informationi has introduced several improvements in the estimation
on the definition and sources of populationi estimates. procedures. Through its regular review of member coLin-

Area data come from the Food and Agriculture Orga- tries' national accounts, the Bank systematically evaluates
nization (FAO). Area is the total surface area, measured the GNP estimates, focusing on the coverage and con-
in square kilometers, comprising land area and inland cepts employed and, where appropriate, making adjust-
waters. menits to improve comparability. As part of the review
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process, World Bank staff make estimates of GNP (and lated to 1987 for countries that participated in the earlier
sometimes of population). phases only; (d) World Bank estimates for China, and

The World Bank also systematically assesses the appro- (e) ICP estimates obtained bv regression for the remaining
priateness of official exchange rates as conversioni factors. couintries. These esrimates are expressed as an index
An alternative conversion factor is used when the official (U.S.=100 in column 5). Economies whose 1987 esti-
exchange rate is judged to diverge by an exceptionally mates are based on regressions are footnoted.
large margin from the rate effectively applied to domestic This blend of extrapolated and regression-based 1987
transactions of foreign currencies and traded products. figures was extrapolated to 1994. using World Bank esti-
This applies ro only a small number of counrries. Using mates of real GNP per capita growth rares, and scaled up
either the official or the alternative conversion factor, by inflation rates measured by SDR deflators. These esti-
GNP per capita is calculated using the VV'orld Bank Atbs mates are expressed as an index (U.S.=100) in columns 5
method. Because of unresolved problems associated with and 6. Economies whose 1987 figures are extrapolated
the availability of comparable data and the determination from another year or imputed by regression are footnoted
of conversion factors, information on GNP per capita is accordingly. T he adjustments do not take account of
not shown for some economies. changes in the terms of trade.

Some sixty low- and middle-income economies suf- The estimates of GNP per capita shown in column 8
fered declining real GNP per capita during the late 1980s are stated in inu'rnationaldollais by applying the PPP con-
and early 1990s. Jn addition, significant fluctuations in version factor to local currency'GNP and then dividing by
currency valLies and the terms of trade and the time lag the midyear population. The international dollar, used as
berween exchange rate movements and domestic price the common currency, is the unit of account that eqLial-
adjustments have affected relative income levels. For this izes price levels in all participating countries. It has the
reason, the levels and ranking of GNP per capita estimates, same purchasing power over total GNP as the U.S. dollar
calculated bv the Atlas method, have sometimes changed in a given year, but purchasing power over subaggregates
in ways not necessarily related to the relative domestic is determined by average international prices at that level
growth performance of the econonmies. rather than by U.S. relative prices.

PuIrchasinig power parity (PPP) estimates of GANP per For further details on ICP procedures. readers may
capita: the U. N. International Comparison Programme consult the ICP Phase IV report, WVorld Comparisons of
(ICP) has developed measures of GDP on an internation- Purchasing Power and Real Produict for 1980 (New York:
ally comparable scale, using purchasing power parities United Nations, 1986). Readers interested in detailed
instead of exchange rates as conversion factors. The PPP ICP survey data for 1975, 1980, 1985, and 1990 may
conversion facror is defined as the number of units of a refer to Purchasing Power of Currencies. Comnparing
countrxy's currency required to buy the same amounts of NVational Incomes Using JCP Data (World Bank, 1993).
goods and services in the domestic marker as one dollar Life expectancy at birth indicates the number of years
would buy in the United States. a newborn infant would live if prevailing patterns of

The ICP collects average domestic prices of represen- mortality at the time of its birth were to stay the same
tative products included in each participating country's rhroughout irs life. The data are from a variety of sources,
nationial accounts through special price survevs and including national statistical offices, demographic and
derives its PPP in relation to the average internationial health surveys, censuses, the U.N. Population Division,
prices that are implicitly derived from the prices of all par- and the World Bank.
riciparing countries. In Table 1, the most recent ICP esti- AdulIt illiteracy: see Table 7.
mares are expressed in GNP terms rather than in GDP The summar; measures for GNP per capita. life ex-
terms to make them consistent with IW'orld Bank pectancy. and adult illiteracv in Table I are weighted by
Atlas-based estimates. population.

Information on the ICP has been published in a num-
ber of other reports. T he most recent report is for 1993,
part of which has already been ptiblished by the Organi- The principal sources of the data in Table 2 are the IMF's
sation for Economic Co-operation and Development Government Finance Statistics (GFS) and Internationa,l
(OECD). To obtain the estimates shown here, several sets Financial Statistics (IFS). Data on GNP, GDIP, and total
of data were employed. The data include (a) results of the externial debt come floiom the WVorld Bank's data files.
ICP for 1993 for OECD, Eastern Europe. and FSU COLIn- Central governmnent cuirrent deficit/slorplus is defined as
tries extrapolated backward to 1987; (b) results for 1985 currenit revenue of the central government less current
for non-OECD countries, extrapolated to 1987; (c) the expenditure. Note that grants are excluded. This is a use-
latest available results for either 1980 or 1975 extrapo- ful measure of the government's own fiscal capacitv. The
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overall deficit/surplus, including grants and the capital T'he net present value oJ total external debt is the dis-
account, is shown in Table 14. counted sum of all debt service pavments due over the life

Aloney, broadly defined, comes from the IFS. Broadlv of existing loans in currenit prices. To estimate the ratio to
defined monev comprises most liabilities of a coulitry's (,NP, the debt figures are converted into U.S. dollars
monetary institutions to residents other than the central from currencies of repavment at end-of-vear official
government. For most countries, broadlv defined money is exchanige rates, and GNP is converted from national cur-
the sum of money (IFS line 34) and quasi-money (IFS line rencies to U.S. dollars by applying the conversioni proce-
35). Money comprises the economv s means of payment: dure described in the technical nore for Table 12.
currencv outside banks and demand deposits other than The summarv' measures are compuced from group
those of the central governmenlt. Quasi-money comprises aggregates for gross international reserves and total im-
rime and savings deposits and similar bank accounts rhat ports of goods and services in current dollars.
the isstIer can exchange for money with little, if any, delav

I Table 3. External economic indicators
or penalty and foreign currency deposits of resident sectors
other than those of the central government. Where non- Data in this table reflect a country's openiess to interna-
monetary financial institutions are important issuers of tional matkets and its potential vuillerabilitv to changes in
quasi-monetary liabilities, these are often included in the export prices, international interest rates, and the avail-
measure of broadly defined money. The average annual ability of private capital flows and official development
nominal groutb rtte of broadly defined money is calculated assistance.
fi-om year-end figures using the least-squares method. The The terms oftrade, or the ner barter terms of trade, inea-
average of the year-end figures for the specified year and sure the relative movement of export prices against that of
the previous year is used to calculate the average of broadl1 import prices. Calculated as the ratio of a couLItry's index
defined money outstanding as a percentage of GDP. of average export prices to its average import price index,

The nomi^nal interest rates of banks show the deposit this indicator shows changes over a base vear in the level of
rate paid by commercial or similar banks for demand, export prices as a percentage of import prices. The rerms of
time, or savings deposits and the lending rate charged bv trade index numiibers are shown for 1985 and 1994, where
the banks on loans to prime customers. The data are of 1987 = 100. The data come from the U.N. Conference on
limited international comparability, partly because cover- Trade and Development (UNCTAD) data base and the
age and definitions van'. Interest rates (and growthi rates IMF's hIternational Financial Statistics. See also Table 15.
for broadly defined moniey) are expressed in nomiiinal The z.port concentration index is taken from UNC-
terms; therefore, much of the variation among countries TAD's Handbook of International Trade and Development
stems from differences in inflation. Statistics. The index measures the degree to which a coun-

The average annual Iate of inflation is measured by the cry's exports are concenitrated in, or diversified among.
rate of change in the GDP implicit deflator. The implicit SITC (Revision 2) three-digit level commodities. The
deflator is calculated by dividing annual GDP at current index is calculated using the Hirschman or Herfindahl
prices by the corresponding valIe of GDP at constant methodology: the shares of exports in each commodity are
prices, both in nationial currencY. The least-squares squared sumnmed; the index is the square root of the sum,
method is then used to calculate rhe growth rate of the norimialized to a range of zero to one (maxinmunm concen-
G[)P deflator for the period. This measuLe of inflation, tration). An interesting interpretation is that the inverse of
like any other, has limitations but is the most broadly the index represents the equivalent number of commodi-
based measure, showing anilual price movemenits for all ties, each having equal-sized shares, that the countnr
goods and services produced in an econonmv. trades. There are 239 commodities identified at the three-

The current account balance before official transifrs is digit level in the SITC Revision 2.
the sumn of net exports of goods. services, and private trans- Aggrtegate net resource flows are the sum of net flows on
fers. Net official transfers are excluded. See also Table 16. long-term debt (excluding use of IMF credit), plus official

Gross international reserves co)mprise holdings of mone- grants (excluding technical assistance), net foreign direct
tany gold, special drawing rights (SDRs), the reserve posi- investmenir, and net portfolio equity flows. Total net
tion of members in the IM,F and holdings of foreign flows on long-termi debt are disbursements less the repay-
exchange tlider the control of monetary .authorities. In- ment of principal on public. pILbliclv gtiaranteed, and pri-
ternational reserves in U.S. dollars are siowixin n Tble 16. vate noniguaranteed long-term debt. Official grants are
Reserve holdings as months of i;nporz coverage are calcu- transfers made by an official agenicy in caslb or in kind, in
lated as the ratio of gross international reserves to the cur- respect of which no legal debt is inctirred by the recipient.
rent U.S. dollar value of imports of goods and services Net private capitalflows consist of private debtLand non-
muiltiplied by' 12. debt flows. Private debt floxvs include commercial bank
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lending, bonds, and other private credits; nonidebt private includes people working in the mining, manufacturing,
flows are net foreign direct investment and portfolio invest- construction, and electricity, water, and gas industries.
ment. All summary measures are country data weighted by

Official development assistance (ODA) comprises loans population or poptilation subgroup.
and grants made on concessional financial terms by all Table 5. Distribution of income or consumption
bilateral official agencies and multilateral sources to pro-
mote economic development and welfare. Net disburse- The table describes the distribution of income or con-
ments equal gross disbursements less payments to the orig- sumption expenditures accruing to subgroups of the pop-
inators of aid for amortization of past aid receipts. In order ulation in sixty-five low- and middle-income countries
to qualify as ODA, each transaction must meet the fol- and twenty high-income countries. Because the subgroups
lowing tests: it is administered with the promotion of the are ranked by per capita income or expenditure or, in the
economic development and welfare of developing CO1ti- case of high-income countries, by household income, the
tries as its main objective; and it is concessional in charac- resulting shares indicate the extent to which the distribu-
ter and conveys a grant element of at least 25 percent. cion of income or consumption expenditures in each

Summary measures for ODA as a percentage of GNP country differs from strict equality.
are computed from grotIp totals for ODA and GNP in Survey year is the year in which the underlying data
current U.S. dollars. were collected. The data sets refer to different years be-

tween 1985 and 1994 and are drawn from nationally
Table 4. Population and labor forcereesnaiehuhoduvy. represcntative household surveys.
Population and labor force data provide a basic profile of The Gini index is a summary measure of the extent to
the demographic trends in a country. which the actual distribution of income or consumption

Population estimates for mid- 1994 are from a variety of differs from a hypothetical uniform distribution in which
sources, including the U.N. Population Division, national each person or household receives an identical share. The
statistical offices, and World Bank country departments. Gini index has a maximum value of 100 percent, indicat-

(See also the notes in the Key table.) The World Bank ing that one person or household receives everything, and
uses the de facto definition of a country's population, a minimum value of zero, indicating absolute equality.
which counts all residents regardless of legal status or cit- The Gini index is the most popular measure of inequality,
izenship. Note, however, that refugees not permanently but it is nor a very discriminating indicator. For example,
settled in the country of asylum are generally considered when the underlying Lorenz (income distribution) curves
to be part of the population of their countrn of origin. cross, countries with different income distributions may

The average annual growth rate of population is com- have the same index value. See the section on statistical
puted from end-point data using an exponential growth methods for more information.
model. See the section oni statistical methods for more The following columns report the percentage share
information. of i.ncome or consumption by quintiles and deciles of

Age structure of the populatiZon shows the proportion the population. Income distribution data for low- and
of the total population between the ages of fifteen and middle-income countries have been compiled from two
sixty-four inclusively. main sources: government statistical agencies and the

Totatl labor Jbre estimates are derived by applying par- World Bank. Where che original unit record data from

ticipation rates from the International Labour Office the household survey were available, these have been used
(ILO) to the population estimates. They cover the so- to calculate directly the income (or consumption) shares
called economically active population, a restrictive con- by quintile; otherwise, shares have been estimated from
cept that includes the armed forces and the unemployed the best available grouped data. The distribution indica-
but excludes homemakers and other unpaid caregivers. tors for low- and middle-income countries have been

Percentage of females in the total labor force is from adjusted for household size, thus providing a more consis-
ILO data. This indicator shows the extent to which rent measure of income or consumption per capita. No
women are "gainfully employed" in the formal sector. adjustment has been made for spatial cost-of-living differ-
Labor force numbers in several developing countries ences within countries, because the data needed for such
reflect a significant underestimationi of female parricipa- calculations are not generally available. For further details
tion rates. on both the data and the estimation methodology for low-

The structure of labor force shows the share of the labor and middle-income countries, see Martin Ravallion and
force engaged in agricultural and induscrial activities. The Shaohua Chen (1996).
agricultural labor force includes people engaged in farming. The data for Australia, Canada. Israel, Italy. Norway,
forestry. hunting, and fishing. The industrial labor force Sweden, Switzerland, and the United States are from the
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Luxembourg Income Study data base (1990); those for usual means of transportation in no more than one hour.
France, Germany, Netherlands, Spain, and the United Note that faciliries tend to be coicentrated in urban areas.
Kingdom are from the Statistical Office of the European In some cases, rural areas may have a much lower level
Union. The data for Belgium, Denmark, Finland, Japan, of access.
and New Zealand come from the U.N., VationalAccounts Population with access to safi- water is the percentage of
Statistics: C.ompendium of Iricomne Distribultion Statistics, the populationl wich reasonable access to safe water supply
1985. Data for other high-income countries come from (including treated surface waters or untreated but uncon-
national sources. taminated water, stich as from springs, sanitarv wells, and

There are significant comparability problems across protected boreholes). In an urban area this may be a pub-
countries in the income distribution data presented here. lic fountain or standposr located not more than 200
The underlvling household surveys are not fullv compara- meters away. In rural areas it implies that members of the
ble, although these problems are diminishing as survey household do not have to spend a disproportionate part of
methodologies both improve and become more standard- the day fetching water. The definition of safe water has
ized, particularly through the iitiatives of the United changed over rime.
Nations (under the lHousehold Survev Capabilitv Pro- Access to sanitation refers to the percentage of popula-
gram) and the World Bank (under the Living Standard cion with at least adequate excreta-disposal facilities that
Measurement Study and the Social Dimensionis of Adjust- can effectively prevent human, animal, and insect contact
ment Project for Sub-Saharan Africa). The following with excreta.
three sources of noncomparability ought to be noted. The in falnt mortalityl rare is the number of deaths of
First, the surveys differ in the use of income or COnISUrnp- intfaiits under one year of age per thousand live births in a
tioil expenditure as the living standard indicator. For given year. The data are a combination of observed values
thirty-niine of the sixty-five low- and middle-income and interpolated and projected estimates. A few countries,
countries, the data refer to consimpCioll expenditure. suclh as the economies of the former Soviet Union,
Tvpically, inlcome is more uLnequallv distributed thanl coIi- emplov an atypical definition of live births that reduces
sumption. Second, the suiveys differ in the use of the the reported inifant mortality rate relative to the standard
household or the individual as their unit of observationi. (World Health Organization) definitioni.
Further, household ullits differ in the number of house- Prevalence of malnutrition measures the percentage of
hold members and the extent of income sharing among children under five with a deficiencv or an excess of nutri-
members. Individuals differ in age and need for coIn- ents that interferes with their health and genetic potential
sumption. WXhere households are used as the observation for growth. Methods of assessment vary, but the most
unit, the quintiles refer to the percentage of households, commonly tised are the following: less than 80 percent of
rather than the percentage of persons. Third, the surveys the standard weight for age; less than minus 2 standard
difter according to whether the units of observation are deviations from the fiftieth percentile of the weight-for-
raniked by household or income (or consumption) per age reference poptilation; and the Gomez scale of malniu-
capita. The footnotes to the table identify these differ- trition. Note thar tor a few coulitries the figures are for
ences for each couLInr'. childreni three or four years of age and vounger.

The international comparability of high-incomie COUIn- Contraceptive prevalence rate is che proportion of
try data is particularly limited, because the observation women who are practicing, or whose husbands are practic-
unit is a household uliadjusted for size, and houselholds ing, any form of contraception. Contraceptive tisage is
are ranked according to total household income rather generally imeasured for married women age fifteen to fortv-
than income per household member. These data are pre- ninle. A few countries use measures relating to other age
sented pending the publication of improved data from the groups. especially fifteen to forty-four. Data are mainly
LuxembouLg Income Study, where househlold members derived from demographic and health surveys. contracep-
are ranked by the average disposable income per tive prevalence suLreys, and W'orld Bank country data.
adult-equivalent person. The estimates in the table, there- The total fertility rate represents the number of chil-
fore, should be treated with considerable caution. dren that would be born to a woman were she to live to
Table 6. Health the end of her childbearing years and bear children at each

age in accordance with prevailing age-specific fertilitv
This table provides selected indicators of the prevailing rates. The data are a combination of observed, interpo-
health infrastructtire and the health status of the population. lated, and projected estimates.

Access to health care is measured by the percentage of The maternal mortality ratio refers to the number of
the population that can reach local health services by the female deaths that occur during pregnancy and childbirch
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per 100,000 live births. Because deathls during childbirtil the denominator, because it represents an average tertiary
are defined more widely in some countries to include com- level cohort, althoughi people above and below this age
plications of pregnancy or the period after childbirth or of group may be registered in tertiary institutionIs.
abortion, and because many pregnant women die from lack The perecnt,ge of cohort reaching gryade 4 is the propor-
of suitable health care, maternal mortality is difficult to tion of children starting primary school in 1980 and 1988
measure consistently and reliably across countries. Clearly, whio continued to the fourth grade by 1983 and 199),
many maternal deaths go unrecorded, particularly in couL- respecrively. Figures in italics represent earlier or later
tries with remote rural poptilations. This may accounlt for cohorts. The data are based on enrollment records.
some of the low estimates shown in the table, especially for Adillt illiteraci' is defined here as the proportion of the
several African cotintries. The data are drawn from diverse poptilation fifteent years and older who cannot, wich
national sources. Where national administrative systems tinderstaniding. read and write a short, simple statement
are weak, estimates are derived from demographic and on their everyday life. This is only one of three widely
health stirveys using indirect estimation techniqties or from accepted definitions, and its application is subject to qual-
other national sample surveys. For a ntmmber of developing ificts in a ntImber of coutntries. The data are from the illit-
countries, maternal mortality estimates are derived by the eracy estimates and projections prepared in 1995 by
World Health Organization (WHO) and the United UNESCO.
Nations Children's Fund (UNICEF) Using modeling tech- The stimmary enrollment measures in this table are
niqties. computed fromii cotintry enrollment rates weighited by

All summary measures, except for infant mortality, are population.
weighted by population or by subgroups of the popula-
don. Infant mortality is wveighted by the numliber of birrhs.
Table 7. Education The data on commercial energy utse are prim1arily from

International Energy Agency (lEA) and U.N. sources.
The data in this table refer to a variety of years, generally They refer to commercial forms of primary energ,v-
not more than two years distant from those specified. The petroletim (crude oil, natural gas liquids, and oil from
data are fiom the U.N. Educational, Scientific, and CtIl- uliconiventionial sources), natural gas. solid fuels (coal, lig-
tural Organization (UNESCO). nite, and other derived fuels), and primary electricity

Primary' school enrollment data are estimates of the ratio (nticlear. hydroelectric, geotherrmal, and other)-all con-
of children of all ages enrolled in primary school to the verted into oil equivalents. For converting nuclear elec-
country's population of primary school-age children. triciky into oil equivalents, a notional thermal efficiency of
Althoughi many countries consider primary school age to 33 percent is assumed; hydioelectric power is represented
be six to eleven years, others use different age groups. For ac 100 percent efficiency.
countries withi universal primary educationi, the gross Total enc;y uzse refers to domestic primary energy use
enrollmenit ratios may exceed 100 percent because some before transforrmationl to other end-use fuels (such as elec-
pupils are yotinger or older than the countrv's standard triciry or refined petroleum products) and is calculated as
primary school age. indigellois production plus imports and stock changes.

Secondariy school enrollments are calculated in the same minus exports and international marine bunkers. Energy
manner, and again the definition of secondary school age constimption also includes products for nonenergy uses.
differs among cotLitries. It is most commolily considered mainly derived fiom petroleum. The use of firewood,
to be twelve to seventeen years. Late entry of students as dried animial excrement, and other traditional fuels,
well as repetition and rhe pheniomilenioni of "buncihing" in although substantial in some developing countries, is not
final grades can influence these ratios. taken into account, because reliable and comprehensive

The tertiary enrollment ratio is calculated by dividing data are nor available.
the number of ptpils enrolled in all postsecondary schools Energol use per capita is based upon total population
and universities by the population In the twenty to estimates in the vears showin.
twenty-four age group. Pupils attending vocational GDP per kilogram of commercial energy tise is the U.S.
schools, adult education programs. two-year commullity dollar estimate of GDP produced per kilogram of oil
colleges, and distant education centers (ptimarily corre- equivalent.
spondence courses) are included. The distributioll of A"et energv imports as a percent of consumption: both
pupils across tihese different rypes of institutions varies imports and constmption are measured in oil equivalents
among countries. The youth popularion-that is, twerty for the ptrpose of calculating their ratio. A negative sign
to twentv-four years-has been adopted by UNESCO as indicates that the counryv is a ner exporter.
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The data on carbon dioxi'de emissions cover industrial Permanent pasture is land used for five or more vears
contributions to the carbon dioxide flux from solid fiuels, for forage. including natural crops and cultivated crops.
liquid fuels, gas fuels, gas flaring, and cement manufac- Only a few countries regularly report data on permanent
tLre. Thley are based on several sources as reported by the pasture. as this category is difficult to assess because it
World Resources Institute. They are mainly from the the includes wild land used for pasture.
Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis Center (CDIAC), Other lind includes ftorest and woodland, which is the
Environmenital Science Division. Oak Ridge National land under natural or planted stands of trees, as well as
Laboratory. logged-over areas that will be forested in the near future.

CDIAC. annuallyV calculates emissionis ofCO, from the It also includes uncultivated land, grassland not used for
burning of fossil fuels and the manufacture of cement for pasture, wetlands, wastelands, and built-up areas. The lat-
most of the countries of the world. These calculations are ter refers to residential, recreational, and industrial lands
based on data on the niet apparent consumption of fossil and areas covered bv roads and other fabricated infra-
fuels from the World Energy Data Set maintained by the structure.
United Nations Statistical Division and from data on Uirbanpopulation as a percentage oftotalpopuL'ztion and
world cement manufacture based on the Cement Manu- estimates of the population in urban agg1lomnerations come
facturing Data Set maintained by the United States from the U.N.'s WVorld Urbanization Prospects: The 1994
Bureau of Mines. Emissions are calcLIlated using global Revision. Urban agglomerations are metropolitani areas
average fuel chemistry and usage. Estimates do not in- withi populationis of I millioni or more. To compute the
clide bunker ftiels used in international transport because growth rate of the urban poputlation, the U.N.'s ratio of
of the difficulty of apportioning these fuels among the urban to total population is first applied to the World
countries benefiting from that transport. Although the Bank's estimates of total population (see Table 4). The
estimates of world emissions are probably within 10 per- resulting series of urbani population estimates are also used
cent of actual emissions, individual country estimates may to compute rhe population in urban agleomerations as a
have larger error bounds. percentage of the urban population. Because the estimates in

The summary meastires of energv use are computed bv this table are based on different national definitions of
aggregating the respective volumes for each of the years what is urban, cross-country comparisons should be made
covered by the periods and applying the least-squares with cautionl.
growrh rate procedure. For energy consuLimption per The sumimiary measures for tirban population as a per-
capita. population weights are used to compute summarv centage of total population are calculated from country
measures for the specified years. percentages weighted by each coulitry's share in the aggre-

The summary' measures of CO, emissions are com- gate population. The other summary measures are
puted from group aggregates. For per capita estimates, weighted in the same fashion, using urban population.
aggregate emissions and population are used. Table 10. Forests and water resources

Table 9. Land use and urbanization This cable provides information on the status of two impor-

The data on lanid utse are compiled by the World Re- rant environimiental resources. The data are drawn from
sources Institute (WfRI). The main source, however, is the sources cited in the the World Resources Institute's lWorld
Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO), which gath- Resources 1994-95. Perhaps even more than other data in
ers these data from national agencies through annual this report, however, these data should be used with cau-
questionnaires and nationlal agricuilural censuses. How- tion. Although they are indicative of major differences in
ever, countries sometimes use different definitions of land resoLirce endowments and rises among countries, true com-
use. The FAO often adjusts the definitions of land use cat- parability is limited because of variation in data collection,
egories and sometimes substantially revises earlier data. statistical methods, definitions, and government resources.
Because the data on land use reflect changes in data They have been chosen because they are available for most
reporting procedures as well as actual land use changes. countries and reflect some general conditionis of the envi-
apparent trends should be inrerpreted with caution. Most ronment.
land use data are from 1993. Forest areas refer to natural stands of woody vegetation in

Croplindlincludes land under temporary and permanent which trees predominate. These estimates are derived from
crops, temporary meadows, market and kitchen gardens, countr; statistics assembled by the FAO and the United
and land that is temporarily fallow. Permanent crops are Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE).
those that do not need to be replanted after each harvest, New assessments were piblished in 1993 for tropical coun-
but excludes land used to grow trees for wood or timber. trie by FAO and for temperate zones by UNECE/FAO.
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FAO and UNECE/IfAO use differenr definitions in on long-term averages, their estimation explicitly excludes
their assessments. The FAO defincs natulal forest in decade-long cycles of' wet and dry. The Departemenrt
tropical countries as either a closed foresr, where trees flydrogeologie in Orlans. France, compiles water re-
cover a high proportion of the groulid with 110 contilnu- source and withdrawal data fronm published docuLmenits,
otis grass cover, or an open forest, wlich is defined as including national, United Nations, and professional lit-
mixed forest and grasslands with at leaist 10 peerceinr tree erature. The Institute of Geography ar the National Acad-
cover and a continuous grass layer on the forest floor. A emsi of Sciences in Moscow also compiles global water
tropical forest encompasses all stanids, except plantations, data on the basis of ptiblished work and, where necessary,
and includes stands that have been degraded to some estimiates water resources and consumptioni from models
degree by agriculture, fire, Iogging, or acid precipitationi. that use other data, such as area under irrigarion. Iivestock
The UNECE/FAO defines a forest as land where tree popularions, and precipitationi. These and other sources
crowns cover more than 20 percent of the area. AJso have been combined by the WVorld Resources Institute to
included are open forest formations; forest roads and fire- generate data for this table. Withdrawal data are for single
breaks, small. teniporarily clcared areas, young stands years and vary fromi colintry to country betweeni 1970 and
expccted to achieve at least 20 percent crown cover on 1994. Data for small countries and countries in arid and
maturity, and windbreaks and shelter belts. Planrtationi scmiarid zoescs are less reliable than those for larger coon-
area is included under temperate country' cstimates of tries and couL1tries with higher rainfall.
natural forest area. Some countr1ics in this table also Tota7l water resources include both internal renewable

include other wooded land, defined as open woodland resotirces and, where noted, river flows from other coun-
and scrub, shrub, and brushland. tries. Estimates are from 1992. Annual internal renewable

De/orestatluon refers to the permanenet coniversioni of water resources refer to the average annual flow of rivers
forestland to other uses, includirg shifting cultivation, and aquifers gecnrated from rainfall within the country.
permanent agriculture, ranching, serrlemetrs, or infi-a- Withdrawals incIlude those from nonireniewable aquifers
structure developmenit. Deforested areas do nor include and desalting plants but do not include losses fi-om evap-
areas loggcd but intended for regeneration or areas oration. Withdrawals can exceed 100 percent of renewable
degraded bv ftuel wood gathering, acid precipitation. or stipplies wheni extractionis from nonrenewable aquifers or
forest fires. The extent and percentage of total area showni desalting plants are considerable or if there is significant
refer to the average annutal deforestation of natural forest water retise.
area. Total per capira water u'ithdrawal is calculated bv

NAationally protected areas are areas of at least 1. 000 dividing a country's total withidrawal by irs population in
hectares that fall into one of five managemenrt categories: the year for which withdrawal estimates are available. For
scien1tific reserves and strict nature reserves; national parks most couLntries, sectoral per capita withdrawal data are cal-
of national or international significance (not materially culated using sectoral withdrawal percentages estimated
affected by humana activitv); natural monumenits and nat- for 1987 to 1992. Domestic use includes drinking water,
ural landscapes with some unique aspects managed nature mullicipal use or supply'v and use for public services, co-
reserves and wildlife sanctuaries; and protected landscapes mencial establishmlifenits, and homes. Otber- wzithrw(1?-,A-lre
and seascapes (whiclh may incluide cultural landscapes). those for direct indtistrial use, including withdrawals for
This table does not include sites protected uinder local or cooling thermoelectric plants and withdrawals for agricul-
provincial law or areas where consumlptive uses of wildlife tore (irrigation and livestock production).
are allowed. Thiese data are subject ro variations in defini-

, . , . . , , ~~~~~~Tables 11, 12, and 13. Growth and structure of the
cnon and in reporting to the organizations, such as the
World Conservationi Monitorinig Centre, that compile economy
and disseminate themI. otal suL-face area is tised to calcu- Table 11 shows the growth of gross domestic product
late the percentage of total area protected. (See T able 1) (GDP) and its components. Table 12 shows the strUcrure

Data on1 annual fi'esm'hater witha'raw'a/ are subject to of GDP bv ir tlial origin. Table 13 shows the corre-
variation in collection and estimationi methods but are sponding structure of GDIP by its uses.
indicative of the magnitude of water use in both total and Most of the definitions used are those of' the UI,N Sys-

per capita terms. These daia; however, also hide whiat canl temn ofN'ational Accounts (SNA), Series F. No. 2, Version
be signitficant variations in total renewable w ater resources 3. Version 4 of the SNA was completed only in 1993, and
from one year to anothler. They also fail to distinguish the it is likely that many countries will continue to use the
seasonal and geographic variations in water availability recommendations of version 3 for the next few years. Esti-
withinl a country. Because freshwater resources are based mates are obtained from national sources, sometimes
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reachinig the World Bank througL1 other international sonal services and including imputed bank service charges,
agencies btit more often collected by World Bank staff. import duties, and any statistical discrepancies noted by

World Bank staff review the quality of national nation1al compilers, are included in ser-vices,
accounts data and, in some instances, help adjust national In Table 13, generalgovernment consumption incltides
series. Because of the sometimes limited capabilities of all current expenditures for purchases of goods and ser-
statistical offices and basic data problems, strict interna- vices by all levels of governmenit, but excluding most gov-
tional comparability cannot be achieved, especially in ernment enterprises. Capital expenditure on1 national
economic activities that are difficult to measure, stich as defense and securitv is regarded as a general government
parallel market transactions, the informal sector, or stib- consLimptioln expenditure.
sistence agricultutre. PIrivate consumption is the market value of all goods

GDP measures the total output of goods and services and services, incliding durable ptoducts (such as cars,
for final use produced by residents and nonresidents. washing machines. and home computers) purchased or
regardless of the allocation to domestic and foreign claims. received as inconme in kind by households and nonprofit
It is calculated without making deductiolIs for deprecia- institutions. It excluides purchases of dwellings but
tion of fabricated assets or depletion and degradation of includes imputed rent for owner-occupied dwellings. In
natural resources. International comparability of the esti- practice, it may include any statistical discrepancy in the
mates is affected by differing country pracrices in valua- tise of resources.
tion systems for reporting valie added by production Gross domestic investment consists of outlays on addi-
sectors. The SNA envisages estimates of GDP by indus- tions to the fixed assets of the econonmv plus net changes
trial origin to be at either basic or producer prices, but in the level of inveiitories.
many countries report sLIch details at purchaser prices. As Gross domestic saving is calculated by deducting total
a practical solution. GDP estimates are showin at putr- consumption from GDP.
chaser prices in Table 11 if the components are on this Exports of goods and nonf,ictor serziCes represent the
basis, and stich instances are footnored. In Table 13, GDP value of all goods and nonfactor services provided to the
is measured in purchaser values for all cotincries. rest of the world. This includes the value of merchandise,

In Table I l, growthi rates are computed from partially freight, insurance, travel, and orher nonfactor services.
rebased, chain-linked, 1987 constanir price series in The value of factor services, such as investment income,
domestic currencies. interest, and labor income, is excluded. Current transfers

The growth rate ofexports of,goods and non factor serviCes are also excluded.
is based on national accounts data in constant prices. The resource balance is the difference between exports

In Table 12, the figures for GIDP are U.S. dollar values of goods and nonfactor services and imports of goods and
converted from domestic CLirrenicies USilng single-year offi- nonfactor services.
cial exchange rates. For a few countries where the official In calculating the summarv measures for each indica-
exchange rate does not reflect the rate effectively applied ror in Table I 1, partially rebased, constant 1987, U.S.
to actual foreigin exchange transactions, an alternative dollar valties for each economiiy are calcLilated for each year
conversion factor is used. Note that Table I 2 does not use of the periods covered: the values are aggregated across
the three-year averaging technique applied to GNP per countries for each year; and the least-squares procedure is
capita in Table I. used to compute the growth rates. The average sectoral

Summarv measures in Table 12 are computed from percentage shares in Tables 12 and 13 are computed from
grotip aggregates of sectoral GDP in current U.S. dollars. grotip aggregates of sectoral GDP in current U.S. dollars.

Agriculture covers forestrv, huliting, and fishinlg, as
,, , .. ,. { , , ' . . Table 14. Central government budget

well as cultivation of crops. In developing countries with
high levels of subsistence farming. muich agricultural pro- The data on central government revenues and expenditures
duction is either not exchanged or not exchanged for are from the IMF's Government Finance Statistics Yearbook
money. This increases the difficulty ofmiieasuriig the con- (1995). and IMF data files. The accounts of each country
tribution of agricultire to GDP and reduces the reliabil- are reporced using the system of commoni definitions and
ityv aid comparabilitv of such numiibers. classifications found in the INMF's A Ml-anua/lon Government

Inkdlstr) comprises value added in mining, mlanufactur- Finance Statistics (1986). For complete and aUtthoritative
ing (also reported as a separate subgroup in Table 12), explanationis of concepts, definitionis, and data sources, see
construction, and electricity, water, and gas. Vralue added these IMF soLirces. The commentary that follows is
in all other branches of economic activitv, sLich as whole- intended mainly to place these data in the context of the
sale and retail trade, transportation. government, and per- broad range of indicators reported here.
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Because of differences in coverage of available dara. the Socialservices comprises expenditures on health, educa-
individual components of central goverinimlent expendi- tion, housing, welfare, social security, and community
ture and revenue shown may not be strictly comparable amenities. These categories also cover compensation for
across all economies. loss of income to the sick and temporarily disabled; pay-

Inadequate statistical coverage of state, provincial, and nenits to the elderly, the permanencly disabled, and the
local governmenits requires the use of central government unemployed, familv, maternity, and child allowances: and
data; this may seriously understate or distort the sratistical the cost of welfare services, such as care of the aged, the
portrayal of the allocation of resources for various purposes, disabled, and childien. Many expenditures relevant to en-
especially in countries where lower levels of governmenit vironmental defense, sLich as pollution abatement, water
have considerable autonomy and are responsible for manv supply, sanitarv affairs, and refuse collection, are included
economic and social services. In addition, "central govern- indistinguishably in this category.
ment" can mean either of trwo accounring concepts: con- Overall deficir/s uplus is defined as current and capital

solidated or budgetary. For most countries, central govern- revenue and official grants received, less total expenditure
ment finance data have been consolidated into one overall and lending minus repaymenits. This is a broader concept
account, but for others only the budgetary central govern- than the current government deficit/surplus shown in
inent accounts are available. Because budgetary accounts do T'able 2.
not alwavs include all central government units, the overall

picture of central gover t aTable 15. Exports and imports of merchandisepicture of centrat governnment activities iS LIsLually Inconm-
plete. Countries reporting budgetary data are footnoted. I'he maini source of current trade values is the U.N. Coii-

Consequentiv, the data presented. cspecially those for ference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) trade
social services, are not comparable across countries. In data base, supplemented by the data from the 11M's ILuter-
many economies, private health and educatioll services are national Financial Statistics (IFS). rhe U.N.'s Commodity
substantial; in others, public services represenr the inajor T-rade (COMTTRADE) data base, and World Bank esti-
component of total expenditure but may be financed by mates. The shares in these tables are derived from trade
lower levels of government. Caution should therefore be values in current dollars reported in the UNCTAD
exercised in using the data for cross-countrv comparisons. trade data system, supplemented by data from the U.N.

Total revenue is derived from tax and nontax sources. COMTRADE systeiri.
Tax revenues comprise compulsory. Linrequited, nonre- Merchandise exports and imports, with some excep-
payable receipts for public purposes. They include interest tions, cover international movements of goods across cus-
collected on tax arrears and penalties collected on non- rums' borders; trade in services is nor included. Exports
payment or late payment of taxes and are shown net of are valued fo.b. (free on board) and imports c.i.f. (cost,
refunds and other corrective transactions. insurance, and freight) unless otherwise specified in the

NVontax revenue comprises receipts that are not compul- foregoing sources. These values are in current U.S. dollars.
sorv, nonrepayable pavments for public pLurposes, such as The categorization of exports and imports follows the
fines, administrative fees, or entrepreneurial income from Standard International Triade Classification (SITC), Series
government ownership of property. Proceeds of grants and MI, No. 34, Revision I. For some countries, data for cer-
borrowing, funds arising from the repayment of previous taim commodity categories are unavailable. Food com-
lending by governments, incurrenice of liabilities, and pro- modities are those in SITC Sections 0, 1, and 4 and
ceeds from the sale of capital assets are nor incluided. Division 22 (food and live animals, beverages and tobacco,

Central,gov!ernsonent rependiture comprises the expendi- animal and vegetable oils and fats, oilseeds, oil nuts, and
ture by all government offices, departments. establish- oil kernels). Futels are the commodities in SITC Section 3
ments, and other bodies that are agencies or instruments (mineral fuels, lubricants, and related materials).
of the central authoricv of a countrv. It includes both cur- Average annual growth rates of,.xportsandimpottsare cal-
rent and capital (development) expeniditLures. culated from values in constant prices, which are derived

Defense comprises all expendirures, whether by defense from Cirrenit values deflated by the relevant price index.
or other departments. on the maintenance of military lThe World Bank uses the price indexes produced by UNC-
forces, inciliding the purchase of military supplies and TAD for low- and middle-income economies and those
equipment, construction, recruiting. and training. Also in presented in the iMF's International Financial Statistics for
this category are closely related items such as military high-income economies. These growth rates can differ

aid programs. Defense does not include expenditile on from those derived from national sources because national
public order and safety, which are classified separately. price indexes may use different base years and weighting
Defnse is treated as a current expenditure. procedures from1 those used by UNCTAD or the IMF.
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The summary measures for the growth rates are calcu- vailing exchange rates. See Table 2 for reseive holdinigs
lated bv aggregating the 1987 constant U.S. dollar price expressed as months of import coverage.
series for each year and then applvinig rIe least-squares The summary measures are computed from group
growth rate procedure for the periods showin. aggregatcs for gross interational reserves.

Table 16. Balance of payments Table 17. External debt

The data for this table are based on IMF data files. World The data on debt in this table come from the World Bank
Bank staff also make estimates and, in rare instances, Debtor Reporting System, supplemelted by World Bank
adjust coverage or classification to enhance international estimates. The systemil is concerned solely with developing
comparability. Definitions and concepts are based on the economies and does not collect data on external debt for
IMF's Balance of 1P17aylents lainual, Fourth Edition other groups of bloriowers or for economies that are not
(1977). The IMF now uses the fifth edition to compile members of the World Bank. Debt is stated in U.S. dol-
balance of payments data. As a result, some indicators lars converted at official exchange rates. The data on debt
shown here may differ from those publishied in recenit include private noniguaraniteed debt reported by thirty
IMF publications. Values are in U.S. dollars converted at developing couLItries and complete or partial estimates for
official exchange rates. an additionial twenty that do not report but for which this

Exports and imports of goods and services comprise all type of debt is knowin to be significant.
transactionis involving a change of owinershilp of oods and Total external debt is the sum of public, publicly guar-
services between residents of a couitry and the rest of the anteed, and private nongtiaranteed long-term debt, use
world, including merchandise, nonifactor services, and ftic- of IMF credit, and short-term debt. Long-term debt has
tor services. three componients: public. pLibliclv guaranreed. and pri-

iVet workers'remittances cover paymenits and receipts of vate nonguaraniteed loans. Public loans are external
income by migrancs who are emploved or expect to be obligations of ptiblic debtors, including the national gov-
employed for more than a vear in their new economiy'. ernment, its agenicies. and autonomous ptublic bodies.
where they are considered residents. These remittanices are Publicly guaranteed loans are external obligations of pri-
classified as private unlrequiced transfers, whiereas those vate debtors that are guaranteed for repayment by a pub-
derived from shorter-term stays are included in services as lic entity. Private non1guaranteed loans are external obliga-
labor income. The distinction accords with interination- tions of private debtors that arc not guaranteed for
ally agreed guidelines, but some developing countries clas- repaymiienit by a public entity. Use of IMF credit denotes
sifv workers' remittances as a facror income receipt repurchase obligations to the IMF for all uses of IMP
(hence, a component of GNP). The World Bank adheres resources, excluding those resultinlg from drawings in the
to international guidelines in defining GNP and therefore reserve tranche. It comIlprises purchiases ourstandiig tinder
may differ from national practices. the credit tranches, including enlarged access resources,

Other net prizvte traitnsfers comilprise net unrequited pri- and all special facilities (the buffer stock, compensatory
vare transfers other than workers' remittances. financing, extended fund, and oil ft'cilities). trust fund

The cuirrent account ba4lnce befrre officil transfrs is the loans, and operations tinder the enhanced structural
sum of net exports of goods and services and net private adjustilmenlt facilities. Use of IMF credit outstanding at
transfers, but excludes net official transfers. year-end (a stock) is converted to U.S. dollars at the dol-

Gross international reserves coniprise holdings of imone- lar-SDR exchange rate in effect at year-eod. Short-term
tarv gold, special drawling rights (SDRs). the reserve posi- debt is debt with an original maturirv of one year or less.
tion of members in the IMF. and holdings of foreign It includes interest arrears on long-term debt outstanding
exchange under the control of monetary authorities. The and disbtirsed that are dtie but not paid oii a cumulative
data on holdings of interinational reserves are from IMF basis. Available data perrmit no distinctionis between pub-
data files. The gold componenit of these reserves is valued lic and private nonguaranteed short-term debt.
at year-end (December 31) London prices: that is, Toal external debt as a percentage of GAP anid exports
$589.50 an ounce in 1980 and $383.25 an ounce in of goods and serviCes (including workers' remittanices) is
1 994. Because of differences in tihe definitioni of interima- calculated in U.S. dollars.
tional reserves, in the valuation of gold. and in reserve Total debt service as a percte of'exports of goods and
management practices, the levels of reserve holdings pub- services is the SUIml of principal repayments and interest
lished in national sources may not be strictly comparable. paVmenlIts on total external debt. It is one of several coIn-
The reserve levels for 1980 and 1994 refer to the end of ventional measules used to assess a countrv's ability to ser-
the year indicated and are in Ctirrenit U.S. dollars at pre- vice debt.
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The ratiO oJ'present value to nominal value of debt is the specifically, the regression equation takes the form
discounted value of future debt service paymenits divided
by the tace value of total external debt. The present value log X$ = a + bt,
of external debt is the discouLnted sumIl of all debt service
payments due over the life of existing loans. The present wvilch is equivalent to the logarithmic transformation of
value can be higher or lower thani the nominal value of the geometric growth rate equation,
debt. lThe determininig factors for the present valtie being
above or below par are the interest rates of loans and the X = X (l r)'.
discount rate used in the present value calculation. A loan
with an interest rate higher than the discount rate yields a In these equations. X is the variable, t is time, and a = log
present value that is larger thani the nomiilinal value of debr; 2$ and b = log (I + r) are the parameters to be estimated.
the opposite holds for loans vith an interest rate lower If b is the least-sqtiares estimate of b, then the average
thani the discotint rate. annual growth rate, r? is obtained as [antilog (bi)-li and

The discount rates tised to calculate the pesent valtie is multiplied by 100 to express it as a percenitage.
are interest rates charged by Org,anlisatvion of E conomic The calculated growth rate is an average rate thalt is rep-
Co-operation and Development (OEsCD) coLitrics for resentative of tie available observations over the period. It
officially stipported export credits. The rates are specified does not necessarily miatch the acmial growth rate betrveen
for the Group of Seven (G7) currenicies-Britishi pounds. any two periods. Assuxming that geometric growth is the
Canadian dollars, French francs, German marks, Italian appropriate A nodel" for the data the leasti-squares est-
lire, Japanese ven, and U.S. dollars. Interinationlal Bank for ,,,mate of the growtih rate is consistent and efficienlt,
Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) loans and
International Development Association (IDA) credits are Eponentialgrowth rate
discoulted bv the most recent IBRD lendina rate, an;dI ' The urowth rate between two points in time for certain
International Mlonetarv FLtid (IMIF) loanis are discounted t

demographic data, notably labor force and population, is
by the Special Drawing Rights (SDR) lending rate. For c,-, , , , . <, r . ,. ~~~~~~~calculiated troni the eqLiation:
debt denominiated in other cUtrrencies, discoLint rates are
the avcrage of interest rates on export credits charged by ' = In (p, / p, / ' 

other OECD countries. For variable rare loans, for which where p an.d p are the last and first observations in the
the future debt service paynments caninot be precisely . rs i

, . ,,, . . , , , . , , (; ~~~~period.1 iS [Islte numIrrber of vears in rhe period, and hil is
determnied, debt service is calCtilated uSIng the end-1994 p the naimherat ofre
rates for the base period specified for the loan, the natural logatithm operator.

Multilateral debt as a percentage vi total external debt This growth rate is based on a model of continuous,
conveys information abotit the borroxver' s receipt of' aid exponential growth. l'o obtain a growth rate for discrete
from the World Bank, regional developmllenit banks, and periods comparable to the leasL-sqtiares growth rate, take

other multilateral and intergovernmental ;agenicies. the antilog of the calculated growth rate and sibtract I
Excluded are loans from funds administered bv an interna-
tional organization on behalf ofa single donor gover'n Gini inatv

The summary measures are taken from the 1996 Work! The Giimi index measures the extent to wvhich the distri-
Debt Tables, Volume 1. butioll of income (or, in some cases, conisumilptioin expen-

dittires) among individuals or households within an econ-

Statistical methods omv devi,ites from a perfectiy equal distribution. A Lorenz
curve plots the ctLIlulative percentages of total income

This section describes the calculation of tihe least-squares received against the cumulative percentage of recipienits,
growth rate, the exponential (end-polint) growvh rate, the starting wvith the poorest individual or househiold. The
Gini index, and the World Bank's Atias methodology for Gini index meastires the area between the Lorenz curve
estimating the conversion factor used to estimate GNP and a hypothetical line of absolute equality, expressed as a
and GNP per capita in U.S. dollars. percenitage of the maximum area ulider the line. Thus a

Gil1i index of zero presenits perfect eqtialityv while an index

Least-squares growth rate of 100 percent implies marximnuin inequality.
The least-squares growth rare, r, is estimated by fitting d The World Bank employs a numerical analysis pro-
least-squares linear regression trend line to the logarithimic gram, POVCAL, to estimate values of the Gini index; see
annual values of the variable in the relevant period. More Chen. Datt, and Ravallion (19922).
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The Atl15s conversion factor for any year is the average of ef = + -I P P +ej

a country's exchange rate (or alternative conversion fac- A-2 P< -2 P, lPl

tor) for that year and its exchange rates for the two pre-
ceding years, after adjusting them for differences in rates and for calculating (;NP per capita in U.S. dollars for
of inflation betveen the country and rhe G-5 countries year t

(France, Germany. Japan, the United Kingdom, and the
United States.) The inflation rate for G-5 countries is rep- ' (Y I N, )/
resented by changes in the SDR deflators. This three-year
averaging smooths annual fluctLiations in prices and where
exchange rates for each country. The At/ts conversion fac- Yt, =cirrent GNP (local currency) for year t;

tor is applied to the country's GNP. The resulting GNP p, = GNP deflator for year t;
in U.S. dollars is divided hy the midyear population for e = average annual exchange rate (national currency
the latest of the three years to derive GNP per capita. to the U.S. dollar) for year t;

The following formulas describe the procedures for N = midyear population for year t;

computing the conversion factor for year rt pI = SDR deflator in U.S. dollar terms for year t.
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Table 1. Classification of economies by income and region, 1996
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Totia Uk [i n Ote atid tlti

V1iiatU [,17belicrsri Gireitadinres
I 'Ini LiEiOllt|l ruts SLMUiTTlte

l l l |\XcNrurT~~~~~~~~~~~~Sjll F| |Loli. Re. | VSerictalicla,.41/dAi/'- 'tanciia[1X.1 l Fcd Ftp | Venezuerl.a

inii,,, Mi-Iaiurirtius j l btt Arierict,Z C I t crice Btraii I.ibva Aitiguat atid

NIa| eirre Samotlita Republic Iie ot Mi ll Na niarnuau Barbl-da

Reu itii S i, iia Hutnpiry Ialrt SanIdi Arabia Argeitia

SaiVLhelle. I Korea, Rep. Slou l r | Barhadcis

SoLitl Atrica Nlalarsia Brazil

j g | Ncxe ! j ; |ts Fitlerll 
0C,udoini. F lranc 

I Irlialla

Gu ILadceloupe

IP/yea-- I INI Mat'lC tiqitMexico
Puerto Rico
Sr. Kirt' andl

St. Lucia
T-riniidad and

S'ubtoanil: 16't 27 ( :'2' XI 3? r36ia
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Table I (continuled)

!ag-Ns,las i;ss yyr ; A/ic r,,,s ,,ss ,,, srcsss/ As1 ia

i,7't ,.'i .A,ial Eel tc'ssII AMiddle List and ,,nort Afi ica
Income So1h1ern I,ast.q Aia isid Eutlrnopc slia' Resrt of Ndaeile Alortb
group Suigroup Afjl,,l West AP. ia Pacific Soutl Amia (Contial Asia Europe East Africa7 A.merias,1

Autraliai Austria Canada
Japani Bnigiumli Uluiied Slates

Nes Zealand Denniark
Fin [and
Franice

(,crnians'
Icelanid
Ireland

O)E(.z Li [isI
rssoisrr,:ss iinxtls iboci g

Nethcrlafids

High-]_ NXirwasv

iicniOe I rt11g.gal
Spain
Swedeil
.- ni,sdrland

United
Kingdom

B[iicii s*aldorr.a Isracl Aruba
Friiclnh Chanlnel KiLIt Bahamas. The

polYnesid Islands Qirnr Bermuda

A'iin-0EtiD HBmLg iong Cxprus Uinred Arab Cani
couitliesN Macao Flacrou Isluids Emiinraces Islands

Si ngpo ri reenfland Nerherlands
OAE" Ii,chienisienn ATntilles

Monaco Virgin Islands
iU.S.)

1sial: 210 27 2 33 8 7 '8 1 4 4 4

a. Former Yuigoslav Reptiblic sil Macedonia.

b. OGlier Asian cononinies- Faisan, (China.

For operational and analytical purposes, the World Definitions of groups
Baiak's main criterioni for classifvingr ecotioiiiies is gross

Banksmin ritrio fo cssirig es These tables classify all World Bank member cooLntries
national product (GNP) per capita. Everv economy is

| *r s s * .1 ll. - '] . . l .aind all other economies with populations of more than
classified as low income, middle incomie (subdivided into
lower-nmiddle and tipper-middle), or high income. Other
analytical groups, based on geographic regiois, exportsc

> >' Inicosici V-soup: Econiomiies are divided accordiiig to 1994
anid levels of external debt, are also used. GNP per capita, calculated using the liorld Bank Atlas

method. T he groups are: low income, $725 or less; lower-
Low-income and middle-income economies are some- midl inoe 76t 285;uprmdlnoe

m'ddle mncome 572G6 to $2,895; upper-middle income,
times referred to as developing economies. The use of the ml 8 t
term is conveniietic; it is not intenided to implv that all ' come, $8,956 or more.
economies in the group are experienicinig similar develop- T e f thI . , The estiimates for thec repibil'cs of che former Soviet
ment or that other economies have reached a preferred or Union are preliminary and their classification will be kept
final stage of development. Classification by income does
not necessarilv reflect development status. under review.
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Table 2. Classification of economies by major export category and indebtedness, 1996

Lou- and middle-income

Lowr -i ton/ c f tin M i/e -inl o wt

Severelv MAodwrittevl Lej Se-etely iMderately Less AVor clasified Hi b-income
Group idebed indebted indebted indebted in debtedi indebted by indebtedness (OECD NVon-OECD

India Armenia Bulgaria Russian Belarus Canada Hong Konig
Pakistani China Federation Czech Republic Finlanid Israel

Georgia Estonia Gertoane Macao
KYrgV7 Korea, Dein. Irelanid Singapore

Reptiblic Rep. Italy OAE'

Korea, Rep. Japan

EyprtrTis it' Lartvia Swsedetr

mantalnfatcunb Lehatnon Switzerland
Lithuania
Malavsia
Mcoldova
Riitnanij
Thailand

Ukraine
Uzbelkisraa

BLirtiridi Albania Motngolia Bolivia Chile Botswatta Americait Iceland Faeroe Islands
C(re dIlvoire Chad CUba Nantiibia Samoa New Zealanid Greenland

Equatorial Malawi Peru Solniltt Frettcli Guiana
Guinea Zimbabwe Islatids (suadclouipe

Glalia Snlirnamr Reiunion
Guinea Swaziland

Gutinea-Bissau Islatlds

u uyana
Honiduras

Liberia
Madagascar
Malt

E.rporuy t IMaturitantia
ofnoffitel M .varnaur
pne 71art NicaragLta
productr Niger

Rsranda
S5o Tortid anid

Principe

Somalia
Sudan

Tatizattia
Tiogt
Uiganda

Vietnani
Zaire
Zatttbia

Coingo AIgeria V\nczuela Bahrain Briunei
Nigeria Anyola Iran, Islantic Qatar

(Gabon RepLrblic U nited Arab

Esryoters Iraq IAibya Enuirates
nffiiels (lOntan

(want oil) Sautdi Arabia
Tritiidad anid

Tobago

I urkrnenistant

Cambtodia Bettin[ Bltutatt hamaica Cape Verde Attignua and Martinique United Aruba
Ethiopia Comroros Burkina Faso lorclan Dotomiticatt Barbuda Kingdom Bahamas, The
Mozanibique Egypt. Aralb lesotho Pamnam RepiLblic Barbados Berituda

Yenmen. Rep. Rep. Ureece Belizc Ca,vman
(iambia. The Morocco Djibouti Islands
Haiti WVestern Samoa El Salvador CypruLs

Nepal Fiji Fretlch
F reniada Polvnesia

Exporters Kiribati KLawait
of se'tcc"a Nlaldives Monaco

PIaraguay

Scvclhel Its

St. Ruts and
Nevis

5
r. Lucia

I ontga
V\atnLaLtLI
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Table 2 (conitinuied)

Lowv- and Znilc-i,ieo,ne

Lou-income . Middle-micose

Severely M1odecrately Les) S1et/ely AModeritely Less Aot chaosid Hligi-e tone
Grouip indebted indebted inrdebted indlebted indebted i,ndebted by indebtedness OECD ANon-OECD

-Afghanlistan B.anrgladclch A zerbai j.l : A rgenn D1. (ColomBi.l Costa. Ri c. A:wustral ia Netherlan lds
Camerooni Lio PDR Sri Lanka Brazil Hungary Doninica ALIstria Antilles

Central African Seniegal Tajili:loan Ecuador Indlonesia Guatemala Belgium

Reputblic Mexico Papua N,%, Kazaktan De)nmark
Kenma Poland Guiniea Malta Frauicc

aive rs iri, d Sierra Leone Syrian Arab Philippines Mauiririus Luxenmbourg

exportkre Reptiblic Tunisia South Afrila Netherlanids
Futrkes Sr. Vincent Nonsac

Liruguav and rhe Portulgal

Grenadines Spaini

Yugoslavia, ULinied Statrs

Fed. Rep.

C(roatia Bosnita and Atidorra
Macedonia, Herzrgovina Chatnnel

FY RL Eritrea Islainds

Ness Caledonia Guatm 1Liechtensreiii

Not Cieiifiei Slovak Isle of Manl Virgin Islaiids
bt .xzPot Republic Marshall (U.S.)
ctego,y Slorvenia. Islands

E'layntre
Slicrotscs;a..

Fed. Srs.

N. Mariana
Islauids

I'uerro RICO

West dZBalik alid

.Numlber or

e,onownues 21- I 36 1 I 1 16 } 2 23

a. Orihcr Asiall econoinies-Taissan. China.

b. Economnsies in which no single export category aCCOunts1 for 5) percent or ilmore of total exports.
c. Fornser Yaigoslav Repuiblic of Macedonli.

Definitions of groups

These tables classify all World Bank member economies Severe/ly indebted means that either of the twvo key ratios is
plus all other economies with populations of more than above critical levels: present value of debt service to GNP
30,000. (80 percent) and present value of debt service to exports

(220 percent). Aloderately indebted means that either of
MVyjor evport category. Major exporcs are those that the two key ratios exceeds 60 percent of, but does not
account for 50 percent or more of total exports of goods reach, the critical levels. For economies that do not report
and services from one category in the period 1990-93. detailed debt statistics to the World Bank Debtor Report-
The categories are: nonfuel primary (SITC 0, 1. 2, 4. plus ing System (DRS), present-valtie calculation is not possi-
68); fuels (SITC 3); manufactures (SITC 5 to 9, less 68); ble. Instead, the following methodology is used to classify
and services (factor and nonfactor service receipts plus the non-DRS economies. Severely indebted means that
workers' remittances). If no single category accounts for three of four key ratios (averaged over 1 992-94) are above
50 percent or more of total exports, the economy is clas- critical levels: debt to GNP (50 percent); debt to exports
sified as diversi/ied. (275 percent); debt service to exports (30 percent); and

interest to exports (20 percent). Mlloderately indebtedmeans
Indebtedness: Standard World Bank definitions of severe that three of the four key ratios exceed 60 percent of, but
and moderate indebtedness, averaged over three years do not reach, the cricical levels. All other classified low-
(1992-94), are used to classify economies in this table. and middle-income economies are listed as less-indebted.
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